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• S Clearly , the use of the armed forces as an instrument f or supporting
American foreign policy is a subject of great interest. It is also. one of
conjecture. Yet, to date, there has been little -research devoted to the
topic. The empirical record itself is sparse: this study is the first to
present a systematic compilation of where, when ,, and how the United States .•

has used its armed forces for political objectives . Moreover , there have
been virtually no rigorous evaluations of the utility of the armed forces

S i~i these roles. And , still fever studies have aimed at advising dscij ion—
mkkers as to when such operations are likely to succeed; even fewer at how
to~maxiintze the effectiveness of the armed forces iz* these political roles.
The\~ are the aims of this study.

‘
~fhe study concludes that the demonstrative and discrete use of the

armed forces for political objectives should not be an option which decisios
makers turn to f requently, nor quickly, to secure ol ob tive.
abroad , except under very special circumstances. have foixid t ~v r

S the longer tens these uses of the aimed forces ware not an effective Thr.igs
policy instrument.

Decisionmakers\hould not expect such uses of th. armed forces to be
able to serve as viab~e substitutes for broader end mere fwt d~~~il ta1 poli—
cies; policies tei1or~~ to the realities of p.lttice abroad , and Incorpor—
ating diploma cy and the\ enny other potential instr umen ts available to U. S.
foreign policy .

We7 have found , however , that in particular . circmestasces, 4~~ iust rative
uses of the armed forces can ometimss be •ftsctlvs way—at least in the
short tens——o f securing U.S. objectives and pre~~~ting foreign situations ‘

inimical to U .S. interests from worsening more rapidly that mere ftaida ....gtal
policies can be formula ted. Thus , at t i s , id although decisionmakers
should view these options with some caution , the demonstrative us. of the
armed fo rces for political objectives is a useful step to shore up a eitua—
tion sufficient ly so that more extress advir e consequences cat be avoided,
so tha t domestic end Inter national pressures for mere forceful and - os
counter—productive actions can be avoided , end so that time can be -

for sounder policie, that can de*l adequately vith the realities of -t~~~situation to be for mula ted and iapI.~~~t.d.
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Chapte r 1

INTRODUCTION

On November 11, 1944 the Turkish Ambassador to the United States ,
Mehme t Muni r ErtegUn , died in Washington; not a very important event at a
time when Allied forces were sweeping across France and east Europe toward
Germany, and Berlin and Tokyo were approaching Götterdäninerung. Sixteen
months later however, the Ambassador’s remains were the focus of world
attention as the curtain went up on a classic act in the use of armed
forces as a political instrument. On March 6, 1946, the U.S. Department
oi~ State announced that the late Ambassador Erteglin’s remains would be
sent home to Turkey aboard the U.S.S. Missouri, visibly the most powerful
sutface combatant in the United States Navy and the ship on board which
General Douglas MacArthur had recently accepted Japan’s surrender.

Between the Ambassador ’s death and this announcement, nct only had
World War II ended , the Cold War——yet untitled—had begun. In addition to
conflicts between the United States and the Soviet Union over Poland , Germany,
Iran , and other areas, the Soviet Union had demanded the concession of two
Tu rkish provinces in the east and , in the west, a base in the area of the
Dardanelles.

On March 22, the Missouri began a slow journey from New York harbor
• 
C to Turkey. At Gibraltar the British Governor had a wreath placed on board.

Accompanied by the destroyer Power, the great battleship was met on April 3rd
-
_ in the eastern Mediterranean by the light cruiser Providence. Finally, on
• the morning of April 5th , the Missouri and her escorts anchored in the harbor

at Istanbul. (1)

The meaning of this event was missed by no one; Washington had not so
subtly reminded the Soviet Union and others that the United States was a
great military power, and that it could project this power abroad , even to
shores f at distant. Whether the visit of the Missouri, or it together with
other U.S. actions that followed, deterred the Soviet Union fro. implementing

S any further planned or potential hostil, acts toward Turkey will probably
• never be known. What is cisar , is that no forceful Soviet actions followed

S - tht~ visit. Moreo ver , as a symbol of American support for Turkey vis—à—vie
the Soviet Union , the visit of the Missouri was well received and deeply
appreciated by the Go-veruesnt of Turkey, the Turkish press and, as near as
anyone could tell, by the Turkish citizenry at large. The post—mortem report
by the A..rican Ambassador stated that to the Turks , the visit indicated that:

the U.S. has now decided that its own interests in this
is area requir. it to oppose any effort by Ethe l USSR to

dentroy Turk(.y’sJ independence and integrity. (2)

• S 
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Three decades later , on August 18, 1976 , two American officers
supervising the pruning of a tree in the Korean demilitarized zone were
attacked by North Korean soldiers and killed. The U.S. response was S )
prompt. On the scene , the U.N. military commander in Korea , General
Richard C. Stilvell, accused North Korea of “deliberate murder” and
demanded an apology and punishment of the North Koreans involved. The
Secretary of State , Henry A. Kissinger, termed the attack “premedi tated
murder” demanded “amends ,” and warned that such attacks would not be
accepted.

At the same t ime , certain military preparations were then taken , U .S.
forces in Korea were placed on increased aler t, two U.S. tactical aircraft
squadrons flew to Korea from bases in the United States, and the aircraft
carrier Midway and accompanying vessels sailed f r om Yokosuka, Japan for
Korean waters. Finally, a few days after the initial incident, a large
force of American and South Korean soldiers entered the demilitarized S

zone and cut down the offending tree while armed helicopters circled over-
head and 5—52 bombers patrolled the border.

North Korea never did apologize for th,e incident, nor did it announce
(publicly at least) any punishment for the North Korean soldiers involved
in the incident. A North Korean representative at the Military Armistice
Commission did, however, term the incident “regretful”——a marked departure
f rets previous behavior. And , at a subsequent meeting, North Korea submitted
several business—like proposals for avoiding such incidents in the future.(3)

Earlier in the Sumner of 1976, the United States was involved, albeit
less directly, in another international incident. Following the July 3rd
raid by Israeli commandos on Entebbe airport in Uganda to free passengers
of a hijacked aircraft held hostage by Palestinian extremists , long—standing
tensions between Uganda and Kenya intensified markedly. The two states
had not gotten along for som e time, but when the Israeli raiders landed
at the Nair obi airport on their way back to Israel with the freed hostages,
Uganda’s President Idi Amin threatened militury retaliation.

As the war of words between Ugandan and Kenyan leaders continued , a U.S.
P—3C maritime patrol aircraft landed at the Nairobi airport; apparently
the fi rst of what was to become a routine operation. A day later, a U.S.
frigate, the Beary, entered the Kenyan port of Mombassa for what was termed
a “courtesy port call.” And at the same time, the U.S. aircraft carrier
Ranger entered the Ind ian Ocean from the Pacific for a “routine periodic
deployment. ” Although U.S. officials refused to publicly link any of these
military operations to the Uganda—Kenya tensions, privately, U.S. reporters
were told that they were meant as a show of support for Kenya.(4)

In each àf these three incidents , as in hundreds of others since 1945, U.S.
S military forces were used without significant violence to underscore verbal

and diplomatic expressions of American foreign policy. Historically, of
course, the United States has not been the only nation to use its armed
forces for political objectives. In their day, all the great powers have
engaged in such activity; in the contemporary age, the Soviet Union has
been a frequent practitioner of the political uses of the ar ned forces.

- 
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5 Yet, to date, there has been little research devoted to this topic. The
empirical record itself is sparse: this study is the first to present a

• systematic compilation of where, when, and how the United States has used
its armed forces for political objectives. Moreover, there have been
virtually no rigorous evaluations of the utility of the armed forces inS these roles. Few studies have aimed at advising decisionmakers as to when
such operations are likely to succeed ; even fever at how to maximize the
effectiveness of the armed forces in their political roles.

This study addresses some of these questions. It has three broad
objectives :

First , to describe the historical record ; that is, to identify the
incidents in which the United States has used its armea forces for political
objectives between 1945 and 1975, and to determine the broad trends in such
uses of the armed fo~~es in terms of the context in which the military
units were employed , and variations in the size , type , and activities of S

the military units  themselves.

Second , to evaluate the effectiveness of the armed forces as a political
instrument by analyzing such factors as the size , type, and activity of
military units involved in the incident; the nature of the situation at
which they were directed; the character of U.S. objectives ; the international

S and domestic context in which the incident occurred ; and the extent and
• type of diplomatic activity which accompanied the use of the armed forces.

( Third , to advise policymakers as to where such incidents are likely to
S recur in the future, and what might be done to maximize the effectiveness
5 of U.S. armed forces in this sort of activity.-

Concept

• The United States has utilized its armed forces often and in a wide
S variety of ways , since the Second World War. Most of these uses have

a political dimension; that is, they are liable to influence the perceptions
and behavior of political leaders in foreign countries to some degree . This

S study is concerned with only some of these uses of the armed forces: those
instances in which the armed forces were used in a discrete way for snecific
political objectives in a particular situation. A discussion of the full
range of uses of the armed forces which may have political consequences,
some of which are liable to be of greater continuing significance than the
episodic uses reported here, is presented in chapter two.

In some cases it is obvious that a particular use of the armed forces
falls into the area of interest of this study. In many others, however, it
is not. Thus, one of the first task. of the study was to define rigorously
the concept under investigation. Only after definitional criteria were
established did it become possible to search a large number of sources system-
atically, and to determine whether each instance of military activity di.—

( covered there should be included in the study. The definition which was
employed for this purpose was as fo1 lows:

• - _ ‘i 5 
-.
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A political use of the armed forces occurs when
physical actions are taken by one or more components
of the uniformed military services as part of a deliberate
attempt by the national authorities to influence, or to be

S prepared to influence , specif ic beha~ier of individuals inanother nation without engaging in a continuing contest of
violence.

Thus , five elements had to be present if an incident was to be
considered a political use of the armed forces for the purposes of this
study.

First, a physical change in the disposition (location, activity,
and/or readiness) of at least a part of the armed forces had to occur.
Mere references by policymakers to the military (e.g., verbal threats)
were not conoidered to constitute a use of the armed forces. Military
activities were taken to include : the use of firepower, the establishment
or disestablishment of a permanent or temporary presence abroad, a block-
ade, an interposition, an exercise or demonstration, the escort or transport
of another actor ’s armed forces or materiel, a visit by a military unit
to a foreign location , an evacuation, the operation of reconnaissance,
patrol, or surveillance units in a non—exercise context, or a change in
readiness status. Readiness measures were taken to include changes in
aler t status, the mobilization or demobilization oc reserve forces, and
the movement of units toward or away from specific locations.

Second , behind this activity there had to have been a certain
consciousness of purpose. Virtually all military activity has some political
consequence. Only in those cases when a specific political impact appeared
to be a significant objective of the national command authority——e.g.,
a member of the National Security Council——in initiating action, did the
incident qualify for inclusion in the study.

Third, decisioninakers must have sought to attain their objectives by
gaining influence in the target states, not by physically imposing the U.S.
will. Generally speaking, armed forces may be used either as a political
or as a martial instrument. When used as a martial instrument, a military
unit acts to seize an objective (e.g., occupy territory), or to destroy an
objective (e.g., attack an invading army). In both of these examples,
attainment of the immediate objective itself satisfies the purpose for which
the force was used. When used as a political instrument, the objective
is to influence the behavior of another actor——i.e ., to cause an actor
to do something that he would not otherwise do, or not to do something that
he would otherwise do. Thus, the activity of the armed forces units them-
selves does not attain the objective; goals are obtained through the effect
of the force on the perceptions of the actor. Only instances of force used
in this latter fashion were of interest.

Fourth, decisionmakers must have sought to avoid a significant contest
S of violence. Although a war may result from a use of the armed forces vhich

• otherwise meets the terms of the definition, the initiation of war must not
have been the intent of the action, if the incident was to be included. Of
course, even the most intense and ptotracted war may constitute a political

• S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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$ use of the armed forces——if the objective is to cause the opponent to
capitulate without necessarily totally destroying his capacity to fight.
Nevertheless, such large—scale uses of violence were not of interest in
this study.

Finally, some specific behavior had to have been desired of the target
actors. To be included, a use of the armed forces had to have been
directed at influencing specific behavior in a particular situation; or, at
least, to have occurred because of concern with specific behavior. Many
military operations are designed to promote good relations between two S
nations in a diffuse sense. Annual bi— or multilateral U.S. armed forces
exercises, such as REFORGER in Europe and UNITAS in Latin America, and
good will cruises, such as the AMITY visits to African ports, are examples
of this phenomenon. Such incidents were not included.

Indeed, the definition of the political use of the armed forces may be
further clarified by a full listing of the sorts of military activity
which were -excluded.

The Korean War and the U.S. involvement in the war in Indochina
between March 1965 and March 1972, were excluded. In these wars, U.S.
armed forces were used primarily as a martial instrument. Objectives were
gained or lost as a direct result of the outcome of violent interactions

S between opposing forces. The symbolic value of the military force, the S

effect of its use on the perceptions and expectations of decisionmakera,
was relatively unimportant. (5)

Uses of U.S. armed forces deployed abroad to defend directly U.S. property,
citizens, or military positions, were not considered political incidents for
our purposes. In these incidents, components of the armed forces were

S used in response to immediate threats. Examples would include actions by
• troops patrolling the Korean demilitarized zone, the use of Army troops

S S in the Panama Canal Zone to control demonstrations, and incidents at
5 Guantanamo between Marine sentries and suspected infiltrators. This military

activity was not designe.~ to cause foreign policymakers to terminate theundesirable activity, but to terminate it in a direct fashion (e.g., by
shooting an infiltrator). However, in those cases when the United States
reinforced a military deployment overseas in response to infiltration or
some other hostile activity, it was assumed that the symbolic political
value of the reinforcement was at least as important as any i ediate improve-
ment in military capabilities. Thus, incidents of the latter type were
considered political uses of the armed forces.

• The psychological reinforcement of previously established behavior through
the continuous presence or operation of military forces abroad also was ex—
eluded. While the stationing of U.S. armed forces abroad certainly is a
political act, and perhaps the most important political function served by
U.S. armed forces, such activity helps to maintain previously established

S 

behavior rather than to establish new behavioral patterns. Only the initial
S establishm ent of an overseas presence , the disestablishment of such a presence,

or a significant change in the size of the oversea s deploymen t was includ ed 
S

• C 
in the list of incidents. The continuing effects of maintaining forces

S overasas are examined as an independent variabl, affecting the effectiveness

-- - S - S  ~~~~ S 55SS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~ S. S S S S 5
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of discrete political uses of the armed forces.

• Routine activity primarily directed at maintaining or improving combat ‘r readiness was excluded. This category of events includes most training
S exercises and maneuvers, and most visits to foreign ports by U.S. warships.

Although there ha. often been political fallout from these interactions
between U.S. 4litary forces and individuals in foreign natiQns, most
routine military activity is simoly not deliberate ~in its political consequences.

• Miscellaneous forms of support provided routinely to foreign governments
in non—conflict situations were not considered. Examples of these activities
include disaster relief, search and rescue operations, and the movement of
refugees. Usually, these operations have had a political objective, but
a very diffuse one: to enhance U.S. influence in the recipient nation.
Consequently, they did not meet the definitional requirement of specificity.

The provision of military assistance was not considered. Again, this
activity encompasses an important political dimension, but the factors
determining the success or failure of military assistance——which is usually
given over a protracted period of time——are likely to be quite different from
those affecting the outcome of discrete political uses of the armed forces.

• Incidents in which non—combatant forces were used to evacuate American
citizens from areas of impending conflict were not included. Actually, such
incidents are rare, insofar as most instances of evacuation have coincided
with the use of combatant forces. And in these latter incidents, the primary
U.S. purpose usually was not to rescue Americans directly, but to cause
foreign leaders to stabilize a threatening situation. Cases in which )
combatant forces were employed were included in the list of incidents.

• The use within the United States of active or reserve military forces
to control civil disturbances, to aid in relief efforts following national
disasters, and to achieve other objectives were not examined. - Uses of the armed
forces abroad stay serve important domestic political objectives, however, and S

these were included in the study. S

Incidents and Sources

Using the above definition, 215 incidents have been indentified in which
the United States utilized its armed forces for political objectives between
January 1, 1946 and October 31, 1975——an arbitrary cut—off date that was
necessaril.y imposed on the’research. A list of these incidents is presented
in appendix A. The character of the incidents, and the character of the U.S.
military involvement in them are described and analyzed in chapters three
and four, resp.ctively.

In seeking incidents, a wide variety of sources were examined. They
fall broadly into three categories: official records of military organizations
such as fleet histories; chronologies of international events, such as that
which appears in the tiddi. East Journal; and compilations of U.S. military
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activity prepared by government agencies and other researchers for various
purposes. A full list of sources consulted, with methodological notes,
is presented in appendix 5.

The Approach

The heart of the study is the question of effectiveness, or utility.
When do discrete uses of the armed forces help to satisf y U.S. foreign policy
objectives with regard to particular situations abroad? Does the size, type,
or activities of the forces involved matter? Can utility be enhanced by
diplomatic or other lever, of policy in conjunction with the military operation?
Are particular types of objectives more likely to be satisfied than others?

Answers to these questions, and similar ones, were sought through three
distinct types of analyses.

First, a sample of incidents was selected for systematic and rigorous
* analysis of outcomes. Fifteen percent of the full set of incidents (33

incidents) were chosen at random in a sample structured so as to proportion-
ally represent the full set of. incidents in terms of the size of the U.S.
military involvement; the degree of Soviet involvement; the nature of the
East—West relationship at the time; and the situational context in which the
incident occurred. The characteristics of the sample closely parallel those

5 5 of the full set of incidents in both these and stoat other dimensions, as
shown in appendix C, in which the sampling methodology is described.

For each of the incidents in the sample, the available literature, docu-
ments, and newspaper accounts were investigated so as to determine the
following: U.S. objectives vis—è—vis each participant, and whether or not
those objectives were satisfied within six months and retained over three
years following the use of U.S. armed forces; the size, type, and activity

S of U.S. armed forces involved in the incident; the character of the targets
S in relation to U.S. objectives; other activities (e.g., diplomatic) under—• taken in support of United States objectives along with the use of the

S armed forces; and, finally, the state of certain U.S. domestic conditions.
In the analysts, the degree of satisfaction of U.S. objectives is related to
each of these other factors with the aim of highlighting the crucial variables
determining whether or not a political use of the armed fçj~rces is likely tobe sucLessful or not. This analysts is presented in cha~#~ers five throughS eight. A bibliography for the 33 sample incidents is presented in appendix D.

Second , more detailed assessments were made of the speàific mechanisms
through which military operations affected the perceptions and decision. of
foreign policymakers during crises in seventeen case studies. Eight specialists
were asked to address a lengthy set of questions concerning the United States’
use of armed forces in each of two or three incidents. The questions , which
are reproduced in appendix E, required that each analyst describe in some
detail: U.S. objectives, the instruments of policy directed at those objectives,
the character of the situation (and particularly the concerns of foreign

() decisiomeakers), and most importantly , the outcomes of the situstion.

I _________ 
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Cases were selected so as to contrast differences within particular
circumstances in which the United States has used its armed forces for
political objectives since 1945. For example, the United States often has
used its armed forces to influence the outcome of intra—Arab conficts.
The investigator, in this instance, was asked to examine both the• 1958 Lebanon Civil War and the 1970 Jordanian Civil War, so as to shed
light on how changes between 1958 and 1970 in the global and Mediterranean
balance of military power between the United States and the Soviet Union
may have affected the utility of U.S. armed forces in these types of
situations. Time was not the only factor used to distinguish among cases,
however. There were two Berlin Crises in a period of only three years, for
example; the main difference between them being the style and content of

S the U.S. response.

Six sets of case studies were completed successfully. They are
presented in chapters nine through fourteen, as follows:

Chapter Investigator Incidents

IX David L Hall Laotian Civil War (1962)
S Indo—Pakistani War (1971)

X William B. Quand t Lebanon Civil War (1958)
Jordanian Civil War (1970)

XI Jerome Slater Dominican Intervention (1961)
Dominican Intervention (1965) )

XII Robert N. Slusser Berlin Crisis (1958—59)
Berlin Crisis (1961)

XIII Philip Windsor Security of Yugoslavia (1951)
Invasion of Czechoslovakia (1968)

XIV Robert Si ons Seizure of the Pueblo (1968)
Shoot—down of the EC—121 (1969)
Seizure of the Nayaguez (1975)

Third, further insight into the U.S. use of the armed forces for political
objective, was sought by examining comparable phenomena undertaken by the
Soviet Union. The two superpowers manifest quite different attitudes toward
military force, its role in world politics, and how a nation should or should
not go about using armed forces for political objectives. As it is frequently
the case, a comparison of such different styles can make more clear the
underpinning. and assumptions of one or the other. The analysis of Soviet
uses of its armed forces for political objectives is presented in chapter
fifteen.

____ S
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Some Caveats

The overall findings of the study are presented in chapter sixteen.S Before turning to those findings, readers should at least examine the
conceptual underpinnings of the study, discussed in chapter two, and also
should be aware of the following methodological reservations.

One reservation concerns the data used in the study. The research was
S unclassified, but even a highly classified study would be likely to have

encountered difficulties in some areas. We are confident that the list of
incidents is an adequate representation of all those instances in which U.S.
armed forces were used in a way that would fit the terms of the definition.
Analysts undertaking a similar study on a classified basis have indicated that
there is a correlation of about .89 between the incident list presented in
appendix A and a list of incidents which, under the terms of the definition
employed in this study, their data would indicate have taken place. More

• importantly, the set of incidents utilized in this study are distributed
roughly congruently over tine and geographic region with the set of incidents
that would be derived from the classified data. (6)

Less confidence, however, may be ascribed to the descriptions of the
military units which took part in the incidents. Reporting on this sort of
data in the unclassified literature——even in official documents——tends to
be incomplete , non—systematic , and sometimes cont radictory . The activities

( )  of some kinds of military units——like aircraft carriers——which are easier
to keep track of , tend to be rep orted more often and more completely than
the activities of other types of units; for example, submarines, to cite
an extreme case. Furthermore, the reporting of military activity on

S an unclassified basis has varied widely over t ime. The quality of this sort
of data i. relatively poor for the post—World War II period and early 1950s,
then improves, but falls off again for the most recent years, as not enough

S time has passed for the downgrading of classified information to have had
an important effect.

In the utility analysis, data shortfalls occurred for some cases in
assessing U.S. objectives and some of the details of the situation, and——in
a few instances—in assessing outcomes. These problems are discussed inS 

chapter five.

$ - Secondly, this study shares many of the problems which plague any social
S science research. Of particular importance is the question of causality.

We cannot, of course, ever really know what caused decieioi.naksrs to take
par ticular decision. . In most cases, the decisionmaker himself probably doss
not sort out the various stimuli he receives as to their relative importance.

S Even if he did, in most of th. incidents which form the basis of the study,
first—hand accounts are not available; and even if they were, leaders generally
have mixed motives when writing their memoirs or speaking to journalists—
the creation of an accurate historical record being only one of them.
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consequently, we are concerned in this report net to attribute causality
to the u.s of th. armed forces; that is, not to say that such an eut~othPoccurred ~~~~ of the use of the armed fore.. Still, when parallels
between certain ue.o of the irmed forces and outcomes favorable to U.S.

F objectives are noted , there is the implication of causality. Renders are
forewarned that no such iipliastien can be proven, and cer tainly none ii
intended . S

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, a distinction should be drawn
between utility and wisdom. The format is addr.ai~cd in this study, the latteris not. In evaluating the utility of political uses of the armed forces,
the methodology employed accepts th. objective s of U.S .  decisi~naaketS as

S given , and assess.. only whsthir or not these objectives were at~.1~t.v~d. The
question of the wisdom of establishing thee. objectives is one beyond th&.~
scope of this study

tier does this study judge th. long—term security consequences of political
uses of  the armed forces beyond those specific ways in which the nation ’s
security say or may not have been affected by the discret. and iimnediato
situation in which the armed forces were employed. The long term effects
of repeated U.S. military interventions in the Caribbean, for example , On
perceptions of the United States in Latin America, and what those effects
may or may not imply for U.S. national security over the very long term,
are questions which fall beyond the scope of this study.

Thus, regardless of any specific findings concerning the political utility
of uses of the armed forces in discrete situations in the past, the conclusions
of this study should not be interpreted as necessarily supporting the use
of the armed forces for political objectives in future contingencies. In
any future situation, decisionmakers would have to weigh the potential
political utility of a proposed use of the armed forces, against a variety
of potential costs and risks. Each specific case would have to be judged
on its own merits.

Footnotes

1. Log of the U.S.S. Missouri.

2. U.S. Department of State, Forsian Mistions of the United States 1946;
Volias 3: The Near Bait and Africa (U.S. Government Printing Office,
1969), p. 822. Also, ..e: Stephen C. Xydis, “The Genesis of the Sixth
Fleet ,” U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, 84 (August, 1958), pp. 41—50.

3. Based on report. in the Nw York Times (August 19—27 , 1976).

4. New Tork~~imis (July 13, 1976) and Baltimore Sun (July 30, 1976) .
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C 5. The U.S. a~r war against North Vietnen was initially aimed at a pol i t ical~~ objective——to compe l the DRVN to halt its support for the war in the South.Increasingly, however, this political aim was subsumed by the militaryS objective of stopping the’ traffic to the •outh directly. The politicalobjective gained prominence again only during the 1972 “Linebacker” oper-
- ations. Insofar as it was impossible to define the break—points precisely,we arbitrarily excluded from this analysis the air strikes against theS North once the United State s stoppe d identif ying a specific prov ocationfor each strike in March 1965.

6. Robert B. Mahoney, Jr., “A Comparison of the Brookings and CNA InterfihattonalInciden ts Projects , ” Center for Naval Analyses Memorandum 76-0455.10,(August 17, 1976).
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Chapter 11

THE AR)IED FORCES AS A POLITICAL INSTRUMENT

Clausevitz taught that although a state might use military forces
to obtain an objective through violent actions, the state ’s goal is never
violence per se but rather the achievement of an objective otherwise
unobtainable—i.e., the pursuit of politics by other means. As war is
an extension of politics by other means, so too the armed forces without
var—by their very existence and by their specific activities—serve
political purposes.

The focus of this study is on only a portion of these roles: on
discrete uses of the armed forces to achieve specific objectives in par-
ticular situations. However, by their very being, as well as by their own
general character, deployment, and day—to—day activities, the armed forces
can afford diffuse political influence to a state . This wider political
implication of the armed forces, their role as a diffuse element of a
state’s power , deserves discussion as backdrop for the subsequent examina-
tion of the discrete uses of the armed forces which forms the core of the
study.

Size and Character of the Armed Forces

Nest fundamentally, the recruitment of military personnel and the
procurement of weapons signal not only that a state has a capability for
warfare, but also that it has the will to allocate a portion of  its re-
sources to this end. This latter demonstrates the state’s resolve to
defend its inter~~ts in the arena . As such , the greater the resources
allocat ed to the armed forces , thb’~ore clearl y this resolve is likely
to be perceived. Foreign aud iencel are attentive to changes in the size
and composition of military forces ; while some may only take note of
changes others may be influenced to act differently than they would have
otherwise. Still others may be especially gratified or , ~n the other hand,
may become particularly anxious . Consider, for example, the rearmament of 5
the Federal Republic of Germany in the 1950s. German rearmament was strongly
supported by the United St.t.., which pres umably was gratified by the re-
birth of the Bundesvehr. ‘The Soviet Union , on the other hand, became cx— S

treasly anxious and hostile. And even Soun ’s erstwhile allies in Western
S Europe were discomforted to varying degrees . Yet , those perceptions , and

probably actions taken by each of the observing nations as a result of
those perceptio ns, . t d  only from the coming into existence of German S

ar med forces—the new German army did not have to undertake any specific
activit ies to her s •meh political effects.

10  
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Aside from the size of the force , the relative sophistication of
weaponry and the reputation of military personnel are likely to have dif-
ferential political impacts. In other words , the ability of a military
force to cause political effects is likely to depend to some degree on
whether or not that force is equipped with nuclear weapons, advanced elec-
tronic capabilities, supersonic aircraft, and the other appurtenances of
modern military technology , and on whether or not the force is reputed to
be composed of tough and effective fighters.

In the immediate postwa r period , for example , the United States ’
monopoly of nuclear weapons was of great importance to the common percep-
tion that it was the most powerful nation on earth. Similarly, once the
Soviet Union also obtained a nuclear capability, that was of great value
to the success of Soviet diplomacy. Given these precedents, It should not
have been surprising that other nations——France , China, India——should seek
to enhance their influence in world affairs through the development of
nuclear weapons.

The possession of advanced conventional weapons can confer political
influence as well , because of the image of power which those weapons pro-
ject and because they are perceived as a symbol of a nation ’s modernity
and technological prowess. Such weapons are viewed as an important indica-
tor of a natj on ’a standing in the world. Aircraft carriers , nuclear sub-
marines , supersonic aircraft , and advanced tanks not only improve a nation’s
ability to fight wars, they also influence the attitudes and behavior of
other states toward their possessor. No nation has benefited as much in
this regard as has the United States. The B—29 bomber, the Missouri—class
battleship, and the Midway—class aircraft carrier were potent symbols of
American power in the immediate postwar period. Successive generations of
bombers , fighter aircraft , warships , and ground combat equipment have helped
to maintain the image of the United States as a nation in the forefront of
military technology . This image helps to condition the reactions of Zriends
and foes alike to expressions of U.S. desires. Over time , the Soviet Union
too has obtained political advantage by the development and display of ad-
vanced veapon systems. The effective use of these systems by other nations,
as in the October 1973 war, has amplified this Soviet image.

The political significance of new types of weaponry derives not only
from the technical capabilities they represent, but from the test of the
battlefield. The specters of Hiroshima and Nagasaki seem likely to have
been of great significance to the success of American and, later, Soviet
diplomacy. In the absence of demonstrative effects, nuclear weapons may
have received less credence as regards their destructive capability and
decisiveness. Or, nuclear weapons might have been classed with chemical
and bacteriological weapons: weapons whose use would be so abominable
that they could be discounted, more or less , in the calculations which
underlie the decisions of foreign policymakers.

Similarly, a military service which has a reputation for competence—
hard training, close attention to weapons maintenance, professionalism,
toughness—generally obtains more respect and imparts greater political

I
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influence than one lacking such a reputation. The imige that, an armed
force is unfit and unpracticed will have the opposite impact. During the
1950s and even the 1960s, for example, the Spanish Armed Forces were re-
garded as not only ill—equipped , but comprised of a moon-lighting officer
corps and poorly trained conscripts. Consequently, while those favoring
Spain’s entry into NATO always cited the size of the Spanish army, critics
railed about its quality. By contrast, the Yugoslav and Turk ish armed
forces, while grossly inferior in numbers and equipment to those of the
Soviet Union, are reputedly so able to provide a good accounting of them-
selves in conflict that Moscow may be deterred from engaging in aggression
against these countries. These reputations are based, in part, on past
combat performance, but few fail to notice also the continuous and rugged
training the respected armed forces undergo .

Performance in war , of course , is of great significance to the repu-
tation of armed forces and to the consequent assumptions and decisions of
policy—makers. A third of a century and more than a generation later,
reputations forged or lost in World War II continue to have considerable

S significance for the political influence of various armed forces. Both
armed forces that gave a good accounting of themselves, (e.g., the Red
Army) and those that did not , (e.g., the Italian Army) are remembered.
Performance, more than victory or defeat, is the key . In the aftermath
of the 1948, 1956, and 1967 Arab—Israeli Wars, both Israel’s image and
the political clout of its military forces were enhanced , while Egypt’s
and Syria’. images were tarnished ; yet Jordan , also on the losing side,

( 
found its image and influence greater than might have been expected. So,
too, after the 1973 Middle East War , both Egypt and Syria gained in repu-
tation despite their military defeat.

Thus , the political consequences of the simple existence of armed
forces are likely to be greater or lesser depending upon the size of the
force, the technological sophistication of its weaponry, and the reputation
of its fighting men and women——based in part on past experiences, and in
other part on the thoroughness of its training, and its professionalism.

Deployments and Operations

These broad political ramifications may in turn be enhanced (or
degraded) , or directed toward the attainment of more specific objectives,
by the general deployment pattern and day—to—day operations of the mili-
tary force . Most importantly , by eaplacing land—based forces in a
foreign nation, or by regularly operating naval forces in a certain region,
a stat may become better prepared for conflict in that region. The loca-
tion of its forces abroad means tha t it can react more quickly to events
there. Moreover, it means that it will be more difficult for the state
asking the overseas deployment to “ignore” untoward events. At the extreme,
by their location, forces deployed abroad will become automatically in-
volved in outb reaks of conflict; as when they are located at . the edge of

(
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5 a demilitarized zone across a traditional. invasion route. In less extreme
and more frequent cases, the fact that a na tion ’s military personnel (and
often their dependents) are located in an area of potential conflict means
that the state making the deployment can ill afford to shut Its eyes to
potential threats, or any other potentially hostile development in that
region.

For these reasons, the location of forces abroad can sometimes sup-
port a nation’s policies in that region more directly and effectively than
can a force of equal capability which Is kept at home; even when provisions
are made to move the latter force to the region of interest quickly and
effectively when needed. The key is that when the force is not located
in the region of concern, the deploying nation has greater flexibility in
identifying those times when the force is needed , and thus its commit-
ments, potentially at least, are somewhat less certain.

In short, when forces are deployed abroad , the deploying nation ’s
promises and comeitments become more credible. So too do its threats and
warnings. The emplacement of forces abroad also may increase a state’s
general infl uence in the region , both as an expression of interest and as
a demonstration of the viability of its instruments of power. Such influence
may be obtained even if the forces are not used explicitly to exert pressure
on antagonists or to support friends , insofar as the forces may be perceived
by regional actors as an implicit card In the deploying state’s hand. It is
for these reasons that the United States has maintained Army and Air Force
units in Europe, Japan, Korea, and elsewhere for more than 25 years. And
it is largely for these reasons too that the United States, and now the
Soviet Union, maintain standing naval deployments in several parts of the

S globe.

The strength of the political effects of the armed forces may be
influenced also by the activities undertaken by those forces——excluding
still those activities specifically directed at particular situations.

For one, the cohesion of alliances may be strengthened by regular
exercises, both unilateral and bilateral. The annual REFORGER exercise
in which U.S. ground troops are airlifted to central Europe and engage in
maneuvers with other NATO forces supports the credibility of the United
States’ preparedness to reinforce the Seventh Army quickly——the permanent
U.S. ground force presence on the continent. Exercises of this nature, if
not the same scope, also are conducted In support of U.S. allies in southern
Europe and in the Far East. Similarly, the annual IJNITAS exercise in which
U.S. ships circle South America and engage in anti-submarine warfare and
other exercises with the navies of various Latin American states is useful
for maintaining a favorable relationship between U.S. and Latin American
navies. In each of the above instances, the exercise supports and reinforces
the perceptions established by U.S. diplomacy: The United States is con-
cerned with the target states’ security and interests, the United States is
willing to aid the target states militarily in the event of various contin-
gencies, and the United States has the capability to bring this willingness
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I to fruition .

Secondly, visits of military ships and planes to foreign locations
on the occasion of inaugurations, holiday celebrations, air shows, regattas,
and other special events, also can have political consequences. Visits
whose main purpose is to provide rest and recreation to their crews , to
replenish consumables, or to make minor repairs, may also have a similar,
if less pointed, political dimension. The friendly presence of a nation’s S
military personnel in a foreign city, if well received, can serve to affirm
the visiting state’s interest in good relations and, often enough, support
for the host state. By sending a symbol of its sovereignty——a warship or
military aircraft unite-—to a place where , in all likelihood, the safety of
the military personnel and the ships or aircraft themselves are dependent
upon the good will of the host nation, the visiting nation expresses trust
in the host, as well as confidence in its strength and good intentions. S

Visits also allow a nation to show off its war fighting capabilities
and military technology. The visual impression made by a moderi warship
or military aircraft may not be measured easily, but neither can it be
argued that such sights do not leave some impression. Sleek, modern fighting
platforms present impressive vistas, indeed. Their visit to a foreign na-
tion is one way of imparting-a sense of the visiting nation’s technological
prowess.

Frequently, visits become so routine that they pass almost unnoticed.
A sudden change in a previously established pattern of visits would be no-
ticed, however. In July, 1976, for example, a U.S. warship visited Haifa,
Israel——the first visit in more than ten years. The event was trumpeted in
the Israeli media and noted in major U.S. and European newspapers , whereas
similar visits to Italian ports ——a longstanding practice, pass unnoticed.
The cancellation of a previously planned visit also draws attention. It is
a comeon way to express displeasure with a decision, policy, or stance of
the country which was to be visited. For example, during the tenure of the
Allende regime, in thile, a planned visit by the U.S. aircraft carrier
Enterprise was cancelled.

Disaster Relief and Similar Activities

Armed forces, being well—organized, highly disciplined, well—equipped,
mobile, and existing national resources can be quite useful for aiding
another state in various contingencies not involving international conflict.
Most of these concern disaster relief or prevention. Ground troops have been
used to fight fires, re ovs snow, clean—up after tidal waves and search for

S survivors after floods, earthquakes, storms, and other natural calamities.
Aircra f t can rapidly transport skilled military and civilian personnel, field
hospitals, medicine, shelters, and even food. Ships, though they usually
cannot respond as quickly as can aircraft , are able to deliver larger amounts
of supplies more efficiently over a longer period of time. On occasion,

() moreover, ships close to a disaster have provided i sdiate aid of ~xeat 5

significance. -
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Moreover , U.S. armed forces hospitals and other facilities and personnel
abroad often have been made available for use by local nationals , especially
political leaders. On occasion, the latter have been invited to make use of
more advanced facilities in the United States itself, and have been trans-
ported there by military aircraft. Armed forces also have been used to
provide weather Information and to help search for missing ships and air-
craft on any number of occasions.

No nation has been as active as the United States in providing disaster
assistance and similar supportive activities. Britain and France have engaged
in these practices for an even longer period than has the United States , mainly
in their former colonies. In more recent years, the Soviet Union has followed
this lead .

The usual objective of these actions , to the extent that they do not
spring solely from humanitarian motives, is to create a good impression or
reservoir of goodwill, which can be drawn upon at some future time. Rarely
is a specific political objective sought through these efforts. Interest-
ingly , states prone to natural disasters (because of their geographic
location and world weather patterns) have come to expect support from
particular nations , especially from the United States. Thus, as with
deployments, exercises, port visits, and other activities, the absence
of participation in disaster relief and rescue efforts may be very no—
ticeable and have major impact.

Military Assistance

Atmed forces also are uaed, of course, to implement arms transfers
and to train foreign military personnel. Whether or not arms transfers
provide a vehicle for influence with regard to particular issues is a
contentious point; there seems little doubt, however, that they often
tis countries more closely together in a broad sense. Where an arms
transfer program is successf ul in this political dimension, there will.
tend to be less suspicion, better conununications, and a greater openness
between the military personnel (and sometimes the political leaders) of
the donor and recipient nations. This has been the case, for example,
among the U.S. and West European nations. On occasion, moreover, the
initiation, continuance, or curtailment of par ticular arms transfers may
result in the attainment of specific policy objectives.

Sizable arms transfers necessarily involve the use of military per-
sonnel from the donor country to instruct recipient country personnel in
the usage and maintenance of weapon systems and corresponding military tactics.
These military advisors can make contactS with , and may obtain the trust and
confidence of the officers with whom they deal. There often is a professional
camaraderie among military officers, as in any profession, which can over-
shadow national distinctions. In consequence, the advisors may be usef ul 
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conduits for communicating policy and for creating a favorable impression
in the donor country. And individual officers may sometimes be able to
influence their professional counterparts on particular issues. These
consequences, which can be turned into political gain, are made more
important insofar as a growing number of nations are now ruled by serving,
or ex—professional military officers .

Other points of contact and potential influence are military schools
such as West Point and the Command and General Staff College at Fort
Leavenworth. Insofar as the institution obtains the respect of the foreign
student, it can imbue compatible values (e .g. ,  an-Li—Communism) and even a
degree of allegiance. Lifelong friends and contacts nay be made , and a
“soft spot ,” so to speak , may be created . For these reasons , officers of
foreign armies are regularly invited to attend senior service schools and
staff colleges.

Of course , familiarity need not always lead to respect, It sometimes
breeds contempt. All nations that maintain large arms transfer programs
have experienced great difficulties, at times, due to tensions between
advisors and students, or because of incidents involving visitors and
citizens of the host country. It is difficult to assess when such nega-
tive experiences are likely to be obtained, nor is that the task of th in
study; suffice it to note that negative political consequences as well as
positive political consequences sometimes result from the interaction of
military personnel connected with arms transfer programs.

Of a pe rhaps less tenuous character are the physical dependencies
created by arms transfers. The fact that a nation’s armed forces are
dependent upon military equipment fabricated in ano ther state is likely
to predispose the former to wish to please the latter. Again, this
relationship obviously is not absolute. At times, recipient countries
have been willing to alienate their donors; the recent experience of the
Soviet Union in Egypt being an obvious, and pointed example. Still,
there is a price to pay for such disruptions——if nothing else, a degrada tion
in military capabilities while new equipmen t is sought, one which the re-
cipient country is likely to wish to avoid , if possible. This predisposition
to wish to keep the supplier country conten t is likely to be greater if
financial gains are included in the transfer (e.g., if it is a grant rather
than a sale), if stocks of spare parts and consumables are kept low, and if
the recipient country is in immediate danger of military confrontation.
Yet, even in certain cases where all factors pointed to great ~epandency
on the part of an arms recipient, the political influence which usually
is assumed to flow from arms transfers has proven to be illusory.

Discrete Political Operations

All these ways in which the armed forces ser’~e political functions——
by their existence and character alone, by their location abroad, by the
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carrying—out of routine exercises and visits , and by their provision of
military assistance and various forms of support in s i tua t ions  not
featuring in~ernational conflict——are virtually ignored in this study .
The focus here is placed only on one aspect of the armed forces as a
political instrument——those instances in which discrete mil i tary  moves

5 are taken in connection with particular situations. The more diffuse
political rami f ica tions of military forces discussed above are examined
solely as factors which may have helped to condition the relative utility
or disutility of discrete uses of the armed forces.

In doing so, the study ’s approach may be somewhat misleading ; a
caveat which readers should bear in mind . In one sense, the fact that a
discrete use of the armed forces has taken place in itself indicates a
failure of policy. When U.S. policy is unambiguous, when that policy is
in accord with the reality of limtts on the U.S. ability to influence world
affairs, when U.S. military forces are sized commensurately with the tasks
set for them, when they are deployed, equipped, and trained so as to make
their ability to carry out those tasks (and the nation ’s will to use them
in those roles) unquestionable, then situations requiring a discrete use of
force are less likely to arise. In effect, a discrete political use of the
armed forces is a belated attempt to make clear a policy intent or military
capability which for one reason or another——domestic dissension, uncertain
or inept leadership, inadequate military preparation, or the unreality of
the policy objective itself——has come into question.

Thus, in many cases, the discrete use of armed forces indicates that
the previously mentioned , more fundamental political roles of the armed
forces have fallen into disrepair. Or put another way, when discrete uses
of the armed forces do not take place, then the pou t .~‘al functions of the
armed forces may be best fulfil led. For example, it may be argued tha t
during those periods when the Soviet Union did not put pressure on the
Western position In Central Europe (e .g. ,  Berlin) and thus that no special
military steps need have been taken, that U.S. troops deployed In Europe
were best fulfilling one of their political roles——persuading Soviet.
decision—makers to accommodate themselves to the status quo in Europe.

This study, however, counts as incidents only those instances when,
to continue the example; the Soviets did put pressure on Berlin and the
United States did react with discrete military activity . The study does
not record, nor obviously could it record, those times when Soviet decision—
makers debated, or individually considered, applying pressure to Berlin and
then thought better of it. In terms of reducing the risk of war and
stabilizing international politics, it is these latter effects of U.S.
military forces which are the most beneficial ones. This bias in the
study should be kept in mind .

Discrete uses of the armed forces themselves may be usefu l ly  discussed
5 in several sub—categories . These pertain to the mode in which the armed

forces are employed and the relationship between the use of the force and
the target state, a relationship which we ahall term the “style” with which 
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t the military units were used. The util i ty of military activity will depend ,
¶ in part, upom these factors .

Modes of Military Activity

Modes of using armed forces may be distinguished, first, by the
easeatial character of the relations between actors. Secondly, modes of
force may be distinguished by the objective of the acting nation: Whether
it is to bring about a change of behavior by the target or a continuance
of peat behavior.

Coercive diplomacy

When the essential character of relations between two or more actors
is hostile, armed forces typically are used as an instrument of coercive
diplomacy. As such, military units are used in one or two modes in order
to present a direct, indirect, or potential threat to the target: (a) to
det,r the target from doing something or stopping f rom doing something; or
(b) to compel the target to do or to stop doing something. Thus, fo r example,
the Soviet Union presi ably was deterred from car rying out various threats
in the 1961 Berlin crisis and compelled in the 1962 missile crisis to stop( activating and eventually to withdraw the missiles and bombers it had em-

- - placed in Cuba. By contrast , North Korea was not de terred by the U.S.
military response to the seizure of the Pueblo, insofar as North Korean
forces shot down a U.S. Navy EC—l2l aircraft over international waters a
littl , more than one year later. Nor was North Vietnam compelled to
terminate its support for the war in South Vietnam by several discrete
uses of armed forces by the United States in the early 1960s .

Even as they are used to coerce one target in an incident , the armed
forces also y b. used in one of two other modes to support another actor:
(a) to .5!! ~~ 

the second target so that it will continue to do or not to do
something; or (b) to induce the second target to do or to stop doing some—

5
- - 

thing. The literature of coercive diplomacy has devoted much less attention
to asearance and inducement than it has to deterrence and compellence. (1)

- . -- When using armed forces , however, policymakers often consider the assurance
or inducement of one set of actors to be as important as the deterrence or
compellence of others. In the afterma th of North Korea ’s seizure of the
Pueblo, for example, PreIident Johnson sought to deter any further hostile
action by Pyongyang (and to compel the release of the Pueblo and its crew) .
But in ordering a large naval demonst ration and the reinforcement of the
U.S. air forces in the Par East , he also sought to assure South Korea so
that ft would not remove the ground forces it then had deployed in Vietnam.

U
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~~~ Similarly , the permanen t emplacement of ground forces in Japan and South
Korea at the end of the Korean War was as much ‘to assure those states and
thus solidify their ties with the United States , as it was to deter new
aggression by North Korea and China.

In this study , all four modes of use of the armed forces——deter , compel ,
assure, and induce——are examined . It is of particular interest, however, to
compare certain pairs of modes in light of studies by the behaviorist school
of psychology and clinical psycholo gists interested in “behavior modification.”
(2) By comparing uses of the armed forces to support——i .e., assure or induce
behavior——with uses to coerce-—i.e., deter or compel behavior , the utility of
using the armad forces as a “reward” may be contrasted with the utility of
their use as “punishment ,” and the respective values of operant and aversive
conditioning may be assessed. The comparison of uses of the armed forces to
insure the continued performance of existing behavior——i.e., assure or deter——
with uses to obtain changed behavior——i.e., induce ot compel, permits exAfihina—
tion of the relative value of using armed forces for the purposes of behavior
reinforcement and modification.

Cooperative diplomacy

Armed forces also nay be used as instruments of cooperative diplomacy
for particular political purposes in situations not featuring conflict. In
these instances, the armed forces are not used to coerce an actor or to
intervene in a situation in any martial way——i.e., they are not scant to )
present a threat to an actor. Nor are they intended as a show of support
to one actor vis—I—vis another actor.

Rather, in instances of cooperative diplomacy, the armed forces are

used to symbolize a desire or willingness to obtain, strengthen, or

solidify a particular relationship; and by doing this, to assure the

continuance or induce the performance of some behavior desired of the
target. Two recent examples include the use of  the helicopter carrier

helping to improve relations with Egypt in 1974 , and the exchange ofIwo JIma and later the Inchon to sweep mines f rom the Sue z Canal , thus

port visits by U.S. and Soviet vatehips in May 1975, intended to strengthen
the atmos phere of d~tente. The previous background to these two incidents
most certai nly did include hostili ty between the United States, on the one

hand, and Egypt and the Soviet Union, respectively , on the other. However,

the specific uses of the armed forces under question clearly were meant to

express a willingness to cooperate .

Cooperative uses of armed forces have occurred far less frequently
than have coercive uses. This is probably because while armed forces are

clearly a superior instrument of coercion (or of showing support for actors

in confli~t situations), many other 
instruments of policy—e.g., economic

aid and cultural tours—are available al means of expressing 
friendship.

Moreover , some of these other instruments are better suited for this latter j
task, just as armed forces are best suited to the task of coercive diplomacy.

• 
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Relationship Between the Use of Force and the Target: Style

Regardle.. of mode, armed forces may be used either directly or
S indir.ctly. And in some cases, they may be used only as a latent instru—

ment .

A direct use of the armed forces occurs when the activities of the
military units involved clearly are aimed at a particular target without
intermediaries. In lending U.S. Marines to Thailand during the 1962 Laotian
crisis, for example, President Kennedy used the armed forces directly to
assure Bangkok that the United States remained comitted to Thailand ’s
security and to deter both the Pathet Lao and North Vietnam from certain

S actions in Laos . The Marines also served indirectly , however , to compel
the Soviet Union and china to take steps to control the Laotian crisis.
Neither china nor the Soviet Union were threatened themselves with vio-
lence by the Marine deployments; only their allies were threatened
directly. Moscow and Peking were coerced indirectly , though, to the
degree that they were concbrned with their clients’ well—being and found
the U.S. threat cred ible. In effec t , the difference lies in which nation
would be the subject of the violence which is implicitly implied by the

• military activity.

There are also situations in which the armed forces are used only
as a latent instrument and, as such, in none of the four modes mentioned

( previously . In these instances , policy—makers desire tha t an actor do
something specifically, and the direct or indirect use of armed forces
is contemplated to this end . )breover, changes in the disposition of
military units are taken for the sake of preparedness. However , while
these preparatory actions may demonstrate the U.S. concern to all parties,
no specific attempt is made to cowanicate the relationship between the
military activity and the desired behavior. Indeed , the target state may
neither anticipate, observe, nor otherwise become aware of the military
activity.

tor example, when the situation on Cyprus began to si.er in 1967,
elements of the Sixth Fleet were deployed closer to the area. In taking
this action, there was no intent on the part of U.S. policymakers to coerce
or support the various actors involved; rather the Johnson administration
sought to be prepared to take coercive or supportive actions if the crisis
developed further. At the same t ime, it was assumed that the fleet move—

S ments would be observed by the participants in the crisis, and evaluated
In light of previous U.S behavior and current policy statements . In
short, when used as a latent instrument , military activity mainly reminds
the target. that the United States can, and might, act.

1
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- The use of armed forces as a latent instrument is akin to what
James Cable has termed the “catalytic” use of force . “A situation arises ,”
Cable relates,

pregnant with a formless menace or offering obscure
opportunities. Something, it is felt, is going to
happen , which migh t somehow be prevented if force
were available at the critical point. Advantages,
their nature and the manner of the achievement, still
undetermined, might be reaped by those able to put
imeediate and appropriate power behind their sickle. (3)

A lack of clarity as to what is expected is an important element
in latent uses of the armed forces. In 1956, after King Husaein dismissed
Glubb Pasha as Comeander of Jordan’s Arab Legion, elements of the Sixth
Fleet were placed on alert and other ships were moved eastward in the
Mediterranean in an atmosphere marked by confusion on the part of U.S.
decision—makers as to whether Glubb’s dismissal was an isolated action
or indicative of a broad erosion in Jordan’s relations with Great Britain.
The connection between this naval activity and behavior desired of either
A . n  or London was never made clear. Nonetheless, the military preparation
may have become known to, or had been expected by Amsan, and thus predisposed
Hussein to consider the consequences of his next steps for U.S. behavior.
Similarly, the British Government was certainly aware of, and probably
assured by, the naval activity .

- S 

I )

Footnotes

1. Of this literature , see , for example , James F. Cable , Gunboat Diplomac1(International Institute of Stra tegic Studies , 1971); Alexander L. George ,
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Resolution, 7 (Jun. 1963), pp. 97— 109; Thomas C. Schelling, Arms and
Influence (Yale University Press , 1966);. J. David Singer, “Inter—Nation
Influence: A Formal Model ,” American Political Science Review, 57 (June
1963), pp. 420—430; Oran 1. Young, The Politics of Force: Bargaining
p~~i~g In~grnetjona~ Crises (Princeton University Press , 1968) .

2. Among the most prominent volumes in this literature are B. F. Skinner,
S Science and Human Behavior (The Free Press, 1953); and Albert Bandura,

Principles of Behavior Modification (Holt , Rinehart and Winston, 1969).
S Th. concern, of course, is not with the literature per se, but with its

implication, for foreign policy.

3. Cabl., p . 49.
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THE HISTORICAL RECORD CONTEXT

The 215 incidents in which the United States employed its armed forces
for political purposes betwe en 1946 and 1975 dr~ not comprise a homogenoua
set. As might be expected, the incidents varied widely in terms of the

S size and composition of the American mi litary forces which became involved:
S - ranging from a visit to a foreign port by a single warship to the deployment

of major ground, air , and naval uni ts against a backdrop including the
mobilization of reserves and the placing on alert of strategic nuclear
forces. These variations are described in chapter four.

- First, it is instructive to consider variations in the environment in
which the armed forces were employed . In this chapter , f ive contextual
features are examined: time, region, type of political situation at which
the U.S. military action was directed , the level of involvement by the
Soviet Union and China —— the United States’ two main antagonists during
the period under study, and the participation of other actors. In order to
put these factor s in perspective , it is helpful to begin with a more sub—
stantive, uulti—di.ensional characterization of the incidents.

Recurrent Themes

(I -

It is apparent from the analysis that only a few typ es of situations
in each region accounted for a very large prop ortion of the inciden ts in
which the United States used its armed forces for political objectives .

On ly three incidents took place in South Asia; all three were related
to wars between India and its neighbors —— in 1962 with China, and in 1965
and 1971 with Pakistan. Eight of the ten incidents th at took place in
Sub—Saharan Africa involved interna l strife in Zaire or Tanzania, principally
in the e*rly— and mid— l960s. In the third area of relatively low activity,
South America, virtually all of the incidents concerned relatively ainor
U.S. demonstrations of friendobip to various states.

In the Central American/Caribbean area , where a much greater number
of incidents took place, nearly one—half involved the rise to power of
Fidel Castro, attempts to oust him from power, Castro—supported insurgencies,S 

- or the securi ty of the U.S. base at Guantanaao. All of these incidents took
place between 1958 and 1965. Several other incidents also involved Cuba ——

S 
the most Important concerning attempts by the Soviet Union to enhance its
military position in the are a (the 1962 missile crisis and the construction 

SJ of submarine facilities in 1970) . Almost anothe r one— third of the incidents
in the Caribbean concerned domestic conflicts in either Haiti or the Dominican
Republic, or disputes between those two states.
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Of twenty incidents in the Far East, more than one—half concerned
conflict between China and Taiwan, the last such incident taking place in S

1963. Most of the remaining incidents concerned North Korea’s conflict with
South Korea and attacks on U.S. military units on or near the Korean
Peninsula. The last such incident was in 1971. (1)

In Southeast Asia, one—half of the incidpnts were related to North
Vietnam’s support of, or participation in conflicts within the former
SEATO Protocol States of South Vietnam , Laos, and Cambodia. These incidents
occurted either between the initiation of conflict in the area in the late

S l950s and full U.S. entry into the war in 1965, or between the mining of
Raiphong harbor in 1972 and the collapse of governments friendly to the
United States in 1975. Another 10 percent of the incidents in Southeast Asia
st~~~ed from the colonial war in IndoChina between France and the Viet Minh.
A third type of situation provided another 15 percent of the incidents:
domestic strife in Indonesia and the “confrontation” with Malaysia, beginning
in 1956 and lasting until President Sukarno was ousted from office in 1966.

In the Middle East, one-third of the incidents were accounted for by
either internal strife in Jordan and Lebanon, or those two nations’ bilateral
relations with the United States. Only three of these types of incidents
occurred in the last ten years of the study period (1966—75), however. (2)
One—fourth of the Middle East incidents were directly related to the Arab—
Israeli conflict, most frequently stemming from violence between Egypt and
Israel . Of perhaps greater significance , th ree—fifths of the Arab—Israeli
incidents occurred in the last ten years. Most of the remaining incidents
that took place in the Middle East involved U.S . demonstrations of friendShip
to various states, the Yemeni civil war, or Arab oil policy.

Perhaps the most signiftcànt feature of the incidents in Europe is the
fact that the Soviet Union participated in three—fourths of them. Of this
sub—group, almost two-fifths concerned U.S. actions to reassure individual
states coming under Soviet pressure, particularly Greece, Turkey, 8nd
Yugoslavia in the early post—war years. Another one—fourth of the European
incidents in which the Soviets participated pertained to Berlin; the last
such incident taking place in 1965. A further one—fourth of these incidents

S concerned either U.S. responses to other hostile Soviet acts, or U.S.
initiatives to reduce tensions in Europe. Of those European incidents in
which the Soviet Union was not involved, more than one—half were related to
Cyprus. 5

During the last five years of the study time frame (197t~75), U.S.
actions related to the war in Southeast Asia accounted for the majority of
the incidents. The last of these were the evacuations from Vietnam and
Cambodia, and the Ma_yaguez incident; all thtee s~mbo1ic of the tet’miaitton
of U.S. commitments and military involvement in this atea~ Also of
particular prominence In the 1970. were actions taken with rigard to the
Arab—Israeli conflict and Arab oil policy. 
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Fro. another perspective, it is of interest that a large number of
those incidents which occurred during the last ten years involved either

L 
the termination of involvements abroad (e.g., the 1973 mineclearing of
Haiphong Harbor), or actions aimed at improving relations between states
(e.g., visits to ports in the Soviet Union in 1971 and 1975). As described
below , this new emphasis in the character of U.S. political uses of the armed
forces reflects the completion of a cycle in U.S. foreign policy.

Distribution of Incidents Over Time

S The distribution of incidents over time is depicted in Figure 111—1.
The distribUtion can be categorized into four periods: 1946—48, 1949—55,
1956—65, and 1966—75. 5

For the three years immediately following the Second World War, the
annual average number of incidents (8.0) ran slightly above the average
for the entire 30 year period (7.2 incidents per year). After 1948, however ,
the United States began to use its armed forces less frequently for political
purposes; the annual average for the period 1949—55 was only 3.4. Beginning
in 1956, the use of armed forces for political objectives became more common,
and the number of incidents per year increased gradually, peaking at 20
incidents in 1964. On the average, 12.0 incidents occurred each year during
the period 1956—65, which stands quite apart as a time of great American

S activism . This activist period ended abruptly, in 1966, when there were only
three incidents. And the frequency of incidents has remained relatively
low ever since.

An important question is, what accounts for these changes in the
number of incidents each year? To answer this question, we examined
the relationship between variation in the annual number of incidents and a
number of indices reflecting either changes in the international environment
in which U.S. policy functioned, or domestic changes in the United States.
Statistics summarizing the most interesting relationships are presented in
Table 111—1.

Of the int~rnattonel indices, the most important factor seems to have
been whether or not the United States was, or was recently involved in a
limited war. During both the Korean and Vietnam wars, and for several years
following the end of each of those conflicts, the United States appears to
have been reluctant to use its armed forces elsewhere. This stands to
reason: fewer unengaged forces were available, and military officials would
have been reluctant to become involved in situations which might have
resulted in new demands on U.S. military resources. Addit ionally , once the

S Korean and Vietnam conflicts became unpopular in the United States, political
leaders were likely to have been loathe to risk further alienation of
their constituents. This latter explanation is highlighted by the relatively
sharp increase in the correlation whn three years (an arbitrary choice)
were added to the actual p.riod of fighting. Apparently , the psychological

O consequences of a direct militar y involvement persist beyond the war itself ,
and have an importan t effect on policy decisions .
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Table 111—1

Simple Correlations Between Annual Number of Incidents and Various Measures

C of Change in the International and Domestic Environment

Simp le Correlations Cr)

All Incidents involving major
Measure of Change Incidents components of force ocly (a)

U.S. not engaged in - 5

Korean d Vietnam 
-

- -

War.(b) .39 .35

U.S. not engaged in -

S Korean and Vietnam S 
-

Wars plus three years (c) .58 .31

Opportmeities(d) .44 .29 
-

Relative U.S. and USSR
nuclear strength (s) — .37 — .27

( I President ’s popularicy(f) .50 .50

National confidence(g) .58 .47

(a) Major force componen ts are defined as: (a) ground combat forces larger
than one battalion ; or (b) naval forces at least as large as two carrier
(or battleship) task group.; or Cc) land—based c~~~at air units at least

large as one air wing.

(b) 1946 -49, 1934—64 , and 1973—75

Cc) Annual ni ber of wars , domestic upheavals , and large-scale hoetilities
as def ined d asured by Edward Mar, Vrabe for Peace: Small State -

Hostilities (lurgas., 1973); and updated by Edward Mar •

Cd) 1946.49 a~d 1957—64

S Ce) led of year ratio of force loadin$s: n~~~er of nuclear weapons deployed
cm IC~~~, SLab, and long—range bomber..

(f) ~~ ual average approval of the Prssident ’s performance, as surveyed by
the Gallup Poll .

(g) Annual average St dard and Poor. composite stock price index discounted
for both inflation med real economic growth.( )  S

5 
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A second international factor which is rela tively highly correlated with
the frequency of U .S .  use of the armed forces for political purposes is the )

number of opportunities presented by the internat~pnal system. This, too,
is an obvious relationship. When fewer situatáadi develop in which the armed
forces can play a role , there are likely to be fewer uses of forces. Data
on international and intranational conflicts compiled by Edwar Azar at the
University of North Carolina were used to inde~( opportunities.

A third factor which is relatively closely related to the frequency of
U.S. political uses of the armed forces is the o~era11 U.S.—U.S.S.R. nuclearbalance . The relationship here is an inverse one. As the Soviet Union
first broke the U.S. nuclear monopoly, and then gained in nuclear strength
relative to the United States, the United States enployed its armed forces
less frequeqt ly for political objectives . This relationship was not notably
strengthene d by lagging the nuclear balance one year behind the incident
frequency —— testing the hypothesis that it takes time for actual military
strength to affect behavior. Nor was it notably strengthened by having the
nuclear balance index lead incident frequency by one year —— testing the
hypothesis that projections of future strength are the pertinent influence
on national behavior. 

-

We are somewhat surprised not to find a clear relationship between
changes in the size of the U.S. military deployments abroad, and the frequency

S of incidents. We examined this relationship for a two year period, with the
results shown in Table 111—2. While the symmetry in the distribution is
strictly coincidental, there clearly was no greater propensity for incidents 

S

to occur following reductions in the U.S. overseas presence, as many have
S suggested would be the case. S

Table 111— 2
Number of Incidents and Change in
U.S. Military Deployments Abroad

Change in Number of U.S. Troops in Region Number of
Durin g, the Two Years Pr.ceedit~ the Incident lncide~t.

S Increased by more than 20 percent 37
Increased by between 10 and 20 percent 15
Increased or decreased leO than 10 percent 61
Decreased by between 10 and 20 percent 15
Decreased by more than 20 percent 37 -

No prior U.S. deployment in region 24 -

-
Don’t know 26

(
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Interest in the relationships between the frequency of politir~ 1 uses
of the armed forces and indices of domestic changes in the United States
was prompted by differences noted among administrations, as shown below.

Average number of
S Administration incidents perj ’ear in of (ice

Truman (from January 1946) 5.0
Eisenhower 7 .3
Kennedy 13.4

S 
Johnson 5 9.7
Nixon 5.1
Ford (through October 1975) 4.3

Do these variations stem fron the styles and concerns of the
Presidents and their administrations themselves, from their happening to be
in office at the same time that variations in the international environeent
mentioned previously were occurring, or from changes within the United States?

Two particularly interesting results were obtained: (a) a strong
relationship exists between the number of incidents and the President’s
popularity; and (b) an even stronger relationship exists between the number
of incidents and the nation’s sense of confidence. Presidential popularity
was measured by responses to the Gallup Poll’s regulai: question, concerning
approval of the President’s performance. National confidence was measured
by the Standard and Poor’s composite stock price index after discounting for
both inflation and real economic growth; the index, thus reflects, in one
sense, investors’ outlook. A rise indicates buoyancy in the national spirit
and a more optimistic view of the future; a decline, a more gloomy attitude.
The strong positive correlation suggests that at times when the nation was
more confident, the armed forces were used more frequently for political
purposes.

For all of these relationships, measures of co—variance were re—
computed using the annual frequency of only those incidents in which the
United States employed major components of its armed forces. (3) This step
almost always reduced the strength of the relationship, sometimes starkly. 

S

Apparently, the frequency of the more serious incidents —— those in which
major units of force were used —— was relatively more stable thtougliout the
30 year period. Thus, decisions concerning the United States’ involvasent
in these more serious incidents —— those in which, presumably, the nation’s
interests were more clearly, or closely challenged, are not likely to be as
dstrongly influenced by the domestic and international factors just discuased,
as were decisions on involvements in situations in which the stakes were less
inportant.

Of course , the variables mentioned need not be independent determinants
of the United States’ proclivity to use the armed forces fot political objectives.
Many of these factors are liksly to vary, to some degree , in similar directiome
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at the same time. Regression analysis was used to meauure the degree to 
)which each of these variables, singly and in combination, could be used to

account for variations in the f requency with which the United States used its
military forces for political purposes.

As a result of this analysis, it appears that three of the fac tors
examined were most important in determining when the United States turned to
the armed forces to attain political objectives: whether or not the United
States was still, or had been involved within the past several years, in a -

limited war; the number of opportunities presented by the international
environment; and the previously mentioned index of the nation’s confidence.

Past or present involvement in either the Korean or the Vietnamese Wars
was clearly the most important factor. When “opportunities” or “confidence”
was added to that involvement, 57 and 56 percent, respectively, of the vari-
ation in the annual number of incidents was accounted for. However, because
these latter two variables appear to be related statistically, the use of
all three independent variables only raised the strength of the regression
equation to 60 percent. The regression statistics are summarized in Table 111—3. (~~~)

Table 111—3

Annual Number of Incidents (Y) as a
Function of Non—Involvement in the Kore an and - -

Vietnam Wars , Opportunities, and National Confidence

Annual Ni~~ er of
incidents as a Regression Standard
function of: equation R2 F—statistic error - -

~~~~~ S 
S

1. Non-Kore i and
Vietnam War years Y — —1.60
(+3 yr.) (X 13 + +5.7 .57 18.18 3.13
“Opportuniti*s” 112) +.30 (d.f.—2/27)

2. Non-Koreai and
Vietnam War years T —
(+3 yr.) (Z~J + +4.54 X1 .56 17.25 3.18
“National Confidence” + 9 4  X2 (d. f . —2/27 )
(121
3. Non—Korean and 

.

Vie tnam War years Y — —3.35 ~~~~5 - 
S

(+3 yr.) (X i) + +5.15 Xl .60 12.84 3.11 
-

“National Conf idsncs” +.48 12 (d.f.’.3/26)
112 1 + “Opportunities” - + 1 9  13 - 

S - 
-

(13) - - 
S

55 - 5 - -
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-
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Figure 111—2 presents the annual number ~of incidents that would be estimated S

on the basis of equation number three , which includes the following asr independent variables : non—korean and Vie tnan War years (plus three years),
“national confidence ,” and “opp.rtunities .” F~gurs 111—2 also provides
fo r each year , a graphfc comparison between the number of incidents
that would be estimated on the basis of this equation and the number of
incidents that actually did occur. The reader should note not only the
closeness of the “f it” between these numbers, bu.t also the degree of
similarity in directional changes.

iS

The inference which may be drawn from this analysis is that as
memories of ~he Vietnam conflict recede from the American consciousneSs,
the nation may once again more frequently employ its armed forces for
political objontives. This may be true especially if an increasing number
of “opportuUities” are presented- by the international environment, ~~~~~, if
the nation’s sense of confidence returns to previously high levels. -

Regional Pocus of Incidents

The regional focbs of U.S. political uses of the armed forces has
varied widely over time, as shown by the data presented in Table iii—4.

Table 111—4

Distribution of Incidents by Time Period and Region.
Percentage of Total for Time Period.

Middle East South Asia Southeast
Time Western and and and
Period Hemisphere Europe North Africa Africa East Asia

1946—48 21 ~63 13 - 0 4
1949—55 13 . ,

~~ 

29 8 •~~ 4 46
1956—65 37 ~ ,- 12 - 15 9 27
1966—75 13 .~~~ 15 32 •

~~~~~ 4 36

1946—75 2* / 20 
• 

18 6 28

Over the ful] period, the incidents were distributed relatively evenly , except
for the SOuthern Hemisphere in - which relatively few incidents took place.
Eur ope , the Midd le East, Southeast an4 Eaa~ Asia, and th e Ceb~tra J America!
Caribbean area each accounted for mpproximet.ly on•—fifth to one ‘fourth of the
total number of thcidents. -

SW. —r---_, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ——
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The Western Hemisphere accounted f or more than one—fourth of the(. incidents. These have been highly specialized, however, both in time and as
regards to location. Virtually all of these incidents occurred on islands in,
or in nations on the littoral of the Caribbean. And about three—fourths of
the Western Hemisphere incidents took place during the most active period ,
1956—65.

Another one—fourth of the incidents took place in Southeast and East
Asia. These were more evenly distributed over time. Interestingly, the
United States used its armed forces for political objectives in Southeast
and East Asia relatively less during the 1956—65 period than it did both
before and after that period. During the period leading up to the
Vietnam War, Fidel Castro was more often the target of U.S. military
activities than was Ho Chi Minh.

Europe accounted for one-fifth of the incidents, as did the Middle
East. More importantly, during the past ten years of the study period,
these two regions combined were the scene of about one—half of the
political uses of the armed forces.

What is remarkable about South Asia and Africa is how little attention
they have received from the United States as regards the political use of
armed forces. Indeed, the Southern Hemisphere generally has been the target
of very few political uses of U.S. armed forces. When South America,
exclusive of Venes~~la (a Caribbean littoral state), is split off fromthe Western Hemispnere figures and added to the South Asian and Sub—Saharan

( ~ African total, it raises the latter’s share of the overall number of inci-
dents to only 13 percent. Either the United States had little interest in
what occurred in these distant regions, or it did not expect that the armed
forces would be an effective instrument of policy in the Southern Hemisphere.
There were, according to the Azar data, numerous “opportunities” for the
use of U.S. armed forces, which elsewhere may well have elicited a response.

S Finally , it should be emphasized that regardless of these thirty
year trends, the last half decade of the study time frame was dominated by
incidents in Southeast Asia and the Middle East. The end of the war in
Vietnam and changing perceptions of U.S. interests in Southeast Asia would
seem to make new actions in that area unlikely. The Middle East, by contrast,
promises no such change in attention or involvement. The Arab—Israeli
conflict continues, regimes in the area remain fragile, intra—Arab conflict.
abound, and the oil issue looms large in calculations of U.S. decisionmekers
At the same t ime, both the Soviet Union and the United States are deeply
involved, and the Executive,, the Congress, and the American public are
generally united on policy in this area.

In brief , while the future may feature fever incidents than the past,
a larger proportion of those which do occur are likely to take place in the
Middle East. As the effects of the war in Vietnam continue to erode, however,
and if the nation ’s confidence is restored, the United States’ use of the
armed forces for political objectives may become both more frequent and
more diverse.

C -
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Politicpl Situation )

Political situation refers to the nature of the external events or
relationships at which the U.S. use of armed forces was directed. There are
numerous ways to characterize political situation ; two deserve mention here.

First , the 215 incidents were divided into two categories: those t hat
were essentially intra—national in nature and those that were essentially S 

S

international. The latter were further compartmented, depending upon
whether or not the United 5tates was a primary actor in the pertinent
events or relationships leading up’to the introduction of US , armed
forces. In Table 111—5, the percentages of incidents in each category are
displayed by time period.

Table 111—5

Distribution of Incidents by Time Period, and Political Situation
Percentage of Total f~r time Period 

S

International 
S

Time Initially in— Not Initially )

Period Intra—national voiving U.S. involving U.S.

1946 48 33 38 29

1949—55 38 20 42

1956—65 51 25 - 24

1966—75 34 26 40

1946—75 44 - 26 30

Of note, is the sharp increase in the share of incidents attributable
to intra—national events during the period of greatest U.S. activil*,
1936—63. During this period , intra— national situations accounted for
slightly more than one—half of the incidents , as compared to the one—third
share typifying the remainder of the 30 years. In fac t , the increase in
U.S. iiwolvelsnta in intra—national. situations accounts fOr about one--half
of the ris , in total U.S. ac t ivity during 1956- 63. Much of this rise p.rtaifl d
to U.S. efforts to aid various nations in the Caribbean defeat Cuban—
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sponsored insurgencies. Other types of situations which contributed to the
increase in intra—~ationa1 involvements included domestic conflicts inLaos and~ South Vietnam, and difficulties in the Congo.

Intra—natjonal situations were further sub—divided into five categories.
Three of these —— insurgency, civil war , domestic turmoil —-- involved violence
to varying degrees and accounted - for about three—fourths of the total U.S.
uses of the armed forces directed at intra— national situations (or one-third
of all incidents). The other two sub- categories were coups and constitutional
changes of government. Clearly, the U.S. became involved in intra—national
situations mainly when violence was threatened or actually occurred. The
activist period (1956—65) featured a greater incidence of involvemdnts in
insurgencies and coups. Overall, 63 percent of the intra—national situations
occurred during the activist period, but 81 percent of the insurgencies and
75 percent of - the coups took place during those ten years.

Geographically, U .S. concern with intra—national situations appeared
to be highly focused. Nearly one-half of the intra—naUonal situations
occurred in the Western Hemisphere , and all of these were on the shores of
the Caribbean ; less than one—fourth of the total number of incidents occurred

S in the Caribbean. Another one-fourth of the intra—national situations were
located in Southeast Asia , mostly in Indochina; as compared to 19 percent of
of all of the incidents.

- Use of the armed forces for political objectives directed at inter—
( national situations, on the other hand, shows no clear pattern over time.

International uses too were subdivided jnto more specific situational
descriptions, which characterized either the specific relationship that
the U.S. armed forcei~ were attempting tQ influence, or the specific eventto which the U .S. was reacting.

International situations not involving the United States initially
were divided into: (a) wars between two or more states, (b) sporadic armed
conflicts between two- or more states, (c) unfriendly but non—violent
relations between states, and (d) friendly rel8t1n~is between states. Most
(67 percent) of the U.S. actions directed at international situations
also involved violence — both full blown wars and sporadic conflicts. S

S As in the case of the intra—national situations, the U.S. thus seemed to
act mainly when conflict was threatened or manifest. Geographically,
these U.S. actions were concentrated in the Middle East , Southeast Asia,
and East Asia; each of these regions accounted for nearly one-fourth of
the international, violent incidents in which the U.S. was not involved
initially . When the United States directed its armed forces at non-
violent international situations, they were even more narrowly focused
geographically -- Europe and the Middle East accounted for 80 percent of
these latter incidents. Readers should note the prominence of the Middle
East in both violent and non—violent international situatiomp.

International situations in which the United States was a primary
actor from the onset included those in which the U.S. responded to
specific hostile acts directed at itself , its -military forces stationed
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. in a foreign country, American citizens abroad , or property owned abroad )S 
by American citizens. These hostile acts were either political initiatives,
or physical attacks organized either by foreign governments or by non—
governmental groups. There were a total of 36 such incidents (17 percent of
the total). Those which involved physical attacks on U.S. property or
military forces tended to take place in the Caribbean area , most often
involving Cuba; those which involved hostile ~olitical initiatives —

usually by the Soviet Union —— tended to occur in Europe .

Participation by the U.S.S.R. or China

One of two criteria had to be satisfied in order for an actor to be
considered a participant in an incident: (a) it had to have been a specific
target of U.S. decisionmakers in using the armed forces, in that the U.S.
must have desired that the actor perform, or not perform, a specific act
or, more subtly, be impressed in a particular fashion; or (b) the actor had
to play a special role in determining the outcome of the incident. The
Soviet Union or China participated in 41 percent of the 213 incidents. Each
of their proportional participation dropped off sharply after 1955. Soviet
pa rticipation rose slightly during the last ten years, but Chinese partici—
pation cont inued to decline (see Table 111—6) .

Table 111—6 )
Soviet and Chinese Participation

Percen tage of Total for Time Period

L
Ti

S Perio d Soviet Union China

1946—48 63 4

1949-53 42 21

1936—65 25 14

1966—75 30 11

l946—7~ 34 14 
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f. Both Soviet and Chinese participation was highly dependent upon the
~~~ 

~- “-.- location of the incident. The Soviets were involved in 75 percent of the
incidents in Europe, 60 percent of those in Sub-Saharan Af rica, 39 percent of
those in the Middle East and only 7 percent of those in the Western
Hemisphere. The Chinese were not involved in any of the incidents in these
four regions. The Chinese or the Soviets were involved in 85 percent of the

S incidents in East Asia , but only one-third of those in Southeast Asia.
Thus, the overall decline in both Soviet and Chinese participation reflects

• mainly the reduction in the number of incidents in the regions of their
greatest interest —— Europe ~nd East Asia , respectively.

In the incidents in which they did participate, the Soviet Union or
China threatened to use, or actually employed their own armed forces
roughly one—half of the time. In another 20 percent of the incidents, they

S may have used or threatened- to use force, but the data are insufficient to
be certain.

The Soviet Union has been involved in three—fourths of those incidents
whose political situation was characterized as non—violent relations between
states. In these instances, the United States generally has used its armedS forces to reassure its allies, or to improve relations with the Soviet Union
or Soviet clients. Of final interest, only one hostile act directed at the

- 
United States by China resulted in a U.S. use of its armed forces. It is
arguable, though, whether Peking was simply not as hostile toward the United
States as is generally imagined, or was merely very cautious and selective
in manifesting its hostility.

( 

I

Other Participants

On the average, two other participants were involved with the United
States in each incident. Only three-fourths of the total number of

S 

participants in all of the incidents were the official authorities of
nation—states; more than one-tenth were insurgent groups of one sort or
another. Other categories of participants included international or
regional organizations , military cliques , and civilian groups.

As might be expected , a relatively small number of actors accounted
for a very large proportion of the total participation (Table 111—7).
Eightaen actors accounted for more than one-half of the total; the leading
five actors alone accounted for almost one—third. S

The Soviet Union was by far the most active state. Besides the
Soviet Union, only two other nations —— Britain and France — participated
in incidents outside their nun imasdiate region. Almost one-half of the
total extra—regional involvements took place in the Middle East. The notion
that tb. Middle East has been the crossroads of the world is no clichd.
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Table III 7

Principal Participants
Number of Incid.nts in Which Each Participated

U.S.S.R . 73 Israel 13

United ~ingdo. 35 National Liberation
Front (South Vietnam) 13

ChIna 30
Taiwan 12

Cuba 25
Turkey 12

North Vietnam 21
Organization of

Prance 17 American States 11

Egypt 16 Dominican Republic 10

United Nations 16 Greece 10

South Vietnam 14 Jordan 10

Yugoslavia 10

The incidents in which the actors listed in Table 111—7 participated
have tended to involve violence, and, secondarily, hostile political
initiatives directed at the United States; thi latter, most importantly,
by the Soviet Union and Cuba.

Future Tranda

Att empting to predict incidents in which the United States might in
the future attempt to attain political objectives by changing the dispositionS 

of its armed forces, on the basis of this historical record, would be
Imprudent. A few broad inferences, however, are worth considering: S

At the moment , it seems likely that the frequency of these
kinds of incidents viii remain relatively low. However, as noted pre-
viously, if a large number of opportunities are presented by the international
system, if a mood or national confidence, such as that which sustained
such involvements during the activist period , 1956—65 , returns, or if the
disillusion with military involvement which resulted from the Vietnam War
dissipates, this prospect could change.

()
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• The Eastern Mediterranean would seem. to be the riost likely, and most
frequent focus of those political actions which are undertaken by U.S.

r armed forces. Of those few -types -of situations - which have provided the
source for the majority of recent incidents, those around the Eastern
Mediterranean remain the most active. These include: (a) most Importantly,

5 the Arab—Israeli conflict; (b) inter—Arab conflicts; and Cc) the Cyprus: situation (and other disputes between Greøce -and Turkey) .

If incidents in the Eastern Mediterranean do recur , they are likely
to require major comsittals of force insofar as the local participants are
well—armed and the U.S.S.R. is more than likely to become involved. This
is discussed further in chapter four.

Elsewhere, as well as in this key region, greater emphasis is likely
to continue to be placed on the use of the armed forces to improve or
cement relations, as opposed to coercive uses of force.

Finally, each of these inferences must be tempered by a simple
S observation, A number of the situations which previously provided the

reasons for a large share of the United States’ uses of the armed forces
for political objectives, although now relatively quiescent, remain un—
settled politically and are pot~ntially renewable. Developments in
Southeast Asia seem likely to be an exception to this observation, but
included among the potential sources of renewed U.S. involvement, or at
least pressures in that direction are: (a) the situation on the Korean
Peninusla; (b) the possibility of renewed Cuban support for insurgencies
in the Caribbean; and (c) new Soviet pressure on states in Southeastern
Europe (e.g., in the event of a succession cris-’s in Yugoslovia). In any
of these cases, based on past experience, one should expect the United
States to turn to its armed forces as a means of influencing the outcome
of events.

Footnotes 
S

- 
- 1. Of course , the U.S. mili tary deployments which followed the tree—cutting

incident in August 1976 would have met the terms of the definition of a
political use of military force. The necessity to impose a cut—off on the

- data collection did not allow its inclusion, however.

2. Again, additiona l incidents have taken place——e.g., in Lebanon——after
the October 1973 cut—off ~mposed on the data collection.

3. Based on historical data , major components were defined as: (a) ground
~~~~~ forces larger than one battalion in size; or (b) naval forces at least
as large as two aircraft carrier (or battleship) task groups ; or Cc) land—based
co~~at air units at least as large as one air wing. See chapter four for
further discussion.

U
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4. Robert Ilehoney, Jr., used the list of incidents Presented in Appendix A
as a dependent variable — i.e., the nt~ bör d~ times each year in which the
U.S. ar med force. were used as a political indtru..n t in In inciden t -- and
the following as independent variabl es t the stat. of the strategic balance ,
Soviet conflictual behavior toward the United States , the amoun t of conflict
throughout the woild, and Aa.rican involveenv,t in limited wars. Among the
results of a meltiple regresaion analysis reported are the following figures:
R — .84 and g2 — .70. S..: Robert B. Mahoney, Jr., “American Political—
Military Opera t ionl and the Structure of the Internationa l System;”
paper pres ented at th. annual meeting of the International Studies Association,
Section on Military Studies, Ohio State University, Columbus, October 1976.
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I Chapter W

TEE 1{L~~’SCkqICAL EEC~~D~ TR!NDS IN THE SIZE S TYIEJ. AND

ACTIVITY OF ~~~ ICI~~TING MILITARY FC~CZS

The Incidents described in the previous chapter were not ephemeral events .
On the average, the United States employed units of its armed forces in these
incidenta for -90 days; the maximum level of force employed in the incident was
exerted , again on the average, for 56 days . Still , most of the 215 incidents
in which the United States utilized its armed forces for political objectives
were relatively minor affairs, in which neither the stakes involved (at least
for the United States), the amount of force employed, nor the activity of
U.S. forces ever atta ined significant proportions . Other incidents , however ,
were more serious aff airs in which significant U .S. political objectives were
at stake and in which ccimnensurate levels of force were employed. And in a
few incidents the very survival of the nation seemed to be threatened , indirect. ly
if not directly, and the full panoply of the nation’s armed forces were employed
to avert the disaster which seemed otherwise inevitable.

In this chapter we diacues variations in the size, types, and activities
of the components of the armed forceø which were employed in these incidents.
Are there certain “modal” components of’ force utilized when events seem to
necessitate a demonstrative use of force? Do these modalities vary in dif—

( ~ ferent regions or political contexts? These and alailar ~ iestions are addressed
in the following pages wIth a view toward discerning the consistencies , as
well as the variations in the historical pattern; thereby providing an empirical
basis for helping to establish future U .S • force structure requirements.

We begin by examining the types of forces which have been most often
employed for political objectives . Then, in turn, we discuss the level of
military effort and the specific activities of the military components which

S 

have participated.

S Tvne and SIi~e of Forces Involved

Throughout the poet-war period, the United States has turned moat often
to its Navy when it desired to employ components of the armed forces in support
of political objectives . Naval units psrticipsted in 177 of the 215 incidents ,
or more than four out of a,

~ii five • Land—based forces were used in much
fewer Incidents, and rarely without the simultaneous participation of naval
units . Land-based air units participated in 103 Incidents , or roughly one-
half of the total number, Ground combat uni te took part in on’ ~5 incidents,
or about one—fifth of the total.(l) Moreover, whereas naval forces alone
were e.pl~~ed in 100 inciden~~, land-bss d air units alone took pert in 22
incidents • Ground combat fc1~~~~ alone were used in only three incidents.
Tb. c~~~ination of land-based air and ground combat unite without naval

( ) 
participation also was rare; there were only 12 such cases . Them. frequencies
are su srissd in Figun’s IV—l.
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Tbii reliance on naval forces has been the case in all ports of the
wox’ld throughout the poet—war period. It has not been sensitive to either
Soviet or Chinese participation In the incidents, nor to the political context
which led to the U S ,  use of force .

• Navy participation ranged fran a “low” of 77 percent of the incidents
in Sub—Sabaran Africa and South Asia, to a “high” of 8~ percent of the incidents
in East Asia . Navy participation in -the other regions fell within this
relatively narrow range.

• Although Navy participation sometimes varied sharpiy from one year to the
ne~rt , it has been consistently high over time. Indeed, only in five years (19149,
1953, 1955, 1960, and 1966) did the Navy participate in less than 70 percent
of all incidents. In nIne years , the Navy was involved in every political
use of the armed forces . If anything, the trend has been toward greater Navy
participation: since 1955, the Navy has been involved , on the average , in
more than nine out of every ten incidents.

• Navy participation also ha~ not varied significantly with political
context. Naval foxce8 were employed in 76 percent of the incidents stenining
from international situations in which the United States was involved from
the begliming, 83 percent of the intra—national situations, and 86 percent
of those situations characterized as international but not involving the U.S.
initially.

• Finally, Soviet or Chinese participation did not seem to make much
difference; nor did it matter whether or not the USSR or China threatened ,
or actually employed force in the incidents when they did participate . Navy
involvement ranged narrowly between 78 ~and 814 percent as a function of the
level of Soviet or Chinese involvement .

In short, the Navy clearly has been the foremost instrument for the United
States’ political uses of the armed forces: at all times, in all places,
and regardless of the specifics of’ the situation • The reasons for this
dominance are not difricult to discern .

For one thing, ships are easier to move about than i”~~’ Amy or land—
based aircraft units. They can be moved at less increyn ~ er~t than can
any land—based unit of comparable size . They can be r- ~1 more rapidly than
can most lend—based unite. And canaidering that a larger portion of the Navy’s
support is organic to the combat unit (i.e., a ship as compared to a battalion
or a squadron), they can be moved with less difficulty as concerns the establish-
ment of coivm~unicatians and logistics flowi then can Army or Air Force units.

S Sec , when warships get to the scene of a disturbance , they are lees
disruptive psychologically than are land-based forces and thus are likely to
be less offensive diplomatically; if desirable , naval forces can rei~~in near—
by, but out of sight . Even if they are within sight of land , fewer inhab-
itants of the target state are likely to be aware of their presence than would
be the case for land-based units • And actual interactions between sailors
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and local citizens can be more tightly controlled than they qen between
soldiers and the people living near the deployment zone . Thus , naval forces
can be used more subtly to support foreign policy incentives——to underscore
threats , or warnings, or promises , or conrnitments—than can land—based unita,
and they can do so without necessarily tying the President’s hand.

Of course , if the President wished to make a hand—tying gesture—for
example, so as to demonetrate resolve, he would be better adviaed to turn to
land—based forces for the political demonstration . Such voluntary ceasione
of flexibility are rare in international politics, however.

Third , the frequent recourse to the Navy Is partly the result of tradition
or habit. After all, for moat of U.S. history, the Navy was the only military
Instrument which could be used for these purposes——there were no, or few forces
abroad , and technology did not yet permit the movement of lond —bes~~ forces
except over very long perioda of time by sea . As a consequence, th~e Navy,
far more than the other two military services, has come to think of its
employment for political objectives as one of its principal missions (“ show—
the—flag,” “presence ,” “crisis diplomacy”). Moreover, the Navy, again to
a greater extent than the other services, has incorporated certain measures
in the design of its forces which enable it to perform better in such oper—

S 
ations.; for example, the construction of underway support ships which permit

S operations in regions remote from bases .

The above said , let us look in some greater detail at those naval, ground,
and air units which have been used as political instruments.

Naval Forces

Not surprisingly, when the U.S. Navy did become involved in these incidents,
it most often utilized sea—based airnower. Aircraft carriers took part in 106
Incidents in all; 60 percent of those involving naval forces and slightly less
than one—half of all the incidenta-.(2) Carriers were used proportionally more
during the 19149—55 period, a time generally of lesser naval participation,
than at other times, but the differences over time periods are relatively minor,
as ahom~ below:

Naval participation Carrier participation
as percentage of all as percentage of naval

Perind incidents - involvements -

1946—148 88 116

l91i9—55 71 58

1956-65 9]. 511

1966—75 93 
5 -
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S Also not surprisingly, the use of aircraft carriers tendcd to take place

more often in regions where the United States maintained a continuous carrier
presence, than elsewhere . In the Seventh Fleet’s operating area, carriers
took part in 75 percent cif those incidents in East Asia in which any naval
forces were involved; and 63 percent of those in Southeast Asia . In the Sixth
Fleet’s area , carriers participated in 55 percent of the total naval involvements
in both the Middle East~4Jorth Africa and Europe . The latter , of course, primarily
are accounted for by incidents in the Balkans and Cyprus . Elsewhere , the use
of carriers was not nearly so common. Carriers were used in less than one—third
of the Navy’s involvements in Africa, South Asia , and the Western Hemisphere .

Of course, the decision to use or not to use a carrier in a particular
incident may be as much a function of the nature of the situation as it is of
the In!nedia te availability of carrier decks . For example, incidents in the
Western Hemisphere typically did not involve the USSR, nor any other actor
with sizable military forces , and hence could be handled by lesser U .S. forces .
In other words , pethaps the carriers are wisely deployed on a continuous basis
in just those areas in whici~ they are likely to be needed, rather than being
used in certain areas simply because they are available. This alternate
hypothesis is supported by two observations. S

First , carriers tended to be used more in political contexts characterized
by international violence than in other types of situations . Carriers partici—
pated in 70 percent of the former, but only In 119 percent of all other types

S of political contexts . Presumably, faced with the prospect of Intervening in
a shooting war, the. United States turned to its more powerful warships.

S Second , there is a clear relationship between Soviet or Chinese involvement
and the use of carriers . Aircraft carriers were involved in 65 percent of tbtse
incidents in which U .S. naval forces were used and Russian or Chinese military
forces also participa ted , and in 67 percent of those U.S. naval involvements
in which the Soviets or Chinese threatened to, but did not actually employ
armed forces. On the other hand, carriers were involved in only 26 percent
of those incidents in which the U.S. Navy and the Soviets or Chinese participated,
but in which the USSR and China neither employed nor threatened to -employ
force . And carriers took pert in only 146 percent of those U .S. naval. involve-
ments in situations In which there was no Soviet or Chinese participation.

- It ~j~ou~d be noted that Soviet and Chinese involvements with threats or
actual Military activity tended to occur in East Asia , the Middle East , and
Europe—the areas where carriers were most readily available . Thus , there

3 is again the question of whether the carrier deployments in these regions stem
from anticipation of Soviet/Chinese military activity , and thus an anticipa ted
need for carriers . -

When aircraft carriers were used in an incident , only one carrier task—
group took part roughly one—halt of the time (51 incidents). Two carrier
task groups were utilized on 25 occasions, and three on 11 occasions . More
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than three carrier task groups took part in 11 in cidents , t.he 1a rge~ t cerri.er
deployments——upwards of ~ix carriers participating——taking place during the -

Off—shore Islands crisis (1958) , the Cuban missile eriai~ (1962 ) , the cri~~swhich followed North Korea ’s shooting down of an EC— 12l aircraft ( 1969), and
the Line—backer Operation in response to the North Vietnamese Easter offens ive
in 1972 .

All told , two or more carriers were used in 147 incidents . Mos t of theee
major naval involvements (68 percent) occurred during the 1956—65 period ; only
13 percent occurred before 1956, and 19 percent have occurred since 1965 .
One—third of the major naval involvements took place in Southeast. Asia ; nearly
all in connection with the Indochina War. Approximately another one—third
occurred irr~ the Middle East , stenining from -a variety of causes; plus, of the
eight major naval incidents in Europe, f ive stemmed from developments in the
Ba lkana, again focusing attention on the Mediterranean . The Western Hemisphere
accounted for only 9 percent of major naval involvements, as compared t0
27 percent of all naval involvements. All of the major incidents in the
Western Hemisphere took place in the Caribbean . South America, South Asia ,
arid Sub—Saharan Africa did not witnesa a aingle ma jor naval involvement .

Amthibious forces were used in 71 incidents; 140 percent -31 the Navy
involvements and 33 percent of all the Incidents.(3) Participation by amphibious
unite tended to be proportionally even , regardless of region , with the exceptions

S of Southeast Asia , where amphibious unite tended to participate in a larger
share of the incidents (51i. percent), and East Asia, where amphibious participation
tended to be lower (10 percent). Activity by amphibious units in Southeast
Asia were mainly attempts to bolster the former SEATO protocol at~ tea , and
preparaticms for various contemplated but never executed operations related
to unrest in Indonesia .

There were no significant variations over time in the use of amphibious
forces, although it might be noted that during the last three yea rs Df the
study period (1973—75), amphibious forces were involved in 143, 60 , arid 75
percent of the naval incidents , respectively ( for a tota l of 9 Incidents out
of 16). The length of this trend is too short to impute any grea t significance
to it, however, and an explanation can be seen below .

As would be expected , there wee considerable overlap between the use of
amphibious forces and aircraft carriers. U.S. decisionmakers have beer
reluctant to coianit ground forces without also dispatching air cover . Amphi-
bious forces alone participated only in 15 incidents. Both amphibious forces
and aircraft carriers were invol ved in 56 incidents ; one-fourth of the total .
This is an extraordinarily’ high percentage and deuona trateo the centra l role
played by the “Navy,4larine team” in political—military operations.

Stir-fad warahi~~ of one sort or another were involved in a total of .1 149
incidents. In most of these, however, they were present ac escorto for aircra ft
carriers or amphibious forces; this being the case in 120 incidents . Warships
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operated independerit]y of other naval forces in only 29 Incidents. Most
often in these letter cases, cne or two destroyers were used to patrol a

S particular strait or section of coastline (e.g., to detect suspected Cuoan
infiltrators in the Caribbean) . Also relatively frequent were cases in which
one or two destroyers stood by for the possible evacuation of U .S. citizens
dur ing periods of turmoil in various localities .

Of historic interest only is the fact that battleshipa participated in
seven incidents. The leat occurred in 1969 when the New Jerse1, on its way
back from duty off Vietnam and headed for de—activation (again), was diverted
to the East China Sea as part of the U .S. naval build—u p following the North
Korean shoot—down of the EC— 121. The last incident involving a bnttleship
before that took place in 1957. The use of the battleship Misaouri to return
the body of the Turkish Ambassador in 19146, incidentally symbolizing renewed
U.S. interest and military power in the Eastern Mediterranean , will stand,
however, as one of the most imaginative uses of U.S. military power in the
poet—war period .

Suirinarines definitely were involved in fourteen incidents; they mos t.
probably were not involved in lOli incidents; they may or may not hove been
involved in 97 incidents. The data contain only one incident in which a
submarine was used independently of other naval forces,(14) although there

I m a y  have been four other cases of independent submarine activity aimed at
I political objectives . In short , it is simply impossible to say anything very

( ~ 
interesting about submarines in a study based on information in the p.tblic
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- domain.

Finally , there were at least eight incidents (aiid maybe as many as 214)
in which non—combatant_naval shine were used f or politica l objectives independent
of warships . These incidents covered a wide range of activities; often , however ,
the activity was a port visit designed to prceiote better relations between the
United Ste tea and a hostile nation—such as the visits of hydrographic research
vessels to Novoeibirek in 1963 and 1971. In one sense, a support ship or
auxiliary vessel is better suited for port visits between adversary powers,
because the symbols of potential conflict are less intrusive than when a
warship makes such a visit . Interestingly, during the most recent U .3 —Soviet
port visit exchange (in 1975) warshios were used . Readers are left with the
task of divining the possible significance of thi8 step. -

Ground Cc~ bat Forces

The Army is the military service which has been used least often as a
discrete instrument for political objectives . This is not to gainsay the Army’ a
importance . As has been noted, the maintenance of a continuous U 3. ground
force presence in Europe and Korea may well be the most important way i~ which
U.S. armed forces have served political objectives; insofar as this presence
may have conditicmed the .xpeotstioi~e of foreign leaders to such en extent that
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discrete uses of forces have been needed lees often . The point is , though ,that US. decisionmakers have turned -to the Army only infrequentl y when
desirous of a discrete, d~monstrat ive, politically—oriented use of force
as defined in thi, study.

All tol”, Army ground combat forces took pert in 39 incidents, 18 percent
of the totel ..(5) When the Army did become involved , it typically did 80 in

• force. In more than one—fourth of the incidents in which Army ground combat
forces were inyolved, the Army utilized more than one full division. Four

S of thee. eleven maj or incidents occurred between 1968 and 1973; four others
occurred between 1958 and 1962. More than one—half of the Army’s multiple
division involvements (six incidents) took place in Europe, generally atenwming
fr ~~ controversies over Berlin .

The next moat frequent Army ground force operation was of multipLe
battalion through ful l brigade size (6) There were nine of these incidents ,
but the lest one occurred twelve years ago in 19614. For the most part, this
probably reflects constraints on Army resources due to the deployment of
considerable forces to Vietnam while maintaining large forwaz~1 deployments in
Europe and Korea • Indeed, Army manpower was so tight that troop levels in
Europe had to be drawn-down during the Vietnam build—up . Given the strain

S these demands placed on Army manpower, Army ground combat forces seem to have
been utilized elsewhere during the period of the Vietnam War only for the
most serious contingencies, those in which larger than brigade—size forces
were required . A similar gap in battalion—level operations occurred during
the Korean War . While there was one multiple—battalion operation in 19116 , 5 - .

in 19147 end in 19148, and then one again in both 19511 and 1955, there were ( )
none from 19149 through 1953.

Most of these multiple—battalion—level operations took place in Europe
(five of nine Incidents). Three others occurred in Southeast Asia . Generally,
Army forces were used proportionally more in Europe: forty percent of the
incidents in which Army ground combat forces were involved occurred In Europe,
as c<iapared to only 20 percent of all the incidents. On the other hai-~d, only16 percent of Army ground combat involvements took place in the Western Hemi-
sj *iere and 8 percent in Southeast Asia , as compared to 27 percent and 20 percent
of the total a.mmber of incidents , respectively .

Rarely did the United States attempt to inject ground forces into a
situation via airlift. There were ctlly eight euch eases definitely, and
possibly seven others . In each of the eight , relatively small unIte were
involved——twice a company , four t imes a battalion , and twice several ba t talions.
These incidents were relatively evenly distributed geographically: two in
the Caribbean, two in Europe, two in the Middle East , and two in Sou theast
Asia. With the exception of the response to the 1968 reaction to the invualon
of Czechoslovakia, all of the incidents in which US . troops were airlifted
took place between 1956 and 1964.

More often, when U.S. decisionmekers wished to inject ground forces.
quickly Into a situation, or ~t least to threaten such an action, they turned
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_t~ (. to the Marine Core . Marine ground combat forces took pert in 77 Incidents ,

twice the Army total.(7) In all but six of these incidents , the Marines were
aoved to the region of the incident , or had already been deployed in that
region, cm amphibious ships.

- S This dependence on the Marines is not hard to understand . Indeed , the
sort of limited politically-oriented operation which makes up moet of the
incidents may well constitute the essence——that is, the central self—perception.
of pn poee—of the Corps . Marine unite have been used in such operations
as tar back as 1798, and the Corps’ official history lists a sizable number of

S incidente which took place before the Second World War that would meet the terms
of the definition of a political use of the armed forces used in this study.(8)

Moreover, The Marines are equipped, trained, and organized for quick
reaction, limited operations , and flexible utilization . Moiit importantly,
Marine Corps unite have been maintained afloat in the Mediterranean, the Western
Pacific, and more often than not in the Caribbean, throughout the post-war
period. Moet of the incidents in which Marine ground combat forces took pert
involved solely the alerting end/or movement of these previously forward—
deployed unite.

It is for these reasons that the Marine units employed in these incidents
moet freqtently ranged in size from several companies up to a full battalion—

• the size of the units maintained afloat. Forty—tour of the 77 incidents
• 
( 

Involving Marine ground combat forces included units of roughly battalion-size .

S Over time, Marine involvements have followed closely the general pattern
of incidents. There were a smell number e*ch year in the late 19140e, and an
oven sller number from 19149 through the mid—1950a . Then the frequency with
which the Marine s were utilized increased , remaining relatively high through
1965, ,~~~ i it returned to previously low levels. The Marines were more frequently
involved during the past few years, but these incidents included a number of
witMrawels and evacuations—a factor which helps to explain the previously
mentioned increase in the rate with which amphibious forces participated in
Incidents.

Fully one—thirdof the Marine Involvements took place in Southeast 
S

- 5 S • ~~~~~~~~~ M (
~~~~~~~~ ~~e-Cifth of all the inãidenta occurred there). Ever~~~ere else,S 5~~~ S - - / 

~~ II~rtnes were irwo1~ed in p aporti tIly fewer Inc idents , even in the
Mediterranean and the Caribbean where unite are kept afloat . Clearly, the
threat of injecting U.S. ground troops, represented by the movement or alerting
of Marine ground combat unite, has not been one made lightly or often by U .S.
decisiormekers, except in Southeast Asia . S

This conclusion is further supported by the fact that one—halt of the
Mar ine involvements (38 Incidents) occurred in violent situations—either
inter—state conflicts or civil ware; only one—third of the total number of
Incidents fell into these categories. Interestingly, the most frequent use
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of Marine units occurred during civil wars; there being 20 cuch eases . Aircraft
carriers, which also tended to be used during violent situations, were prefer— )
entially used in violent interactions of the inter—state kind . This distinc—
tion no doubt reflects the nature of the stakes involved for the United States.
In civil wars , typically the most pressing U.S. concern is to protect the lives
of American citizens. The outcome of the domestic situation is uL~’aally alsoof concern, but generally a second—order worry. To actually protect Americana
at the scene of a conflict, U.S. combat troops are required. In inter—state
conflicts, on the other hand , it is the outccme of the situation itself which
is usually the primary concern—i.e., protecting en American client—regime
or group. In such cases, violence can be used or threatened relatively
indiscriminately, as with airpower.

Land—based Air Forces

Three types of land—based air unite were employed during the study time
period , for a total of 103 incidents . Land-based air units provided the only
U.S. military presence in only 22 of these. incidents, however .

Most frequent was the use of transvort aircraft——either to move U .5. - -

equipment or , less often, to move U.S. troops to a target state, or to transport
a target nation’ a equipment or troops within the region of concern . Fixed—wing
aircraft were used in these roles on 52 occasions; helicopters on 114 occaslons .(9)
The size of the units involved ranged from less than one squadron (or one
helicopter company) in about one—fourth of the cases, to one or more wings
in another one—fourth of the incidents . The remaining one—half of the incidents
fell somewhere between .

These types of operations occurred most often in Southeast Asia (28 percent
of the incidents), and slightly less often in Europe and the Middle Eas t (18
and 20 percent of the incidents, respectively). The distribution of these
incidents by type of situation closely approxima ted the distribution of all
incidents . There was a slight tendency for transport aircraft to be used
more often after 1955, than before.

Land—basth combat aircraft were utilized more sparingly: Air Force
unite took part in 314 incidents, Marine Corps units in 12 incidents;(bO)
in five of these incidente aircraft from both services were involved. Most of
the incidents apparently wer~ significant events , as full wings or even larger
unite took part in 60 percent of these cases . One factor which may have
affected the decision as to the size of the unit required was Soviet partici-
pation; the Soviets took part in more than one—half of the cases in which land-
based combat aircraft were used, far more than their rate of participation
in all cases • There was a concentration of land-baeed combat air operations
during the 1958-62 period, refleoti~g mainly tensions in Central Europe:
one—third at the uses of land—based combat aircraft occurred during these five
year., but only one—fourth of aI.l the incidents.
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Geographically, the use of land—based combat air also was relatively
concentrated—roughly one—fourth of the pertinent incidents occurred in each
of three regions: the Caribbean, Europe, and Southeast Asia. Marine air
tended to be used most in the Caribbean; three—fourths of the incidents in
which Marine air units participated were located in ‘~hie region. The reinnining
Marine comba t air involvements were related to conflicts in Ind ochina . Air
Force combat aircraft were used most often in Europe, next often In Southeast

— Aaia , and thirdly in East Asia . A related difference between the two services
is that the Air Force involvements were related most often to hostile political
initiatives, and especially to Soviet threats against Berlin .

Finally, in 27 incidents the United States used land—based tntrol or
reconnaissance aircraft for political objectivea.(ll) Meet frequently, these
were Navy maritime patrol craft used to surveil for suspected Cuban—supported
guerrillas in the Caribbean . Sixteen of the 27 incidents took place during
the 1956—6 5 period , the time the U.S. was most active in seeking to help
governments in the Third World to defend themselves agains t domestic movements
supported by foreign nations . Two—thirds of these incidents took place in

H the Caribbean; 60 percent concerned situations of domestic strife .

Stratefic Nuclear Weanona

r ( Before leaving the topic of the type of military components which have
become involved in the Incidents , a special note should be made of the implicit ,
and sometimes explicit threat to use nuclear weapons .

Of course, many US, military units, particularly naval vessels , are
sometimes equipped with nuclear weapons for tactical uses. Warships, for
example , may have nuclear warheads on—board for surface—to—air missiles and
anti—submarine weapons; aircraft carriers may carry nuclear air—to~ground
ordnance . Consequently, any movement or other involvement of these forces in
an incident may imply, in one sense, a nuclear signal . These implications
do not , however, interest us here . Only more deli’erate nuclear threats ,
whether implicit or explicit , are of concern . For this reason , note was made
whenever forces which at the time had a designated role in U.S. plans for
strategic nuclear war took part in one of the political incidents, in such
context that a nuclear signal of some type could be inferred . There were
19 such incidents (Table tv—i), including five distinct sub—types :

• An overt and explicit threat was directed at the USSR through global.
actions of U.S. strategic lorces in only two incidents—the Cuban missile
crisis and the October 1973 war in the Middle Zeat. This tact demonstrates
the relative caution with which U.8, deciaion kere have approached the risk
of nuclear war .

• In ten incidents, Air Force strategic boabere were moved either closer
to the Soviet Union or China, plac.d on increased alert, or their withdrawal

()
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)

Incidents in Which Strategic Nuclear Forces Were Involved

• U.S • aircraft shot down by Yugoslavia November 1946

Inauguration of President in Uruguay February 1947

Security of Berlin January 1948

Security of Berlin April 1948

Security of Berlin June 1948

Korean War : Security of’ Europe July 1950

Security of Japan/South Korea . August 1953

Guatemala accepts Soviet bloc support May 195~i

China—Taiwan conflict: Taohen Islands August i95~t

Suez crisis October 1956

Political crisis in Lebanon July 1958

Political crisis in Jordan July 1958

China-Taiwan crisis: Quemoy and Matsu July 1958

Security of Berlin May 1959

Security of Berlin June 1961

Soviet emplacement of missiles in Cuba October 1962

Withdrawal of U.S. missiles from Turkey April 1963

~ aeb1& seized by North Korea January 1968

Arab—Israeli War October 1973

J
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43 f rom a region abroad was delayed, in the context of U ,S.-Soviet or U.S .—
Chinese tension . Six of these incidents occurred in Europe , the first in
1946 when , after a U.S . aircraft was downed over Yugoslavia, six B—29a flew
to Germany and rather ostentatiously (and menacingly) flew along the border.
Such. a display was repeated on three other occasions. The fourth occurred
in 1950 when, in the aftermath of the outbreak of the Korean war, U.S. strategic
bombers were stationed in Europe. The last occurred during the Berlin Crisis
of 1961, when the planned withdrawal of B~ii7s from Europe was delayed .

Deployment of U.S . strategic aircraft to the Western Pacific occurred
four times—once to reassure South Korea and Japan in connection with the end
of the Korean wax , twice during Offshore Islands crises, and finally during
the Pueblo Crisis.

o In four Incidents, Sixth fleet aircraft carriers , then playing a
key role in U S , strategic strike plane , were used to help attain political
objectives in the Middle East or Europe . In only one of’ these incidents ,
however—the 1958/59 Berlin Crisis——was the nuclear signal probably deliberate .

• In two peculiar incidents , U .5. long—range bombers assigned to the
Strategic Air Coninand were fJ.own to nations in the Western Hemisphere (Uruguay
in 1947, and Nicaragua in 1954.), apparently to reassure U.S • allies . The
Nicaragua case, perhaps, makes more sense insofar as it occurred in connection
with maneuvers to overthrow the Soviet—backed Arbenez government in Guatemala.

( • Finally, in one case , a U .3. strategic submarine, the Sam Houston,
was used to reassure a U.S. ally. In 1963, following the withdrawal of U.S.
intermediate—range ballistic missiles from Turkey , the Sam Houston visited

• Izmir. That port visit , the only such visit to a foreign port by a U.S.
strategic submarine, clearly was meant to demonstrate to Turkey that the
U .3 • retained a strategic presence in the region .

In short , the United States has used nuclear threats sparingly; moreover ,
their use was more conmion in earlier years——when the U S ,  strategic position
vis—è—vis the Soviet Union was dominant——than it was more recently . One—half
of the nuclear incidents occurred during the first ten years (one—third) of the
study period . Three—fourths occurred during the first fifteen years ( one—half)
of the study period . During the last ten years, there were only two incidents
involving strategic nuclear threats .

Readers will understand, of course, that references above relate solely
to discrete political uses of nuclear weapons. Like Army ground troops
deployed oversees, steregic nuclear forces serve vital pol itical objectives
on a continuous basis, perhaps thus obviating the need for discrete and
explicit utillietion.
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Levels of Force Used in Inciden ts
)

Variations in the types and size of military units which have been
involved in the incidents, and the infrequent inclusion of strategic nuclear
forces , make if difficult to discuss, in the aggregate, the significance of
the involvement in terms of the level of force mustered by the United States.
To alleviate this difficulty, a scale was constructed which , based on the
historical d~ite , roughly ranked “military level of effort .” For example , when
combatant navel forces were involved in an incident, they typical].y included
one carrier task group . A carrier task group was therefore considered to con-
stitute the “standard” naval force component. When two or more carriers were
involved in an Incident, it was considered to have been a use of a “major ”
component df force; i .e ., a more significant incident. When the naval forces
involved in an Incident did rot include an aircraft carrier , the incident
was considered to have been less significant in that it required only a
“minor” component of force . Similar assessments were made for ground forces (12)
and land—based air forcea ,(l3) with the results shows in Table 1V—2. Granted,

Table IV —2

Level of Force Uses by Force Type

Tvne of fo~çe 
-

Land-based
Level of force Naval i~orcea Ground forces Air forces 

)

Major Two or more air— More than one One or more
craft carrier battalion combat wings
task groups

Standard One aircraft car— No more than One or more combat
rier task group one battalion, squadrons, but less

but larger than than one wing
one company

Minor No aircraft No more then Less than one
carriers Included one company combat squadron

th. unite lieted for each rank are quite different in terms of manpower or
any other measure of size .~ However, that is not the point. What the
classification does is to provide a rough ranking of “military level of
effort” based on aggregate peat experience .

Next , these levels of convey~tiona1 force were combined with the strategic
nuclear factor in an intuitive fashion , resulting in the scale shown below.
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Level of Force Scale

Size and tvne of forces involved

Greatest Effort i. Use of strategic nuclear unit plus at
least one “major” force component (naval ,
ground, or air).

2. Two or three “major” force components
used, but not strategic nuclear units .

3. Either one “major” force component
~~ strategic nuclear unit used .

Ii . At least one “standard” component of
force used, but no “major” components
and no strategic nuclear units.

Lee~t Effort 5. “Minor” components of force used only,
and no strategic nuclear unite .

Nuclear force “use,” as previously noted, refers to the involvement of weapon
platforma participating, at the time, in strategic nuclear strike plans; and

- - - 
the reasonable inference that a nuclear signal of’ some sort was Intended . The
scale ii tailored to the existing data ; the obvious holes in it (e.g., a
“standard” ccmçonent of force plus strategic nuclear force units) simply do
not occur in the data . In scaling the incidents, it also seemed to make sense
to consider the political use of a battleship as equivalent to the use polittcal
use of an aircraft carrier, -

As would be expected, most of the Inoidenta were, in terms of military
level of effort , of less significance, as shown below:

Level of Effort Nuther of Inc idenia

Oreateat Effort 1. 15

1 2. 18

- 3.

11
Least Effort 5. 72.

Tb. most significant inc idents , the 33 which scored a 1 or 2 on the level
of effort scale, ar. listed In Table IV—3.
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Table IV—3 -

The Moat Significant Incidente*

Date Strategic Nuclear
_____  Incident Began -Pi rce Unita lj sed

Europe Security of Berlin April 1948 Yes

Security of Berlin June 1948 Yea

Securi ty of Europe July 1950 Yea

Security of Berlin February 1959 No

Security of Berlin May 1959 Yes

Security of Berlin June 1961 Yes

Cyprus Criais Jarruary 19611 No

Invasion of Czechoslovakia September 1968 No

Middle East Sues Crisis October 1956 Yes

Political Develo~~~nts
in Jordan April 1957 No )

Political Develo~mai~ts 
-

in Syria August 1957 No

Political Developeente
In Lebanon May 1958 No

Political Developeenta
in Lebanon - July 1958 Yea

Political Deve1o~~.nts
in Jordan July 1958 Tee

Civil War in Jordan September 1970 No

Arab-Israeli War October 1973 Yea

* Incidents scoring 1 or 2 on level of force scale; strategic nuclear force
unite were Involved in Incidents ranked number 1.
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~~~ ~ (_ Table 1V—3 (Continued )

Date Strategic Nuclear
_____ 

Incident Be2an Force Units Used

East Asia Civil War In China April 1946 No

~ id of Korean War July 1953 No

scurity of Japan/South Korea August 1953 Yea

Techen Islands Crisis August 19511. Yes

Qus.cy/~~teu Crisis July 1958 Yes

Ssiaure of the Paeblo January 1968 Yes

3~oot-domn of the EC-l2l April 1969 Yes

Southeast Civil War in Laos January 1959 No
Mi.

Civil War in Lace April 1962 No

( TOI*III aulf Incident August 1964 No

North Vietnam Offene ive - May 1972 No

Collapse of South Vietnam March 1975 No

Seim~re of the I~~vagt~~Z May 1975 No

Caribbean Gustesala Accepts Soviet -
Bloc Support May 1954 Yes

Trujillo Assassinated June 1961 No

~ ibsn Missile Crisis October 1962 Yea

Civil War in D~~~.uican Republic April 1965 No

(_)
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L Geographically the significant incidents were dioI.r:ibiited relativelyr evenly aim ’ng Europe , the Middle Eaet, East Asia, and Southeast Asia. Pive )

of the eight ineidez~ts in Europe concerned Berlin , but the lost of these
occurred fifteen years ago. In fact , there have not been any significant
incidents in Europe since 1968 . By contrast, significant incidents in the
Midd le East have occurred more recently, the last only three years ego.
Surprisingly, only two of the eight significant incidents in the Middle East
stenmed from the Arab—Israeli conflict; the other six had to do with intra—
Arab conflicts. -

There were seven significant incidents in East Asia, three stemmin g
from the civil war in China, and four from conflict on the Korean Peninsula .
Like Europe, though, East Asia was not the scene of any signif icant incidents
in 1970—75 . The six significant incidents in Southeast Asia all had to do with
the Indochina war, and highlight the nation’s entry into, and exit from , that
conflict.

Finally, there were four significant incidents in the Caribbean , two of
which were related to the Dominican Republic. It is fascinating that the 195k
decision by the Arbenez government In Guatemala to accept military aid from
the Soviet bloc was sufficient to occasion a major response from the United
States , which included the temporary deployment of strategic bombers to
Nicaragua——meant, it would appear, as a signal of American comitment——and
the movement of an aircraft carrier task group, a Marine amphibious battalion
and air—wing, five land—based patrol aircraft sc4uadrona and several related
actions. 

)

The distribution of incidents by U.S. level of military eff ort , region
and time period is shown in Table w—h. The distribution of the significant
incidents over time is very similar to that of the overall number of incidents.
So too is the distribution by type of situation, although a slightly larger
percentage of the significant incidents stemed from inter—state situations
not involving the United States initially than was the case for all the
incidents.

There is a strong relationship, however , between U.S. military level of
effort and Soviet or Chinese participation . As shown in Table P1—5, the United
States used mejor force components proportionally more often when either the
~~SR or Chinese military forces actually were , or threatened to become involved
in incidents.

The moat inconsequential uses of force, tI~se involving only “minor”
components of force, tended to occur proportion’~1ly more often in the Western
Remispher*~, and proportionally less often in Europe . The key, of course,
is the absence or presence of the Soviet military threa t . Interestingly,
no more than a “standard ” component of force h~~ ever been used in either sub—Saharan Africa , South Asia, or South America. Minor force components also
tended to be used more often during the 1956— 65 period, when the United States
was moat actively pur suing its political objectives abroad through the
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Tsble XV.h

-. -
~ u.a Im.1 of Milituy Effort , by

fts$icn end TIM Period

Nwter at b~oidsrts

M 4 ~ttwy Lavat t~f Iff~~t Total.

W itsrn fls.isphero . . 2 2 6 18 32 60

1U1Cp S . . , . , . . , ,  5 3 3.2 19

Middle Eiit . • . a 7 7 3.6 38

Sub.’SaMrsn Africa
snd South A aj s , 1 .  0 0 0 6 7 13

S o uth s as tA s l a. ., . .  0 6 17 8 10
EsstAsia . , . .~~~. b 3 6 3 

- 

20

Time P i4nd

l946—I~8 ,.....,, ~ 3. 6 ii 2I~~\
191i9.56 .,.,.,,. 5 1. 10 9 7 32
1 9 5 7 — 6 5 . , , . , . . . 6  10 2~ 31 ~1 112

19 6 6 . .7 5. . .. . . . ,  2 6 6 13 20

T0’IAL ........15 18 ~6 6~ 72 215
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4 demonstrative use of the armed forces, than either before or after that time
period .

Generally, the more significant actions tended to occur fairly regularly,
while the f requency of incidents featuring only minor components of force
fluctuated .

Activities and Readiness

Typically, U S ,  armed forces employed for political objectives did very
— little in an operational sense . In 68 incidents (one—third of the total),

the military activity could only be characterized as , at most , providing a
presence. That is, forces wore moved from one place to another , or their
alert status was raised, but they did not undertake any specific operation.
Presumably, the movement or change in alert status was meant to prepare for
some activity which might have become necessary, and to remind participants
in the incidents of U.S. military power so that they would be reassured or
intimidated , as the case may have been .

Most often , the forces that were used for these “presence” missions,
as well as moat other activities, came from standing U .S. deployments nearby .
In 167 incidents , three—fourths of the total, U.S. forces already opera ting
within the theater which was the scene of the situation of concern were
either moved or placed on an increased alert status without movement . In
only 92 incidents, less than one-half of the total, were U .S. forces operating
outside the theater of concern redeployed or placed on a greater alert status.
Reserve forces were mobilized in only three incidents.

The data in Table P1-6 sunmiarize the activities of U.S. armed forces in
the 215 incidents. In view of the latte r ’s dominant poaition in pert experience,
the table shows the data separately for those Incidents in which naval forces
were involved , and those in which the Navy did not participate.

As noted, simply providing a presence was by far the most frequent
activity; the Caribbean, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia were each the
scene of one—f ourth of these actions .

Visits to foreign ports and the conduct of patrols or other reconnaissance
and surveillance missions each were carried out in le~ incidents, thus tying
as the second moat frequent activity. Europe accounted for one—half of the
port visits, the vast majority occurring along the northern Mediterranean
littoral .(i14) About one—half of the reconnaissance activities took place
in the Western HemiaiMre, mainly during the 1956-65 period, -when the United
States was most actively concerned about Conmnanist infiltration into the

On 30 occasions, U.S • armed forces, almost a lways naval forces, carried
out en exercise or d~~onstration in connection with a political situation

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Table IV-6

Activities of Naval and Other U.S. Armed Forces

When Used for Political Objectives, 191e6—75

Nu~~er of incidents

Tvne of Activity Naval forces Other forces alone

Provid ing a U.S. presence . . . . . . . 68 1

Visit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1414 0

P8trol4teccnnaieeance/Burveillance . . 35 9

Exercise/bemonstration . . 29 1

Movement of military equipnent
or forces toa target . . . . . . . . 22 - 

8

Movement of a target’s military
forces or equipuent 13 8

Evacuation . . - 18 1 ‘

Uae of firepower .  l1~

Emplace ground forces or
occupy territory. . . . . . .. . .  10 8

Interpoeition 6 1

Escort of a target’s forces. . . . .  5 2

Demonstrate treneit rights.. .... 3

B1oc~~de . • • , .  • . . . , , . . .  3 0

Other. . . . . . . . • ~. . . . . . . . .P r ~~~~~~~~~ 
- - 0

- I
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abroad, most often in Europe . On the same number of occasions , U .S. armed
forces transported military equipment to a target state in extraordinary
circumstances . Airlift was used in only eight of these incidents , sealift
the other t imes . Regardless of which mode was used , the Middle East was the
moat frequent destination .

The other types of activity generally of a manifestly more “military”
na ture, were undertaken in no more than one—tenth of the incidente . In this
regard, the following are worth noting:

Firepower or other physical force was used in only 18 incidents, nine
of them in Southeast Asia (exclusive of the period March 1965 to March 1972) .
Such “violence ” was used on only four occasions before 1964 , in four Incidents
in each of 1964 and 1965, and øix times over the period of 1971—75 .

. Activiti es undertaken moat often in the absence of naval forces
included reconnaissance, the moven ent of a targe t state ’s military forces or
equipment, end thi movement of equipment to a target state.

When U .S. ground forces actually were emplaced on foreign soil , as
contrasted to the movement or alert of Marines on amphibious ships without
disembarkation, they were moved by air almost as often as by sea.

Traditional naval activities—interposition , escort , demonstration
( of transit rights, and blockade—took place relatively infrequently.

And finally , fully 40 percent of the armed evacuations mentioned
in the incident list took place in the Caribbean .

In auninery, although U.S . armed forces have been used frequently f  or
political objectives over the peat thirty years, only relatively infrequently

• have they had to do anything in a specific operational sense . Typically,
the armed forces—and particularly navel forces—have provided a U .S. presence
on (or near) the scene of the incident , and presumably have prepared to take
actiofl , but the situations precipitating the military activity have generally
run their courses before the armed forces were required- to take more specific
action. When specific operations were carried out, they moat often were of
a passive character (e.g., visits, patrols) . Manifestly military actions—
e.g., the use of firepower, the establishment of a blockade——were required
very infrequently. The question is, what influence did this passive and
preparatory activity have on the decisions of the foreign leaders participating
in the incident.; which leads us to chapter five.
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Footnotes

1. Excludes Marine units when deployed by ship.

2. It is possible that carriers were used in eight additional incidents,
but the date are too fragmentary to be certain.

3. There were ten additiona i incidents in which amphibious forces might have
been employed , but the data are incomplete.

Ii. The 1962 visit of the Polaris submarine, Sam Houston, to Imnir .

5. Army ground forces were possibly used in two additional incidents .

6. Usually there are three or four battalions in an Army brigade.

7. Marine Corps gr~md combat unite possibly were involved in 14 additional incidents .

8. Capt. William D. Parker, USICR, k Coneia~ History of theilnited States
Marine Core, 1175-196q (Historical Divieion, Headquarters, United States
Marine Corps , 1970) .

9. Fixed—wing aircraft may have been used in five additional incidents;
helicopters may have been used in four additional incidents.

— 

10. Air Force and Marine air ccsnbat unite may each have been Involved in 
)

j - one additionBi Incident.

11. Land—based patrol or reconnaissance aircraft may also have been involved
in two additional incidents. - -

12. Army and Marine Corps unite. -

13. I.e., Air Force and Marine Corps aircraft .

111. Readers will recall thet only port visit. which clearly served specific
political purposes were included in the list of Incidents.
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Intrndt~~tThn

While decieionmi.kers have turned to th. armed forces frequently as an
instrument ‘with which to support policy, one 01’ the moot crl tlcql questions
to be asked is, to what effect? Icoking beck over the this, decades since
World War II ended and during which U.S. aimed forces we re used as a
political instrument once every oth.r month, on the average , both policy—
makers and the public at large have an interest to know whether or not
these actions were useful or of value in supporting American foreign
policy. !~bre than this, though, it is important to consider what dif—
ference it made , if any , when, for example , armed forces were used in
particular ways, when certain sized or types of forces were used , or when
special situational factors were present.

In approaching the question of utility, this section of the study
examines the relationship between the use of armed forces and the behavior
desired of each of the other actors in 33 incidents, which toge ther
comprise a 15 percent sample of the fun 215 inc ident file . - The concern,
however , is not to assess whether or not a particular behavior was the re—
suit of a particular use of force. That is done in the case studies.
Rather, this section focusses on the extent to which the use of aime d
forces was associated, in aggregate, with positive and negative outcomes
related to the behavior desired of the other actors in the sample
incidents.

The section begIns with a discussion of why the analysis concentra tes,
first , on The performance of desired behavior rather then on the satin-
fac tion of the motivation of polioymakere; and , second, on the association
between desired (and undesired) outcomes and the use ~f armed forces rather
than on the notion of the successful (and unsuccessful) use of armed forces.
Following this, the behavior desired of each other actor by U.S. policy-
makers is determined as are the outcomes related to that behavior in the
short— term (the six months imeediately after the use of force) and over a
longer period ( the following two and a half years) .

We then examine the relationship between, on the one hand, short and
longer term outcomes, and on the other, the obj ectives of policymakers , the
modes and styles of using armed forces, the sizes and types of armed forces
used, and their depl~ymeut patterns and activities. Finally, we consider
the significance of situational characteristic s, American diplomacy, and
particular qualities of the actors to the rela tionships between outcomes
and uses of armed forcea .

A structured sample was used for the analysi, insofar as it was

__________ 

___________________________________
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iinpo~sibl. to investigat, the utility of using armed ft,rce~ in ~ll 2) 5
incidents~ The ohotue of a 33 int~ident (is percent) sample constituted a
compromise between two conflicting ouncerna t coneiderftig ~n ‘ideq’~ete
number of cases Rnd the necessity to consider ench case sd quately. Table
V’4 presents certain descriptive charac teristics of the incidents that were
selected, and will f ainiliarise readers with the sample.

In genera l , the sample strongly reflects the pm-file ehnrae t.erlatioa
of the full file, To the extent th. selection procedure did alcew the
sample , it gave less emphasis to Europe and the first postwar decade and
gave more emphasis to the Middle East and the past decade. The silk lining
is that the saiipl.e is more relevant to current concerns than it wc~uld have
bun otherwise. Details of the sample selection procens and of’ the degree
of similarity between the sampl. and the 215 incident file are presented
in Append ix C.

~the Ptx tormanc. of Desired Behavior

The focus of this analysis is on the performance by other actors in
an incident of behavior desired by U.S. polioymakers , not on whethe r or not
the motives of U S .  polioymakere were satisfied. !ik~tivetlon is o;ctremely
difficult , if not impossible, to determine In any situation, let clone in
33 international inc ident,. ?~bt ivee , among other things, may be singular
or multiple in number, subliminally or consciously held, personally- or
other—directed, domestic or external in nature, and future or present
oriente d.

For example , what were Presi dent Kenn edy ’s motives when he confronted
the Soviet Union in the Cuban missile crisis? Was it a concern foe the
physical defense of the United States , Soviet aggrensi’reness in the world
at large , American leade rship in the West , the forthcoming congressional
election, his own influence and relations with the Congress, his leadership
of the Democratic Party,..? What were President Eisenhower’s motives in
sending troops to lebanon In 1958, President Truman ’ $ in sending ground
troops to Europe following the onset of the Korean War, or President Ford ’s
in responding to Cambodia’s seizure of the MaYaEuez end its c rew?

- After any internationel incident there is always ecnaidorable dispute
as to “Why” U.S. policymakers behaved as they did. Post—factor explanations
by the decisiormakers themselves (as in memoirs) do little to ease such
speculation; for there is then a question as to the motives behind ~he -

explanation. There is much less argument, however, about the behavior
that was sought of the other parties to the incident. In that regard,
there is usually firmer evidence: statements , written eomn~rnicot.ions , etc .
Thus, while there is considerable dispute about ‘why President Kennedy acted
as he did in the Cuban missile crisis, there is little argument about his
principal operational objective vis—&—vis the Soviet Union : the with-
drawal of Soviet offensive missiles and bombers from Cuba . Similarly,
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President Eisenhower sought to insure that a leftist or Arab nationalist
goverrinent allied with Nasser was not installed in lebanon in 1958, Pres—
ident Truman sought to deter Soviet aggression and to reassure E~ropean
allies, and President Ford sought to obtain the release of the Maival!uez
and its crew.

In each incident the desired outcomes may have been only Instrumental
to other objectives policymakers had in mind . However, the inmiediate out-
comes were the focus of their attention and the necessary first steps . And
it was to obtain these operational objectives that policymakers expended
their energies and the nation ’s resources, including the use of the armed
forces . Perhaps President Ford ’s basic objective was to avoid giving
further evidence of US. wealmess after the defeat In Vietnam . But even
so, to accomplish that , he had to first obtain the release of the Maivasuez.
President Ford’s underlying motives were , at best, uncertain. His
operational objective, though, was clear.

This is not to argue that operational objectives are always easll.y
identif led with great confidence. Indeed, there are many situations In
which it is difficult to do this, if only because they are essentially
minor incidents ‘which have passed relatively unnoticed , and for which there
is little information available. In other cases, the policymakers them—
selves ‘were unclear about facts of the situation and , at times, about what

• it was they wanted to happen (or not to héppen). It is no easy task, for
example, to determine what exactly U.S. officials had in mind regarding
Spanish behavior when they allowed a naval visit to Spain in 1952 , or what
President Nixon hoped to obtain by deploying the ~ttercrise to the IndianO~esn during the 1971 Bangladesh War. (1)

Nevertheless, it is suggested that a focus on operational objectives
——the behavior desired of the individual foreign actors by U.S. policy-
makers in the incident——allows the consideration of more objectively
determined and empirically verifiable phenomena. In large part, this is
due to the fac t that policymakere must deal more directly with operational
objectives, which are usually defined in relatively narrow and specific
terms, than is necessary es regards their own motives. As a consequence,
public statements, documents, and memoirs show much greater agreement
about operational objecti ve, then they do about motives . Similarl y, there
is greater agreement ong scholars and other analysts who have studied
s~~h incident..

A focus on operational objectives is also more relevant to the inter-
ests of Americans at large and allows a more useful examination of the
utility of using aimed fore.. an a political instrument. It is not the
motivatioq~ of policy.akers ‘which affects the interests of the United States.
ihat effect U.S. interest, are the anifeetationa of that motivation in
the form of specific objectives , decisions taken to obtain those objectives ,
and the reactions by foreign deoisiorma kers to resulting U S ,  activity:
military, dipl~~~tio, or otherwise.
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( In many instances policyinakere will have more than one, and some-
times conflicting objectives in mind as regards a single actor . After
President Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal, President EIsenhower sought
to persuade Britain and France not to intervene militarIly; but he was
also concerned not to alienate London and Paris and thereby weaken the
Atlantic alliance. In the inmiediate aftermath of the assassination of
Rafael Trujillo in the Dominican Republic in 1961, President Kennedy
wanted Trujillo ’s political heirs to give up power. At the same time, he
was concerned to prevent the latter from acting violently toward American
citizens, Insofar as the United States was implicated in the plot.

When multiple objectives concerning a single actor ’s behavior do
exist , one particular concern is typically more important than the others
and will’ dominate U .S. decisions . In fact , the two cases just cited are
the two in the sample that were the least clear in this regard . There
was much less difficulty in determining, for example, that President
Truman’s principal objectives in using the armed forces to influence\,
political developeente in Italy in 19147_148 were to maintain the de Ga8peri
Goverument in power (by winning the February l9i~8 elections ) and to
caution the Italian Coninunist Party against engaging in largescale violence.
Notwithstanding President Nixon ’s motives for ordering the “Christmas”
bombing of Hanoi in December 1972, it seems obvious that his principal ‘

-

operational objective, as regarded North Vietnam, was that the latter
should sign an acceptable peace agreement .

Neither Success nor Failure, but Outcc.óes

It would be best if the utility of using armed forces as a political
instrument could be examined and discussed in terms of the success and
failure of using armed forces to achieve objectives; and the circ umstances
in which armed forces were used with success and failure. As words and
concepts, however, success and failure imply causation, which cannot be
theoretically determined. ).breover, insofar as the political phenomena
being examined here are concerned, it Is impossible to determine the link-
ages that would necessarily have to be made in order to provide an
empirical chain of evidence such as physical scientists often present.
In order to even approach the letters ’ type of work, a much larger number
of incidents would have to be examined, verifiable interviews would have
to be held ‘with individual participants, and the latter would have to be
reasonably precise in stating what their perceptions and calculations were
diring incidents. It goes without saying that these individuals would
have to be honest, self-conscious, and able to recollect their thoughts
at the tinie.

The objective of this exercise would be to determine not only what
those actors did more precisely, but even more importantly, to establish - 

3

their perceptions of U.S. uses of armed forces during incidents and the
role those perceptions played in guiding their behavior. Ideally , this
approach would allow a determination of when and in what circumstances
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the use of armed forces as a political instrument has been a necessary
condition to influence actors to perform desirable behavior . Such a
study Is not possIble. Nor are memoirs, news reports at the time , norr secondary analyses very helpful n this regard . Even when they are
available, they are more suggestive than conclusIve.

The scientific method might have been brought to bear more strongly
in this analysis if the sample of incidents selected could have been
compared with a group of incidents in which armed forces were i:~~ used as
a political instrument. Following a comparative analysIs of this nature ,
it might be inferred, for example , that the use of armed forces was a
necessary condition if outcomes were positive when armed forces were used
and negative when they were not used. If outcomes were favorable in
both types of incidents it might be interred that the use of armed forces
was unnecessary.

This approach would require that a much larger numbe r of incidents
be examined and that the two sets of inc idents be comparative——i.e., share
similar characteristics that would otherwise be considered important
variables. Such experimentalism is a regular mode of analysis where the
subjects of iMuiry are protons, laboratory bred rats , and even controlled
groups of human beings. This approach does not lend itself very well,
though, to analyses in which the subjects are individuals and groups in
diverse societies which have diffe rent values, levels of information ,

- allies, etc . Moreover, the less the similarity between incl4ents, the
greater the number of Incidents that have to ‘be examined . 1~ie simple
pairing of incidents that might occur at different times or involve
different actors would be especially questionable.

Our examination does incorporate these notions to the degree that
longitudinal or “before and after” comparisons were possible with reference
to Individual incidents. If an incident is considered to comprise a
number of rounds rather than to run smoothly from a starting point to a
finishing point, a comparison can be made between two or more of those
rounds; for example , between the period before armed forces were used by
U.S. polioymakers and the period after they were used. Of course, other
developnents might occur independently or in response to U.S. actions,
arid lessen the validity of even that comparison. -

This analysis focusses on the outcomes related to the principal
beha .4or desired by U.S. policymakera of each other actor in the 33 in-
cidents. Favorable or unfavorable outcomes are determined beth for the
six month period following the use of armed forces and for a longer period
thereafter (the following two and a half years). The consideration of
only 1~ nediete outcomes would be misleading insofar as sai~ outcomes are
ephemeral. The longer tern perspective allows a consideration of durability.

In some instances, of course, a longer term perspective is irrelevant,
as actions of earlier concern are no longer interesting——e.g., deterring
the use of force by Britain and France against Egypt, of interest after
the onset of the Suez nationalization crisis, became irrelevant In - -
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October l95’.

In focussing on --t and longer term outcomes related to the
operational objectives of U .S. pollcymakers , the study refrains from
attempting to assess the enduring Impl Ications and widespread ramifications
—— i.e., the greater “uisdcm”—of ~J.S. actions for more general national in-
terests. Not that this is unimportant . One can readily imagine instances
in which desired outcomes were obtained in the immedIate sense, and
pertiapa even retained over a longer term, but at the same time, consequences
of a more Important and adverse nature were set In motion.

For example , actors earlier coerced Into performing some specific
behavior jnay later increase the size of their armed forces or develop new
weapon systems having important implications for U .S. national security
——consider, for example, the argument that Gen. DeGaulle was confirmed in
his belief that France should develop an independent nuclear capability
as a result of U. S. actions during the Sues crisis .

Moreover, other actors, not party to the incident at all , but ob-
servers, may draw undesired conclusions - and take actions adversely
affecting U S .  security and other interests. Pertiaps Peking felt freer
to initiate the 1958 Offshore Islands crisis because of the perception
that the United States was too involved in Lebanon to support Taiwan
firmly . Was IO~rushchev ’s behavior in the 1961 Berlin Crisis influenced
by President )Cerined.y’s minimal support of the Cuban exiles during the Bay
01’ Pigs disaster? We may never know the answers, but questions such as
these are Important ones . Nevertheless, determining the utility of using
armed forces for particular outcomes itself was an extremely laborious
task. Considering the long tern consequences of those actions for the
nation’s interests in a wider context was not possible .

Notwithstanding the focus of this analysis being on the association
between the use of armed forces and outcomes , it is often difficult not
to make at least Implicit inferences of success and failure. The full
implications of such inferences therefore deserve elaboration. “Success”
in using armed forces in order to, for example, reinforce the performance
of a desired behavior would imply a determination that the actor was
otherwise unresolved as to whether or not to continue to perform the
desired action, ~~~ that the use of armed forces by the United States was
perceived and did indeed coerce or persuade the actor not to change the
behavior in question. If the desired behavior ‘was going to be performed
in any case, however, the use of force would be of no consequence, even
if the actor did perceive and consider it. “Failure” would imply that
the actor did not perceive the use of royce or did perceive it but was
not assured or deterred. Thus, failure can be determined with greater
confidence: all that is necessary is to observe the non-performance of
a desired behavior.

Alternatively, success could imply that a use of the armed forces
influenced the views and confidence of others around an individual actor,

( 
and thereby allowed or forced the “actor” to perform the desired behavior

4 - —-- —---~~ --~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _
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in a more circuitous fashion. Insofar as only a very few political
leaders rule with absolute authority, the influence exacted upon factions
and individuals, as well as upon formal or informal policy debates in
general, may be the most f requent avenue of satisfaction.

The conclusion that armed forces were used successfully where the
objective was to modify the actor ’s behavior, or to compel or induce an
actor to do something different •, would imply a similar find ing——i.e.,
that the actor performed a desired behavior in consequence to a U.S. use
of armed forces and that in the absence of this action the desired
behavior would not have been performed .

It is worth noting , finally, that neither success nor failure can
be inferred at all when, as a result of prudence, uncertainty, or con-
fusion, armed forces are used only as a latent instrument. If the use
of aimed forces was not intended to influence another actor ’s behavior ,
it would be mistaken to view the behavior that did occur as a mark of
success or failure. More appropriate in that instance would be a refer-
ence to the fortunate or unfortunate use of the armed forces.

For example, when General Kassem of Iraq threatened to seize Kuwait
after the latter became independent in 1961, a small U.S. naval deployment
was made to the Persian Gulf area. There is no indication that U. S.
policymakers communicated a threat to Iraq or even the information that
the deployment had been made . It would appear that the deployment, while
being a preparatory action, was not intended to influence General Kassem .
If the deployment actually was perceived by General Kassem and influenced
him favorably from the point of view of U. S. policymakers , this might be
considered pleasing or fortunate. To consider this a successful use of
the navy as a political instrument, thereby implying intent when there
was none, would be flattering but not a description of reality. Conversely,
if General Kassem had acted to seize Kuwait, it would be equally unreason-
able to suggest thet the deployment failed as a deterrent.

The Actors In the Incidents

It will be recalled f ran chapter three that one of two criteria had
to be satisfied in order for an actor to be considered a participant in
an incident . To repeat: (a) the ac tor hed to have been a specific target
of U.S. decisionmakers in using the armed forces, In that the U . S. must
have desired that the actor perform, or not perform, a specific act , or ,
~~re subtly, be impressed in a particular fashion; or (b) the ac tor had
to play a special role in determirdng the outcome of the incident . Mere
Interest in an incident or essentially inconsequential behavior on the
part t~( an actor was not considered enough to warrant inclusion.

P11’ ty—two different actors were involved in the 33 incidents. These
‘r1’~~d national governments (32), military factions (3) , international

s.~ r~~Icma1 organizations (le) , and insurgent and various civilian groups (13).

L H
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As one might expect, some actors were involved in more than one incident .
The Soviet Union was a participant in l2—-i .e., approximately one—third

~ of the sample Incidents; and six other actors (China, Cuba, Egypt, United
Kingdom, North Vietnam and South Vietnam) were involved in four or more.
If all of the actors in each of the 33 incidents are added together, one
finds that a total of 116 actorS participated J.n the 33 incidents. The
seven individual actors (including the Soviet Union) just mentioned as
participating in four or more incidents account for more than a third of
this total participation.

Obiectj ves and the Uses of Armed Forces

Table V—2 presents in categorical terms for each actor In the incidents ,
the principal action desired by U . S . policymakers, and the mode (assure,
compel, deter, induce) and style (direc t , indi rect , latent) in which armed
forces were used in order to obtain that behavior (see chapter two).
Where the mode is not In parentheses, armed forces were aimed at an ac tor
directly; where the mode is in parentheses, armed forces were used indirectly.
Latent uses of force, also denoted in parentheses, are presented in the same
column wi th modes both for convenience m d  to indicate that force was not
used in these instances In any one of the four possible modes . Table V-2
also lists the outcomes relative to each objective after first, six months
and, second, three years following the U.S. use of force.

It was not possible to determine the U.S. operational objective in the
case of only one of the 116 participants in the 33 incidents examined . (2)
In eight other instances, an objective was determined via—~—vls a specif ic
actor, but the use of the armed forces in the crisis was clearly not pertinent
to that objective . For example, In sending Marines to Morocco in 1956 in
the midst of disturbances there owing to France ’s actions in the Suez crisis
and in A]geria, the Eisenhower Administration sought to insure that Rabat
would protect Merican citizens and military installatIons . France was an
actor in the situation and the objective of U. S. policy at tI~e time was to
persuade France to withdraw gracefully from North Africa. But the use of
the Marines was in no way related to that objective; only to the objective
via—a—vie ~ - rocco.

Nor was the reinforcement of Guantanamo in 1960, following an over-
flight of Cuba and dropping of leaflets and pe~haps a bomb by Florida basedanti—Castroitee, aimed at the anti—Castro group in any way . The concern,
it would appear, was to deter a Cuban reprisal against Guantanaino . The
exile group was an actor, but not a target of the U .S. military activity.

4 Similarly, Jordan was an important actor in the Middle East ceasefire
agreement in August 1970 , but the U.S. use of reconnaissance aircraft  to
observe the ceasefire in the Suez Canal area was not directed at Jordan.

In several inatanc’~s outcomes were not able to be determined. For
example, it was not determined whether, following U.S. militiry actions:

— 4
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Cube cur tailed its support of the insurgents in Venezuela in l96~; or thep. Soviet Union and China exerted pressure upon Hanoi to halt the 1972 Spring
offensive . Longer term outcomes of the 1971~ use of naval forces in the
Persian Gulf ares could not be determined insofar as not enough time had
elapsed . In a number of instances the objective was irrelevant from the longer
term perspective.

It Is interesting to note that in each of the sample incidenth, armed
forces were used as an instrument of coercive rather than ~oope rat :tve
diplomacy—i.e., in each Incident the overriding relationship involved
hostility between two foreign actors or between a foreign actor and the
United States, and U.S. poiicymakers used or contemplated the use of armed
forces to coerce one or more targets .

• Reletiomehipa between outcomes and objectives , and the significance
to outcomes of different modes and styles of using armed forces are the
subject of tapter six . The remainder of this chapter examines the sub—
atantive objectives of policymakers vie—&—vis the 107 actors in the 33
Inc Idente, and the modes and styles in which armed forces were used as a
political instrument . These data are aunxaarized in Table V—3.

-~~ Obiectives

In using armed forces as a political instrument, policymakers were
- most concerned with three types of behavior: the use of force by one
— (• actor against another, the support given by one actor to another (third )

actor, and regime authority. For example , during the 1962 Laotian Crisis ,
the Kennedy Administration had as objectives that the Pathet Lao should
terminate its use of force against the laotian Goverxmient; the Soviet Union,
China, and North Vietnam should curtail their support of the Pathet I.ao;
the 1~otian Govermnent of 8oun Oum and Phoumi Nosavan should give up power,
and the Laotian neutralists led by Prince Souvanna Phowna should obtain
power. Objectives related to these three basic concerns accounted for 37
percent, 25 percent, and 15 percent, respectively, of the total 107 actions
desired in the 33 Incidents . (3)

• When the concern was with the use of force by an actor, the objective
generally (30 percent of The total 107) was that the actor should not use
force—i.e., “do not use force ,” “do not use force again , ” “terminate the

• - use of force.” In the remaining instances in which the use of forc e was of
concern, the objective ‘was that an actor should use force. In this latter
regard, while there were a number of instances in which the objective was

• 
• that force should continue to be used, in only one instance—the 1957 Syrian

crisis——did Washington actually favor an actor ’s first use of force . The
• - obj e~tive in that instance was not that Turkey should use its armed forces

• in order to attack Syria, but rather that Ankara should manipulate (i.e.,
maneuver) its forc es In such a way as to coerce the Syrian Govertinent so
that internal political chaz~ea would be more likely. (~~)

The general objective when third party support wis of concern was that
one actor should not .~~~ort another aotcr—i.e.~, “curtail support,” “do
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( 
• begin to support or spur undesired behavior.” These objectives accounted

¶ • for 20 percent of the total actions desired . In all but two of the 21
instances relevant in this regard, the actor of concern that was lending
the support was a Connunist state, generally the Soviet Union or China,
and otherwise North Vietnam, Cuba, or Yugoslavia. The two instances of
non—Cc~snunist third—party support concerned Egypt’s support of Syria
during the 1957 Syrian crisis , and Castro’s support of Panamanian insurgents
in 1959 .

In the remaining instances when the concern was with third party
support , the objective was that one actor should “provide support ” to
another actor. Four of these six instances were related to the 1957 Syrian
crisIs . -

Regime authority, which accounted for 15 percent of the total actions
desired, refers to the political will and courage to hold on to or seize
political authority——i.e., control the “state.” In using armed forces in
the 1959 Laotian crisis, for example, one principal objective was to em-.
bolden the Laotian Government so that it would not allow its authority to
slip and perhaps disintegrate. U.S. armed forces were used in a similar
fashion to support the Governments of Greece and Italy in the ininediate
postwar years .

lvk,st frequently, the concern was that an actor should maintain its
control of the state. Ibwever, on two occasions (Syria, 1957; DomInican

( Republic, 1961) the objective was that an existing government should be
changed. In the case of Syria, a faction ccmrpoaed of more moderate military
officers—i.e., friendly to the Uni ted States——was supported against a
Syrian military government, about which President Eisenhower wrote .~ater ,
“the suspicion was strong that the Cc*anunista had taken control. . ~n
The Dominicans supported by the Kennedy Administration in the Spring of 1961
were a mixed group 01’ senior officers end civilians who shared a coninon
personal hatred of Rafael Truj illo.

In a number of instances Table V—2 lists the maintenance of authority
• by a government as the principal matter of concern in the context of on-

going domestic violence——i.e., Laos, 1959 and 1973; Panama , 1959 ; Veneauela,
1965. While U.S. policymakers also wanted to assure those governments so
that they would continue to use violence against insurgent groups, the more
immediate and principal concern was to reinforce confidence end political
will.

Although small , a fourth category of concern—the relationship
of a U S ,  ally with another actor—stands out with special referer3e to
latent uses of the armed forces. In all of’ those instances pertaining
to an ally ’s relationship with a third party, the ally was Britain, and
the concern was that the latter should retain at least a degree of influence
with the relevant third party. For example, after General John Glubb (Pasha)
was dismissed in 1956 by King Hussein, Washington became concerned about
the future of London’s special relationship (and influence) with Asman.

(I)
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Other concerns included the protection of U .S . citizens and military
• installations, the maintenance of the national security of states in

threatening but non—violent situations , the maintenance of U .S • alliances,nascent Soviet influence and turmoil in the Congo, the establishment of
a Soviet submarine base in Cuba, the flow of oil from the Persian Gul f , and
interim negotiations in the Middle East .

Ltodes in Which Armed Forces Were Used

In relation to the substantive behavior desired of each actor ,
armed forces were used either as a manifest or latent instrument. When
armed forces were used manifestly, policymakers sought to assure , compel ,
deter , or induce an actor’s behavior .

In 1963, for example , the helicopter carrier Boxer and an amphibious• support ship (the Rankin) were present in the harbor of Santo Domingo when
Juan Bosch was inaugura ted President of the Dominican Republic . At the
same t ime, a sizable American delegation led by Vice President Johnson
attended the inaugural . These two actions , together with officia l U .S.
statements and economic aid were meant to demonstrate Amer ican support for
the new Bosch Government. Specifically, U S .  policymakers sought to
assure that Bosch would take various actions to strengthen his government
and avoid falling victim -to a coup, and to deter the Dominican armed forces
from staging a coup against the Bosch Government .

In early 1962, for the first t ime, an American comba t unit took
part in the conflict in South Vietnam: U.S. Army helicopter units sup-
ported South Vietnamese ground forces in operations against the Viet Cong .
Shortly thereafter, a United States Marine Medium Helicopter Squadron took
up duty at Soc Trang, and the helicopter carrier Princeton established
a presence nearby in the South China Sea . These and other non-military
actions taken by the Kennedy Administration were meant to induce
South Vietnam to make a greater effort In the war , to cannel the Viet Cong
to øtop fighting, and to eannel North Vietnam to stop supporting the Viet

• Ccng.(6)

In 79 of the 107 instances (714 percent) in which U .S. pol icymakers
desired that an actor should perform a particular behavi~)r, armed forces
were used as a manifest instrument with which to obtain that objective . In
the remaining 28 instances armed forces were used only as a laten t instrument ;
hence, in this latter gro~p of instances they were not used In any one of
the four modes mentioned above . Of the 79 instances in which armed forces
were used in order to obtain an objective , they were used mos t frequently (39
percent) to compel an actor to do something . Armed forces were used least frequently

- - - - -:
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(11 percent ) to induce behavior. They were used in 2I~ percent to assure
behavior and 25 percent to deter behavior. If’ the four categories are

flJ grouped together, the use of armed forces was evenly divided between
actions to reinforce——i.e., assure or deter——behavior and actions to
modify—-i.e., induce or compel——behavior. Viewed another way, though, the
concern was much more frequently to coerce—-i.e., compel or dete r-—behavior
than it was to support——i . e., assure or induce——behavior. In general, it
may be noted that when policymakere sought to compel or deter behavior
the Uni ted States and the other ac tor were antagonists in the incident .
Con~eree1y, when the concern was to assure or induce behavior, the United
States and the other actor were “friends” if not allies in the incident .

Aimed forces were used in order to deter or compe l an actor ’s be-
havior when the concern was that force should not be used , one actor
should not provide support to another ac tor, or an actor should give up
political authority. Armed forces were used In order to assure or induce
behavior when the concern was that force should be used , one actor should
provide support to another actor, or an actor should maintain or seize
control of the state .

An exception to the use by policymakers of armed forces in order to
deter or compel an actor not to use force was the August 1970 use of recon-
naissance aircraft in order to induce Israel to observe the ceasefire
agreed to by Tel Aviv and Cairo in connection with the Rogers Peace Plan.
Armed forces were used in this instance as an instrument for supporting
Israel and not as a tool for coercion.

St~1es of Using Aimed Forces

When the armed forces are used as a manifest instrument with which
to support policy, they may be addressed directly or indirectly at an
actor. For example, in response to North VIetnam ’s Easter offensive in
1972, bombing was initiated by B-52s and carrier alrc raft against Hanoi
and Haiphong, and North Vietnamese ports were mined. Force was used , in
this instance, directly against North Vietnam. Indirectly, however, this
use of force was also meant to coerce 1~becow and Peking to counsel Hanoi
to slow down or out the offensive abort.

Armed forces may also be used as a latent instrument. In these
t instances, changes in the disposition of forces will occur , but aside from

increased readiness, the moat policymakers mean to indicate to othe r actors
is American interest in the situation. Thus, force is not used in any of
the four modes considered above . For example , in January 1965, after two
U. S. diplomats were accused of “subversive activities” and expelled
fran Tanzania, the destroyer ~j 1chard E. Xraus was deployed so as to be

- able to reach Tanzania within ten hours . No other action was ever taken,
• however, either by the Richard L~ Kraus or by any other American military

unit. While U.S. polioymakera contemplated the necessity of further

- 
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action— — e .g. ,  an evacuation of American citizens——it is questionable
p whether Dar es Salaam ever became aware of the deployment that was made .

Armed forces were used directly——i.e., to militarily support or
coe rce a particular actor——with reference to 60 percent of the total 107
objectives of U.S. policymakers in the 33 inc idents . Armed forces were
used indirectly——i.e .,  to support or coerce one actor by militarily
supporting or coercing another actor—with reference to 14 percent of
those objectives, and as a latent instrument with reference to 26 percent.
In six incidents (Jord an, 1956; Suez, 1956; Tanzania, 1965; Cyprus, 1967;
lebanon , 1968; Lebanon , 1973 ) latent uses constituted the only way the
U.S. used its armed forces .

When the concern was with another actor ’s use of force or regime
authority, U.S. armed forces were usually used directly. Armed forces
were generally used directly or indirectly when third party support was
of concern . When an ally ’s relationship with another actor was of interest
they were used as a latent instrument .

Viewed another way, when armed forces were ~tsed directly, the concern
was most f requently with the use of force by another actor; and when used
indirectly, the concern typically was with third party support . When
armed forces were used as a latent instrument, the concern was more likely
to be with an actor ’s use of force than anything else; however , latent
uses of force were distributed more evenly than were direct and indirect
uses of force.

Finally, it is interesting to note that armed forces were used in-
directly only in a total 10 percent of those instances when policymakers
sought to assure, deter, or induce behavior, but in 32 percent of those
instances when the concern was to compel behavior. Insofar as ccmtpellarc e
is probably the most risky mode in which to use armed forces, policymakers
may have felt that the level of risk could be reduced if force was used
indirectly rather than directly in these instances.

During the 30 year period after World War II United States policy—
makers used armed forces principally to achieve objectives related to
three types of foreign behavior: the use of force by another actor,
support given by one actor to another actor, and regime authority; and in
that order. In general, U.S. armed forces were used to oppose or moderate
change of an existing situation, especially change occasioned by violence;
hence, the objectives of policymakere for the most part were to oppose the
use of force by another actor, to oppose the support given by (Coimauniet )
actors to other actors, and to support the maintenance of authority by

actor ’s use of force, to support the aid given by one ac tor to another,
and to bring about goverzinental change.

actors. Much less frequently, armed forces were used to support an

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - 
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When armed fo rces we re uced manifestly to achieve objectives rather
than only latently , they wer e used most frequentl y to compel an ac tor ’s
behavior and least frequently to induce behavior. If the fou r modes in
which aime d forces were used are grouped into diffe rent combinations , armed
forces were ueed with equal frequency to reinfor ce (dete r and assure ) and
modify (compel and induce) behavior; but much more f requently to coerce
(compel and deter) than to support (assure and induce) behavior.

Generally speaking , armed forces were used to coerce behavior when
the objective was that an actor should not use force, should not provide
support to another actor, and should give up political authority . Con—
versely, they were used to support behavior when the objective was that
an actor should use force , provi de support to another ac tor , and maintain
or seize control of the state.

When armed forces were used in one of the four modes and not latentl y,
they wer e much more frequently aimed directly rathe r than indirectly at
an n tor . When the concern was with another actor ’s use of force or
r~r 1me authorit y, policymakera generally used armed forces directly;

lug armed forces directly and indirect ly when the concern wan with
third party support . Viewed anothe r way , armed forces were aimed direct ly
most frequently at another actor’s use of force and indirectly most
frequently at third party support .

Armed forces were used as a latent Instrument , with reference to
fully a fourth of the objsctive a in the 33 incidents , latent uses of
force were pred ominant in those instances when an ally ’s (the United
Kingdom) relationship pith another ac tor was of concern ; although armed
forces were used latently most frequentl y when the use of force by
another actor was of concern .

Footnotes

1. Theodore 3. Lowi , “Bases In Spain ,” in Harold Stein (Ed .), American
Civil-Military Deciaiçns (Univer sity of Alabama Press , 1963), pp. 667—705;
Elmo R . Zim~.alt , Jr . (Admiral USN Ret .), (ki Watch: A Mmaoir (Quadr angle/
New York Times Book Co., 1976j , pp. 363-69; James M. McConnell and Anne N .
Kelly, “Superpower Nava l Diplomacy in the Indo—Pakistani Crisis ,” (Center
for Navel Analyses , Professional Paper No . 108, February 1973).

2. I .e., Katanga Province (led by Noise Tehcmbe) in the 1960 Congo
crisis. This incident encompasses only the first stag. of that cris is:
the perio d between the outbreak of the mutiny by the Force PUbl ique in
July 1960 and the coup d’ etat staged by Joseph Mobutu in mid—September

(. )
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Footx~~~~ (Continued)

1960. The objec t ive of ending Katang a ’s secesr ton a ppenr:~ t r~ have been
embraced by U S .  pi!icyma kera only after the Kennedy Admiiiiatretion took
office . During the earlier mon the Katanga was cer ta inly a matter of
issue, but no clear policy objective appears to have been formulated.
Perhaps the best examina t ion of Administration attitude s toward Ka tanga ,
but one that we do not find conclusive , is the analysis by Stephen R.
Weissman , in American ~‘orei~n Policy in the ConQo - 1q60—lg9i (Cornell
University Press, l97~), pp. •r~t—TT .

3. Percentages presented in tables are to the nearest tenth of a percentage
point; those presented in the text are to the neares~ percentage point .
It is important to keep in mind that these figures are exact measures only
in re1at io~i to the sample incidents and the methodology used . Otherwise,
they are only suggestive .

b . At the same time , it has been argued elsewhere, covert CIA operations
sought to help matters along inside Syria . See: Patrick Seale , ~~~
Strivle for ~yria: A Stndv of Poet -War Arab Politics. i9k5—l~~8 (Oxford,1965), pp. 293-96; Miles Copeland , The Game of 1~~tions: The Amora lity
of Power Politics (Weidenfeld and NicolBon, 1969) , pp. 187—88 .

5. Dwight 1). Eisenhower , The White House Years: Wggin~ Pesce - 1956—196L
(Doubleday , 1965), p. 196 .

6. The idea , of course , was not that these military actions would by ‘ )
thenmelves compel the Viet Cong and North Vietnam to change their behavior .
Rather , these actions were meant as a signa l of American willingness to
become even more heavily involved , if necessary , to maintain a non-Coninunist
and independent South Vietnam .

~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~*i 
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trrILn~ ~ii~IXBIS:

REIATION.SHfl~ B~ZW~~4 ~ JTCCI~~ AND

THE USE OF AI~ ED FQRCLS

We turn now to an examination of the relationships between uses of U .S.
armed forces and the outcomes of the sample Incidents . How frequent have
positive outcomes been when the armed f orces have been used as a political
instrument, in the short term and over the longer term? Also, of what signi-
ficance have differen t types of objectives been , and what has been the
importance of differi ng modes and styles of force use? Of cour se, the na ture
of armed forces usage has itself varied . Differing levels and types of forces
have been employed , deployments have been made both within and between theaterb ,
and the activities engaged in by the forces used have been diverse . Thus ,
we have before us here three basic questions : the relati onship between outcomes
and the use of’ armed forces generally; the importan ce to this relationship
of differing purposes; and the significance of using armed forces in different
ways . Answers to these questions , as we shall see , are complicated .

Overa ll Outcomes of Incidents

It is intere sting to consider , first , whether overall —looking at all
• of the objectives of policymaker a in an incident—the shor t and longer term

out comes of the incidents were favorab le or unfavorable . In some incidents,
of course , all outcomes were positive (e.g.,  Cienfuegos, 1970) ; in others ,
outcomes were uniformly negative (e .g., Vietnam , 1965). In still others ,
results ‘were mixed . One approach to determining overal l “success ” or “failure ”
is to establish a particular percentage of positive outcomes as a criterion .

If a criterion of two—thirds is used—i .e •, ii’ two—thirds of U .S.
• objectives in the inciden t ‘were fulfilled , Then the overall outcome is cons id-

ered favorable—then it may be said that in the short term the outcomes of
• 2~& incidents were favorable and 9 were not • In short , the overall outcomes

of three quarters of the incidents were favorable (see Table VI— l).

Over the longer term , however , the overall “stacceo~i” rate dropped to
le~e than one—half as only 13 outcomes were fa vorab le and 16 were tir favr, rahl e.
A significant proportion of the positive outcomes obtained in the short term
were lost over the longer ’ term . Obviously, not every inc ident is as important
as the next; nor is every objective in an incident as important as every other
objective . No weighting schemes were considered • however.

~ 
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Table VI—1

Overall Outcomes of Sample Incidents )

6 Months ~ Years 6 Months ~ Years

1. Greece, 1946 U U 18. Vietnam, 1964 U U

2 . Italy, 1947 F F 19. Dominican Rep, 1964 F U

~~~
. Japan/S. Kore~ , 1953 F F 20. Tanzania , 1965 F NA

4 . Jordan , 1956 F U 21. Vietnam, 1965 U U

5. Suez , 1956 U U 22. Venezu ela , l96~ U U

6. Morocco, 1956 F F 23. Cyprus , 1967 F F

7. Syria , 1957 U U 24 . Pueblo, 1968 F F
• 8. Venezuela, 1958 F NA 25. Lebanon , 1968 U U

9. Panama, 1959 F F 26. EC-121, 1969 F F

10. Laos, 1959 • U U 27. Rogers Plan, 1970 F F

ii . Cuba, 1960 F F 28. Cienfuegoe , 1970 F F

~2. Congo, 1960 U F 29. Vietnam, 1972a F U

13. Dominican Rep, 1961 F F 30. Vietnam , l972b F NA

lii . Kuwait , 1961 F F 31. taos, 1973 F U

15. Vietnam, 1962 F 
• 

U 32. Lebanon , 1973 F U

16. Laos, 1962 F U 33. Persian Gulf , 1974 F NA

• Dominican Rep, 1963 F U

Code:
F) Favorabl e
U) Unfavorable

NA) Not applicable

• )
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VI-3

• Individual Outcomes and the Political Uses of Armed Forces
I

Table VI—2 presents data showing the share of all outcomes ‘which were
positive from the U .S. perspective , broken down by the objectives of U .S.
policymakera , and the modes and styles in which armed forces were used in
order to achieve those objectives .

In the short term, favorable outcomes were obtained with respect to a
large proportion (i’3 percent) of’ the objectives for ~hieh U .S. armed forces
were used as a political instrument. However, the “success” rate declined
substantially when objectives were evaluated over the longer term. Indeed,
outcomes pertaining to more than one—half of the principal objectives were
not positive for a period of three years . To take an extreme case , all of
the outecenee following the use of B—52 bombers over Laos in early 1973 wero

• positive in the short term . The Laotian Government of Prince Souvanna Phouma
continued to act with some confidence . The Meo tribe continued to fight in
support of that government , and North Vietnam arid the Pathet Lao did terminate
their use of rorce . Over the longer term , however , none of these outcomes
were susta ined; new fighting began and , eventually, Laos was taken over by
the Pathet Lao.

It is to be added that the decline in “success” between the short and
longer term periods occurred for every type of objectiv e but the miscellaneous
category “other”; and with respect to every mode and style of using armed
forces .(

Of the three princip al categories of objectives , positive outcomes were
obtained in the short tern most often when regime authority was of concern ,
lees often when the use of force by another actor was of concern , and least
often in regard to third party support . Over the longer term , positive
outcomes also were most frequent when the concern was ‘with regime authority;
the decline in positive outcomes in regard to the use of force by another
actor was so great , however , that no real distinction is to be made between
the latter and the frequency of positive outcomes with respect to third
party support .

Outcomes were much more f requently favorable when armed forces were used
in order to reinrorce—i.e., to assure or deter—existing behavior , rather than
to modify~~i .e •, to compel or induce—behavior. Outcomes also were favorable
more of ten ‘when armed forces ‘were used as a direct rather than an indirect
instrument . In the short term, outcomes were more frequently positive when
armed forces were used directly rather than latently; however, in the longer
term the reverse was the case .

• 

• 
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Table VI-2

Percentage of Outcomes Which Were Positive From the U .S. Perspective ,
By Type of Ob jective , Mode and Style of Use of Force

6 Months 3 Years
Percentage • Percentage
of Positive Size of of Positive Size of
Outcomes Denominator Outcomes Denominator

0BJFeTIV:~~
Use of Force 75 .9 140 ...._39.6 36d

Continue use 71,14 7 114.3
Do not use 70.0 10 50.0 ~ b
Initiate use — 

a
Do not use again 87.5 8 75.0 8
Terninate use 71.4 lii 0.0 13 ~

Regime Authority 87.5_ 16 62.5__ 
- 

16
Give up 66.7 3 66.7
Maintain 100.0 10 60.0 10
Seize 66,7 3 66,7 3

Third Party Support 145 .8 21i 29.6 27
Curtail support 50,0 8 ° 9.1 11
Do not initiate 50.0 10 50.0 10
Provide 33.3 6 33.3 6

Ally Relationship 33.3 6 33.3 6
Continue 100.0 5 140.0
Restore ‘ 0.0 1 0,0 • 

1
Other 88.9 18 92,3 13e

~1DDE of Use of Force:
Assure 914 .7 19 61.1

Con~ e1 67,9 280 17.9 
•

Deter 85,0 18b

Induce 33.3 9 22.2 9

STYLE of Use of Force:

Direct 79.4 63a 41i .l

Indirect ~3.8 13b 28,6

Latent 67.9 . 28 52 ,0 25°

TOTAL: 73.1 1O1~° 143.9

a . No outcome could be determined in one instance .
b , No outcome could be determined in two instances .
c • No outcom e could be determined in three instances .
d. No outcome could be determined in four instances.
e. No outcome could be determined in five instances .
t. No outcome could be determined in nine inetenose ,

• • , 
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Substantive Ob iectivea

The use of armed forces by other actors. When another actor ’s use of
force was of concern to U .S. policymaker s , outcomes were favorable in three
out of every four instances in the short term arid in three out of’ every ten
inatancea over the longer term. Exclud ing the single instance when the objec tive
was that an actor (Turkey, in the 1957 Syria~ Crisis) should “initiate” the
use of forc e , differences in the frequencies of positive outcomes that were
related to individusi objectives were email in the short term; although
outcomes were somewhat more frequently positive when the objective was that
force should not be used again . In the longer term , outcomes were much more
frequently positive when the objective was that force should not be used again
or should not be initiated than when U .S. policymakers sought for an actor to
continue or terminate the use of forc e . Regarding the last , positive outcomes
never endured for three year s .

The reason why outcomes were relativeiy more frequent ly positive in the
shor t term and much more frequently so over the longer term when the objective
was tha t an actor should not use force again (after having just used force)
was probably that the relevant actors , in at least a number of those instances ,
had no intenti on of’ us ing force again . Two of thes e outcomes perta ined to
Israel’s and Egypt ’s non—use of force during the three year per iod between
the August 1970 ceasefire and the October 1973 War. In two other instances ,
China and North Korea may have had no intention of using force in the three
years inmiediate ly following the Korean War , whether or not the U .S. permanently
emplaced troops in the Far East . The one instance that accounts for the decline
in the “success” ra te for this catego ry pertains to North Korea ’ s shooting down
of the U S .  Navy EC—121 a little over a year after the Pueblo was seized .

Surrnort iiven by one actor to another. Outcomes were least frequently
pogitive when objectives concerned support given by one actor to another actor—-
for example , North Vietnam ’s continued support of the Viet Cong arid the Pathet
Lao in the early l960s . These outcomes were positive in less then one out
of every two instances in the short term and in less than one out of every
three in the longer term . Favorable outcomes were particularly infrequent in
the longer term when the objective was that an actor should cur tail its support
of another actor .

All four of the instances in which outcomes were negative arid the objective
was that support should be given by one actor to another were related to the

- •~ ••
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1957 Syrian crisis when the Eisenhower Administration desired that severa l
Ara b sta tes support Turkey v Ia—a—vi a Syria .

Regime Authori ty. Of’ the three principal categories of objectives of
~nterest to policymakers, outcomes were most frequently favorable when regime
authority was of concern ; outcomes being positive in M imost nine out of’ every
ten instances in the short term and in almost two out of every three in the
longer term. Outcomes were especially likely to be positive in the shor t term
when the objecti ve was to embolden or give confidence to an actor to act to
maintain its auth ority——e .g., t.he use of force in 1959 to insure that the
governme nt of Panama would dea l firmly and effectively with a Cuba n supported
insurgency .

Of note, in the case of the 1961 incident in the Dominican Republic’ . the
hjet”tives tha t the Trujillo family should give up power arid tha t anothe r

~r~up should seize power were obtained in November 1961 ( jus t before the six
n~ nth cut—off point), but only after a second use of the armea forces by the
1< ‘~nned y Administration .

Ally relation ahia with another actor quid “other” concerns. Outcomes were
positive in the shor t term in all five instances when policyniakers had as their
objectiv e that an ally should continue a relationship ——and maintain its
influence— —with anothe r actor . Over the longer term , however , only
two of these five outcomes remained positive . Both the short and longer term
outcomes were negative in the one instance when the objective was that an actor
should restore ~ relationship with an ally——i .e ., Egypt in the crisis following
President Nasser ’s na t ionalization of the Suez Canal in 1956 .

Taken together, the remaining objectives (in the category “Other”) were
met with an extraordi narily high prop ortion of positive outcomes over ~~~~ the
short and longer terms . It may be tha t positive outcomes were more likely to
be obtained m ined is tely and retained when armed forces were used for very
specific objectives— —e .g., the protection of American citizens and assets abroad
(Mor occo , 1956; Venezuela , 1958; Cuba , 1960) , the termination of construction
of’ a Soviet military base in Cuba (Cienfuegos, 1970; remember also the Cuban
missile crisis), and the continued flow of petroleum from Arab oil producing
states (Persian Gul f , 1974). It may also be the objectives were spurious in
some cases—e.g., U .S. citizens were not really threatened .

Modes in Which Armed Forces Were Used

In the language of’ coercive diplomacy , the proportions of’ positive outcomes
in the shor t term were exceptionally high when arm ed forces were uaed to reinforce
behavior . Despite considerable declines in “success ” rates , positive outcomes
also predominated over the longer term in these instances . When the objective
was to assure tha t an action would be performed (e .g. ,  that the United Notions
would act to restore order in the Congo in 1960) , positive outcomes resulted with
regard to 95 percent of the objectives after six months , and 61 percent of the
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objectives after three years . When the objective was to deter behavior
(e .g., Cuba from taking action against the U .5. base at Guan tnna nv in 1960) ~positive outcomes occurred 85 percen t of’ the time after six monthe and 61’
percent of the time after three years .

Less positive results were obtained when the objective was to modify
behavior , particularly over the longer term.’ After three years , positive
outcomes resulted with regard to only 18 percent of the objectives when aribed
forces wore used to compel an action (e .g . ,  to influence China and the Soviet
Union to cur tail their support of . the Pa thet Lao in 1959); and ~~ percent ~~
the objectives when policymakers sought to induce an action (e .g. ,  to persuad e
South Vietnam to take more effective military action against the Viet Cong).
The greater short—term rate of positive outcomes was attained when the objective
was to compel an action ; unf ortunately, the declin e over t ime was moa t pronounced
in these cases as well ( from 68 percent to 18 percent) . The decline was smaller
when the concern was to induce behavior , but this reflects the extremely low
proportion of favorable outcomes afte~’ a ix montha.

If outcomes related to the use of’ armed forces to assure and det er—i .e .,
reinforce——behavior are combined , 90 percen t were positIve in the short ter m
and 64 percent were favorable over the longer term . If th ose outcomes related
to the use of armed forces to compel and induce——i.e., modify——behavio r are
taken together, 59 percen t were favorable in the short term and 19 percent
were favorable in the longer term . Why were outcomes more frequently positive
when policymakers sought to reinforce rather than to modify behaviot’? Tao
explanations come to mind .

In many inetances in which U . S. policymakers wanted to reinforce behavio~,the actor may have intended to continue the desired behavior In any esee.
Hence , the objective desired by the United States was not in question , end the
u~e of armed forces was irrelevant in those instances . No doubt , this was
true in s~ ne instances; however , it may also be true tha t it is simply easier
to reinforce than to modify behavior. The behavioral psychology literature
suggests that this is the case for individual behav ior . Moreover , su ds f rom
the decisionmaker’ a anxiety about the unlukown, and his greater t~cmfort in
repeating familiar behavioral pa tterns , it may be especiaU3r difficult to
induce or ccap~1 new behavior beca use of political constraints art the target
actor. To ccw pel behavior may be particularly difficult insofar as the target
actor is concerned not to lose “face ” and , consequent ly , power and influence,
domestically end internationally.

In the short term, when armed for ces were used to aesure that an ecticm
would be performed , it made virtually no difference wha t the objective was ,
outcomes being almost uniformly positive (see Table VI -3) .

U.
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I Table VI— 3

Use of Armed Forces by Objective and Mode

Percentage of Outcomes That Were Positive in Each Cell

6 Months 
~ YearsSubstantive

Obiective Aasui~ Com~~~ Deter Induce Assure CoDmel Deter Induce
1. Use of Force . 1OO.o~ 69.2 9o.o 6o.o ~ .o8 0.0 60.0 400

2. Support by
Third Party 100.08 50.0 714 008 1Ø()~Øa 9.1 71 .4 0 .08

3. Regime
Authority 100.0 50.0

8 -- 00~ 55.6 50.08 —-
4 . Ally Relé —

tionship 100~0a —- -- -- 100~0a -- -- ——
5. Other 80.0 100.0 100.08 -- 80.0 100.08 1000a —-
6. All Objectives 94 7  67.9 85.0 33.3 61.1 17 9. 66 7 22 2

a . Denominator was less than five .

When armed forces were used coerciv ely—— i. e . ,  to compel or deter——or to
induce behavior , outcomes were more frequently positive when the use of force
by another actor rather than support of a third party or regime authority
were of interest. Thus , following the shooting down by North Korea of a U.S .
Navy EC—121. aircraft in 1969, Pyongyang did not provoke the United States
further, being deterred, perhaps, by the large U.S . naval forces which we re
deployed in the Sea of Jap an and the deployment of Air Force airc raft from
South Vietnam to South Korea. By contrast , the visit of the battleship
Missouri to Athens in April 1946 did not deter Yugoslavia from lending support
to the Comrm~inist—led insurgency in Greece which began not too long after the
Missciuri’e visit .

In the longer term , it is of interest that when a rmed forces were used
to induce an action , outc9mes were most frequently positive when they concerned
the uie of force , and that when policymakera sought to deter an action , favorable
outcomes were most frequent when the objective related to third party support
and the use of force . By contrast , no positive outcomes endured when armed
forces were used to assure or compel behavior related to the use of force by
another actor .
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~tv1e of Using Armed Forces

Outcomes were positive much more frequently both In the short and longer
terms when arm ed forces were used directly ra ther than indirectly.  However ,
in the short term , outcomes were almost as frequently positive when armed forces
were uged as r~ latent instrumen t as when they were used directly ; in the longer
term , outcomes were mos t often positive when the a rmed forces were used only
latently——e .g. the U .S. response to developmen ts In Cyprus in 1967. Prudence,
It would appear , had its virtues; it Is questionable whether the direct or
indirect use of’ armed forces in the instances when armed forces were used
latently would have occasioned larger percentages of positive outcomes,
particularly in the longer term .

When armed forces were used directly, outcomes were very frequently positive
in the short term except when the objective concerned supp ort given by one actor
to another (see Table VI—4 ) . The same was true as concerns latent uses. When

Table VI_14

Use of Armed Forces by Objective and Style of Use

Percentage of Outcomes That Were Positive in Each Cell

6 Months 
- ~~ Years

S’ batant ive
Qbi~.c.tive~~ Direc t Indirect J.atent Direct Indirect Latent

1.  Use of Force 82.8 
a 

66.7 29.6 0.08 42.9

2. Support by Third
Party 44)4 60.0 20.0 30 .0 33.3 20 .0

3. Regime Authority 83.3 — 100.08 50. 0 —— 100.08

I~. Ally Relationship 100.0~ —— 80.0 100 .08 —- 20 .0

5. Other 91.7 100.08 80.0 88.9 -- 100 .08

6. All Objectives 79.4 53.8 67.9 44 .1 28.6 52.0
8 Denominator was less than five .

- .__~~ y . - .~ - -
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third party supp ort was of concern , outc omes were most frequently positive
when armed forces were used indirectly . In the longer term , the difference
with rega rd to the last was min imal , however .

Finally, it is worthwhile to note the decline in the percentage s of
positive outcome s when armed forces were used directly and the objectives
concerned either the use of force by another~ actor or regime authority.  In noinstanc e , It may be added , did a positive outcome endure when it. was desired
that the use of force by an actor should be terminated . By contrast , positive
outcomes endured in more than four out of five ins t.ances when the objec tive
was that an actor should not use force again (after having just used force) .

Outcomes and the Level. TVDe. Th~ater Movement

and Activit ies of Armed Forces

In April 1969 North Korean aircraft attacked and shot. down an unarmed
U .S. Navy EC—l2l reconna issance plane flying on a routine mission . All of the
crew member s were killed . Only months earlier the crew of the Pueblo had
been release d . In respons e to thi s new provocation, President Nixon ordered
a show of force of major proportion: six aircraft carriers , the battleship
New Jersey, three cruisers , and sixteen destroyer s were directed to the Sea of
Jap an , the Yellow Sea and other wa ters prox imate to the area ; land based combat
aircraft were redeployed from South Vietnam to South Kore a; and various units
in the Unit ed States were readied tor deployment to the Far East .

In radically different circumstances and at quite the other end of the
spe~trwn of forces that might be used as a political Instrument, a single
destroye r was dispatched in response to the sudden worsening of relation s
between the United States and Tanzania in Janua ry 1965. Similarly, when the
Soviet Union appeared to be in the process of establishing a su’nnarine l~ase in Cuba

• in 1970 , only a destroyer and reconnaissance aircraft were utilized . And
concern with development s in Morocco during the Suez Crisis led to the deployment
of only a comparty of’ )~~rthes .

Are positive outcome s more often associated with greater amounts of f~rce
or particula r types of forces , or with the movement ~f those forces , or with
certain th ings tha t the y do? These and similar questions are explored In th is
section . The data in Table VI—5 describe the level , type , theater deployment ,
and activit ~tee of U.S. armed forces in the sample incident s .

The data in Table VI—5 indicate that unitg associa ted with strategic
nuclea r forces were used together with at least one majo r conventional component
of the armed forces in two of the incidents (Japan/S. Korea , 1953 ; Pueblo, 1968) .
In four incidents , two or more major conventional components, but not strategic
nuclea r uni ts were used (Syria , .1957; Dominican Rep., 1961; EC-12l , 1969;Vietnam, 1972a); and in nine other incidents a single ma jor conventional component
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• was utilized . Nuclear forces were not used alone in any of the sample incident s .
V i No more than standard or minor components of conventiona l armed forces and no

nuclear force unite were used in the remaining 18 incidents .

• In chapter five it was related that the 33 inc iden ts selected for the
examination of the utility of the use of armed forces as a politica l instrument
comprised a structured rather than a random - sample of the totfll 215 incident e .
One of the four variables that was used to derive the sample pertained to the
level of U .S. armed forces used ; and as ippendix C indicates , the sample was
structured so as to include a significant number of incidents in which policy—
makers made use of major force components .

Table VI—6 compares the levels of armed forces tha t were used in the 33
sample incidents with tl~ ee levels of armed forces that were used in the other
182 incidents in the full 215 inciden t file . The data in this table Indicate

• • that the sample under -re presents incidents in which lower levels of armed forces
were used and over-represents incidents in which major rorce components were

4 used apart from strat egic nuclear—associated units .

• I Table VI—6

Level df Armed Forces Used in Sample
I .  

• -~ and Non—Sample Incidents( )
Samnle Incident a Non-Samnle Inc ideixta

Percent of Percent of
Level of Amad Forces Used Number Tota l Number Total

1 . One or more ma jor
components and nuclea r
force unit • 2 6.]. 13 7.1

2. Two or more major
components; no nuclear
force unit 

- 
Ii 12.1 114 7.7

3 . One major component; or
nuclear force unit 9 27.3 37 20.3

• Ii . Standard component 8 2~4.2 56 30.8

5. Minor component 
____  ____

Total 33 100.0 182 100.0
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An aircraft carrier , helicopter carri er , or battle ship was used in 20 of
-the incidents; A rmy or Marine ground forces were used in 114 inciden ts ; and
Air Force or Marine combat aircraft were used in nine incident s . Othe r units——
e .g., transport aircraft , surface combatants , and fixed w ing maritime reconnaissance
or patrol aircraft——were used in 17 inciden ts , but in only eight incidents in
the absence of the abov e mentioned types of force units .

• Although It is not indicated in the table , aircr aft carriers , helicopter
carriers and battleships almos t always were accompan ied by a number of surface
combatants . The latter ther efore were included in the category “other ” only
when carrier s or batt leships were not used . It was determined that a submarine
was presen t in only one incident—Laos , 1962 . While Laos, of course , is land —
løcked , naval vessel8 used in this incident were depl oyed to the Gulf of Siam,
near Thailand , which also was an actor .

The fact. tha t we did not come across information that submarines were used
in any of’ the other 32 incidents is probably a function of the sources available
on an unc1ac~iuied basis——i .e ., submarines are likely to have been present In
a number of other incidents , especially those involving major naval task groups .
The politico ’ significance of’ subsarine operations, however , in all probability,
is min imal precisely because a submar ine’s presence usually is not known . The
one subanrinc ~~ t,i~~ reported here may, on the other hand, have had some political
aignifican c -~~ .,far aa it was app arently observed piblicly.

Forces werc~ deployed from another theater to the theater of interest in
~.8 incident s , and within the theater of concern alon e in 15 Inc Ident s . The - •

‘~~p~ icemen t r around forces , the bombing of a target , blockade , or the
tflt’ttc’al s’tpn’--r~ of an actc..i’ occurred in nine of the sample Incidents . These
may be conotler ri an eape3ially intense or manifest use of armed forces . The
v$ivit iee of 4 o  forces used in the remaining 214 incidents included port
.‘1sit ~ , exer ~ines , establishment of a presence , evacuation , trans port ,
~‘~ri”i11en~~ . ~n4 escort .

Table VI— ? presents both short and longer term outcom es with reference
-to the levela and types of armed forceS used , and their specific movements
and activities .

Level of Armed Forces

The data show tha t definitely in the short term and , genera lly speaking ,
in the longer term too, oiitcc~ es were less likely to be ocaitive when greater
levels of force were used. unless nuclea r forces were used toaether with one
or more maJor conventional camnonenta. In saying this , however , it must be
borne in mind that the use of greater levels of armed forces , and also inter —
theater (vice intr a—th eate r) depl oyments , and activities of higher intensity,
may have been associated with objective s presenting a greater degree ot difficulty
or implying a greeter level of risk . For example , it may have been a more
difficult task to oust governments in power in Syria (1957) and the Dominican

_____________________ • - 
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I ~ Table VI— ?

£ - Percentages of Outcomes Which Were Positiv e
S By Level, Type, Theater Movement and Activities of Forces Used 

-

6Mantha ~~Yenr~
Percentage Percen tage
of Positive Sizó of of Positive
Outcomes Denc~ inator Outccii~ s. Den~j ;- j

Level of Azmed )oraes

One or more major component.
and nuclear fort~e unit 1 100.0 8 87.5

Two or more major componente ;
no nucleat force unit 2 147,6 • 21 18.2 2 • —

One major component;
or nuclear force unit 3 63.0 - 27 25.0

Standard oompc*~ent Ii 83.3. 214 • 
70.0 2

Minor component 5 87.5 214 50.0 2

T~~e of Irmed Forces

Orcund force 59.6 52 39.6

CV/BB/LH4 611.3 70 39.1

Land—based comba t aircraft 83.3 214 148.0 2

Other 66.1 56 37.0

Theater ~~~ ement

Inter (and Lntrs) 59.~ 57 142.3 52

Intra only 89.14 , 117 145.7

Activities

Bombing, Blockade, laplacement,
or tactical Support 852 27 35.7 28

~~ Other 68.8 77 147.1 70

1
- • - -:~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Republic (1961 ) than it was to successfully counter Cuban supported ins argencies
in the Caribbean ( Panama , 1959; Dominican Rep, 19614; Venezuela , 1965) ; or
to show North Korea that an attack on an American ship would not be tolerated
(Pueblo, ],968) or to control the situation In Southeast Asia (e .g. ,  Vietnam ,
1964 and 1965) than it was to insure the safety of American citizens and
military installations abroad (Morocco, 1956; Venezuela , 1958; Cub a , 1960;
Tanzania , 1965).

Even so, insofar as larger forces were more likely to hove been used
in order to achieve more difficult objectives, the fact rennins tha t those
more difficult objectives were less frequentl y obtained than were the easier
objective s for which lesser size units of the armed forces were used . The
implicatio n is that policyinakers ought to be wary of using armed forces for
political objectives when they believe that the objective s will be difficult
to attain and thus will require sizable components of force, unless they are
willi~~ to introduce the threat of nuclear war——i .e •, use an armed forces unit
which has a designated role in U .5. plans for strategic nuclear war .

Outc omes and the use of strat egic nuclear forces. Units associated with
the stra tegic nuclear forces were used togethe r with major conventional force
component. in only two sampl e incidents (Japa n/S . Korea , 1953; Pueblo, 1968) .
However , in the complete file of 215 incidents , nuclear and major conventiona l
force components were used together on fifteen occasions (see Table vi—8) .
Thes e uses of strategic nuclea r force component s ranged f rom the deployment -
of a few Strategic Air Ccininend bombers to the general alert and deployment of
U .~$. strategic forces (as occurred during the Cuban missile cri sis).

The Soviet, Union was an actor in twelve of these fifteen incidents , nine
of which may be termed crises—i.e ., the superpowers confronted each other in a
situation in which, It may be argued, American policymakers perceived there to
be a danger of an inrinent conflict between the United States and the Soviet
Union . In the three other incidents in which Soviet involvement wa~ a factor ,
policymakera used nuclear—capable forces as a warning to a third actor , or
as a warning to the Soviet Union in a situa tion in which policyinakers probably
did not perceive a serious danger of i~vwthent superpower conflict. In the two
Middle East incidents in 1958, in which Moscow was not an actor, policrakere
appear to have uaed nuclear forces as a deterrent in anticipation of Soviet
Involvement. Finally, in the 19514—55 Tachena Islands crisis , the U .S. desired
to deter China from aggressive action against territory held by Formosa .

Again , using a criterion of two—thirds , the overall outcomes of the nuclear
incidents were favorable in almost every one of these fifteen incidents in the
short term , and in three-quarters of them over the longer term . Virtually the
same may be eaid about individua l outcome’s: approx ima tely nine—te n ths were
positive in the short term and three-quarters were positive over the longer term .
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Table VI—8

Incidents in Which Nuclear and P~~jor Components

of Conventiona l Armed Forces Were Used Togethei’

19146 — 1975

Degree or Sov iet
Involvement and

Inciden t Hathre of Situation0

1. Security of Berlin , April 19148 A

2. Security of Berlin , J une 19148 A

3. Korea n War : Secu±’ity of KUrope , July 1950 A

Is . Security of ~Tapsn/South Kore a , August 1953 B

5. China—Taiwan conflict: Tachen Island s , August 19514 C

6. Guate mala accept s Soviet bloc suppor t , }.~ y t951s B

7. Suez cricis , October 1956 A

8. Politica l crisis ~in Lebanon, July 1958 C

9. Political cri sis in Jordan , July 1958 C

10. China-Taiwa n crisis : Quemoy and Matsu , July 1958 A

11. Securi ty of Berlin , )ksy 1959 A

12, security of BerlIn, June 1961 A

13. Soviet espl.aoeusent ot missilea in Cuba , October 1962 A

lii. Pt~ hlo sei~od by North Korea , January 1968 B

15. Arab-Ióraeli War , October 1973 A

Code: 
-

A. &wiet Union an actor ; danger of tianinent superpower ocntlict perceived
by U S .  policymokers .

B • Soviet Union an actor • no serious danger of i~~iflent superpower conflict
perceived by U.S.  policymeker.s

C . Soviet Union not afl actor .

1 
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Both in the short term and over the longer term , positive outcomes were
especially frequent when the concern was to assure behavior, and much less
frequent—a pprox imat ely six out of ten——when policynmker s sought to compel
behavior. When the concern was to deter behavior , outcomes were Invariably
positive in the shor t term . The frequency of positive outcomes declined
somewhat over the longer term , however ; after three year s , approx imately seven
out of ten outcomes were positive . Policymakers almost never sought to
ind~ce behavior by an actor in the nuclear incidents . Thus , the pattern which
emerges over the longer term is that when nuclear forces were used together
with a major conven tiona l force component , positive outcomes were least frequent
when policymekera sough t to compel an actor to do something , more frequent when
the concern was to deter an action , and most frequent when policymakers sought
to assure behavior .

Of the twe lve occasions on which the concern was to coerce——i.e., compel
or deter —Soviet behavior , outcomes were positive in ten instances in the
short term and in nine over the longer term; in short, frequencies of positive
outcomes were very imich the same as those in the fifteen “nuc lear ” Incidents
generally. Several caveats about the unfavorable outcomes related to Soviet
behavior are in order , however .

First , the two unfavorable outcomeS in the short term (and , thus , two of
the three over the longer term ) were related to the two Berlin incidents in
19148—i .e ., the deployment of a B—29 Group to Germany and other U .S. military
actions in April 19148 did not deter the Soviets from instituting the blockad e
two months later; and variou s U.S. military actions , including the deployment
of additional Strategic Air Command bombers to Europe after the blockade was
effec ted did not compel the Soviets to end the blockade within six months .
Further, these two negative outcomes in the short term , and the third over the
l onger term (Berlin , 1959) were all related to the security of , and Western
access to Berlin , an issue tha t would appear to have since been defused . On
t.l~c r~ther hnnd , it will be noted that these three inc idente in which the
Soviets were not euccesifully coerced over the longer term comprise one—third
of those incidents in which a serious superpower confrontation occurred .

Level of armed forces and style. of use. While few differences in the
percentages of positive outcomes were observed among direct , indirect , and
laten t uses at different levels of force (see Table VI—9), it is of some
in terest to note that when more than one major convention al, force component
was used apart from nuclear force units , outcomes were moat frequently positive
when that level of force was aimed directly at an actor rather than when it
was aimed indirectly or u e d  latently .
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Table VI—9

( Percentage of Outcomes Which Were Positive,

By Level and Style of Use of Force

Level of Direct Indirect- Latent .Armed
Forces 6~Ma~th~~. i Years 6 Months ~ Years 6 Months 3 Years

1. 100.0 85..7 100.0 100.0

2. 60.0 21.11 25.0 16.7 0.0 0.0

3. 614.3 15. 11 66.7 0.0 60.0 50.0

14 . 814.6 60.0 100.0 ... •8o .o 80.0

5. 100.0 60.0 50.0 ~O. O . 83.3 20.0

One other note 0 It will be recalled tha t the 33 incident sample , in
comparison with the 182 non—sample incidents , over-represents incidents in
which major force components wete used and under—represents incidents ir~ Whichonly standard or minor forc e comp~*ients were used . As a result , positive
outcomes were probably less frequent in the sample set of incidents than . they
were in the other 182 Incidents .

Tvoe of Armed Forces Used

The use Of land-based combat aircraft stands out as being the most closely
associated with positive outcomea. Moreover, the use of lancI”baeed combat
aircraft was Basociated in eight of nine incidents with the use of at least one
major conventi onal force component—i.e ., one of the three “highest” force
levels . Discount ing the two incidents in which both nuclear and major
conventio na l forces were used together , it would appear that positive outcomes
occurred more frequently when land-based combat aircraft ware used than when
major ground force or naval force components were introduced . It is worth
noting that like nuclear-associated unite, lend-based combat aircraft were not
used as a Latent instrument . It would not be far—fetched to suggest tha t actors
may view the distincti ve dapabilities of these two types of forces with greater
aisni; alth ough , it is perhaps the case ulSo that when they are used , the -

determination of policyaskere is perceived as being grea ter .

Of further iniportance is the relationship between positive outcomes
and land-based , as compared to amphibicuE ship—based marine grc*znd forces .
The data in Table VIalO suggest that both in the short term and over the ldnger

(

0_ y , 
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Table VI—lO

Outcomes and Type of Ground Forces

Percentoge of Outcomes
That Were Positive

Qrouth rorcee Used Ej lonths 3 Years

1. Sea—Ba sed Only 39.1 15.0

2. Land-Based Only 66.7 53.3

3~ Land and Sea-Based Together 85.7 61.5

term, positive outcomes were much m ore frequent when land-ba sed , rather than
sea-based ground forces were used (leaving aside the use of other types of
forces in these incidents). Positive outcomes were even more frequent,
however , when land -based and sea—based ground forces were used together.
Th,m, amphibious ship—based ground forces would appear to have been a useful
complm~ nt to lend—based ground forces.

One further note, the dietinotipn made between types of ground forces
is not strictly a distinction betWeen the Army and the Marines . While the
sea-based ground force s that were employed were always Marines, land-based
ground forces included both Marine and Army units .

of armed forces, and style of use. PoSitive outcomes were least
of ten obtained when ground forces were used ; however , the direct use of 0

ground rorcee, was , in the short term , more likely to result in a favorable
outec*ae then when ground forces were either used indirectly, or as a latent
instrument (see Table VI—11 ). For example, durtng the 1959 Laotian crisis,

Table VI~l1

Percentage of Outcomes Which Were Positive

By Type and Style at Use of Force

~ype at 0 Di~’eet Indirect Latent
Arm~~Porcea,,. 6 Months. ~ Tears 6 Months 3 Years 6 Months 3 Years

Cr~ md Force 719 ’ llOaO 142.9 1.14 .3 38.5 514 .5

CV/~~/tfi1 66~7 3~ .14 55.6 20.0 63.6 60.0

Lend -B~~ed
Combat Aircraft 85.7 50.0 66.7 140.0 ... ...
Other 7 2 7  37.5 50.0 30.0 61.5 141.7

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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the 3d Marine Expeditionary Force, including a Regimental Landing Team ,
was dep loyed on amphibious assault ships in the South Chins Sea ir ~he company
of other nava l units , including three aircraft carriers. These forces were
aimed directly at supporting the Laotian Government anc coercing North Vietna m
and the Pathet Lao . Whil e the subsequent behavior of these actors was satis-
factory from the American perspective , this was not the case as concerned the
behavior of the Soviet Union and China , at whom thos e forces were oimed indirec:
In the longer term too , outcomes were much more frequently positive when ground
forces were used directly ra ther than indirectly .

When major nava l forces were used, outcomes were positive in almost two
out of every three inetances in the short term, but in only two out of every
live in the longer term . Variation s in the style (direct , indirect , latent)
of using ma jor naval forces were associated with only minimal. differences in
the frequencies of positive outcomes.

Movement

Incidents in which only intra—theater movements were required were usually
those in which the two lowest levels of armed forces were involved—e g., the
use of a destroyer and reconnaissance aircraft based in the Caribbean area
for the surveillance of Soviet actions to establish a submarine base in Cuba
in 1970. Thus, it is no surprise that short—term outcomes when only intra—
theiter movements were made were more frequently positive than outcomes when

( inter—theater deployments (associated with the three higher levels of force)
-were req’ulred. Over the longer term , differences in outcomes between inter-
and intra—theater deployments were minimal , however , except as concerned latent
uses of force ——in which caso outcomes were much more frequently positive when
only in tra—th eater deployments were made (see Table VI— 12) . One migh t speculate

Table VI-12

Percentage of Outcomes Which Were Positive -

By Theater Deployment and Style of Use of Fo±oe

T)frect Indirect Latent
Theat er
DeDlovment 6 lionth~ ~ Years ~~Months ~ Yea x~s 6 , ?&nth~. ~ Years

Inter (and Intra ) 69 -14 116.9 50 , 0 33 ,3  38.5 36. 14
I.ntm only 92.6 140 .7 60.0 20.0 93.3 614.3

I
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that in these instances positive outcomes were probably inherent in the
L situation—i.e., the U.S. objective ‘would have been fulfilled no ma tter what )

the Uz~ited States did .

Activities

Notwithstand ing the lesser probability of positive outccines when lar ger
conventional forces were used , the engagement of the involved armed forces
components in activities of a more ~~nifest nature (e .g. ,  bomb ing ) did make
poaititre outcomes in the short term more probable; the frequencies of positive
Outc omes when intense and lees—intens e activiti es were engaged in being 85
percent and 69 percent , respectively . Still , pessimism is warranted as regards
the longer te rm . While more manifest actions appear to have had an lmediate
positive impact, even ‘when the objectives may have been more difficult , the
effect was not lasting . In fact , the less inten se activities of’ smaller
conventional forces operating on an intra—theater basis were associated with
higher success rates over the longer term.

Activities of armed forces and styles of use. Positive outcomes were
forthc oming more often whe n manifes t activities wer e aimed directly rather than
indirectly at an actor (see Table VI—1 3) . If armed forces were used directly

Table VI—1 3

Percentage of Outcomes Which Were Positive

By Activities and Style of Use of Force

Direct Indirect Latent

A~ tivities 6. Months 1 Years 6. Mcnth~ 3 Tears fLMo~ths 1 Years

Bombing , Blockade ,
Emplacement , or 9O.~5 140.0 50.0 0 .0 100.0 100.0
Tactical Support

Other 73, 8 46.2 55.6 50.0 65. 4 147.8

and engaged in more intense activities ‘when policyniakers faced more difficult
situations , then it might ’ be argued that considering the minimal difference
between the frequencies of positive outcomeS when intense and leSs—intense
activities .ere undertaken, the frequency of positive outcomes when intense
activities were undertaken was higher than would have been expected otherwise.
As cc1~1cerns indirect uses of force , the denominators are small , but the outcomes
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were wholly negative over the l onger term , which suggests tha t more manifest
but indirectly aimed activ ies were ’futi le .

Presence. Of particular inte res t is the activity termed presence , or the
mere appearance on the scene of U.S. armed forces . In ten incident s thi s was
the only activity performed by U .S. forces which , almos t alway s , were sea-
based and inc luded naval comba tants either a lone or in the company of Marine
amphibious unite——e .g.,  in immediate response to the mob violence that was
directed at Vice President Nixon and his party in Caracas in May 1958, a
presence was established near the Venezuela coast by an aircraft carrier task fore
and battalion-sized Marine amphibious force.

In these ten incidents the frequency of positive outcomes was 81 percent
in the short term and 52 percent over the longer term . While both of these
figures are relatively high, two or more major force componen ts (apart from
nuclear force units ) were not used in any of these ten incidents . In the
three incidents in which one ma jor force component alone was used , the frequency
of positive outcomes was an average 63 percent in the short term and a relatively
higher than average 38 percent over the longer term—considering those other
incidents in which th ie level of force wa~ used . The higher f igures for the
ten incidents together reflect the outcomes of six incidents in which major
force components were not uged and one inciden t in which a ma jor component
was used t ogethe r with nuclear force units . Cases in which the only activity
was the establishment of a presence also tended to be those in which armed
forces were used as a latent instrument. In short , outcomes were very
frequently positive when relatively small sized forces were deployed in a
low—keyed fashion, while policyinakers sought to wait upon rather than force
developments . -

Of perha ps greater interest are fou r other incidents in which the only
activity performed was surveillance , or surveillance and presence together—
e .g. ,  the use of a destroyer , a minesweeper and P2V aircraft to petrol the
Caribbean in response to a Cuban supported landi ng of insurge nts in Pana ma
in April 1959 . In these incidents the frequency of positive outecines was
93 percent in the short term and 69 percent over the longer term . While minor
force components ‘were used in three of these four incidents , in every instan Ce
those forces were used directly or indirectly to obta in U.S . objectives . Thus ,
the selective use of a small force to petrol an area or perform a reconnaissance
mission would appear to have been adequate for the successful pursuit of policy .

Outcomes an a Function of the Usaae of

Armed Iorces and. Tvue of Suhstantty.~ Obiective

The remainder of the ahapter examines the relationahip between outcomes
and differing uses of armed forces with reference to, first , each of the three
principal stlbetantive objectives of policynekers , and, aecond , the individua l
modes in which armed forces were uaed . Table VI~11i presents percentages of
positive outcomes as a function of the level , type, deployment pattern , and
activities of U .S. armed forces, and of the type of substantive objective.
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U~a of Force by Another ~Antor )

Of great interest in light of the previous discussion , favorable outcomes
were frequent in th5 short term when two or more major conventional components
v~re used to influence an actor ’s use or non—use of force . Thus , North Korea
did not use force again after shooting down the ~C—l2l u ircreft mentioned
earlier . In these instance s , moreover, the particular na ture of the objectives
(e .g.,  “continue use ,” “do not use again”) were varied ra ther than singular
in nature . Positive outcomes were frequent when another actor ’ a use of force
w~is of concern , irrespective of the level of force used , except when one major
f~rce component was used alone .

When x1y direct uses of force are considered, in contrast wi th indirect
a~d latent uses, the short term “success” rate for the use of one major
c )nventionQl force component rises significantly, as it does for different types
o~ armed forces ueed , theater movements , and activities (see Table VI—1 5) .

Table VI—1 5

Percentage of Outcomes Which Were Positive in the Short Term

When Another Actor ’ a Use of Force Wee of Concern

Indirect Indirect
Direct & La tent 

- Direct & Latent

~~y~ lo f
Iorce Force Tvne

1. 100.0 ——— Ground P4.6 33.3’

2. 100.0 -—— CVI’BB/LR1 70.6 50.0

3. 55.6 2 5 0’ Combat Aircraft 85~7 0.0k

II 66y ~ 100 0’ Other P4.6 60 ,0

-~~ 5. 100.0 60.0

Theater M~~~ en~ .Aetivit.v

Inter (end intra ) 76.5 25.O~ Intense 85.7 0.0’

Intra only 91.7 7]. .~ Less Intense 85 .0 60.0

a. Denc in~tor we. lees than five . j

_ _

_ _  

)
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Over the longer term , however , direct uses of major conventiona l for ces
(used apart from nuclear force unit s ) were to no avail—e .g.,  the U.S. response
to the North Vietnameae Easter Offensive. Positive outw.mes dropped to 20
percent when two or more conventional componen ts were used and to zero when one
auch component was used . Inde ed , the decline was so genera l tha t few distinctiorr
can be made among long term outcomes related to the uses of various levels of
convent ional forces apart fr .on nuc lear forces . A contra ct might be drawn ,
however , between uses of land—besed comba t aircra ft (39 percent) and major
nava l forces (20 percent). In short , it may be argued that if the direct use
of major conventional forces had the short term effect of alteri ng an actor ’s
willingnes s to use force in si~ incident , little was obtaine d from a longer term
perspec tive , except perhaps when land—based comba t airc ra ft were used .

Positive outcomes were more frequen t over the longer term when Inte r—the ater
movements were made rather than solely int ra—thea ter movementa . This was not the
case in the shor t term , however , which leads us to question the valid ity of
this finding .

To the extent anything is to be said about activitiea , it might be argued
that some advan tage was obtained by a more in tensive invol vement . However ,
the decline in positive outcomes over the longer ter m , dramatic as it was when
lees inten se activities were undertaken, was even greater when more manifes t
activities were engaged in . One m ight conc lude that insofar as the more manifest
activities were ventured because the objective was more difficult , they were of
value only in the shor t term .

(
Third Party Sutnort

Perhaps most interesting about the use of armed forces to achieve objec tives
related to the support given by one actor to another is that , in the short
term, outcomes were a lmost always negative when two or more maj or conventional
components were used ; over the longer term, the sam e also was true when one
ma jor component waa uaed.

Little dietinction can be made as concerns the use of these forces directly
or ind irectly ; at most , some alight advantage wee obtained by their indirect use .
The most likely explanati on ta that major conventional forces were used directly
when the actors of concern were believed to be more intent cm actions inimical
to U.S • interes ts , and those direct uses of force were not as pers uasive in
such instance s as were indirect uses of major forces aimed at less coninitted
actors . In any case , over the longer term positive outcomes were non—existent
whether major force components were used directly or indirectly.

Positive outcomes were especially infrequent when ground or major nava l
forces were used . Noting the small denominator , one should not make too much
of those figures rela ted to the use of land—based combat aircraft • As concerns

(

- ‘-~~ - -~~~~~:- - . -
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i ’ 1l  types of forces , indirect uses were more often associated with positive
ou t,cumes than were dir ect uses . Of note only is a higher figure (~i3 percent)
for direct uses of other forces as compared with direct uses of ground forces
(20 percent) snd major naval forces (29 psroent) .

The ~migher short term figure where mote manife st activities were undertaken
m a y  indicate , as do those figures relevant to the use of forc e by another actor
and regime authorit y, that positive outcomes were more likely in these instances
because more manifest activit ies were perceived by actors as symbolic of a
greeter U S . coimnitment and willingness to bring its military power to bear .
Over the longer term, more intensive activities were to little avail as regards
third party support—e.g., the impact made on North Vietnam ’s supp ort of the
Viet Cong by the U .S .  emplacement of forces in South Vietnam and the ta ctical
Jupport given to South Vietname se forces beginning in 1962 . By contrast are
thoee higher percentages of positive outcomes where less intense action s wer e
performed . Inter—theate r deployments were of little va lue in either the short
term or longer term .

In sum , ev en though larger forces , inter—theater deployments, and more
intense activities were employed in the more difficult situations , these steps
were still of little value over the longer term . With regard to the last ,
~nly the use of land-based combat aircraft appe ars possibly to have been associated
with poisitive outcomes . Again , the suggestion is tha t the use of land-based
combat aircraft may make a more powerful impression on foreign leaders than
the use of other types of conventional forces .

Ite~ime Auth oritv

In~ eight of the ten inats mcep when the U .S . objective was only tha t an
ictor should maintain its au thority , one of the two lower levels of armed forces
were used . In the short ter m, all of those actions aimed at maintaining the
sta tua quo were associated with positive outcomee . While the value of using
large convent iona l forces to assure behavior was thus riot able to be assessed ,
it may be the case tha t such forcee are not perceived , and , indeed , are not ,
necessary to assure behavior . Conventional armed forces of any level , it may
be suggested , are adequate or , alternatively, unnecessary as concerns maintenanc e
of reg ime authority . The same may be said with referenc e to typos of forces
used, their deploym ent , and their activities .

By contrast, in four of the six instances when the objective was that one
actor should lose power and another ehould gain it , two or more major force
components were used . Positive outcomes were associated with two of those four
instances , both of which pertained to the change of govern ment In the Dominican
Republic in 1961. Authority actually changed hands in November 1961, following
the second U S ,  use of armed forces , coupled with a sharp ultimatum . These
findings suggest that while a ma jor use of armed forces may result in a change
of government, the latter is still a much more difficult objective to achieve
than that of keeping a government in power .

I
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As to longer term outcom es , notwiths tanding smal l donoin inatoru , lower
r percentages of positive outc omes were assoc ia ted with the use of greater

levels of force . To the extent tha t this statistical association is real and
not spurious , it may be suggested tha t over the longer term those situations
whi ch were more difficult to mointain and which had been faced earlier with
greater amounts of f orce, proved in the end to be the most unyielding . Further
support for this notion is provided by the stron g association between unfavorable
outcomes and direct uses of force and the fact tha t a l l  of the laten t uses of
fe~rce were assoc iated with positive outcomes . In shor t , insofar as it was more
difficult for an actor to maintain authority , greater force was more likely
tc be used , and directly so , rather tha n in a latent fashion . But while
“success” was made mor e likely in the short term , those positive outcomes were ,
r everthele ss , more difficult to retain over the longer term .

Outcomes as a Function of tl~
Usage of Armed Forces and Modes

When used in a particular mode, are some levels , types , deployments , or
activities of ar med forces more often associated with positive outcomes ? Are
forces of a particular nature , used in a particular wa y, better utilized in
one mode than in another? Do particular uses of force matter w~en the concern
is to reinforce rather than modify , or to suppor t ra ther than coerce an actor ’ s
behavior? Tables VI— 16 and VI— l7 presen t percentages of positive outcomes
pertinent to these questions .

Level af Armed 1’orces

As previously noted , outcomes were less l ikely to be positive when larger
conventional forces were used apart from nuclear force units . This appears to
have been true generally when the concern was either to deter or to comnel an
actor . However , when the U S. object ive was to assure tha t an actor would do
something, positive outcomes were almost alwa ys for thcoming irre apeetive of
the level of force used , and when the focus was on induc ing behavior , positive
outcomes were forthc oming only when a very low level of force was used . Thus ,
it may be argued , Table VI-.)6 provides furth er suppor t for the notion that it
is easiest to assure behavior and most difficult to induce it , and that a
“continuum of ease” in obtaining favorable outcomes as concern s the four modal
uses of force rune as follows: assur e , deter , compel , induce .

Of interest , even when grea ter levels of force were used —typically in
situati ons of greater rather than lesser concern— it was more likely that
positive outcomes would result when the concern was to compel an antagonist than
when the concern was to induc e a friend . Further, positive outcomes were only
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moderately forthcoming in the short term when the largest conventior td forces
were utilized apar t from nuclear force units to compel an actor. Uevertheless,
this was true only in the shor t term . Over the longer term , it hardly mattere d —
whether compellance or inducement was the objective——i .e .,  positive outcomes
were not forthcoming as regard s either of these two modes when ma jor conventional
forces were used in the absence of nuclear forc e unit.”.

It was also observed earlier that positive outcome s were more likely when
the concern was to reinforce—i.e., assure or deter——an actor’s behavior than
when it was to modify——i .e ., induce or compel—that behavior . Certainly , this
appears confirmed . Moreover , it also may be concluded that outcomes were not
related to armed forces having been used to support rather than to coerce an
a”tor or yj~~ versa. But of further note , while it does appear true that the
reinforcement of behavior is easier than its modification when large conventiona l
forces have been used , this is much less so insofar as lesser levels of force
are concerned. Minor actions to modify a particular bet~avior——which perhaps
‘were aimed at easier objectives——were telling .

TyDe~ of Armed ~Forc~ea

Whether the concern was to relnf~rce or modify , or tn support or coerce
‘sri actor ’s behavior , the use of land—based aircraft was associated with higher
percentageu of positive outcomes than were ground forces or major naval forces .
Th’ only mode where this was not the case was the assurance of behavior , in
wh ich instance outcomes were frequent ly positive irrespective of the type of
f s rce used . Curious , though , is the decline in posit lye outcomes in the longer
t.’~rm when lend—based comba t. aircraft were used and the aim was to assure behavior ;
nerhape of more importance , when comba t aircraft were used to deter an actor ,
‘.he percentage of positive outcomes did not decline over the longer term .
V1 i.~r~ deter rence was the m ode required by the situation , la nd—based comba t air-
-“o ft  cleuri.y appear 1~.O have been the most powerful instrument.

Theater Movoment

Notwithstand ing a greater likelihood of positive outcomes when inter-
theater deployments were made to compel rather than to induce behavior , such
deployments nevertheless were associated with a relatively low percentage of
favorable outcomes when the concern was to modify behavior. Such deployments
appear to have been much more useful when the concern was to reinforce behavior
The last is significant insofar as it can be a rgued that inter—theater deployments
were more often directed at more important situations and more difficult
objectives than were solely intra—theater actions .. Not only were short term
outcomes positive here; longer term outcomes were. too .

As much as might be made of the 50 percent short term figure aasocia ted
with the use of inter—theater deployments to compel behavior , the longer term
figure is extremely low .
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( Activities 
-

What does appear to have been of special value for modifying behavior, at
least in the short term , was the engagement of the forces u sed in intensive
military activities, especially when the coiir~ern was to eninpe l an actor to dc
something. Again though, over the longer term, those actions too were futile.
Activities of a more manifestly military nature appear to have been of great
value for reinforcing behavior, especially when deterrence was of concern. Of
note , those highly positive short term figures concerning actions to both
support and coerce actors reflect outc omes when the concern was to assure and
deter behavior , respectively .

The Timing of the Use - ‘~~ Force

A matter of Issue is whether the timing of the use of armed forces is
important to the successful achievement of objectives. It has often been
suggested that if armed forces are brought to bear rapidly in an Incident,
then the likelihood of success will be greater.’~ In particular, it has been
argued that It is especially important to apply the maximum force tha t is to
be used rapidly .

In order to examine this question , It was first rsecesaary to deternth-ie the
dates on which the inciden t began and on which armed forces units were first
used; h t h  are difficult to identify. The latter is mostly a problem of data
availability . .~he former, however , presents a problem of conceptualization as
well . Is the beginning date of an incident the date on which the first relevant
i’oreign event—however that is conceived——took place, the date on which a
percieved turning point occurred, the date on which the United States Government
first took interest in the situation, or the date on which American action or
intervention was first cor - templated ?

In this study, the beginning date of an incident was taken to be the date
of the firs t New York Times story reporting the pa rt icular situation whi ch
eventually proved of enough concern to U .S. policymakera to warrant the use of
armed forces . When the situation or problem had been unfolding over some years ,
the most recently apparent turning point was used. Although certainly subjective .
thin approach seemed to be at least no worse than any other which came to mind.

For each incident, two measures were taken: the elapsed time between the
firs t New York Times story and (a) use of any U .S. armed forces unit; (b)

t use of the maximum level of U .5 • armed forces used - in the incident . Incident s
wore then divided into three groups on the basis of whether armed forces were
first used during the first , second , or subsequen t weeks of the incident .

The data in Table VI—i8 indicate tha t positive outcomes were frequent -

when the first use of armed forces took place at the very beginning of the
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Table VI—1 8

‘Outcomes and the Timing of the Use of Force8 
)

Percentage of outcomes that were nositive

Time elapsed 6 Months ~j~ars
between start
of ira~iiient and -. First use }Aa ior use- First use Ma ior use

1. 0.-I days 71.2 73 .9 39.1 1~1.9

2. 8—lli days 38.5 38.5 33.3 33.3

3. 15 days or longer 85.7 79.14 50.0 145.2

1. 0—7 days - 71.2 73.9 39.1 141.9

2. 8 days or longer 70.7 68.1 145.0 141.9

a. Data were unavailable for three incidents .

incident , but were even more frequent when force was first applied after the
second week. Moreover, if the three Incidents in which force was first used
during the 3econd week are combined with the seven incidents in which force
was used at a later date , it is observed that the timing of the use of force
made virtually no difference at all .

This pattern is repeated when the t iming of the application of the maximum -

level of force is considered . In approximately one—half of the incidents armed
• forces were first used ‘within a day after the incident began . The frequency

of positive outcomes in these instances was roughly the same as in those
Insta nces in which force was first used after the first day of the incident .
The maximum level of force was applied with in the first Live days in approximately
one—halt of th e incidents . Little difference was observ ed in the frequency
of positive outcomes in these instances as compared with those in which the
maximum level of force was applied after the fifth day of the incident .

SumRrv

In the short term , a large proportion (73 percent) of the outcomes related
to U .S. objectives in the 33 incidents were favorable . Of the Three principal
categories of objectives , positive outcomes were most frequent when a rmed
forces were aimed at objectives related to regime authority, less frequent when
they were aimed at the use of force by another actor , and least frequent when
they were aimed at en actor supporting a third party . Over the longer term,
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however , the frequency of favorable outcomes declined substantially. Still ,
positive outcomes remained most frequent when regime authority was of concern .

It was , by far , easier to reinforce (assure or deter) behavior than it
was to modify (comp el or induce) behavior , both in the short term and in the
longer term . A~ a scale of difficulty, the four modes might be arranged from
easiest to most difficult , as follows: assuxe, deter, compel , induce . When
armed forces were used In one of these four modes ra ther than as a laten t
instrument, outcomes were moat frequently positive when thr.y were used directly
(reflecting outcomes related to the use of force by another actc~ and regime
author ity ) rather tha n ind irectly (reflecting , in turn , outcomes related to
third party support) .

In both the short arl longer term, outcomes were less frequently positive
when greater levels of force were used, unless strategic nuelcar force unitø
were used together with one or more major convent ional force components . The
use of’ larger conventional forces alone did not compensate for the greater
difficulty of the situations in which the, larger forces were employed . Such
compensation , it would appear , however, may be obtained by the use of strategic
nuclear forces-. When two or more major force components were used alone ,
positive outcomes were more often associated , at least in the short term , with
objectives related to the use of forc e by another actor than to objectives
related to third party support . When regime maintenan ce was of concern ,
positive ou tcomes resulted irresp ective of the level of forc e used; outc omes
related to regime change were more proble matic , however .

C’ The type of force most closely associated with positive outcomes was land—
based combat aircraft. Especially significant was the fact ti’mt such aircraft
were used most typically in incidents in which at least one major force component
was used . Positive outcomes were less frequent when ground and naval forces
were used . However , the greater frequen cy of positive outcomes when land—based
combat aircr aft were used as compared with naval or ground forces was more
app arent in the short term than in the longer term .

It was also observed that positive outcomes were much more frequent when
only land based ground forces were used as compared with the use of only sea—
based ground forces—leaving aside the use of other types of forces . This and
the suggestion above about the efficacy of land-bas ed comba t airc raf t suggests
the genera lly greater utility of land—based forces as compared with sea-based
forces .

Outcomes were much more frequently positive in the short term when forces
were deployed only within ‘the theater of interest , rather than from one theater
to ano ther; however , intra-theater force movemezito most often took place in
incidents which required only lesser levels of force . Positive outcome s in
the shor t term also were strongly associat ed with the engag~ nent of armed forces
in intense activities—even when the concern was to modify behavior . Over the

~
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‘onger h rtn, though , neither intra -theater movemen ts nor intense activities
- -, - I a t.cd with noteworthy frequencies of favorable outcomeu . Ix ’ r i ’ i J ,

in thu~~. tiit j t.ances in which intense activities had been the ordey .t ’ L~~ day, I

the decline in favorable outcomes was especially dramatic .

Finally, outcomes do not appear to have~been related to the timing of the
use of force . -
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Chapter VII

C UTILITY ANALYSIS:
OUTCOMES AND OThER U .S. ACTIONS

Pr ior to some incidents , armed forces frequently were deployed
and sometimes employed in the region of interest , treaties implying
U.S. commitments sometimes had been signed , the size of the U.S.
military deployment in the area had been altered , and presidential
or statements by other U.S. officials pertinent to the inciden t had
been made. Other incidents were preceded by no such his tory . The
popularity of the President prior to the use of force also varied
greatly. And during the incidents themselves, the amount , quality,
and character of the verbal statements and other U.S. diplomatic
behavior were varied . Factors such as these may also have played roles
in determining the outcomes of the incidents , irrespective of the armed
forces ’ relative importance.

Previous Uses of U.S. Armed Forces in the Region

Some incidents took place in regions where the United States had
recently, or was currently , engaged in a var. Indeed , in these cases,
the incidents generally were an outgrowth of those conflicts . For

/ I example, the Truman Administration’s concern with Communist movements
in Greece and Italy in the immediate post World War II period was a
consequence of the political vacuum that followed the war . U.S. efforts
to reassure Japan and South Korea in 1953 were directly related to the
way in which the Korean War ended . Incidents during 1972 and 1913 in
Southeast Asia wer e related to the Vietnam War .

With regard to other incidents , the United States had used armed
J forces as a political instrument on numerous occasions in the region

within past years. For example, in the five years prior to the 1964
action to deter a Cuban suppor ted landing of insurgents in the Dominican
Republic, U.S. armed forces had been used as a political instrumen t in
the Caribbean area on 26 occasions. In a similar period prior to the
Qui Ithon incident in 1965, U.S. armed forces had been used in 15 incidents
in Southsa~t Asia .

Ry contrast , in other areas the armed forces had been used rarely ,
if at .11, before an incident. No U.S. military actions had taken
place in sub—Saharan Africa in the five years prior to the 1960 Congo
Crisis; only one had occurred in Eas t Asia in the same number of years
prior to North Korea’s seizure of the Pueblo.

When a louger term view is taken , positive outcomes do not seem
to be related to previous U.S. military involvements in the region
(sea Table VIZ—i). 
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Table VII-l

Outcomes and Recent U .S. Military Involvement in the Region

Number of incidents or
if a war occurred in
region during past 5 years Percentage of outcomes that were postive

6 Months 3 Years

1. 0—4 incidents1’ 62.5 42.9

2. 5—10 incidentea 73.0 37.5

3. ll or mote incideatsa 70.8 52.0

4. War 89.5 45.0

aThese cut—off points were used in order that there might be a relatively
equal number of sample incidents in each grouping.

However, in the short term , a pattern does appear to emerge: positive
outcomes occurred more frequently when U.S. armed forces previously had
been used in the region. Postive outcomes resulted very frequently in
relation to incidents tha t took place in Europe right after World War II,
Rest Asia after the Korean War , and Southeast Asia after the U.S.
withdrawal of ground troops from Vietnam ; favorable outcomes resulted
much less often as related to incidents in regions where armed forces
had been used only infrequently—i.e., less than once a year on the
average during the previous five years.

Demonstrated U.S. willingness to engage in major conflict in aregion prior to a political incident may hav e made actors in the region
more sensitive to signals of U. S. military capabilities and resolve to
become involved militarily if necessary. In other words, when used
against a backdrop that includes a demonstrated willingness to act ,
armed forces may be especially effective . Conversely, in regions where
U.S. armed forces were used infrequently in recent years, actors may
hsve been more prone not to take a U.S. use of armed forces as a political
instrument eriously .

This stands to reason. The theoretical literature has long
emphasized the impor tance of credibility for bargaining in conflic t
sitvstions. (1) And anyone who has played poker serious ly can attest
the importance of each player ’s reputation when it comes to having one’s
threats taken seriously.

Where U.S. troops previously fought in ware, or where a very large
number of incidents had occurred previously, outcomes were likely to
be positiv, when nuclear forces were used together with a major force
componen t or two or more major Components of th. armed forces were used
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apart from nuclear forces . In the short. term , every outcom e was
positive when those levels of ar med forces were used subsequent to
U.S. invo lvement in a war or a very large number of incidents (11
or more in the past five years) in the reg ion. When two or more
conventional force components were used alone and without such a
back—drop of prior U.S. military involvemen t , only one—third of the
outcomes were positive. In the longer term , one—third of the outcomes
were positive when there was a significant prior U.S. military
involvement; in its absense, only one out of eight outcomes were
positive.

On the other hand , when only one major force component or even
less force was used, the percentages of positive outcomes were roughly
similar, both in the short and longer terms, regardless of whether or
not the United States previously had used force in the region. In
short, it appears that when the two highest force levels were used ,
outcomes were more likely to be positive in those regions in which the
United States had previously used its armed forces frequently. By way
of explanation, it may be suggested that while the use of very large
forces may be particularly credible where such a backdrop exists ,
such is not the case when only one major component is used. When the
United States is really serious, foreign decisioumakers may believe,
even greater forces will be used.

Finally, the prior use of armed forces as a political instrument
seems to have been most important when the objective was to assure
behavior (see Table VII—2). In fact , it seems to have been easier to

I modify or to deter behavior when the level of previous U.S. political—
military involvement in the region was low. One might speculate that
the use of armed forces to modify or deter an actor ’s behavior was
more likely to be effective when the latter had little experience and
therefore, less confidence in dealing with U.S. political uses of armed
forces. Another explanation, though, is tha t while the experienc e of
the United States being willing to fight a war in a region was signi-
ficant, previous p itical uses of force were essentially irrelevant;
even to actors whose behavior the United States sought to assure
(considering the size of the denominator in Table 2 for the catego ry
of 0-4 lacidont.).

Table VII —2

Outcomes , Recent Uses of Armed Forces in
The legion, and Nodes

~~~~~ of incidents or it a
war occurred in region during Percentage of outcomes thatS past five years’ were positive in the short term

• Assure Deter Induce Compel
S 

1. 0—4 incident. ~~~~ 100.0 l00.Oa 66.7

(‘
~ 

2. 5 or ors incidents 100.0 88.9 25.0 61.1

3. War 100.0 71.4 — 100 0a
1Demominator va~ less than five . S
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Pric~r ~iange in the Size of U.S. Forces Deployed in the Region

During the past three decades , the United States has had nothing
- - in the way of a permanent deployment of U.S. combat fo rces in many

regions. Generally speaking, this has been true of the entire southern
hemisphere . By contrast , major nava l , air , and ground forces have been
permanently deployed in Europe , the Mediterranean , the Far East , and
the Western Pacific since roughly 1950. Smaller combatant forces have
also been stationed in the Canal Zone , t he Caribbean , and the Persian
Gulf.

On potential significance to the likelihood of positive outcomes
are any changes in the size of U.S. forces in the region prior to the

S incident. For example , in the two year period prior to the U.S. involvement
in Italy in 1947—48 U.S.  forces in the Mediterranean area increased in
size by more than 20 percent ; whereas in the same length of time prior
to the Cuban supported insurgency in Panama in 1959 U.S. forces in the
Caribbean decreased by more than 20 percent. By contrast , no forces
had been maintained in and around sub—Saharan Africa during the two
years prior to the Congo (1960) and Tanzania (1965) incidents . Prior
to ot her incid ents—e.g., Syria (1957), Kuwait (1961), and the EC—121
(1969)—U.S. forces in the region had remained fairly stable in size .

There has been much speculation , typically when such changes are
prop osed , that changes in U.S.  troop levels abroad tend to destabilize
a region ; most often , this speculation stresses that reductions in U.S.
troop levels will encourage foreign decisionmakers hostile to the United
States or its allies to become more aggressive——i.e., initiating steps
which might lead to conflict. On the other hand , others have argued
tha t increases in U.S. troop levels tend to be provocative, in that
they potentially can force antagonists to demonstrate that they will
not be cowed. Thus, stability in U.S. troop 1eveli~ overseas, it is
argued , is a necessary if not a sufficient condition for world peace .

• Thi. theory is not supported by evidence contained in this study.

As a measure of the change in size of U.S. military forces in the
region the percentage change in the number of U.S.  military personnel

S I in the region in the two yea r period prior to the incident was used.
In the shor t ter m, outcome s were much more fre quently positive when
there had been either a previous increase or decrease in force size
than when there nad been no change in the size of the forward deploy—
sent or when no prio r deployment had been maintained (see Table VII—3).
Outcomes were most frequently positive in those instances where there
had been a previous ddcre ase in the size of U.S. forces . 
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Table VIl -3

Outcomes and the Previous Change in U.S. Regiona l Deployment

Change in regional deployment
in past two years Percentage of outcomes that were positive

6 Months 3 Years

1. Increase of 10 percent or greater 73.3 41.9

2. Increase or decrease less than
10 percent 60.5 28.1

3. Decrease of 10 percen t or greater 95.2 52.4

4. No prior deployment 60.0 75.0

Sources: U.S. Congress, Senate Coemittee on Armed Services, ~~~j~s
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1976 and July—September 1976 Transition
Period for Military Procu rement , Research , and Development . . ., 94th
Cong, 2d seas, 1975, p. 118, and Fiscal Year 1975 Authorization for
Military Procurement, Research and Development . . . , Part 4: Manpower,
93d Cong, 2d sass, 1974, pp. 1072—78. U.S. Department of Def ense, Office

( of the Assistant Secretary/Comptroller , Directorate for Information
Operations.

The decreases in force size bore no ill fruit insofar as the
forces that remained , or were able to be moved into the area rapidly ,
were adequate to the tasks set for them by policysakers. Nor was there
a dominan t need in those incidents to use major force components (see
Table VII—4). Clearly, the force reductions that were made prior to
incidents were not sufficient to bring the credibility of the U.S.
threats or promises into serious question.
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Table V1I—4

Change in Size of Force Deploymen t and
Level of Armed Forces Used in Incidents

Number of incid entsa

Change in regional deployment Major Standard and
in past two years Components minor components

1. Increase of 10 percent or
greater 5 5

2. Increase or decrease less
S 

than 10 percent 6 5

3. Decrease of 10 percent or 
S

greater 3 5

4. No prior deployment — 2

aD.~ were not available for two incidents.

Significant increases in the size of U .S. forces took place
generally in a climate of increased tension——e.g., in Europe right
after World War II, and the Caribbean and Southeast Asia in the early
1960s. These increases seem to have had a positive effect , as compared
with those instances in which policymakers had not increased the size
of the forces already in the region or had not had forces readily
available at all . The latter grouping , however , includes only the two
sub—Saharan incidents mentioned above. It is to be added , though , in
regard to these two incidents , that the outcomes were generally favor-
able in the longer term ; moreover , it is questionable whether a prior
deployment would have prevented these incidents from occurring or
resulted in more favorable outcomes in the short term.

Of potential value might have been an increase in the deployment
is chose regions where deployments had been made earlier but the size
of which had been kept relatively con8tant. Had the size of the deploy-
ment in those regions been increased in anticipation of incidents , the
latter might not have ~occurred at all in some instances , and whereincidents did occur , they might have been dealt with more satisfactorily .

The Defense Budget

A different type of political—military background factor is the
change in the relative amount each super power spends on defense. It
ha. been hypothesized , mainly by U.S. defense officials, that foreign
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actors are more likely to react pc~it ively to U.S.  demands when those
demands are made at a time when U.S. de fense spending, particularlyS with re ference to Soviet defense spending, is increasing. An incre ase
in the U.S.  defense budge t , which typically receives much publicity in the
press in the United States , may support a feeling of greater confidence
among friends and inspire greater caution among antagonists . At the
end of fiscal year 1961, for example , Rafael Trujillo was assassinated
and the United States moved to influence political developments in the
Dominican Republic . Me anwhile , the U.S. defense budge t had increased
8.3 percent in real dollar terms in that fiscal year . In the fiscal
year just ending when the 1962 crisis in Laos took place , a 7.8 percent
real increase had been regis tered.

By contras t , a sizeable decline in the defense budge t may lead
foreign actors to believe the United Stateø is less interested in
affairs abroad ; friends may become more uncertain and antagonists may
be emboldened. For example , in fiscal year 1960, just prior to the
Congo Crisis , a 5.6 percent decre ase in the United States budge t occurred .
And in fiscal years 1964 and 1965, when the Uni ted States was s till
using force as a political instrument in Vietnam, defense budge t
declines of 3.5 and 2.5 percent , respec tively , were registered.

S Using an increase or decrease in the defense budge t of two percent
or greater (in real dollars) as a cri terion, it may be said tha t in the
years 1946—75 a significant increase occurred in ten years , a significant
decrease occurred in fourteen years , and an increase or decrease of
lesser significance took place in six years . Table VU—S presents
relationships between outcomes and change in the size of the defense

‘S S S • budget.

Table Vu —S

Outcomes and the Defense Budget

~~a1 change in size of U.S. Department Percentage of outcomes that
of Defense budgnta were positive

6 Months 3 Years

1. Increased by 2 percent or greater 82.1. 57.7

2. Increased or decreased by less
than 2 percent 58.6 29.6

3, Decreased by 2 pe~cent or greater 76.6 44.4
a Includes Military Assistance Program . In relating the change in the size
of the defense bud get to incidents , the following rules were followed: if
pal icyisak.rs firs t used force between Ja nua ry and June , the current fiscal
year budge t was compared with the previous year ’s budget; howeve r , it the
incident occurre d be tween July and December , the budget for the fiscal year
that had ende d the previous J~ate was compared with the prior year ’s budget.

( Source of data on Depa r tment of Defense budget: Office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) , U .S. Department of Defense , National
Defense Budget Estimites for IT 1977 (U.S. Department of Defense , 1976), p. 95.
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Positive outcomes were most frequently associated with significan t
increases in the defense budget; however , they were positive almo~~ as
fr.queetly when significant decreases occurred . Certainly , the data do )
not support the thesis that outcomes were positive least frequently when
there was a decline in the size of the defense budget. Positive outcomes
were least frequent when neither significant increases nor decreases were
registered .

Considering the above, it might be suggested that a decline in the
defense budget did not signal lesser “will ,” but rather was associated
with a stronger sense of priorities , so that when U .S. armed forces
were used , other actors perceived tha t the United States was particularly
interested and determined . But such a thesis may be more rationalization
than explanation. Further research is necessary on this subject. For
now , the fact tha t positive outcomes were least frequen t when no signi-
ficant increase or decrease occurred in the defense budget is probably
less instructive than it is spurious. S

U.S. Co itments Prior to the Use of Armed Forces

Prior to sending Marines and combat aircraft to Japan at the end
of the Korean War, the United States and Japan had signed , in September
1951, a security treaty, one portion of which allowed the stationing of
U.S. forces in Japan to protect “against armed attack from without .”
Two weeks before the radar picket ship Kretchmer arrived off the Cuban
coast at Cienfuegos, Henry Kissinger , briefing newspaper editors in
Chicago , drew an analogy between the U.S. stationing Polaris submarines
in the Black Sea and the Soviet Union establishing a base in Cuba for
strategic submarines. Ten days later Dr. Kissinger warned Moscow that
the establisheent of an SSBN base would be -viewed as a “hostile act. ” (2)
By contrast , no treaty , Administration statement , or any other relevant
action preceded the U.S. response to, for example , the Congo crisis in
1960, or North Korea’s seizure of the Pueblo in 1968. Indeed , the
range of differences between prior comeitments and other actions relevant
to U.S. objectives in the incidents is vast.

In examining prior U.S.  diplomatic actions which might have influenced
foreign decisionaakers either apart from or in conjunction with the use
of armed forces, it was thought useful to consider whether or not one
of the following three conditions had existed: (a) a treaty between the
United States and one of the actors that might be reasonably interpreted
(although not necessarily unequivocally so) as a U.S. comeitment tc ,
or expression of suppdrt for , the objectives of U.S. policymakers in
the incident; (b) a statement with similar intent by the President ,
the Secretary of State , the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs , or the Secretary of Defense (when such a treaty did
not exist); or (c) a stat ement by another U.S. Government official or S

the use of non-military foreign policy inst r~~ents (e.g.,  an increase
in economic aid) which tended to increase the ties between the U • S. and
the target state.

)
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Intuitively , it would seem tha t. a treaty and , to a lesser extent, a
t. sta tement by the President or one of his top foreign policy advisors would

be given greater weight by a foreign decielonmaker than would either a
statement by a lesser U . S. official or a non-verbal Executive action. Cki
the other hand, it might be that treaties become relevant and such sta te-
ments are made by senior officials only in those situations which present
the greatest degree of difficulty--i .e ., when positive outcomes are
hardest to obtain.

Whether or not the last was true, positive outcomes were more fre-
quent in the short term when a treaty existed or a previous statement had
been made by the President or one of his three moat senior advisors, than
when only a lesser official had made a statement or some other action had
been taken (see Table vIi-6) . It may be suggested that while a problem

Table vui-6
(kitconme and prior u. S • Comitment

Treaty, or sta tement, or
action able to be inter-
pre ted as a coamitnmnt to

• or supportive of desired
outccnms . Percentage of outcomes that were posjtive

(

S S  

~~Monthe 
• ~ years

1. ~~eat~y 76.2 29.5

2. Statement by President,
Secretary of State , Assis-
tant for National Security
Affairs, or Secretary of
mfen.e~ 100.0 100.0

3. Other statement or sotion 62 .1 39.3

h .  None of the above - 72.0 66.7

~ During the six months prior to the use of armed forces.

may have been reeognise’d in these latter instances , the prior verbal or
other action was generally insufficient. In these instances a statement
by the President or one of the other three officials specially considered
might have been of pertioular value . Indeed, the fact that only a rela-
tively minor official evinced concern with the situation may have been
taken as an expression of weakness • Note that positive outcomes were more
frequent when no U. S. sta tements or diplomatic actions were taken prior
to the incident , than when only minor action s were taken.
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This last finding , however , mua t be tempered by the fact that those
incide nts which were not preceded by any of the above-mentioned actions
were ones in which the armed forces were used as a latent instrument or
when a relatively unexpected threat was presented to American citizens,property or armed forces abroad • In the former type of situation , the
relationship be tween the U . S. use of force and the outcome is not at
all clear . The warning against attributing causality to these actions
made in chapter one is most appropriate.

Of interest, positive outcomes were associate d moat frequently with
statements by senior administration officials (where a treaty did not exist),
rather than with the existence of a treaty . When treaties did exist ,
negative outcomes often occurred , both in the short and longer terms; these
were frequently associated with incidents in Southeast Asia--and the SEATO
Treaty Protocol--prior to the U. S. engagement in the ground war in South
Vie tnam. S

The limited number of cases makes is difficult  to draw firm conclusions
concerni ng the effects of these prior actions or incidents involving dif-
ferent levels of force . Still , one result stands out . In those instances
where a pertinent treat y existed and two or more major conventional force
components alone were used, more than 70 percent of the outcomes were posi-
tive in the short term. By contrast, when only a statement by a low level
off icial or other action was taken, only 36 percent of the outcomes were
positive.

Administration Attention and Use of Coercive Rhetoric S

Sometimes the use of armed forces in an incident was accompanied by a
strong administration statement relating the reasons for that action and
making both its supportive and coercive objectives explicit . Such was thecage, for example, when President Nixon, in P.~y 1972, related in a televi-sion address to the nation, that he had ordered the mining of Hair 1~ong
Harbor and the renewed bombing of North Vietnam. Ferhaps the most dramatic
instance of such conmiunication in the postwar era was President Kennedy’s
television speech announcing the “quarantine ” of Cuba at the onset of the
1962 missile crisis .

Alternatively, the President and other administration officials have ,
after the use of force was initiat ed, implicitly couple d that action with
* statement expressing concern, interest, or a description of what U . S.
objectives were in the J~noident, but at the sane tine not mentioning the
use of armed forces at all • Fo~ example, after U . S. naval vessels began

S to “show the flag” in Italian port. and adjoining waters prior to the April
l9~e8 elections, President Truman issued a statement expressing hope for
“a free and independent Ita ly” and his intention, if that objective was
thre atened , “to consider what means would be app ropriate for the maintenance
of securi ty and peace ” in Italy. (3) Similar ly, in regard to the issue of a
Soviet subumrirm base in Cul~* in 1970, Secretary of State William Rogers
related during the Incident that the United States had evidence “beyond a

5)
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doubt” o~ loviet base construction and was watching the situation “very
closely .’ A week la ter, lower level U. S. officials related tha t the
ca~tLnuing presence of two Soviet barges in Cienfue gos was causing concern .
(I4 )

Still other uses of force were wholly unaccompanied by an.v public
stateme~tt concerning either the fact that armed forces were being used or
even ahcAa t the incident itself.

Table VIZ—i shows percentage of positive outcomes as a function of
the level of piblic attention given to the incident and whether or not
coercive statements were made by administration offic ials. The ~tatemen tø

S 

Table VII-7

Outcomes and Statements by U. S. Officials

Percenta~e .of outcomes that were Dositive

All sta~.emente Coercive statements
Statement on
situation by 6 J~4znths 3 years 6 Months 3 years

1. President 667 -3~ .l 53.8 167

2. Secretary of Sta te,
Assistant for Nationa l
Security Affairs, Sec..
retary of Defense 55.0 50.0 57.1 36.8

3. Other U.S . official 86.7 500 8o.o 142.9

14. None of the above 95.2 81.8 52.8

that were considered include ~~~~ those that were made in conjunction with
or *1 tar the Initiation of the use of force, and exclude those that were
mad. prior to the use of force .

Positive outcomes, it is clear , were not especially associated with
those incidents when statements were made by the President or other high
administration officials as compared4 to either incidents in which sta te-
ments were nede by leaner officials or incidents when no statements were
made. A finding not shown in the table , however, is that when major con-
ventional force components were used , positive outcomes were more prevalent
when the president took note of the incident than when one of the other
thrs. officials noted made a relevant statement. In those incidents , 59
percent cC the outcomes in the short term were positive when a presidential

( statement wa.~ made ; only 1~3 percent were positive when statements were
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made only by the other three senior officialo. When statements were made
only by lesser officials or other actions were taken, positive outcomes
resulted in all instances ; however, these were largely related to m ci— )
dents in which only one m ajor force component was used . When there were
no Administration statements or other actions, major force components
simply were not used.

positive outcomes were much more frequently associated with both
coercive statements by lesser administration officials and situations in
which coercive statements were not made at all , than with coercive state-
ments by the President and his three principal advisors . But again ,
insofar as the coercive statements that were made by the President and
those senior-most officials occurred more frequently in those incidents
in which major force components were used, it is difficult to sort out
which factor was the drawing one . If only those incidents are examined
in which more than one major force component was used apar t from nuclear
weapons and in which a coercive statement was made by either the President
or one of the other three senior officials, positive outcomes resul ted
27 percent of the time in the short term and zero percent over the longer
term. When coercive sta tements were not made by one of these individuals
these figures were 70 percent and 14o percent, respective ly. The sane
pattern also appears when incidents in which only one major force component
was used are examined. In short, coercive statements by the President and
his three senior advisors were to little avail when made in conjunction
with only the use of major conventional force components .

4 Of further interest as concerns coercive statements by the President
and the three senior advisors is the significance of those statements for
the reinforcement and modification of behavior . The data in Table VII-8 )

indicate that coercive statements by the President and other high officials,
while perhaps of acme value when the concern was to assure and deter behavior,

Table vii-8

Outcomes, Coercive Statements and Behavior
Reinforcement and Modification

~~~centa~e of outcomes that were r~~itiye
Coercive statement made
by President or one of 6 Months 3 Years
three senior advisors ~~jnforce ModifY Reinf orce Modify

Yea 92.9 33.3 72.7 5.6

No 885 ~~~ 61.5 31.6

were to little effect when the interest was to compe l or induce behavior.
If only those incidents in which major force components were used apart
from nuclear weapons are considered, outcomes in the short term were almost

I 
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entirely unfavorable (8 percent) w1te t~ coercive statements were made by
these individua ls and the concern yS ab to mod ify behavior. Nor is any
support provided the argument that such stet2menta made a difference

7 - when the concern was to reinforce behavior .

fersonal Dinlomacy

In almoet one—third of the incidents, a senior administration official
went abroad to engage in what is often termed personal diplomacy . These

S 

missions took many forms. For example, fol1c~ ing President Nasser’snationalization of the Suez Canal, first I~puty Under Secretary of State
Robert Murpby and then Secretary of State Dulles went to London. The
Murphy mission, President Eiaenh~~ever related, “was to urge calm con-
sideration of the affair and to discoura ge impulsive armed action.” (5)
Secretary Dulles had a similar objective on his first trip to London during
the crisis. In a second visit, In mid—August, he took part in the London
Conference which ultimately drew up a proposed compromise agreement between
the British and French position on the one band, and the E~ rptian position

f 
on the other. In turn , this agreement S WSB taken to President Nasser by
Prime Minister Robert Monzies of Australia, accompanied by, among others,
Deputy Under Secretary of State Loy Henderson. A year later Henders on
was in Turkey and a number of Arab capitals coordinating policy in regard
to the Syrian crisis. More recently, for example, after the Pueblo was
seized, former Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyprus Vance was dispatched

~
- - to Seoul .

Table VII-9

Outcomes and Visits by U. S. Officials

Visit to an actor
sta te by Adminis-

Type of tration official I~ rcentage of outcomes
incident or arecial enyoH that were Dositive

S 

6 Months 3 Years

1. All incidents Yes 5)4 .3 29 .)4

No 82.6 51.6

2. Major force component yes 3)4 .8 18.2
used

No 81.8 )4o.6

3. Standard or minor
force component used Yea 91.7 50.0

No 833 6 2 5
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Table VII-9 presents percentages of positive outcomes for instances
in wh ich envc~rs did and did not go abroad on special diplomatic missions.

5 Ou the whole , outco a , both in the short and longer terms , were less )
frequent ly positive when pers onal diplomacy was engaged in than when S

envoys were not sent abroad. This was particularly The case in those
incidents in which large force componant. were used. When a special
visit was coupled to the use of one or moie major conventiona l f orce
components apart from n’zc lear weapons, only 25 percent of the outcomes
were positive in the ~rt term ; in the longer term only 11 percent of
the outco a were po ye . When auch forces were used and no special
diplomatic mission t - ~brcad, 79 percent of the outcomes were positive
In the short t r m , ai. .jO percent were positive in the longer term.

When less than a major component cC the armed forces was used and
a special visit was made , 92 percent CC the outcomes were positiVe in S

the short term and 50 percent were positive in the longer term . When no
diplomatic mission to~~ pleas, 83 percent cC the outcomes were positive
in the short term and 63 percent were positive in the longer term. Thus,
it made little difference whether uT not a special envoy was sent abroad
when lesser a r d  forces were used.

Hos does ~~ explain the figure. when larger conventional force
components were used? Did the env ija bungle their missions and thereby
make positive outcomes less likely than if they had not gone at all? Or
were special missions made only in the moat difficult situations, those
least like ly to end positive ly in any case? While instances of ~.he former
may be found, the latter i~ a more reasonable proposition.

Presidential Povta.larity Prior to the I~e of Armed Forces

It of ten has been suggested that a President’s f oreign policy and
specific actions are more likely to be effective if the President is
popular at home, if his policy has the support of the broad body politic.
Presumably, foreign actors believe that a President who is more , rather
than less popular is better able to carry through on threats or promises
and to be able to do so over a sustained period. The limited evidence
provided in this study provides support for this hypothesis .

For each incident in the sample, data were collected as to the
perosut of people interviewed by Gallup who “approved” the performance
of the President in the most recent Poll preceding the use of armed
fox’css . These figures55 were divided into ranked quartiles (see Table Vu -b ),
ranging between i~3 percent (i,banon, 1968) to 80 percent (Vietnam, 1994) .(6)

7)
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Table ‘111-10

Outcumes and Presidential Popularity
Preceding the Use of Armed Forces

Gallup Poll: I~rcent
who “approve ” the Presi-
dent’B Derformence I~roenta2e of outcomes that were positive

6},~ntha 3 Years

1. 0— 59 9~4.7 ~7.1

2. 66 56 .7 28.6

3. 67— 
~~ 5 

61.9 52.6
S 

~~~. 
•~~ —i~~ 80,0 30.0

Sources: George H. Gellup, Ed.. The Gallun Poll, Vole 1—111 (Random
House, 1972); The Gallun O~1nion Index, Report No. 56 (February 1970),pp. 8—16, and succeeding supplements .

In the short term, outcomes were most frequently positive when the
President’s popularity was losest, and next most frequently positive when
it was highest. Considering the first, it would be difficult to argue
that foreign decisionmakers were moa t likely to be swayed by a more popular--
i.e., “etronger”--President. If anything, a more poserf UI. argument is that
outcomes were most likely to be positive when the President was least
popular and, perhaps , perceived as most desperate. To the extent Table 10
actually is explanatory, it suggests, at least in the short term , a
curvilinear relationship-—i.e., both of the above mentioned theses are
correct and outcomes are moet likely to be positive when the President’s
popularity is at the extremes, either high or los.

Presidential Popularity IXirin~ the

S ~~r iod in Which Armed Forces Were Used

For reasons similar to those discussed in relation to prestdential
popularity prior to the use of force, it is worthwhile to consider the
change in the President’s popularity during the period in which armed forces
were used. These changes ranged from oni.y one or two percentage points in
relation to incident. such as the Nixon visit to Venezuela in 1958 and
Gen . Kassem ’e threat to Kuwait in 1961, to an Increase of aix percentage
point. during the period in which President Nixon mined Hai~~ong Harbor
and renewed the air war against North Vietnam in 1972 , and a decrease of
20 percentage points in relation to the use of force in Laos in 1973.

C
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Of Cuurae , these increases and decreases in the Pre~Ider it ’ s p~p~iJnr ity
may or may riot, have been related to the incidents and the coincident nse of
U . S. armed forces . It might be suspected that the changes that took )

F place during the 1962 Laottan and 1968 Pueblo criseu--”rlses tha t clearly
attracte d a good deal of attention— —were re la ted , at least in part , to
those inc idents and U. S. actions . ()~ the othe r hand , it Is doubtful
that the changes in Presidential popularity when armed forces were used
to deter a Cuban supported insurgency in the Dominican Republic in 196k ,
or the 1973 fighting in Lebanon, were very much , if at all , relate d to
those incidents . This notwithstanding , the association of a change in
Presidential popularity with the use of armed forces may affect the
perceptions of for eign actors and hence the effectiveness of the use of
f orce .

As a measure of the change in the President’s popularity dur ing the
period when armed forces were used, we used the difference in the percent
or people who “approved” the President’s performance in polls taken just
before and just after the use of U. S. armed forces, as surveye d by the
Gallup Poll. More specifically, the polls that were used were the last
one before the first use of force and the first one after the use of
force ended . Polls taken more than a m~~th before or after the use of
armed forces were not considered , hosever; hence the data per tain to only
20 of the 33 incident.. ~ the 20 incidents for which data were available ,
the percent of those who “approved” the President’s performance increased
in seven Incident. and decreased in thirtee n .

In the short term 85 percent of the outcomes were positive in inci-
dent. in which Pr esidential popularity increased; 74 percent were positive
in incidents in ehich the President ’s popularity declined . While inter-
est ing, the difference is too small to make very much of; it provides only
limited suppca”t for the argument that outcomes are more likely to be posi-
tive when Presidential p0pu1~~ity inorea... rather than decreases . More-
over, in five of ths ssven tnoidsnta in ihich there was an increase in
Presidential popula ri ty , that tncrss s was of three percentage points or
less; while in seven of the thirteen incident. In which there was a decline
in Presidential popuIart t3 , the d.clime isa of at least five points . The
stronger suggestion thus I. that a desline in Pr esidential popularity is
not very ltkel,.y to affect the autc~~~s of an incident.

It I. interesting to note, tho4i, notwithstanding the above, that
if osly thass theidenta in which j ’  force ecsponents were used apart
from nuc ear weapons are examined, is the short term 82 percent of the
outcomes mare positive when Presidential popularity Increased and only
59 percent were positiv* in those instance, when the President’s popularity
declined . When only those incident. in which more than one major force
co~~or~ nt were used are considered, the distinction is even greater (see
Table 711-11). Consequently, the inference might he drawn that when
larger conventional f orces isis used, outcomes were more likely to be
positive if the President’. popularity did not at least decrease while
fcz’os ins heti~ used.
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4 
Table VU—il

Level of Armed Foroes Used and Change in Presidential Popularity

I~ rcentage of outcoiri~s that were
Level of armed forced u~~~ ~~sitlve Jn the short term

Popularit~ Popularity
increased decreaseda

1. (kie or more major components; band nuclear force unit ——— 100.0

2 . Two or more major components;
no nuclear force unit 71.4 27.3

3. C)e major component; bor nuclear force unit 100.0 81.2

4 . Standard components --- 100.0

5. )Linor components 88.9 100.0

( ~ a . I. e •, the percentage of those who “approve” the President’s performance
during the perIod in which armed forces were used Inc reased (decreased).

b. I~ nominatcr was less than five.

It is of fur ther interest to note that the incidents in which major
conventional force components were used generally received greater public
attention than did incidents in which lesser forces were used . For each
incident, the average number of pertinent New York Times Index lines per
day was calculated. The Incidents were then divide d into two groups on
the bests of whether they received more or less than the median number of
line, per day. ~~st of the incidents in which at least one major rorce
compoeent ins used fell into ’ the group receiving more than The median
nunbsr of lines per day . ~, contrast, most of those incident s in which
lesser forces were used fell into the group reoeiving less than that
number .

Further, it only those incidents are considered in which at least
or~ major corwentionel force component was used and the average number of
~~~ York Times m dii line. par day was above the median, then in the short
tar. 75 percent of the outcomes were positive when The President ’s popularity
increased whIle only 21 percent were positive when Presidential populari ty
declined. Thus it mitt be suggested that if Presidential popularity
increa.ed rather than decreased in a climate of greater public knc ledge

( ) about the incident, then outc~~~s in incidents in which major force compo-
nent, yr. used were more likeI.y to be positive .

______ 
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The relationship be tween outcomes and Presidential popularity
after the use of force was also considered . The data base used was the

! 
percent who “approved” the President’s performance In the first poll )
taken (but within a month) after the use of force • Such data was avail-
able for 21 of the incidents . The incidents were grouped into ranked
quartile. on the basie of those figures (see Table VII-12).

Table VII-12

()itcones and Presidential Popularity
Af ter the Use of Armed Forces

Gallup Poll: F~rcent
who “approve” the
President’s cerformance ~~rcenta~e of outcomes that were positive

6 Months 3 Years

1. 0— 51 .. 100.0 33.3

2. 52— 62 57.9 31.6

3. 63— 68 73.7 22.2

4. 69-100 9o.o 63 .6
I

As in the case of Presidential popularity prior to the use of force,
outcomes were most frequently positive when the President was least popular
and next most frequently positive when the President was most popular .
Thus , further support is provided to the argument that positive outcomes
were most frequently positive when Presidential popularity and domestic
suppor t was at the extremes, both high and lv, and Gtrong and weak • In-
tareotingly, though, in the longer term, outcomes were , by far , most
fr.q~ant1.y positive when Presidential popularity was greatest after the
incidents .

Datcome. and I~ ticnal Confidence

Finally, we sought to measure the relationship between the frequency
of positive outcomes and the degree of national confidence. By degree
of national confidence we sean the degree of optimism or sense of assurance
in the nation generally that thing. are going well or getting better. (k*

a,ure of this is the behavior of investors in the stoc k market, as
measured ~~ stock price indices. C*vtously , a survey poll of attitudes
held ~~ the populac e would be a better indicator of national feeling.
We are not aware, hasver, that any such poll has been taken in regular
intervals.

t )

~~
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We selected for use in this 3tudy the Standard and Poor’s composite
4 stock price Index. A stock price index may reflect other things besides

conf idence , hvever. Therefore, we separated out—-i.e., discounted--
from the Standard and Poor ’s index the effects of inflation and real
economic grvth. The derived index thua reflects the outlook of investors.
A rise, it is suggested, indicates bucOrancy in the national spirit; a
decline, a more doleful mentality. In chapter three it was suggested that
the higher this index was, the greater was the frequency with which
policysekers used armed forces as a political instrument. A further ques-
tion is: were outcomes more frequently positive when national confidence
was greater, as measured by this index?

Table VII—13

Outcomes and National Confidence

Standard and Poor ’s
Composi te Stock Price Index
Discounted for Inflation Percentage of Outcomes
and ~~al Grvth in GNP that were Positive

6 icmths 3 yeare

1. 11.50 or greater 73,5
( 

2. 10.0~s - 11.49 71.0 1,6.4

3. .01 — 10.03 74.4 38.9

Source of Standard and Poor’s Index: Sta~~ard and Poor’I T~~d~e and
Securit ies Stat iatica. 1q76 Editi~~ (Standard and Poor’s Corp. , 1976), p.h.

1~~ date in Table VII—13 present a relatively clear answer to this
question. 1k, relationship whatever appears to exist between the frequency
of positive Outcomes and the rise and decline of the modified Standard &
Poor’s index. Positive out comes were neither mote nor less freq uent when
the index was either high or low

S~~~ars

The variable s examined in this chapte r were generally of little
significance to outcomes in the longer term. In the short term , some did
appear significant ; but perhaps the most important side of the analysis
was the doubt cast upon the algnifioanoe of certain variables which have

t ,~.
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been the subject of contention.

1.n the short term , positive o’v mmes were very frequent when the
United States had recently engaged ~~. a war in the area . Howeve r , the
previous political ‘ise of the a;~ned forces in a region was not of con-
sequence when the conce rn was to modify or even deter behavior ; if any-
thing, positive outcomes in these instances occurred more often when
armed forces previously had been used as a political instrument less
frequently in the region. Previous political use of the armed forces
in a region may have been of some particular value when the concern was
to assure behavior.

Positive outeome~ were more frequent. when previous to incidents
IT . S. deploynK~Iit~ Iii the region had been increased or decreased rather
than when no tarq~c~; had bee n made in prior deplo.yu~Iits or when no prior
deployments had exis 4:ed . The decreases in force size were not I- ‘~rmf’il ,
and the increases that were made were helpful . In at least a number of
the incidents prior t which there had boon no change In the size of a
deployment made previously, an increase, had it been made, might have
proved useful for obtaining positive outc omes.

Positive outcome s also were more associated with previously made
treaties and statements by the president and senior administration offi—
d ais related to objectives than w i t h  other diplomatic actions and state-
ments by lesser Administration ofTicials . Hcwever , positive outcomes
were not more frequent when the Presiden t or one of his most senior
foreign policy advisors took public notice of the incident after the
use of armed forces was in itiated; nor were favorable outcomes more fre-
quent when coercive sta tements were made by the President, the Secre tary
of Sta te, the Assistant Secre tary for National Securi ty Affairs , or the
Secre tary of t~fense . Finally, positive outcomes were not more frequent
when Admintstratior. officials or special envoys went abroad and engaged
in personal diplomacy. In short, diplomacy prior to an incident would
appear to have been more significant than diplomacy during an Incident .

As to the significance of the Preøident’n popularity , positive out-
comes were espe.~ially frequent when the President’s performance rating
was at the extremes—-i .e ., lv and high--as measured either immediately
before or after farce was used. Positive outcomes were most frequent when
the President was least popular and presumably losest in standing with
the American people . In these ins tances, it was suggested , foreign
decisionmakers might have perceived the President as being especially
conm~itted, if not desperate, to obtain his objectives . Conversely , the
high proportion of positi~re outcomes when the President was relativelypopular nay have been the result of foreign docisionmakers believing
in those incidents , that the President would be able to stand firm insofar
as he had public support generally.

Generally speaking , outcomes did not appear effected by a decline in
the President’s popularity during the period in which armed forces were
used. ilvever, a decline in the President’s popularity might have made
positive outcomes lees liJcely In incidents in which two or mare major con-
ventional force components were used--i.e ., those situations that presented )
the most difficulty.
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( No relationship was observed between outcomes and national confidence ,
as indicated by the behavior of investors. While such confidence may influ-
ence polioymakers to use the arm ed forces more frequently as a political
instrtinent , as suggested in chapter three, this was of no significance to
outcomes.

Foothotes

1. E.g., see Fred C . Iklé, How Nations Ne~otInte (Ha rper and Row , 19614),
pp. 714-86; Oren R . Young , The Politics at Force~ Bar~ainin~ During Inter-
national Crises (Princeton University Press , 1968) , pp. 35—36; Robert Jervia ,
The ~.ogic of Ime~ea 1~ International Relations ( Princeton University Press ,
1970), pp. 78—102.

2. Marvin Kalb and Bernard Kaib, Kissinger (Little, Brown, 19714), pp.
210—211.

3. The New York Times, December 114, 19147, p. 1. This statement was
issued on the eve of the withdrawal of the last U .8. Army troops from
Italy.

1i . The New York Times, October 10, 1970, p. 14 and October 16, 1970, p. 9.

4 5. Dwight D. Eisenhower , The White Hai~e Years Wagjji~ Peace, 1956-196].
(Doubleday , 1965), p. 37.

6. Data were not collected if the last poll preceded the incident by
more than one month . Data was not available for four incidents: Greece
(1.9146), Italy (19147), Morocco (1956) , and Cyprus (1967) . Data was
obtained from George H . Gallup, Ed., The fle llup Poll, Vole 1-111 (Random
House, 1972) ; The Gallun Oninion LMex, Report No. 56 (Februa ry 1910) ,
pp. 8—16, end succeeding supplements .
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Chapter VIII

UTIL~~ ANLLYSI& CIJTCaAES AND OTHER ACTORS

Chapter seven focused on United States domestic characteristics and
other actions by policyniakere that might influence outcomes . This final
chapter on the ut ility of armed forc es as a political instrument considers
the significance for outcomes of the characteristics of other actors in an
incident and of relations between those actor s and the United States . It is
of particular interest, moreover, to consider the significance of Soviet
participation in an incident and the character of certain relationships that
then existed between the superpowers . Preliminary to looking at the role
of the Soviet Union and of other types of actors, it is useful tó~ consider
outcoses in structurally different kinds of situations.

Structure of the Situation -

Notwithstanding the types of actors that took pert in an incident, it
may be conjectured that a critical factor -in determining outcomes is whether
the initial situation or context in which armed forces were used was one of
conflict within a state or conflict between sta tes; it being recalled that all
of the incidents involved some degree of conflict between actors. Issues
essentially internal to a state simply may or may not be more controllable
than iesues between states.

It might be hypothssised, however, that insofar as the United States
often used armed forces to support non-Cc~~~niat governments, outcomes were
more likely to be favorable when those govern~.ents hod to deal principally
with an internal rather than externa l antagonis t . Governments , after all ,
usually have at their disposal a greeter amount , if not a monopoly, of fire-
power, end a larger sized information or propaganda apparatus than any other
actor within a state. Conversely, though, it might be suggested that when
U.S • armed forces were used to support a government, it was because these
advantages had bsen s~oded (consider the weakness of the Diem Government in
South Vietnam in the sarly 1960.), or were not relevant to the situa tion
(e.g., the support given to the Bosch Oove ii~.snt vie-i-via the military in
the D~~ .nican Bspiblic in 1963).

As in chapter Three, incidents which were of an inter—state nature have
been sub-ca tegorized into two groups: incidents in which the United Stateø
wee involved initially, and those incidents in which it was not so involved .
Table VIII—l present. the ‘frequency of positive outcomes in each of these two
group. of inter-state incident., and in intro—state incidents.

a - ‘
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Table VIII—l

Outccinen and the Structure of the Situation

Percentage of Outcomes
T~~~ 1qf Jfl~~%i~~ That lot’s Pc~itive

6 I&mt~a ‘Years

1. Xnt~~-gt~tis U S , not
~~~ol’ved Ursetly 58.8 37.5

2 ~~~~ssI*tSt~~ U.S.
ierci~~~ 4irectl~ 76.5 58 ,3

3. ~~*rs.’~’stati 81.1

The dat a ~~~$a~te thai positive outcomes were least frequent , both in
the a~~~t tare eM ~~~ thø longer term, when the situation was of an inter-
state maWr. ~~~ initially involving the United States directly. Outcomes
were most fN~ mntI.7 positiv. in the short term when the situation was of an
intro-state 1 1 A  •- - Of Dote, in inter-sta te incidents not initially involving 

)

the United SW~ea, po1is~~skere were eosewhat more frequently concerned to
modify b~iavios’ than they were to reinforce it;. in intra...etate incidents the

~~~ the ss.e . If it wee genera lly easier to reinforce than to modify
bshevi~e , positive eatc~Me might i.ll have benT~ related to the nature of the
task, or the a~~s $n ~~id~ armed forces were used, rather than to the nature
of the sitmotion .

A furt b~~ ~~~~ea*cr ~~~t ~~~rm ..tst. incidents presented lees difficulty
than iMsr.ietst. incident, not ini~~a1ly Involving the United States is the
obssr,uticm that ~mlIe3makere used lesser level, of force in intro—state
incidents as ecepar’ed with these inter-state situations . Major force components
were used with respect to 70 percent of the latter type of incidents, but in
only one—third of the intro-state incidents . (ki the other hand, and notwith-
standing ~~~ther or not intro-state incidents actu ally did present less
difficulty then Inter-state incidents in which the United States wee not
initially Involved, the fact renam e that positive outcomes were more frequent
in the former than In the latter instances .

In inter—state incidents in which the United States was involved directly,
the concern also was more often to modify than to reinforce beha vior ; yet ,
positive outcomes were the result in three out of every four instances

1)
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( in the short term , and in three out of evary five over the longer term .
Hence , if the mode in which armed forces were used. le en indicator of der~ree
of difficulty, then it may be argued that positive outcomes were obtained
most frequently——end notwithstanding that difficulty—— in incidents in which
the United States ‘was involved directly .  It may be speculated that it woc in
this type of incident that foreign actors were most likely to perceiv e the
United States to be seriously coninitted .

The Role at the Soviet Union

The Soviet Union was a participant in twelve of the 33 incidents in the
sample . The USSR, it is to be added , was an actor in all four of the incidents
in which China was a participant, and ac ted in suppor t of’ other Ccmimuriist
states , insurgent groups , or allies or client s in eleven of the twelve
inciden ts in which it was a participant . How were U.S. armed forces used in
relation to the Soviet Union? Twice they were used as a latent ins trument .
On the ?ther ten occasions however , force was used to deter (six instances)
or compel Soviet behavior ~four inatances)—i.e., to coerce Moscow.

Positive outcomes to objectives related to Soviet behavior resulted in
6~~ percent of these instances in the short term and 50 percent over the lcnger
term . As compared with the average short and longer term figures for ci]. actors
(73 aM ts4 percent, respectively), the figures related to Soviet behavior( suggest a greater degree of intractability in the short term but a slightly
more moderate Soviet stance in the longer term——again, relative to the behavior
of other actors.

The significance of Soviet involvement in an incident may be observed ,
per~~pe , by comparing frequencies of positive outcomes related to all of the
actors in incidents in which Moscow was an actor , with those frequencies i.n
incidents in which the USSR was not a participant. The frequency of positive
outcomea for incidents in which the USSR was an actor was 63 percent in the
short term end k3 percent in the longer term. For incidents in which Moscow
was not an actor, these figures were 83 and ~i5 percent , respectively. There
is a clear suggestion that Soviet participation was of little consequence in
the longer term, but of imach significance in the short term . This point will
be further pn’eued in the diecuesion below of the inf luence of other types
of actors.

Of further interest is the degree of Soviet involvement in au incident .
Moscow used or threatened ‘to use its armed forcee in six of the twelve incidents
in which it was an actor . The data in Table VIII —2 indicate that a relationship
does ozist between the degree of Soviet involvement and the frequency of
positive outcomes. In the short term positive outcomes were less frequ ent
the greater the degree of Soviet Involveme~~ . Over the longer term , Soviet
participation itself was not so insignificant; but Soviet willingness to use
or to threaten to uae force would appear of consequence .

(
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Table VIII—2

r Outcomes end Degree of Soviet Involvement

Degree of Percentage of Outcomes
Soviet Involvment That Were Positive

6 ~k~nths ~ Years

1. Soviet Union a partici-
pant and used or threatened
to use force 52~2 37 ,5

2. Soviet Union a psrtici—
pont but di~ not use or
threaten to use ‘orce 72.4 48.1

3. ~~viet Union not a
;v,rtieip aflt 82.7

From the perspective of the interna tional system and superpower competi-
tion, 28 of the 33 incidents may be divided into the following three groups:

a . Incidents in which American and Soviet allies (or clients) were
participants, and the Soviet Union alao was a participant; of
which there were ten.

b. Incidents in which American and Soviet allies (or clients) were
actors, but the Soviet Union was not an actor; of which there
were eleven .

c. Incidents in which an American ally (or client) ‘was a participant
-but neither the Soviet Union nor any Soviet ally (or client) was
a participant; of which there were seven.

U -
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Table VIII—3

Combinations ‘f’  Types- of Actors in Incid en ts

Percentage of Outcomes
Tvnea of Actors That Were Positive

6 1&~nths !~ Yeariu
1. American ally (or client);

Soviet ally (or client);
Soviet Union used or
threatened to use force. 47.1 22.2

2. American a11y (or client);
Soviet ally (or client);
Soviet Union a participant
but did not use or threaten
to use force. 72.11. 48.1

3.  American ally (or client);
Soviet ally (or client); 71.0 34.11

is . American ally (or client) ioo.o 71.4

( ) 5. Other 81.8 83.3

6. AU incidents 73.1 43 ,9

Table VIII—3 presents percentages of positive outcomes for these three
groups of incidents, further subdivided by the degree of Soviet involvement .
It suggests the following:

o Outcomes were positive in all instances in the short term and very
frequently in the longer term, when policymakera were able to deal with United
States allies (and clients) without the presence (even in strictly a political
issue) of the Soviet Union and Soviet allies (end clients).

o Outcomes were much less frequently positive when an American ally
(or client) faced a Soviet ally (or client), irrespective of whether or not
the Soviet Union was an actor.

o Outcomes were positive least frequently when an American ally (or
client ) faced a SOViet ally (or client ) which had the support, in turn , of’
the Soviet Union, and when Moscow used or threatened to use its armed forces.

The portrait painted above is a sharp one . It was of critieal importance
whether or not Soviet allies (or client.) were participants, and whether or
not the Soviet Union used or threatened to use its armed forces. When Moscow
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v’II~~
was a participant , but did not use or threaten to use force, the Sovietpresence did not affect outcomes. If anything , it may be argued that in thelonger term Soviet influence had a moderating effect on its allies (and clients).

Not surprisingly, the level of armed forces used by policymakera alsowas strongly related to Soviet involvement in an incid ent (see Table VI fl—4 ) .

Table VIII-4

Degree of’ Soviet Involvement

- and Level of Armed Forces Used:

Number of Incidents

USSR a t~ rticioent

Did not use orLevel of 13.8 • USSR not a threaten to Used or threatenedArmed Forces Used nerticitant use force to use force -

1 • One or more
-iasjor components,
and nuclear weapons. — 1 1 )
2. Two or more - - - -

major components; no
nuclear weapons . 1 — 3

3. One major compon-
ent ; or nuclear weapons. 6 3 - 

—

Is. Standard component. 6 1 1

5. Minor component . 8 1 1

Total. 21 6 6

Standard or minor force oc~nponente were used in two-th irds of the incidents
in which the Soviet Union was not a participant but in only one-third of those
in which Moscow was an actor. Conversely, two or more major force components,or one major force component end nuclear weapons, were used in only one incidentin which the USSR was not a particip ant , but in a]~nost half of the incidentsin which Moscow was a participant . It incidents in which Moscow used orthreatened to use ara. d forces are distinguiahed from those in which there was

( )
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Soviet participation but no use or threat to use force , it would appear that
the greatest levels of force were used moat frequently in incidents of the
former type.

In chapter six it was suggested tha t outcomes were less frequently
positive the greeter the level of armed forces that were used, except when
nuclear weapons were used in additio n to major conventi onal forces . This
relationship is especially apparent it only incidents in which the Soviet
Union was an actor are considered; it is less apparent when only incidents in
which the Soviet Union was not a participant are examined . However, insofar
as the sample included only one incident In which both the Soviet Union wos
not an actor and one of the two greater levels of forces were used , the latter
inference ie highly speculative .

Conflict and Cooz)eratic2l Between the SuDernowers

Edwa rd Azar has developed at the University of North Carolina, the
Conflict and Peace Data Bank (COThAB) collection.(l) This data bank attempts
to quantify ccnfliotive and cooperative behavior between 31 nations for the
years since 1948. The data are sunmiarized in the form of aggregate statistics
with reference to overall cooperative and confliot iv e relationships between
each of the 3]. nations and every other nation for each year . It is interesting
to examine relati onships between outcomes and levels of conflictive and cool)erative

( behavior directed by the United States and the Soviet Union toward each other.

In the COEVA.B coding system, individua l cooperative acts directed by
one actor toward another are coded one thru seven , and conflictive acts are
coded nine thru fifteen. The score of one is awarded to the most extreme
cooperative act and the score of fifteen is awarded to the most extreme
cant lictive act • A score of eight is awarded to a “neutral” act . Scores are
then aggregated and various statistics are obtained.

For each incident , we determined the mean level of cooperative and conflic—
tire behavior directed by each of’ the superpowers toward the other during
that year, and then grouped incidents In terms of their scores. The groups
were established so as to obtain a relatively equal nun*)er of incidents in
each group. The range of mean annual conflictive behavior directed by the
Soviet Union toward the United States during the years in which the 33 incidents
occurred was 9 I s  — 10.5; that of the United States canflictive behavior
directed at the Soviet Union was 9.6 — 10.1. The two ranges for cooperative
behavior were both 5,9 — 69 .  Tables VIEI—5 and VIII-6 present data on the
relationship. between outcomes and these scores .

When cooperative behavior between the superpowers is considered (Table VIII—5),
a clear pattern emerge., at least in the short term: outcomes of incidents
were more frequently positive when, in their broader relations, the United
States end the Soviet Union acted more cooperatively toward each other . With 
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reference to Soviet cooperative behavior toward the united States , this
pattern is even more pronounced if only incidents in which the Soviet Union
particip ated are examined ; and the pattern is moat pronounced when only in—
cidents in which Moecow used or threatened to use force are considered . As
might be inferred , pceitive outcomes were least related to Soviet cooperative
behavior in Incidents in which the Soviet Union was not an actor , Of further

Table VII I—5
Outcomes and the Degree of Cooperati ve Beriavi or Between

the United States and the Soviet Union0

I. Cooperative behavior by Soviet Union directed at United States

Azar Scale: Percentage of Outcomes
Mean Score That Were Positive

6 Months 3 Years

1. 5.9-6.3 87.5 33.3
2. 6.4—6 .~ 72,0 70.8

3.  6.6—6.9 62 .5 32.4

II. Cooperative behavior by United States directed at Soviet Union

Azar Scale: Percentage of Odtcornes
Mean Score That Were Positive

6 Months 3. Years

3.. 5.9-6.4 80 ,8 20.8

2. 6.~—6.6 71,14 143.8

3. 6.7-6.9 69.4 57.1

a. Date was unavailable for two inc idents (Greece, 19146; Italy , i947) .

Source of data on coopera tive behavior : Edwa rd E . Azar and Thomas J .
Sloan, D4~~n~Inna of Ints!’aetion! A &nlrce Book for the Study of Be-
)~avicir of 11 Natioss Fr~~ 1~48 Thr~çaith 1973, and updated by authors
(Pi ttaburg~ : University of Pitts burgh , International Studies Association,
Occasional Paper No . 8, 1973), pp. 5-8, 1145 -48.

~
I)
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Table VflI—6

- Outcomes and the Degree of Conflictiv e Behavior Between

the United State. and the Soviet Union0

I. Conflictive behavior by Soviet Union directed at United States

Azar Scale: Percenta ge of Outc(-’nles
Mean Score That. Were Positive

6 Months 3 Years

1. 9.14—9.7 93.1 50.0

2. 9.8—9.9 56 .3 35.5

3.  10.0—10.5 - 72.2 44 .1

II. Confliotive behavior by United States directed at Soviet Union

Azar Scale’ Percentage of Outcumes
Mean Score” That Were Positive

6 ~~ntba ljears

1. 9.6—9.7 92.3 61.5

2. 9.8 53.3 12.5

3. 9.9 68.3 38.5

4 . 10.0-10.1 73 .3 60.0

a. Deta we. unavailable for two incidents (Greece , 1946; I~a ly, 1947).

b. Four rather then thre e groups were used because of the distribution
of incidente .

Source of data on conflictive behavior : Edward E . Azar and Thomas J
Sloan, Di~~pe~,o~~ at ~nter~çfl;~~ A Sonrc~ Book for the ~tudv of Be-)~avinr of 31 Nsticmia fr~~ 1c*8 Through 1973, end up-dated by authors
(Pittsburgh: Univer sity of Pittsburgh , International Studies Aseoc-
istion, Ooce.ional Paper No . 8, 19T5) , pp. 5..

~~~ 145—48 .
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note, it was precisely when Soviet cooperative behavior was weakest that theuse of large r conventi onal forces was least likely to result in positive )
outcomes .r In short, the dominant factor , and a significant one , would appear to have
been Soviet cooperative behavior directed at the United States rather thanAmerican cooperat ive behavior d irected at the Soviet Union . This is notillogical , of course ; the frequency of positive outcomes relative to incidents ,especially incidents in which the Soviet Union was an actor and the superpowerswere protagonists, might be expected to reflect the Soviet side rather thanthe American aide of the relationship.

The relat ionship between positive outcomes and Soviet conflictive
behavior directed at the United States is less clear . Outcomes were mostfrequently positive when Soviet behavior was least confliet ive , both in theshort term and in the longer term . Moreover , the relative ly high short ter mfigure when Soviet conflictive behavior was greatest is largely accounted forby outcomes to incident s in which the Soviet Union was not an actor .

What emerges on a closer examination -of the conflictiv-e data , however ,is a dichot omous relation ship when the Soviet Union was en actor and a non— -relation ship when Moscow was not an actor. The frequencies of positive outcomeswhen the Soviet Union was a participant were 87 percent for the lowest con-
flictive category (9.4 - 9.7), and 53 percent for the next two ccviflictive
categories combined (98 — 10.5). When the Soviet Union was not an actor,the figures for ranges one, two and three were 100, 67; and 81 percent ,respectively.

In brief , outcomes were most frequently positive when Soviet behavior
was least conflictive, both in incidents in which the Soviet Union was aparticipant and in incidents in which it was not a participant. When Sovietconflictive behavior was somewhat greater, the frequency of positive outcomea(a) was generally much less in incidents In which Moscow was an actor ; (b)was less, but not clearly patterned in inc idents in which Moscow was not anactor .

Much the same may be said about the short term relationship between outcomes
and American conflictive behavior directed at the Soviet Union . The
frequencies of positive outcomes when the Soviet Union was on actor were 92percent for the lowest two contlictive categories combined, and 53 percent for
~ e next two cc2iflictive categories combined . For incidents in which the
Soviet Union was not an actor , these same figures were 71 and 95 percent ,respectively.

Two Important points emerge out or this examination of Soviet and Americanconflictive end cooperative behavior. Firs t , positive outcomes occurred morefrequently (a) the greater the general cooperati ve behavior between thesuperpowers, and (b) when the superpowers acted b est Ccnflictive]y toward each 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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other. Second, this was especially so for incidents in which the Soviet Union
was a participant. The cleoreat indicator of positive outc(.fneS in the short
term was cooperative behavior directed by the Soviet Union toward the tJrd ted
States .

The Stra tegic Ieaoons “Balance”

A major isaue in recent years ha~ been the significance of the strategic
weapons balance between the United Sta tes and the Soviet Union for the
successful pursuit of American interests abroad . Some have argued that the
decline in the United States strateg ic weapons position via—a—via the Soviet
Union has had already or, at least , will soon have an adver se impact on the
success of American foreign policy generall y. Others have taken the view that
the present balance is adequate from the U.S . perspective arid that the rela tive
decrease in U.S . capability which has occurred has not adversely affected the
successful pursuit of American interests abroad .

Two indicato rs of the str ategic weapons balance are the relative number
of nuclear warheads deployed by each superpower (or force loadings), and the
number of delivery vehicles each of the superpowers maintains in its inventory
which are capable of striking the territory of the other.(2)

In 1953, when the Eisenhower administration threatened to uze, and several
( t imes brandished nuclear weapons in the Far East, the Unitei states had approx-

imately 800 aircraft capable of carrying nuclear weapons and more than 1600
nuclear bombs . The Soviet Union , meanwhile , had no nuclear weapons deployed
operationally. However, by the time of the 1968 Pueblo crisis—the other
incident in this study in which the U .S. used a strategic nuclear force—-the
U.S. advantage in delivery vehicles had been reduced to approximately 2:1:
and the advantage in force loadings to 1*:l. By the 1972 “Christmas” bombing
of North Vietn am, these f igures were approximately 1:1 and 2.6:).. respectively—
i.e., the U.S. retained an advantage in numbers of warheads , but had “lost ”
the advantage in delivery vehicle..

Table VIII—7 presents data showing the relationshipe between outcomes
and the ratios of U S .  and Soviet launchere and warheads .

In general, the data do not support the propositi on as to the importan ce
of the str ategic balance • It was not true that the lesa the U .S. advantage
vis-è-vis the Soviet Union in the number of either nuclear warheadg or delivery
vehiclee, the Less frequent outcomes were positive when the United States used
armed forces as a political instrument . If anything, the data would support
the converse proposition—i .e., the lees the “advantage” , t~e more often out-comes were positive; but such an inference would be spurious .

- 
- The ~~~~ pattern emerges , moreover , if only incidents in which the Soviet

Union participated are examined. For exampl e, considering only those incidents

H o
~~
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Table VIII—?

Outcomes aixi the Strategic Weapons Balance

I • Number of Warheads (Force Loadings)

Percentage of Outcomes
Ratio Between the That Were Positive
United states and
the Sovi~et Union... 6 Months ~ Years

1. 100:1 ~~ ‘ greater 57.9 38.2

2. 99.9.10:]. 70.6 lil .2

3.  9.9:1 or less 93.8 53.3

II. Number of Delivery Vehicles

Percentage of Outcomes
Ratio Between the That Were Positive
United States and
the Soviet Union ~i~fczi ths 3jears

1. 100:1 or greater 83.3 75.0

2. 99,9—10:1 i.6.2 18.2

3. 9.9—5:1 78 .6

Ii . )i .9:l or lean 8~4.2 ~7.2

Sources of data on numbers of United States and Soviet
warheads and delivery vehicles:
~~nnaL~ I f~~e~~~ I~~ tmAnt PPpni’t. ~~ 1977 (Washington D.C.: U .S
Department of Defense , 1976), end previous editions ; ¼ta tement
of Secretary of Defense Melvin R • Laird Before a Joint Session of
the Senate Armed Services C xvnittee and the Senate Subcamni ttee on
Department of Defense Appropriations on the Fiscal Year 1971 Defense
Program and Budget , February 20, 1970 (Washington, D.C.: U.S .
Department. of Defense , 1970), pp. 56 -59; The Deve1or~ ant nf Stz~te~icAir Cr~~~ rvi~ 1~ &6-1Q’T~ (Offut t Air Forc e Base , Nebra ska : U.S. Depart-
ment of the Air Force , 19fl); Stockholm Internationa l Peace Research
Institute , ~orld Ai~~n~ nts and Dinamaments~ l(7~i. (Cambridge: MIT
Press , 197k), pp. 105—10; The Military HalRnee~ lQ7~—1Q72 (London:
International Institute for Strategic Stud ies, 1971), p. 56; Norman
PoInar , Airqrjf t ~~rriers (Garden City , N .Y.: Doubleday, 1969) , pp.
503—506, 596—600.

I 
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ii which the USS R took part , and using force loadings as a proxy for the
strategic balance , in the short term , ou tcomes were positive ~t3 per ent tj f the
time when the U .S. udv-entage was 100 to 1 or greater , ~2 percent when Uie U.S.
advantage ranged between ten and 99 to one, and 92 percent when the U .S.
advantage was less then ten to one. If we look at a still smaller set——
those incidents in which the Soviet Union used or threatened to use force,
these figures were 11, 50 , and 90 percent , respectively. Thus, although
outcomes were less frequently positive when Moscow was most deeply involved ,
as was suggested earlier in this chapter , the strategic weapons balance is
not the explanati on for this relationship—i.e., U .S. “failures” viø—~—vis
the Soviet Union were not a function of the movement toward startegic parity.

Other Actors

Also of notentia l significance to outcomes were the types of actors
besides the Soviet Union participating in the incidents . While China , which
was a participant in four incidents, is of special interest, other ac tore
are considered better in groups , as they relate to the two superpowers——i .e •,
in ter ma of their apparent allegiance in the international political system .

C cmi~unist states besides the USSR and China , Co~mnunist supported
insurgent groups, and Soviet clients were actors in fifteen , ten , and seven
incidents , respect ively.(3) 

- 
All told , China or one of the se other three types

of actors were participants in 22 of the 33 incidents .

On the other hand, NATO, SEATO , GAS , and other states with which the United
States has mutua l security arrangements, participated in seven, seven, seven,
and three incidents respectively. Other American clients were participant s
in eleven incidents . In sum , one or more of these five types of actors were
participants in 29 of the incidents . Table VIII—8 shovs positive outcomes
related to the objective s desired of (a) each of these differen t types of
actors , and (b) all actors in incidents in which each type of these actors
was and was not a participant.

In the short term, outcomes were most frequently positive when the actor
of concern was an GAS member, an international ci’ganization, or a NATO ally’ a
client . The explanation is that in these incidents the Soviet Union was aliiioet
never involved , and for the most pert , either the U.S . objective pertaining to
these types of actors was to reinforce behavior or force was used latentl y.
All three factors , as we have seen, lead to more frequent positive outcomes
and are probably a more powerful explanation than actor-type.

Positive outcomes were also frequent in the ehc”t term when the actor
was a SZ&TO Treaty or Protocol state . Over the longer term, however, only one—
fourth of these outcomes were positive . Not surprisingly, the participation
of SEATO actors was associated with the use of rorce by North Vietnam and
insurgent groups, and th . use by the United States of major force components.

_ _ _ _
—*,-— .~— .- —-—.- — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Table VlIl—8

Outcomes and Types of Actor in Incidents: - )

• Percentage of Outcomes That Were Positive

Outcomes via—&—vis all
actors in incidents —

Outcomes vis-~-vis When actor t~pe noted When actor 1~pe rk lnd
actor tvne noted was a na~~ici~ant was not a D~ ticipent

Actor ryDe 6 i~,nths 3 Years ~j knth8 3 Years 6 )k,nth s 3 Years

1. China 6 6 7a 251(t 895 38.1 69.14 145.5

2. Coemiwiist Stat. (Hesidee
~~SR and China ) 71.14 ‘

~ 28.6 714.5 314.0 717 55.6

3. Insurgent Gro~Q 63.6 0.0 71.8 22.5 73. 8 58.6

ii , Other ~~SR Client 12,9 28.6 51.7 38,5 81.3 ii5.8

5. NATO Member 77.8 83.3 51.7 50.0 81.3 Ill.?

6. SEATO (Asian ) Member -
or Protocol State 75.0 250 66.7 10.3 75,3  58,0

7. (MS Member 100. 0 71.14 93,3 53,3 69.7 1122

8. Mutual Security
Treaty State 66.7k 66•7

a 
90.9 81.8 71.0 39.1

9. Other U.S. Ally
(or C1i.nt) 71.14 50.0 70.3 Ii7.2 714.6 141.9

10. NATO State ’a CU.nta 80.0 60.0 58.3 52.2 77,5

11. International
Orpniaation 100•0

a W (~•O~ 86.14 814.2 69.5 311.2

12. Othe r Actor 85.7 75.Ct 75.0 ~~~~ 72.6 115.1

a. Denominator ~~.s less than five. - - -

- ____

-

~ 
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( Positive outcomes w.~re least frequent in the short tern when the ac tors were
China, insurgent groups—— all but one Conmamiet supported ( ls )—other Soviet
clients, and states with which the United States had a mutual security treaty .
However, in regard to the last, as well as China, the figur es noted are based
on only a few cases . Over the longer term , positive outcomes were especially
infrequent when the actor was China , another Ccm,nunist state, an insurgent
group, or another Soviet client——or ó SEA~IO state, as mentioned above . Of
particular note is the total absence of positive outcomes when insurgen t
groups were of concern . For the most pert, when policyinakere were concerned
with China or a Soviet client , the United States used major force componen ts
and sought to compel (or , secondarily , deter) behavior.

But what of the relationship between participation by these different
types of actors and outcomes in the incidents generally ? Clearly , incidents
in which OAS states , mutual secur ity treaty stat es , and international organ-
izations were actors almost always resulted in positive outcomes in the short
term, and resulted in relatively high frequencies of positive outcomes over the
longer term . It would appear that it was useful when an international
organization participated in the incidents. However, in incidents in which
GAS stateø or internation al organizations were actors , invariably standard
or minor force components were used . As noted in chapter six, uses of relatively
small amount s of force were associated with positive outcomes. Such was not
the case in the three incident s in which mutual security treaty states (Japan
and South Korea ) were actors . In these three incidents, either one or more
major force components was used together with nuclear weapons, or two or more( major force components alone were used .

In the short term , the fact that China was an actor did not adversely
affect the likelihood of obtaining favorable outcomes in relati on to the
behavior of other actors in these incidents. The participation of the Soviet
Union and other Soviet citent a would appear to have been much more significant
than the participation of Peking.

Over the longer term, a large decline in positive outcomes occurred in
incidents in which insurgent groups and Co.mmnist states besides the Soviet
Union and China were participants, as compared with incidents in which these
actors were not participants. Indoed, the participation of these two types
of actors and of other Soviet clients appear dominant factors in explaining
the prevalence of negative outcome s over the longer term.

The extremely low frequency of positive outcomes associated with SEATO
state. is indicative of their “special” role as victima. In incidents in
which a SEATO state was an actor, only one out of every ten outcomes was
positive over the longer term; in Incidents in which a SEA TO state was not
a participant, six cut of every ten outcomes were positive . Thus , non-Southeast
Asia related outcomes were ~eneral1v favorable over the longer term , as well
as in the short term. Not surprisingly, major force components, but not
nuclear weapons, were used in all but one of the SEATO-related incidents.

I

C) 
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Of further inter~ t concerning the significance of other Ccmaunist states
besides the Soviet Union and China , is their role as a supplier of weapons
to other actor s . Typically , these acto~a (e .g., North Vietnam and Cuba)
were oamnitted to supporting insurgent groups, and they passed on to these
groups arms obtained from the Soviet Union and China . Indeed, in a number of
these instannee, neither Moscow nor Peking may have been as nearly comiiitted
as these other C~~~ur~iat states.

The data in Table VIII-9 are perhaps indicative of the ccmmitment and
aignificence of these other Commun ist states . In the short term , only one—half
of the outcomes were positive when the other Communiat states were the
principal (if intermediary) supplier of ani~ to an actor; over the longer
term, none of these outcomes were positive .

Table VIII—9

Outcomes and Principal Supplier of Arms to Actor

Percentage of Outcomes
That Were P~~itive

Principal Supplier
of Az~~ to Actor - 6 Months ~ Years

1. United States 85,7 52.0

2. Soviet Union or China 66.i 33.0 
- 

T)

3. Other Canniuniat State 55 .6 0.0

ti . NATO State 69.2 58.3

5. Unable to Obtain Arma lOO.O~
Externally

6. Independent of Foreign Arms 63.2 ~2.l

7. Other,4IAJThC 80.0 55.6

a • Denominator was less than five .

Positive outcomes in the short term related to actors whose principal
source of arms was the United States reflect actions by policymekere to assure
the performance of behavior by American allies and clients. Of more interest,
though, is th. complete “success,” so to speak, of policymakere in dealing with

C’
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* 4 actors unable to obta in arms externally—Cuba in 1959 and 1960 , the Dominican )
Republic in 1961, and Egypt in l97~. Lacking the secure support of Moscow
or any other major p~~~r , these actors were isolated and perhaps more subject
to the influence of an American show of force.

Political Eesnonaiveneaa

Other actor characteristics considered as possible independent determin —
ants of the utility of the armed forc es as a political instrumen t were political
responsiveness, attitude t~~~rd the existing domestic and international order,
end trade with the United States • To some extent, of course , these variables
are associated with the roles of actors in the international system . They are
perhaps more basic , however, insofar as they are part of the fuel driving the
engine of the Snten~atLonal system. (5)

By political responsiveness, we mean the degree to which the leadership
of an actor state was responsive to domestic or constituent demands and

— opinion. Presumably, the leadership in an authoritarian (or totalitarian )
• system is not as responsive as the leadership In a state having a healthy

psr1i~~~ntary system .

One Interesting hypotheois is that positive outcomes ore more likely to
be obtained when the actor of concern is less politicall y respor ive ; auch a
regime is likely to have greater flexibility for action because it can alter )
course with less concern about its domestic standing . By contrast, it might
be argued that political leaders in more open systems cannot be as flexible
because of their need to be responsive to constituent views which change only
slowly. In this analysis actors were considered to have a relatively more
responsive political system if a multi—party system existed . In turn, a
multi—party system was considered to be one in which, generally speaking ,
two or more political parties existed, elections were held , the parties were
relatively free to organize and conçete in those elections , and the winners
were able to take office . ObviousLy, a certain nun~er of judgments had to
be made; and the reader will beware that, at the “margin,” these judgments
may be disputed . Table VIXI-lO present. relationships between outcomes
and political responsiveness.

- - - - - - - -
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Table Vill—lO

Outco mes and Actor Political Respon siveness

Percentage of Outcome s
— That Were Positive

Actor Resnciisivenesp8 
6 Months I Years

1. State In which Competitive 76 .5 66 .7
Party System Existed

2. State in which Competi ti ve Pa rty 75. 0 48.4
System Did Not Existb 

-

• 3 .  Comnuniet State or 66 ,7 37.5Party

ii . Civilian or Military 83 .3 50 .0
Group Within State

a. Table excludes insurgent groups and international organizations.

b. Non-C~~~uniat systems only.

As might be expected, positive outcomes were least frequent when the
actor was a Ccimnunist state (or Conmniniat party not in power). What is more
interesting, though, is the short term similarity and the long term difference
between cutcc~es for states in which a competitive party system did not exist .

On the basis of this data , it would be difficult to argue that it was
easier to influence actors in more closed non-Ccmmpmist states by using armed
forces than it was to Influence actors operating in more open systems . This
finding im~st be tempered , however , by the tact that rarely did the U S ,  attempt
to modify the behavior of open system actors : in no instance did policyinakera
attempt to compel an actor associated with a competitive party system, and
the U .S • concern was to Induce behavior only in two instances . Nor were armed
forces ever used to deter such an actor ’s behavior . Thus , vis—~—vis actors
with o~~~etitive party systems, U.S • armed forces were used either to
a.swe behavior , or force was used only as a laten t instrument . By contrast,
U S .  policymakers sought to deter, compel , or induce behavior in four out
of every ten instances when actors associated with non-competitive systems were

( “j
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of concern; thus helping to explain the relatively less frequent success rate .

However, if we consider only those ir~stanees when the concern was to
support an actor——i .e., to assure or induàe behavior——the frequency of
positive outcome s in the short term for actors associated with ncm—coinpetitive
systems was 67 percent ; that for actors associated with competitive systems
was 88 percent . Moreover, in the longer term, these figures were 29 and 75
percent , respectively . In short , when armed forces were used to support
actors , positive outcomes were more freq~~nt in the short term ~~~ more lasting
in the longer term when the target was a more open polity. Friendly actors
associated with non-competitive systems were ~~~~ easily influenced .

Finally, positive outcomes were most frequent when the actor of concern
• was a civilian or military group within a state , usually being supported by

the United States . Of note, “success” was relatively more frequent with ~‘eference
to civilian groups rather than military groups; although the denominations
here were small .

Actor Orientation

• By actor orientation, we mean an actor’s attitude toward political change
in the context of the incident. The United States almost always has used
its armed forces to support actors defending the status quo and to coerce
actors opposing the status quo. Table VILE—il presents data related to incidents
of an intra—state nature and incidents initially Involving two or more states
other than the United States——i .e., those incidents in which the United States

• was not involved directly.

The data suggest that positive outc omes resulted more frequ ently when
an actor (that was supported) favored the status quo than when an actor (that
was coerced) opposed the status quo. Positive outcomes were least likely• when an actor was strongly committed to change . Of note, policymakere sought

• to compel the latter in nearl y two—third s of the instances when force was
used directly and indirectly; but in only one—half of those instances when an
actor only “favored” a changed situation . Otherwise, force was used t0 deter
actors comnitted to or favoring political change.

- -
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Table VIII—ll )

Outcomes and Actor Commitment to Change in Intra -State

Incidents and Inter—State Incident s in Which

the United States Was Involved Directl y

Percen tage of Outcomes
That Were Positive

A~~or Cc~~nitment5 
~~Manths I Years

1. Strongly cczmnitted to 66.7 28.1changed situation -

2. Favors changed situation - 70.6 35.3
3. Favors status quo 100 ,0b 

750
b

I i .  Strongly coninitted to 75.8 50. 0status quo.

a. Excludes international organizations and incident s )in which the United States was - involved direct ly.

b . Denominator was less than five.

Trade, With the u nited States

It is often suggested that a state’s behavior is more amenable to the
inf luence of another state the more dependent it is on the latter as a supplier
and market • A measure of tra de dependency is an actor ’s trade with a particular
state as a percent age of its total tr ade . Table VII I—12 presents data on
outcomes and acto r trade depend ency on the United States , as measured by this

• indicator.
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Table VIII—12

Outcomes and Trade With the United States

Trad e with U.S . Percentage of Outcomes
As Percen t of That Were Positive
Actor ’s Tot 8l
World Trade 6 Months 1 Years

~~• 
~~0b 76.5 33.3

2. 0.1 - 1.9 60.0 140.0

3. 2.0 — 9.9 65.0 142.1

Ii . 10 ,0 — 19.9 75 .0 85.7

5. 20 .0 — 100 83.3 
- 

56.3

a. Includes only- actors which were governments of
nation states . Non—state actors simply do not “trade”
with the United States .
b. Trade figure s for several Communist states——e .g.,
North Korea and North Vietnam—were tir ava ilab].e for a
number of years . In genera l, the score of 0.0 was assigned
to these actors. Where there was doubt, an actor was not
scored at all.

Sources of statistics on trade relations: United Nations
Secretariat , Statistical Office , Yearbook of Inte rn at li nal
Trade Statistics ( annual); International Monetary Fund ,
Direction of Trade (annual).

Countries which did not trade with the United States at all included North
Korea, North Vietnam, Cuba since 19614, and China prior to 1971. Actors which
traded very heavily with the United States included , for example, the Dominican
Republic , South Vietnam , and South Korea • An anomalous case was that of
Cuba , which prior to redirecting its trade to the Soviet Union was extreme ly
dependent on its trade with the United $tates—e .g., of Cuba’s total trade in
1959 and 1960, 68.8 and 50.9 percent, respectively, was with the United States .
Interestingly enough, the outcomes related to Cuban behavior in the two incidents

- in which Havana was an actor in these two year s were both positive in the
short term (end also positive over tI’e 1cr~ er term).

It would appear that outcomes were most frequently positive in both the
short term end over the longer term the greater the actor was dependent upon

I
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the United States for its tr ade——with two types of exceptions. - The f irst
type of exception is the relatively high frequency of positive outcomes in
the short term related to -the behavior of actors with which the United States did
not trade at all , and which wore extremely hostile to the United States . Insofar
as armed forces were used to coerce behavior in all of these instances, it may
be argued with reference to these types of actors that armed forces were a

- - useful policy instrument in the short term . Over the longer term, however,
positive outcomes resulted least frequently when the behavior of this type
of actor was of concern.

The second type of exception Is the lower frequency of positive outcomes
over the longer term related to actors whose trade with the United States was
20 percent or more, as compared with actors whose trade with the United States
fell into the range of 10 to 19.9 percent . The negative outcomes in the former
instances were related to actors whom, for the most part, the United States
was supporting and whose behavior policymakers sou~ it to assure or induce
by using armed forces directly. One explanation is that the 85 .7 percent
figure for actors in the 10.0 — 19.9 percent range is spuriously high .
Another , however , is that the American coninitment to the actors in the higher
range was so great that the tail wagged the dog; or, viewed another way , these
actors , which were so dependent on the United State s, were also unable,
politically or otherwise, to perform the behavior desired by ftinerican policy—
makers .

Suzmr~rv

Chapter seven was noteworthy largely insofar as it cast doubt upon the
significance to outcomes of a group of variables related to American domestic
charact eristics and actions other than discrete uses of the armed forces. The
present chapter , focusing on characteristics of the other actors in the incidents
and on relations between these actors and the United States, is of interest
for -the oppoe’te reason: outcomes did appear related to a number of variables ,
at least in the short term , and these relationships do not appear spurious.

First , the frequency of positive outcomes was related to the degree of
Soviet involvement . As compared to outcomes in incidents in which the USSR
was not a participant , outcomes were positive less frequently when the Soviet
Union wee a participant, and were positive least frequu~tly when Moscow used
or threatened to use force . Moreover, the relati onship suggested in chapter
aix between the frequency of positive outcomes and the level of armed forces
used by policyta’~kers was found particularly stro ng for incidents in which the
t~SR was an actor, notwith standing the tendency by policymakere to use larger
armed forces in these incidents.

In pursuing its own objective s end supporting allies and clients, the
Soviet Union was a powerful adversary . Recognizing this, policyaakers used

— larger contingents of the armed f orces in inc idents in which Moscow was a

)
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C participant ; but thes e forces did not wholly compensate for the fact that the
U~~R was an antagonist. And when Moacow was heavily cczilTlitted, as indicated ,
by the use or threa t to use f orce, American objectives were unlikely to be
obtained even in the short term.

It was further obser:ted that the frequency of positive outcomes was closely
related to the level of cooperative behavior directed by the Soviet Union at
the United States. The greater the level of Soviet cooperative behavior directed
at the United States, the more freqte ntly outcome s were positive; this re lation-
ship being stronger with reference to incidents in which the Soviet Union was
an actor, and strongest in relation to incidents in which Moscow ‘wed or
threatened to use force. Hence, thie measure (as developed in the COffiAB
collection ) may be considered an especially good indicator of outc omes to
incidents in which Soviet involvement either occurs or is projected .

By contrast, the strategic weapons “balance” between the United States
and the USSR would appear to be of no value as an indicator of outcomes . No
support was found for the thesis that positive outcomes were more likely
when the U.S. advantage over the Soviet Union was greater, as measured by the
ratios of delivery vehicles and numbers of warheads.

Considering the above, it is not surprising that outcomes were more
positive in incidents in which QAS states, interna tional organizations , and
clients of NATO states were actors; the Soviet Union tend ing not to be an actor
in these incidents. Aside from types of actors which appeared only in a few

4 
cases , outcomes in the short term were least frequently positive when policy—
makers sought to influence in an incident insurgent groups (all but one were
Ccminunist supported) and other Soviet clients~ Also in this category, in the
longer term, were Ccrmiunist states besides the Soviet Union, and SEATO Protocol
states (the latter as a group of victims).

In general, it would appear that the Soviet Union was more tractable over
the longer term than its allies and clients. The latter were , perhaps, more
camnitted than Moscow. Postulating this, it is understand ible tha t in some
instances negative outecines resulted for actors which Moscow was supporting
~anerallv at the same t ime positive outcomes were obtained with reference to
Soviet behavior; which leads us to the relationship observed between outcomes
and an actor ’s outlook on the status quo and change.

Insofar as U 8. polioyme.ke!rs invariably supported actors favoring the
status quo, and generally sought to assure rather than to induce their behavior,

} it was not surprising that positive outcomes resulted more frequently in these
instances than when force ’wae used to coerce actors opposed to the status quo.
Outcomes were least frequent ly positive when an actor was strongly camnitted
to changing the status quo.

Positive outcomes were not more frequent when an actor ’ a political system
was one of a non—competitive nature . In fact , in the longer term , the convers e
was true; positive outcomes being most often associated with actors operating

H °  
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in the context of a competitive party system . Even if those actors which
policymakers sought to support are qxzunined alone , outcomes were still Jnore )
frequently positive the more dependent an actor was on trade with the United
States; exceptions being, in the short term, actors which had no trade at all
with the United States , and , in the longer term, actors extremely dependent
cm this trade.

Finally, it La interesting to note with reference to the general structure
of the 33 incidents that policymakers were highly successful in obtaining their
objectives when the United States was involved directly in a situa tin .
Perhaps other actors perceived the United States especially ccanitted in these
incidents. Outcomes were much less frequent ly positive when the situation
was of an inter—state nature and the United States was not involved directly;
success being obtained most often when policyinakers dealt with intra—state
situations. However, the latter group of incidents probably presented a
lesser degree of difficulty .

- 
Footnotes

1. See Edward E • Azar and Thomas J. Sloan, Dimensions of Interaction: _A
Source Book for the Study of Behavior of 11 Nations frcin~l9Ii8 Thrcu~h 197~(Univer sity of Pittsburgh , International Studies Association , Occasiona l
Paper No. 8 , 1975).

2. The significance of the last Is that the calculations used in thIs 
)examination include: United States intermediate range missiles that

were emplaced in Europe at one time (1959-63); a number of U .S . aircraft
on forward deployed aircraft carriers during the period when these
aircraft were included in strateg ic planning (1951-61); and forward
based intermediate range nuclear bombers such as the B-47 and B—58 .
The calculations exclude, however, Soviet intermediate range bombers and
fl(~.1s emplaced in the Soviet Union and East Europe .

3.  By the term “Soviet client ,” we mean an actor which is especially dependent
on the Soviet Union for diplomatic, economic, and (or) military support ,
and which is not included in one of the other mentioned categories .

• The exception was the support given by Cuba to insurgents in Panama
in 1959 . We did not categorize Cuba in 1959 as a Ccvmiuniet state.

5. As Am has argued , “the maintenance of the configuration is not the
primary or the supreme objective of the actors.” Raymond Aron, Peace
and War: A Theory of Internatiomal Relations ( Praegar, ) 967), p. lli6.

)
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L Chapte r Ix

CASE STUDLES :
mx i#.ciri~~ WAR OF l~62 AND It~O-PAKISTANI WAR OF 1971

By David K. Hall

The Laotian War in 1962 and the war between India and Pakistan in
1971 are two Asian crises in which both superpowers , and China were
intimately involved • In each of these crises , United States policymakers
deployed military forces in order to influence local actors, and perhaps
Moscow and Peking as well . Still , U .S. armed forces were deployed with
different degrees of skill in internationa l climates whofl y differen t
from each other. The local political situations at which the U.S. armed
forces were addressed also were very different . And so too were the
outcomes ~

It is interesting to consider these two cases alongside each other .
If things did work out differently in the two situations, it is worthwhile
examining why this was so. Insofar as the different outcomes may have been
related to the distinctive situational characteristics and to the different
ways in which instruments of Americ an foreign policy were orchestrated,
policyniakers faced with similar decisions in the fu ture might use these( experience s to better understand the circumstances in which a use of force
may be helpful and how to use force and other policy instruments effectively .

The Laotian War of. 1962

Geography determined tha t Laos would be a battlefield of the cold war.
At the close of the 19514 Geneva Conference, Laos was a - sparsely populated
land of mountains and jungle , a weak and vulnerable nation separa ting the
Coniminist end non -Conmiunist nations of Aela . On the north, it bordered
the newly Cosinuniat states of China and North Vietnam; on the sou th it
bordered Thailand, South Vietnam , and Cambodia . The 19514 Geneva accord s
required the Viet Mirth to withd raw to North Vietnam , and the Pathet Lao,
the Laotian Coninunist movement , to move back to the northern provinces of
the country pending its integration into a coalition government . All
nations except France were proccribed from establishing milita ry bases in
Laos. Externa l economic and milita ry aid , such as the U .S. programs begun
in 1950, were permitted to continue. An International Cc~&nission for
~~)erviaion and Control (ICC) in Laos was created to police the agreements
and report any violations to the permanent cochairmen of the Geneva Confer-
ence, the United Kingdom and the USSR . (1) 

-

When French colonial rule in Southeast Asia collapsed, defense against
• further Cou~~unist expansion in Asia fell to the United States . The U .S.

( - administration of Dwight Eisenhower believed that establishment of pro—
Western government, in both Laos and South Vietnam was vital not only to
the politics], security of Thailand , Cambodia , Malaya , and Indonesia , but 
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[ to the entire island chain of Japan, Formosa, and the Philippines. In

~~~~ 

• September 1954, the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SF~ATO) was created
to deter further Coninuniat expansion. Initial signatories included the
United States , the United K ingdom, France , Thailand , Aust ralia , New
Zea land , the Thilippinee, and Pakistan. A protocol attached to the mutual
security pact unilaterally extended its defensive provisions to Laos,
South Vietnam, and Cambodia . During the following year3, the Eisenhower
administration poured $300 million into Laos in the form of military and
economic assistance. State Department, CIA, and military officers in
Laos covertly supported Lao politicians who favored close ties with the
United States and neighboring Thailand , and opposed a coali t.icm governmen t
that included Pathet Lao representation . When , in 1958, Laotian Prime
Minister Souvanna Phouma integrated the Pathet Lao into his cabinet and
the parliament, to comply with the Geneva agreements, U.S. operatives
orchestrated Souvann~’s removal from power by staging a parliamentary
crisis . (2)

After Souvanna Ibouma was replaced by a pro—American regime and the
Pathet Lao was forced cut of the government, Laos drifted steadily toward
civil war . The United States threw its . support behind the Royal Lao Army
arid its young conmiander , General Photani Noeavan , a cousin of Thai Premier
Sarit Thanarat. The Pathet Lao retreated to the Laotian provinces bordering
North Vietnam and China, where they began systematic rally to organize the
mountain tribes . The civil war was precipitated by a neutralist coup
against the pro-American regime, which led to the reappointmen t of neutralist
Souvanna Thouma as prime minister in August 1960 . Thailand imposed a

P cri ppling blockad e of all f ood and fuel going to Laos through Thailand .
Then the United States refused assistance against the blockade , Souvanna
establ ished diplomatic relations with the USSR and opened negotiations
with the Pathet Lao. In November 1960, when General Thowni Nosavan ’s
troops in southern Laos massed for attack on the capital , Souvanna turned
to the USSR for an emergency airlift of food, oil, and arms . The assistance
caine too late . Souvanna Phouma and his neutralist military forces were
driven into northern Laos, where they quickly established a new seat of
government. The USSR and other Conmiunist states granted diplomatic re og—
nition end military support . In Vientiane, a second government headed by
Prime Minister Boun Oum and Deputy Prime Minister Phourni Nosavan received
diplomatic recognition and military assistance from the United States.(3)

Despite it~ temporary victory, the new regime headed by Boun Own and
Phoumi quickly demonstrated its milita ry ineffectiveness in the escalating
war. By the end of April 1961, the united forces of neutralist Kong—La
end the Pathet -Lao, with the assistance of North Vietnam and the USSR ,
had mounted a counteroffensive that threatened Vientiane and the royal
capita l of Luang Prabang. The new U S ,  administration of John Kennedy
was reluctant to intervene militarily to stem the tide . There was heavy
pressure from SEATO members Thailand and the Philippines to do so, but
the United Kingdom and France favored negotiation . Events in Cuba and
Berl in seemed more important ; U .S. conventional forces were unprepared; and

-J - 
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the Royal Lao Army seemed irresponsible . All of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff insisted on prior presidential assurances of rapid military escala-
tion, includ ing permission to use nuclear weapons , should North Vietnam
or China respond to U.S. force .(ti )

During Match and Apri l 1961 , President Kenne dy readied U.S • Marines
in Japan , Thailand , and the Gulf of Siam for possible introduc ti on into
Loas should a cease—fire not be reached • At the same time , the United
States decided to suppor t a neutralized Laos arid to participate in a new,
enlarged Geneva Conference to solve the Laos problem .

In Ma’~ 1961. resolution of the war entered a phase of protracted and
complex international negotiation . The Geneva Conference on Laos convened and
a shaky cease—fire was arranged. At Geneva on June 1~, Soviet Premier Nikita
Thrushchev and President K enned y agreed on the impor tance of establishing an
effective cease—fire in Laos and on the need for international agreements
to ensure Laotian neutrality . In October, at the Laotian village of Ban
Bin Heup, Souvanna Thounia , Boun Omi , and Souphanouvong (leader of the
Pathet Lao) agreed to create a coalition government with Souvanna Phouma

• U8 Prime Minister . In December, envoys from the fourteen nations represented
at Geneva, drafted an agreement guaranteeing the international neutrality

- of Laoe.(5) -

• Final resolution of the war awaited formation of a universally recog—
- . - nized Laotian governmen t tha t could initial the Geneva accords . Such a

gOvernment seemed impossible , because the exact assignment of ministries
within any coalition produced unresolvable differences of opinion among
the neutralists, rightists, and Coarnuniste . General Phoumi Nosavan
stubbornly insisted that the rightists be assigned the cabinet portfolios
of defense , which controlled the army, and interior, which controlled the
police and courts . Despite U .S. pressure on Phoumi to concede the defense
and interior ministries to the neutralists, the deadlock persisted . Lao-
tian Cczmnunist forces attempted to break the stalemate by att acking 5 ,000
of Thoumi ’s troops at the provincial capital of Nam Tha , in the northwestern
corner of Laos , in early May . Phouini’ s troops abandoned Nam Tha after a
brief battle on May 6, and tied acro ss the border into Thailand, some
eighty miles to the south . Feari ng a permanent breakdown in the year-long
cease—fire - and a loss of diplomatic bargaining power with the Cozmnunist
forces, Kennedy ordered the U.S • Seventh Fleet into the Gulf of Siam and
landed 5,000 U .8 • combat troops in neighboring Thaila nd . (6)

The rout of Phoumi’ a troops and the landing of American armed forces
in Thailand urged eventb in Laos quickly towan a political solution . On
June 11, the neutralists , Communi sts , and rightists agreed to an inter-
nationally neutral coalition government in which the prime minister,
defence ministers and interior minister were neutralist officials and the
Ccxmainists and ri ghtists held an equal number of ministries . On July 23,
1962, the foreign ministers of the fourteen nations at the Geneva Conference
initialed the “Declaration on the Neutralit) of Laos .” Between July and 

--
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November, the 5,000 U.S. combat forces sent to Thailand were gradually
withdrawn to their origina l, station s in the Philippines , Okinawa , Guam ,
and Hawaii . In Laos, complyinr~ with the Gcneyu accords, the United States
withdrew its 6~6 military advisers to the Royal Lao Army and the USSR
removed its 500 military , advisers to the Communist force s . Kennedy had
achieved his minimal objectives of qisengagement of American and Soviet
aoldiers in Loas, a face—caving neutraliza tion that did not threaten his
international or domestic standing , and tempora ry removal of any direct
military threat to the bordering state of Tha iland •(7) -

U.S. Behavior

The Nam Tha incident in May 1962 affecte4 directly the paramount U .S.
interest in Laos: the strategic relationship: between Laos arid its neighbor,
Thailand (8) U .S. officials had long felt Laos had little intrinsic value,
hut harmonious relations with Thailand, which was far more important because
of size and because it was the headquarters for S~ATO, depended on U .S.
willingness to prevent the growth of Communist influence in Laos . After
the Indochina War , Thailand ’s overriding security concern was Communist
expansion into the Mekong River valley of Lao.~ and the organization of
subversive activities among the Thai—Lao and Vietnamese living in the
northeastern region- of Thailand facing Laos . By May 1962 , the Kennedy
administration itself had become worried about the insurgency linkage be-
tween Laos and Thailand . 

- On May 5, one day before -the fall of Nam The ,
Max Frenkel of the Nei’ York Times reported : -

The administration tears that developing subversive activity in• Thailand may soon lead to open Communist: gueril la warfare the re
and further extend the trouble zones of Southeast Asia .

— Cctimiunists from North ~Vietnam and Laos are said to be helping
insurgents in the backward regions of northeastern Thailand
along the Laotian frontier . Officials are especiall y worried
about the area ’s fate if the precarious cease—tire in Laos
Is broken.

State and Defense Department officials conveyed their
concern to members of’ Congress at a special briefing two
weeks ago. . . . 

-

The secret briefing of about I ifteeñ members of Congress
was conducted . . • by W • Averell Harriman , Assistant Secretary
of State for Far E~atern Affairs and William P . Dundy , Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security . (9)

On May 1, a week after the secret Harriman-I3undy congressional briefing,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Securi ty Haydn Williams sent
a letter to Representative Edwin Dooley, warning that the~situation inThailand could become especially seil otis if efforts to o~tablIgh a neutral
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government in Laos failed “and if Laos goes Coninunist .“ “There would thenr be on the Thai borders in this most crucial northeast area a government
which would very possibly give support to the infiltration of guerillas .“(io)

Close relations between the United States and Thailand dated from
1950, when both nations became alarmed at Coniuiunist power in China and
Vietnam (12) In the summer of 1950, Thailand quickly dispat ched troops and
food to South Korea, and the U .S. responded with military, economic , and
technical assistance for Thailand . Government cooperation grew particularly
close after the an ti—Ccinmunist strorigman Sarit Thanarat staged a military
coup in 1957. During the late 195 Os, while the Eisenhower administration
was open3,y striving for a pro—American government in Laos , Sen t began
secretly tunneling soldiers , arms , equipment , and money into Laos to
prop up ‘the rightist , pro-American regime of his nephew, General Phoumi
Nosavan.(]l) By the time the Laotian civil war broke out in August 1960,
the Thai government felt fully confident that its U .S. ally, acting either
unilaterally or collectively through SEA,TO, would prevent any let tward
drift in Laos, Thailand ’s buffer between China and North Vietnam.(l3)
However, the Thai government was profoundly shaken when, in the spring of
1961, SZATO deadlocked on eo4llective action against the successful Pathet
Lao—neutralist counterof fengive and the Kennedy administration refused
to intervene militarily. Thai. suspicions deepened during 1961-62, when
the United States accepted Souvarina Phouma as the next head of government ,
and then tried to coerce Phoumi to drop his demand for control of the
defense and interior ministries in a coalition government. Bangkok opened
talks with the USSR on trade and cultural exchanges , and the dipl omatic
world speculated that Thailand might move toward neutralism and withdraw
from SE~TO.

The Kennedy administration hurried to reverse the erosion in relations
with Thailand by Initiating a series of high—level visits by Vice President
Lyndon Johnson, Genera l Maxwell Tayler , and Attorney General Robert Kennedy.
Their efforts brought Thai Foreign Minister Thanat Khcinan to Washington
for a round of consultations in March 1962. The joint coITImmiqu~ issued
by Thanat and Secretary of State Dean Ruak formally pledged in the United
States, without prior consent of other SEATO members, to meet militarily
any Casmmiat attack on Thailand . Two weeks later , Assistant Secretary
of State W. Averell Harriman flew to Bangkok to reassure Sarit that the
United States exchange for Thai support for Souvanna Phouma ’ a coalition
government, would prevent the Cceinuniats from seizing control of Laos .
By April 1962, the U.S . diplomatic offensive had reversed much of the damage
done in 1961. Then , suddenly, the credibility of these promises seemed
at etake when the ceaee~fi re at Nam The unexpectedly collapsed in MRy 1962 .

The Kennedy administration recognized the high cost of failing to respond
to the breakd own of the Laotian cease—fi re . On the other hand , by May
1962, there was a common recognition by the President , his top civilian
advisers , and the Joint Chiefs of Staff that Laos was a docidely undesirable
location for direct military intervention. The mountainous jungle terrain,

(
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the tropical climate , and the almost complete absence of cciiununication and
supply lines made Laos a military nightmare for U .S. conventional I orcea.(il~)r The risk of provoking a Korean-type counterlntervention by eithe r the
Chine se or the North Vietnamese army was considered substantial .(15) The
Kerraedy administration had been unable to obtain firm pledges of military
support in Lace from either the United Kingd om or France, the othe r maj or
powers in SEAT0,(16) and the complete lack of fighting spiri t in the
50,000-man Royal Lao Array made it ~ certainty that any war would be completely
shouldered by the United States and it. Asian allies (17)

The possibility that Tha iland might take unilateral military action
in Laos added to U .S. concern . By spring 1962, U.S. Intelligence hod
confirmed the presence of 10,000 North Vietnames e soldiers and a sizable
contingent of Chinese milita ry advisers in northern Laos . Any Thai military
movement across the border risked confr ontation with North Vietnam or China
and the end to U .S. hope for a peaceful retreat from Laos . The Kenn edy
administration had ample evidence that Thailand might take unilatera l
action if the Ccsiinuniats sought to exploit their military position . In
April 1961, when the Pathet Lao pushed to within ten miles of Thakhek on the
Laotian side of the Mekong River , Sen t publicly announced that Thai troops
would go into action if the town were attacked. On Februa ry 13, 1962 , when
the )~ y’ 1961 cease—fire momentarily broke dawn around Nani The , Sanit ‘s
order was given without prior consultation with the United States or SEATO . (18)

Mingled with Kennedy’s international concerns was a natural presidential
warine ss of the domestic political implication s of the Laos problem .
Ccl7gi’eseioual leade rs of both parties had made known their opposition to )
direct U.S. combat involvement as early a~ April 1961, but a number of
conservative congressmen were opposed to a negotiated settlemen t with the
Pathet Lao. When Phoumi and Boun Own refused to agree to a coalition
government, except on terns unacceptable to the neutralists and Cceununists,
the Kennedy administration suspended in February 1962 the $3 million monthly
assistance check that met the Lao Army ’ a payroll . In response , the official
organ of the Repbulican Nati onal Committee criticized Kennedy for “forc ing”
the legitimate Government of lace into a perilous coalition with the Reds .”( 19)
When Nsni The ten on May 6, several conservative Republicans took the floor
in the Senate and House of Representatives to attack the administration for
failing to support the rightist. and resorting to economic coercion agains t
the United States ’ own clients. (~~ May 10, while the National Security
Co~mcil was weighing the Americ an response, former Pres ident Eisenhower
publicly expressed his ~oubte about the planned coalition government ,
observing that this was “the way we lost China .“(20) Kennedy and his ad-
visers were abundantly aware by May that a total victo ry by the Pathet Lao
would bring Republican charges of somewhat uncertain political effect that
another Democratic admini stration had materially contributed to the loss
of an Asian ally to Cc*mnuniam.

In addition to Kennedy’s concerns, the bureaucratic persp ective of
the State Department represented by Assistant Secretaries Averell Harriman
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and Roger Hilsman was particu larly influential on U .S. decisionniaking .
L Since the Laotian cease—fire of May 3, 1961, much of the day-to-dayr responsibility for manag ing the problem had fallen to these two senior

officials . A major question raised by the fall of Nan The was whether
it constituted an isolated incident or whether it was the first step in
a general Couinunist offensive . Three days before the battle , the Pathet
Lao and their Vietnamese supjorters had also captured the last airfield
in northern Laos , and acm e intelligence reports suggested Coninunist
troop movements south toward the Thai border. Whether a large—scale
campaign was beginning was difficult to d~ tenmine , but Harriman and
Hilaman argued that it made little difference. The complete rout of Phoumi’s
5,000—man garrison would tempt the Coninunists to go farther now, whether
or not that was their original intent . The U.S . strategy of deterrence
in Laos had depended on the quite modest , but still important strength of
the Lao Army, even though this dependence had considerably complicated
simultaneous attempts to pressure Phoumi into a coalition government.
This presumed str ength had now been thoroughly discredited , end deterrence
depended completely on externa l military forces .

Harriman arid Hilsman warned Kennedy. that the Pathet Lao and their
allies had little incentive to resume political negotiations unless they
genuinely feared American intervention . A credible signal of U .S. deter—
miriation to resist further Ccainuniat military nibbling would now require
moving American troops into Thailand , not ju st repeating the naval shows
of force in the Gulf of Siam ordered by Eisenhower in January 1961 and by
Kennedy again In May 1961.(21) Enough action had to be taken to make( 3 the threat convincing, but under no circumstances—even in the face of
additional cease—fire violations——should U.S . military action call into
question continued U S ,  willingness to press for a negotiated neutr aliza-
tion of Laos .(22 )

The breakdown in the Laotian cease—fire found the U .S. government
generally unified behind Kennedy’ a operational objectives of reestablish-
ing the May 1961, cease—fire and moving the three Laotian political
factione back to the negotiating tab1e~.(23 ) After Phoumi ’s forces were
routed at Nam The, even the Joint Chiefs were willing to concede ~he
wisdom of a negotiated settlement rather than an attempt to retake lost
territory with the discredited Lao Army.(2~) The fall of Nam The
reactivated the articulati on of these frequentl y enunciated U.S. objectives
in several channels . C i-~ication wee particularly intense with the USSR,
the Ccmmunist nation perceived as moat sympathetic to U S .  objectives in
Laos and the nation most capable of exerting leverage over the Pathet
Lao and North Vietnamese’ because of its role as the principal supplier
of material to both the Coninun ist and the neutralist forces . The U .S.
Ambassador to the USSR, Llewel].yn Thompson met with Soviet Foreign Min-
ister Andrei Gromyko on May 8 and with Soviet Premier Khrushchev on May 13
to convey directly U.S • concern at the breakdown of the cease—fire and
desire that the USSR dissuade the Comnuniat forces from further military
action.(25) Similar American views were pressed in Washington on May 9 and
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May 15 in direct talks between Harriman , Secretary of State Rusk , and
Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin.(26) At a presidential press conference
on May 9, Kennedy stated that the United States and the USSR were hopeful
that they could “bring about a restoration - of the cease—fire (sic) .“(27)

On May 12, with heavy pressure from Harriman and Hilsman and with the
concurrence of Defense Secretary Robert McNamara and Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chairman Lyman Lemnitzer, who had just returned from an inspection tour of
Southeast Asia, Kennedy privately authorized the movement of 1~ ,000 U.S.
servicemen to Thailand from their normal stations in the Philippines ,
Okinawa, Guam, and Hawaii . Included in the President’s authorization were
1,800 Marines of the Third Marine Division in Okinawa; 1,200 infantry soldiers
fran the First Battle Group, Twenty-seventh Infantry based in Hawaii , and
1,000 airmen from tactical fighter groups based in the Philippines, Guam,
and Okinawa . (28) On the same day , the State Departmen t announced that a
U £ • aircraft carrier task force and a marine battle group of 1,800 men
would be moving in the direction of Indochina .(29) On May it l., without
public announcement , a U.S . Army battle group of 1,000 infantrymen , already
in Thailand on temporary dut y for a SEATO aixkrnrne exercise (“Air Cobra,”
staged in eary May), was moved into northeastern Thailand , some thirty
miles fran the Laotian border . (30)

On the afternoon of May 15, a presidential message announced that 11,000
American marines, infantrymen , and airmen would be landing in Thailand in
the coming days, and would “remain there until further orders .“(3 1) At
the Pentagon, MeNainara revealed the creation of a new United States Military
Assistance Ccimnand, Thailand , to be headed by General Paul D . Harkins , al-
ready chief of U .5. Military Assistance Coninand, South Vietnam . (32) On
Okinawa , an additional 5,000 American troops were alerted for possible
embarkation for Thailand . (33) U .S. fighters, tankers , and cargo planes
were transferred from Hawaii to the Philippines where they would be in a
better position to support U .S. troops destined for Thahland.(3 11.)

During the seek following Kennedy’s May 15 declaration , U.S. combat
troops arrived in Thailand and were deployed along a defensive perimeter
in northeastern Thailand facing the Mekong River border with Laos . Eighteen
hundred marines from the Third Marine Expeditionary Brigade, including
their helicopters and jet fighters, were stati oned at Udon , only forty
miles south of the Laotian administrative capital of Vientiane . Upon
arrival , U £. troops began combined military exer~1ses with Thai forces
to acclimate American personnel to the terrain and weather of Thailand.(35)
By the first week of July, when U.S. combat strength peaked , sane 5,000
American reinforcements had arrived in Thailand—-a thousand more than
originally contemplated by Kennedy.(36) Combined with the 1,000-man
U .3 e Army battle group, 700 U S. krmy Engineers, and 300 members of the
U .3. Military Aasistance Advisory Group already in Thailand at the time- of
the fall of Nam The , total U.S . niuiitar~r stre ngth in Thailand crested at
7,000 during the first days of July.(37)
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US. military actions in May 1962, were designed to deter fur ther
warfare , or advocacy of warfare, by parties involved in the Laotian con—
frontat ion • Above all , this show of U .8. armed strength was intended to
deter military advances by Pathe t Lao and North Vietnamese troops and to
discourage Chinese advocacy of such adv ances • But the Kennedy administra—
tic~n also saw U .S. troop landings in Thailand as a means of strengthening
the hand of Moscow , which had been quietly working with Washington since
April 1961, to find a peaceful resolution to the East—West confrontation.
Collapse of the cease-fire at Ham The was tak en by the Kennedy administra-
tion as a dangerou s sign that Moscow’s influence over the more aggre ssive
Pathet Lao , Vietname se, and Chinese had declined .(38) To a lesser degree ,
U .8. troop movements were intended to preempt any untoward and complicat-
ing military initiative by Thailand’s Marshall Sar it.(39)

Public statements by U.S . officials , however , only hinted at the
possible use of U .S. armed forces in Laos . Administration fears of pro-
voking Casmmist escalation , of inadvertently deepen ing the limited U.S .
comnitment to Laos, or of giving the recalcitrant Laotian rightists
renewed hope of support all militated aga inst explicit warnings . One of
the sternest U.S • stat ements of the crisis , the State Department announce-
ment on May 12 that U .3 . troops would be moving toward Indochina , bad
described the acti on as not Just another “show of force ,” but as an effort
to positi on troops for direct military action if Cc~nmunist advances con-
tinued in Laos . (~iO) But Kennedy’ a presidentia l message Justifying the land-
ing of U.S. for ces in Thailand described the action as a “defensive act , ”
designed “to help insure the territorial integrity” of Thailand • No men-
tion was made of Lace . Only Kennedy’s remark that forces “would remain
there until further orders” hinted at their possible use in Laos .(lil)

The restricted nature of the U .8. mission was underscored in Saigon on
May lT when General Rarkins, Cczmnand er of the new United States Military
Assistance Ccmnand , Thailand , told the press that U.S . troops entering
Thailand were under strict orders not to enter Laos , and could not react
militarily unl ess Thailand were invaded .(I i2) The next day in Bangkok,
Harkins vent fa rther , noting that “the troops do not have the right to fire
on suspected infiltrators ( into Thailand ) as of now .”(~i3) Such caution
proved a minor embarrassment to Kennedy, when he was asked in a presidentia l
press conference on May 23 to cosinent on reports that U.S. troops in Thai-
land were not carrying wimunition . The following day, the U .8. military
coninand in Bangkok announced that live animmition had been ~aaued to U .S.
troopa.(4l~)

The post-Ham Tim military lull was broken in late May by minor fighting
in northern and southern Laos . Secreta ry of State Ruak warned of “very
serious problems,” and the American press reported intensive adm inistration
discussion of military cont ingency plane for Laos, including the occupation
of southern Laos by U.S • forces in Thailand • Such rt ~ ore ceased only when
a successful Laotian government was formed in J une.

(
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• While the intrcxluction of U.S . troops in Thailand was designed to forc e
a new cease—fire , the Kennedy administration simultaneously increased its
political and econanic pressure on its balking Laotian clients . Throughout
the spring , the U .5. government had been pressing the rightists to drop
their demand for control of the defens e and interior ministries in a coal-
ition government . Washington had sua rended its monthly $3 million payroll
assistance , and had also hinted that it might terminate deliverie s of
military equipnent to Laoe.(145) On March 2~& , at a personal meeting in
Thailand with General Phoumi, Assistant Secretary Ha rr iman was brutally
frank . American troops would not come to Laos and die for him, Harriman
told }boiini • The only alternative to a neutral Laos was a Ccnnunist one.
Phou mi would be responsible for the destruc t ion of his count ry . Talking
to reporters afterward , Harriman implied that military aid would soon be
stopped if there were no agre~ nent on a coalition govern ment.(46)

When the Nan Tha garrison collapsed on May 6, the Kennedy adxniniatra—
tictt was furious with Phoumi • The recalcitrance of the Boun Othn-Phoumi
regime had led the Ca~ unists to break the cease-fire and endangered Wash-
ington ’ a neutralization plans , and furthermore, American military experts
bad been urging Phoumi f  or weeks to withdraw his 5,000 troops fran the
highly vulnerable Nam Tha garrison deep in northern Laos . Sane U.S.
officials suspected that Tho~xni bad intentionally provoked the Camnuniats
in order to coerce the Kennedy administration to resume its support for
his regime.

On May 12, after the fall of Ham The, the New York Times reported that
Photini end Boun Own “were being told that their careers were in peril
unless they agreed to meet the neutralist terms for a coaliti cn.(147) In
a confidential message to the Vientiane government fran its Laotian Embassy
in Washington, Harriman was reported as saying,

the Ham Tha events have canpletei.y destroyed the U.S. government’s
confidence in the personality of General Thoumi . The United States
cannot extend to him its aid , neither militarily nor financially,
or otherwise . The United States cannot support a government in
which General Fnou mi is the most important personality . General
Phoumi ought better to attend to his army , rendering in this way
better service to hia country than as a political leader.Qe8)

The U.S • goverrment rejected requests by the rightists for replacement
of the more than $1 million in American arms , amnunition, and equipnent
lost or destroyed during the Nan The battle .(~9) In a series of state
visits to Thailand , South Vietnam, South Korea , Japan, Taiwan, Malaya,
and the Philippines innoediately before and after the military defeat ,
Washington active ly discouraged other Asian allies fran extend~.ng the
politica l or econani c support sought by iboumi and Boun Oua.(50) By
landing American troops in Thailand , the Konnedy adm inistration signaled
that Vientian e should not see the action as a direct ehaw of U.S . support .

)
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On May 18, Harriman told the Laotian ambassador in Washington that the
United States did not foresee a need to dispatch U.S. troops to Laos,
“as Chinese troops would never be so foolish as to invade Laos.”

General Thanni cannot cause the outbreak of a world war . By his
irresp onsible deeds he will only destr oy his own country. It is
not he who dictates the policy of the United States.(5l)

The U.S • ambassador in Vientiane stressed to the Laot ian government that
U .S. troops bad arrived only to defend Thailand , and had no intention of
intervening in Laos.(52)

Target Behavior

The behavior of the USSR was crucial to the Kennedy administration ’s
hopes for reestablishing the cease-fire line and complet ing the Laotian
coalition . By May 1962, the United States and the USSR had a well estab-
lished history of cooperation on Laos • Tn April 1961, following milita ry
threats by the United States, the USSR had actively assisted in bringing
about the cease-fire demanded by Kennedy as a prerequisite to U.S . partici-
pation in a rec onvened Geneva Conference on Laos • At the Vienna suienit
talks between Khru shchev and Kennedy in June 1961, the two leaders had
agreed that Laos was not worth a direct superp ower confrontation . In the
words of their joint casmmiqu6 on June k , they pledged

their support of a neutral and independent La os under a government
chosen by the Laotians themselves, end of internationa l agreements
for insuring that neutrality and independence, and in this connecti on
they have recognized the importance of an effective cea.e—fir e.(53)

By September 1961, the United States, the USSR, and the United Kingdom had
privately reached the confidential “Pushkin Agreement”—named after Georgi
Puahkin, Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister end chief Soviet delegate to the
Geneva Cc’~ference—whjch called for the USSR and the United Kingdom , as
cochairmen of the Geneva Conference to ensure the compliance of member s of
their political bloc with any negotiated agreements on Laos .(5Z~)

The USSR’s cooperation with the United States reflected its own
limited interests in Laos . Soviet intervention in the civil war , in Dec-
ember 1960, had been motivated by its growing competition with China for
the favor of North Vietnam. The Soviet campaign for influence in North

had begun in August 1960, with the extension of large credits
for industria l expansion . In the winter of 1960, the USSR could not remain
aloof from the Laotian civil war for fear of strengthening the pro-Chinese
faction in Henoi.(55) But the Esim.dy administration’s offer of neutr ali—
setion wa. satisfactory for Soviet interests . While willing to assist an
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inexpensive war of national liberation in Southeast Asia, Khrushchev had )
r no desire to rema in militarily involved in a civil war that threatened to

escalate into a Korean —style local war and that had little relevance to
basic Soviet interests , Soviet assistance in the neutral ization of L~oe
gave evidence of Soviet support for North Vietnam ’s interests , and allowed
the USSR to argue privately in both Han oi and Peking that , with patience ,
Laos would , in Khrushchev ’s graphic phrase, “fall into our laps lik e a
rip e r*pple .”(56)

then negotiations to finalize the Laotia n coalition government
atal~~~ted in early 1962, however, the USSR attempted to wash its halide of
the thorny problem. In letters to the Casnunist parties of North Vietnam
and Chini in mid-March, Moscow stated that the USSR was satisfied with
the de facto division of power within Lace, but felt that the Vietname se,
Chinese, and Laotian Ccsezuniats were in a better position to judge what
practical steps should be taken next • When the Soviet ambassador in Laos
bec~~~ aware of the C~~~miat forces’ plans for a military attack on Nez
The, he adopted the view that a military loss by Thoumi might drive the
Laotian rightists beck to the bargaining table . (57) The May breakdown in
the cease—fire found the USSR still in agreement with the United States
II the objectives of preventing military escalation and completing the

coalition government, but the question now existed whether the USSR had
leverage on the course of events .

In high level talks tn Washington and Moscow on May 8 and 9, the
U.S . gove~ aent reiterated to the USSR its determination to reestablish
the cease—tire end complete the coalition government .(58) ~~i May 12, the
State Department announced major U.S. troop movements toward Indochina ,
and by May 13 the American press was speculating that some troop s would be
landed in Thaiiand.(59) A clear—cut Soviet response to American coanunioa-
tiome came on May 15. In a private meeting with Secretary of State Rusk
requested by the USSR, Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin relayed to Rusk Premier
Khrushchev’s continued desire to create a coalition government in Laos in
the spirit of the Khruaholiev-Kenaedy Vierwia ccmuniqué. Because of Thoumi ’ s
part in causing the breach , however, the USSR f.lt that the United States
had particular rssponeibilit7 for reinforcing the cease—f ire . (60) After
his meeting with Ruek, Dobrynin told the American press that it was nec-
essary to put into effect the agreement that was reached at Visim. in June
1961 betwaen 1~irushchev and Kennedy.(61)

Official Soviet reaction to the actual American landings in Thailand
was moderate end beletet. (ki May 17, Fore ign Minister Andrei Gro~i~ko
called the military action “very bad,” and claimed that it “jus t compli-
cated the situation .“(Ee) The next day, while on a goodwill tour of Bul-
garia , Khrushchev soamod determined to dra matize the potential dangers of
Ike situation for his Chinese, Vietna mese, and Laotian comrades • He firmly
predicted that U.S • forces would b.ccms involved in a shooting war:
“Thai arrived with their weapons . They did not come to play golf. They
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~ will shoot , and those they nhoot sill shoot back.” He made no suggestion,

however, that U.S. military moves posed a threat to successful completion
of negotiations on Laos • He consoled his fellow Comnuniots, however,
with the additional prediction that “the Americana may fight fif teen
years if they want to, but it will, not help.” The masses in Southeast
Asia , he assured , were certain to win over the capitalists in the end .(63 )

Khrushchev ’s signal to his Ccamunist allies was reiterated by Pravda
on May 20. Implying that U .S. actions were not the purely “defensive
act” painted by American officials , this official newspaper of the
Camnunist party of the USSR comd~ nned the United State s fOr “prep aring
for intervention in Laos ,” which “would certainly widen the military
conflict and enhance the danger of war not only on the borders of Laos
but also in the whole of Southeast Asia. . • • In that case the military inter-
vention of the United States in Løos also would turn into a collective
intervention and would inevitably prov oke a counteraction by the other
side .“(6Ji ) Pr avda concluded that failure to resolve the Laos problem was
the worst possible outcome for all parties . During a national radio and
televiaion speech from Moecow cn May 25, in what was to be the last major
Soviet ccminent on Laos before the incident was resolved , Khrushchev stated
that while the landing of U.S. troo ps in Thailand “seriou sly hinders a
settlement of the Laotian problem,” “the Soviet Government has been doing
everything in its power to put an end to the war in Laos . . • • The Soviet
Government firmly adheres to the poeition that it is essential to promote
the formation in Laos of a coalition government headed by Souvanria Phouma .”(65 )
Despite Khrushchev’s criticism of Kennedy ’s action , US • officials were
convinced that the USSR privately was not displeased by the support this .
lent Soviet warnings to Hanoi and PDking . (66) The moderation of IChrush—
chev’s statements and the gener ally opt imistic tone of the Soviet press
on Lace seems to support the accuracy of Washington’s analysis .

The USSR’ a response to U £ • pressure was reasonable . The costs to it
of temporarily restraining pro-Communist advances and working toward a
coalition governsent , as the United States insi sted, were quite negligible
when compared to the potential costs and risk s associated with a continued
military campaign by the Ca~muriist forces . Laotian neutralization would ,
in fac t , constitute a significant victory for Soviet foreign policy—
the elimination of a former US ,—client regime , its replacement by the
Soviet-sponsored Souvanna Phouma regime , and , in general, a vivid demon-
a tration of Khrushchev’s claim that peaceful coexistence could achieve
socialist victor ies while avoid ing major war e with the United States . An
apparent international victory at small cost would welcome compensation
for recent failure at Berlin. While the Vietnamese and Chinese might
question the failure to exploit fully the military balance of power within
Lace, the chance for pol itical success was clearly high if American influ-
ence was withd rswn . In contrast , the risks associated with continued fighting
were considerable. The possibility that Kennedy was not bluffing could
not be ignored, and it was uncertain that the United States could constrain
the Thai government . Any escalation would be difficult for the USSR to
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avoid , with its 500 advisers in the country lending airlift, logistics ,
and advisory service to the Pathet Lao.(67)

The United States held both local and strategic super iority vie-~-vis
the USSR . Involvement in a war in Southeast Asia iould divert resources
train more important issues . The Pathet Lao might be even less amenable
to Soviet influence and more susceptibl e to Chinese influence than a
neutralist coalition under Souvanna . In general , from the Soviet perspec-
tive , the risk of major costs to physical and economic well—being resulting
from renewed fighting in Laos outweighed the minimally greater security and
inf luence associated with complete Ccianuniet victory, as opposed to a neu-
tralist coalition govez’Xkueflt .

A more hostile but weaker target of U .S. milita ry signaling was the
People’ s Republic of China (PRO ) .  Unlike the Soviet Union, which chose
to aid the Communist forces in Laos largely out of deference to Hanoi ’s
desires , the ffiC had a direct and major security interest in the removal
of pro-Western influence fran its bord er and the establishment there of a
neutral , or preferably pro-Chinese , buffer state . To this end , sInce 1958,
China had supported both the Laotian govern ment of Souvanna Phouma and ,
in a minor fashi on, the military activities of the Pathet Lao. (68) But
in 1962, China had neither the econcinic, political , nor military power to
impose its desire in Laos . Economically, China faced severe nat ional pro-
blems result ing train the aftereffects of the unsuccessful “great leap
forward” program , the withdrawal of Soviet economic and technical assis tance ,
and a recent series of poor grain har vesta.(69)

China ’s political relations with the USSR were strained. The USSR had
far greater leverage in North Vietnam and Laos because of its role as principal
source of supplies. Militarily, the United States appeared increasingly potent
and dangerous because of Kennedy ’s emphasis on conventional and guerilla warfare.
And China remained completely dependent on the strategic protection of the USSR,
even as the reliability of that protection was increasingly in doubt.

Lao. was not the PRO ’s dominant security concern at the time. Through-
out the spring, the Chinese nationalists threatened to take military advan-
tage of the ec~~~~~c dislocation evident on the mainland; the PRO responded
by intermittent shelling of Quemoy and Matsu and massing troop. opposite
the offshore islands in mid4une . An equally serious problem was the
increasi ng nuther of troop end plane incidents in April and May on the
India-China border and the series of formal prote sts exchanged between
th. two count ri es.(70) These conditiona and concern s made China willing
in the spring of 1962 to give politica l and advisory support to a Pathet
Lao-North Vietnamese tactic al blow against Phaizai ’s troops at Nam The , but
unwilling to be directly involved or to lend support to larger military
plans . China ’s Imeediate inte rests were adeqnmte ly served by the basic
objectives of neutral izing Lso in international affairs and pressing
Phousi into a neutr alist—led coalition govsrnment .(~1)j
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~ Although not as intimately involved as the USSR in the international
diplomacy over Laos, the PRC had still abundant opportunity by May 1962 to
become thoroughly familiar with the Kennedy admir~istration ’s attitudes,
both as a member of the fourteen-nation Geneva Conference and through the
more private United Statea—PRC Ambassadorial Talks in Warsaw . At Geneva ,
American and Chinese differences on the implementation of Laotian neutrality
had been meticulou sly mediated and compr omised by May 1962, through the
efforts of the British and Soviet representatives. At Warsaw, the United
States and the PRC had signaled , as early as June 1961, their mutua l desire

• to settle the Laotian issue through interna tional gua ran tees of Laotian
neutrality.(72) Because of this pri or coninunication , Chines e reaction to
the landing of U S. combat troops in Thailand was surprisingly temperate
by the day ’s standards . No formal protest or statement on the matter was
made by the Chinese Foreign Miniatry.(73) Government reaction was spelled
out in greatest detail in a front page editorial in the officia l Peking
Daily on May 19. Acknowledging Kennedy’s objective s of “an effective
cease—fire and prompt negotiations for a gov-errnnent of national union,”
the editorial correctly noted tha t the possibility of U.S . intervention
in Laos turned on the future of the Laotian Rightists: having entered
Thailand “to shore up the Phouni-Boun Oum group by deplôying military
forces in the Mekong area ” and “failing to do so, it would carry out
direct armed intervention and extend the Laotian war .” (The Chinese
interpreted another mc~~ve for U .S. landin gs as being in line with their
view of U.S . capitalist imperialiam—— ”armed occupation of Thailand .”)
But the editorial clearly signaled Paking’s willingness to permit internal
resolution of the Laotian civil war and reluctance to become involved
militarily except as a response to US . military intervention in Lace.

We have always maintained that Laotian affa irs must be øettled
by the Laotians themselves , that the affairs of the Southeast
Asian countries must be settled by the people of these countries

• them selves , and that no foreign country ahould interfere . The
Chinese neople firmly oppose U .3. imperialist armed intervention
in Lsos, ana ~~~nlutely cannot tolerate the establis hment by U.S .
imperialism in areas close to China of any new milita ry bridge-
heads directed against this country.(iIi )

Meanwhile, in (Ien va, China demanded Imnediate and complete withdrawal
of U .S. forces from the Thai-Lao border , but made no threat s to boycott
the sessions of refuse to sign any agreements reached at thea.(75)

Acquiescing to U.S. operati onal objectives was , in fact , far easi~r
for China then it was for the USSR . China’s potential gains fran Laotitn
neutralization were considerable , while the likely coeta of milita ry
escalation were ominous . Neutrali zation requiring the withdrawal of foreign
military personnel and the term ination of all extern al military relation-
ships promised to remove Laos fran the protective orbit of SZ&TO end thus
weaken this la~~-rea ented anti-Ch1n~~. allian ce . Further , neutralization
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would probably increase the influence in Laos of the HL C vis—~—vis the )
USSR . Neutralization would require withdrawa l of Soviet military per—
sorinel and thue one of the majo r sources of Soviet influence over the
Pathet Lao and the neutralists . Because of Laos ’ proximity to China , the
mc had the advantage in any peaceful competition to develop influence
through economic and cultura l ties . In a joint statement signed with
Chi nese Premier Chou En-lai in April 1961, Souvanna had agreed to es ta bli6h
diplomatic , economic, and cul tura l relati ons with Peking . In January 1962 ,
China had established a legal basis for ongoing involvemen t in Laos by
agreei ng with Souvanna on Chinese construc tion of a major road running
from Mengala , China , to Thong Saly , in northern Laos .(76)

The coeta of major fighting in Laos, on the other hand , were poten-
tially heavy for the fl~C • China would find it extremely difficul t to
stand aloof from any major war on its southern border , and yet the Soviet
move toward disengagemen t from Laos indicated that the USSR would be quite
reluc tant to lend major assistance there . In March 1962, when Chinese
officials in Lace asked the Soviet ambassad or for increased supplie s for
the Pa thet Lao , the Soviet response was evasive .(77) Nor would China
rind it easy to conduct milita ry operations in Laos . Only 25,000 Chinese
troops were customarily stationed near Lace , and interventi on in force
would crea te formidable 1ogisti’~a1 problems because of the rugged terrain
of both China ’s bordering Tunnan Province and northwestern Laos .(78)
These factors had all contributed to China ’s careful avoidance of direct
milita ry involvement in Laos , even when Souvanna Thouma had personally
requested the assistance of Chinese pilots in 1962.(79)

Thus , in ter ms of Chinese physical and economic well—being , as well
as China’s long—te rm influence over events in Laos , support for interna-
tiona l neutralization was prefer able to all other avenues open to the ffiC
in May 1962.

The third target of U .S. military actions in May 1962 was the Demo-
cratic Republic of Vietnam (11W). While American officials estimated that
DRV so1c~5 era constituted on].y 9,000 to 10,000 of the combined Cceanuniat
and neutralist force of 35,004 these North Vietnamese soldiers were con-
sidered to be by far the best enemy t roops . Washington felt it highly
unlikely that any major fighting could continue in Laos without the active
encouragement and support of Hanoi • North Vietnam bad , in fact , founded
the Pathet Lao organization, trained , armed , and developed it , and pro-
vided troops to assist its military opdrations . Souphenouvong, leader
of the Pathet Lao , was married to a Vietnamese Casnunist party official ,
and had spent ich of his life in Vietnam.(80) Field reports from Laos
suggested ‘tha t the attacks at and around Nan The in May 1962, had been
led by North Vietnamese soldiers . (81)

The DR’l’s overriding interests in Laos were maintenance of a non-
bsJ]igsrant goveriiment on its western border and continued, unhindered
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ability to utilize the Ho Chi Mirth infiltration trails into South Vietnam,
which ran through the jungles of eastern Laos and constituted the principa l
supply route to the Ccminunist insurgents in the South. The eruption of
the Laotian civil war in December 1960 had allowed Nort h Vietnam to make
major advances toward both of these goals . During the December 1960-May
1961 fight ing before the cease—fire , the North Vietnamese and the Pathe t
Lao had been able to gain complete milita ry control of eastern Laos , with
its key point s of access to South Vietnam .

By September 1961, all parties to the Laotian problem had agreed that
a neutralist coalition government under Souvaxina would succeed the former
pro—American regime of Iboujni and Boun Ouin . The Geneva negotiations
during the last half of 1961 had resulted in technical canprcinisea between
the Casnunist and non—Coamunist delegates , which did not pose any serious
challenge to these gains . The conference rep resentati ves had agreed that
all foreign military personnel ‘were to be withdrawn from Laos, and that
Laotian territory was not to be used as a corridor for aggression aga inst
other states (such as South Vietnam), but the authority and resources
given to the Internati ona l Control Coninission to supervise and enforc e
these agreements were completely inadequate to prevent any discree t use of
eastern Lace by North Vietnam .(82)

In late 1961 and early 1962, however , Phoumi showed signs of revita l-
izing the Royal Lao Army and renegi ng on his Octobe r 1961 pledge at Ban

• Hin Heup to join in a neutralist -dominated coalition government . His
refusal to relinquish to Scuvanna control of the policy forces and of the
Royal Lao Arn~ his massing of troops at Nan Tha , his military probes beyond
the Nam The garrison , and his resistance to U .S • economic and political
pressure all, signaled challenges to the desirable status quo in Laos that• the 11W has established in 1961 by force of arms . Furth ermore , the Can—
munists could not wholly discount the possibility that U .S. policy was
shifting back to the offensive . In late March 1962, the Caznun.ists made
the decision to apply new military pressure on Phoumi at Nan Tha , but to
avoid a serious escalation of the war . As the Vietnamese and Pethet Lao
explained privately , their stra tegy wee “to aim at a vital and politically
sensitive section of the front ,” “to destroy as much of enemy forces
and material as possible ,” “to retain a local cha racter .” The action was
timed for the lest days of the May dry season to preclude counterattack .
The main objective was to force the rightists back to the coalition nego-
tiations on term s favorable to the Pethet Lao.(8 3)

The attack on Hem The had succeeded beyond the expectations of the
• Vietna mese and Pethet Lao , and had aroused sane discussion among the

Co~~iniste as to whether or not the ir forces should push to the Mekong
River , but American intervention in Thailand on behalf of a cease—fire
and resumed tripartite ta lks pr ovided whatever additional incentive was
needed to induce the Casnuniats to settle for their initial obj ective of
obtaining a coalition government includ ing Ccme*miat rep resenta tion . (84)

0
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Cooperation promised to enhance North Vietna m ’s goals of influence both
in Laos and South Vietnam . During the 1961—1962 cease—fire , the 1)RV
actively pursued a serie s of bilateral agreements with Souvanna Thouma ’a
government in northern Laos that legitimated its increased involvement
in the country: agreements on broadc asting (June 7), foreig n tra ining
grants (July 13), ccmwneroial relation s (Jul y 13), exchange of payments
(July 13) economic assistance (December 15), construction of roads
(March ioj , and Lao students in North Vietnam (March 10) . (85) The North
Vietnamese as well as the Pathet Lao were convinced that a neutral
coalition government merely represented the first step toward eventua l
Cc unist control , but achieved it through less provocative politica l
means .(86) With the preliminary Geneva agreements as background , compliance
with U.S ~ operational objective s promised to obtai n removal of American
and other S~AT0 personne l from Laos , while allowing the DEW to proceed
with quiet use of the Ho Chi Minh trails . Negotiated neutrality would
establish an important precedent in Southeast Asia , and Hanoi hoped to
extend that precedent to future talks on the status of South Vietnaa .(87)
(k~ the other hand , the DEW had much to lose by provok ing U .S • intervention .
Recognition of this prospect was reflected in the carefully controlled
stra tegy designed for the Nan Tha assault . Escalation in Laos would
strain relati ons with the USSR and the H~C , and would divert energy from
the more imnediate and important goal of camnunizing South Vietnam . At
its moat extreme , U .S. intervention might threaten the ~Iiysical safety
of North Vietnam itself .

The Laotian neutral ists and Ccminuni ats were not primary targets of
tie administra t ion’s milita ry signaling after the capture of Nan The,
because the Kennedy administration had concluded that any sustained Pethet
Lao-neutralist of fensive against the numerically superior Royal Lao Army
was unlikely ‘without active military leadership and material support fran
the USSR, North Vietnam , and China . The perception that the military
strategy of the indigenou s Laotian forces was determined by decisions
reached in Moscow, Peking , and Hanoi had been strongly reinforced by
Kennedy’ a 1961 success in arranging a Laotian cease-fire through direct
dipl omatic and military pressure on the USSR and by Khrushchev ’s sub-
sequent confidential pr omise to guarantee C~~~uniat compliance with any
neutralization agreements signed at Geneva . (88)

The fourth maJor target , of American military signaling was the Thai
government of Field Marshall Sen t Thanarat • As previously noted , Thai-
land ’s psreaotmt secur ity concern since the Comnuniat victory in China had
been the possible expans ion of co~~ nitsm into the Mekong River valley of
Lace and externally encouraged subversion among the Thai-Lao and Vietnamese
living in northeastern Thailand near the Laotian border . Thai land ’s
military alliance with the United States within SEATO had been the keystone
of its strategy for c~~~ating thee. t}reats since l95~4 . While the Thai
governme nt was dismayed in 1961 by Kennedy’s refusal to intervene militarily
on behalf of the Tho~ai-8oun 0~~ regime in Laos, it was strongly reassured in
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the spring of 1962 by the Rusk-Thanat coninuniqu~ promising U.S. defense
of Thailand without regard for action taken by other SEATO members .

The U.S . increase of military forces in Thailand was designed to
reassure Sen t of the reliability of recent Americ an securit y pledges , but
there is no evidence to indicate tiet the Thai governmen t sought such a
dramatic gesture . Kennedy ’s decision on May 12 to deploy servicem en to
Thailand was strictly a unilateral initiative of the U .S. government , which
necessitated a last—minut e, pro f orma agreement by Ma rshall Sar it to a
“Thai request ” for such an American landing.(89 ) With 1,000 U.S. infantry-
men already in Thailand as a result of SEATO ’s recent “Air Cobra ” exercises ,
and with another 1,000 U.S. military personnel present in Thailand with
the Arn y Corps of Engineers and Military Assistance Advisory Group , Sar it
apparently felt little need for further reassurance as to the Ameri can
ccznmitment to his netion ’s defense . While Thai officials were alarmed at
the possibility of increas ed subvers ion in the northeast as a result of
recent Camnuniat gains in Laos , they did not consider the stationing of
U.S • combat troops in Thailand dir ectly germane to this problem .

Bangkok ’s increased confidenc e in the reliability of the Ameri can
defense conmltm ent to Thailand had been indicated during the days before
the fall of Nan, The. in late Apri l , at the urg ing of Har r: iman , Sar it
had taken the important step of pub licly throwing his influence behind
a coalition governmen t for Laos . Abandoning his prior position that a

g 
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coalition under Scp~.wariria Phour na would mean eventual Communist control of
Laos, Sen t officially announced on April 25——only hours before Laoti an
Premier Boun Oum ’ a arrival in Bangkok—- that a coalition should now be
accep table to all Lao par ties :

T1~e United States has confirmed that it is the best solution .
The United States must have considere d all reasons and circums tan ces
before reathing such a decision. . . If bad results follow this
later . . . the United States will not deny its resp onsibility and.
might step in to solve the situation in time .(90)

After the lose of Nan The, which futh er convinced the Tha i government that
the Lao Ann~ir could not resist the Cceinun ists in serious fighting , Sarit
br ought pressure on his cousin Hioumi to drop his objections to participa-
tion in the proposed neutralist coalition . (91)

Despite Thailand ’s generally favorable reaction to the U.S . show of
force , the Kennedy administra t ion’s desire to encourage multilateral
particip ation proved to be an element of friction between Washington end
Bangkok . The United States had long preferred the broad est possible
milita ry and politica l front in response to Asian security proble ms, but
Thailand—after SEATO ’ a failure to intervene in Laos in the spring of
1961——wished to dissociat e American action from SEATO for fear tha t SEATO’s
chronic disuni ty might hinder U ISb response to some future threat to
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Thailand , or even provide a pret ext for Washi ngton ’s refusal to honor
its pledges . It was with considerable reluc tance , therefore , and only
after five days of public and private pressure from American officials ,
that Sen t formally requested on May 21 the token milita ry forces offered
by Great Britain, Australia , and New Zealand .(92 ’)

Third Part y Behavior

Thoum i Noeavan had hoped that the defeat of his forces at Nam The and
exaggerated claims of Cc*mnunist advanc es would r esult . in direct inter-
vention by the United States , but the militar y debacle had the opposite
effect , eliminating any remain ing U S ,  desire to suppor t its ineffectua l
client .(93 ) Under the combined pressure of mt lita r y defea t , cont inued
economic and political pressure from the Kennedy administration, and a
clear signal that U.S . troop s in Thailand would not assist the Lao Army ,
Thouini capitulated to U S. demands tha t he join the propos ed Laotian
coalition goverrvnent on terms dictated by Souvanna Phouma .

Signs of Phoumi ’s new flexibility had emerged , in fact , before the
defeat at Nan Tha . On May 3, three days before the battle , Souvanna
Phouma was inf ormed in Paris by American Ambassador to France , James
Gavin , tha t Phound. was now read y to resume coalition negotiatio ns without
insisting on keeping the defense and interior portfo lios.(914) After their
military defeat and the new ultimatums from Wa shington , Phoumi and Boun
Oum cabled Souvan na in Paris on May lI~ to indica te their willingn ess ,
“under certain conditions , ” to accept a coali t.ion in which the key interior
and defense ministries would be given to neutralists .(95 ) While in Taiwan
on May 15, }boumi and Bonn Oum publicly stated tha t they wer e willing to
turn government control over to Souvann a, if he eould “prove he is not
working for the Ccimnunists .“(96) The support this shift in attitude gave
to U .S. objectives was evident the next day, when Souphanouvong notified
the International Control Commission that he was willing to reopen nego-
tiations with the rightists and Souvanna Phouma .(97 ) On May 17, in
response to a cable from Souvanna in Paris stati ng his willingness to
return to Laos but “without condit ions” all~uded to by Thoumi and Boun
Ouri, , the rightists reiterated their request for Souvari na ’s return and
dropped all mention of prior “condition s” for pa rti cipation in a coalition
government .(98) On June 8 , at the first full exchange of views among the
three factions , Phoumi agreed to cede the portfolios of defense and interi or
as well as foreign affa irs to Souvar ina . The last. major obstacle was
cleared for formal signing of a coalition agr eement on June l2.(99)

The United Kingdom, as a long—suffering advoc at e of Laotian neutral-
ization end as cochairman of the per manent Geneva Conferenc e , funet toned
as an important supp ortive and sympat hetic American ally aft er Kennedy ’ a
shift to the need for U.S . disengag ement fran the political and milita ry

/
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quagmire of Laos . The May 1961 cease—fire and reconvening of the Geneva
Conference had originated from a jgj .nt U.K .-U .S. proposal presented to
the USSR .(lOO) The confidential Pushkin Agreement of September 1961 had
called for British responsibility for ensuring Western compliance with any
international provisions negotiated at Geneva .(lOl )

The United Kingdom had long been more resistan t than the United States
to being drawn into a Laotian war--even if this requi red turning a blind eye
to North Vietnamese use of the Laotian corridor—but the potential new threat
to Thailand poaed by the f ighting in May 1962 cast a new perspective on the
problem far the United Kingdom, just as it did f or the United States • As
later recounted by then Prime Minister Harold MacMillan,

These thre ets to Thailand introduced a new complication and one in
which the Brit ish Government was much more closely involved .

The defeat of the Laotian Government’s forces at Ham The
caused great alar m in Thailand . The way seemed to be open to an
invasion by the Pathet Lao. and their Ccimminist supporters . Thailand,
as a loyal member of the SEATO allianc e, was ent itled to suppo rt
in ease of need.(102)

In response to the U .5. request on May 16 for allied solidarity, Ma c-
millan not only offered Thailand a token force of British jet fighters, but
also recruited participation by other SEATO members as well.

I ininediate ly informed both (Austra lian Prime Minister] Menzies and
(New Zealand Prime Minister] Holyoeke that if we received a formal
request for help we would send a squadron of Hunters . Menzies
replied very prop erly that Australia would be ready to send jets to
Thailand if the Thais made a request , but he was moot anxious that
any ~cticn should be taken in the name of SEATO and the obligations
under that thre aty, even if sane SEATO powers made no contribution.
Holyoeke made a similar reply . He was willing to send a small
force of ‘jungle troops, transport freighters and perhaps a frigate .’
He added , with his usual good sense: ‘We apprec iate that the objective
is to show as many flags as possible in Thailand .’( l03)

When Sen t finally reque sted SEATO forces on May 21, these Br itish ,
Australian, and New Zealand symbols of collective defense were dispatched
to Thailand .

With the breakdown 01’ the Laotian cease—fir e and the apparent threat
to Thailand , MacMillan rediscovered the urgency of a successful dipl omatic
rs olution to the protracted war. “I felt much more anxious to press on
with the Geneva Conference , ” he later reca1led.(lO~) On May 9, only three
days after the fall of Nan The , London’s Chief Geneva negotiator and High
C~~mil~ sLoner far Southea st Asia , Malco lm MacDonald, arrived in Lace . Meeting
with top officials of the Pathet Lio and the neutralists , he underec~~ed
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the necessity of reestablishing the cease—fire , but at the same time relayed
the message that Phoumi Nosavan now seemed ready to return to the negotiating
table without insisting on the defens e and interior portfolios . MacDonald
also informed the leftists and neutralists that the United States promised
to increase its pressure on Laos and Thailand to settle the war peacefully.
The Pathet Lao informed MacDcamld that there could be no return of the territory
taken in recen t fighting , but that coalition talks could resume if Phoumi
demonstrated a sincere desire to negotiate . This information was relayed to
the United State s , and within a few days , Washington decided to drop its
initial demand for return to the statue quo ante in Laos .(io~)

Simultaneously, at the major power level, the United Kingdom re inforced
U .S• efforts to enlist Sov~~t support for moving the participant s back to the
bargaining table • On May 8, in the first Western cosinunication to the USSR
regarding Nest The , the Briti sh and American ambassadors in Moscow met jointly
with Foreign Minister Grai~ ko to stress their governments’ concern for re—
stabiliz ing the cease—fire .(io6) The landing of U .$. troops in Thailand on
May 15 was viewed by the MacMillan government as a logical complement to its
own continuing search for a diplomatic solution . In prepared statements to
Parliament that same day, the British Foreign Secretary and Lord Privy Seal
stressed the British hope That the USSR would use its influence pr ivat ely to
restore the cease—fire in Laos, and the British Foreign office emphasized the
government’s support for the U.S . troop landings .(io~) With the signing of
the three —faction coalition agreement in Laos on June 12, Khrushchev cabled
MacMillan: R 1 wish to express my satisfaction that the collaboration of the
Governments of the USSR and Great Britain as the Co—chairm en of the Geneva
Conference has played its own useful role in clear ing the paths towards a )peaceful solution of the Laos question “( 106)

Outcomes

The Kennedy administration’ a lisned late operational objectives were
achieved after the defeat of the Laotian Army at Nam The. A cease—fire was
reestablished , the long sought three —faction coaltion government was created ,
end a fourteen..neticn agreement on the permanent neutrality of Lace was formally
ratified at Geneva on Ju1~j  23, 1962. With respect to the specific targets
of U £. milita ry signaling during this period , we have already noted the close
conformity between actual Soviet behavior and that desired by the Kennedy
administration. The USSR both publicly and privately reaffirmed its year—l ong
support for a neut ra l coalition regime in Laos . Khrns hchev publicly—end we
can surm ise privately—warned his fellow Ccminuniats against the dangers of
prov~*ing the United States to direct military intervention in Lace . In a
note to X~ medy published on June 12, Khrushchev announced his complete
satisfaction with the Laotian coalition agreement of that same day and his
intended support during the caning months for the implementation of Laot ian
neutr ality :
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The formation of a coalition Government of national unity of
Lace opens the way toward completing in the near futu re the work
done at the Geneva conference toward a peaceful settlem ent of the
Laotian problem and giving life to the agreements worked out at
that conference , which constitute a good basis for the developnent
of Laos as a neutral and independent state .
• S • • . S • • . . .5

I will avail myself of the occasion to express satisfaction over
the fact that the mutual understanding we achieved meeting in
Vienna last Ju ne on the support of neutral and independent Laos
begins to be translated into life . (109)

On July 23, the USSR initialed at Geneva the Declaration on the Neutrality
of Laoe, which pledged each of its fourteen signatories to :

1. Do nothi ng to impair the sovereignty , Independence, neutrality,
unity or territorial integrity of Laos

2 • Refrain fran direct or indirect interference in Laotian internal
affairs ,

3. RefraIn fran bringing Laos into a military alliance .

l~. Respect Laotian wishes not to recognize the protection of any
(j military alliance, including SEPTO.

5. Refrain from introducing into Laos any military personnel .

6, Refrain fran establish ing in Lace any foreign military bases
or etrcztgpoints.

7, Refrain fran using Laoti an territory for interference in the
internal af fairs of other countries.

The behavi or of the People’s Republic of China after the fall at Nest
The was also compatible with Kennedy’s operational objectives . Revers ing thei r
behavior during tI’e spring of 1961, when the Chinese openly encouraged the
Pathe~ Lao and North Vietnamese to pursue their military superiority , Chinese
leaders eschewed any such offensive rhetoric and instead confined tb. elves
to warning the United States of the hazards of intervening in Laoe. m a n
official Chinese statement issued the day after formation of the Laotian
coalition government, Peking argued:

The developsent of the situation in Laos in the peat year and more
is convincing demonstration that the dane. tie aspect of the
Laotian question can be settled reasonably only through peaceful
consultations among the three political forces in Laos, and that no
outside interference or attempts to impose one’s will on others can
succeed. (110)

(‘)
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On June l~, the PekirlR Deilv printed an editorial stating that the new4 coalit ion government “will pave the way for completion of the work of
the enlarged Geneva Conference and the realization of peace , independence
and neutr ality for Laos .“(lll) On July 23, China initialed the Declaration
on the Neutrality of Laos at Geneva .

In the days ininediately after the fall of Nam The , North Vietnam ’sbehavior also supported Kennedy ’s short—term operati onal objectives . Nomajor military battles occurred within Laos after May 6, although a few
minor skirmishes took place on May 27 in northwest end southern Laos . Ina private conversation with Souvanna l’notn’na in Hanoi on June 16, D~W PrimeMinister Pham Van Dong stated that his government was “interested in easing
Souvanna Phouma’s tasks and would comply with any demands by the Laotian
govermnent .”(112) The only exception would be, he implied , use of the
infiltration routes through Lace into South Vietnam, which he candidly admitted
the DRV employed for moving “contacts and cadr es , not military units .” Even
this matter could be resolved , Pham Van Doug argued , with resolution of the
Vietnam problem in the manner envisioned by the original l95~ Geneva accords .(ll3 )
On July 23, Hanoi joined the thirteen other Geneva participant. in ratifying
the Declaration on the Neutrality of Lace.

The responses of the principal parties involved in Laos in the final
days before the Geneva accord s have historica l significanc e beyond peaceful
resolution of a minor military incident . U .S. actions represented in
microcosm the general Kennedy administration response to the Cc~~~miat threat
in Southeast Asia: continued disengagement , with minimized costs , from the
weak and relati vely defenseless country of Lace, with simultaneous establi shment
of new and harder battlel ines in the stronger nati ons of Thailand and South
Vietnam . In May 1961, after reluctantly rorego ing a military Intervention
in Lace to rescue the inept , pro-American regime of ftc*.vni and Sam Oust ,Kennedy countered with a broa d new cosmnitment against further Ccmeuriiat gains
in South Vietnam . In what the Pentagon Papers described as poet-Laotian
crisis reassuranc e of U.S.  allies , on May 11, 1961, the White House secretl y
ordered 500 American milita ry advise rs to South Vietna m, a campa ign of cland-
estine warfare against the North by CIA-trained South Vietnamese agents , and
a doubl ing of U S ,  military assistance to Vietnam . (1114 ) While contin uing
with Laotian disengagement in spring 1962 through attempts to coerce the
Laotian rightist . into a coalition government , the administration mollified
the troubled Thai government with the Rusk-Thanat connnuniqu~. With U .S.
psrosption of threats to both the face-saving Laotian disengagement end the new
security pledges to Thailand resulting from Nest Tha ’s capture, the temporary
dispatch of 5,000 U S . servicemen to Thailand became another episode in a
eerie. of similar retrenchment..

The events of May and June were particularly fateful for American—North
Vietnamese relation .. • The apparent Soviet assistance in urging the North
Vietnamese to halt military operation. reinforced in the minds of American
dsci.ior.skers the conviction that the USSR could be induced and had the
poser to Influence Hanoi to call off military operations elsewhere, Including

I.



South Vietnam , Thi. conviction bad first emerged in the American perception
of Southe st Asia In May 1961, when the USSR had helped by urging North Vietmam
to accept the initial Laotian cease—fire . In drawing this conclusion, the
Kennedy administration—se well as two succeeding American administratio ns—
wculd badly tmdereetlmate North Vietnam ’s f~~edom of maneuver . Then , too, this
misguided conviction failed to give adequate weight to the greet psychological
importance of South Vietnam to Hanoi or the convictions the North Vietna mese
themselves would draw from their relations with the USSR. “This Soviet pressure ,
which was later viewed as a source of shame by the proud Vietnamese, made
Hanoi ~~~~ rather than ~~~~ likely to let it. actions be Influenced by the
Ruseians ag.in .”(115)

In fact , North Vietnam’s conclusions on the utility of milita ry
operations’ in pursuit of political objectives , as drawn fran the Laotian
experience, most closely approximated those of China , from Peking’s
point of view, the last months before the Geneva accords constituted
additiona l evidence that nothing was ever achieved at the conference
table without struggle on the battlefield . Only when the U.S . “imperialist.”
and their Laotian “reactionaries” had suf fered military defeat were they
forced to accept the Geneva agreements .(li6) China ’s conclusions did not,
h~~a,er , foreshadow any increased desire to become directly involved in
the military events in Southeast Asia or any decreased wariness about
milita ry confrontation with the United States • In succeeding years, as in
1962, China remained satisfied with its indirect influence through Hanoi.

• The events of May and June 1962, had more peaceful implications for
• I ‘J future relations with the USSR. For Khrushchev, resolution of the Laos

dilesina represented both the fruits of negotiations with the United States
• dating from spring 1961, and a major victory for his strategy of peaceful

coexistence in a world of nuclear weapons . Hope for similar peaceful
outcomes was voiced in his June 13 note to Kennedy:

Th. example of Lace indicates that provided there is desire to
resolve difficult international problems on the basis of cooperation
with mutual account of the interest, of all sides , such cooperation
bears it. fruit ,

At the same time, the results achieved in the settlement of
the Laotian problem strengthen the conviction that success in
solving other internati onal problems which now divide states and
crest. tension in the world can be achieved on the same road as
well .

As to the Soviet Government , it has always adhered , as it doss
now, to this line , which in present conditions is the only correct
policy in international affairs accord ing with the interests of
peace .(ir r)
In spite of the October missile crisis—set in motion by Soviet decisions

made in March—t he events in Lao. were sywholic of both imluovlng relations
( )
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between the USSR and the United States and the growing ideol ogical rift
between Soviet peaceful revolution and Chinese armed strugg le . In compliance j
with the Geneva accord s , the USSR withdrew fran Laos the 500 milita ry tech-• niciaris it had had there since early 1961. During the following years , and
despite renewed Laotian warfare that led to the covert reintroduction of
U ,S. forces , the USSR scrupulously adhered to the Geneva agreements and main-
tained proper diplomatic relation s with the U.S .-auppo rted government of
Souvsnns Photmia .(118)

The impact of the U ,S, troop landings was perhaps greatest on American-
Thai relations . As an action ju stified in ter ms of the March 1962 Rusk-
Thanat ccimnuniqu~, the res ponse both reinforced the credibility of U.S . pledges
and, more significantly, prov ided a major bocet to the creeping U.S . ccimnitment
to Thailand . Despit e the gradual withdrawal of U.S . combat troops fran
Thailand between July and November, the military relationship between the
two nations had been altered . As American Ambassador Young later described
the situation , “the United State s, in agreement with the Governme nt of
Thailand , made arrangements to leave all the necessary combat and logistical
equijw~t ready in Thailand for another deployment.”(119) When fighting
broke out in Laos In May 1963, and again in May 19614, the United States
moved it. Seventh Fleet into the Sc~rth China Sea and seriousl y considered
combat deplo~mente to Thailand .(120) By 1965 , the American ccinaitment had
progressed to include a confidential U .S .-Thai Conting ency Plan for U .3.
defense of Thailand against military invasion , despite the absence of any
congressionally ratified bilateral defens e treaty between the two nations .(121)

The increasing U .8 • camnit~nent to the defens e of Thailand end the
escalating Vietna m War eventually led the Johnson administrati on to abandon
Kennedy’s distinction between the milita ry defense of Thailand and direct
U.S. defense of ncn-Canaunist Laos. By June 19614 , the Johnson administrati on
had embraced Thailand ’s preference for a policy of full participation in the
Laotian fighting . The United States began a secret air war over Lace
conducted fran Thai airfields, and reintroduced U.S . and Thai ar~ r personnel
into the Royal Lao Army. By 1969, the cost to the United State s of partici-
pation in the secret war in Lace had reached an annual $500 million, and• Thailand had 5,000 “volunteers” on Laotian soil .(122)

The dispatch of’ U.S . combat troops to Thailand in May 1962, constituted
an interesting benchmark In the accumulation of Presidential war powers in
Southeast Asia . In April 1961, when faced with the decision of whether or not
to cct~~t U.S . troops into Lace as a means of deterring f~n~t1mr fighting,
Kennedy had consulted congressional leaders from both political partie s at
some leng’th.(123) In May 1962, however, when faced with a comparable choice
of whether or not to send combat troop. to Thailand , with the decision of their
becoming involved In righting, Kennedy reached his decision without congressional
coneultation.(12~) Oc the day the troop. landed in Thailand , the Presiden t

• briefed congressional leaders on th. decision he had taken three days earlier .
It i, equally noteworthy that this unilateral exercise of war power did not
prompt a single negative statement by a aewher of Congress on presidential

t
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L usurpation of authority , to judge C ran the Ccm~reaaiønal Record or principal

T metropolitan newspapers .

The landing of U.S. troops in Thailand had a marginal but positive
influence ou both public and congres sional attitudes toward Kennedy. In a
random survey of 200 Americans , the Wall Street Journal, found Kennedy’ a
action had “overwhelming support .” At the same t ime, the newspaper found
that

many feel the stand in Thailand against the Ccimnuniats must not be
extended into neighboring La ce , which is considered less defensible .
AM even people in favor of øonm action in Laos generally concede
there is no point in trying to recover the areas currently controlled
by th~ Reds .

About 20 percent of the more than 200 people Interviewed were
vague about the issues involved in the crisi s . ( 125 )

Support for Kennedy ’ a neutralization policy and his attempt to avoid direct
U .8. intervention in Laos held firm within Congress after the tall of Nam
Th e. Floor criticism was confined to the more conservative members of the
Republican party, and their complaints faded quickly after U .S. troops

• moved into Thail and . But the movement of U.S .  combat troops in and out of
Thailand had little lasting political influence . Its impact on the congres-
sional elections of 1962 was soon swamped by the more , emotiona l and important
issue of U.S . policy toward Cuba .

In retrospect , it now aeenm clear that a Kennedy decision ~~~ tomove U.S . troop. to Thailand would have had littl e effect on the outcome
of the military incident In lace or the signing of the Geneva accords .
North Vietnam, China , and the USSR—each for its own reasons—at least
temporarily supported a political settlement of this international problem.
Thailand would not have been noticeably dismayed by U.S • failure to disp~tcb
combat forces . The Sax’it regime had not sought such military action ; recen t
diplomatic reassurances combined with the 2,000 American soldiers already
in Thailand constituted ample evidence of the U.S • defensive ccemitment .
Nor did Thailand perceive the direct relevance of U .8 • combat to its most
pressing concern of Conmuniat insurgency . It now seema evident that the
absence of a bold military respon se would not have posed a domestic political
threat to the Kennedy adeiniatration either . Th. partisan impact of La ce

• turned on Kennedy’s ability to prevent a total arid highly visible military
conquest by the Pathet Leo-Vietnamese forces . Because of the Cuanuziist
nations’ c~~~itment to s neutral coalition govei-ument , the partisan threat
wag in fact a chimera . Kennedy bad paid his political price in 1961 when he
openly redirected U .S. poL4cy toward laotian neutrality . By May 1962, as
the tall Btrsat Jonrmal survey indicated , the American public had become
highly so~dstioat d In distinguishing between the advisability of defending
Thailand rather than Laos.
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In retrospect , it does not seem likely that introduction of U .S.
combat forces into the Mekong River volley of Laos——the maxiimim military )
response serious ly contemplated by Kennedy —would have materially altered
the event ual outcome of the incident • As the State Deportment had calculated
in May 1962, Conm~uniat forces in Laos and reserves in North Vietnam and China
would have attacked U .S. forces only in response to a clear attempt to recanture
ter ritory alread y lost . (126) Intr oduction of U.S . troops migtit have ccinpli—
ceted quick formation of a Laotian coalition regime—becaus e of heightened
suspicions of the 11.3 . by the Ccmmnznist nations and/or renewed stubbornness
on the pa rt of the Laotian rightists—b ut the prevailing inte rn ational unanimi ty
as to the wi~dom of temporary neutraliza tion made probable an eventual
political settlement short of war . Had the introduction i f  U.S . troops into
Laos permanently prevented completion of the Geneva accords , the likely
effect would have been to accelerate the movement toward the de facto partition
of the country that emerged in 1963 when the coalition govern ment collapsed .
U .S. military action in Lace short of comba t with Camnunist soldier s would
not have had an appreciable effect on American-Thai relations or on Kennedy ’ a
partisan fortunes beyond that which occurred as a result of the actual
introducti on of U.S • combat forces in Thailand .

Eva1uatjQz~

Despite the apparent success of the movement of U .S. troops into Thailand
in May 1962—the reestablishment of the cease—fire , the formation of a
neutralist—led coalition government , and the eventual ratification of the
Geneva accords on lace—a careful analysi s of the events indicates that the
use of American armed forces had little influence on the outcome of the
incident . Before the attack by Cciaminiat forces on General Iboum i Nosavan ’ a
troops at Nan Tha, Vietnamese, Chinese, and Pathet Lao officials had agreed
to a highly limited military strategy designed to reactivate the long—stalled
coalition negotiati ons . The limited nature of the Ccmmnni ists’ objective is
manifes t in their failure to pirsue further milita ry action after the fall of
Ham The end before the landing of U.S . troops in Thailand —that is, between
May 6 and May 15. This unexpected opportunity did prove enticing for the
Pathet Lao leaders , who had most to gain fro. toppling the Bonn Oum-Phoumi

In Vientiane six months later , Souphanouvong revealed that a
difference of opinion had existed within the HIllS Central Caiiaitt ee
as to whether the Pathet Lao should press all the way to the Mekong
after the collapse of Phownist reeistence.(127)

But it is also clear that azw such decision in favor of a larger military
c~~~~ign would have stimulated significant oounterpreesure fran the USSR
and possibly China and North Vietnam, all of which were both publicly and
privately c~~~ittid-..st least temporarily—to the neutralization solution.

—
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Phoumi’s new flex ibility on the terms of coalition government was nott . the result of American military action . By early May 1962 , y .S. political
and economic pressures against Vient ian e were on the verge of success • As
previously noted , three days before the fall of Nan Tha , the United States
informed Sonvanna Thouma that Rtoumi was ready to drop his insistence on
control of the defense and interior ministries . Whatever political intran-
sigence Phoumi still re tained on May 3 was quickly swept away three days
later by the ignominious defeat of his soldiers at Nan Tha. Ccizinuntst
aimed forces—not American combat troops ——provided the f ina l leverage needed
to crush the rightists . Iii tact , a principal concern during U .S. troop
landings in Thailand was the possibility that Phomini might find in thi s
action grounds for reasserting his independence from U .S. pol icy . U.S.
milita ry action ‘was in this resp ect a threat ~~~~, rather than a support for ,
the comple~t political formula required to accomplish Kennedy ’s operational
objectives .

In sum, Kennedy’ a ab ility tO nudge the Laotian war toward a temporary
solution acceptable to the United States can be ascribed to political ,
milita ry, and economic action taken before May 15, and not to the actual
landing of American combat troops in neighb oring Thailand . Available evidence
does not suggest that this U .5 . milita ry action endangered the successful
conclusion of the Geneva accords in July 1962, but the danger remained that
U .5. officials found proof of the ut ility of a particular milita ry action
where , in fact , none existed .

In the light of the concerns and interests that appear to have been
salient for Kennedy during the May 1962 episode , the policymaking process
by which the president reached his decision appears to have been oddly

• incomplete . During the days preceding the decision of May 12, no serious
consultations were held with the Thai govermnent to determine j~ Sen t
desired such a show of force or j~ he considered it germane to the credibility
of recent U S ,  defense pledges . The available ~~~~ military intelligence did
not imply the need for such action. As Hilaman himself notes , U .S .  ii~telligence
from Laos showed “no further troop movement” in the days after Nan Tha ,
despite Vientiane ’ s exaggerated claims to the contrary .(l28) Whatever
Kennedy’s personal concern about domestic political aentinent , he chose to
consult only with Eisenhower—who privately recommended a strong military
signal—rather than to conduct a more comprehensive canvass of prevailing
political opinion . In the end , the decision to land U .S. troope hinged
heavily on the strongly advocated Harriman-Hilsman caleulat ion—,.which now
appears to have been in error-—that “unless the United States responded promptly
and effectively , the C~~~inist side would be encouraged to step up their
military etfart .”(129)

If the utility of U.S. milita ry action in May 1962 can be strongly
questioned, the broader intent of this armed response deserves higher praise.
Kennedy was cognizant—probably more so than any of his principal adviser s—
of the limited utility of any show of force and the possible concessions that
he might be forced to make to achieve his operational objectives. Even if

(
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Ccmmiunist forces had continued to advance in the weeks after Ham Tha , it
is unlikely that Kennedy would have ordered U.S intervention until the
capital of Vientiane was directl y threatened . In March 1961. Kennedy had
confided this fact to Arthur Schlesinger and Walter Lippnan.~13O) Kennedy’sextreme care on May 15 to caivnit the United States only to the defense of
Thailand reflected his determin ation to avoid inflexible obligations to the
defense of Laos . Military action was to be employed—-es it had been by the
Ccinmunista—only to reacti vate stalled negotiations , even if this required
additiona l military losses.

Kennedy’s overriding objective in Laos remained, as it had been since
May 1961, a negotiated neutral ist coalition——whatever its uncertain
affiliation and effectiveness—..which would permit the Unit ed States an
honorable ret reat from a str ategically weak position . In 1961, sane
optimistic administration officials had thoug h of neutralization as an
effective means of denying North Vietnam use of the Ho Clii M m l i  trails into
this South . By May 1962, Kennedy and his principal advisers were much more
realistic . Shortly before the October 7, 1962 , deadline for foreign withdrawal
of troops from Laos, when the Inter national Cont rol Camsiasion had counted
only forty departing North Vietnamese , Hayriman told Kennedy that matters
were going “ju st about as unsati sfactorily as we expected ..”(131) By 1962,Kennedy had retained few illusions about the likely costs of political
compromise over Laos . When the tripa rtite coalition government disintegrated
in 1963, leaving Souvanna Phc*ima’s neutralists as well as Phoumi Nosavan ’s
rightists allied wit~i the United State s , the outcome repre sented an unexpected
victory for Kennedy’s neutralization strateg y, which helped to stabilize
the military balance in Laos until 1969.(132)

The Indo-Pakistani War of 1971

In 1947, the Asian subcon tinent , which now consists of India , Pakistan,
and Bangladesh, was partitioned into the two sovereign states of India and
Pakistan. Pa kistan comprised the territory of West Pakistan , on the north-
western border of India , and the separate territory of East Pakistan , located
1,000 miles to the east and encircled by eastern India . The division Into
states had been made on the basis of divergent religious and cultu ra l
nationalitie s, with both Zeat and West PUkistan ruled by Muslims, and India
by Hindus

Since 1947, the two nations have waged three major wars against each
other . In 1947 and again ~in 1965, fighting occurred over control of’ the
state of Kashmir , which lies between northwestern India and West Pakistan .
When Kashmir ’s Hindu maharaja ceded authority over his predomin antly Muslim
nation to India in 1947, Pakistan and India went to war , The fighting ended
with Keshmir temporarily partitioned along a fire line supervised by UN
for ces . In 1965, a aecond inconclusive war for Kaslvn ir occurred .(l33)

)
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t The Indo—Pakiatani War of 1971 concerned pr incipally the territory
of East Pakistan ——now independent Bangladesh . Political tension had
existed between East and West Paki stan since ~~~~ West Pa kistan had a
histo ry of firm control by a traditiona l Muslim plutoc racy . Political and
social events in East Pakistan were increasingly influenced by the Bengali —
speaking Muslim middle class of profe ssionals . and merchants . The Bengal ls
of East Pakistan increasingly saw themselves as the victime of economic
exploitat ion by the West , the traditiona l seat of political authority . Trade
between the two wee one—sided , the Eest typically supplying raw and semi-
processed materials to the West , while repurchasing finished products . Legal
restrictions on the foreign purchase of competitive finished produc ts and an
overvalued nationa l currency contributed to the East ’s large trade deficit
with the West . What foreign exchange w~a earned f ran Eastern exports was
centrally managed in the Western capital of lalamabad and used largely to
finance foreign import s to West Pakistan . These factors, coupled with tne
West’s superior geography , climate, and educational system , led to a wJ.dening
economic gap between the two regions . In 1960, the per capita income of West
Pakistan was 32 percent higher than that of the test ; by 1970, the Wea.t’ s
per capita Income stood 61 percent higher (134) By 1970, the fragile political
and religious ties between the Be ga1i-d~~

(n
~ted East and Punjabi -dominated

West were rapidly disintegrating .

The national elections held in December 1970, caused the decisive reak
between the two regions. In March 1969,. af ter months of domestic agit e Lion
against the decade —old military dicta torship of General Ayub Khen , a mUitary
coup brought to power General Yahye Khan , who promised eventual civi1i~n
rule and a more equita ble social order . In the December 1970 national
assembly elections , the Awami League party, headed by Bengali nationalist
leader Sheikh Mujib Raliman , unexpectedly won all but two of the East ’s
allotted seats . The Awami League’s platform included political autonomy for
the East with in a highly decentralized Pakistani federal structure . The
election resu lts thus constituted a political disaster for both Ya]iya Kahn
and All Bhutto , leader of the West’ s majority Paki stan People ’s part y. Bhutto
persuaded Yahya to postpone temporarily the National Assembly , which was
scheduled to convene in March . Mujib responded with a general strike and a
campaign of civil disobedience in the East . Amidst political wrangling over
the date and location for convening the Nati onal Assembly , Pakistan troops
were secretly airlifted to the East . By March 25, when Yahya announced that
the opening of the assembly was indefiniteLy postponed , some 80,000 pro—
goverxiaent armed forces were in the East.

On the evening of’ March 25, after a day of bloody military battles
between Bengali nationalists end West Pakistani units, Sheikh Mujib was
arrested for treason. While Bengali liberation radios proclaimed the new
independent state of Bangladesh, Yahya Khan ordered the forcible reimposition
of political order in the East~ Despite internationa l protests by Ind ia ,
the USSR , and other nations about widespread West Pakistani atrocities against
the Bengalis , by mid—April formal milita ry resistance within East Paki stan

• bad been temporarily supp ressed . The nucleus of a large Bengali guerrilla
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army, however, had safely crossed into neighboring India . In Calcutta ,
capital of the Indian state of West Bengal , the escaped deputy leader of the
Awami League established a provi sional government—in—exile for Bangladesh .(135)

From March to December 1971, the Pakistani civil war was marked by the deaths
of some one million East Pakistani civilians .and increasing Bengali guerrilla
warfare against the occupying troop s from the West • As the death toll mounted ,
atx~ 10 million Bengalis fled for safety to the Indian sta tes bordering
East Pakistan . This massive inf lux of refugees placed a severe financial
burden on India—despite international relief aasls tance——and increased
India’s stakes in the outcome of the civil war . New Delhi provided Increasing
economic and milita ry assistanc e to the Mukti. Bahini , the Bangladesh freedom
fighters , operating from Indian soil . In October , Pakistani. armed forces moved
up to the India-East Pakistan borders in an effort to control infiltration
by the Mukti Bahini. In response , India concentra ted regular militar y forces
in stre ngth in the frontier zones along the East Paki stan-India bord er~. By
November, border confrontationa—-mortering and shelling, tank engagements, and
jet aircraft duels—between Paki stani and Indian troops along the eastern
border had become frequent . (136) - 

-

In the months before the war , both India and Pakistan att empted to
consolidate the ir internationa l support . On Augus t 9, India off iciall~concluded a twenty—year Treaty of Peace , Friendship , and Cooperation with
the USSR. Late in October , Prime Minister Indira Gandh i. began a six—ne tion
tour of’ Europe and the United States designed to coninunica te the gravi ty and
urgency of the refugee problem and to demonstrat e that the new Indo-’Sdviet
treaty had not altered India ’e profes~ed internationa l neutrality . Simultan—
ecusly, Ali Bhutto led a senior delegation of Pakistani leaders to Peking )
to obtain an increa sed commitment from the People’s Republic of China (NC)
to Pakistan in the event of war with India . At the United Nations , Pak istan
pressed for the establishmen t of’ an internationa l peacekee ping force along
the India—Ea st Pakistan border as a means of protecting East Pakistan , but the
USSR blocked such efforts within the Security Council .

On December 3, in an apparent attempt to defend the beleaguered East
through offsetting territorial gains in the West or by induc ing the great
powers to impose peace along the Bariladesh border to obvia te a full—scale
International war , Pakistan launched a major air and ground offensive on
Indian military forces stationed along the West Pakistan— India border .
In response, Ind ia quickly settled for a defensive military strategy in the
West , but a decisive , liberating military offensive against Pakistani units
in the Eaet . On December 5, the United States began attem pts to obt~ain a
cease—fire rea olutio~ in the UN Security Council; the USSR twice vetoed such
proposals. India extended diplcnmtio recognition to the new, independent
state of Bangladesh on December 6; Pakistan immediate ly terminated diplomatic
relations with India . On December 8, the UN General Assembly approved a
resolution calling for an Imaediete cease—fire and withdrawa l of armed
forces to their own sides of’ the border , but Yahya IO~ian ’ a hopes that the
greet powers would collectively intervene to stop the war did not materialize . -
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Late on December 10, in a move designed to signal U .5 • resistance to any
Indian military offensive against West Pakis tan , the United S!~atea dispatched
a ten—ship naval task force from the Seventh Fleet off South Vietn am toward
the Bay of Bengal . This late milita ry action by U .S. armed forces proved
counterproductive . By December 15, when the task fc’rc e reached the Bay of
Bengal , Ind ia had already eliminated Pakistan i milita ry resistance in the
East , established and air and sea blockade isolating East Pakistan, and
unilatera lly chosen to confine its attention In the West to the long—disputed
territory of K~~hmfr . The effects of U S ,  milita ry action were to prompt
precauti onary milita ry countermeasures by Ind ia , intensify Indian animosity
toward the United States , increase Ind ian—Russian diploma tic and milita ry
cooperation , and encourage Pakistani leaders to delay the transfer of power
in the East to Bengali nationalists .

After thirteen days i~f fighting in Bangladesh , the Pakistani army
surrendered on December 16 . On December 17, Indian Prime Mini ster Indira
Gandhi decla red a unilateral cease—r ire along the stalema ted West Pakistan
front . Gandhi’ s order was recipr ocated that saibe day by Pakistani President
Yabya Khan .

In Januarj 1972 , the United States withdre w its na val task force fran
the Indian Ocean. The United States recognized the new state of Bangl4deah
on Apri l ti , 1972, but American diplomatic , economic , and military prest’ure
on India during the December 1971 war left U .S . relations with Ind ia t nse
and difficult during the years that followed .(l37)

IL& Behavior

The behavior of the U .8. government during the 1971 Indo —Pa kistani
war was dictated by both the very personal concern s of President Richard
M . Nixon and the broader strategic threat to the United States posed by
the possible disinteg rati on of the nation ’of Pakistan . U .S. favoritism
toward Pakistan before and during the December war was to sane extent en
extension of Nixon’s own affective relationships with the warring nati ons .
His antipa thy toward India dated from the Eisenhower administration ’s
negative appraisal of India ’s international neutrality in the cold war and fran
Nixon’s indifferent recept ions in that country while vice pres iden t . During
the 1960 presidential campaign, the Indian press had endorsed the candid acy
of Jth n Kennedy . On a pr ivate trip to India soon after his narrow loss to
Kennedy, Nixon felt insulted by the meager attenti on given him by the
Indian government . His relations with Prime Minister Gandhi had alway s been
cool . When Nix on met briefly with Gandhi on his 1967 global tour , the Ind ian
prime minister could “scarcely conceal her boredom with her visitor.”(138)
Visiting New York, in October 1970, for the United Nation s’ twen ty-fifth
anniversary celebration , Gandhi declined Nixon’s invi tation to dinner at the
White House with scant explanation. During her state visit to Washington
in Nove~~er 1971, a month before the war, Gandhi contributed to an already
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tense atmosphere by refuai~g Nixon ’ s request to pull back Indian troops from
the East Pakistan border . She then criticized administration policy on the
Bengali refugees at a White House reception to which Nixon had invited
several of his vocal congressional opponents .(139)

Nixon’s coolness toward India was a marlwd contrast to his warm feelings
for Pakistan. He , more than any other senior member of the Eisenhowe r
administration, had advocated U .S • a ims assistance to Pakistan in l951~. On
his private visits to Pakistan after his 1960 election defeat and again in
1967, he was accorded lavish and frien dly welcomes . Meeting Pakistani Pre sident
Yahya Khan in August 1969, Nixon asked Yahys to oerve as a “courier ” between
Washington and Peking, to explore the Chinese leader ~ reactions to Nixon’s
tentative moves to improve Sino—American relations . Yahya ’s successful
service as the White House ’ s secret cha nnel to Pek ing between August 1969 and
July 1971, when Secretary of State Henry Kissinger stopped in Pakistan on his
way to China , steadily increased Nixon’s appraisal of and debt to him., In
Washington cii October 25, 1970, Nixon observed to Yahya that “nobody has
occupied the White House who is friendlier to Patistan than me .”(1~4O)

China ’s diplomatic alignment with Pakistan and against India——dating
frc in the 1962 Chinese—Indian border war——provided Nixon additional personal
incentive for favoring Pakistan during the Indo—Pa kistan i war . The Pr e~3ident ’ s
opening toward China was crucial both to his vision of a new , more canp~1.ex
international balance of power orchestrated from Washi ngton and to his iomestic
political claim to superiorit y as an Internati onal statesman . During the
months after Nixon’s July 15 announcement that he would make his histc(ric
first visit to Peking , the adminiatra~ion devoted extraordina ry efforts to
avoiding any possible barriers to successful completion of the trip . Pro— )
vocative U.S. intelligence operations were suspended . Kissinger returned
to Peking during the week of October 20 -26 to resolve remaining technical
details . On October 25, with Kissinger still in Peking , the U.S . government
stood aloof while the United Nations evicted Taiwan from its seat in the UN
General Assembly. Only five days before the full—scale outbreak of the Ind o—
Pakistani war , the New China News Agency efficially announced agreement to
Februa ry 21 as the date for Nixon ’s arrival in China . When the war broke
out on the subcontinent on December 3, it logically followed that the admin-
istration would be heavily influenced by its desire to avoid any last—minute
strain in relations with China—suggesting a U .S. policy favoring China ’ a
ally Pakistan.(l~i.1)

The personal attitudes aroused by the combatants and the war ’s sensitive
relationship to the caning China visit made Nixon take extra care to be sure
tha t his subordinates were clear as to the general direction he wished U .S.
policy to take . As assistant to the President for nationa l security affEi r s ,
Henry Kissinger informed the National Security Council’s Washington Special
Action Group (WSAG ) on December 3, the day war began,

I am getting hell every half hour fran the President that we are
not being tough enough on India • He has Just called me again. He
doss not believe we are carrying out his wishes . He wants to tilt
in favor of Pakistan .(ll~2)

4.4
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The Indo—Paicistani War , however , engaged fundamental strategic interac ts
of the U .8, government transcending Nixon ’s aLtitudes toward tlø combatants
or his rapproche ment with the P1W, and these furi~amenta1 concerns became
increasingly important to all senior officials—N ixon arid Kissinger included——
when India seemed assured a quick victory in the East. By December , the White
House had already conceded India ’s and the Mukti Behini ’ a success in Bangladesh;
as Kissinger noted at the WSAG meeting on December 1i , “Evuryctie knows how all
this will cane out and everyone knows that Ind ia will ultimately occupy East
Pakistan .”(11i3) But at the next WSAG meeting on December 6, the Nixon—
Kissinger fear of an even more profound shift in the world balance of power
waS evident . If it achieved a milita ry victory in the East , the White House
wondered , would India shift itc forces from East to West , assume the offens ive,
and seize large portions of West Pakistan I ran its traditional rival?
According to Marvin and Bernard Kalb, Kissinger

believed that if Pakistan were to disintegrate under Indian economic
and milita ry pressure , thun India would compl etely dominate
the subcontinent, Soviet inf luence would skyrocket , the strategic
balance would be disrupted , China would become alarmed , and a major
war, involving the big powers , could erupt .(l~4)

At the WSAG meeting on December 6, Kissinger alerted the departmental c~Cficers
to the fact that “it is quite obvious tha t the President is not incline l
to let the Paks be defeated .”(l?15) At the next meeting of WSAG cii December
8, Kissinger articulated the White House strategic perception:

Ii’ the Indians smash the Pak air, f orce arid the armored forces I in
the West] we would have a deliberate Indian att~~npt to force the
disintegration of Pakistan. The elimination of’ the Pak armored and
air forces would make the Pak a defenseless . It would turn Weat
Pakistan into a client state .( 11e6)

In the light of the White House’s affective, political, and strategic
stakes in the viability of an autonomous Pakistan , the administration quickly
adopted as its principal ob jective a policy of deterring India from
taking off ensive militcry action against West Pakistan . This approach
encountered minor opposition fran other senior U.S. officials. Assistant
Secretary of State for Near Eastern and East Asian Affairs Joseph Sisco
was frank in questioning the necessity for U.S . deterrence . At the important
WSAG session on December 8, Sisco tactfully parried Kissinger ’s contention
that Ind ia might be attempting “to force the disintegration of Paidstan.”
According to minutes of the sessic~n,

Mr. Sisco stated that if the situation were to evolve as Dr.
Kissinger had indicated then , of course, there was a serious risk
to the viability of West Pakistan. Mr. Sisco doubted, however ,
that the Indiana had this as their objective . He indicated that
(Indian ] Foreign Minister Singh told (American] Ambassador Keating
that India had no intention of taking any Pak territory . Mr. Sisco
said it Mtnht alao be kept in mind that Kashair is really disputed
territory~~1147)

4
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But Sisco found little o~rert support for his doubts among other seniorofficials . Only Deputy Defense Secreta ry Dav~id Packard reinforced Sisco ,
and then on the basis of the likely ~ffectiven ea s of the Nixon—Kissinger
deterrence policy, rather than cm the more fundamental issue of India’s
true intentions .

Mr. Packard stated that the overriding consideration is the practical
pr oblem of either doing something effective or doing nothing . If
you don ’t win, don ’t get involved . If we were to attempt something
it would have to be with a certainty that it would affect the
outcome • Let’ s riot get in if we are going to , Find sane way
to stay out.(]Je8)

Outside of Washington , the major critic of U .S. involvement on the side
of Pakistan was, to no one ’s surprise , American Ambassador to India K enneth
Keat irig . Throughout the war, in a stream of cables to Washington , Keeting
urged a policy of “genuine neutrality” and reported that U .S .  covert
favoritism was “having no appreciable effect on ‘Yahya and was confusing the
Indians .”(1)i9) But Keating ’s efforts were partially offset by comparably
empeasioned pro—Pakistani appraisals forwarded to Washington by the U .S.
ambassador to Pakistan, Joseph Farland . 

I

In general, however , the principal actions of the U.S. government dur ing
the war were dicta ted by Nixon and Kissinger. During the months precee ing
November, moat senior State Department officials had been pre occupied ,by the
sec.mingly more important issues east and west of the subcontinent . Siaco
and his bureau personnel had themselves been largely absorbed with Secretary
of State Williaa.P. Rogers ’ attempt to carve out a role as a cons t ructi ve
mediator in the explosive Middle East . Planning within the National Security
Council (NSC) system had been dominated by the negotiated withd rawa l of U .S.
forces fran Vietnam and the diplomat ic breakthrough with China . When the
December war broke out , decisiormiakirig was quickly centralized at the top
of the NSC system , where Nixon and Kissinger were able to dominate discussion
and options. The continuous series of WSAG meetings “served as a mechanism
both to legitimize the ‘tilt’ policy formulated by Nixon arid Kissinger and
to ensure White House policy was understood by those officials resp~neible
for implementing various manifestation s of the tIlt .”(150)

Before , and to a lesser extent during , the fourteen-day December war ,
Congressional and public opinion narrowed the magnitude of executive dis-
cretion—particularly with respect to U.S. policy as formally declared .
SInce 1967, because of the constant tension between India and Pakistan,
an official American embargo had been imposed on the shipment of all “lethal”
military .qui~aent to Pakistan. Although the Nixon administration announced
termination of the limited U .S. military assistance program to Pakistan in
April 1971, $35 million of “nonlethal” military assistance already contracted
for, end the cash sale of’ such “nonlethal ” items as trucks , transport aircraft ,
ccmummicaticns equipnent , arid ~~~init~~~ to Pakistan continued until Ccmgres-
sional pressure in ssrly N~,~~~er forced the administration to revoke these
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export licenses . Congress registered similar disapproval of Pakistan’s
bloody civil war in July , when the House Foreign Affair s Camnittee voted
against the 1972 appropriations for development aid to Pukistan .(15l)

Domestic political pressure on the Nix on adminis tration may have slowed
down open diplosiatic support for Pakistan against India until the December
war , but it did not deter covert administration favoritism toward Islaniabad .
Accord ing to Joan Hochman, Nixon himself privately announced his “tilt”
policy to the Washington Special Action Group (WSAG) at a meeting In mid-
September.(152) Once full-scale conventional warfare began on December 3,
the administration abandoned its pretense of neutrality and the pro—India
sentiment of Congress and the public had little impact on the private
manifestations of the Nixon-Kissinger “tilt.”

Fran December 3 onward , the Nixon administration explicitly coianunicated
its general conclusion that India was principally responsible for the war ,
and that the United States intended to deter any Indian military action
against West Pakistan. On December 14 , as Ma rvizf and Bernard Kaib recount ,

State Department spokesman Robert MoCloekey sumaoned the Saturday
morning contingent of reporters into his aecond—floow office.
Siaco, looking uncomfortable, stalked into the roan , carrying his
White House Instructions fran Kissinger. “India bears the major
responsibility” he charged , “for the broader hostilities which
have ensued .”(153)

At the United Nations cm December 5 and 6 , U.S • Ambassad or George Bush
sponsored ceaae—1ire resolutions calling for the withdrawa l of all troops
to their own sides of the border. These resolutions effectively favored
the retreating Pakistanis, Bush let it be known to reporters that the U .8.
goverr~~nt considered India clearly “the major aggressor .”(1514) In response
to public criticism of the Nixon administration’s anti—India statements ,
Kissinger convened a press background briefing on December 7 to elaborate
on White House policy . Kissinger disclaimed any anti—India bias, but at the
same time made it clear that the administration considered India ’s military
attack on East Pakistan unnecessary, asserting “we believe that what started
as a tragedy in East Bengal is now becoming an attempt to dismember a sovereign
state and a member of the United Nations .“(155)

Nixon’s and Kissinger’s fears of India ’ 6 military intenti ons in West
Pakistan were given fuel on December 8 with the report by CIA Director
Richard Helms:

Mrs • Gandhi has indicated that before heeding a UN call for
cease—fire , she intends to stra ighten out the southern border of
Azad [Pakistani-controlled) Kashair. It is reported that, prior
to terminating present hostilities, Mrs • Gandhi intends to attempt
to eliminate Pakistan’s armor and air force capebilitiea. (156)
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The next day, according to Marvin and Be rna rd Kaib , Kissinger twice sumnxrned
Indian Ambassador L. K. Jha to the White House , displayed the CIA intel ligence
report on Gandhi ’s intentions, and demanded that India reconsider this action.
(157) Meanwhile, Under Secretary of State John Irwin cabled the American
Emh:rnsy in India: “In view of intelligence reports spelling out Indian
military objectives in West Pakistan , we do not want In any way to ease Indian
C,overzmient conce rns ye help Pak istan might rece ive from outside sourceø.”(l58)
A t the Unitod NationQ on December 12, U .S. Ambassador Buch presented a letter
to the President of the Security Council that argued: “With East Pakistan
virtually occupied by Indian troops, a cont inuation of the war would take
on increasingly the character of armed attack on the very existence of a
member—State of the United Nations.” During Security Council debate , 8ush
called f or “a clear and unequivocal assuranc? that India does not intend to
annex Pakistan territory and “ohange the status %~uo in Kashmir .”(l59) .

That same day , December 12, Nixon and Kissinger chose to broaden their
deterrence coemunicati cris to include the USSR. As they flew to the Azores
for a eunmit meeting with French President Georges Pcmpidou, they instr~ucted
Jacob Bea , U .S. ambassador to Moscow, to inform the Soviet Foreign Ministry
that Nixon would have to reconsider his scheduled visit to Moscow if ti e USSR
allowed India to carve up West Pakietan, On the return flight from th~ Azores
on Decembe r 114, with the war still raging and no word from the Sovie t foreign
&-niot:’y , Kissinger conf identially info nned the tra velling pool of White House )
zeporte rn that if the USS R did not restrain India within a few days , “thc
entire U.8.—Soviet relationship might well be reexamined .” The importance of
the statement led The Iashini~ton ~~~~ to ignore Kissinger ’s usual anonymity
and to name him directly as the source of the ultimatum. (160)

Parallelling the administration’s increasingly specific and threatening
verbal ccmm,unications during the war was a carefully tailored escalation
of U .S • economic and military sanctions designed to give both credibility
and potency to the punishment implied in the oral communications • On
December 1, in the light of the increasing number of milita ry incidents along
the Eeat Pakistani borders, the Nixon administration announced cancellation
of export licenses for $2 million in arms bound for India and a freeze on
ill future licensee for arms to India.(161) When full—scale war broke out
on December 3, the United States escalated its economic sanctions. That
day Nixon ordered suspension of all pending development loans for India
and suspension of $72 million In Public Law 1480 credit assistance. (162)
Three days later , Charles Bray, a State Department official, announced the
suspension of $87.6 million in development loans to India , stati ng that the
United Statos “was not going to make a short—term contribution to the Indian
eccriany to make easier for the Indian goveriuwent to sueta th its milita ry
effort s.” (163 ) At the December ~~AG session , K issinger inquired “what the
next turn of the screw might be ” in the light of India ’s potential milita ry
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L (,, ~ threat to the West • Maurice Williams,’ deputy administrator of the Agencyr for International Development (AID) and Deputy Defense Secretary David
Packard explained the difficult ies associated with canceling foreign
assistance already coarnitted through irrevocable letters of credit to U £.
suppliers . Kissinger instead ordered AID to exclude from the coming fiscal
year budget any requests for assistance from India . (i6~)

These decisions involved significant sums, but the total impact on the
$614 billion Indian economy was predictably small • One is forced to conclude
that Nixon and Kissinger’ were attempting to signal the possibility of more
severe economic and military sanctions if’ India continued its military
offensive , rather than trying actually to cripple the Indian economic , base .
~~~ suspended during the war were $30 million in U.S. project aid loans to
India for specific purposes and $105 million in commodity import assistance .
Moreover , at the international financial institutions duri ng December ’ and
January, American representative s did not interfere with the norma l e~ tens ion
or new loanø and credit to India .(165 )

Following the adm inistration ’s policy of progressive escalation of threats ,
Kissinger inquired at the WSAG meeting on December 6 and 8 into the legality
of authorisirig Jordan or Saudis Arabia to transfer previously supplied American
weapons to Pakistan. The congressional ban on direct transfer of lethal weapons
precluded any deliveries of replacement arms from the United States . J lthough
State Department spokesman U. Alexis Jo&mgon referred to such action a,~ a
“token” gesture unlikely to narrow substantially the Pakistani defen s€. gap ,( ) it is clear that Kissinger had in mind the demonstrative impact of such outside
involvemen ts. Acting under Kissinge r ’s orders , Under 3ecretary of State John
Irwin sent cables to the American embassies in India , 3audi Arabia , .Tord an,
T ren, and Pakistan instructing that

we do not went in any way to ease Government of India’ s concerns
regarding help Pakistan might receive from outside sources .
Consequently, embassy should henceforth give 00! no rep eat no
assurances regarding third country tfanefers . ( 166)

When , in response to Yahya than ’s pleas, Jordan ’s K ing Hussein privately
asked the administration to agree to the transfer of eight J ord anian 7—1014
jets to Pakistan, Nixon ignored the consensus of the WSAG me bers and secreti
authorised Jordan’s transfer of ~~~ American—suppli ed planes to Pakietan.(167
Libya chose to send American-supplied 7-5 jet s to Pakistan as a show of Islamic
solidarity without requesting U.S.  apyr’oirIl . (168)

From thoughts about American arms assiatanc —to the extent that it wee
politically viable—N ixon and Kissinger soon progressed to thoughts about a
direct demonstration of American arms . During the last days of November , as
fighting escalated in East Pak istan , the U .S • Defense Department had expanded
the operational some of’ the Seventh Fleet to include the Bay of Bengal . When
word arrived in Washington on December 8 that the Indian Cabinet was discussing
a possible military offensive against W..t Pakistan,
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Urgent huddles in the White House led to a decision on 10
December to assemble in Malacca Strait a United States task )
force, spearheaded by the aircraft carrier Enternriae, the
Navy’s most powerful ship.(169)

The four Soviet ships already in the Bay of Bengal we re overshadowed by
U.S. Task Force 711 of the Seventh Fleet , assembled off Singapore. It consisted
of the Enterurice, the world ’s largest attack carrier , with seventy—five
nuclear—aimed fighter-bombers on board ; the amphibious assault car rier Thivo]j_,
carry ing a Marine battalion—landin g te am of 2 ,000 troops and twenty—five assaul t
helicopters; three guided—missile escorts , the IU zig, Decatur, and Paroon;~four gun destroyers,. the Bausell, Orleck , UcKean , and Ander son; and a nuclear
attack submarine . (170) Countries along the intended route of the task force
were informed in advance of the ships ’ movements , so word of the implied
American threat reached New Delhi as early as December 11 .(l7l ) During the
night of December 13—114 , Task Force 714 went through the Strait of Malecca .
~~t December 15, the U .S • combat ships entered the Bay of Bengal . Washington
announced that day that the task force might herp evacuate Pakistani forces
from the East after a cease—fire . Despite the official end of the Indo—
Pakistani War on December 17, Task Force 71e remained in the Indi an Ocean
until January 1972, when its ships retired to their original station s off
Vietnam and at Subic Bay in the Philippines. (172)

Target Behavior

U .S. behavior during the December war was directed toward the three targets
of India , the USSR, and China , with India the principal target of U .S. action .
While the war agains t Pakistan found India firmly united behind the leadership
of Prime Min ister Indira Gandhi and her Congress party--as indicated by the
party ’s sweep of the national elections in March 1971--Gandhi was under
considerable domestic pressure to give direct economic and military assis tance
to the Bangladesh independence movement . •The international dispute over East
Pakistan had engaged a number of major Indian Interests . Pakistan’s weakened
c~~~ition presented India with the opportunit y to establish itself as the
sole power on the Asian subcont inent and the chance to recoup national prestige
lost at the bands of’ the Chinese in 1962 . The fighting also posed major threats .
Pakistan’s dip1~~~tic alignment with China meant that any war risked renewed
f ighting with China . Duri ng the year , India ’s relations with the United
States had deteriorated as word leaked of continuing U .S. shipments of nonletha l
milita ry equipsent to Pak istan , and as the Nixon administration steadily
improved relations with India ’s adversary , China . Faced with the possibility
of’ a war with Pakistan tha t would pat India against the combined opposition
of the United States and China , New DeThi felt compelled to seek counter —
support fr om the USSR. The rapid consums~ tion of the Indo—Soviet Treat y of
Peace, Friendship, and Cooperation, only three weeks after Nixon’s July 15
announcement of his forthcr~{ng trip to Cairo , was a major step in this directio n .
But this counterbalanc ing strategy also threatened India with the possible loss
of international neutrality and flexibility by hardening its alliance with the
USSR.(1r3 )
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The most pressing problem of the war was tha t of the East Pakistani
F refugees , and the solution of this matter governed India ’ a behavior before

and during the December war . Between late March and early December , an
estimated 9.5 million Bengali refugees crossed into India to escape the
genocidal fighting . By late 1971, the financia l burden on India of’ providing
refugee assistance had reached $3 million a day . Only pert of that cost was
offset by internationa l relief contribut icms.(l7~)

Even more worris ome to the government in New Delhi , however, was the mounting
potential for violence in India . The Ind ian state of West Bengal , to which
most of the refugees had fled , was a Muslim-dominated state , politi cally and
economicall y tmstablç in the best of times . During 1971, West Bengali Muslims
grew increasingly resentful that the East Pakistani refugees , many of them
Hindu s, received better food , shelter , clothing , and medical care than did the
native Indians themselves . Gandhi was aware of the growing potential for
violence , and assured the West Bengalis that she had “n o intention of
allowing them [the refugees j to settle here ; neither have we any intention
or asking them to go beck merely to be but che recr .”(175) To avoid either
of these undesirable alternatives , however , required a resolution of the East
Pakistani civil war on terms favorable to the Bengali nationalists . By the
time the government in Islamabad ordered the milita ry attack in the West ,
the Indian government was str ongly motivated , as well as militaril y pre~ared ,
to impose a quick golution to the Bangladesh problem that would permit refugee
resettlement • War with Pakistan provided the necessary opportunity .

The Nixon administration ’ s vigorous campaign at the United Nat icma to
arrange a cease—fire and mutual withd~rawa1 of’ opposing forces during the war ’s
first days alerted the Indian government to the U .S. objective of preventing
“forceful dismemberment” of’ a longtime ally . India registered its perception
of this objective in several fashions . On December 6, Indian Foreign Secretary
T N . Kaul euimaoned American Ambaseador Keating to inform him of India ’s
“shock and surprise” at the stand the United States was taking in the United
Nat icms .(176) Two days later , a senior Indian official rejected Kissinger’s
cleim that India ’s military action had undercut promising opportunities for
a political resolution of the Eaet Pakistani problem, and described U.S .
proposals for ’ a political settlemen t as “neither new nor realistic .“(llT)
The fact that U S ,  policy was widely known was indicated by a demonstration
on December 7 outside the American embassy by thirty members of the Indian
Parliament protesting U.S. attempts to arrange a cease—fire through the UN
Security Council.(178)

When the Nixon administration shifted its attention toward the more
feasible objective of’ deterring major Indian milita ry action aga inst West
Pakistan, the Indian government quiok3y sought to signal that it had no
dsaire to destroy the sovereignty of West Pakistan • At a Washington news
conference on December 3, the Indian ambassador to the United States told
reporters that India wanted “neither Pa kistani territo ry or people .“(179)
In response to Kissinger ’s asserti on at the ISAG session on December 8 that
an Indian attack on Pakistani forces in Lied Kashmir (the Pakistani state of
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Kashmir) would be equivalen t to “a deliberate In dian atte mpt to force the
disintegration of Pa kistan , ” Assistant Secreta ry Siaco reminded Kissinger
that “Fore ign Minister Siiigh told Ambessadb r Resting tha t India had no ‘I
intention of taking any Pak territo ry. “(180)

The Nixon admini strati on continued to push for unequivocal assurances of
West Pakistani sovereignty , and the Indigan governmen t sought to provide
these . At a massive public rall y on December 12, Prime Minister Gandhi said
in words meant for Wash ington:

We are not facing this gra ve dang er . . . because we want to occupy
somebody ’s territory or we want to destroy some nation . We have
never wanted this . We have never wanted any nati on , including our
neighbor , to be destroyed . . . • We are not fighting to occupy
any country ’s territo ry or to destroy it. I repeat this beca use
propaganda of this kind is being spread in the world to discredit s
us.(l81)

At thc United Nations that same day, in response to Ambassador &ish ’s demand
for “a clear and unequivocal assura nce that India does not intend to annex
Pakistan territo ry and change the status quo in Kashmir ,” Indian Ambassador
Swar an Singh replied that “India baa no territorial ambition s in Bang1ac~esh
or in West Pakistan .“(182) Other major states , such as the United King 1om
and France , were persuaded by the veracity of Indian assurances despite their
knowledge of U .S .  intelligence . India ’s last attempt to mitigate the Thite
House’s suspicion of its intenti ons came on December 15. In a personai
letter to Nixon sent on December 15 ar~1 released to the public the next day ,
Gandhi wrote : “We do not want any territory of what was East Pakistan and
now constitutes Banglade sh . We do not want territory of Weet Pakista n .”( l83)
On December 15, the day Gandhi ’s letter arrived in Wa shington , State Department
spokesman Robert McCloskey told tha press that India still had not replied
to a US. request for assurances that it would not move on West Pakistan after
defeating the Pakistanis in the East .( 18~i)

On December 11, the Indi an governmen t learned of the White House ’s
decision the previous day to organize a naval task force for possible use in
the Bay of Bengal . The extension of the Seventh Fleet’ a operational zone
to the Indian Ocean the previous week had alerted New Delhi to possible
initiatives by U .S .  navel forces . News of the organization end tenta tive
destination of Task Force 7~e appears to have reached India via other govern-
ments in the region that Wa shington had informed of the pending U .S. force
moveaient .(l85) New Delhi obtained confirmation of’ U .S. naval activitie s
on December 12 through intercepted Pakistani cosmunications as well as from
news report s arriv ing from Southeast Asia , In a story dated December 12, the
New York Times reported from Saigon that the ~ iterm’ise and several escort
shipa bad left Vietnam es~ waters on December 10 for the Strait of Malacca to
await final instructions there befo~~ proceeding up the Boy or Bengal.(186)

The Indian government may have learned quickly of the organ iastion and
destination of Task Force 7Ze , bit it found it extremely difficult to interpret
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the purpose of the naval force , or credibly to link Its mission to Nix on’s
objective or deterring military action against West Paki stan . For some
four days , Indian defense officials pondered ‘the likely purpose of the U. S .
task force ; apparently they never reach ed a definitive conclusion . Instead ,
the Indian government chose to take precautionary military measures against
those probable American actions it considered. most threatening . It quickly
discarded the Defense Department ’s formal explanation, made both in Saigon
and by Defense Secretary Melvin Laird in Washington , tha t Task Force 713
was port of contingency planning for the evacua t ion of some 47 American s who
voluntarily remained in Decca after the Britis h Air Force evacua ted 114 U .S.
nati onals on December 12 .(187) The Indian government considered It improbable
that the United Stat cs would not consult India before sending into the war
zone a powerful arm ada includi ng a nuclear powered and armed aircraft carrier,
fur the sole purpose of evacuating fewer than fifty Americans . (i~~) The idea
that the nava l task force intended forcibl y tci break the Ind ian blockade of
East Pakistan—either to link U .S • Marines with Pakistani troops or tc~ escort
Pakistani reinforcements to the East——was also quickly rej ected on the grounds
that this would risk war with the Soviet ships in or near the Bay of Bengal .
It seemed to Indian government officials that Nixon did not have enough
political support in the United States for a pre sidential war against Iri dia. (].&9)
They felt that the task force might be intended merely to divert Indian naval
and air attention away from the Pakistanis, but they thought the beat response
to this contingency was to disregard the American ships and to increase military
effort s toward a quick conclusion of the war . ( 190)

The moa t plau sible milita ry mission for the U.S. task force , in l�ie official
Indian view, was to evacuate Pakiatan~. troop s to the West before the fall of
Bangladesh. The presence of the American amphibious asøault carrier TriDoli,
with its helicopters and Marine battalion, seemed to imply such a mission .
Indian intelligence in Washington and Decél reported discussions and prepara-
tions for evacuation . On December 15, the Pentagon officially stated that the
U.S. task force might help to evacuate Pakistani troops after a cease—fire .
Indian military planners expected the evacuation to be carried out either by
a U.S • helicr pter airlift of the Pakistani officer corps to the American
flotilla or by a more massive troop evacuation on nuinerou~ small vessels from
East Pakistani harbors under the protective umbr ella of Task Force 74 . Eith er
possibility was cause for grave concern , for it would place India in the
position of having to initiate military action against nonbellige rent American
forces . To prevent any such peaceful evacuation , the Indian Air Force was
quickly orde red to destroy all ships in East Pakistani harbo rs , to keep all East.
Pakistan i airports unde r constant attack to dete r possible helicopter land ings ,
and to make preparations to sink any Pakistani troop ships attempting to link
up with the U. S. teak force. By December 15, New Delhi was convinced that
these operations mould make it impossible for the U.S. troops to link up with
Pakistani troops unless American forces first Initiated military action against
the Indian Air Force and Navy--an action they felt the United States was
unlikely to take because of the political and military risks Involved. When
Bangladesh fell on December i6, a large n~aaber of Tndian leaders and citizens
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~~ convinced that the American task force would In fact have attempt cd on
evacuation of Pakistani troops to the West if India had not take n prevent ive
military counte rmeasures and if East Pakistani resistance had not collapsed
so quickly . (191)

Few Indian officials seem to have given serious though t during the war
to the possibility of a link between the movepent of U.S. nave l forces and the
princip al Nixon—Kissinger objective of impressing New Delhi with the dangers
of any major military action against West Pakistan. While gunboat diplomacy
was temporarily considered as a possible motive for U.S . naval action , the
target of this threat was seen ~~~ as Indian action in the ~~~~~~~~ but as ongoing
Indian advances in the 

~~~~~~~~~ 
And in the light of India ’s existing ccimnitment

in the East and its imminent military victory , this misapprehension of U .S.
Inten t merely stimulated increased defiance cm the port of Indian officials.(192)
In fact , East Pakistan ’s hopeless milita ry position convinced New Delhi that
evacuation , and no gunboat diplomacy, was the true motive behind U .3 • naval
action . The Indian government ’ s confusion was wholly understandable. Washington’ a
official explanations of the task force emphasized evacuation operations in the
East rather than deterrence in the West • The Ind ian government thought it had
made it clear to the Nix on administration in numerous authoritative communications
that it did not enterta in major ambitions in the West . In this respect , the
Indian government drew the important distincti on between offensive military
acti ,n designed to consolidate control over the long-dispu ted territory of
Kashair , versus offensive action designed to undermine the sovereignty ~fWest Pakistan . The Indian government assumed that the Nixon administra tion
perceived and appreciated this dist ..ncttcn . Finally , the movemen t of Task Force
74 seemed potentially relevant to events in East Pakistan, but geographically
remote to events in the West . From the Bay of Bengal U .3 • naval air power
was a full 1,300 miles from the Weste rn battle tron t.1193)

In the end , Gandhi and her advisers chose to stop short of her con templated
goal of retaki ng some or all of Azad Keaheir. While this action conformed to
the objective of the Nixon admini strati on, the available evidence suggests
that Indi a’s motives in not attacki ng Mad Kashmir were unrelated to the
activi ties of the U.S . naval task force .. According to Chopra ’ a detailed
analysis ~~ the Indo-PUkiatani War ,

The political advantages of an immediate and unilateral cease—fire ,
partly conceived in terme of prestige, were weighed against the
military advantages of inflicting further attrition on the enemy
and capturi ng some crucia l territorial point . Within a few hours
Mr s . Gandhi consul ted senior cabinet colleagues , the three Chiefs
of Staff , and leaders of the main Opposition parties in Parliament.
(Foreign Secretary] Swaran Slngh, iho was still in New York, was
consulted over the telephone . In vary ing degrees nearly all of
them preferred the political advantage, Swaran Singh moat of all
because , he said , such a gesture would put India’s critics in the
wrong and the effect of the adver se vote in the UN would be greatly
diluted . The Soviet Union had the same preference. . . . its
preference was for en immediate cease—fire because of the isolation
in which it was placed at the UN by the vote in the General Aaseinbly.(194)
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Furthermore, India was not interested in pressi ng its luck with the
People’s Republic of China , which had begun troop movements along India ’s
northern border and had issued two sharp warnings to New Delhi on the morning
of December 16 . But Gandhi ’s call for a cease—tire in the West was unrelated
to the military threat the United States attempted to convey through its
naval operations in the Bay of Bengal . Military counteraction by both India
and the USSR soon offset some of the coercive impact of Task Forc e 74, and
moa t concerned parties felt the threa t of U.S. intervention on the subcontin-
ent lacked cred ibility . Wha t effective deterrence the United States was able
to exercise against the Indian governmef~t was ground ed not in military threats
but in the internati onal pol itical isolation that attached to Ind ia and the USSR
as a result or u .s. aiplomatic efforts in the UN Security Council and General
Assembly.

A seconda ry target of U .S • deterrence strategy during the fourtee~n—day
war was the USSR, India ’s principal ally during the last months of 1971.
Because of the Sino—Soviet rift and the strateg i,c location of India arid
Pakistan on China ’s southern border , the USSR had pursu ed closer ties with
both subcontinent powers simultaneously since the mid-1960e . In 1966, Moscow
played an importan t role as mediator between the two countries , sponsoring the
meetings at Tashkent that conc luded the 1965 Indo—Pakistani war over Keshmir .
At the World Congress of Ccmmnmist parties in Spetember 1969, Cciummiat’ Party
First Secretary Lecmid Brezhnev had proposed an “Asian collective secur ity
system,” which most leaders took to be a Soviet attempt to line up India ,
Pakistan , and other Asian nations against China,(195)

The beginn ing of the Pakistani civil war in March ‘owid the USSR
still pursuing its good neighbor policy with both Pakist ri d Ind ia, and
during the next months Moscow tried to avoid tak ing sides in the dispu te over
East Pakist an . From April through July, Moscow made several amicable signals
toward Pakistan: a Soviet agreement to double imports of Pakistani leather,
a Soviet ccimnitment to construc t a Pakistani steel mill , continued Sod et
economic aid , and private Soviet communications implying tha t Moscow saw the
civil war as en “internal affair. ”(196) At the same time, in deference to
India’s sentiments , the USSR strongly urged Pa kistan to find a quick politica l
soluti on to the civil war “in the intere st of preserving peace in the area ”—
possibly through direct negotiations with Sheikh Mujib and the Awaxn i League,
as demanded by India.(19’~) Although the USSR discontinued its shipments of
az~~ to Pakistan in 1970, it maintained substantial deliveries of arms to
India throughout 1971.

The USSR was nudged from neutrality in the dispute during the summer of
1971 by Pakistan ’s active cultivation of Chinese support against India and
by Nixon ’s dramatic breakthrough in relation s with Chine , Pakistan ’s efforts
to gain a public ccmnitment of Chinese milita ry action against India in the
event of an Indian at tack on Eaet Pakistan and China ’s willingness to lend
both politi cal and material support to Pakistan steadily eroded the Soviet
incentive to remain neutral . I~ addition , Nixon’s July 15 announcement of his
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China trip opened the door for possible ~ol1aboration between China and the
United States in support of the two n*~tiona ’ mutually prefered client ,
Pakistan. In August , when alarmed Indian officials approached the USSR for
offsetting support , Moscow saw advantages in strengthening its political
relationship with New Delhi . On August 9, a twenty-year Indo-Soviet Treaty
of Peace, Friendship, and Cooperation was signed in both capitals . Article
IX of the Treaty stipulated :

Each High Contracting Party undertakes to abstain from providing
any assitance to any third country that engages in armed conflict
with the other Party. In the event of either being subjected to an
attack or a threat thereof , the High Contracting Part ies shall
immediately enter into mutua l consultations in order to remove such
threat and to take approp riate effective measures to ensure peace
and secur ity of their countrie s.(l98)

The t reaty did not , however, mean complete soviet cc*mnitment to India’s
position on East Pakistan. In private conversation s with Indian officials ,
Soviet officials tirelessly advocated milita ry nonintervention in the civil
‘war.(199) Soviet support for Indian milita ry action was impossible because
of Moscow’s simultaneous courtship of the Islamic states of the Middle East .
The “Islamic Republic of Pakistan,” with the world ’s largest Muslim popdlation,
wa~ fully supported in its dispute with India by the Arab (Muslim) stat3s of
the Middle East . Nor was the USSR eager to harm its improving relation3 with
the United States , in the light of thei r mutual interests in strategic, arms
control , a Berlin treaty, and expended economic relations. On October 12,
with the USSR anxious to counter impr oving relations between China and the )United States , Nixon announced that he had accepted an invitation to visit

Moecow in the latter pert of May 1972 . Given this array of international
interests, the most that Moscow was able to concede to the Indian goveriment
in regard to the Pakistani civil war was India ’s right to adopt unilaterally
whatever means it deemed necessary to relieve the political and f inancial
pressure placed on it by fighting . Meanwhile , fran August 9 on, the USSR
would provide through its UN Security Cc*uccil membership an effective shield
against imposition by the United Nat i one of a political settlement to the
civil war that was unsati sfacto ry to India . (zoo)

The USSR did not become a major ta rget of U S ,  signaling until the last
days of the Indo—Pakistani war , when Nixcn a~d Kissinger concluded that India
intended to attack West Pakistan and that direct American leverage aga inst
Gandhi ’s govern ment was insufficien t to prevent this . Before December 13, Mosco~r
had received at least two noteworthy indicatio ns of the Nixon administration’s
desire to induce the u SSR to “restrain” Ind ia from military action . In
November , Nixon had sent a personal letter to Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin
urging superp~ ,ver restraint in the escal ating crisis . Then , on December 7,
in a background press brief ing, Kissinger said in response to questions about
the diplomatic impact of Soviet support Car India:
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We believe that the basis of a peaceful evolution with the
Soviet Union requires that both countrie s exercise great restr aint
in the many crisis areas around the world and that they both
subordinate short—term advantages to the long—term interests of
peace .

The attempt to achieve unilatera l advantage sooner or later
will lead to an escalation of tension s, which must jeopa rdi ze the
prosp ects of relaxation . We hope that the Sovie t Union will use
its undoubted influence to approach problems in the subcontinentin the same spii it and not to jeop ardize the very hopeful evolution
that has started by a short—term approach . But we are still
waiting to see . We have no ju dgment yet . ( 2O1)

Not until December 13, when 11.5. Ambassador Jacob Beam carried to, the
Soviet foreign ministry the Nixon—Kissinger .message tha t the President’s trip
to Moscow might be jeopardized by India ’s “dismemberment” of West Pakistan ,
did the U .S. government make clear the overrid ing objective of U .S. dipl omatic
and military pressure . (Beam’s mission was preceded on December 12 by Ambas-
sador Bush’s demand at the UN that India publicly declare that it had no
territorial ambitions in West Pakistan and Kashmir) . After December l3~ Moscow
received several reiterations of U.S. objectives . With the collaps e of~ Eaat
Pakistan at hand , Kissinger privatel y in~onned the White House press po. 1
on December lIe—with an eye to signaling Moscow- -that

the U .5 . is definitely looking t9 the Soviets to become a restraining
influence in the next few days . But it’ the Russians continue
to delibera tely encourage milita ry actions , a new look might have
to be taken at the President’s sunmi itry plans.(2C~ )

Although White Rouse press secretary Ronald Ziegler that same evening officially
denied speculation that the United States was considering cancellation of the
Moscow s~muriit , he did conf irm that this might occur under a “highly hypothetical

~tuation:”

If the Soviets continued to support Indian military action and
the Indians should move into West Pakistan, this could very well
affect future rf~lations with the Soviet Union . But we have no
reason to stmr this will occur . We have every expectation the
fighting sill p in South Asia.(2(9)

By December 13, the Soviet leaders were genertdly aw3re of the Nix on
administration’ s primary objective . On the day Bear carried the Nixon-Kissinger :
message to the Soviet Foreign Ministry, Soviet Ambassador to India Nikolay
Pegov informed the Indian goveri~nnent that , in the USSR’s estimation, “the
movement of the Seventh Fleet is an effort by the U.S . to bully India , to
discourage it from striking against West Pak istan , and at the same t ime
boost the morale of the Pakistani forces .“(2th) Although Moscow’s evaluation
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of U.S . objectives was less ominous than N~w Delhi ’s less accura te surmise
L that Task Force ~~ was assembled to evacua te Pakistani troops, Pagov made

it clear that the USSR was interested in preventing escalation in the West .
Accord ing to the U S .  Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Soviet ambassador
advised New Delhi on December 13 that

India should try to occupy Bangladesh in the quickest possible
time and tha t it should then accept a cease—fire . . . tha t
Ind ia has achieved a marvelous military victory , Palcistan is
no longer a milita ry force , and it is tnerefore unnecessary
1’ or India to launch an offensive into West Pakistan to crush
a military mach4ne that no longer exists . (2Ci~)

According to Marvin and Bernard Kaib , after the war Kissinger took this and
other U .S. intelligence as proof

that the warn ing fr om the plane (by Nixon and Kissinger on December 121
had compelled the Russians to lean on India , and that the cease—d re
was a result of this pressure . By claiming that he had “saved” West
Pakistan , Kissinger could assert tha t he had rescued an ally of the
United States and a friend of China , and that his new “leverage ’
magic had worked to advance American interests on the oubcontinent~the balance , however tenuous , had been preserved , and Moscow
had been taught still one more lesson about global respo nsibility.(2 (~~)

Kissinger ’s analysis assumes that the Indian cease—fire was motivated by
Soviet pressure , ra ther than by the ojth er Indian diplomatic and military
interests indicated above . The available data suggest that Kissinger was
mistaken. Several days before the end of the war , the U.S .  milita ry attache
in Nepal reported that conversati ons with Indian officials convinced him that
after victory in the East , Indian for ’es would wi thdraw to their prewar positions
in the West , provided Pakistan did the same . (2CYr ) Even while warning on
December 8 of a possible Indian offensive in the West , the CIA reported that
the “Indian Government hopes that all majer fighting will be over by the end
of December 1971,” which would certainly have been impossible it’ India had
entertained any major military objectives in the West .(2~~) Indian scholar
Pra m Chopra argues , based on extensive interviews with senior Indian of ficials ,
that by the time the USSR made Iciown its preference for a cease-fire in West
Pakistan Gandhi and her advisers had already reached a similar position
largely independent of Soviet opinion. (2~~)

Whethe r or not t ie USSR brought effective pressure on New Delhi to
forego an offensive in the West , it is important to emphasize that Soviet
and Indian support for a cease—fire was ~~~ the result of U .8, military
pressure generated by Task Force yli . When they first received word of Task
Force TIe on December 11, Moscow and New Delhi decided to exchange high.4evel
diplomatic misBicme as a sign of mutual support under the terme of Article
IX of the Indo-Soviet Treaty. On December 11, D .P. Dhar , Chairmen of India ’s
foreign policy planning ccmmiittoe left for Moecow, while Soviet First Depity
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Foreign Minister Vasily V. Kuznetsov left with a five—member delegation
for Delhi . (ao ) CIA intelligence reports frcin New Delhi indicate that
U .S . milita ry pressure on Moscow was ineffective . Accordi ng to the CIA,
Soviet Ambassador Pegov informed Indian officials on December 13:

Pakistan is trying to draw both the United States and China into
the presen t conflic i . The Soviet Union , however , does not believe
that: -either count ry will intervene .

Pegov noted tha t a Soviet fleet is ‘tow in the Indian Ocean and that
the Soviet Union will not allow the Seventh Fleet to intervene . (211)

Pagov’s claim was backed by ar t ion . When the war broke out , the USSR had
a minesweepe r and a destroyer in tue Indian Ocean nearing end of their routine
six—month tour , as well as a conventiona l at 1 .ack submarine ar~. a~ tank aanding
ship. When an additional Soviet destroyer and minesweeper arrived in the
Indian Ocean on December 5 for routine relief of1 dut y, Moscow decided .to
maintain all six ships in the war zone . On December 7, two additional Soviet
combat ships were dispatched from Vladivostok to the Indian Ocean : a cruiser
armed with surface—to—surface cruise missiles (SSM) and a submarine armed
with anti—ship missiles.(212 ) Formation of U .S. Task Force 71 on Deceir er
10 did little to deter the USSR Crom furth er military action; U .S . behavior ,
in fact , seems to have had the effect of . escalating S ivI t actions . (k~December 13, as Pegov was inform ing the Ind ian government of the USSi~’ ~ pledge
to prevent intervention by the Seventh Fleet , a second Soviet anti-carrier
task force——a cruiser armed with SSMs , a destroyer , a submarine armed with
SSMs, and and attack submarine——was organized at Vladivostok and dispatched
toward the Bay of’ B~z4gal . (213)

Whatever Soviet pressure was appl ied to India appears to have been
motivated by considerations other than fear of U . S . military action . As Chopr a
indicates , the USSR’s preference for Indian acceptance of a cease—fire in West
Pakistan was heavily inf luenced by the po1~itica1 “isolation in which it was
placed at the UN by the vote in the General Assembly ,”(211) Two vetoes cast
by the USSR on December 5 were required to preven t Securi ty Council passage
of a binding resolution calling for a cease—fire and withdrawa l of all troops
to their own sides of the border • On December 7, with frustration running
high at the inability of the United Nations to act, the UN General Assembly—
acting under the “Uniting for Pea ce” procedures f or the sixth time in its
institutiona l history—overwhelmingly approved (101 to 1]. ) an Argentine
resoluti on calling for a cease—f ire and troop pull—bo ck . On December 13, with
India still advancing , the United States reintroduced a cease—fire resolution
in the Security Council, forcing the USSR to cast its third blocking veto.

This solitary defense of India against the tide of international sentiment
proved particularly embarrassing to Soviet diplomacy in the Middle East . The
Arab states brought heavy diplomatic pressure on Moscow to modify its UN
pceition, not only because of Pakistan ’s Islamic culture , but also because
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Soviet opposition tc~ the UN-mandated withdrawal of Indian troop s seemed to
weaken a similar 1967 UN resolution calling fpi’ Israeli withdrawal from
occupied Arab lands . ( 15 ) The USSR hoped to avoid the prolonged rupture in
political relations with Pakistan that was likely to follow from it~acquiescence to an Indian attack on West Pakistan . Moscow still hoped for
close relations with both subcontinent powers at the expense of China ; Its
month—long delay in recc~ nizing the independent state of Bangladesh u.nderscor ed
its eagerness to avoid a full diplomatic break with Pakistan. The military
threats that might have influenced the USSR to counsel Indian restraint did
not originate frun the United States , ,  but from the People’s Rep ublic of
China . Although Moscow did not e~pect China to intervene because of events
in Bangladesh , an atta ck on West Pakistan—the only nation friendly wi th the
~~C on its vulnerable western border—would seriously have risked Chine se
intervention.

The ~~C was apparently also a target of U S . behavior during the December
1971 war , although concrete evidence of th is is ~ndmitted ly limited . Kissinger ’s
tripe to China in July and October and the ax*no~u~iccmen t on November 29 of Nixon’s
arrival in Peking on February 21 make it difficult to imagine that latent
concern over last-minute complications did not give the White House added
incentive for signaling its ful l suppor t for the two nations ’ common c~ient ,
Pakistan. Henry Brand on, a well—informed White House correspondent , ha~s gone
so far as t~ argue that *

perhap s more than any thing It was the new relatio nship with China
that influenced the President and Dr. Kissinger . It gave them a
vested inte r est in mainta ining the integrit y of Pakistan , allied
with a desire to show Peking that cooperation with the United
States can have its advantagea.(2]6 )

The WSAG documents make no reference to administration concern over relations
with China, but sensitivity to China ’s position can be detected in Kissinger ’s
December 14 background bri efing of White House reporters : “Asked what the
Soviet motive is In’ its behavior on the Thd ia—Pak war , Kissinger said it is
apnerently to humilIe t~ China—t o show the world tha t~ China cannr’~t prevent
what is happening in Pakistan.”(217 ) Kissinger indicated that Nixon shared
this evaluation.(218)

The primary Chinese interests engaged by the Indo—Pakistani War were the
desire to deny any major expansion of’ Soviet power in southern Asia and the need
t - preserve Pakistan as a viable buffer and a partial counterbalance to
India’s growing power. The official conclusion of the Indo—Soviet Treaty on
August 9 increased in ’ 0 concern over encircl emen t from the north and south
by ~he USSR and India . Peking saw the erosion of Pakistani strength on the
subcontinent as a further tightening of the circle .

Duri~tg 1971, China provided Pakistan with extensive dipl omatic , economic,
and militGry assistance in ita growing dispute with India , but like the USSR,
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Chins remained wary of making any firm military ccimnitment to its subcontinent
client over war issue . In a ~.ette r of Apr il 13 that governed PRC policy
Throughout 1971, Chinese Pr ime Minister Chou En—lai wrote President Yahya
Khan :

should the Indian expansio nists dare to launch aggression against
Pakistan, the Chinese Government and people will , as always , f irmly
support the Pakistan Government and people in the ir jus t struggle
to safeguard state sovere ignty and national indep endence .(219)

Chou ’ s connnjtment failed to refer to Chinese defense of’ Pakistan’ s “unity”—
a term that came to be viewed as synonymous with Eaat Pakistan—nor did it
mention direct armed - support . Despite Pakistani pressure, the ffiC refus ed
to increase its public ooainitment during succeeding months . In India , Chinese
behavior was inter preted to mean continued materia l support fran the PRC for
Pakistan ’s efforts in the East , but dir ect Chinese military support onLy if
Pakistan ’s very - existence was threat ened in - the West .(~ o)

No direct evidence emerged during the war of Chin a ’s appraisal of U .S.
operational objectives or use of milita ry forces . During this period , the
official Chinese media were ~fil1ed with belligerent attacks on Soviet and
Indian “social imperialism” in Pakist on and on the two nati ons’ refusal to
accept the UN General Assembly resolution for a cease—fire and troop withdrawal .
It may be possible to infer , fran the absence of official Chinese camne it
on U .S. policy in the subcontinent during these two weeks , a generally ; favorabl e
reaction in China to the U.S . position favoring Pakistan. In m e t , fran
December 3 through December 17, the only officia l Chine se reference to U.S.
action was a statement that the UN Security Coun cil session on Decenter 13 had
been convened at the request of American representativ e Bush to consider a
U .S. cease—fire propo sal.(~~l) An additional indication of a generally
favorable Chinese response to U .S. policy might be Peking’s announcement on
December 13 of the releas e of CIA spy Richard Feoteau and U .3. citizen Mary
Harbert and the reduction of the life sentence of CIA spy John Downey . (22~)

Although the meager evidence avr~ilable suggests that Peking viewed
Washington’s pro—Pakistan policy favorably , there is also some later indicati on
that China did not fully endorse the U .5. military signaling in the Bay of
Bengal , particularly when subsequen t events suggested that the U .8. naval
presence wo.ld not be temporary. C~i December 29, in an article entitled I Soviett * *

Step Up Expan sion , Aggression in the Indian Ocean ,” the New China News Agency
also took the opportunity to criticize the presence of U .S • naval power in
the Indian Ocean:

When the Indian aggressor troops , armed with Soviet weapons , were
pressing toward Dacca , U ,S. imperialism in contention with social—
Imperialism for hegemony over the South Asian subcontinent and the
Indian Ocean , made a show of force to the Soviet Union and India by
dispatching an aircraft carrier and soma other warships of its
Sevont h Fleet to the Bay of Bengal . . . . Soviet revisionism
recent ly accused U S  • imperialism of pursuing a “gunboat policy,”
declaring that “the Indian Ocean is not an American lake .” But at
the seine time it regards the Ind ian Ocean as a “Soviet lake” and
frantically pur sues a social—imperialist “gunboat policy” by
dispatching its own task force there to contend with U.S. imperialism
for domination over the Indian Ocean . 
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The aggression and expansion in the Ind ian Ocean by Soviet
revisionism and U .S. imperialism has long aroused the strong 

-discontent and opposition of the medium-sized and smell countries
in Asia and Africa.(223)

Chinese criticis m intensified when the Defense Department announced on Janua ry
6 that Task Force 71i would temporarily remain, in the Indian Ocean to counter
the Soviet naval presence and that U .S . naval operations would be expanded in the
reg ion . In a January l~i article on the “U .S .—Soviet Scramble for Hegemony in
South Asian Subcontinent and Ind ian Ocean ,” Peking Review warned :

As our great leader Chairman Mao teache s us , “The imperialist
wolves must reinQmber that gone for ever are the days when they
could rule the fate of mankind at will and could do whatever they
liked with the Asian and African countries .“ The affairs of the
South Asian subcont inent can only be handled by the peoples of the
are a • No domination or carving up of the area by U.S .  imperialism
and Soviet revisionism will be tolerated .(221i )

Peking was thus not as en thu siastic about the arrival of U .S.  troops as the
White House might have anticipated .

During the second week of the Indo—Pakistani War , with China ’s owx~ concern
over Indian—Soviet intentions in West Pakistan increasing, Peking chase to make
its own veiled show of force——appa rently. without intentional coordinati on with
U .3 . military moves to the south . Evidence of Chinese milita ry preperat ions
was first reported in Wa’~hington cxi December 10. Interpreting Chinese radio
transmissions gathered by U.S . recorm~issance satellites , the CIA stated : )

On 8 and 9 December , en air net terminal for Tibet and West Chine
was noted passing hourl y aviation surface report s to Peking for 11
Chinese civil weather stations along routes and areas adjacent to the
border of India . . . . The continued passing of weathe r data for these
locations is considered unusual and may indicate sane form of alert
poeture ,(225)

The CIA also noted that “war preparation” efforts had been observed in Tibet
during the past months, and that the 157th Infantry Regiment of Yatung, Tibet ,
had ju st recalled itø personnel to carry out an “urgent mission.”(226) Later
that night , the U S . military att aché in Nepal cabled from Katmandu that “the

* 
Indian high cc*imand had sane sort of information that military action was
increasing in Tibet” and that “both the USSR and India embassies have a growing~concern that PRC might intervene .”(22~) During the next two days , both Indian
and American intelligence intercepted high—level Pakistani coimnunicationa
informing Eastern milita ry ccminanders not to accept a cease—fire in the light
of inmiinent military aeaistanoe “fran the north and the south.” In New Delhi
on December 13, official Indian spokesmen informed the press that Chinese
troop movements of ufl)a~o.n size had begun at two points along the mountainous
northern border.(228) On December 16, China increased the military tension
both by formally protesting to the Indian government an alleged crossing of

* the China-Sikkim boundary by Indian soldiers and by issuing a major government
slatement calling “absolutely inipermisaible” Ind ia ’s desire “not only to
swallow up East Pak istan , but also to destroy Pakistan as a wbote .”(22 )
Later that day , before diplomatic and milita ry escalation could proceed, Gandhi
announced a unilateral cease—fire in the East and a cease—f ire in the West
for the following morning. *
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Third Party I3~havior

Pakiatani President Yahya IQian did have a major role in the outcome
of the Indo—Pa kisteiii War , but he was not an intentional target of U.S .
military signaling during the fourteen days of fighting . Yahya become
president of Pakistan in March 1969, when he led a military coup agains t
long—time dictator Ayub Khan . He centralized civilian and military authority
under his leadership to an unprecede nted degree , proclaiming hlmaelf not only
president but also camim.nder—in—chief , chief martial law administrator,
minister of defense , and minister of fore ign affairs . (230) After the disastrous
national assembly elections in December 1970, Yahya further centralized
authority by dissolving his Cabinet . According to the f ormer Pakistani
cccmunications minister , by this action Yahya became

completely dependent upon bureaucrats arid generals who provided
only those reports and assessments that were pleasing to the ears
of their boss . Yahya , like Ayub before hint, demonstrated the
military dictator’s paucity of sources for honest, independent , and
accurate advice . This lack of good advice was largely responsible
for Yabya ‘a incredible errors during the crisis, and for the
ininense suffering that resulted . (231)

Yahya was representative of the interlocking commercial-military-
bureaucratic elite that bad dominated Pakistani political affairs sinc3
19117. The members of that elite were the principal beneficiari es of the
inequities between West and East Pakistan and had an overwhelmi ng incentive
f or mainta ining the Pakistani status quo. (232 ) Like most Westerners , Yabya
and his military backers underrated the determination of the traditionally
less martia l Bengalis . He also underestimated the legitimacy of Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman as spokesman for Bengali aspirations. With regard to India , Yahya
allowed himself to see the crisis as a personal test of strength with New
Delhi ’s female prime minister and as a holy war against flindu. a . “If that
woman thinks she can cow me down ,” he told a visiting Chinese delegation,
“I refuge to take it . If she wants a war , I ’ll fight her~”(233) After
Yabya’s poorly organized air strike against Indian forces in the West on
December 3, The Pakistan Times proclaimed: “Plainly Islam is the issue between
India and Pakistan. (kily those qualify to fight the battle of Pakistan who
are prep ared to fight the battl e of Islam. • • .?or us there is no choice
but to fight, if need be to the last man .”(231i)

American—Pakistani relations reached a low ebb in la te 1965 , when the
Johnson administration suspended military and economic assistance to Pakistan
end India during the Kashmir war . Relations gradually improved as the United
States resumed its economic assistance and modified the arms embargo to
permit sale of spare parts and non—lethal supplies . During Nixon’s presidency,
tie, continued to improve, largely because of changing U .S. policy toward
China • On his s~~~er tour of Asia in 1969, Nixon stopped briefly in Pakistan.
He privat ely told Tahys of his determination to open a diplomatic dialogue
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with China , and asked him to be his conduit to Peking . When the two presidents
met again in October 1970, Nixon asked Yahya Khan to inform the Chines e 3leade rs of Washi ngton ’s desire to open direct American -Chine se talks “at a
high level .” From December 1970 until July 1971, Yahya served as middleman
in a secre t exchange of presidential notes between Washington and Peking
that culminated in Kissinger ’s secret visit to Chine during a three—day
“visit ” to Pakistan .(235) Yahya Khan remained convinced throughout 1911 that
his role as liaison between them ensured that Peking and Washington would bail
him out of any international problem into which he stumbled . When Pakistan ’s
former ecimminicationa minister asked Yahya in September 1971 about the growing
crisis with India , he was assured that “both Chinese and Americans will help
us , how could they fqrget our services in the last two years.” This happy
delusion persisted when war began . (236)

Yahya ’s diplomatic strategy rested on the assumption that the great
powers and the United Nation s would intervene to prevent or halt a dangerous
subconti’-’ent war from spiraling out of control . This might be accomplished
by setting up a UN Observer Group similar to the one that had supervised the
Kashmir truce line since 1.9~i9. Yahya’a assumption gained support early in the
war , when the United States and China sponsored UN resolutions calling for an
immediate cease—fire and withdrawal of all armed personnel to their own sides
of the border • But the UN role quickly fell afoul of a series of Soviet
vetoes in the Security Council . At that point , the Pakistani governmen ’;
made a d irec t appeal f or  unilateral intervention by its allies . On Dee~mber
9, a “ranking Foreign Ministry official” in Islamabad “called on the wOrld at
large, par ticularl y the big powers , to take appropriate action againet what
he charged was ‘naked and barbarous aggression’ by India ,” accordi ng to the
Net York Times correspondent in Pakistan. (237)

Yahya saw as the first signs of an affirmative response to his call for
help the creation of Task Farce 74 on December 10 and rumors of Chin ese troop
movements along India ’ a northe rn border . Yahya ‘a optimistic interpretation
of U.S . intentions may have been the result not only of his services for the
White House, but also of mislead ing information from his close friend, U .3.
Ambassador JoeeiI~ Fa rla rt d ,(238) Whatever the primary explanation , American
and Chine se military maneuver s gave Yahya the reinfor cement he needed to
cling to his great power strategy . On December 10, Pakistani military ca~mandere
in the East requested authori za tion from Islamabad for a transfer of power to
the clearly victorious Bengalia . But the next day , act ing cvi its conviction
about American and Chinese intentions, Islainabad radioed its Eastern c~~~aMere
that there would be no cease-fire . That evening a government spokesman
explained to newsmen that “Pakistan has evoked understandings and agieements
with other countries to meet the situation crested by India’s naked aggression.’(239)

Unrealistic expectations of a saving intervention lingered for several
more days . According to Pakistani Prime Minister Nurual Amin , “even a day
before admitting the lose of Eaet Pakistan, Yahya Than assured me that our
force s were in control and were expo ting a Chinese intervention and the
A rican Seventh Fleet any moment . (240) Presidential reassurance. such as
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( -~ these affected the expectations of other West Pakis tanis . On December 3.3,
Pakistani news services mislead ingly reported that “President Nixon yesterdaysent to the Indian Prime Minister , Mr.. Indira Gandhi , a categorical warning
raisi ng the possibility of direct American intervention in the Indo-Pakistan
conflict .”(~~1) On the morni ng of Decem ber 17, twelve hours after official
surrender in the East , Rawalpindi’ s leading newspaper plaintively asked if
there was still a chan ce of milita ry help from the United States Seventh
Fleet and from Chin a.(2112) These false hopes postponed by several days-—
possibly as many as five—the official surrender of Pakistani forces in the
East .

A second unexpected effect of Teak Force 74 on Pakistan i attitudes afte r
the war was resentment of the misleading U.S . military signals . The depth
and duration of such resentment are impossible to jud ge, but it is clear
that the U .3. military action only diminished the gratitude the United States
had won among Pakiatanie during the first week of the crisis by its vigorous
attacks on Ind ia in the United Natio ns.(24~) Informed Pakistani opinion ,
like that in India , found it difficult to decip~~r the White House’s objectives
for Taak Force 74 . Writ ing in Pakiatan Har{aon is.ediat ly after the war ,
a senior professor at Ka rachi University could only conclude:

The purpose of the diversion of the naval vessels was not too cleer.
Was it to pres surise (sic ] India into agreeing to a cease—tire
in West Pakistan, or was it to impress upon the Soviet Union 

-

that its presenc e in the Indian Ocean would not be allowed by the:

(
~~1

) 
United States to go unohallenged~ (2*)

Duri ng the December war , neither India nor the USSR accepted U .S. attempts
to impose a cease-fire and troop withdrawal in East Paki stan . The gra vity
and urgency of the Bengali refugee prob1~~ and the domestic coimnitment to
liberation ruled out compliance by India , and the USSR was unwilling to risk
its political capital with India for the sake of marginally improved relations
with the White House. The subsequent and more realistic U.S . objective of
deterring a major Indian military offensive against West Pakistan met with
greete r success . Despite India’s early inclination to step up operation. in
West Pakistan after victory in the East—if only to strengthen it. hold on
Kashair—it undertook no major operations in the West after the cease—tire
in the East on December 16. (Even then, India occupied more than 2,500 square
miles of West Pakistani territay before December 17; this land was returned
under the Simla agreements of July 1972) . This second administration objective
was aided by the USSR, which made biowu to the Indian government its str ong
pre ference for a cease-fire in West Pakistan after Indian liberatio n of the
East. To the extent that U.S. behavior was guided by the objective of pro-
tecting it. fledgling relationship with Chine, one muat conclude that Chinese
behavior conformed to that desired by Nixon. Nixon’s trip to China proceeded
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without incident and officially inaugurated a new era of diplomatic cooperation
between the two nations. . )

The permanent effects of the Indo-Pakistani War on U .S • external relations
are clearly visible only in the instance of the relationship with India . The
formation of the impoverished and unstable state of Bangladesh proved to be of
little significance to the security of the United States . No major U.S .
alliance system was materially altered by the war . Pakistan bad effectively
withdrawn from the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) In 1965 , when
the Jthnson administration refused to deliver aid during the Kashmir war;
its official withdrawal fran SEATO in November 1972 merely formalized the
status quo • An the WSAG concluded during the December war , the United States
had no legal obligation to protect East Pakistan fran India under the charter
of the Central Treaty Organization (C~ 4TO) . In the light of recent political
pressures from the USSR, however , Pakistan has demonstrated some renewed interest
in closer relations with Ir an , Turkey, and the United States within the C~~TO
alliance stru ctur e.(2~e5)

The Ind o—Pakistani. War did not have a lasting effect on U.S. bilateral
relations with the USSR or China . Ccmper.d with strategic arme , economic
relations, Vietnam , the Middle East , or Taiwa n , policy toward the Asian
subcontinent was of marginal importance to U .S • relations with Moscow ~nd
Peking. This might not have been the case if the USSR had been able lo
exploit militarily the events of December 1971 after the war . But in 1 he
end , India proved unwilling to abandon it. military nonalignment to r ,pay
Soviet military and diplomatic help . The USSR has been unable to transform
its Indo—Soviet Peace , Friendship, and Coopera tion Treaty into the first link 

)
in the formal Mien collective security system—the Ruaaicm SEATO—long
championed by Brezhnev.(2J 6 ) Despite Moscow’s urging, New Delhi has refused
to grant rights for naval bases for Soviet ships . And India has contin ued
to join with other littoral states of Asia in pressi ng for creation of an
Indian Ocean “zone of peace ,” which would exclud e American and Soviet naval
p~~er . (2)~7) The USSR baa also been unable to obtain a military toehold in
Bangladesh . Moscow has , In fact , lost influenc e recently as a result of the
military coup removing Shelkh Mujibur R~1~~nn and the increasing political
and military tension between Bangladesh end India. (216 )

Although U.S • relations with the USSR and China were not significantly
influenced by the Indo—Pakistani war, U .8 • relations with India were • While
the Nixon aim4nl, trat ion ’s “ti lt” was not the beginning of deteriorati ng
relations with India , its behavior during the 2.971 war greatly accelerated the
d~~~~~rd spiral .

The vigorous and open Whit. House support f or Pakistan came as a profound
shock to New Delhi , and triggered anti -U .S • sentiment throughout India . Indian
hostility has since been dir ected not only at the U .S. govern ment—its fore ign
policy, dip1~~~ts, Afl), CIA , and Peace Corps— bat also at American scholars ,
~~~insesmsn , j ournalists, students , and tourist8 .(2~9) Strong official
criticism of lastd.ngtcn’ a decision in February 1975 to lift it. ten-year embargo
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on the sale of lethal arms to the subcontinent can be traced in pert to
New Delhi ’s continuing sensitivity to the ev~nta of 1971. India’s opposition
to U.S . plane for expended naval facilities on the Indian Ocean atoll of
Diego Garcia is reinforced by memories of American gunboat dipl omacy during
the December war.

The relevance of the 1971 war to American relation s with Pakistan lies
in the basic continuity of U.S. policy since that time . Salvaging what it
could from defea t , the Nixon administration chose to demonst ra te its continued
concern for the security and well—being of new Pakistan be selling nonlethal
military supplies and extending economic assistance . Simultaneously, it attempted
to mitigate the advers e impact of this assistance on U .S . relations with
India . The decis ion in February 1975 to resume the cash sale of lethal arms
to Pakistan, over India ’s protests , indicated a similar willingness by the
Ford administration to aid Pakistan militarily, at some cost to xelations
with India . With Islan~bad still unwilling to accept the status quo In Kasheir,
and with the USSR and China siding with India and Pakistan respectively on
the issue , the potential remains for another aw1~ward U .S . choice among sub-
continent combatants .

While the foreign impact of the administration’s behavior was mixed , the
domestic effects were uniformly negative . A Louis Harris survey f ound the
American public disapproved of Nixon’s handling of the crisis -by a two- to—
one margin .(z~°) It seeme evident that this negative evaluation was c~ used
by behavior contrary to the public ’s self—image——that is , by official support

I - of a brutal military regime against the wor ld ’s most populous democracy . The
administration’s conduct did not , however , have a major impact on Nixon ’s
position within the Republic party , his chanceB for reelection in .2972, or the
success of other political candidates . Despite widespread public opposition
to the White House ’s policy on the subcontinent , by the time of the election ,
the subject was unimportant in comparison with Nixon’s most popular stands
on Vietnam, China, the USSR, end arms control .

Tb.. moat profound domesti c effect or the administration ’s beh avior was
on its relations with the Washington political conitnmity . Both Nixon ’s
and Kissinger ’s credibility with Congress end the news media were adversely
affected by the contradictions between the White House ’s profe ssed neutrality
in the war and the anti— Indian tenor of its public action s and confidential
deliberations • The inconsistencies reinforced earlier suspicious caused by
White House claims of a total embargo on arms for Pakistan and later discoveries -

of continuing pipeline deliveries . The numerous leaks from press conferences
and secret documents during and inm*diately after the crisis also indicated
the adverse impact on legitimate confidentiality that accompanied Nixon’ s
attempt. to exclude Congress and the bureaucracy fran effective participation
in policymaking . The longer—term impact of the White House exclusiveness
practiced during the Indo-Pakistani War arxl other occasions - would be felt in
the War Powers Act and the Congressional attempt to impeach Nixon .

(
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A decision by the Nixon administration not to deploy Task Force 714 into
the Bay of Bengal would have favorably affected U.S . internati onal Interests,
but it woul d not have altered the domestic political consequences of admin-
istration policy . Much of the anti-U .S. backlash in India duri ng and after
the war resulted from the White House’s heavy—handed attempt to intimidate the
Indian governmen t by displaying na val force . - The absence of U .S. milita ry
power would have done much to reduce the visibilit y of U.S . opposition to
Indian policy , and woul d have complicated the Soviet attempt to portray itself
as New Delhi ’s indispensable protector. There is no str ong evidence to suggest
that Ind ia would have made major acquis itions in West Pakistan in the absence
of U .8. forces . The crucial deterrents appear to have been international
political pressure ax~d the possibility of Chines e military involvement . An
additional fact or may have been the obvious proble ms associated with a8efmilating
millions of embittered Pakistani Mualims . Future U .S . relati ons with China
or Pakistan would not have been much affected by the absence of Task Forc e 71i ;
both nations considered the flexing of U .S • naval power in the Indian Ocean
to have been a mixed blessing at best . The .adver se domestic consequen ces
of the White House policy had little to do with the deployment of naval power,
however . The hostile reactions of the ger~ral public , Congress, and the news
media grew out of disagreement with the administration’s pro—Pakistan fore ign
policy and the deceptive packaging of tha t policy to minimize public opposition .
Strong disagreement with the administration’ s policy was evident long b?fore
the creation of Task Forc e 714

Only the most massive military intervention by the United States “buld
have significantly alte red the tide of event s in the Indo—Pakistani Wa ± . The
outcome in East Pakistan owed as much ,to local political dynamics and the
military efforts of the Uukti Bahini as it did to the externa l power of the
India n goverrinent given so much credit by the Nixon administration . CkLce
full-scale war was launched on December 3, the U S ,  capacity for milita ry
deterrence was elimina ted . An attempt by Prime Minister Gandhi to reverse
the war decision would have threatened her regime’s existence . With military
resistance in the East eliminated in ten days of fightin g, the United Stat es
was confronted with a fait accanpli reveratbie only thr ough milita ry strength
beyond the capa city of U .S .  forc es in Asia • U S ,  intervention would have
required military action against Sov1~t naval forces; it would have abruptly
ended superpower cooperation on numerou~ issues more vital than the dispositi on
of the subcontinent . The dependence of the new American—Chinese relatio nship
on Peking’s assumption of a diminishing U S ,  military presence in Asia meant
that U .S • intervention on the subcontinent--even in support or China as an ally—
might well have ended the Washington-Peking dialogue . Most Important , both
India and the USSR had correctly calculated that the post-Vietnam redefi nition
of U.S . interests and abilttj to influence foreign events , ccmbined with the
general war weariness of the Aw~rtcan public , precluded any sustained U .S.
military action on the Asian subcontinent .

)
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C 
Evalua ti&�n

As we have indicated , altho ugh both India and the USSR decided against
a major Indian offensive a imed at West Pakistan , there is little evidence

• to suggest that this c~ 
-; ‘~ormity with the U.S . objective was a result of the

deployment of U .S. navc* forces . The Indian government failed to perceive
a link between U .S . Naval operations in the Bay of Bengal and the President ’s
deter minati on to deter milita ry action in the West; instead , New Delhi chose
to interpret the American action as an attempt to evacua te Pa kistani forces
from East Pakiatan. India ‘a decision not to launch a major offensive in the
West was dictated by. its political isolation at the United Nations , its fear
of Chine se interven tion , and , appa rently, dipl omatic pressure from the USSR.
A similar conclusion must be drawn with respect to Soviet behav ior . Although
it is clea r that the USSR advised Gandhi against on attack on West Pakistan ,
this advice was not motiva ted by the arrival of U .S • na va l forces in the Say
of Bengal . Moscow’s principal concern was •the impact such a war might have
on its other interests—with The Arab states , with the United States , with the
internationa l conrunity generally . Th( USSR dismissed the possibility of U.S
military intervention on the subcontinent . Finally, U .S. relations with the
People ’s Rep ublic of China continued to improve after the Indo—Pakistani War ,
but there is no evidence that the U .5, naval presence contributed to t~;ia
trend . The vociferou s U .S. condemnation of India at the United Nations , in
tacit coordination with the ffiC , was more than sufficient to demons t rate U .S.
suj port for the line China favored . With even Peking hesitant to becic Ialamabad’I

C 

genocidal war against the Benga3.is , there is no renson to believe that China
took the deployment of U .S. forces as~a test~of good faith . In fact , the U.S .
task force appears to have interjected a minor note of discord into U.S .— 

-
-

Chinese relation s because of Peking’ a backin g for the Third World movement
to create en Indian Ocean zone of peace barring superposer naval forces •

The depl oyment of U .S. forces did stimulate hostile political and military
responses by India and the USSR antithetical to Washingt on’s desire for a
cease—fire and withdrawal of forc es In the East . Lear ning of the formation of
Task Force 711, the Indian goverrinent quickly invoked the defensive provi sions
of the new Indo—Soviet Treaty through the exchange of high—level diplomatic
missions . Gandhi ’s public speeches adopted the new message that India would
not be intimidated by outside powers . The Indi an Air Force began destroying
the East Pakistani ships and airfields that would be needed to evacuate pers onne
to the approaching U .S. task force . The net effect of Task Force 71i was to
drive India closer to the USSR, ar ouse anti—A merican passions, and prompt
effective military countermeasures, without securing for Washington any add itio’~~lleverage over the directio n of events in East Pak istan .

The appea rance of U .8. naval forces did noth ing to induce greater Soviet
cooperation on the war in the East , but it did presen t Moscow with a low-risk
opportunity for a psychological victory over Washi ngton . Calculating that there
was a negligible chance of actual U .S. intervention , the USSR responded to word
of Task Force 714 with assurances of protection to New Delhi and with a large—sea .e

t 
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naval deployment , which put twen ty—s ix Soviet ships into the Indian Ocean
by December 31. The f ina l collapse of Pa kistani resistance in the East , with
b ~ th Soviet and American naval for ces looking on from the Bay of Benga l , conveyed
the illusion of Soviet deter rence of American interventi on , and also suggested
a lack of resolve cm the part of the more powerful American task force . This
imagery was given strength by the U S ,  failure to coamiunicate intelligibly
to India and othe r parties the relationship it intended between Task Force
74 ard events in the Wes t .

The unintended impact of U.S . military action on Pakistan has been noted;
the creation of Task Force 714, in combination with similar military prepara-
tions by Chin e , gave the desperate Yahya Khan the mislead ing impre ssion of
inininent allied intercession . The effect was to postpone by several days
Islamabad ’a acceptance of a cease—fire in the East . Moreover , the false
hopes engendered by American and Chinese preparations heightened many ’ Pakistani s’
disappointment in the United States and China when the external help pr cmiéed
by Yahya Khan failed to mater ialize at the conclusion of the war .

Even within the contex t of the Nixon—Kissinger value system , little merit
can be fow~d in the deployment of U .5. naval forces during the Indo-Pakistani
War . The attempt at coercion through the threat of military punishment was
doomed to failure, becau se the conditions requisite to such a strategy were
absent . First , while Task Force 74 ~ontained substantial gross military

- capabi lity, the exact nature and positicgiing of thi s capability made it of
little relevance to the war . By December 14, when Task Force 711 was c rdered
through the Straits and Into the Bay of Bengal , the fighting in the East was
effectively over . Only a massive introduction of American ground troops could
have reversed the outcome . Yet as Chopra informs us, “The Indi an navy estimated
that the American forc e had a limited capacity for sustained action cm land

“(~~i.) The threa t was approp riately downgraded . While the rough stalemate
in the West made the introduction of naval air power from Task Force 74
potentially germane , its location in the Bay of Bengal , some 1,300 miles from
the Western battle fron t , made the actual use of this power impossible . In
general , the United States did not have effective and usable milita ry options
on the subcontinent because of the nature and positioning of its forces .
Second , if the effectiveness of the U.S . threat was In doubt , itr ~edibility
was even more dubio us. The imbalance betaaen the very limited r interests
on the subcontinent and the very high cost of U .S. intervent ic ‘~s simply
too great to support a credible thre at of force . This widespread perception
was fully reinforced by the absence of a public or private statement from
Nixon, Kissinger, or Rogers threatening the introd uction of U .S. military
power . Thirdly, the war wear iness and pr o-Indian sent iment of the American
public made domestic political supp ort inadequate for a credible threat of
intervention against India , Chop ra Indicates That the Ind ian cabinet drew
the appropriate conclusion : “The Prime Minister and her senior-most advisers
ruled out the . . . possibility on the basis that a lame duck President would —

not dare risk a mainland war with India on an issue on which he carried an even
smaller proportion of visible domestic support than he did on Viet Nam .”(2 5~

- -
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In general , the contextual pattern of the crisis was unsuited for
P -- inducing in the minds of Indian and Soviet officials a fear of unacceptable

military escalation by the United States. Iii the absence of the required
conditions, the Nixon administration’ a military choice was not so much the
one identified by Packard as “either doing something effective or doing
nothing,” as it was of doing something ineffective or doing nothing . Apparently
this lack of leverage was recognized to a degree by the White House . “We
realized full well ,” states Nixon’s 1972 Foreign Policy Report. , “that there were
objective limits to what the United States could do. South Asia was a region
in which we had no preeminent position of influence .“(253) Despite this , and
somewhat mysteriously, the White House made the milita rily ineffectual choice .

The lack of wisdom manifest in the U.S . force movement is compotthded
by the recognition that the White House’s own objective s were full achievable
without the resort to counterproductive mil itary threa ts . Nixon ’s desire to
maintain good working relations with Pakistan and China was amply aer&iced and
provided f or during the first week of the war through highly visible diplomatic
and economic sanctions taken by the U .5 . government against India . Although
early U S ,  intelligence , suggesting Gandhi ’s consideration of a major offensive
in the West , might have suggested precautionary formation of Task Force 711,
the administration’s decision on December 14 to send the Task Force through
the Straits requi red systematic denial of the numerous Indian assurancçs of
December 12 and 13 that it no longer planned significant military action in
the West, whatever its previous inclination.

Of values Nixon and Kissinger chose to discount in their use of military
power, none was more obvious than the, negligible importance they assigned to
U .S.—Indian relations . Instead , they gave paramount importance to strategic
relati onships with China and the USSR, in line with the new five-power world
balance of power--United States , USSR, China , Jap an, and Western Europe——
they envisioned . By assuming this perspective , the White House downgraded
The local causes of the Indo—Pakistani conflict and , more importantly , over-
estimated the role outside powers could play in the regiona l dispute .

.

The Nixon-Kissinger procrustean attempt to impose a n yc—power world on
subcontinent events may go far toward explaining some of the admini E~trat ion’s
miacalculaticms: it. overestimation of its power to induce Yahya Khon into
a peaceful solution of the civil war , and , therefore , its indignation at
Gandhi’s invasion; its exaggeration of the USSR’s leverage over India in the
midst of war ; its miscalculation of its own ability to intimida te India
through a show of force . In the end , the administration ’s great—power hubris
proved to be self—defeating , forcing it into a costly and belated recognition
of the stre ngth and independence of India . As Gandhi observed after the war ,
“A great power must take into account the existenc e not only of countries
with comparable power , but of the multitude of others who are no longer wiling
to be pawns on a global chessboard .“( 254)
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Cc~~~ri~~~

A comparison of the Laotian and Indo—Pakistani wars reveals some caveats
aiid lessons regarding the deployment of American armed forces to obtain
diplomatic bargaining power . During both wars , the latent belief of U .S.officials in a great power political order led them to overestimate Moecow’ acontrol over the military actions of its allies . The eventual breakdown of
the Laotian cease—fire at Nain Tha resulted from limited Soviet control over
its clients ’ military strategy; those military restrictions Moscow was able
to impose during 1961-62 w’~re purchased at the price of diminished control
ov er subsequent stra.tegy in Vietna m . That Khr ushchev also overrated Soviet
control over the fighting is implied by his apparently sincere but never
fulfilled promise to ensure Conu~iunist compliance with the neutralization
accords . In 1971, the Nixon administration overestimated Soviet control over
Indi an military strategy . This judgment resulted in shock at New Delhi ’s
of fensive (despite numerous intelligence warnings) and a presumption that
continued f ight ing meant Moscow was encouraging ‘the war , rather than using
what Kissinger described as its “undoubted influence” to stop it. In fact ,
Moscow’ a acquiescence in New Delhi’s planning——in a fashion similar to its
behavior with regard to Lao s—-reflected a more realistic appraisal of its
limited leverage on such a vital Indian problem.

Washington’ s inclination to overestimate the leverage other great powers
have over local warf are is ironic in the light of numerous examples , ~ncluding
the Laotian and Indo—Pakistani wars , of uncontrolled military action by
American clients . Both Phouzni Nosavan ’ a massing of troops at Nam The and
Yahya IChan ’s air strike against India on December 3 were contrary to U.S .
policy . The uncontrol lab le behavior of allies confounds seriously the problem
of tailoring a suitable U .S. response to a military attack against a client
regime. The deployment of U .3. forces may be inaccurately seen by a client
as nonverbal approval of its political and military strategy, prompting false
hopes, which seriously hinder a compromise settlement to the fighting. The
Nixon admini stration app ears to have beezr unaware of this possibility in
December 1971, and made little effort to communicate to Pakistan the limited
nature of the mission of Task Force 714 ,  Because of its stormy relations with
the Laotian rightists and the Tha i governsent, the Kennedy administration was
more alert to possible miscoainunication in M~r 1962, but its abilit y to restrain
the rightists aster Nani Tha may have resulted fr an their loss of independent
military capability and the previous months of U.S . economic sanctions , which
conditioned them to expect little help frcin Washington . Similar cc&~ditions
did not exist when Pakiatan learned of Tack Force 71i , and are unlikely to
exist often between the United States and an ally. The possibilit y of inappro- -

,

priate client response is a chronic problem in the deployment of American armed
forces .

While Kennedy ’s dispatch of troops to-Tha~iland proved unnecessary to his
neutralization objective, this military action did not have the adverse impact
on U S , credibility and prestige , nor dil it cause the hazardous military
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escalati on by the opposing side , that occurred as a result of Nixon’s show
of naval force. A comparison of the two cases highlightr. sane of the general
factors that dictated this difference in out~anes. First, although Kennedy ’s
modest neutral ization objec tive was clea r to all parties to the Laotian war ,
because of both the protracted international negotiations and Kennedy ’s own
public statements in May 1962 , the Nixon administration ’s shifting objecttves
during the Indo—Pakistani war gave credence to r~laims that the White House
had failed in its attempt s to prevent an Indian victory in the East or to
evacuate Pakistani troops before the fall of Bangladesh . Second , while
Kennedy ’s troop deployment to Thailand seemed compatible with his professed
objective of achieving a neutralization of Laos that preserved Thailand ’s
essential security interests, the Nixon-administration’s deployment of naval
forces into the Bay . of Bengal seemed at var iance with its public and private
emj*iasis on deterring an Indian offensive in the West . This apparent contra—
diction between means and ends further reinforced the belief tha t the United
States had suffered a military defeat in the East . Third , while U .S. ,combat
forces in Thailand constituted a potent and. usable instrument via—?i—vis 35,000
modestly trained and equipped neutralist and Com munist forces in Laos , Task
Force 711 appeared unsuited for resisting the massive Indian and Bengali armies
in the East , except through resort to its unusable nuclear weapons . Finally,
the credibility of ~~~ American use of force was markedly different in the
two instances . In 1962 , the U.S • ccgnmitments to Laos and Thailand wer~ visibly
cemented by American military advisers , military aid , and formal trea ty pledges .
The general public suppci’ted military resistance to a Ccinniunist victor ) in
Southeast Asia . In 1971, neithe r active military cooperation nor rele vant
treaties committed the United States to Pak istan ’s defense . A war—weary
Congress and public sided with India 9fl the Bangladesh issue,

While a comparison of the two cases suggests real differences in the
skill with which Kennedy and Nixon deployed forces for deterrence purposes ,
it is important to emphasize that the differences in outcome were equally
influenced by background fact ors over which Kennedy and Nixon had little
control . The Nixon adrninistration ’~ attempt , through domestic deception , to
compensate for the absence of conditi ons savoring successful use of force only
compounded the political losses that it predictably suffered . Only through
a sober contextua l analysis of the relevant domestic and international forces
can policymakers expect to distingui sh successfully thoee instances in which
armed forces have bargaining utility from those more numerous situations in
which the deployment of milita ry power is counterproductive .

Finall y, our two cases suggest that the impact of military signal ing on
the successful resolution of international conflict is typically Less decisive
than the Imp act of undramatic political and economic forces . The prevailing
constellation of Soviet, Chinese, Vietnamese and Laotian Interests , all blended
and mirrored in the pre—crisie draft of the Geneva accords, left little chance
ror major escalation in Laos after Nam The, except through military overreaction
by the W~~s~ dy administration ci’ the Thai government . In 1971, the absence of
internal politic al and economic pressures on New Delhi compelling military
action in the Weat , diplomatic pressures against such an offensive , and the

(
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obvious political and economic problems of assimilating Pakistani territoryL - were more important than military threats in deterring an Indian offensiver in the West . It is understandab le that a ter~dency exists, among senior
U .S. officials, toward post—crisis emphasis on the contribution to peace made
by milita ry action . Few political execut ives can be expected to have both
the intellectual detach ment and the political courage to state publicly that the
risks of escalation associated with U S , military deployment were assumed
unnecessaril y. A cr~ ~ica1 appraisal of the self—serving account s is an
important function of the professiona l analyst.
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Chapter X
L

CASE STUDIL~ L~~ANC14 1958 AND JCEL~N 1970

By William B. Quañdt

Oc several occasions since the Second World War , the United States
has been involved in acute crises in the Middle East • As a global superpower
with partic~u1arly strong interests in “~at region , the United States has
rarely been indifferent to the dangers of conflict be tween the Arabs and
Isr aelis and among the Arab states themselves. Twice the Uni ted States
has reacted to regional conflicts with particularly strong displays of
military force, in Lebanon in 1958 snd in Jordan in 1970.

In the studies that follow , particular attention will be paid to the
relationship between force and diplomacy . Several important themes emerge
from a careful comparison of these two crises. It is wort h noting them
before examining the cases in more detail :

—— In both the Lebanese and Jordanian crises, U.S. decieionn*kers
t ~~

- -  ‘ were more concerned by the global dimensions of the conflicts than
by their regional implications. In particular, the President was
attentive to the role the USSR perceived for itself in the region.
In Lebanon, however , once U .S. military force was introduced ,
a diplomatic effort was launched that was closely attuned to the
local situation. In Jordan , where U.S . forces played a less direct
role , and where no diplomatic contacts were made with the local
adversary forces, the U.S.—Soviet aspect of the conflict remained
paramount .

— Despite the emphasis on the global nature of the crises, U S .
policies were moat successful in terms of the limited regiona l
objectives that were sought. ~~der was restored to Lebanon, King
Hussein remajned in power , American lives were protected. The more
grandiose goals, such as checking the spread of Soviet influence
in the Middle East , remained elusive .

—— U .S. actions in both oriaei were aimed at influencing both adversaries
and friends . Ironically, it ~ppeara in both cases that the friends
were more influenced by U.S. policies than the adversaries,

—— In Lebanon, the use of force preceded the resort to diplomacy. In
Jordan, diplomacy and the threat to ~1se force went hand in hand ; and
force had a much greater role in signaling intentions than in Lebanon.

it 
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—— The Lebanese Civil War was not dealt with primarily as an extension )
of the Arab —Israeli conflict. By cont rast , the Jordanian crisis
was intimately re lated to the Palestinian—Israeli problem , end thus ,
in the view of President Nixon , to the danger of superpower confrontation.
In both cases, however , the fear of general war was present.

—- In both crises , the initial U .S. ob~~ctives were remarkably similar:
to protect American lives and to help friendly governments remain
in power. The turning point in each case came as a result of unanticipated
external events : the coup in Iraq on July l~, 1958, and the Syrian
intervention in Jordan on September 18—19, 1970 .

— In both cases , U.S . restraint and control over the use of force were
essential to the successful outco mes. A greater relianc e on force
would almost certainly have been counterproductive.

—— The lessons learned by U .S. policymakers fr om the two cases were dramaticall y
different . In the case of Lebanon, U .S . intervent ion was followed
by a scrappi ng of the Eisenhower Doctrine and an opening toward
Egypt . Following the Jordanian crisis, by contrast , Nixon seemed
more convinced tha n ever that a U.S. —Israeli strategic alliance
agains t the USSR and its clients was the key to maintaining regional
stability .

An analysis of these two dramatic crises raises questions about the role
of U .S. military forces in the Middle East . In pursuit of its interests ,
the United States has long maintaine d a signi ficant capability for arme d
intervention in this region . The Sixth Fleet , normally with two aircraft
carriers at its disposal, has been the visible mainstay of the U .S. military
presence in the eastern Mediterranean . In addition , the 82nd Airborne
Division and units in Europe have been available for intervent ion . Only
in Lebanon in 1958 , however , have U .S . forces been ordered to intervene
in the Mi dd le East.

The United States has generally chosen to remain militarily uninvolved
in purely inter—Arab disputes. Only when the Soviet or Arab—Israeli dimensions
of inter—Arab rivalries become involved has the U .S. response been parti cularly
strong , as in 1958 and 1970. On the whole, this has probably been a wise
policy, since the United States has little ability to influence inter—Arab
politics directly. In the Lebanese civil war of 1975—76, the United States
has sensibly refrained from military intervention . It is hard to see how
U. S ,~ military power could have been usefully employed in such a conflict,
other then for the limite d, purpose of evacuating U.S. citizens.

The Sixth Fleet , as well as other U .S. military capabilities , is not
easily relatid to U.S. policy objectives in the Middle East . Part of its
value is symbolic, a tangible sign of U.S. power. But if that were all ,
it would hardly justify the considerable expense of maintaining two aircraft
carriers and ntaeroua other ships in the Mediterranean. The strategic
purposes of these forces, of course , may justify their presence , quite S

apart from regional objectives, although this seems unlikely. 
, )
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C The ostensible reason for their existence is their regional peacekeeping
function. Of the regional tan ks assigne d to the Sixth Fleet , two ha ve stood
out in recent years. One has been to deter Soviet military intervention

t 
in the Middle East ; the other has been to protect Israel. There Ia some
reason to doubt whether the fl.. t has accomplished either of these objectives
particular ly well . Soviet military involvement in Egypt grew from l~67 to
1972 , despite the pres ence of the Sixth fleet., In 1967 and 1973, Arab countries
were not deterred from making threats against Israel . Nonetheless , the
Sixth Fleet has been useful in such crisis situati ons as Lebanon in 1958 and
Jordan in 1970, primarily because of its use as a signal of U.S. intentions.
La a fighting force , the Sixth Fleet is basically an unknown quantity , and it
is difficult to justify Ite specifi c composition on military grounds alone .
The presence of one or two carrier task forces in the Mediterranean does not
seem to make much difference in normal times . In a crisis , additional
force is needed to make military action credible in any case.

One is tempted to conclude that the military forces that the United
States has maintained in the eastern Mediterranean have played only a limited
rota in the pursuit of U .S. policy objective s in the Middle East . The USSR
has taken them serious ly, but probably more as a trip sire that could activate
NATO than in their own right . The local parties have certainly taken note
of them , but not to the point of sacrificing their own objectives or moderating
their own behavior • Israel has not viewed them as a substitute for its
own strength.

— 

C 

‘ The Jordanian crisis , and to a lesser degree the Lebanese landings
of 1958, raise other troubling questions . What wonld have happened if the
United States had become involved in actual hostilities? Would U.S. forces
have done well against determine d opponents? Can airpower alone, or even
in combination with a small number of ground troops, deal with likely regional
military contingencies of the future? Middle East armies of the 1970a , are ,
after all , large , well-equipped, and experienced .

If the pro spects for effective U.S. military intervention in the Middle
East seem dim , the, likelihood Is much greater that regional U .S . forces ,
linked to a strong global military posture, will effectively deter large—scale
Soviet military intervention s in the Ara b—Israeli area . In both crises
examined here , the USSR behave d circumspectly . It recogni zed that the United
States had serious commitments at stake and was determined to act if necessary .

S The presence of the Soviet squadron in the Mediterranean in 1970 did little
to change thi s reality .

Given the nuclear stalemate and the continuing superpower rivalry in
the Middle East , there are likely to be occasions in the future on whichforce and diplomacy will again be involved on behalf of U .S. interests.
Force may be a useful adjunc t to diplomacy, but it cannot substitute for it.Nor can a regional sho, of force dra tically alter the U .S —USSR strategic

S balance. If there is a lesson to be learned from these cases , it Is that
Middle East crises must be dealt with in regional , not ju st global terse.Successful diplomacy, even more thmn successful military operatio ns, requiresa Ia*oaIa dge of the local ter rain • This ‘us eventually recogni sed in lebanon
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in 1958, but was ignore d in Jordan in 1970. As a re sult , U .S . policy after I
September 1970 remained stuc k in an inflexible mold , wherea s after 1958
it was respeseive to new regional trends .

: ~~ ILS Intervention in the Lebanon Crisis 1958

On July 15, l i58, U S . P~ rines waded ashore on the beaches of Lebanon
S t has proved to be a unique examp le of direct military intervention

by the United States in the Middle East. Within weeks, l~s ,OOO U .S. troops
-

‘ were deployed in Lebanon , and other military un~ ta elsewhere in the worl d
had been mobilized for action in the Middle East. By October, however ,
the crisis was over , and all U.S. forces were withdrawn. There had been

- few hostilities and virt ua lly no casualties. In retrospect , many observera
wondered about the wisdom of the U .S. use of force in Lebanon . What were

- ~ the motives that lay behind President Dwight Eisenhower’s decision? Who
were the targets of the action? And in the light of subsequent developmen ts ,
was the action ju stifiable?

Biatorica]. BackErotmd

The decision to land U. S . troops in, Lebanon was the result of a par ticular
view of tle world , and especially of the Middle East , that existed in Washi ngton
circles in mid—1958, combined with a crisis pr oduced by a coup d’ etat again st
the pro—Western regime in Iraq on July ].I4~ A few years earlier or a few
years later , the United State s might have reacted quite diffe ren tly , but
in 1958, Egypt ’s President Gamal Abdel Nasser seemed a menacing force in S

the Middle East , a force tha t , consciously or unconsciously, was serving
Soviet ob jective s at the expense of the West . 

S

S 

The emergence of Nasser iam in the Arab world can be traced to 1955
and l9~~, especially to the abortive Br itish—French—Israeli military campaign
against Egypt . Nasser ’ s prestige among Arabs soare d after the Suez crisis , while
pro—British and pro-Western regimes came under mounting nationalist end
radical pressure s. Having helped ensure toe failure of the Sue z venture ,
the United States stepped into the perceived vac uum by anno uncing, early
in 1957, that it would provide aid , includi ng the use of milita ry force , to
any Middle Eastern state threatened by international Communism. The EisenhoWer
Doctrine, as thin policy came to be known , reflected the widespread U .S.
concern with instab ility end growing Soviet influence in the- Middle East -,a concern that had been dra matically intensified by the Soviet—Egyptian

S 95 5

Of all the states in the Arab world , only Lebanon enthusiastically
endcn’s.d the Eisenhower Doctrine • At least jts president , Camille Chimoun ,and his conservative Christian supporters d ~. Other Lebanese , eepeoia].1.y

M%ulI ma , resented such close aligneent with the Vest, preferring that 
S
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Lebanon align itself with the forces of Arab nationalism as represeñt~d..
“ - by Nasser . Lebanon ’ s complex coninunal structure , with a population oompc~~ d

of numerous Chr istian and Musli m sects , nerved to translate the debate over
Lebanon’s foreign policy orientation intd &~~ r1ous domestic political crisie .

S 

Since independence , Lebanese domesti~c political life has revolved aro und
delicate sectarian balances , whioh have provided established political
families with a share of p~~e~ and acceis to considerable wealth. The
Nationa l Pact of 19143 en~hrined the pr inciple that the prea ldent of Lebanon
would always be a Msrbnite Chri st ian ; the prime minister , a Sunni Muslim;
the speaker of the ’Chamber of Deputies, a Shii Muslim; and other important
poets were also to be distributed on a sectarian basis . In the Chamber of
Deputies , the ratio of Chri stian s to Mu slinm was to be maintained at six to
five , thus ensuring Christian predominance within the system , despite demographic
changes that eventually produced a Muslim majority .

By 1958 , Lebanese political life was factionalize d along sevei~ 1 lines .
President Cha motm was widely believed ~y rival establishment politic~s~s ,
both Mu eli~ and Christian , to have been resp onsible for trying to destr ~ ,
their power base s in the 1957 elections and through adminis trative refor~~promulgated in Merch 1958. Saeb Salam , Rashi d Karami , and Kamal Jumblatt
were particularly outsp oken in their opposition , and all became active In
leading the insur gents after the Mey 8 incident that sparked serious figh~ing
throughout much of Lebanon . The Meronite Patriarch and Chr istian leaders ‘ .

such as kamid Fra ngiah also opposed Chamoun . On ideological grounds , Arab
/ -

~ nationalists and Baat hists rejected Chemoun ’s pro-Western inclinations; on
socioec~noeie grounds , many poor , rur al Lebanese resented the liberal ,
urban—oriented policies of the regime. On the whole , the insurgents found
their stro ngest backing among the rural poor , the alienated intelligentsia ,
and rival traditional leaders .

Chamoun’ s support caine from some conservative Arabs in Christi an areas
of Mount Lebanon, some figures in the business and banking coninunity , and
sore middle class , secular intellectu als . While lacking a strong mass base ,
Chamoun was able to count on the support of the two best organised political

S pertie s in Lebsncn, the Parti Populaire Syrian ( P1’S) and the Kataeb ot’
Pierre Oeamyel . Moøt of Chamoun ’ a support thus came from comparatively well-off

- - Christian groups and businessmen in urban areas. (1)

Elsewhere in the Middle East in 1957, tensions were also rising . In
Jordan , the traditio nally pro—British monarchy was under pressure from Arab
nationalist sentiment , particularly strong among the Palestini ans , tp align
Jordan more closely with N~~aer ’ a Eg~rpt . The king, feari ng for hi. throne ,
dec ided to move against the nati onal ists in the spring and successfully restored
his authority . The United States had played a pert by maneuvering the Sixth
Fleet In the ’ Eastern Mediterranean as a visible symbol of U.S . support tot
the king . The situation in Jordan remained under control , but plots and
counterplots kept tensions high . 

•
It wee Syria, however, more than Jordan , where radical nationalis m,

end perhaps even Coma~mism, seemed to some observers to be on the verge
Q
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of political succe~a in 1957 . Syria had never been the model of a stable
moderate polity , but in 1957 the trend toward radicalism and violence epvesred
to be particular ly pronounced. The United States , in collaboration with
Iraq , Turkey , and perhaps others , was actively tryi ng to forestall a radical
or Coninunist takeover in Syr ia , but these plans were unma sked by the Syrians
in the late suimner , serving to heighten the sense of crisis in the region . (2)

Meanwnile, in Lebanon , parliamentary elections were held in 1957 ,
yielding resul ts tha t were highly unfavorable to the left and the Arab
nationalist s general ly . Accusations of electora l fraud were widespread ,
and the already serious coninunal and political strains in Lebanon were
further exacerbated .

S In the light of these development s , the Uni ted States and the United
Kingdom began , In November 1957, to develop contingency plan e for military
intervention in Lebanon and Jordan in the event of an actual or imminent
coup d’ etat in either country . The Unite d States could rely pr imarily on
the Sixth Fleet , and the t3r itIsh could drew on forces stationed on Cyprus.
In the following months , U. S .-Br itish military planning proceeded. By
mid—1 958 , both parties were prepared to ac.t in the Middle East if the decision
were made to do so.

Events Leadin2 to Crj~gjp

On Februa ry 1, 1958, Egypt end Syria announced the creation of the )
Uni ted Arab Re public (U~R ) ,  with Nasser as president of the new entity .
The initiative for the merger of the two states had come from Syria , but
the effect in the Unite d States and the United Kingdom was to cause anxiety
about Nasseri sm sweeping the Middle East . And behind Nasser , it was suspected ,
stood the 1~SSR. -

Withi n Lebanon , the creation of the liAR added to the conflict that had
been developing for severa l month s . Compounding the problem , Presiden t

S Chamou zi let it be known that he might seek a constitut iona l amendment a] lowing
him to serve a second six—year term when nis mandate exoired in September.

S On May 8 , vIolence eru pted in the wake of the assassination of an anti—
Chamoun journalist . Thre e days later Chamoun informed U .S. Ambass ador
Robert McClintock , that be might ask for outside help . On May 13, as the
Lebanese president accused the liAR of interferi ng in Lebanese internal affair s 5

-
by supplying weapons to tt~ insurgents , in Washi ngton Eisenhower met with
Secretary of State John Foster Dulls. and other advisers to decide upon
a response to Chemoun ’s query as to “whet our actions would be if he were : -

to reques t mw assistance ,” (3)

The next day , MeClinto ck was authori zed to tell Chemoun that the United
States was prepared, upon request from the Lebanese president end government ,
to send forces ~o protect Lebanon ifl it. military program to defend it.

‘
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ti independence . Before sending troops , howeve r , the Uni ted States would
expect Lebanon to file a complaint - agains t external inter ference in the
United Nations end to marshall the suppor t of some other Arab country .
Fina lly , the United States ma de it clear that troop s would not be sent
to keep Chamoun In offi ce after the completion of his constitutional ly
sanctione d term expired in the fall. ~ 4)

Verba l support for Lebanon was also forthcom ing from Was hingt on~ On
May 17, it wee stated that U S , troops might be sent to Lebanon if they
were re quested . A few days later , on May 20, Dullea asserte d that the
Eisenhower Doctrine was applicabl e to the situation in Lebanon even it Communism
was not behind the troubles . Two days later , U .S . and British military tea ma
met in Cypr us to di~cuas contingency plans . (5)

As violence in Lebanon continued to spread , transport aircra ft were sent
from the United States to Germany for the possible evacua tion of U. S . citi zens
from Beirut . Arn 5r units in Europe were also placed on a higher state of
reediness . In ear ly July, units of the Sixth Fleet moved closer to the
Lebanese coast , m d  Dullea ~nnounced that the United States reserved the S - -

right to Inter vene in Lebanon under ArtIcle 51 ot the UN Charter .

Whi le the crisis in Lebanon alone had brought the United States to the
brink of intervention , it was the news that reached Washi ngton early on
July 114 , that the monarchy had been overthrown in Iraq , that tipp ed the
scales in favor of the use of force . Tha t morning , President Eisenho wer ,
with virtueily no dissent -from his advisors , decided to respond to President
Chamoun ’s ur gent request for aid by orderi ng U .S. troops into Lebanon .

U S .  Behavior in the Crisis

President Eisenhower, by all accounts , had few doubts that his decision
to send troop s was a wise one . In his memoirs , he acknowledged the risks
of alienati ng the Arab world and of “general war with the Soviet Union ,”
but concluded that to do nothing would be worse . (6)

Eisenhower and Dullea were clearly concerned with Nasser ’ a growing
S 

influence and with Communism. The events In Lebanon , end more dr ama tically
in Iraq , evoked the fear that Western influence would be eltaiflat ~d from
a strategically vital area ‘of the wor ld. - S

l~ meatie politics m ust also have been on the President ’s mind . The
Suez crisis of October—November l9~6 and subsequent development s in the
Middle Ei.t had e].ienated some seotca ’s of Lisericen opinion . Congrsuionel
e1ection~ were - 1~à Erg in the fall • Eisenhower n$y well have felt that
decisive setidn in the new drisis developing in Lebanon would help restore
hi. own prestige and also help his party in the congressional elections .
While domestic politics have rarely been mentione d by particip.nta in these
events, it would be sur prising it they were absent from the President ’.
consideratio ns .
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At a meeting at the State Department early on July 114 , before the
President ’s decision to intervene , John Foster Dulles, Joint Chiefs of

r Staff Chairmen General Nathan D. Twini ng, and CIA Direc tor Allen Dulles,along with a ntvnber of other senior advi sers , agreed th at if the United
S States did nothing:

1. Nasser would take over the whole ar os ;
2. The Uni ted States would lose influenc e not only in the Arab

States of the Middle East but in the area generally , and ow
bases throughout the area would be in jeopardy ;

3. The dependability of the United States commitments for
assistance in the event of need .would be br ought int o question
throughout the world . (7)

These general concerns led to a predispositi on to “d o somethi ng” tobe in a position to influence eventø in the area after the Iraqi coup.
The President had apparently felt frustrated by earlier instances when
the United State s had not been able to act effectively to counter what
he believed to be Communist provocations . Perhaps the experienc e in Syria
in 1957, when cover t U. S. intervention had failed , was on his mind . Accordi ng Sto Eisenhower , his feelings as early as May 1958 , when Presiden t Chamoun
had tentatively asked for help, were :

Agains t similar provocations in the peat the United States had
for one reas on or another often been unable to lend a hand .
But here was one ease where it appeared , if the Lebane se governme nt
should call upon us for help, we might move firmly and in full
accord with the local government and the principles of the
United Nations. (9)

Oil and the Arab— Israeli conflict were no doub t on the minds of some
Washington policyumkers as they planne d the response to Chamoun ’ s call for
help , but there is little evidence that these interests were much discussed .

, The British were more preoccupied with oil , and urged this concern upon
Eisenhower , but the U .S. postur e was guarded . The idea of promoting a
counterrevolution in Iraq , while appealing to some U .S . policynmkers such
as General Twining , never seema to have been taken very seriou sly -by
Eisenhower , although plans were advanced to prote ct Kuwait from Iraqi
aggressio n . Nor is there evidence that the United State s acted in Lebanon S

• prl rily to forestall a trend tha t - might have culminated in full—scale- Arab—Israeli war . (10) In fact , Eisenhower on several occasions in the
first days of the crisis reportedly considered the merits of “ unleashing ”Israel against Nasser , and .. General Twining seriously proposed that Israelshoul d seize the West Bank of Jordan as part of an area —wide counteroffensivethat would include British Interventi on in Iraq and Turkish interventionin SyrIa . (11) Needless to say , such thoughts were not tran slat ed intopolicy, but the fact tha t they were considered suggests that preventionof an Arab ..Isruli war was not seen as the priority concern for the Eisenhoweradministrat ion.
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( Onerational ObJec tives

If the broad concerns behind U.S . policy in the Lebanon crisis can
be comparatively easily discerned , whet of the more concrete operational
objectives? What did the Uni ted States hope to accomplish through its military
deployments and its diplommoy? -

Eisenhower ’ s decision to use force in the Lebanon crisis was meant
to influence both adversaries end friends . Principal among the adversaries
was the t~~~~. U S , action was designed , among other things , to deter the
~~SR from exploiting for its advantage a volatile situation growi ng out
of the events in Ir aq and Lebanon . Eisenhower and Dulles judge d that the
I~ SR would ‘not react militarily, although others such as Twini ng and some
State Department officials were considerably less sanguine . Even the
pessimists, however , felt that “we should face the risk now (of general
wan as well as any time . . . .“ (12)

Apart from the hope that U .S. military action would prevent the USSR
from gaining ground in the Middle East , an objective that was formulated
in particularly vague terme, the more concrete goals involved Lebanon ,
Jordan, and Ira q . In Lebanon, the United States hoped to ensure that
the shock waves of the Iraqi revolution would not exacerbate the tension s
that had engulfed the country in civil war during the preceding months .

The objective sought by Eisenho wer in Lebanon , then , was a relative ly
~ / limited one——to prevent dissident forces , backed by ; tne UAR , from overthrowing

the legal government and endangering American lives . iAost U .S . officials
seem to have endorsed this policy, although the U .S. ambassador in Beirut
was opposed to the lav ding of the troops , and subsequent ly went to considerable
lengths to ensure that they -did not inadvertentl y clash with the Lebanese
Arn~r under the command of General Fuad Chehab . (13) - .

It has been argued by some observers that the real objective of the
U .S. forces in Lebanon was to stage a counterrevolution in Iraq . (i14)
The coup in Iraq was , indeed , the critical event leading to U.S. intervention,
and there were some in the U S. government who contempla ted a major operati on
throughout the Middle East that would simultaneou sly deal with the anti—
Western regimes in the WI11 end Iraq , relying on some mixture of U. S .,
British , Israeli , and even Turkish forces to do the job . The British were V

also proponents of broad action to protect the Western position in the area,
but were unwillir.g to sot alone . (15) Prime Minister Haro ld Ma cmillan
had been in Washi ngton during June to discuss the situa tion in the Kiddie
East , and when the Iri qi revolution occurred , he immediately nought Washington’s
views • To his obvious dismay , Washington was prepared only to send troops
into Lebanon , and he wee ur ged to hold his own forces in reserve . (16) It
was only a few days later that the United States pràmised support for British
forces to intervene In J ordan at King Hussein’ a request . By then , the hope
of rest oring a friend ly regi me in Baghdad had faded , but the British continued
to show concern with Iraqi designs on Kuwait , a fear that came to be tak en
seriously in Washington an well. -
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While it is impossible to be certain t hat Eisenhower did not envisage )

the use of force to overthrow the new Iraq i regime , it seems more like ly
that , in the wake of the July l~ revolution, he wanted to have some forces
in the area in case events took an unexpected turn. After all , the new
regime was an enigma . Was it Nasserist, or possibly even Communist? Could
it hold onto power , or would some other faction of the arn~y try to seize
control ? If a group of pro—Wet~tern officers were to call for help, how
should the United States respond ? What if the new Iraqi regime were to
try to annex Kuwait? It seems fair to assume that Eisenhower wanted to be
in a position to deal with such cont ingencies if they should arise. Thus,
a minimun U .S . force in Leba non and a Bri tish force in Jordan , plus other
U .S . deployments elsewhere in the worl d , would provide the capability
that might be needed if the situation in the area were to take an unexpected
dangerous turn • In the event , of course , nothing of the sort outlined
here happened, and Robert Murphy , the deputy under secretary of state ,
wa s even sent to Baghdad to reassure the new rulers there that the United
States was not plotting against them .

In brief , the use of force by the United States in the Lebanon crisis
was related to a set of general ly de fined objectives as well as several
specific goals involving Lebanon and British policy in Jordan . In st~~~ry,
these can be portrayed in the following manner :

General obJectives:

1. Prevent the spread of instability (Naseeri sm , Communism)
to the remaining pro -Western Arab regimes of Lebanon , J ordan,
Kuwait , and Saudi Arabia. -

2 • Deter Soviet adventurism in the area .
3. Develop the capability to act in or against Iraq should
circunmtances require.
Ii . Enhance U.S. credibility as an ally and as a superpower.

Snecific obJ ectives:

1. Stabilize the situation in and around Beirut, by the use of V
force if necessary . (Control airport, protect pre sidency .)
2. Evacuate and protect U .S . citizens if necessary .
3. Coordinate a response with the British and limit the scope
of their action to Jordan .

Patterns of C omaunioaticst

To convey these operational objectives to the intended targ et. of
U.S. actions during the crisis , a variety of means was emplcyed, Prior ( )
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to the crisis , the goal of preve ntin g the spread of’ Communism and of’ supporting
pro—Western regimes had been enshrined in the Eisenhower Doctrine and had

r been periodical ly rep eated by Dullen. Once the crisis entered its new phase
on July 114, however , a restatement of purposes was necessary . Eisenhower
concentrated first on the British allies to ensure that their response would
be consistent with U.S . plans to act unilaterally in Lebano n. Eisenhower
re portedly talked to Macmillan by telephone in the morning , Washi ngton
time , July 114 , although the content of that communication is unknown. (17)
Later that afternoon , after giving the order to land troops the next day
in Lebanon , Eisenhower again calle d Ma cmillan to inform him of his decision .
Macmillan stressed that the issue was not Lebanon alone , but rather that it
involved broader developments in the are a and that some action in Jordan
was also essential . (18 ) Eisenhower 3uggested that the United Kingdom
hold its forces in Cyprus in reserve for the time being . According to
Eisenhower , Ma cmillan wanted his assurance that “we were in this together ,
all the way . This I gave him with the understanding that I could ta ke action
only one phase at a time .” (19) Two days later , Macmillan sent Foreign S

Secretary Selwyn Lloyd to Wa shington, where he found the U .S. attitude -

“Improving.” (20) In talks with Lloyd, Dulles promised “moral and logistical
suppo rt” for the British operation in Jordan , and agreed to work to get
Israeli permission for overflights. (21)

Eisenhower was aware of the need to defen d his policy before U .S .
and internationa l opinion . On Ju ly j1~, he met with congressional leaders ,
among whom several were critical of the decision and questioned the assumption
that Nasser was a tool of th~ Communists . As troops were disembarking in
lebanon on July 15 , Eisenhower relea sed a statement at the White Rouse
which stressed that the purpose of the military operation was to defend
Lebanon ’s independence end integrIty. (22) A similar message was sent to
Congress , and AirMesador Henry Cabot Lodge made the same point at the United
Nations , where a meeting of the Security Council had been called for July 15.
Finally, Eisenhower gave a public add ress to the nation that same evening .

In his speech , Eisenhower referred to such precedents as the civil war
in Greece in 19147, the Communist takeover In Czechoslovakia in 19118, the
fall of Chi na to the Communists in 19149, and Communist threats in Korea
and Indochina beginning in 1950. The implication was that Coninunisni lay
behind the events in Lebanon as well. Nonethe less , Eisenhower did indicate
the limited scope of U .S. action , emphasizin g tha t he hoped rapid UN action
to protect Lebanon ’ s independence would “permit the ear ly withdrawal of
United States forces .“ Nothing was said of broad concerns with Iraq , oil,
or - the Arab—I sraeli conflict . For pub lic purposes , this was a Lebanese
crisis , behind which Communism’s malign influence could be detected . In
brief , public statements did little to clari fy specific U .S .  objectives ,
serving rather to ju stify the operation in terme of the Eisenhower Doctrine.

perhaps the most important means of clarifyi ng U .S. objectives to the
S key actors in the crisis was through Robert Mur phy’ s diplomatic mission
S to the area . At Dulles ’s suggestion , Eisenhower agreed to send Murphy to

Lebanon, where he arrived on July 19. Murphy quickly concluded that Communism
had nothing to do with the crisis in Lebanon, and in talk s with various
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Leba nese leaders helped to work out the elements of the political compromise ~~~~~~~
that resulted in General Chehab ’ s election to the presidency on July 31. (23)
Shortly thereafter, U .S . troop strength in Lebanon was reduced .

In additio n to his diplomatic efforts in Lebanon , Murphy also traveled
to Baghdad and Cairo to reassure Iraq ’ s new ruler , Abd a l—K a r im (~~sim , that
U.S. troops in Lebanon were not aimed at Iraq~and to reestablish contactwith Nasser, whose intentions in the area were of continuing concern to
Washi ngton. The net eff ect of the Mur phy mission was to scale down the
scope of U.S . objective s to the restoration of order and political stability
in Lebanon. The more grandiose anti—Communist , ant i—Nasser , and anti—Iraq
goals faded into the background as the worst fears of policymakers proved
to be unfounded . The landings of U .S. troops may have had a calming effect
on the area , and , having served that purpose at the outset , they became
less relevant to subsequent events than Murphy s diplomatic efforts. From
the initial pursuit of vague , global ob jectives, the United States increasingly
limited its goals to ensuri ng an orderly transition to a new regime acceptable
to Nasser and to the majority of Lebanese . Unlike Eisenhower ’ s public statements ,
which tende d to obscure the goals of U.S. action in Lebanon, Murphy ’s talk s
in Lebanon , Iraq , and Egypt appear to have helped clarify and set limits
on the military operations .

Mili tar y Ocerationa

In mid-May , shortly after President Chamoun had accused the UAR of
intervention in Lebanon’s interna l affairs and had queried the U .S . on its
attitude in the event that a request for military assistance wer e forthcoming ,
Eisenhower authorized a nuther of steps that prepare d the ‘way for later
military action . First , the Marine contingent of the Sixth Fleet was
doubled in stre ngth to over 3, 500 men . Second , arms were sent to Lebanon
by air and sea . Third , transport aircraft were sent to Germany in the event
that U.S . citizens had to be evacuated from the Midd le East . Twenty—t wo
Art~y- uni te In Eur ope were also placed on alert . All of these action s in
May had no visible impact on the crisis, and it was not until Ju ly 111 that
a second series of moves was orde re d , this time including the landi ng of
troops in Lebanon .

As soon as the news of the Iraqi coup reached Washington , Eisenhower
met with his diplomatic and military advisors and ordered a worldwide military
alert of U.S . forces. Strategic Air Command planes were prepared for takeoff
if necessary . The Sixth Fleet , includ ing the aircraft carriers Essex, Saratos~a,
and JM~~, 

wan ordered to move toward the Eastern Mu diterranean . Joint Chiefs
Chairman Twining was ordered to implement the plan for landing U.S. troop s
in Lebanon th next day . (214)

(~i the afternoon of July 13, the 2nd Battalion of the 2nd Marine regiment ,
consisting of 1,700 men , lande d on the beaches of Lebanon . U .S. Ambassador
Robert Me Clintock , who disap proved of the landing , was worried that the
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- Lebanese Army might oppose the Marines by force . There were , in fact ,

elements in the Lebanese arme d forces that apparently favored resisting the
U. S. landi ng . General Chehab had tried to keep the army out of the civil
‘war , and now was confronted with an external threat as well . Ambassador
MeClintock recognized the danger , and rushed to the point of debarkation ,
where he managed to convince Chehab to restrain his forces • The Lebanese
Army then escorted the Marines to designated ~1eae . U .S . forces were thereafter
deplc~red with utmost care to avoid unintended clashes. (25)

The next day , July 16 , the 3rd Battalion of the 6th Marin e Regiment
landed , with the 1st Battalion of the 8th Marine Regiment arriving on the
18th. Two Army battle groups in Germany , the 187t h M rborne and 503rd
Airborne , were on call and could arrive In the area withi n twelve hours .
In addition , tactical aircraft were flown to Turkey , and the Sixth Fleet
was reinforced .

General Twining also recommended the deployment of Air Force tankers
into forward positions , as well as an increased level of readiness for the
Strategic Air Command . According to Eisenhower , Twining advised him that
these moves would be visible and might cause some misinterpretation of
U .S. intentions , to which the President re sponded by orderi ng the moves
precisely to underscore U .S . “readiness and determination without implying
any threat of aggression .” (26 )

Other military preparations were considered as well , such as the movement
overseas of two full divIsions . But shipping was short , and Eisenhower

S decided not to charter additional vessels. Instead , he merely ordered
Twining to keep a roster of available shipp ing . Part of the 82nd Airborne
Division , however , was held ready for quick airli ft to Europe . (27)

Finally , and presumably in response to British urgings , Eisenhower
approve d a recossnendation from the Joint - Chiefs for a seaborne movement
of a Marine Corps regimental combat team then statione d on Okinawa to the
~~raian Gulf. There , in Eisenh ower ’ s view , it could help deter an Iraq i
move into Kuwait or help protect other friendly governments . Twining was
ordered to “be prepared to employ , subject to [Eisenhower ’ s) app roval ,
vba tever means might become necessary to prevent any unfriendl y force s from
moving into Kuwait .” (28 ) It seems clear that Eisenhower was referring to
the possible use of nuclear weapons, an issue that was discussed severa l
times duri ng the crisis .

Despite pressure from Macmillan , Eisenhower decided against sending
U.S . troops into Jordan . He did , however , agree to help the Uni ted Kingdom
with logistics and supply problems. This involved airli fting some equipment
and suppl ies from Lebanon to Jordan, and Eisenhower even contemplated
resupplying Br itish forces from the U. S. air bases at Dhahran in Saudi
Arabia . The Saudis , however , withheld permission for such an operation ,
which would not , apperent1.~ have deterred !ie nhower f~oe using them in
an emergency . (29)
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At peak strength, the U.S. military presence in Lebanon consisted of
more than l~ ,0O0 troops, about 8,000 army and 6,000 marines . The Sixth
Fleet , with uearly 70 ships and 140 ,000 men , played a key role in support
of the landing . Marines and Army paratroopers were airlifted from the
United States and West Germany , and support aircraft were flown from bases
in the United States . (30)

-a.
As the crisis eased , U .S. troops began their withdrawal in mid—August.

The last U.S. troops left Lebanon on October 28. No combat had occurred
involving the Lebanese Ar my, and only one U.S. fatality was registered ,
the result of a sniper bullet.

The Relationshin of Force to Obiectives

The use of force was primarily intended t~ stabilize the volatile
situation in Lebanon, and to a large degree it was successful in doing so.
U.S. troops were available to help the legitimate government maintain order
it’ necessary, but their mere presence had a calming effect , and virtually
no hostile encounter8 occurred • The U.S . ambassador in Beirut worke d closely
with Lebanese Army Conune nder Che hab to avoid unintended confront ations ,
~.nd after the first few days the danger of hostilities was on the wane .
Thus, one of the President ’s immediate objectives was accomplished rapidly ,
although the smooth transition from the Chamoun regime to that of Chehab
required the diplomatic skills of Robert Murphy as much as the presence
of 111,000 U .S . soldleDs .

A second objective was to ensure stability in Jordan , but without the
use of U .S. troops . To achieve this goal, Eisenhower was obliged to coordinate
carefully with Macmillan, restraining the British from envisioning a major
combined operation in the Middle East , while facilitating the more limited
task of moving British forces into Jordan and keeping them adequately supplied .
As part of this package , the Uni ted States apparently agreed to help look
after British oil interests , especially in Kuwait . To fulfill the conditions
of this agreement , the United States transferred to the Middle East some
forces from Okinawa • It seems unlikely that the new regime in Iraq was contemplating
~n ~tt.ack on Kuwait at that time , but the movement of forces to the Persian
‘~ulf was as much intended to reassure the Bri tish as to deter ~~sim , The
r t  effect of these U.S . military moves was to guarantee that the Briti sh S

i’t d in Jorda n on the same pattern as the Americans in Lebanon . While
a.s.lIlan was less than overjoyed with the scope of the operations , he
•a mable to move independently , and thus British policy fell int o line
• t t1~ thet chosen by Eisenhower • Once again , Eisenhower succeeded in achieving
~a of ~~.s q.cific objectives .

1~~ ~,re .ping goals of preventing the spread of Nasseriam and
~~~iu4 a ..t s b.y~omd the reach of U S .  and British policy . How the use

-. - ci’4d ~~hisvs such goals , short of moui1~ing coups d’ etat in Damascus ,
~~~ ~~ re, -- a bit of a mystery. While the regimes in Beirut
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and Ame~n were able to achieve a degree of stability and strength thank
to U . S . and Briti sh support , the forces of radical nationalis m remained
strong in the Arab world and were eesent ial],y unaffected by the Lebanon
crisis and the U.S. reaction to it. Measured by the maximum objective
of thwarting Nasseriam, Eisenhower’ a decisions were not a success , and shortly
after the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Lebanon in October , the Eisenhower
Doctrine was effectively put on ice and a new-policy of attempted rapprochement
with Nasser was initiated .

f Reflecting on the crisis , Eisenhower certainly felt that the u~e of
force had been justified in terms of the limited objectives sought . In
his memoirs , Eisenhower termed the operation “highly satisfactory ,” crediti ng
it with the achievement of a peaceful resolution of the Lebanese internal
conflict. (31)

• . . one additiona l benefit to the West , intangible and unpublicised
but nevertheless important, came out of the affair . This was
a definite change in Nasser ’s attitude toward the United States .
In our action and the 1(remlin’ a cautious reaction he found much
food for thought , it would appear . Presumably he concluded that

- he could not depend completely on Russia to help him in any Middle
. 

~
- East struggle , and he oert a~nly had his complacency as to America ’ a

helplessness completely shattered . (32)

From Eisenhower’s perspective , it - seems d e e r , a major achievement of the
- 

‘ Lebanon operation was the demonstration that the United States was capable
of acting decisively , a lesson that he apparently thought was particularly
important to convey to the ~$SR and to the nonaligned countries in mid—1958.

The Imoact on ~~~~~~~ LebaxIesI ?~j,t1i~
- -, The U.S. intervention in Lebanon stimulate d a searc h for a political

solution to the crisis - A successor to Chamoun had to be found who was
acceptable to the Arab nationalists as well as the Christian commtmity .
General Vued Chehab , head of the army , quickly emerged as a man capable
of attracti ng broad support. He had the advantage of being relatively 

S

nonpsrti*an, not tied to the traditional establishment , and sufficient ly S -. S

neutralist in his ideology to be tolerated by the Naaserists. He was
easily choaen as president on July 31. He subsequently named one of the
prominent leaders of the insingenta , Rashid )Car~sni , as prime minister .

Under Chehab’s presidency , Lebanon recovered qui ckly from its civil
* war ; a strong executive emerged , and Lebanon once again began to develop

rapidly . But underlying social and economic problems were not resolved;
— the rigiditie , of the eectsr ~sn—based political system were not eliminated;

and under to. weak leaders hip of the 1960,, st~aina began to appear.

After the 1967 Arab-Israeli war , external pressures on Lebinon mounted ,
leading to a severe crisis in 1969 over the issue of the Palestinian presence
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in Lebanon. In subsequent years, tensions remained acute , and Lebanese 
)

~~~~ ~
- politic al lit, began to polarize along a complex sectarian and class-based

line . By 1975, clvii war had once again engulfed Lebanon, resulting in the
Syrian military intervention of early 1976. Unlike the 1956 civil war,
however1 neither major power showed an interest in intervening militarily.
The 1958 crisis had done little to help solve Lebanon’s internal problems,
and perhaps that realization served as a note.of caution for outside powers
when the much more bloody and prolonged civil war began In 1975.

Ea~ntian Rea~f.ions

Egypt ’ó President Nasser was clearly, one of- the primary targets of
the U.S. policy adopted in January 1957 and implemented in Lebanon in July
1958. It is thus worth investigating how he reacted to the landi ng of

- 
U S .  forces . ~~

,
S 

-
S 

At the time of the Lebanon crisis, Nasser was at the peak of his career
as an Arab nationalist leader . After the Suez war In 1956, his status in
Egypt and elsewhere in the Arab world had grown. Radical nationalists in
numerous Arab countries looked to him for inspira tion and supp ort . The
Syri an Baath party went so far as to plead for political union with Egypt .
This request led to the creation of the WR early in 19 58 .

Nasser had ambivalent feelings toward the United States. From 1952
to 19511 , he -was on close terms with U.S. officials and was viewed in Washington
as a promising moderate Arab leader . ‘The conclusion of an arms deal with
the USSR in 1955, however, had cooled the relationship between Cairo and
Washington considerably , and the Dufles-Elsenhower decision to withdraw
the offer to finance the As-wan High Dam in mid—1956 was a further blow to
the chances of maintaining friendly ties . Eisenhower ’ s stand against the
British , French, and Isra eli attac k on Egypt in October 1956 create d a
momentary sense of gratitude on the pert of Nasser, but the subsequen t
development of the Eisenhower Doctrin e , so clearly aimed at “containing”
Nasseriem, undid what little goodwill existed toWard the United States
in Cairo . By 1958, Nasser was deeply suspicious of U .S. intentions in
the area . A conspirator by background , and distr ustful by nature , Nasser
saw the United States actively work ing against him thro ughout the Arab world.

Although Nasser was an advocate of Arab unity , he had entered the union
with Syria only reluctantly. There was no indication that he hoped to
add Lebanon to the UAR , although he clearly did oppose the strongly pro-
American policies of President Chamoun . When incipient civil war broke
out in Lebanop in Msy, Nasser no doubt helped to provide arms and money
to his supporters .

- Nonethelese, Naaøer did not seem to want e ful l—scale teat of strength
in Lebanon . In June , Nasser surprised Eisenhower by not objecting to the
dispatch of UN observer team. to Lebanon. This was followed by * direct

)
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bid from Nasser to the United States offering to use his influenc e to end
the criai8 in Lebanon . The conditions that he posed were that Chamoun
finish his term in office ; that he be succeeded by General Chehab ; and that

S the rebels be of~ere d amnesty . Eisenhower notes that these were “not wholly
unreasonable ” conditions . (33) In fact , they later became the basis for the
U. S .—sponsored settlement of the crisis . -

Nasser learned of the coup In Iraq and of the U .S. decision to send
troops to Lebanon --while on a visit to Yugoslavia . After some hesitation ,
he decided to fly to Moscow for consultations with the Soviet leadership.
He seemed particularly fearful that the Unite d States might use Turkey to
invade Syria , now the northern region of the UkR . In 1957 , when a similar
dange r had existed, the USSR had staged troop maneuvers on the Turkish border
and warned Turkey not to intervene in Syria . At a minimum , Nasser must have
hoped for a repeat of this perfo rmance . By.the time Nasser left Moscow ,
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev had promised to maneuver ‘ twenty—four divisions
on the Turkish frontier , although he reportedly warned Nasser that “ It is —

only a maneuver .” (31e)

In addition to securing a minimal degree of Soviet support, Nasser
also directed that Egyptian arms be sent to the new regime in Iraq . Preventing
a oounterr evoluj ion In Baghdad - was clear ly high on his agenda .

While Nasser was apparently concerned when he first learned of the
U. S . use of force that his interests and influence in the Arab world were

- l the target of the operation , he soon realize d that the U.S. objective was
essential ly limited to Lebanon and was not incompatibl e with his own goals
there • He was able to confirm this through his talks with Robert Murphy ,
and by fall of 1958 he saw tha t U.S. troope were not planning to remain
in Lebanon indefinitely. Subsequently , even in moments of great anger at
the United States, Nasser did not list the Lebanon landings as one of the
U.S. crimes against the Arab world. By-l959, in fact , he was talking to
Washington again about aid , while- publicly quarreling with Khrushchev and
Qasim .

Perhaps Eisenhower was correct : Nasser was impressed both by the
U. S . ability to act and by the restraint that characterized the operation
and the subsequent diplomacy. In thi s sense , Nasser may have been influenced
by the U.S. resort to force, although it would be hard to point to any
specific action that Nasser did or did not take as a direct result of the

S military aot~on in Lebanon . Certainly Nasser was not deterred from
seizing control of Lebanon, since that wee not high on his list of priorities,
although some of his followers in Lebanon moderated their behavior once
U.S. forces intervened.

The Soviet R eaction

The USSR, in a general way, was the second principal target of the
U S ,  interventi on in Lebanon . Eisenhower and Secretary of State Dulles

S .
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were both confident that the USSR would not react militarily to the U. S .
action in Lebanon, “particularly if other parts of the Midd le East were not
involved in the operations ,“ as Eisenhower was later to write . (35)

Since early 1955 , the Soviet leaders , Nikita Khrushchev in particular ,
— had embarked upon a policy of weakening Western influei~ce in the MiddleEast by offering arms to “anti-imperialist” r~gi’mes . Egypt was the key

to this strategy . The most important Soviet objective was to undermine the
- military posture of the United State S in the Middle East, and for this the

USSR was prepared to cooperate wit h regimes that were decidely non-Conmamist
in their internal makeup . Nasserism , with its anti—Western overtures , and
itS goals of removing foreign bases from Arab soil, suited the Soviet objective
nicely. The USSR did not have to do much but supply military and economic aid.

The overthrow of the pro-British regime in Baghdad--the only Arab
regime that had agreed to join a pro-Western defense pact—-was precisely
the kind of development that the USSR welcomed. When Nasser arrived in
Moscow on July 17, he found Khrushchev “terribly excited ,” according to
Mohanined Heikal, who was present at the meeting. (36) But he also gave the
impression that “he -was finding it difficult to formulate a policy because
events were moving so quickly and so dangerously.” (37)

Fcr several hours, Nasser and Khrushchev discussed U .S. intention s .
According to Egyptian sour ces , Khrushchev thought tF~.it the American s had
lost their senses • Nasser pressed for Soviet assurances in the event that
the United States stage d a major counteroffensive in the Arab world , leading - 

5)

Khrushchev to reply , according to Heikal, “Frankly , we are not ready for
confrontation. We are not ready for World War III.” Khrushchev even
refused to issue an ultimatum, settling instead for a policy of staging
maneuvers on the Turkish border . (38)

On the diplomatic front , the USSR strongly opposed the U. S . and Briti Sh
actions in the United Nations, but failed to achieve any results. On July 20,
Khrushchev suggested to Eisenhower a summit meeting , a proposal that was
refused. This led to a lông, and largely ritualistic , exchange of letters
between Eisenhower and Khrushchev over the next several weeks. (39) All
of this was aupercede d by a UN General Assembly debate in August , which
ended with a call, for UN measures that would lead to the withdrawal of
foreign troops from Lebanon and Jordan. -

S 
Prom the little that is known about Soviet behavior in the Lebanon

crisis , it appears that Eisenhower waB generally correct in his assessment
of the probable Soviet reac $ion -to a show of force by the United States .
If pert of the objective of the exercise was to demonstrate that the (inited
States had both the will and the capability to act in pursui t of its interests,
the point seems to have gotten through to Khrushchev. As such, it was one
among many of the tests of strength between the superpowers in secondary
regions that characteri zed the cold war . In this instance, the United
States seemed to have the upper hand.
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( The British Role

As is typically the case , when the United States re8c) rts to the threat
or actual use of force , part of the exercise- is intende d to influence friends .
In this case , the United Kingdom was very much on Eisenhower ’s mind during
the first few days of the 

SS 

For at least eight months , British and
U .S. military teams had been work ing on plans for intervention in Lebanon
and Jordan. A joint operation had clearly been envisioned . Yet , when
the moment of truth came , British and U .S. objectives were not entirely
congruent . Part of the U.S. effort thus became to persuade the British
to act within a relatively limited framewoik, rather than to stand aside
entirely or to aim for a major restoration Of Western influence in the
Arab world .

Macmillan had traveled to Washi ngton in early June to talk about the
Middle East situat ion . He was particularly anxious that U .S . and British
policies be closely coordinated . The lessons of Suez weighed heavily on
him. Thus, it was with some embarrassment that he learned from Eisenhower
on July j~4 that the decision had been made in Washington to respond favorably
to Chamoun ’s request for inte rvention , but that it preferred to act alone .
Macmillan chided Eisenhower , perhaps not so gent ly , with the suggestion
that he was “doing a Suez on me .“ (1~O)

S 

- Subsequent contacts revealed that Du].les was hesitant about British
( 5

’ ’ intervention in Jordan. Macmillan did not want to go in, then be abandoned
by the United States . To avoi d misunderstandings, Macmillan sent Foreign
Secretary Lloyd to Washington on July i6 , where he extracted a promise of
support for British intervention in Jordan in response to King Hussein’s
request . He must also have received assurances that the United States would
not be indifferent to an Iraqi move -against Kuwait. Thus , while refusing
to help the British restore their poaition in Iraq , Eisenhower was prepared
to limit the damage to British interests elsewhere and to assist in the
British deployments to Jordan. The British were less than enthusiastic at
the degree of cooperation they received from their superpower ally , but had
no alternative but to play by Eisenhower’s rules . As often seems tc be
the case, it is easier to influence friends than adversaries. More than
Nasser or the Soviet leaders, the British were directly affected by the
decisions made in Washington. They were told in no uncertain terms that
the U.S. objectives were limited , a message that soon reached the ostensible
targets of the action as well——n&mely , Nasser and Khrushchev.

Outcomes of the Crisis

A balanced assessment of US , behavior in the Lebanon cri eis is made
S difficult by the suspicion that the outcome might have been much the same

if the United States had done nothing . Even Eisenhower expressed some doubts
cm this score. (~1)

(i
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It is impossible to pinpoint specific actions taken by Nasser, the iS Soviet leaders, or the Iraqis that related directly to the U .S. interventionand that decisively affected the outcome of the crisis • Yet it would bewrong to dismiss the intervention as inconsequentia l.. Within Lebanon , a
- volatile situation was brought under control after the arrival of Ti .3.forces. Robert Murphy was able to help negotiate a successful resolutionof the crisis, not only because of his persona’. ~kills, but also because— he could use the pr esence of U .S . forces as a lever agains t both Chamounand the rebels. Thus , at least within Lebanon, the U.S. action had the

- 
intended effects. By restoring stability in Lebanon at a very tense momentin the Arab world , the United ~tatea may have helped forestall a cnainreacti on that might have led to the downfall of the monarchy in Jordan , seizureot the West Bank of Jordan by Israel, and even a general Arab-Israeliconflict. ~‘hile it is a matter of speculation that any of this would havehappened if order had not been restored in Lebanon, the above sequenceof events is not implau sible and would have engaged important U.S. interests.

In the five years following the Lebanon crisis, the Midd le East remainedan area of instabi lity , but U .S. interests and those of U .S. friends andallies were not seri ously affected . Inter—Arab tensions increa sed , but theArab —Israeli dispute remained under control. The lIAR was dissolved whenSyr ia seceded from it in September 1961, and Qasim was overthrown in acoup in February 1963. Chehab brought a period of order to Lebanon , butfundamental, issues that had sparked the 1958 crisis remained unsolved ,and led to later outb ur sts of violence . S

In terms of global politics , the Lebanon crisis did not have long—lasting consequences • It was not a turning point in the cold war . Sovietleaders did not change their behavior in any signi ficant way because ofU .S. behavior in Lebanon , although they may well have concluded that a navalcapability in the Maditerranean would be a useful asset • The USSR beganto acquire such a capability in the mid—l960s

In its relations with Nasser, the United States seems to have learnedsomething from the Lebanon crisis. From 1959 on, U .S . policymakers nolonger saw Nasser as an appendag e of Moscow , nor were they quite so fear fulof Naaaer taking over the Middle East. A PL-1180 aid program for Egypt wasinstituted, and for several years relation s seemed to be improving. U.S.relations with Syria were not dir ectly affected , since Syria was at thetima pert of the 1j~~• - S

The Lebanon crisis did not become a major controversy within the
: United States~ It neither helped Eisenhower polit ically nor hurt him• in any measureable way. The costs had not been great , there were virtual lyno casualties, and the outcome was somewhat difficult for American publicopinion to comprehend . At least nothing drastic had occurred . The crisiswas soon forgotten.

Had Eisenkio,er decided not to use for ce at all , he might well havepaid a more sari ous price domestically , althoug h much would have depended 
S
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on the outcome of the crisis . The British , Lebanese , and Jordanian leaders
would all have been deeply disappointed by a U .S. decision not to act. Many
Americans would have seen in such behavior a confirmation of their doubts
about Eisenhower’s leadership abilities. In the post—Sputnik atmo sphere
that prevailed , Eisenhower ’s unwillingness to meet what was widely viewed
as a Coninunist challenge would have been political ly dangerous .

If significantly more force had been used instead , resulti ng in actual
combat , or intervention in other areas, the reaction in the Arab world would
have been sharply negative. The key to the success of the Lebanon operation
was the restraint with which force was actually used . This helped to create
an image of responsibility , and when the United States agreed to a political
solution in Lebanon acceptable to Nasser , it also earned a reputation
for impartiality in inter—Arab affairs . All of this woul d have been lost
by a greater use of force .

Had the United States followed the British lead , or the more extreme
recon nendation of some U .S. military leaders , an Arab—Israeli war might
well have resulted , the USSR might have brought heavy pressure to bear on
Turkey, and pro—Western regimes in the Arab . world would have been bad ly S

discredited . Given the prevailing military doctrines of the time , a more
extensive military operation might even have engaged. the United States in
the tactical use of nuclear weap ons • As it was , nuclear—capable equipment
was intr oduced into Lebanon, although presumably without nuclear warheads ,
and General mining was given orders to meet Iraqi aggression against
Kuwait with any means necessary.

Finally , a more extensive military involvement in Lebanon would have
done little to bri ng stability to that country . Clashes between Lebanese
and U.S . troops would have reduced the possibility of Murp hy helping to
negotiate a settlement in which the Lebanese arn~y commander emerged as the
compromise candidate for president. Instead , the United States would have
become engaged in a civil war on behalf of the incumbe nt regime , thereby
polari zing the Lebanese crisis even farther . Knowi ngly or not , Eisenhower
struc k the right balance between no action and overreacti on , thus protecting
both his domestic flank and his abili ty to influence events in Lebanon toward
a constructive outcome . -

S 
Evaluati on

The conini tment of U.S. troops to Lebanon , combined with the diplomatic
efforts of Robert Murphy, had precisely the effects within Lebanon that
Eisenhower and Dulles hoped . But the key to success lay in the restraint
with which the opera tion was conducted . Had hostilities occurred between
U. S . and Lebanese forces , the U .S . mediating role woul d have been seriously
jeoperdized~. It was at least in par t luck that prevented any clashes from
occur ring in th. first few days . S
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While it is impossible to know what might have happened in Lebanon i
if the U .S. troops had not arrived, there is every reason to believe that
the authority of the Chamo~m regime would have been eroded farther and a
peaceful transfer of power would have been complicated . Continuing turmoil
in Lebanon could have contributed to instability elsewhere, such as in
Jordan .

If the Uni ted States had not acted as it did in Lebanon, the United
Kingdom would have been unwilling , and probably unable , to intervene in
Jordan . The British presence there no doubt helped to strengthen the somewhat
shaky regime of King Hussein. Had Hussein been overthrown or assassinated ,
a distinct possibility given the atmosphere in the region following the
Iraqi coup, Israel would probably have seized the West Bank of Jordan.
A full-scale Arab—Iaraeli conflict could not then have been far off .
Given this danger , the U .S. reluctance to join Britain in the Jordan operation
is somewhat sur~~ieing . In any event , the key to British action lay in
Washington , and a major consequence of the U .S. decision to intervene in
Lebanon was that the United Kingdom agreed to mount a parallel operation
in Jordan. At the same time , the U S . cosinitment to limited goals served
also to constrain the scope of British intervention and to rule out the
possibility of counterrevolution in Iraq .

From Eisenhower’s perspective , considering the domestic and international
pressures he faced , the policy of intervention in Lebanon was a wise one .
He was able to appear decisive , yet not reckless. He combined the use of
force with effective diplomacy. The outcome was generally successful , the )
costs were modest , and the consequences on the whole were favorable to U.S.
interests .

Yet there is something unsettling about a decision to commit U.S .
forces that is based on suc h shaky premises an those that underlay the
Lebanon landing.. The driving force behind the decision was a desire to
stop the spread of Communism and Nasseriam, but the U.S . action was incapable
of achieving such nebulous purposes . It was able to help restore order in
Lebanon; U .S . diplomacy was able to help mediate the Lebanese internal
conflict ; the United States was able to assist the United Kingdom in providing
aid to King Hussein. These were reasonable , legitimate objectives . Viewed
dispaaaicnatel.y , they also contributed to the stability of the Arab—Israeli
balance • And yet these were not the terms in which the issue of intervention
was discussed. Instead , a much more ambitious set of goals was initially
articulated , and only after the decision had been made to commit U. S. forces
were the objectives of the operation consciously scaled down , in part to
counter British pressures to expand the scope of intervention.

On the w~o].e, the Lebanon decision 1. most admirable in its contribution
to upholding U.S. national interests when exa mined in terms of its results;
when the premise. that lay behind the decision are examined closely, one
can only feel that there was a large element of chance that contributed
to the positive outcome • F’or example , during the first few days after

• the decision , there were several occasions at which top decisionmakera
)
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discussed the merits of “unleashing” Turkey and Israel as pert of an area—wide
F — counteroffensive . Similarly , the use of nuclear weapons was considere d ,

particularly with re ference to any Iraqi moves against Kuwait. Nuclear —
capable howitzers were even lande d in Lebanon , although this does not

• necessarily imply that thei r use was ever contemplated. Nonetheless , it
is not difficult to imagine, given the perceptions tha t pre vailed at the

• time in Washington , that the initial U. S. commitment to the use of force
could have escalated rapi dly had any of a number of development s occurre d .

• If the Lebanese Army had resisted the American s with force , if a pro—Western
faction in the Iraqi military had requested aid , if rebellion had broken
out in Jordan , if the regimes in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait had been threate ned ,
then the likelihood of deeper U .S. military involvement would have been very
great , precisely becaus e the limited nature of U.S. goals was not well

• articulated in the first few day s of the crisis . With time , Eisenhower ,
and perhaps even Dulles , did come to appreciate that neither Nasserism
nor Coninun ism was the issue that they were confronting, and the Murphy

• mission was a sensible outcome of the recognition that diplomacy offered
the hope of a solution , whereas force would merely help to stabilise the
Leba nese situation without resolving the conflict .

While the use of force in Lebanon in 1958 can be ju sti fied in terms
of U .S. national inte rests, the caveat must be borne in mind that the
premises of action as publicly and privately stated by Eisenh ower and
Dullea at the time were not consistent with a restrained use of force .
The inter vention proved to be a success in terms of the limited goals so~~ht
in Lebanon , but there was considerable danger that the more nebulous purposes
that Lay behind the action coul d have led to an expended co.anitment that
probably would have been counterproductive in terms of U .S . interests.
The lesson seems to be that the use of force unaccompanied by a clear under—

• standi ng of objectives runs the danger of unintende d escalation . Fortunately,
in the case of the Lebanese crisis , circumst ances did not develop in such
a way that an open—ended coemdtment to the use of force was ever made . C~e

• is left with the stron g feeling, however , that it was circumstances more
than self—restraint that helped ensure that tne use of force in Lebanon
during the first few crucial days remained limited in scope and objectives.
Thus it was possible to estab lish at en ear ly date a balanc e between force
and diplomacy , and between the abstract goals that had led to the comattment
to use for ce and the concrete realities of the Lebanese situation.

U~S~ Policy in tha .Tardanian Criai&. Senterber l~7O

Dur ing Richa rd M. Nixon ’s first term as Presi dent of the United St.t~~ ,
the Middle East was a region of ccmtin~dng preoccupation for polioymakers.
The President referred to the area as a “powder keg,” and likened it to
the Balkans before 19114. At issue was not only the persistent conflict
between Israel and it. Arab neighbor ., but almo the U.S.-Sovi.t relationship,
since both sides were increasingly involved on opposite sides of the maJor
regional dispute.. Nixon’. fear was that a crisis in the Middle East could
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lead to superpower confrontation ; his hope , until early 1970, had been that
I Moscow would cooperate in wor king for a compromise peace settle ment . In

September 1970, with the outbreak of civil war in Jordan , the fear became
a virtual reality , and the hope faded into the background .

ReEional and International Develonments -
~~

The outcome of the Ar ab-Israeli war in June 1967 set the stage for
the Jordanian crisis of Septembe r 1970. Israel had scored a brilliant
military victory , but had been unable to turn battle field success into
political settlement with the Arabs . Instead , the Arab position insisted
on an Israe li coimnitment to withdraw from the newly occupied territories——
Sinai , the Golan Height s , J erusalem , and the West Bank—-a g a precondition

• for any form of peace agreement . The result was a standoff , which left
Israel in control of the territories and the Arabs unreconci led to the
new status quc.

Two new factors , however , ensured tha t. the de facto situati on would
not remain quiet for long. First was the emergence of a militant and
increasingly popular Palestinian guerrilla movement counn itted to the goal
of freeing Palestine from Zionist control by means of armed struggle . The

• fedaveen, as they were called in Arabic , had become suc h a major political
force in the Arab world by mid—1968 that Egypt ’s President Nasser was
obliged to offer them firm support or risk undermining even farther his
sagging prestige . Despite its popularity , however , the fedaveen movement
remained faction—ridden and relatively unsuccessful on the battlefield . (1~2)

By 1969 , the Israelis were able to prevent most fedav-een efforts to
cross the cease—fire lines from Jordan and Lebanon , and within the West
Bank and Gaza , the fedaveen found it extremely difficult to maintain a
political infrastructure , let alone to carry out military operati ons .
As a result , the fedaveen increa singly concentrated in Jord an , end to
a lesser degree in Lebanon, where the regimes were reluctant or unable to
move against them . By mid—1970 , the Palestine Liberation (~ ganiwation (PLO) ,
the umbrella organization 3inld ng most of the feda~een factions , constituted
somethi ng of a state withi n a state in Jordan .

The second major development after 1967 was the growth of Soviet
involvement in Egypt and Syria. Initially , the USSR had concentrated on
rebuildi ng the shattered defenses of it. two key clients in the Middle

• East , a task that was essentially completed by the end of 1968 . In )~ rch 1969,
President Nasser began a “war of attritio n” along the Suez Canal, which
gradually escalated in inten sity end scope as the Israelis responded with
“deep penetration bombi ng,” using newly supplied Phantom J ets , toward the
end of the year . egypt was coming under substanti al military pressure,
and finally in January 1970, Nasser made a secret trip to Moscow to ask
for an acceleration of Soviet aid , particularly in the form of air defense
equi pment and Soviet combat personnel. Tb. responded positively,
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and shortly thereafter began deliveries of a sophisticated air defense system. ,
V 

In April, Soviet fighter pilots were noted for the first time helping defend
Egyptian airsp ace . This represented a quantum jump over previous levels
of Soviet involvement in the conflict, and greatly raised the risk of super-
power confrontation.

In response to the deterioratin g politiesi. situation in the Mi4dle
East , the Nixon administration had initiated early in 1969 a series of talk s,
the moat important of which were with the USSR , designed to produce a joint
proposal for settling the Arab—Israe li conflict. Nixon and Kissinger at the
time were interested in the possibility ’of establishi ng “linkages ” among
various issues that were being negotiated with the USSR...~strttegi o arms
limitations and Vietnam in particular--and they hoped t hat the USSR would
prove cooperative in the Middle East . By fall of 1969, the USSR had managed
to extatot some concessions from Nasser on the nature of a peace agreement

• 
~
- with Iarael; now Soviet leaders were asking Nixon to comeit the United States

to the principle of full witndra wal from the territories occupied by lartel
in the 1967 war . After considerable debate in Washi ngton, a draft of a Joint
U .S.~$oviet proposal for an Egyptian—I sraeli agreement was handed to the USSRV •~ in late October 1969. It contained the principles , of Israeli withdrawal from
Sinai and Egyptian coninitment to peace . On December 9, Secret of State

• William Rogers publioly revealed the essence of the proposal, henceforth dubbed• the “Rogers Plan,” but two weeks later the USSR officially rejected it, primarily
• because of Nasser’s unwillingness to acquiesce in its terms. The Israelis

had also rejected the plan, so US, diplomacy came to a sudden halt. Nixon
and Kissinger, who had harbored some misgivings all along about the State

• 

• 
Department ’s handling of the talks with the USSR, were particularly angry
at Mo.cm for it. uncooperative stance A harder line, directed from the

~ Whit. ~~~~~~~~~~ began to appear, while the State Department tried to find mama
• 

• to pick np the piece. of it. failed diplomatic effort.

Toward ~~~frontatioñ in .Iordan

It was the next Rogers initiative that precipitated the Jordan crisis.
During I~ y, Jun. , and July , tension rose rapidly in the Middle East , with the
USSR engaging in combat operation s over Egypt and the feda~,een threatening
the stability of the regime in Jordan • In re sponse to the continuing deterioration
of th. regional situation , Rogers proposed in mid-June a simple formula for a
ceue-tire and the beginni ng of talks on a settlement • After lore than a south

- of delay ., the parties to the conflict agreed to the proposal . Finally , on
August 7, the fighting stopped , as a standstill cease—fire went $i to effwet .
Tn. Stit. Depart ment was elated.

Within hours of the o.aa..fir ., however , new problems arose • First ,
the Igrs.U. were angry at the United State . for the way in which the cease—
fire sea announced . Then they charged that t~~ Egyptians were violati ng the
standstill provisions, a point that the United States was initial ly umsbls
to oosglrs. Second , the Palestinians violent ly attacked the c.aee-fire ,
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seeing it as a prelude to their own extinction as a fighting force in Jordan.
Nasser ordered the closing of the Palestinians ’ broadcasting facilities in
Cairo, and King Hussein began to make clear his intentions to restore law
end order in his ehaky kingdom .

By late August , the United States had confirme d that Egypt had technica lly
• violated the ter ms of the cease—fire by complet ing construction of surface—

tosair missile sitea within the Suez Canal Zone , and by rotating some missiles
from active to inactive sites. Nixon and Kissinger felt the USSR was partly
respo nsible for the violations, and this very much colore d their subseq uent
perceptions of regional developments

~eenwhile, the fedav een, bad ly divided and very much on the defensive ,
met in Anmiail to decide on a course of action . The militant groups called for
a new regime in Jordan , while others were reluctant to make a final break
with Nasser and to risk confrontation with the well—arme d Jordanian military .
The debate was settle d in ear ly September when the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine (PFLP) hijacked four inte rn ational airlin~rs .* One was flown to
Cairo , where it was destroye d on the ground after its passengers had been evac-
uated • Three others were flown to a desert . airstrip in Jordan where the
passengers were held hostage by the PFLP. Among the passengers were many
Europeans and Americans. An international crisis had begun.

Civiller

The simmering crisis in Jordan exploded on September 15, when King Hussein• appointed a new government with respo nsibility to restor e order . Two days
later , the Jordanian Arn5r went into action , concentrating initially on drivi ng
the fedaveen from Amman. The PFLP had by now released all but fifty-four
hostage s and had destroyed the three aircraft , but the efforts to exchange
the hostages for fedaveen held by European governments was meeting with little
success . Hence forth , the PFLP took a back seat as the larger fedaveen groups
assumed the burden of staving off the onslaught of the Jordanian Lrn~y . Within
days, the f~davee~ were being driven north by the ari~y. On the night of

• September 18—19, th. first indication s were receive d that tanks from Syria ,
•~ painted with the colors of the Palestine Liberation Arn~y ,  had entere d the fighting

in the north. The following evening , the Syrians launched a full—scale armored
interventioi~ with elements of two divisions . -

The aid from Syria reversed the course of the battle , and. on September 21
the important town of Irbid~ fell to the Pa1estini~ns and Syrians. King Hussein

• appealed for outside help , and the United States and Israel quickly worked

_ a
An unsuccessful attempt to hi jack on. other airline r was led by Leila

Ktgl.d of the PTLP.
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• 
~ -t out a plan for inte rvention if the situation in Jordan were to deteriorate

further. The next day , the Jordanian Air Force went into action without en—
àountering any opposition from the Syrian Air Force, and Syrian tanks wer c
withdrawn by September 23. On September 25, a cease—fire went into effect,
in part because of the efforts of President Nasser. The Egyptian president ,
however, was not In good health . On September 28, ha ving convened a gathering
of Arab heads of state to resolve the Jordanion civil war, he suffered a heart
attack and died , bringing -to en end an era in Middle East history.

The Jordanian conflict was particularly dangerous because of the threat
of outside intervention. The Iraqis had forces in Jordan, but they never
entered the fray. The Israelis nearly did, but the success of Hussein’s
own ari~ on September 22 made the XAiieIi involvement unnecessary. The
United States sent to the brink of encouraging Israeli intervention, but held
back once the Syrians began to withdraw. On balance, the crisie ended well
for the United States, Jordan, and Israel. But the role played by the in-
tricate maneuvers of US . and Isra eli forces in obtaining this outcome is
still obscure .

The Ictora and Their (~~iectives -

The key actors in the drama that unfolded in September 1970 were the
fedaveen, the Jordanian government , Isroel , Egypt , Syria , Iraq , the United

ç - ‘ States, and the USSR. Each had a different stake in the crieis and eac h saw
it in ter ms of distinc tive goals.

The Fedaveen

For the feda~een, the minimal objective was survival as a viable political
force . Thi. meant retaining a foothol d in Jordan, the country with the large at
concentration of Palestinians . Different factions within the PLO had other
goals as well. The PTLP, which had instigated the crisis, was thoroughly opposed
to the idea of a political settlement with Israel, and was seeking to sabotage
the recent Rogers initiative • In addition, PPLP fortunes had been on the wane
since the previous June, end th. group las anxious to demonstrate the bankruptcy
of PLO Cheirman Yasir Arafat ’ a more conciliatory policies . Arafat himself
was struggling to maintain his position -of leedePlhi.p at the head of a badly
tree tiomated movement • He could riot afford to let the PFLP appear as the sole
defender of the Palestinian. cans., end yet he doubtleea föered that his c*dres
in Pitab would pay th. highest price in the event of a showdown with the
Jordanian £r~~. If it came to a- show of force 4 Patah would not stand aside ,
but some outside help would be needed.
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Jordan

Ki ng Hussein had tolerated the Pale stinian fedaveen pre sence in Jordan
longer than some of his advisers— —especial ly Wa sfi Tal, Zaid Ri fai , and Zai d
Ben Shakir—had thought wise. The Augus t cease—fire provided Hussei n the chance
to reestablish his authority without allenatir .g his key Arab ally , President -
Nasser. Both Jordan and Egypt , for different reasons , favored the pursuit
of a political settlement . Syria, Iraq, and the Palestinians were adamantly
opposed to such a course . To avoid total isolation, then, Hussein needed Nasser.
Even more , however , he needed the loyalty of his armed forces , largely of
Bedouin origins in the upper ranks and intensely anti—fe daveen. There were
rumors of dissatisfaction in the arn~ with the king’s unwillingness to defend
his regime against the threats of the guerrillas. But Hussein, mindful of the
need for Nasser ’s support , could not risk initiating hostilities against the
fedaveen. The PFLP hijacki ng altered the situation , however, and provide~dHussein with the opportunity to move to reestablish his authority without breaking
with Nasser. After all, the PFLP action had been just as much aimed at Nasser
as at Hussein. By bringing the Palestinians under control, Hussein would be
serving both his own narrow regime interests and those of the Arab “moderates”
who were favorab le to a political settlement with Israel.

&v’ria

Syrian objectives during the crisis reflected an underlying division
within the regime. In power in Damascus since February 1966, the left wing
of the Baath party was split into civilian and military factions . The civilians
were self— professed Marxists , or at least leftists , and tended to follow a
militant policy toward Israel. President Nureddin al—Atasi and Salah Jadid ,
head of the Baath party , represented this group. They did not hold Nasser in
high regard ; they were barely on speaking terms with the rival Baath leaders
in Baghdad ; and they took pride in their sponsorship of the fedaveen. One
signi ficant fedaveen group, Saiqa, was directly under their control . The
military wing of the party , ~y contrast , was less ideological, more skeptical
of the effectiveness of guerrilla warfare against Israel , and determined not
to be drawn into a disastrons military operation because of the extreme policies
of the civilians • Air Force Coninander Hafiz al—Asad and Ari~ General Mustafa
Ties were key actors in this group.

Both Syrian factions probably hoped that , whatever else happened , the
Palestinian guerrillas in Jordan would not all be dri ven into Syria , which would
have placed strains on the regime and would inevitably have drawn it into
unwanted conflicts with Israel. Although Syria was already host to nearly
200,000 Palea-~inians , i’edayeen wi thin the country were kept under strict
control , and military operations from Syrian territory against Israel were
proscribed. An influx of armed fedaveen fleeing Jordan could only add to the
regime’ s problems. Apart from this area of ag’reeinent , however , the two groups
could not be expected to work closely together . In fact , each was doubtleee
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watching for mistakes or weaknesses on the part of its rival . The Jordanian
crisis provided opportunities to score points at one another ’s expense. The

— rather confusing and tent ative nature of Syrian involvement in the crisis
can only be understood against this background of internal political division .

The Iraqi government was less intimately involve d in the crisis , al though
it stridently opposed the cease—fire and was militant ly anti-Na sser . The
Iraqi press and radio attacked the regimes in Damascus and Amman , as well
as Cairo, but the major preoccupation of the Ahmed Han sen al-Bakr gover nment
of Iraq was the consolidation of its recently acquired power and the festering
Kurdish inswrection, aided by Iran , in the north . Approximately 20 ,000 Iraqi
troops, however , were stationed in Jordan , and the regime announced in August
that one of its missions was to defend the Palestinians against all plots. (143)
W hen confronted with a full division of the Jordanian Arn~y, however, the
Iraqi forces refrained from any direct invol vement in the fighting.

Israel

The Israeli government was very clear in its obj ectives during the crisis.
‘ First , it was determined to prevent the fedaveen from seizing power in Amm an .

Second , the criaia provided an opportuni ty to heal ~* year—long breach with
the United States by demonstrating the compatibility of the aims of the two
countries . Israel had long been anxious to show that it could be a strategic
asset to the United States , not just a charity case . Third , the Israelis were
determined not to allow Syrian or Iraqi troops to overthrow King Hussein.
The Israeli leadership by far preferred Hussein among the Arab leaders , and
they were committed to helping him remain in place . A shift in the balance
of power in the Arab world at that particular moment could have serious consequences .

President Nasser was more uneasy about his country’s obje ctives in the
crisis . Egypt’s acceptance of the Rogers proposal for a oeaee-fjr. had helped
set the stage for the showdown in Jordan , and Nasser ‘was now being denounced
by his long-time prot~góe, the Palestinians, for encotwaging and supporting
hie former antagonist , King Hu ssein. Nasser now needed Hussein , and thus was
not prepared to offer full backing ror the militant Palestinians. At the same
time , he was not willing to stand idly by if Hussein went too far. At another
time, if the option ot a political settlement were to fail , he might once again
find the fedaveen useful to his strategy . The, preferred outcome fro. his stand .
point would be a restoration of Hussein’s authority without a co~~let. defeat
faa the fedavean.

U
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The United States )
In Wa shi ngton , Nixon and Kissinger saw the crisis on several levels.

The most serious aspect , in their view , was the threat of indirect Soviet in-
tervention to disrupt the prospects of reaching a political settlement in the
area . Even since the Soviet rejection of the-~Rogers Plan in December 1969,
the President had been suspicious that the Soviet leaders were trying to
create tensions in the area an a way of undermining U .S. Influence. The
record was not one to inspire confidence: massive arms shipments to Nasser
early in the year ; the provision of combat pilots ; and apparent complicity in
Egyptian violations of the August cease-fire . While the Soviet leaders had
obviously not precipitated the Jordan crisis , at the White House it was feared
that they might try to profit from it. Compounding these suspicions was the
fact that , early in September , U .S. intelligence sources had discovered that
the 1~ SR wan constructing a submarine base in Cuba . ( )414 )

Washington officials were also concerned by the regional aspects of the
crisis. Nixon was strongly anti—fedaveen, seeing them as a disruptive , terrorist
force that played into the hands of the USSR . He was anxious to see their
trouble—making potential ended . More to the point , the administration ‘wanted
to keep King Hussein , a good friend of the United States, in power. Nixon
and his adv iser for National Security Affairs , Henry Kissinger , felt that it
was important for the United States to support its friends in need , especially
those who were capable and willing to stand up and fight . This , after all ,
was what the Nixon Doctrine was all about . Besides , Nixon liked Hussein .
He saw him as tough, courageous , and moderate on the Arab—Israeli issue.
If there was ever to be a peace settlement, Hussein was expected to play a
major part in helping to resolve the ticklish Pa lestinian problem. Final ly ,
the administration was haunted by the scenario of another full—scale Middle
East war if Hussein were to fall. In that contingency , Syria , Iraq , Saudi
Arabia, and Israel might all move to seize parts of Jordan. Egypt could be
drawn in , with Soviet involvement not far behind . The United States would then
face the prospect of intervention to protect Israel e.nd its interests in the
Arabian Peninsula on very unfavorab le terms .

The third level of concern for the United States was the fate of the
U .S. citizens who were held hostage by the PFLP. This was a serious issue ,
and contingencies for going to their rescue were considered throughout the
crisis . Some scenarious envisaged a limited use of force to rescue the hostages
and to evacuate Americans from Jordan, with the added benefit of providing some
tangible aid to Hussein in the process . The danger , of course , was that the
hostages might be killed by, their captors if force were used to rescue them.
Nor was it known exact ly where they were being held after September 12.

Thet~~~

The Soviet objectives are most difficult to discern . The Soviet leaders
certainly hoped to maintain their credibility as good friends of the Arabs, ) 
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especially of Syria and Egypt. As suc h , they were not particularly worried
by King Hussein ’s difficulties . At the same time , they did not want a full—
scale confr ontati on with the United States . The crisis presented them with
seri ous dangers and relative ly few opportunities . How they would choose
among their various goals would be deter mined by events on the ground and by
the respon se of the United States . Moscow was not strongly comitted to any
particular outcome , provided its primary interests in Cairo and Damascus were
not affected .

U .S. Behavior in the Crisis

U. S . policy during the Jordan crisis was very much the product of the per-
ceptions of President Nixon and Henry Kissinger . In their view , the time had
come to demonstrate U .S. resolve and determination to the leadership in Moscow.
To some degree this was related to recent Soviet behavior in the Middle East ,
but Soviet behavior elsewhere was also of concern . Jordan provided an opportunity
to make the point with the USSR that détente and negotiations did not provide
a license to fish in troubled waters . Nor was the United States incapable of
defending its interests elsewhere becaus e of the contin uing crisis in Vietnam .
(It should be recalled that the situation in Southeast Asia had been a major
preoccupation during the ear ly part of the year , with the overthrow of Prin ce
Sihanouk and the subsequent U. S . military intervention in Cambodia .) The message
that the United States was able and willing to stand up to the USSR was no

( - doubt also meant to impress the Chinese leadershi p in Peking , ‘with whom indirect
contacts were underway to develop a relationshi p founded on the mounting anti—
Soviet sentiments of Chairman ~~~ T~e—ttmg and his colleagues .

In addition , the President had several bureaucratic—domestic concerns
in m ind as he dealt with the cr isis . 1970 was a year for congressional elections ,
and no administration wants to face elections whi le engaged in a public quarre l
with the Isr aelis . Up until mid—1970 , the Stat e Department had guide d the conduct
of Middle East policy , culminating in the August cease—fire and the subsequent
crisis in U. S. -Iaraeli relations . Nixon and Kissinger were angry at the bureauc-
racy ’s handling of the Isra eli relationship, and by Septem ber they were assert ing
White House control over policy toward the Middle East. It was clear that
Nixon , sensitive to his domestic political base, would not gratuitous ly offend
the Israelis . In fact , the crisis might provide an opportunity for cementing
the U.S .—Ia re eli relationship, with both strategic end political, dividends.

ODerational CbSectivea

The operational objectives of the President shifted once the Syrian military
intervention began . Up until that time , the objectives were pr imari ly to
obtain the release of the hostages held by the PFLP , then to ensure that King
Hussein would remain in power once fighting h&d broken out . In addition , the
President was hoping to deter military intervention by Iraqi and ayrian forces
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by hint ing that the United States might itself intervene in such circumstances .
Final ly, the United States was most anxious to deter direc t Soviet intervention
in the confli ct .

Once the Syrians had intervene d , on Septembe r 18—19, the operationa l
objectives shi fted . The first priority was to enlist Soviet supp ort to persuade
the Syrians to withdraw . The second goal wa s-.to develop a credible milita ry
opt ion in the event that King Hussein ’ s regime was threatened . This require d
close consultations with the Jordan ians and the Israelis .

Withi n the administration there was virtual unanimity over these objectives.
Earlier there had been a few voices that had re ferre d to the king as a “wasting
asset .” But this was no longer a prevailing view . The new U. S. ambassador
to Jordan , L. Dean Brown, for example , actively supported the goal. of aiding the
king . The State Depar tment , while only marginally involved in the formulation
of policy in the crisis , saw the need to preserve the possibility of a peace
settlement. ()45) The military was skeptical that the United States could project
adequate power , especially ground forces , into the area in the event of a full-
scale crisis , but did not oppose the thrust of the Pr esident ’ s policy . The
negotiations with the Israe1i~’, which might have proved divisive , were handled
almost entirely by Kissinger , and thus the rest of the bureaucracy was not
in a position to object . On balance , then , the administration appeared united ,
purposeful, and clear —headed about its goals . The USSR and Syria had no reason
to hope for divided councils in Washington or the constraini ng influenc e of
public or congressional opinion .

Commni.mication Ihtterne

Nixon and Kissinger went to considerable lengths to ensure that the USSR,
and to a lesser degree Syria , Iraq , and the Palestinians , understood U. S .
objectives and what the consequences of their actions would be. The most
explicit threat of U .S . military intervention in the event of Syrian or Iraqi
involvement in the Jordanian conflict came on September 17. President Nixon
was visiting the Midwest at the time . He had spoken in Kansas City the previoua
day , and had denounced the fedaveen, While passing through Chicago, he gave
an “off—the—record” interview to editors of the Chioa~o Sun—Time s, the gist
of which appeared later that day in prin t . ( 1i6 ) In essence , Nixon was quoted
as saying that he would be inclined to order U. S . troops into Jordan if either
Syria or Iraq intervened in the fighting tha t was just breaking out . In addition ,
he reportedly said that it would not be suc h a bad thing for the USSR to believe
that the United States was capable of “ irrati onal action .”

After Syr ian tanks entere d the fray , Kissinger , R ogers , and Assistant
Secretary of ~tate Joseph Sisco were all used as channels of comeunioatio n
to the ~~SR . Their tone was tough and the message was simple : Call off your
friend s, or the consequences will be nasty . ~~ September 20, Rogers warned
the Syrians to end their “invasion” of Jordsn . ( 1e7) Nixon sent one official
message thro ugh the State Department to Soviet Premier Aleksei Kosygin , then
relied on less direct means to drive home the point. ( 1e8) Sisco stressed
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the dange~ of Israeli interventions to the Soviet Chargé in Washington . (149)
The President explicitly decided against calling a UN Security Council
meeting . U.S. military moves were designed to reinforce the basic measaoe .
Finally , on September 22, Kissinger deliberately attended a reception at
the Egyptian Interests Section , where he sought out the rankin~ Soviet
diplc ’na t , Yuli Vorontsov , to tell him cryptically that the United States
expected the Soviet leaders to persuade their friends to withdraw quickly .
“Your friends started this . It’ s up to you to get them to stop.” ( 50)

At no time during the cr1 mis did the United States try to communicate
direct ly with the Syrians , Iraqis , or Palestinians . The st.ate of political
relations did not hold out much promise of success in any event , but ,
more importantly, the administration was treating the crisis primarily
on the U .S .—Soviet plane . With the Jordanians , however , communications
were frequent, primarily passing through the newly arrived Ambassador
Brown , and King Hussein and his closest advisers , especially Zaid Ri fal .
This was primarily an information channel , avai lable to learn how the battle
was going and how the Jordanians assessed their needs . I t was not heavily
used to try to influence Jordanian behavior , except by way of telling the
king what the United States and Israel were planning .

Detailed and complex negotiations did take place between Israel and
the United States . The U .S. goal was to ensure that Israel would not
act on its own in ways that would complicate the situation , while none-
theless preparing for a controlled use of force if a contingency should( - ‘ arise in which Israeli action was needed to save King Hussein . This required
fine tuning , since }Iussein obviously did not want Israel to appear as his
rescuer if any other alternative could be found . Nor did he want Israeli
groued troops pouring into northern Jordan . Thus , the United States had
to reassure the Israelis that U.S . aid would be forthcoming if Israel did
act , while at the same time ensuring that any Israeli move would be carefully
coordinated with King Hussein.

These negotiations with Israel took place in several channels . In
the early phase of the crisis , on September 18, Israeli Prime 1~fltnister
Golda Meir happened to be in Washington to see Nixon about aid. Joint
intervention in Jordan was reportedly not discussed at that po~rt , since
the Syrians had not yet entered the fighting in force . A few day’-~ l ater ,
however , at the peak of the crisis , on September 20, Prime Minister Meir
and Ambassador Itzhek Rabin were in New York. Kissinger reached them
by phone fox preliminary discussions of joint planning , then spent much
of the day of September 21 wit h Rabin to work out details . Rabin provided
the main channel of communication thereafter to the Israeli leadership,
and Kissinger monopolized the talks on the U .S. side . The meetings were
private, end their oontents have never been fully revealed . (51 ) In essence ,
however , it appears that agre ement was reached late on September 21 that
Israe l would be prepared to intervene in Jordan by air and ground if Hussein ’ s
position were to deteriorate farther • The Upited States promised to deter
Soviet intervention against Israel and to provide assistance if Egypt attacked .
These contingency arrangements were subject to review and to King Hussein ’ a
approval . Jordan had made clear its objection to Israeli ground forces
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entering northern Jordan , altho ugh Isra eli air strike s and a diversionary
j  armored thrust into Syria would have been acceptable . As it turned out ,

however, the following day the Jordanian Air Force went into action and
did quite well. By September 23, Syrian tanks were being withdrawn, and
the United States was telling the Israelis not to move .

The crisis came to a close without direct intervention by Israe l or
the United States , but it was a near thing. Had the communication s between
the two , and with King Hu ssein , been less we~fl manage d , it is not difficult
to imagine the Israel is acti ng in ways that woul d have complicated Hussein ’s
position and greatly expanded the conflict. The U .S. role was indispensable ,
both as coordinator of Isra~1i and Jordanian moves, and as guarantor that
Isr aeli security would not be jeop ardi zed if military action were undertaken
against the Syrians . Private end very restricted means of communications

- were used in fulfillment of these roles , in contrast to the obvious public
macsages intended for the USSR and its friends .

The subtlety and nuance of the objectives sought from Israel and
Jordan required utmost secrecy of communications; the effort to deter
Syria and the USSR , and to convince Moscow to pressure the Syrians, required

- a blunter , more public message , backed up by the movement of forces and
a few private communications . On balance , however, Nixon did not go to
great lengths to communicate with the Soviet leaders , and certainly not with
the Syrians or Palestinian s. The hotline was not used during the crisis.

Military Moves

Throughout the Jordanian crisis , President Nixon paid careful attention
to the preparation and movement of U.S. military forces . Wilitar y forca
was viewed as an important adjunc t to diplomacy , and thus most military
moves were publicized , either thro ugh Defense Department announcements
or leaks to the press.

In addition to the “signaling” aspect of uilitary moves , U.S. forces
were being prepared for several possible contingencies . At the lowest end
of the spectrus of force , evacuation of U.S. citizens might req uire a limited
intervention . Paratroopers would try to secure Amman airport , then transport

- aircraft would land to evacua te U .S. citizens . An effort might also be
made to rescue the hostages , if they could be located . A variant of this
option included a small show of force to bolster King Hussein.

Once Syrian armed forces entered tie battle , other contingencies
were considered. Air strikes from the carriers of the Sixth Fleet against
Syrian tanks were a possibility. The option of land—based airet r ikes ,
using Britiqh bases in Cypruø, was also discussed , but was discarde d as
legs effective than carrier-based air strikes . Finally, some consideration
was given to the intr oduction of ground forces into Jord an , although this

- option was net viewed with much enthusiasm by the Pentago n.

The difficulty of organizing a substantial U S ,  strike force against
the Syrians led to consideration of the Israeli alternative • Israel could )
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assemble ground and air forces to move into Jordan or Syria on shor t
notice . The Israelis wanted assurances from the United States , however ,
that if Egypt or the USSR were to re spon d to an Israeli military move , the
United States would intervene if necessary . Thus , the United States had
to be prepared to counter any Soviet milita ry moves—-which did not seem

• very likely——and to protect Israel against any Egyptian attack. It is
not known if any specific plan s were ever dr awn up for these contingencies.

The sequence of military moves by the United States reflected the
evolution of the crisis in Jordan. From an initial concern with freeing
the hostages held by the PFLP and evacuating American s , the emphasis shifted
atter September 18 to counteri ng the Syrian inte rvention , and then to
pr oviding a deterrent again st Soviet or Egyptian military involvement .

In the first phase , the President ordered six C—130 tran sport aircraft
to Incirlik , Turkey, on September 10. These might be used for evacuat ion
from Jordan . The 82nd Airborne Division in North Carolina was also placed
on “ semi—alert ” status • The following day , twenty—five F—11 Phantom jets
were flown to Incirlik from Europe , along with four more C—130s . The
F—14 e would be available to escort the C.l3Os into Jordan . Also on September 11,
some aMps of. the Sixth Fleet were reported en route to an undisclosed
location. These moves were all noted in the press over the next several
days, prompting the fedaveen to warn that the United States was planning
to intervene militarily in Jordan . The official statements from the
White House , however , stressed the routine , precaut ionary nature of these
steps , linking them to possible evacuation . (52 )

• The next phase of the crisis began on September 15, when King Hussein
informed the United States and the United Kingdom that he intended to move
against the feda.veen the following day. The Washington Special Action
Group (WSAG) met that evening to consider evacuation and the “question of
outside intervention to support the King.” (53) The decision was mRde
during the WSAG meeting to- order the aircra ft carrier Saratc~a to proceed
from the western to the eastern Mediterranean , where it would joi n the
carrier Indenendenc~ east of Cyprus. An airborne battalion in West Germany
was also placed on “ semi—alert ,” and additional C—l3Os were ordered to
Turkey . These steps became known publicly on September 17, when the
Defense Department announced them, along with the early departure from
Norfolk of a helicopter carrier , the 

~~w, 
with a Merine Battalion Landing

Team on boa rd , and several other amphibiou s shi ps to join the Sixth Fleet
in the eastern Mediterranean . Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird placed -

these moves in the context of possible evacuation ; the State Deportment ,
when queried , would not rule out armed intervention if necessary to save
American lives.

That evening, September 17, the WSA G recoimnended tha t a third carrier ,
the J~~ proceed from the Atlantic to the eastern Mediterranean, In Chicago
earlier in the day , the President had stated off the record that he would
be inclined to intervene in Jordan if Syri a ~‘or I raq sent in troop s. On
September 18, the Defense Department made further announcements of fleet
movements and the dispatch of C-130s to Europe and Turke y
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t When news reache d Washingt on late on September 19 that a large armed
force from Syria had entered Jordan , the President iimnediate ly raised the
alert stat us of the 82nd Airborne Division and the airborne battal ion of
the Bth Infantry Division in West Germa ny. The Sixth Fleet was ordered
to move farther east • The following day, the Indei,endence was reported
off the Lebanon—Israel coast ; the Saratoga was still en route to join the
Indenende nce. Reports on the status of the jj

~~ 
and the airborne unite

in Germa ny were also made public .

Ae the crisis reached its peak on September 21 , news of the movement
of the carrier ~~~ was released , and a plane from the Sixth Fleet flew to
Tel Avi v , reportedly to discuss tar get coordination. No effort was made
to disguise these moves. (5k ) By this time , Nixon wanted to make sure that
the ~~~~ recognized the danger of the situation caused by the Syrian inter-
vention . Within forty —eight hours the crisis was virtually over , as the
Syrian armed forces withdrew • No other milita ry mane uvers were made , although
President Nixon did visit the carrier Saratoga, as prearranged , on September 27 ,
as par t of an effort to symbolize U.S. power and interests in the Mediterra nean .

In brief , military and diplomatic moves were closely coordinated in
Washington, and were designed to meet different aspects of the unfoldi ng
crisis . The following table highlight , the relationship between political
and military decisions and regional development.,
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* 
- ( Ironically, during all of the maneuvers and hints that the United States

might intervene in the crisis , the key policymak era in Washington were acutely
aware of the limited mi lita ry capability at their disposal . In particular ,
substantial ground forces needed to enter Jo rdan and to rescue the hostages
were not available on short notice . Air power fr om the Sixth Fleet could
be called upon , but even t~mt capability was not overwh elming and was no
match for what Israel could produce . When it ‘became clear that Israe l was
prepared to lend its weight to the U.S. effort to shore up Hussein ’ s throne,
the offer was welcomed . Since Israel desired a guarantee against Soviet
intervention , the Sixth Fleet could be used as a visible symbol of suc h a
guarantee . It s value lay less in its fighting capability than it~ “tr ipaire”
function.

While U.S. force was judged to be important as the crisis unfolded,
senior U .S. decisionmakers were uneasy about the actual use of force . U.S.
military maneuvers were designe d primarily to convey signals to the USSR
There was little desire , particularly on the part of the military , to interve ne
direct ly in the fighting . The more seriou s the crisis became , the more
valuable the option of Israeli interve nt ion seemed . If the Syrian Air
Force had intervened , it would have been Israe l , not the United States ,
that would have reacted militarily. Nixon and Kissinger felt that it was
the combination of U.S . and Israeli military power that played a major part
in resolving the crisis. Unilateral U.S. action appeared increasingly
undesirable as its consequences were exami ned . The Israeli option helped
protect the United States from having its bluff exposed as a rather empty

( 
~ 

‘ one . (55) Ultimately, bot h the United States and Israel were relieved when
King Hussein , with his own forces , was able to handle the Syrian threat and
restore order within Jordan .

T1~ ~~~ie~ lies nonse

The primary thrust of U .S . policy during the crisis was directed at
-the USSR . Syria and Iraq m ay have been seen at the outset as important
targets of Washington’s coercive diplomacy, but Moscow was the cha nnel
through which pressure was to be bro ught to bear on the Soviet-supporte d
regimes in Damascus and Baghdad .

Although the USSR has not reveale d much about it~ role in the Jordanian
crisis , it did not seem to feel that any major Soviet interests were at
stake. Wuhington a view that the ~$SH was intimate ly involved in the
Syrian intervention is certain ly an exaggeration Soviet relat ions with
the Pale stinian s at the time were not particular ly close . !~~~$‘ a President
Nasser was .1~il1 the primary Soviet ølient in the Arab world , and Nasser
was sowing slowly toward a political settlement , in conformity with professed
Soviet desires . The Jordan crisis was an embarrassment to Nasser end , it
would appear, to the ~~SR as well . Clear ly the Soviet leaders would not
wring their hands over King Hussein’ s overthrow by the Palestinian s, but
this was not a Soviet priority , and the risks of such a move s~~t have
been obvio~a.
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- A primary Soviet objective as the crisis dee pened app eared to be the
pr’~vention of U. S. or Israeli milita ry intervention . The method chosen
was not saber rattling, but rather an effort to convey an image of moderation
to Washington.

The USSR clearly took the threat of U .S. intervention seri ously .
Presumably it was Nixon ’s veiled threat , coupred with strong diplomattc
messages , that underscored the seriousness of the U .S . stanc e • Moscow ’ a
first official reaction to the crisis came on September 19, when Tess warned
against “foreign armed intervention ” in the crisis. (56 ) The next day ,
at the peak of the conflict , Radio Moscow warned against U .S. military
intervention. (57) In its private diplomacy with Washington , however ,
the USSR denied any responsibility for the Syrian intervention and claimed
to be working for an end to the fighting .

As ear ly as September 18, the USSR had reportedly sent Nixon a moderate
message that it would not intervene and that it would restrain Syr ia . (58 )
This theme was repeated on September 21 in a message to Nixon, along with
efforts by Vorontsov to ensure that the United States would not unleash
Israel. Some evidence was beginn ing to accumulate by then in Washi ngton
that the USSR was trying to persuade the Syrians to back down . It was
biown that the Soviet ambassador in Damascus had talke d to Syr ian leaders .
On September 22, a State Department spokesman said , “We were told that the
Soviet Government is in touch with the Syrian Government.” The next evening,
Soviet President Nikolai Podgorny confirmed this in a speech. (59)

Once the crisis was over , the USSR made a minor show of force by sending
several shipe into the Mediterranean to reinforce the Soviet squa dr on . But
during the crisis , the Soviet squadron had not interfered with the Sixth
Fleet’ a movements , limiting itself instead to a monitoring role . On the
prop aganda level , the USSR portrayed its pert in the conflict as that of
dampening the crisis , helping to end the fratricide in Jordan , and thus
forestalling U .S. intervention . Nasser ’ s efforts to obtain a cease -fire
were praised , and it seemed clear that the USSR was not anxious to be
identified with the Palestinian or Syrian policy of unseati ng Hussein.

The key to Soviet behavior appears to be that the stakes for Moscow
in the crisis did not seem to be very grea t . Thus , it did not take much
of a combined U.8.—Iaraeli threat to make the crisis seem unduly r islmy.
There is little doubt that Moscow appreciated that the United States and
Israel did perceive major intere sts as being involved , and thus their thr eats
could not be easily dismissed . Since the USSR had not comeitted its prestige
to the success of the Syrian , let alone the Palestinian , adventure , it
suffered no humiliation in adopting a policy of restraint . If the United
State s or Isra el had actually coummitted forces , or if Nasser had been active ly
involved in support of the Syrians , then the USSR would have been placed
in a more dangerous position and might h*ve reacted more aggressively. But
a. long as the issue remained localized and involved primari ly Jordan and
the Palestinians, there was no reason for the USSR to risk confrontation
with the United States • In a sense , then , it was comparatively easy for
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the Uni ted States to convince the USSR to adopt a restrained position in
the cr iela. Even without threats of U .S. intervention, the ~~SR was not
particularly anxious to fish in these particular trottl.ed waters • It was
a case of the wron g crisis at the wrong time over the Wi’Cng i sue. The
USSR had not provoked the cri~i~ , it had not encouraged Syria to send troops
into Jordan, and its best friend in the area , President Naeser, was placed
in an extremely awkward position by the co~fUct (60) All in all , the
USSR must have felt the United States was deliberately overreacting by
placing a lar ge share of the blame on it.

The Regional Particinants

The United State s treated the Jordan crisis as a stiperpower test of
wills • But there was a genuine , and probably more critical , regional
dimension to the crisis in which Jordan , Syria , the Pale stinians , Egypt ,
and Israel were the main actors . The United States had little &pparent
influence on the behavior of the Palestinians, the Syrians, end the Egyptians.
In each case , it seems as it U .S. objectives were probably understood well
enough, but the more ~ vmnediat e sour ce of pressure was Jordan or Israel .
Those latter two actor s did , however , tailor their behavior in important
respects to what they perceived to be U.S. intentions and obj ectives. -

Jordan

The Jordanianc, and Icing Hussein in particular, were confident of
their ability to deal with the Palestinian guerrillas and with the Iraqi
division stationed in Jordan . When I t name to Syria , however , Hussein was
anxious to find help wherever it might be ava ilable . If it came to an all—
out war , Syri a might very well prevail because of its great advantage
in armor and air power. Although Jordan and Israel had developed a discreet
relation ship based on mutual interests efter 1~$7, it was not sufficiently
strong , nor was Hussein so foolhardy , to appeal direct ly -to Israe l ror
help against Syria . Thus , the United States came to play a crucial role
in coordinating Hu ssein ’s requests for aid end Israel ’ a ~*‘epsThtions to act .

Hussein’s main fear was that the disguised end tentative 5yrian intervention
would become a blatant invasion aimed at occupying Amnan . In the first
days, however, the Syria n Air Force had not intervened, ~or isa Dsi~.acusirreversib ly oosmii tted to the battle . The useful fictice remained that the -

tanks from Syria were those of the Palestine Liberation -*r~~. ~~ria could
still back down without dishonor. But if Hussein ware to oo~~~t his own
sir force , how would the Syrians react? And what would he do if Syrian
tanks approached the outskirts of Ansmn? Before aeting - cm hi. own , Hussein
sought answers from the Uxd~~d States on whether it would intervene, or
whether I~rs.l might act , ~~ ‘ the Syrians did not back down • Once reassured
that L8.-Isra.li aid would be forthcoming in a~iramta, Hueseis oc~~~tted
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his air force on September 22 , and by early morning the next day the Syrians )
had withdrawn. To some immeasurable degree , Hussein’s willingness to take
the risk of using his air force was probably facilitated by the knowledge
that the United States and Israel would respond to any successful Syrian
counterattack, Insofar as this contributed to Hussein ’s self—confidence ,
it played a major role in the resolution of the crisis. (61) 

-

Israel

Israel was also attentive to U .S . preferences in preparing itself to
deal with the Jordanian crisis. Even if Nixon and Kissinger had been in-
different to Hussein’s fate , Israel might well have tried to deter a full—
scale Syrian invasion. The Israelis held several trump cards . First , their
air force wag without doubt the most effective in the Middle East. It could
quickly and surgically go into action , either in Jordan itself or within
Syria. Second, Israel had mobilized nearly 1~OO tanks in the Golan Heights .
A diversionary armored strike toward Damascus would have forced the Syrians
to consider withdrawal of their forces in Jordan . Third , the Israelis could
easily cross the Jordan River and confront Syrian tanks in the area north
of Irbid • At the same time, they could clean out pockets of guerrillas
who used the border area for attacks upon Israel . -

The Israelis , if left to their own devices , would probably have opted
for the combination of air power and intervention into northern Jo rdan .
For King Hussein , however, this was an unattractive alternative , since he
would then face the problem of either openly conspiring with the Israelis
or of finding himself confronted with their unwelcome and perhaps unyielding
presence within his territory once the fighting stopped. Air support was
one thing , but any Israeli ground action , in his view , shoul d be confined
to Syrian territory.

The important role of the United States was , through consultation with
Israe l and Jordan , to ensure that Israe l would not move at the wrong t ime
or in the wrong manner from Hussein ’s point of view . At the same time ,
Nixon and Kissinger were prepared to provide some guarantees to the Israeli s
that their security would not be gravely endangered if Israe l agreed to act
in accord with Jordanian and U.S. requests . In particular, direct action
against Syria might raise the risk of Soviet reaction , or might even bri ng
Egypt into the conflict . Israel’ s willingness to play a role , but to do so -

with restraint and concern for King Hussein ’s wishes , was largely due to
- - this U.S . guarantee, backed by the visible military power of the Sixth fleet.

Other Arab Actor .

It would ieem, from this overview , that the U.S. threat s to intervene
and the corresponding military maneuvers were most influential with respect
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to partners shar ing the same goals . Hussein was probabl y emboldened to
take risky actions , and the Israeli s were persuade d to adop t a delicate
and potentially dangerous position toward Syria . Curiousl y , the Syrians ,
Iraq is , Pale stinians , and Egyptians showed few signs of having taken the
U.S. moves nearly as seriously . In each case , they either had their hands
full with more immediate problems , and the U .S . threats made little difference ,
or they were already divided in their objecti ves and were easily persuaded
to end the crisis abort of actions that would draw Israe l or the United
States into the fray .

The Syrian decision to withdraw its tanks from Jordan was no doubt
based on several factors . U .S . and Jordanian officials both gave pr iority
to the performance of the J ordanian armed forces, the n to the thr eat of
Israeli and ’ U.S. intervention , and finally to Soviet pressure. The only
addition to this list that seems required is the fact of interna l political
divisions between the Jadid and Asad factions in Syr ia.

Outcome s

On balanc e , the Jordanian crisis was re solved successful ly from the
U.S . point of view . The primary regional objec tive was to keep Hus sein
in power , thus averti ng a broadening of the Arab —Israeli conflict , and one
means to this end was pressure on the USSR to restrain the Syrians . While
the substance of Soviet—Syrian contacts remains unknown , the USSR apparently

( did act to restrain the Syrians at the crucial moment . One suspects that
it was not a particularly difficult task , becaus e of the factiona l divisioms
in I*maseus , nor was it , in all likelihood , the decisive element in the
Syrian decision to withdraw .

ILS -Israeli Relajj~~~

A number of direct consequences can be traced to the outcome of the
Jordanian crisis. Moa t dramatically, U .S. relations with Israel and Jordan
were greatly stre ngthened . Levels of economic and milita ry aid increased
substantially to both countries . Israe l was increasi ngly seen by the U.S.
government as a useful stabilizi ng factor in the area , at least until the
unanticipated outbr eak of war in 1973. As Israel became stro nger after
1970, and the Palestinian guerrillas fade d from the scene , the stat us quo
seemed to stabilize . Complacency set in. Egypt ’ s President Anwar Sadat
essential ly decided to go to war in October 1973 to upset this “no war , no
peace” situation . Tha t he was able to do so testifies to the degree to which
the Isrselis had let their guard down in the years following the 1970
Jordanian crisis .

- C.
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Suoernower Relations )

Relations between the Uni ted States and the USSR were not’decisively
influenced by the Jordanian crisis per se. The demonstration of IJ.~ . fi rmness ,
it anything, probab ly did ma ke it easier to develop the bases of détente
with the USSR in the next two years . fly itself , however , the Jordanian
crisis was not vital to the overall relationship. It s consequences for the
Soviet position in the Middle East are also hard to assess. Within two
years of the cri sis , Sadat had asked them to leave Egypt. A year later,
in 1973 , they were actively helping Egypt and Syria in a war agains t Israel .
Five years after the ciiøia, Egyptian -Soviet relations had reached a low point.
But little of this could be traced directly to the lordanian crisis.

China was more than a margina l consideration to the United States during
the crisis . The decision to develop a new relationship with Chi ns had already
been made in Washington . It would clearly depend for success on the Chinese
belief that the United States was capable of standing up to Soviet pressures.
A weak United States would not attract much attention in Peking . Thus ,
one possible benefit of the stro ng U .S. stance in September 1970 was to
convince the Chinese that a relationship with the United States woul d pay
dividends . The Chinese posture during the crisis itself was enigmetic .
Their revolutionary support of the Palestinians was tempered by advice against
the resort to terrorism and warnings of the dangers of factionalism within
the PLO .

)
The PLO and Syria -

The most enduring losces after the Jordanian crisis were suffered by
the PLO and the Jadid faction in Syria. The PLO was completely expelled
from its remaining bases in Jordan in July 1971, moved underground for a
period, then resurfaced in Lebanon and Syria. It remained a political
force of consequence in the area , but its military potential and its autonon~were greatly reduced . As for the Jadid faction in Syria , it was ousted in
a coup d’ etat in November 1970 led by General Hefiz al—Asad . The new regime
has been noticeably more moderate , and has succeeded in bri nging a degree
of political stability to Syria in the years since the Jordanian crisis .

Jordan

Xing Hussein was able to restore his full authority in Jordan, but
at the price ‘of becoming the pariah of the Arab world • In the months following
the crisis , Ms new prime minister , Wasfi Tel , completed tha task of removing
the fedaveen from Jordan altogether . In reta liat ion , the fedaveen assassinated
Kim in November 1973. in Cairo , depr iving Jordan of the talents of its most
effective prime minister in recent history . Two years late r , however , Jordan
sent forces to Syria to help the Mad regime dw ing the October war against Israel .
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U .S. Policvmnking

The only other consequence of note that can be traced to the- Jordanian
crisis involved the status of Nixon and Kissinger in the fc’reign policymaking
establi8hment of the Uni ted States . The successful outc~.,me of the crisis
no doubt redowided to Nixon ’ s advantage and helped to lay the basis for
his claims of foreign policy expertise . Following the Jordanian crisis,
Nixon was able to show progress in relations with botn China and the USSR,
culminating in hi& tripe to bot h countries in 1972 . Those coups de theatre
helped to soften the cont inui ng public disenchantment over policy in Southeast
Asia . The Jor danian crisis can thus be seen as one of the ear ly steps in
establishinq the foreign policy record that helped Nixon to win reelecti on• in November 1972.

President Nixon and Kissinger saw the outcome of the J ordanian crisis
as a clear victory for the United States . Since Israel had played a key
role in the development of the contingency plan for intervention , the
U. S —Israeli relations hip was greatly stren gthened , not so much from gratitude
as from the belief that a stro ng Israe l woul d be a strategic asset to the
United State s . As the Soviet position in the Middle East began to unravel
in 1971 and 1972 , Washington officials were confirme d in ttw~.r belief that
the U.S .—Israe li “alliance ” had strategic significance . As in the Israeli
case , this contributed to an insensitivity to the dangers of the status quo
and an inattentiveness to the signs of war in 1973. The sur prise of October

( 1973 would probab ly not have occurred but for the mood created in September
1970.

The Jorda nian crisis brought Kissinger onto the scene of Middle East
politics . After September 1970, the State Department did not recapture
control over policy toward the Arab-Israeli conflict until Kissinger became
secretary of state in September 1973 . Burea ucratically , this was an important
development . It helped to ensure the failure of the State Department diplomatic
initiative on reopening the Suez Canal in 1971. That failure , in turn ,
contributed to the Egyptian—Syrian conviction that the only alternative
open was the use of force . In brief , 1970 helped lead t-~ 1973 through
several different channels .

Iiv~othetica1 Outcomes More or 1ea~fieliance on Forc e

The one actor that the United States hoped most to impress in September
1970, the USSR, appears to have been least affected by the crisis. The
suspicion is, hard to resist that one reason for this was that the USSR

• never was as involved in the crisis as the United States had assumed.
If that is true , the U.S.—Iaraeli “victory” was partly an invention, and
the re al credit belong-s to King Hussein and his armed forces . UnfortuiMe ],y,
it is impossible to 1a~ow exact ly what role the U .S .—Israe li threats played
in the resolution of the crisis , but it is quite plau sible that the outcome
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would not have been dramatically different even if the United States had
been more restrained or if the U .S . military presence in the eastern
Mediterranean had been less substantial.

Had the President decided not to threaten the use of force in September
1970, it is possible that the Syrian interveir~ion might have continued longer,
tempting Israel to retaliate . A full—scale Arab—Israeli war in September
1970 might then have resulted , although its outaome might have been more
favorable to Israel than was the case in October 1973. Equally likely,
however , some combination of Jordanian and Israeli power might have brought
about essentially the same outcome , even without the backstopping role of
the United States . In tha t event , little would have changed , apart from the
U .S.—Israeli relationship. It probably would not have grown quite so
quickly ; Israel would have therefore been more on her guard against the
hostility of Syria and Egypt . But the danger of another round of war would
have remained . On balance , U.S. relations with Moscow and Peking might
have proceeded more slowly in the following year , but they probably would
have reached about the same point by 1972.

A significantly greater use of force 1~y the United States in September
1970 would have been , in all likelihood , counterproductive . It w uld
have badly damaged U S .—Arab relations across the board , just as the energy
crisis was beginning to emerge . It would have provoked the Soviet leaders
and worried the Europeans , without really reassuring the C1~inese about
U.S . reliability as a partner . Recklessness rather than responsibility
would have been the label attached to the Nixon foreign policy . Worst of
all , the actual use of force might have had an embarrassing result . With
its best efforts , the United States might not have been able to turn the
tide of events as effecti~e1y as Jordan and Israel . An ineffective use of -
force——some 200 combat air sorties a day from the Sixth Fleet would have
been the maximum effort--might have weakened the credibility that U .S.

- 
force could be effective in the future crises . tk,mestioally, Nixon would
probably have lost public support if he had pursued a more militant policy.
The balance struck in September 1970 was just about all that public opinion
would have found easy to accept . The virtue of the Nixon policy was that it
looked tough, but at the same time controlled. Above all , it seemed to
succeed without involving the United States In another war . Dufle a would
have called it a fine example of “brinkmanship.” The actual use of force
would have been considerab ly more divisive. 

- 
-

Evaluation

U .S. policy in the Jordanian crisis can be judged a limited success
in terms of its stated objective s . To some degree , U S , power did no doubt
contribute to the willingness of the USSR to restrain Syria , insofar as
that was an important aspect of the crisis . But it was certainly Jordanian
and Israeli power that made the greate st impression on the Syrians, not
the U.S. threats of the Soviet pleas for restraint . At beat , the U. S.
military contribution to the outcome of the cr iele was modest. )
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Insofar as the U .S. played a key role , it wa n pr imarily throug h its
diplomacy, not through its militr ry posturing . Obviously , force and diplomacy
do go hand in hand , and the United States was able to deal effectively with
King Hussein and with the Israelis because of its overall strength , not
just in the Mediterranean , but worldwide • But the real contribution depended
on subtlety , not brute power , especially In urging King Hussein to rely on
his own forces first and in n~gotIating with •the Israelis to make their
power availabl e in a restrained , yet responsive , manner . The United States
was pert ly Inst ru mental in bri nging Jordan and Israel to make use of their
power , and this certain ly did influence the outcome . To some degree , the

$ two cowrt riee would have acted similar ly witho ut the United States , but
the essential coordi nation and sense for timing and nuance would have been
missing. The United States was an important middleman between Jordan and
Israel. A weak United States would have had less credibility in that role
than one that was putting some of its own power on the line in visible and
convincing ways.

On balance , U .S. behavior during the crisis was consistent with the
nationa l interes t , as broadly understood at the time , and it was certainly
in tune with the President ’ s desire to convey a firm image to the Soviet
leaders . As such , the policy adop ted can be defended , and its consequences
were on the whole advantageous to the United States, at least in the short
run . But the crisis does raise serious question s about the willingness or
ability of top decisionmakers to appreciate the local dimensions of a crisis.
By concentrati ng almost exclusively on the U. S .—Soviet relationship, Nixon
and Kissinger let themselves be manipulated by the local parties. Israel

( was able to portray itself as a bulwark against Soviet power; Hussein emerged
- - as a key to stabi lity in the Arab world . The concerns of Egypt , Syria , and

especially the Palestinian s were lost in the euphoria of having stood down
the TSR . This sui ted Israel and Jordan well enough , but it led the United
States to t urn a blind eye toward the mounting frustrations of the status
quo for the leaders in Damascus and Cairo . Only the October 1973 war was
capable of shaking the U.S . and Israeli leadership s out of their complacency
and self—congra tulation borne of September 1970. That was an unnecessarily
high price to pay.

In short , the U. S . use of force and diplomacy in the September crisis
was probab ly wise , but it rested on somewhat shaky pre mises , at least irsofar
as the Middle East was concerned . The administration chose to tr e~it the
Jordani an crisis as a test of superpower wills , pr imari ly for global reasons .
At that level of abstracti on , U.S. policy succeede d in making a useful
point with the Moscow leadership. But having decided to treat what was
essentially a regional orieis as if it were a global one , the administration
continued to view the region in terms of U .S .-Soviet relations . Caught in
a perceptual tra p largely of its own making , it tailed to respond to regiona l
trends that ultimately resulted in a war of much greeter consequence than
that of September 1970.
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in Jordan and we urge all other concerned governments to
impress upon the Government of Syria the necessity of withdrawing
the forces which have invaded Jordan.

New York Times, September 21, 1970.
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After warnin g of the moves of the U.S . Sixth Fleet , the statement went
¶ - on t~’

Other reports indicate that plans for military intervention
in the conflict in Jordan are being hatched by definite
circles in certain countr ies . Such a development would
aggravate the situation in the Middle East and would not

- only endanger the indepen dence of Jordan and other Arab
countries , but would essentially complicate the international
situation as well .

The New York Timee, September 20, 1970, car ried an article by its
Moscow correspondent interpretin g this as a warning to Syria and

• Iraq . -

57. See Abraham Becker and others , The Ecç~nomics and Politics of the
• Middle East, (American Elsevier , 1975), pp. 93—97.

58. Brandon , Retreat of American Power, chap. 5.

59. “In its appeals made recently to a number of states——both those belonging
and those not belonging to the area--the Soviet Union stresse d the
inadmiseability of external interference in Jordan, under whatever
pretext ‘whatsoever .“ ~~~~ later elaborated on this statement with
a foreign ministry statemen t to the effect that contacts had been

• made in Damascus, Baghdad, Amman, and Cairo, expressing “the firm
conviction ti~at everything should be done to end as soon as possible
the fra tri cidal fighting in Jordan. ” New Yor k Times, September 214,
1970. The author , in an Interview with a high-ranki ng Jordanian official ,
was told that the Jordan ians learne d after the crisis th&t the L~ SR
did try to restrain the Syr ians and urged them to withdraw their
forces . Mohammed Heikal , The Road to Ramadan (Quadrangle Books, 1975) ,
pp. 98—100, states that tiv t~SR passed on to Nasser the contents of
the U. S . message of Septemtw~r 20 and ur ged “utmoat restraint ” on the
E~yptienn because of the dangerous intern~ticnal siti*tion.

6o. J~~1co1m Kerr , The Arab Cold War (3rd ed., Oxford University Press ,
1971), chap. 7.

61, Some of those who worke d closely with Hu ssein during this period
have stressed in interviews with the author that , even without U S
assurances , the king , under stro ng pressure from the army and from
his key adviser , Wasfi Tal , would have ordered the count erattack.
Tal, who was related by marriage to Syria n General Tias , seemed
confident that the Syrian Air Force would not intervene, accordi ng
to one source .
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CASE STUDIES?
INTElV~~TICW IN rilE P~~INICMI kEPUBLIC, 1961-1966

By Jerome N. Slater

From 1961 through 1966, U.S. policy toward the Dominican Republic
repres ented the most massive, sustai ned interventio n in the internal affairs
of ~ Latin American state by the United States since the per iod of U.S.
impdrtalism in th. early twenti eth century . Washington used a wide-•
va riety of the instr~~snts of power and influence ava ilable to it , including
multilateral diplomacy and political pressure , economic rewards and sanc—
~‘~ as, and , most Important . threats of and the actual u ic of military force ,
to shape the internal politics of the Dominican Republic . U . S .  policy
du ring thi s period was designed to achieve three maj or obj ectives . To the
order of their probable priority, they were: (1) to prevent the establish—
meet of a radical, Castroit. regime in the Dominican Republic in the afte r—
math of the Trujillo era ; (2) to establish in the Dominican Republic a stable ,
democratic , moderately progressive , but 8tr ongly anti—C ommunis t regime tha t
would serve as the model——the “showcase for democra ey”-— for t %t ~ kind of
political syste. the Alliance for Progress was designed to t:ncourage through
out Latin America; and (3) to set the precedent and create the machinery for
collective inter—American action against dictatorships in general , but which
might later be used specifically against the Castro regime in Cuba .

To understand the context of the vents during the period 1961—66,
it  must be recalled that the Dominican Republic has been closely tied to
the United States ever since the U.S. military interventions of 1905
and 1916, in which U.S. Marines had been used to enforce the general U. S.
policy of pre pting potential Eu~.ip.an intervention in unstable Caribbean
states . After the 1916 interve nt ion , the Unitsd States occupied the Dominican
Republic for eight year s, not departi ng until it had cre ated a centralized
Dominican ar my and placed it under th. control of a young a rmy officer ,
Rafael Trujiflo, Sr., thought by hi. Mar ine supporters to he a reliable ,

- pro-A mer ican leader who would support stable, d ocratic goverusent . Truji llo ,

i -
~~~ however, used his power to establish one of the most murderously effective

feudal dictatorships in recent Latin American history. Despite its initial j
disappointment, the United States maintained close and friendly relations
with Tru j illo , typifying the general marriag, of convenience between the

- - United States and rightist Latin American dictatorshi ps , who were assured
of U.S.  support as long as they rspr.eaed their Local 0oanun i~ts and supported
U.S.  foreign policies (1.) For nearl y thir ty year s, no one more ferventl y
adhered to U.S. policies than Truj illo. Tovird the end of the l950s , however ,
U. S.  attitudes tovard his regime bsgan to shift , partially because of
domestic anger at Truj illo’s efforts to silence his critics even in the
Unit.d States (e.g., the disappearanc. of Dominican exile Jesus de Galindes,

~
n instructor at Coimabia Univ.rsity) , partially as a result of growing

Latin American bitt rn.ss at Wsshingt oii’s support of repressive regimes.
Th. most fundamental reason for this shift in attitude was that the victory
of Fidel Castro over Pulguncio Retista in Cuba seemed to demonstrate that
support of th, right might no longer be the best way to avoid radicalism in
Latin America , but might rather be fostszing it.
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Moreover, toward the end of 1959, for the first  time since he had
come to power, Trujillo ’s grip on the country began to slip . A number of
clandestine opposition groups were formed, and the political situation 

)suddenly became fluid . The general environment in the Dominican Rep ublic ,
in fact , seemed to be uncomfortably similar to that in Cuba in the last
days of Batista, and the Eisenhower administration became seriously con-
cerned that a sudden collapse of Trnj illo ’s rule could lead to chaos and
the emergence of a second Castro. “Batista is to Castro as Truj 1110 is
to 

_____________,
“ was the implicit asaom~tion, and Washing ton wanted toensure tha t it could help fill in th. blank. As a result, the United States

began to cast about for a way to get rid of Trujillo and , at the same time,
to ensur e a resp onsible successor .

Initially, th. primary vehicle for US , strategy was the collective
break in diplomatic relatio ns and the co~~~ic sanctions imposed by theOrganization of American States (043). Thi. occurred in 1960 , after Trujillo
attempted to arrang. the assassination of President Romulo Betancourt of
Venezuela, one of the most outspoken at i—Trn j illo leaders in Latin America.
Going beyond the OAS call for all m~~~er states to end shipments of petr oleum
and trucks to the Dominican Republic, the United States also cut back imports
of Dominican sugar, the primary source of emport earnings for the Truj illo
regims. Moreover, it is now known that the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) worked actively with dissident groups in the Dominican Republic plotting
against TrujiUo ‘s life, and clandestinely shipped small arms to some of
these groups, (2)

Ousting the Truj illo., 1961

On May 31, 1961, Trujillo was assassinated , leaving a shattered , leader—
less, demoralized society. The primary concern of the U.S. government was
to ensure that a new Castro did not emerg. f r om the chaos, and also——but a
distinctl y secondary goal—to use the opportunity to press for the establish-
ment of democracy in the Dominican Republic. The framework and priority of
U.S. objectives was succinctly su arised in John P. Kennedy ’s oft—quoted
remark: “Thete are three possibilities . . . in descending order of preference:
a decent democratic regime, a contismation of the Trujillo regime, or a
Castro regime. We ought to aim at the first but we really can’t renounce
the second until we are sure we can avoid the third .” (3)

Within a few days of the assassination, the Rennedy administration
reinforced the Carribean “ready force” that had remained in the general
vicinity of Cuba and/or the Dominican Republic since 1959 . Within days ,
the United Sta tes placed in the area as a “routine training exercise” a major
naval force, including three aircraft carriers (~~ trep id, Shangri—La, and
Randojp~), five support ships , and numerous surface combatants , as well as
the 4th Ma rine Expeditionary Brigade of approx ima tely 5,000 men . Already in
the area was a Marine Isttalion Landing Teem aboard the helicopter carrier
Boxer, and it was accompanied by other amphibious ships. (4) Accord ing to
N~ v 7oçk Times rep orts at the tins, the military moves were designed both as
a pr.caution, in case American citis.ns had to be evacuated , and as a show
of force to back forthcoming U.S. diploma t ic efforts to influence the interna l
Dominican situation. It has also been suggested that these moves might have

__
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been part of a contingency plan to intervene militarily in the Dominican
Republic to forestall a Castro takeover . (5)

Within hour s after the assassination , the Truj illo family had moved
to crush all internal opposition to their total domination over the country.
Joaquin lalagu.r , who had been closely tied to the Truj tile family for
decades , had bees serving as nominal president since August 1960, and he
remained in office; Rafael (“RimE is”) Tru j illo , Jr., was named to head the
armed forces , and his uncles, Hector and Art~m.ndi Truj illo , rema ined as
key figures behind the scenes , controlli ng substan t ial pr ivate armies . (6)

Aside from lalaguer and the Truj illo family , the other major actors
on the Dominican political scene who wer e the targets of U.S . military
displays and diplomatic maneuver s were :

f 1. The regular Dominican armed forces , the primary source of political
power in the country. Within the military, the key figures were Briga dier
General Pedro Rodriguez Echevarrta , camsander of the Santiago military base ,
and Fernando A. Sanc hez , chief of staff of the Air Force. Their obj ectives
in the afte rm ath of the assassination are not clear , but it seems reasonable
to assune they were pr imarily concerned to maintain or perhaps expand their
own personal power. Rodriguez Echevarri a seems to have sided with Balaguer ,
and as a result he soon emerged—if only briefly— — as the dominant figure.

2. The Union Civica Mac tonal (UCH) , a conservative , middle—class ,
but anti— Trujillo opposition party that came out into the open after the

t L assassination. Tb. UQI was headed by Vir iato Fiallo .

3. Juan Bosch , who had been in exile for decades and returned to the
Dominican Republic to for, the Part ido Revolucionar io Doisinicano (PRD) ,
initially a party of the democratic left , to compete with the UCH af ter the
hoped—for collaps. of the Truj illistas.

In the i ediate after math of the assassinat ion , the Kennedy adminis-
tration had two i ediate objectives: to maintain order and to liberalize
the Balaguer/lemE is regime. The ultimate obj ective was to create a stable ,
democratic , anti—Co unist governesut . The maintenance of order was con-
sider ed crucial because, in the short run , the chances of a Co unist takeover
would increase if chaos and a br ..kdoim of police and army control followed
the aasassination. In the last year or so of his rule, Trujillo had
retaliated against the U.S. sanctions by allowing increased Coemunist activity
in the Dominican Republic , and a Castroits group called the Fourteen th of
June W vemaut was active in the working class areas of Santo Domingo. In
the long run , the U.S. goveroment felt that the minimization of Coemunist
influence depended upon the creation of a democratic regime, capable of
meeting the legitimate demands and grievances of a people oppressed for
thIrty years by a savage totalitarian regime .

Tb. objectives of order end democrac y might have bean compatible in
the long run but ther. was considerable tens ion between them in the short

— run. The requirement. of a policy that sought to maximize order would have
d nded unstinting U.S. support of Dalaguer , the Truj illos end their

- :  supporters in the police and military , for they were proba bly capable of
suppressi ng Coms—~4st (and , of course, all other dissident) activities by

~~- .‘. ‘ —- — —
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brute force. On the other hand , a policy that sought to maximize the
chances for democracy would have required immediate and severe U.S.
pressures to break the power of the milita ry, force out Balaguer andP the Trujillos, and to hold fr ee elections.

Faced with this dilemma , the Kennedy admini stration split the
difference. From the evidence now available , it cannot be ascertained
whether this was the conscious decision of a united administration
aware of the risks of emphasizing one element to the exclusion of the
other, or whether it was in fact more in the nature of a nondecision,
and merely the result of differing opinions within the U.S. goveriaent .
There were apparen tly several areas of disagreement. (7) First , there
were differences between those who wished to emphasize order and those
who stressed establishing a democracy. The former were generally more
disposed than the latter to view Balagu er favorably; this was not nec-
essarily the case , however , for a second area of disagreement was
whether Ralaguer sincer ely intended to liberalize the Dominican govern-
ment , as he was promising, or whether his real objective was to
preserve the status quo behind a meaningless facade of “reform s .”
Finally, there was uncertain ty over whether Balagu er , whatever his in-
tention , had the leader ship capabilities and the power base to control
either the extrem e left or the extrem e r ight.

In the context of these various disagreements or uncertainties ,
the Keuead y admi nistration initially chose to back Balague r , RaisE a,
and the armed forces , while at the same time attemp t ing -to induce them
to liber alize the worst features of the Truj illo era and prepare for
democratic elections. As Kenn edy put it: “Ralaguer . . . (is j our
onl y tool . . .  . . The antico mmuni .t liberals aren ’t st rong enough. We
must use our influenc e to take Balaguer along the road to democracy. ” (8)

The primary instromente of U .S. policy were the -~~onomtc leverag e
provided by the OAS sanctions and the reduction of U .S. sugar imports
backed by a show of military force. Responding to U.S. recom.endstions,
the OAS agreed to maintain the economic sanctions until there was sub-
stan tial evidence of progres s toward democracy; meanwhile, the U.S.
Wavy Caribb ean “ready squadron,” consisting of the U.S. carrier Boxer ,
several amphibious vessels , and a Marin e battalion of about 1,200 men
r~~~insd in Dominican waters. (9)

Th. Crisis of November 1961

In the ensuing mopths, the Balaguer regime took some small steps
toward liberaliza tion . At the end of the s~~~er , it requested the OAS
to end th. embargo and the United States to resune its sugar purchases.
In early September , the OAS sent a committee to the Dominican Republic
to resvaleat e the situation . Balaguer and RimE is promised the OAS group
that they would continue the reform process and open negotiations with
opposition leaders to form a coalition government . But the UCN and the
PID both urged the 0*5 and the United States to continue the sanction s ,
arg uing tha t the reforms had been a sham and tha t the existing regime
was notb.sg more thin a continuation of Truj illois.i . Apparently convinced )by this argueest , the 0*8 decided to maintain the sanctions and the
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Kenned y administration resolved tc contiwie the sugar emba ,~ o and
increase diplomatic pressures on Balaguer and Ramf is to u ’ach an agree-
ment with the opposition . A turning point in Lhe hesitant rnOvnmeiI L
toward democrac y was apparen tly reached in mid—Novembor , when most: of
the Trujillo family, although not RomE is, ~nwed to the pressures and
left the country. In response to this and to other indications of
progress, on November 14, the United States proposed in the GAS a partial
lifting of the economic sanctions. (10)

On November 16, however , Rector and Arisniendi Tru If H~ --- t hc “j - i~ ~ed
uncles”—r etu rn ed to the Dominican Rep ublic to att e”~-t -~~~~ block tie
liberalization process and restore the family dictatorship. If they had
succeeded, of course, all the efforts of the U.S. government far the
previous two years would have gone for nought. As a result , the Kennedy
administration decided to do whatever might be necessary, including
ordering an armed intervention, to block the reestablishment of Trujllloism .
In reaching this decision, the administration undoubtedly was influenced
not only by a general commitment toward democracy, but by concern that
a new Trujillo dictatorship might resume the flirtation with Castro and
the USSR that Trujillo, Sr., had pursued during his last year in power. (11)

Finally, on November 18, Ramfis ~ruj i1lo became convinced that his
best course of action was to resign and leave the country . Washington
now sought to force the wicked uncles also to leave, and thus to end the
Trujillo family’s control of the Dominican Republic . The U.S. government
was also sager to prevent one of the family ’s henchmen-—General Fernand o

( Sanchez—from seizing power. The Kennedy administration communicated its
intention to the Trujillos and Sanchez explicitly through T’ .S. officials
in the country and through a series of diplomatic and military act ions.
The military threat left the crucial Dominican figures with no doub t that
they had little choice but to comply .

On November 16, within hours after it became known tha t the Trujillos
had returned to the Dominican Republic , the United States asked for an
urgent meeting of the OAS Council in Washington , and Assistant Sec retary
of State for Inter—American Affairs Robert Woodward asked that action on
the previous U.S. request for a partial lifting of the sanctions be
delay ed . The next day , Secretary of State Dean Ruak held a news -onference

• in whic4~ he warned that the United States would not “remain idle” if the
Truj illo. retu rn ed and tried to “reassert dictatorial dominat~ on. ” (12)

1~isk’s speech was couched in general terms , but administrat Ion
sources told reporters from the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal ,
and other leading newspapers that the U.S.  government had defini tely
decided it would forci~ly intervene if necessary to prevent the restoration
of Trujilloism . (13) These leaks, prominently featured in leading
American newspapers , could hardly have escaped the attentio n of the
Dominicans.

To back up these threats of force , a large U.S. naval task forc e ,
— consisting of the aircraft carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt, the helicopter( carrier !.~ � For$e, and other amphibious ships with 1,800 Marines on

board , the cruiser Little Rock (Flagship of the U.S. 2nd Fleet ) , twelve
destroyer. , and a n~~b•r of landi ng craft appeared off the Dominican coast
on November 19. They were just outsid e the three—mile limit , huL tn

_
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plain sight of Santo Domingo. On the same day, jet fighters from the
Roosevelt streaked along the Dominican coastline in a display calculated
to awe and intimidate the Trujillos and the Dominican military . (14) 

)

Meanwhile, the head of the U.S. consulate in Santo Domingo , John C.
Hill, and a special representativ e of President Kennedy, Arturo Morales ,
met wit h the Truj illos and . Sanchez and bluntly told them tha t U.S .  milit ary
power would , if necessary, be used to fo rce the formation of a provisiona l
governmen t headed by Balague r . The previous evening, moreover , the U.S.
military liaison , Ma rine Lieutenan t Colonel Edwin Simmona , had met with
Rod riguez Echeva r r ia to ascertain that Rodriguez suppor ted the U .S.
military actions. Other commanders , who were not so close to U.S. officials ,
were warned not to support the Trujillos.

All of the Dominican targets received the message . Whi le the exact
details of the mixture of threats and promises made by U.S. officials
are not known , it is reasonable to assume tha t all the Dominican targets
recognized that their continued political power , status , wealth——perhaps
even their lives——depended upon U.S. suppor t , or at least the absence of
direct U.S. opposition. In any case , the desired action was forthcom ing .
On the evening of November 19 , while the jets continued their fly—bys
and Spani sh language broad casts from the offshore ships warned the
Dominicans tha t the Marines were prepared to come ashore , Balaguer made
a speech on the nationa l radio station urging “all Dominicans , mili tary
and civilian , to unite behind the legitimate power and avoid the danger
that menaces our sovereignty. ” (16) At about the same time , Dominican
planes under th e control of Rodriguez Echevarria bombed the San Isidro
Air Base outside Santo Domingo, where Ram! is and other Truji llist generals ,
including Fernando Sanchez , had been massing troops . With the game
clearly up, Ramf is , the wicked uncles , and Sanchez fled the countcy on
November 20 , and the plot collapsed .

Aftermath of the Crisis

In the next two months, the U.S. government stepped up its pressures
for further democratization in the Dominican Republic. It backed its
diplomatic efforts with the economic sanctions still in force and the
continuing presence of the U.S. fleet off the coast. On several occasions,
administration sources publicly stated that the U. S. Navy would remain in
Dominican waters until the situation was “fully clarified ,” or as long
as there was a danger of “political disintegration.” (17) The major
focus of adminis tration efforts was to protec t Balaguer from potential
threats from either the extreme right or left until he was able to
broaden his government to include the moderate democratic opposition and
prepare for elections . In fact, however, Balaguer himself clearly
wanted to ho ld on to power , and became a major obstacle to meaningful
democratization. Finally, faced with pressure from the United States and
growing domestic opposition, including a successful general strike supported
by Piallo and Bosch, Balaguer agreed to resign. Be was replaced by a
seven-man council of state , dominated by the UCN , which pledged to hold
elections at the end of 1962.
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A fina l mi] tt ary effort to bi ock this process , this time led by
Rodriguez Ethevarria and very probably backed by Balaguer , collapsed
when the United Stites moved the Little Rock and the Second Caribbean
Amphibious Ready Squadron and Landing rorce closer in to shore of f
Santo Domingo, and Hill informed Rodriguez tha t the U.S . government
was prepared to treat him as it had the wicked uncles. (18)

In late January , the fleet was withdrawn , the OAS sanctions v~re
lif ted , and the United States resumed its sugar purchases , aithougit
U .S. representatives in the Dominican Repub lic continued to use their
influence to back the council of state and to ensure that the elections
would be fair. (19) Among the instruments of U.S. influence were
several U.S. naval ship visitations to Santo Domingo and ostentatious
ceremonies and d inners aboard them for council of state leaders. Whether
the United States would actually have been willing to use force in the
event of a threatened coup was another matter . Presidential Emissary
and later Ambassador to the Dominican Republic John B. Martin writes
that he was “priva tely” convinced that the United States would
“absolutely not permit a Castro/Communist takeover ,” that he was
“almost as cer tain” force would be used to prevent a new Trujillo coup ,
but that he “was far less cer tain” that act ion would be taken against
a rightist coup. (20) However , no coups were attempted , and in December
1962 , Bosch defea ted Fiallo in the elect ions, presided over and in
effect guaranteed by the U.S. Embassy.

The Role of the OAS

Dur ing the course of the crisis the GAS had been dom ina ted by the
United States and had acted , in effe ct , as an instrument of U.S. policy .
As such, it gave U.S. actions at least the color of a collective
enterprise, and thus helped reduce possible nationalistic, anti—American
reactions in Latin America and in the Dominican Republic itself. Moreover ,
by making the U.S. economic pressures part of the official peace—keeping
func tions of an international organization, the OAS gave the Dominican
opposition leaders—whose strategy was to bring to bear a maximum of
external as well as internal pressures on the Balaguer re gime——a degree
of anuever that national s tic pride migh t otherwise have denied them.
It was one thing for the Dominicans——Bosch, Fiallo , and others—to plead
repeatedly to the OAS to maintain sanctions agains t their own nation
and against the wishes of their government , but it might have been quite

• another if they had been forced to comaunicate their appeals directly
to the Uni ted States without the OAS screen .

Outcomes

Th. activist U.S.  policy in 1961—62 and the subsequent course of( ~ 
events in the Dominican Republ ic illustrate both the benefits and the

• - limitations of the political use of military force as an instrumen t of
U.S. foreign policy. In the short run , U.S. policy was remarkably
successful . As a direct result of its combined economic leverage and
military threats , the U.S. government was able to induce all the major
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Dominican actors to conform to its objectives . Moreoever , there were
no external costs to the U.S. actions ; on the contrary, the Truj illo
reg ime had been in such bad odor around the world tha t U.S. policies,
even includ ing the military threats and deployments , had enhanced the
image of the Kennedy administration in the Dominican Republic, in the
United States , and throughout Latin America . The appearance of the U.S.

• Navy off the coast led to mass demonstrations of popular approval in
the streets of Santo Domingo ; Juan Bosch enthusiastically praised the
action ; and in the United Nations , the Dominican Foreign Minister ,

• responding to a Cuban attempt to have the United States labeled an
aggressor, replied : “Blessed be the moment when the American fleet

• came to Dominican waters.” (21) In the United States , the actions of
the Kennedy administration aroused little widespread or sustained
popular attention , but were widely praised on the editorial pages as
wisely conceived and brilliantly executed . (22) Throughout Latin
America , the widespread hatred of Truji llo outweighed the traditional
antipathy toward U.S. intervention in the interna l affairs of hemispheric
states , so most Latin American governments either supported the U.S.
act ions or t~icit1y acquiesced in them.

It seems reasonable to suppose that the show of force and the
accompanying threats to use it if necessary were crucial to the achievement
of U .S. objectives euring the November and Janua ry crises . The economic
pressu res undoubtedl y helped , but even t hough the Trujillistas (including
Balaguer and Rodriguez) understood full well that those pressures would
continue if they attempted to reassert their rule, they were apparen tly
prepared to ignore them ruthlessly, for in each case coups were averted
or reversed only after the military displays.

Wha tever the undoubted immediate success of U.S. policies , however,
subsequent developments in the Dominican Republic cast considerable
doubt on their longer—term success. Though the Bosch government was
democratically elected and began a broad program of social and economic
reform, the U.S. government soon became disenchanted with it, and the
Kennedy administration did not repea t its earlier threats and military
displays to deter the military coup against Bosch of September 1963.
It was clear , then , tha t in the long run the crea tion of a stable and
democratic political systam in the Dominican Republic depended on
internal conditions that were only partially subject to U.S. influence .
Still , the destruction of the brutal totalitarianism of Trujillo in
1961—62 was no small accomplishmen t. During this period , the requirements
of the national interest and more universalist values had happily coincided.
Although the United States had prevented a return to Truji lliam not so
much from devotion to democracy per cc as from fear of Communism , the
results ware a cleat gain for the Dominican people and for humanity, as
well as for U.S. policy.

Bvaluation

ouster of the Trujillos in November 1961 also suggests some
more general lessons about the relationshi p between the use of forc e
and the achievemen t of objectives by U. S. pol icymakers. First , the
United States was able in this inciden t to exercise complet . strategic
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( 
contr ol. Aside from certain other La t in dictator s, the Truj illos bad
no externa l political allies . Ryan mote important , especially withj regard to the U.S. decision to use forces , the Trujillo. could expect
to receive no material support fro , any quarter , and the United States
could act with complete military confidence.

This was also true , of course , in June lem.diately after the
assassination of Rafael Trujillo But then the administration did not
act explicitly to oust Truji llo’s heirs— tha t is, the administration
did not then commit itself to the objective it espoused in Iovenber.
When it did so co~~it itself , Wash ington allowed no doubt as to what
would constitute an acceptable outcome . In shor e , it issued an ultimatum.
)brsovsr, communications with the princ ipal targets in the Dominican
Ispublic were unobstructed .

At the s e  time, within the Dominican Republic , the targets had
no ideological commitmen ts. Pragmatic , and interested pr imaril y in
their personal well being , the Truj illos and their i ediate supp orters
were per suadable . Indeed , Ramf is, who was the most influencial in the
group , probably lost the stomach to resist the U.S. d ands even before
force was used .

The Trujillos also had no support within their own country . While
there was no popular movesent to oust th violently from power , neither
was there any die—hard support for them. Aside from the vast apathetic

( 
majority , those who were politically active and both the bus iness and
social elites were wholly in favor of having the Trujil los leave the
country . Furthermore, there was no nationalist sentiment against
“Yankee intervention.”

Finally , the Tr uj illos did not even control the armed forces .
Aside from those officers who straddled the fence, effective military
power , ~~~ll as it may have been , was more in the hands of General
Rodriguez Schevarria than anyone else. His support of the U.S. action
pulled the rug from under the Tru j illos. Thus , the earlier cultiva t ion
of Rodriguez Ichevarria proved of great value.

If the United States had undertaken decisive act ion against the
• Trujillos in June 1961, it might hive sncoumtered greater difficulty .

At thet time there was no overt opposition within the Dominican Republic ,
and the Tru ji llos held much firm er contro l over the military, nothvith—
semiding the participation of a nu ber of militar y men in the assassination
plot . The outcomes would probably have been the s e , but the dan gers
would have been greater.

Considering Washi ngton’s goals , an even grea ter use of force-—much
as an actual intervention , of the sort that occurred in Láa*on in 1958
and in the Dominican Republic in 1965, would have had no greater value.
Both the Truj tiles and Rodriguez Echevarria might not have believed that
the United States Vie really committed to its objective. bed they not

~~~

- - .~ seen a major military force offshore, however. They also might not have
believed it had they seen only a few surface combatasts. The plain

p 
sight of min es and aircraft carriers, however, was surdy ~~~~~~~~different.
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In this contex t , the m ilitary force , placed clearly in sight, ~ecmedconvincingly thr eatening ; coupled with a ver bal ultima tum , f t became
any thing but a bluff . As in poker , once a “call” was demanded , the
Truj illos ’ only alternative to foldin g was a futile and inconsequonti~lresistance. Being the prag matiets that they were , they folded .

The ability to set in motio n the events that occurred between the
decision to oust the Tru jil los and the inauguration of Juan Bosch did
not prove tha t the United States could effect a Ladica l change of regime
no matter how much it might have wished to. In the end, Bosch was
completely dependent on the United States. Washington did not take any
military action to prevent the coup against him; even more important ,
the more Washington soured on Bosch , the mor e certain the coup became.
Bosch would not have been so dependent had the military been gutted and
rebuilt. This could only have been accomplished by force or the direc t
threat of force from U.S. military power . The Dominican military might
have collapsed without violent resistance , bu t U.S. troops would almost
certainly have had to be landed in the Dominican Republic .

The 1965 Crisis

Juan Bosch took office in early 1963, amid high hopes in both the
Dominican Republic and the United States that solid progress had bcc--i

• made toward the reestabli shnent of democracy. There was no doub t tha t
the Kennedy administ ration initially gave its strong——even enthusiastic
support to the Bosch gover ument; it promised the Dominican Republic
substantial economic suppor t under the Alliance for Progress, and gave
Bosch the grand treatment in Washington ju st before he entered office. (23)

V •I I.

The glow faded very quickly, however . The U.S . government , advised
by Ambassador Martin , became increas ingly disenchanted with Bosch ’s
nationalism; his determination to engage in substantia l social reform
measures, which alienated Dominican businessmen, landowners, and the
Catholic church; and , moat impor tant , his refusal to crack down on radical
group s . In a ma t ter of month s , Martin had completely soured on Bosch,
considering him at best ineffective and , at worst , possibly even a
“deep—cover Communist. ” U.S. economic assistanc e programs to the
Dominican Republic were soon cut back, and these and other indications
of U.S. coolness toward Bosch encouraged plotting against them among
the rightist and the military. Finally , in late September——only seven
months after taking office—Bosch was overthrown and sent into exile by
a military coup led by Colonel Bliss Wessin y Wessin, commander of the
key San Isidro Air Base outside Santo Domingo. The rationale for the

• coup , predictably enough, was that Bosch was deliveri ng the country to
the Communists. Martin did not really agree with this assessment ,
despite his own misgivings about Bosch, and he tried hard to prevent
the coup , but his insistence on the Communist threat had helped to
legitimize the plots against Bosch and undercut U.S . efforts to persuade
the military to stay out of politics .

The coup vie greeted in Washington with distaste , but the disillusion
with Bosch discouraged any effective action to reverse it. In the last
frantic hours before the coup , Martin asked to have an aircraft carrier )
sent to Dominican waters to make the kind of show of force that had earlier

I
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proven so effective . The State Department sharply refused , however, and
warned Martin not to commit the United States in his moves to save Bosch.
Not only would military force not be used or even threatened , but there
would be no repeat of the heavy economic pressures of the precious few
years. To be sure, diplomatic relations were suspended and economic and
military aid were temporarily cut off in an effort to induce the new
junta to hold free elections. In the ensuing weeks , however , the State
Department progressively softened its pressures , especially when the
junta began to warn that U.S. attitudes were encouraging “Castroite
revolutionaries. ” Finally, in mid—December 1963, with a handful of the
inevitable “guerrillas ” in the hills and a piece of paper from the junta
promising “free elections ” in a year and a half , the United States capitulated .
It reestablished diplomatic relations , restored economic assistance, and
replaced Martin with a new ambas sador , W. Tapley Bennett , a conserva t ive
foreign , service officer . Bennett quickly Cstablished warm ties with the
head of the junta , Donald Reid Cabral , a wealthy bus inessman. Among
Americans , Reid was fondly known as “Donny” Reid, and considered a safe,
sound , pro—American force for stability . Among Dominicans, however , Reid
was frequently referred to as “El Americano ;” acme even considered him
an agen t of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) .

By early 1965, the Reid government was in deep trouble. Whatever
chance it might have had to gain popular suppor t had been lost because
of Reid ’s lack of personal charis ma and authorita r ian method s, and because
of the governmen t ’s stiff austerity program , which had created high
un ployment and widespread discontent . Immediately after the 1963 coup,
public reaction had seemed apathetic , but a year later there had been a

( substantial sprea d , especially among students, intellectuals, and professionals,
in sentiment for a return to constitutional government in general and to
Juan Bosch in particular. In late January 1965, the P1W and its main riva l
on the moderate left , the PRSC (Social Christians) , had met with Bosch
at his exile home in Puerto Rico and had formally agreed to work together
to reestablish the constitutiona l governm ent ; the agreemen t became publicly
known in the Dominican Republic and was widely approved . Meanwhile , most

• ominously, the armed forces , the government ’s last bastion of power, were
becoming disgruntled by Reid ’s efforts to stamp out military corruption
and to remove some of the most venal of the remaining Trujil hists.

The flail straw was Reid ’s increasi ngly obviou s intention to cancel
the elections scheduled for the fall of 1965 or to rig them to maintain
hlaself in power. By early spring , it had become evident that a major
blowup was imminent ; a few weeks bef ore the revolution, Bennett had warned
the State Department that “Little foxes, some of them red , are chewing
at the grapes .” (24)

The uprising of April 1965 began not so much as a revolution but as a
military ’ coup designed at first simp ly to bring down the Reid government. In
the early morning of Saturday , April 24 , two Army barracks , under the
leadership of a small group of young colonels and acti ng in concert with
P1W leaders , seized *nd impr isoned the ar my chief of staff and declared
themselves in revolt against the goveriasut. Wi thin a few hour s, a member
of other officers had joined the uprisi ng and taken their units with them ,

• swelling the ranks of the “const itiationalists ,” as they called themselves ,
to about 1,000—1,300 men .

— r _ _ _ —__ . - ’ ’ ~~~~~~~~~’~ ~~~~~~~ 
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The orig ina l pa r tic ip .lnt in the coup were a rat her mixed bag, not
all of them simply pro—Boschi sts or democra tic idealists. Many, among
them the initiators of the insurrection on April 24 , had indeed oppoacd
the 1963 coup, were ashamed of the military ’s Trujillist her lt-igu , •j ii~
had established close contacts with Bosch. Others, however , had rather
doubtful qualification s as revolutionary heroes . Some were pro—lalaguer
Trujillists who had been plotting on their own; they had joined the
movement because they assumed its aim was not the direct return of Bosch

• to the presidency , but the holding of new’elections , in which they
believed Balaguer stood a good chance of winning. Many of the leading
figures had entirely disreputable records , having been Nazi SS officers ,
foreign legionnaires , and shock troops from Trujillo ’s personal commando
unit . (25) C~lonel Francisco Caaaa~o, soon to emerge as the leading
military figure in the conatitutionalist camp , was the son of a Trujillo
general known as “The Butcher” because of his enthusiastic services to
“El Jefe ,” and Caama ffo himself had served as the head of a hated police
riot squad that was anti—Bosch and specialized in breaking up leftist
demonstrations. Perhaps such men were simply opportunists and adventurers;
perhaps, as seems more persuasiv e in the case of Casmainlo himself , they
were seeking aton ement for their past lives .

Whatever the motives of the initial participants , the uprising
quickly gained widespread popular support . Two events helped transform
the milita ry coup into a populist uprising: First, PR]) leaders seized
Radio Santo Domingo and urged the populace to take to the streets in
support of the movement; second , late Saturday and early Sunday morning ,
coustitutton alist officers passed out arms to thousands of civilians
(whether this was planned or spontaneous is not yet known) to broaden
the base of the movement and counter any possible reaction from the , 

)bulk of the armed forces . Until that point , the civilians working with
the constitutionalists were mostly middle—class , college—educated students,
lawyers , engineers , technicians , and young businessmen, frustrated by a
system in which they had no purpose and no meaningful future. The
distributio n of arms , however , brought large sectors of the urban lower
class into the ranks (estimates range from 2,500 to 10,000 armed ~~~~~~~~~~~~combatants), giving the movement something of a masi base, as well as
providing .oit of the actual armed fighting men .

By Sunday morning, the military had ignored Reid ’s orders to crush
the uprising. Reid resigned and went into hiding . Because of Reid ’s
widespread unpopularity and the still unclear nature and ultimate purpose
of the insurrection , the regular military leadership was at first unwilling
to take decisive action. By Sunday afternoon, however, the situation had
begun to change~ The constitutionahists named a close associate of Bosch

• as provisional pr esident to remain in office only until Bosch could return
and reassure the presidency. Meanwhile , jubilan t crowd s surged through
the streets of Santo Domingo all day Sunday , chanting for Bosch’ s return .
Thus, there could no longer be muc h doub t that a victo ry of the revolution
would return Bosch to power and short—circuit the promised elections , in
which Balaguer would also participate . The regular military detested
Bosch , fearing, undoubtedl y correctly , that a tr i umphan t Bosch , back ed
by the defec t ing constitutionah ist military and what amounted to a well—
arm d civilian militia, would probably seek to destroy their power and

• position in the Dominican Republic . As a resul t , by late Sunday af ternoon , • 
- -

substantial milita ry opposition to the movement developed, led by (now
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General ) Weesin y Wesain at the San Isidro Air Base.
• 

( 
On Sunday afternoon, planes from San Isidro attacked the National

Palace and other constitutionalist positions in Santo Domingo, and
armored units from San Isidro and other nearby military bases entered
the city. In the next two days, it appeared that the revolution was
doomed , as the constitutionalists were under heavy attack by apparently
superior forces in Santo Domingo, and the revolution had failed to spread
to the countryside or any other important city . By Tuesday afternoon,
however , the tide had somehow turned. The “loyalist” tanks were bottled
up in the narrow streets of the working class sections of Santo Domingo,
and either destroyed or captured intact by the constitutionalists.
Outside the city, the remainder of Wesain’s force. refused to enter the
fray, and many began to desert. By the next day, the remnants of the
regular military forces had been mopped up, and the revolutionaries
turned their attention to the police stations inside the city . Post
after post fell to the constitutionaliste , whose armaments swelled as
they captured new armories. By Wednesday night, April 28, the military and
police inside Santo Domingo bad completely collapsed , and the constitu—

• tionalists were about to go on the offensive and attack San Isidro itself ,
now defended by probably no more than several thou sand demoralized troo ps.

U.S. Behavior

The’ overriding U.S. concern during the Dominican revolution was,
as in the earlier Dominican crisis, to avert at all costs a second Cuba.• 

‘( 
) 

There were at least four separate reasons behind this policy.

(1) A second radically anti—American regime in the Caribbean would
be another blow at the historical concern with maintaining a general
position of predominance throughout the Central America/Caribbean area ,
a posture first given expression in the Monroe Doctrine and considered
an axiomatic objective of U.S. foreign policy ever since.

(2) In the more specific circumstar~ees. of the Cold War , policy-
• makers feared that another Communist or Castroite regime in the Caribbean

would undermine U.S. prestige and credibility around the world , present
the USSR with another possible site for military bases or even missile
launchers close to U.S. borders, and psychologically undercut U.S. efforts
in Vietnam. President Lyndon Johnson was reported to have said , “What

• can vs do in Vietnam if we can’t clean up the Dominican Republic?” (26)

(3) It was widely believed that no administration , and especially
not a Democratic one, could survive in office if it failed to prevent
a now Castro in this hemisphere. Johnson remarked: “When I do what I

about to do, there’ll be a lot of people in this hemisphere I can’t
live with, but if I don’t do it, there’ll be a lot of p.ople in this
country I can’t live with.” (27)

(4) Finally , there were a n~~~sr of indications that government
• officials even at lower lapels feared for their careers if they could

• have been charged with “losing the Dominican Republic,” (28) j ust as a
whole generation of China specialists was wiped out after Mao ‘e victory,
and to a lesser but still substantial degree, Cuban specialists found
their careers aborted after Castro ’s victory in Cuba.

- • • • -•~-— ~~~_ _•-— • • • ~•_ 
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Thus, before the 1965 crisis, there was an overwhelming pr edisposition
throughout the U.S .  government to err on the “saf e” side-—to move hard and
fast whenever there was even a small possibility of a new Castroite regime 

)in the Caribbean.

No wonder , then , that from the very outset of the revolution the U.S.
Embassy in Santo Domingo expressed its concern at indications of Communist
suppor t of the conatitutionaljst uprising. As a resul t , the State
Department quickly instruc ted the embassy ’to use its influence with
still—uncommitted Dominican military officials to encourage them to resist.
Working thro ugh its military attach~s, the embassy did urgently press themilitary chiefs to unite and “do everything possible to prevent a Communist
takeover .” It may very veil, be that their efforts prov ed decisive wi th those
commanders who were still wa~~ring . In Santiago, for example, the Dominican
Republic ’s second largest city, the iaportunthg~ of the U.S. consul barelyaverted the defection of an important army base and the passing out of
arms to thou sand s of pro—Bosch civilians ; the visit of a U.S.  military
attache’ to the provincial army garrison at La Vega apparently helped
convince the commander to rema in loyal to the Reid govemnaent. (29) There
is no doubt that U.S. officials had advance notice of and approv ed the

• decision of IJessin and other military commanders to attack the constitutlonalists
on Sunday afternoon.

At the same time that the U.S. Embassy was encouraging the use of
force against the constitutionali~ts, it was rejecting entreaties by P1W• leaders and conetitutionalist military officials to use its good offices
to help negotiate a cease—fire. Since the U.S. government wanted the
uprising defeated , and until at least Tuesday night believed that the
military would prevail, it saw no reason to intercede. On the contrary,
one U.S. official brutally told the constitutionalists, “if I had Wesein ’s
power, I would use it too.” Ambassador Benne tt later advised P1W leader s
that the only thing he would do for them was advise them to surrender . (30)

During the first few days of the revolution , t he Johnson administration
had been reluctant to become directly involved in military assistance to
the loyalist forces, let alone to land U.S. forces. On several occasions
Bennett had told Wessin and other Dominican military leaders not to expec t
any Crmed U.S. assistance; the Stats Dspartmsmt even denied temporarily a
request from Ambassador Bennett that Wessim’s forces be provided with
fifty valkie—talkie sets. By Tuesday, ~~ril 27, the fourth day of the
revolution, Washington was becoming vsuis~ that the military might not,
after all , prevail , and the 82nd Airborne Divison was placed on alert for
possible intervention. (31) The next day, in response to increasingly
pessimistic reports from the U.S. Embassy, Rusk told Bennett that the
United States did not w*nt to intervene “unless the outcome is in doubt. ”
Several hours later , Bennett sent his famous (or infamous) “critical”
cable , saying that the military and police ver e on the verge of defeat
at the hands of “Cas t ro—type elements,” and recommending the immediate
land ing of U.S. troops . All twelve embassy political and military officers
concurred in the recommendation , and Thomas Mann later claimed that “all
those in our Coveroment who had full access to official information agreed
with the decision.” (32) (Aside from the President himself , of course ,
the key Washington officials apparently were Rennedy M. Crockett , Chief
of the State Dspàrtasrt’e Bureau of Caribbean Affairs ; Under—Secretaries
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• of State George Ball and Thomas Maini ; Secretary of State Dean Rusk; and
White House National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy.)

There is no doubt at all that the U.S. intervention was mot ivated from
the outset by fear of a Communist takeover. The official explan ation at the
time was that the intervention was undertaken solely to save American lives
endangered by the fighting. To a very limited degree , this factor
might have played some role in the decision , for it was certainly true
that the potential for serious danger to American and other foreign
citizens was considerable. It was also true that Bennett had reported
(inaccura tely, as it later developed) several attacks on Americans. But
the evidence is overwhelming that fear of Commun ism was uppermost in the
minds of both the embassy personnel and administration officials in
Washington. In any case , of course, U.S. troops were in fact deployed in
a manner designed to prevent a constitutionalist victory , and then remained
in the Dominican Republic for nearly seventeen months thereafter.

• On the other hand , it is not accurate (as Theodore Draper and others
have argued) that the United States intervened to prevent a Boschist
victory per cc. It was certainly true that most U.S. officials had only
contempt for Bosch and would not have been happy to see him back in office,
but that was not the reason for the intervention . On the contrary, the
Un ited States made no move even to interrupt Bosch’s communications with
P1W leaders from his home in San Juan nor did they att empt to prevent him
from returning to take command of the constitu tionaltst forces . Bosch’s
decision to remain in San Juan was his own, and he was later severely
criticized for it in the Dominican Republic . Washington was concerned( ) 
about the Communists or Cas t roites in the revolutionary movemen t , not the
Boschists. The State Department felt that even if Bosch were restored
to the presidency , his alleged weakness and incompetence would ensure tha t
the communists would quickly outmaneuver him and take over the government .

• It is clear that Washington’s fears of a Commun ist or Castroit e
victory in the Dominican Republic were genuine and were the primar y reason
for the U.S. intervention; but bow justifiable were those fears in fact?
Much of the early commentary on the Dominican intervention was based on
the assumption that the Johnson administration had hysteric ally overreacted

• to an all but nonexistent danger . In good part , this assessmen t was a
result of the remarkably inept justification of the administratio n ’s
actions . The primary pieces of “evidence ” presented to skeptical newsmen
ware hastily compiled lists of some fifty—three , fifty—eight , or seventy—five

& 
“Communists” said to be in the Dominican Republic and activ e among the
constitutionaiists. The presenc e of such a trivial number of Communists

• 

• would hardly demonstrate a Red Peril ; in fact , the rep orter s were soon
able to show that not everyone on the list was a Communist , and that many
of the genuine Communists were dead , in jail , or outside the country.
Small wonder, then, that ~~~y observers concluded that the whole affair

• was a hoax or a cover—up for other mot ives , such as hostilit y to even
non—Communist change in the Dominican Republic.

The fact that the administration was inept in makin g its case does
not mean that there was no case to be made. Almost all serious observ ers

• C in the Dominican Republic duri ng the revolution , including many who wer e
• highly critical of the U.S. intervention , agreed tha t there was indeed
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some possibility of a Communist or Castroite victory . The Johnson
administration ’s decision to intervene had not been based merely on 

)the presence of a few Communists in the constitutionalint camp, 1~yton what appeared to be a widespread pattern of ominous eventi, ~1~~~t~1ly
the evidence of a substantial Communist role in the arming, training,
and leadership of the commando units in the constitutionalist zone ,
who soon outnumbered the original military participants by almost four
to one . (33) How much of an eventual threa t these militant and well—armed
guerrilla units may have posed is cer tainry debatable , but in the context
of revolution, near—anarchy , shat tered and discredited political institutions,
and a tradition of political violence, it was not unreasonable to take
t~s matter seriously.

Still, to the extent that any group was dominant in what was in good
part a spontaneous, unstructured uprising , it was clearly the moderate
l*ft P1W leadership and the anti—Communist constitutionalist military led
by Caaaaiio. Moreover , the Johnson administration ’s half—hearted attempts
to link the revolution to internal Communism, or even just to Cub a , were
patently false . While some of the guerrilla leaders probably had received
training in Cuba, all but a tiny handful of the constitutionalists were
Dominican, and no evidence has ever been presented linking any Communist
country to the planning , organization , or direction of the movement,
before , during , or after the initial uprising .

In short, the only intellectually respectable question is whether
there was a major threat of indigenous Communists or extremists gaining
control of a chaotic situation and successfully imposing a Castroite
government. Even granting the inherent uncertainties , the balance of
evidence suggests tha t such an outcome was unlikely. Before the revolution,
the Dominican Communists and Castroites had little popular support; (34)
the radical groups were exclud ed from partic ipation in the planni ng of
the initial pre—Bosch military coup and were by their own admission
unprepared for the uprising and unable to lead it; (35) and , most crucially,
the Communists had no mass base or even the rudiments of a network in the
countryside (unlike, say, the Chinese Communists or the NLF in South
Vietnam), nor did they have any charismatic leaders with the great presti ge
and widespread popular appeal of a Castro or a Ho Chi Minh.

Thus, even assuming that the United States was somehow justified in
intervening to abort an indigenous Latin American Communist revolution
(a point I shall take up in my conclusion), its intervention in the
Dominican R.public was at the very least highly premature.

On the evening of April 28 , American troops began landi ng in the
Dominican Republic, the’ first direc t military intervention by the United
States in a Latin American countr y in nearly fifty years . The milita ry
moves had four immediate obj ectives: to shore up the remnants of the regular
Dominican armed forces and prevent their complete disintegration ; to prevent
any further military advances by the constitutions1ist~ , especially a
projected drive toward San Isidro; to contain th. revolution itself in
Santo Domingo and prevent it from spreadin g to the countryside ; and to set
the stage for eithe r a direct milita ry attack on the consti tutionalists
or for an icpoe.d military stalemate before a negotiated political )
s~ttlemente
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For sever~il wieks a f te r t h ’  In it ia l  troop landings , tlv ’ U .S .
government remained undec ided , both because of internal disagreements
in Washington and changing circumstances inside and out of the !)~minf can
Republic , as to whether it should crush the constitutionallst’ - • Ht~ rily——
either by the direct use of U .S. troops or by indirect support ol the• reconstituted and rearmed Dominican military forces—or to settle for
some kind of political compromise. There was no doub t that the government
leaned in the early days after the intervention toward a military solution.
On the morning of Apr il 29 , Ambassador Beunett was told by the State
Department that the President had not yet authorized the use of U.S .  troops
in offensive actions against the constitutionalists ,. but that U.S. officers
should be used “to help San Isidro develop operational plans to take the
rebel stronghold downtown.” (36) While this cable was going out, however,
the OAS Council was meeting in emergency session to discuss the crisis.
On the afternoon of April 29, it unanimously voted to seek a cease—fire
in the Dominican Republic. The United States supported the call for a
.~ease—u1 re , probably in part because of the political costs of opposing
it , but also because the regular Dominican military was In much greater
need .~f a respite than the conatitutionalists.

As a result of the cease—fire , Bennett received new instructions
from the State Department on April 30: discussions with San Taidro
about immediate military action against the constitutionalista were to be
shelved , and the Dominican military leaders were to be informed that the
conflict was now entering a political phase. Despite this initial U.S.
support for the cease—fire , there were numerous indications that military
action later was far from ruled out. For example , at the same San Isidro
meeting at which Bennett informed the Dominican commanders tha t they had

• 
- to accept a cease—fire because U.S. troops would not be used in offensive( • action against the constitutionalista , the generals were also told tha t

the cease-fire would give them a chance to regroup and prepare themselves
for possible action later against the constitutionalists; in the meantime ,
U.S . military officers would continue working with the generals to help
them plan tactics for an attack. The cease—fire , in short , was apparently
viewed at first an a holding action , pending furthe r developments in the
Dominican Republic and a buildup of U.S. forces and the Dominican mil itary .

Although the truce was precariously maintained in the next few days,
pressures continued to build for a frontal attack on the constitutionalists
by U.S. forces. The U.S. military , under the command of Ceneral Bruce
Palmer , wanted nothing more than to be allowed to “clean up” the constitutionaI1~-
zone. General Palmer, like most of the other U.S . military men involved in
the intervention , initially took a very hard line on the use of force ,
chafing ~it the constraints the Johnson administration placed on him and
pressing for a “military solution.” Later , however , especially under the
guidance of Ellsworth Bunker, his views moderated considerably.

Whatever the personal views of the American military men , they remained
under strict political control throughout the intervention and subsequent
occupation . At the same time, Ambassador Bennett , who had earlier indicated
his misgivings about the cease—fire end the prospect of negotiations,
rep eatedly complained to Washington that the cease—fire was protecting the
constitutionatists from the rejuvenated military and was giving them an
unwarranted political advantage , allowing them to consolidate their
strength and improve their bargaini ng position . There are indications
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that Thomas Mann shared these views , and urged Pres ident Johnson to
authorize direct military action . On the morning of April 30, former
Ambassador John Bartlow Martin was asked by Johnson to go to Santo Domingo ‘, )p to open a channel of comnunications with the constitutionalista ; at the
same time, though , he received the impression that he had possibly no more
than a day or two to prevent “another Hungary,” a U.S. slaughter of the
conatitutioualists. (31)

Gradually, the possibility of military action faded into the background .
By the end of May , a definite decision had been reached to seek a negotiated
political settlement and to avo id not only direct military action against
the main body of the constitutIonalist~(in aid—May, the United States hadallowed Dominican troops to attack a constitutionaliat sector of Santo
Domingo), but less oppressive measures as veil, including a blockade of
food and wat er or the termination of electrical power to sectors controlled
by the constitutionalists. The decision to seek a negotiated settlement
did not preclude the use of force for self—defense , which on occasion may
have been rather broadly defined. A number of factors seem to have been
involved in this decision. It was clear that Johnson was reluctant to
authorize the direct use of U.S. troops unless it was absolutely “necessary,” (38)
and there is some evidence that Mcceorge Bundy , and later ~llsvor th Bunker ,

• stead fastly opposed the use of U.S. troops . There is no doub t tha t the
OAS involvement in the situation was also an import ant restraining facto r,

Whatever the initial reasons for U.S. support for a cease—fire
negotiated by the GAS, once in effect it took on a life of its own. Even
when it later became clear that the constitut iona liats were the primary• benefic iaries of the cease—fire , the United States could not blatantly
violate it without enormous political costs , particularly in light of the
frequent public warn ings from the GAS Council (meeting in nearly continuous
session in the first weeks of the crisis) and from Latin American political
leader s aga inst U.S. support for, or acquiescence in, military action.
Normover, within a few days, the United Nations had also become involved,
and the presence in the Dominican Republic of a UN mission that was clearly
sympathetic to the constitutionalists was an additional constraint. Still
ano ther factor was the military estimate tha t a direct attack on the densely
populated , well—defended constitut ionalist stronghold would result in
extr..ely extensive damage and ii high casualties among noninvolved residents
as veil as among the U.S. and constitut ionalist forces. The consequence
of that would inevitably be domestic and international revulsion at what
would surely have been widely seen, as Martin correctly predicted , as a
Hungarian— type action. Finally , and perhaps most important of all , the
successfu l deployment of U.S. troops across the middle of Santo Domingo
had bottled up the rebels in a small part of Santo Domingo and sealed them
off from the rest of the coun t ry , thus easing U.S. fears that a failure
to take harsh action might lead to a new Vietnam . With a Co unist
takaover now impossible , the United States could afford to seek a
politica l solution , especially since it would obviously have considerable
control over the kind of solution that eventua lly .rged .
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Z The Military Deployment

The first American troops to lend on Dominican soil were 500 Marines
brought in by helicopter on April 28. They came from U.S. Naval Task
Group 44, stationed a few miles off the coast of Santo Domingo. The
force included the helicopter carrier Boxer ~snd the following other

• amphibious assault and support ships: Renkin, 
~~~~~~ Pt. Snelling, Wood

County, and Ruckankin. (39) The Mar ines landed on the grounds of the
Hotel ~~bajador , the major Dominican hotel , which had been designated
as the departure point for American s and other foreigners wishing to be
taken out of the country. Soon after this, military transp ort planes

• began an around—the—clock airlift , ferrying in two battalions (6 ,300 men)
• of the 82nd Airborne Division from Fort Bragg, North Carolina , to the

San Isidro Air Base, still controlled by Wessin ’s troops. In the next
forty—eight hours, the paratroopers moved out from San Isidro and advanced• along the road to Santo Domingo, eleven miles away. They met no resistance
and took up positions at the Duarte Bridge , which spans the Ozama River
and is the prin cipal route from Santo Domingo to the east. They also took
up positions all along the eastern bank of the Ozama River , directly
across frau the main constitutionalist sector of Santo Domingo. By April
30, 1,700 Mar ines and 2,300 soldiers were In the Dominican Republic .

Meanwhile, the U.S. military buildup in and around the Dominican
Republic contin ued . On May 1, the 4th Marine Expeditionary Brigade (5,500
men) was deployed into San Isidro f rom Camp Lejeune. By May 2, the offshore• naval force had been reinforced by a second helicopter carrier (the USS
Okinawa) and the cruiser Newport News, including additional elements of the
2nd Marine Division. On May 3, a Marine detachment from the Newport News
landed in Santo Domingo. (40)

By N.y 2 , the initia l purposes of the intervention had been accomplished:
the collapsing Dominican armed forces had been shored up, a constitutionalist
offensive agains t San Isidro had been prevented, and foreign nationals had
been evacuated from the country. Troops and heavy armo r continued to pour
into San Isidr o, their pu rpose now to prevent the spread of the revolution
to the countryside sad to surround the canstitutionali st forces with vast ly
superior armed might . On May 3, the paratroopers moved across the Duarte
Bridge into Santo Domingo, establishing an armsd corridor through the middle
of the city and linking up with the Mari nas at the Pabajador , on the weste rn
edge of the city. Thu maneuver was ostensibly a response to an OAS request
that a neutral “international security zone” be established in the city to
enforce the cease—fire and protect rimaining foreigners , but its more
liportant purposes were to divide the constitutio nalist zone, and to cut
off th. math body of the rebel fighters from their access to the country-
side, bottling them up in a small downtown area with their backs to the sea.
The overwhelming power of the U.S. forces ensured that there was little
resistenc. from the coostitutio nalists. By the time the U.S. buildup was
completed on May 9, there were 23,000 U.S. troops in the country (the
r~~~iniag seves battalions of the 82nd Airborne Division arriv.d on Nay 8),
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wit h massive amounts of heavy armor. An addi t ional 3,300 Marines and a 
)

35—ship task force were stationed offshore . The task force included two
aircraft carriers and numerous surface combatants——a force almost half
as large as the one then engaged in a full—scale war in Vietnam . (41)
Wit h the Vietna m situation very much in mind , t he Johnson administration
was taking no chances: The massive show of force was designed to avert
new troub le through an awesome demon strati on of power or , at worst , to
prepare for a nationwide occupation .

While the constitutionalists were be ing surrounded in Santo Domingo ,
American forces moved into the countryside , though much less ostentatiously .
A number of small U.S. teams , in particular Special Forces units in civilian
clothes , were stationed throughout the countryside to establish a U.S.
presence , survey economic needs , report on local political conditions, and,
most important , establish liaison with local policy and military units.

With the situation so well in hand , the United States began to reduce
its forces in the Dominican Republic by the end of May . By mid—June , in
fact , all of the Marines had been withdravn , and by mid—November the principal
U.S. military unit remaining in the country was a brigade of the 82nd
Airborne . The U.S. military presence remained dominan t , however , throughout
the negotiatin g period that followed the major fighting and intervention and
the tenure of the provisional government that was established thereafter .

• The Negotiating Phase 
• 

)

With the Dominican military saved , the constitutionalists surrounded ,
and the rest of the country quiet , the United States shifted its attention to
efforts to gain a political solution, though both threats and the actual use
of military force were still to play a significant role in support of the
Johnson administration’s political objectives.

The i ediate U.S. objective in the ensuing negot iations was to estab-
lish a temporary Dominican government, either a coalition made up of moderate ,
non—Co unist consti tutiona lists and representatives of more conservative
groups supp orting the military , or a “Third Force , ” excluding all
participants on either side of the recent fighting. After th is projected

j  government was forme d and had established its authority throughout the
• country , new elections for a permanent government would be held. The

Johnson administra t ion seemed genuinely committed to free election s, though
with some qualifications. First, it was doubtful that the United States
would have supported new elections if the government thought there was any
chance that the Cosmunists might win; in fact , however , there was no such
chance . Second , and perha ps more significant , several high—level officials
have privately conceded that the U.S. decision to press for genuinely free
elections was at least in part influenced by secret CIA—sp onsored polls
tak en shortly before the revo lution , which shoved that Relaguer , rather than
Bosch or an even more rad ical Dominican political figure, would be likely

_ j
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• to win. On the other hand , othe r U.S.  government officials minimize ther importance of this consideration , noting that the polls were not con-
sidered decisive , that the revolution and the U.S. intervention might
well have changed the political context , that it was not certain tha t
Balaguer would actually be willing to run, and tha t in any case the United• States remained firmly committed to free election s even when it appeared
that Bosch was more likely to win them . In ’the longer run , the Johnson
administration sought the eètabl-iehment of a stable democratic political
system in the Dominican Republic , progressive but firstly anti—Conununist ,
backed by strong but reformed , professionalized armed forces under fir’s
civilian control.

The Dominican Targets of U.S. Behavior

Bef ore describing the major Dominican actors and their political stakes
in the cr isis , we should take note of the over—all character of Dominican -

politics. According to all specialists on Dominican politics (especially
Howard Wiarda and Abraham Lowenthal), political behavior in the Dominican

• Republic tends to be non—ideological , non—p rogrammatic , unstructured and
• uninstitutionalized , with individuals rather than “parties ” dominating, and

motivation best understood in terms of ~io~ividual opportun ism and personal
ambition rather than genuine differencee over public policy . Thus, accord ing
to Lowenthal , Dominican politics are marked by a constantly shifting pattern
of alifances and cliques , a battle of the “outs versus the ins,” disguised ,
to be sure , as party or ideological conflict , but bearing little genuine
resemblance to the superficially similar political structures of more
politically developed societies. (42) This view tends to exaggerate the
purely opportunistic character of Dominican politics and , by implication ,

• also exaggerates the ideological, or programmatic character of the politics
of the industrialized societies , but there is clearly something to it and
the reader should bear it in mind in the ensuing pages .

There were five major actorS, or groups of actors , in the 1965 cris is.

1. The regular Dominican armed forces. As noted earlier , for nearly
the entire history of the republic, the military have been the main source of
politica l power , especially when they were united or, as in the Truj illo era ,
dominated by a single caudi llo (leader) . After Trujillo ’s assassination , they
divided into a nunber of factions under the almost feudalistic control of
individual generals. The main concern of most of the Dominican generals
was to maintain their privileged position in Dominican society so they could

• continue to enjoy the power and plunder that went along with it. A few, to
be sure , seemed to stand for something—1or example, some of the younger
officers who defected to the constitutiânalists because of genuine demo-
cratic ideals and a desire to cleanse their own profession of its brutality
and corruption , and , on the other hand, a few genuinely fanatic anti—
Cc~~mists, particularly Wessin y Wessin. Most of the others, however,
were cautious opportunists, whose behavior was a function of their latest
estimate of the pr evailing political winds.

LL
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)
J 2. Of this group , one of the most unp rincipled was Antonio Imbert.

Imbert had been an important figure in Dominican poli tics since 1961 for
three major reasons: (1) he was one of the two survivors of the original
group of sixteen or so who planned the. successful assassination of
Truj illo (in fact , it was said , Imbert was the man who had actually fired
the mortal shots) ; (2) he had a fairly subsçantial private army to
support him; and (3) far from least , John Bartlow Martin had always
been fascinated by him and frequently acted to maximize Imbert ’s political
power. Imbert was a power—seeker pure and simple . He was part of
Trujillo ’s retinue for years , rising to become governor of Puerto Plata
in 1948; later , however , there was a family feud with Trujillo , and
labert ’s brother died in one of Trujillo ’s prisons. It was generally
agreed that personal revenge rather than principle accounted for Imbert ’s
role in the assassination , and Imbert maneuvered for political power
afterwards . He was not a career military man , but had been appointed a
general in the army after the assassination and been assigned troops to
protect him against the revenge of the Trujillists . He later became chief
of police under the Reid government and augmented his private army to a
force of some 2,000 men.

3. Juan Bosch , the symbolic leader of the revolution . Because Bonch
• remained in San Juan until six months after the crisis , however, it is

unclear how ‘such direct influence he actually exercised.

4. The constitutionalists, comprisin g three differen t groups: (a) A )
group of civilian PRO supporters of Bosch, headed by Antonio Cuzman , a wealthy
but liberal landowner who was minister of agriculture in Bosch’s short—lived

• gove rnment. Guzman and other PRO leade rs were the most politically sophi.—
• ticated of the cona titut iona lists and did most of the negotiating with U.S .

representatives . (b) The constitutionalist military leaders, headed by Caaaaao.
They wi l lingly def erred to the PRO leaders once the actua l negotiating had
begun , and on several occasions emphasized that they would abide by any
solution reached between the United States and the PRD . (c) The radical
po lit~ cal leaders of the Castroite 14th of June movement and two small
Communist parties . Their power rested primarily on their (perhaps shaky)
control of many of the tougher Street fighters or commandos ; but whatever
their initial power, it faded in the face of the overwhelming U.S. military
superiority and the more moderate positions of the PRO and regular con—
stitutio nalist military leaders.

5. A shifting group of “Third Force” Dominican business and political
leaders, to who’s the United States turned when negot iations for a pro-
visional government betweso the rightists and the constitutionalists btoke
down. The leeding figure in this group came to be M~ctor Garcfa—Godoy ,
also a wealthy landowner, but one who had ties to both Bosch and Balaguer,
as foreign minister under the Bosch government and later as a vice—
presiden t of Belaguer ’s Partido Refor mista. Basically a moderate progressiv e,
whose political and social philosophy was not very different from that of
the general democratic left of Latin America (fro. which Bosch himself had
originally derived his inspiration), he initially had broad support from the

• lalagueristas, the moderate sectors cf the PRD, and the independents.
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Somehow a political solution had to be negotiated that would be to
some degree acceptable to the Johnson administration , the Latin Amer ican

• members of the OAS “Ad Hoc Committee ,” the constitutionalists , the
Dominican military, and key elites within Dominican society. At a slightly

• far ther remove, but still exerting a general influence and setting the
oute rmost boundaries of the ultimate solut ion were U.S. domestic opinion ,
the OAS as a whole , Latin American opinion , -and world opinion as expressed
through the United Nations .

• The ensuing negotiations represen t a classic caae of wha t Alexander
George and his associates have called “coercive diplomacy, ” understood to
mean the use of both rewards and sanctions to achieve limited political
objectives . (43) Coercive diplomacy is distinguished from pure diplomacy
in that the use of force may be explicitly threaten ed if negotiations should
b reak down , or they may be implicit from the structure of the situation ;
it is distinguished from pure coercion by its use of bargain ing , compromise ,
and rewards . The carrot and stick are employed alternatively and selectively
to affec t t he target ’s resolve ; however, the targe t’s own interests (as Thomas
Schelling has pointed out ) (44) must be sufficiently accommodated to avoid
resolute resistance. All of these elements -were clearly present in the
Dominican situation .

There is no doub t that the use of coercive diplomacy was a conscious
st rategy of the United States governmen t , employed on behalf of specific ,
well—defined objectives. There was also, however , considerable vacillation
and internal division within the government, over both objectives and the
degree of force that should be employed on their behalf , The most systematic
research on the policy—making process within the U. S. government during the
Dominican crisis has been done by Abraham Loventhal, who concludes that “the
evidence now available does not permit confident statements about the percep—
tions and perspectives of many of the relevant actors; differences among
presidential advisers in Washington are particularly hard to define , for
instance, and evidence about ‘the president ’s own views and actions is still
fragmentary and uncertain .” (45) It is reasonably clear , however , tha t there
were substantial internal differences about the degree to which the United
States should employ force simply to impose its will on recalcitrant

• Dominicans during at least three phases of the crisis : (I. ) in the first
week or so after the landing of U.S. forces , when the U .S. military commander
in the Dominican Republic, Ambassador Bennett , and , probably, Thomas Mann
in Washington were urging the destr uction of the constitutionalists;
(2) du€ing the May—Jun e negotiations over the formation of a government to
be headed by Antonio Guzmán, in which the lead ing American negotia tor ,
Mcceorge Bundy , apparently tried but failed to stop U.S. support for a

• military offen sive by Imbert ’s forces against part of the constitut ionalist
forces; (3) and during the summer negotiations that finally eventuated in
the formation of the Garcfa—Godoy provisional government , in which Ellsworth
Bunker successfully resisted State Department suggestion, for further
milita ry pressures on the constitut iona lists.

Allowing for these internal differences and/or vacillations , however ,
within several weeks after the military intervention, an over—all U.S.
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strategy did emerge : to impose a firm military stalemate , to demonst rate i

to extremists on both sides of the Dominican crisis that they could not
achieve their maximum objectives——the destruction of their opponents—

• and , after the logic of the situation had fully registered , to negotiate
a compromise political settlement, but one that fully satisfied the
primary U.S. objective , the avoidance of a Communist or radical Dominican
government. These objectives were communicated quite specifically and
explicitly to all the major Dominican actors , and U.S. words were
frequently backed by a variety of ac t ions that made the messages both
unmistakable and irresistable . During the course of the negotiations the
United States did not hesitate to remind the Dominicans, through words and
actions , of its ability to impose a military solution if either side
became too ’ recalcitrant . Beyond its overwhelming military power, the United
States had other important sources of leverage.

1. Washington sent a succession of high—level diplomats to the Dominican
Republic . Within a few days after the troops had landed , Ambassador Bennett
and the U.S. Fiubassy were effectively replaced by prestigious and powerful
presidential emissaries: first , John Bartlow Martin , then McGeorge Bundy
(accompanied by Thomas Mann end Cyrus Vance , Deputy Secreta ry of Defense) ,
and finally Ellaworth Bunker. The Dominicans were well aware that the U .S.

• negotiators had direct access to President Johnson , and this lent additional
weight to their diplomatic efforts.

2. The United States carried out a massive propaganda campaign in the j
Dominican Republic on behalf of its objectives . The country was flooded with )
experts on “psychological warfare” f rom the CIA and Defense Intelligence
Agency, the U.S. Information Agency covertly set up and controlled radio
stations and newspapers behind an “OAS” or apparently independent “Dominican”
facade , U .S. Army communications units j ammed constitutionalist radio
stations, and leaflets were airdropped throughout the countryside . In sum,
a wide variety of both open and covert propaganda efforts were employed to
back the U.S. position and to discredit Dominican groups opposed to it. (46)

3. Finally, the U.S. government had considerable economic levera ge ,
particularly over the “loyalist” forces led by Imbert : For several months
during the summer of 1965, the salaries of the entire Dominican public
sector, including those of the polica and armed forces , came either
directly from the U.S. govern ment or from the Dominican Central Bank, which
was physically under the military control of the United States.

• The first step in the U.S. negotiating strategy was to set up a
Dominican government that could serve as a provisional source of some
Dominica n authority pen ding new elections and could act as a counterbalance——
however artificial —— to the conetituti~~alista, enabling the United States
to press for a “middle solution.” The task of setting up this stopgap
government was assigned to John Bartlow Martin , who , Co the sur prise and
dismay of a good many Dominican specialists in the State Department and at
the ambassy~ turned to Antonio Imbert , whose known opportunis m, predilection

1
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for power , and widespread unpopularity in the Dominican Republic made
him a most peculiar choice. Moreover, Martin ignored his instructions to
make it clear that the n ew governme nt would be only provisional and would
not receive diplomatic recognition from the United States. Instead ,
Martin promised Imbert a blan k check and recognition within twenty—four• hours I Predi ctably enough , teber t i sdiate].y set out to form a military

• dictatorship and to destroy the con.titutionali.es and any othe r opposition ,
• imprisoning, torturing, and even murdering hundreds of Dominicans. Lyndon

Johnson was furious ——”I’m not going down in history as the m a n respon—
-‘ sible for putting anothe r Trujillo in power ”—and within a few weeks,

HcGeorge Bundy was sen t to Santo Domingo to try to undo the damage and
restore the situation to one from which a genuine compromise could be• reached . (47)

Bundy ’s negotiating strategy was to att emp t to separate the moderate
constitution.lists from the more radical groups, and the bulk of the
Dominican military from the Trujillists, extreme rightists , and followers
of Imbert . The ljbert regime In and of itself was not considered a serious
problem, for it had little popular support in the Dominican Republic , only
the unenthusiastic support of Inret of the military leaders, it had a bad
press around the world, and it was heavily dependent on U.S. political and
economic support . To the constitutionalists , Bundy offered the remova l
of the Imbert regime in favor of a provisional government , headed by PRD
leade r Antonio Guz.~n, that would oust Wesgin and other Truj illist military
holdovers , end terroris m, and rule by genuinely democratic methods until( free elections could be held . To the Dominican military, Bundy offered
Lire U.S. assurances that they would not be destroyed by a Bosch or Boschist

• government , and that all Communists or Castroites would be exiled or
interred In concentration camps. When negotiations bogged down, largely
because of Cuzm.n ’i principled refusal to exile constitutiona list and
Castroite leaders , the Unit ed States used more forceful persuasion : U.S.
troops allowed Imbert’s forces to cross their lines and brutally attack the
northe rn sector of the constitutio naliet zone , which had been separated
from the main body of the coustitutionalists when the United States estab-
lished it. armed corridor through the center of the city . The evidence
is mixed on whether the United States participated in or provided direct
supp ort to the attack. At the time, a number of newspapers and television
men reported that U.S. troop. did Join in the fighting . (48) This , however ,
was angrily denied by U.S. officials, even in unofficial statements long
after the affair. Moreover, at the height of the fighting, the embassy re-
assured Washington, in response to an urgent State Department request for a
report on the matter, that the newspaper stories were manifestly false. •

There were several l ever—level unauthorized actions and mistakes, the embassy
admitted, but it reiterated that U.S . forces were still under strict orders
not to sl aV the movement of any armed groups through thei r lines. On the
other hand, it is al so true that earlier in May , U.S. generals were instructed
to explain to Dominican ilitary commanders that the projected cor ridor
through the city would help free loyalist forces to tak e the offensive ;

• they were furthe r ordered to help their Dominican counterparts to draw up
plans for attack ing the constitu tionalj sts , with the rebel forces north of
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the corridor specifically suggested as the first target. Thus, whatever
the exact degree of U.S. involvement , the record leaves little doubt that
Washtngton at a minimum acquiesced in the Imbert attack , in the hope of

• eliminating the const itut ionalist channel to the countryside , increasin g
the pressures on the constitutionalists in the negotiating process , and
reopen ing the importan t industrial area in the northern sector of the city.
There is evidence tha t Bundy himself opposed ’the attack , or at least the
obvious U.S. acquiescence in it , and sought to have it stopped , but Mann
and other hard—liners were apparently more persuasiv e to Johnson .

After several days of massive dest-uction , the northern sector
was complete ly under the control of the military. The tactic proved only
partially successful . While it did contribute to softening the resistance
of many of the constjtutionaljsts to any compromise settlement , and demon-
strated to them that their very existence depended on U.S. policy, it did
not change Cuzmgn ’s mind about deportation . Even more important , it only
stiffened the resistance of the armed forces to the establishment of a govern—• ment they felt would be dominated by Juan Bosch. In fact , with U.S. and
other foreign newspapers angrily attacking the Johnson administration ’s
cold—blooded support of Imbert ’s brutality, and with the regular military
now backing Imbert ’s insistence on a complete “clean—up” of the remaining
constitutionalist zone, the United States was forced to turn the stick in
the other direction . Washington firmly informed Imbert and the military that
the United States would allow no further military actions against the con—
stitutionalists ; just to make sure , U.S. tanks were placed across the runways
at San Isidro, and half the U.S. artillery emplacements surrounding the
constitutionalist zone were turned around to face the regular military. (49)
As Imber t realized that his own hopes to retain power depended on firm U.S.
suppo rt , he was forced to give up plan s for further military action. Still,
the negotiations broke down, for reasons that are not entirely clear , but
apparently centered on growing doubts within the U.S. government that a
Guzmin regime——particularly one that adamantly refused to undertake the
draconian control of radicals tha t Washington considered essential—would
be sufficiently “reliable. ” Bundy was replaced by Ellswor th Bunker , under
very general instructions to seek a middle—of—the—road provisional government ,
one not associated with the constitutionalists, the rightists, or the
existin g Iith ert regime .

Though there continued to be internal differences within the U.S.
government , especially over matters of tactics in the continuing negotiating
deadlock , Bunker quickly established himself as the dominant U.S. figure on
the Dominican question . On a number of occasions, differences between Bunk r
and the U.S.  Fai bassy, the~Sta te Depart ment , or the U . S.  military command in
the Domin ican Republic had to be taken to the White House , and Bunke r ’s
position inyariably prevailed . When it became clear to other U.S.  off icials
that Bunker had the personal confidence of and direct access to Johnson , and
did not hesitate to make use of it, his predominance was accepted as a fact
of life~ and the internal conflicts diminished.

The two major initial conflicts, pr imarily between Bunker end the

)
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f 
U.S military, but also to a degree between Bunke r and the State Depart—
ment , wer e (1) whether the constitutionalists were to be accepted on at
least an equal plane with the Dominican military and the tinbert junta , as
a contending party whose demand s had to be genuinely accommodated in any
effective settlement , and (2) the degree to which the threat of force
against the cometituttonalists was to be kept alive as a means of negotiatin g
leverage against thee. On both issues, Bunker took the more liberal posture,
and his views prevailed. If anything, the views of the moderate con—
stitutio na lists were taken more seriously than those of the Dominican

j military and certainly those of the Imber t regime ,and Bunker firmly refused
to allow any further military displays against the constitut ionalists.
There was one possible exception to this policy, though it is quite
ambiguous. In mid—June , after persisten t sniper fire aga inst their lines,
U.S. troopS advanced Into the constitutionalist zone, occupying about another
fifty square blocks and killing sixty—seven constitutionalists or bystanders .
The evidence generally suggests that this was not a deliberate political
tactic , but simply a massive military overreaction by local U.S. commanders
to minor constitut ionalist provocations. It was not unnoticed in Washington ,
however, that the constitutionalist negot iating posture softened somewhat
after the attack.

The negotiation s continu ed stalemated for some months , wit h no
further U.S. military actions or threats. Prom time to time the State
Department would almost wistfully inquire of Bunker if there was “a possibility
of a constitutionalist ceasef ire violation to which the U.S. dominated J.APP
(Inter—American Peace Porce] could react to and take additional blocks in
the rebel area ,” (50) but Bunker stood firm . As a matter of fact , Bunker’s
major effort initially was simply to convince Imbert and the military that
the United States was f irmly comsitted to a negotiated settlement and that
it would allow no further military actions against the constitutionalists.
This message was communicated repeatedly to the Dominican military , both
verbally, through the public statements of U.S. officials and private warnings,

• and by U.S. actions——the blocking of Dominican airfields and the symbolic
reversing of U.S. artillery positione,a.s well as the seizure of all major

• oil depots by U.S. forces to deny fuel to Dominican military aircraft and
tanks.

By the end of the s*~~er of 1965, Bunker ’s tactics , described by
himself as “patience with persuasion and pressure ,” had paid o f f :  Extremists
on both sides had been isolated, the V.8. —created fait accompli was
acknowledged , and Hector Garcf*-Godoy——vbo was acceptable -to Bunker , the
moderate constit ut ionalists , end, more reluctantly, the bulk of the military ——
had emerged as the most likely head of the provisional government . Imbert
remained ad .nt, bet he was no problem; when all the pieces of the overall
settlement had fallen into place, the U.S. simply announced that there would
be no further “0*8” assistance to the Dominican Republic until the Garda—
Godoy government took office. This aid paid for nearly the entire budget
of the Imbert regime, including the salar ies of the police and the milita ry ,
and other source s of potential revenue , particularly the Dominican Cen t ra l

V 
Rank, had been tak en over by lAP? units, so Imbert was lef t with no choice

o but to resign.

_ _ _  
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• The Garcia-Godoy Government )
Carcia—Godoy took office on September 3, 1965 , committ ed to hold

genuinely free elections within nine month. and to rule by democratic
methods until then. The U.S. government fully supported these objectives ,
and bad even modified its initial insistence -on harsh measures against the
constitut iona lists when Garcfa —Godoy proved no less adamant than Guzm~n
had been : not only would there be no deportation or Internment of radical
groups , but the 14th of June movement would even be allowed to participate
in the electoral process. The shift in the U. S. position was a result not
only of Garcis—Godoy ’s insistence on the issue , but also of Washington ’s
confidence that Garcia—Codoy (unlike Guzm&n) had both the will and the leader -
ship ability to prevent any outright Communist grab for power. Even more
fundamentally , by the end of the sui~~er it was clear tha t the combination of
U.S.  military power and the relative lack of Dominican popular support of
radicalism of any kind made the specter of a “Communist takeove r ” a wholly
unrealistic one , even to the most cautious and ideologically oriented U.S.
policymakers .

The real problem for the Garc (a -Godoy governmen t during the ensuin g
months—-particularly when it became clear that both he and Bunker we re
genuinely committed to free elections , which Juan Bosch might win—-was not
the left but the right. From the inception of the Garcfa—Godoy government,
Bunker very clearly and explicitly committed the United States to its full

- ‘ support , including the use of the 1-APP to prevent a coup . But public statements
of U .S. intentions and even stronger private warnings to the Dominican military )

were not sufficient , for on a number of occasions in the next six months, force
had to be threatened or actually deployed to prevent both rightist coups and
threatened massacres of the constitutionaliets. l ~~

1. One of Garcfa—Godoy ’s first major actions was to fire Wessin and
break up his private tank force at the San Isi4ro Air base . Both Garc fa—Godoy
and Bunker agreed that Wessin would have to go because of his known pro-
clivities for military coups and the widespread hatred of hi* among Dominicans
since he had ordered the bombardment and strafing of Santo Domingo during the
revolution . In response to Garcfa—Godoy’s order on September 5 removing him
from the head of the San Isidro unit , Wessin mobilized his tanks and began
moving toward Santo Domingo. But Bunker ordered the 1-APP to block Wessin’s
advance , and Wessin was then personally escorted to a U .S.  military plane by
high—rank ing U.S. army officers and flown to MI.uL to occupy a newly created
Dominican “consulate ” there. -

2. In mid—October, Garcfa-Godoy learned of a pending plan by the
military to • send forces into the constitutionalist zone, ostensibly to
searc h for weapons. When the military refused to obey his order to desist ,
Garcfa-Godoy (with Caaaano’s private acquiescence) asked Bunker to send
1-AP T forces in to the zone for general peacekeeping purposes . Bunker complied,
and, it the same tine, the United States ostentatiously landed sixteen new
tan ks near Santo Domingo .

3. In mid—November, G.rcfa—Godoy and the U.S. Eabassy learned ot a 
()
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t rightist plot (apparently involving Antonio Imbert) to seize the city of
Santiago, proclaim a new government , and attempt to rally Dominican military
support behind it. At Garcia—Godoy ’s request , an 1-APP unit flew to
Santiago to occupy the airport and other key points. At the same time,
Bunker issued a warning that any attempt to overthrow the government would
be in clear defianc e of OAS efforts to resto r e democracy in the Dominican
Republic. In the face of this show of force , the Santiago police and
milita ry units refu sed to cooperate with the conspirators , and the plot
collapsed .

4. In mid—December , an 1-APP unit was flown into Santiago to rescue
C&~Ra~o and about 100 other constitutionalists, who wer e beseiged in a hotel
by local police and military units. The IAPF group interposed itself
between the two forces, obtained a cease—fire , and transported the con
stitutionalists back to their base outside Santo Domingo, itself under heavy
guard by the lAP?.

5. The most seriou s challenge to the Garc ia—Godoy government came
in early January 1966, when Ca r cfa—Go doy announced on nationwide radio that
he was sending CasmaBo and other major constitutionalist leaders and the
three leading regular milita ry commanders out of the country, in the interests
of orde r and reconciliation . The announcemen t triggered an open rebellio n of
the milita ry. On J anuary 6, army units seized the government radio and tele-
vision stations and began a roundup of “Communists ” in all parts of the

1 -. country. With the Garcfa—Codoy governmen t in imminent danger of being over—
thrown , Bunker ordered the 1-APP to protect the National Palace and to force
the army units out of the rad io and television stations . To avoid an open
clash with the IAPF—actually U.S. troops known to be under th. direct
political control of Bunker-—the arme d forces backe d down . The military

t 
chiefs, however, still refused adamantly to give up their offices. In the
ensuing weeks, a general strike protesting military defiance paralyzed San to
Domingo, and Carcia-Godoy spoke of resigning if he could not bring the
military under control. In response, Bunker had the Navy move the Car ibbean
Ready Sguad~on (the naval presence had earlier been reduced to this regulararea force) closer to shore, and promised Garcfa—Godoy that the lAP? would
comply with a reque st to remove physically the military chiefs , as Wessin
had been removed several months earlier . In view of Bunker ’s fir muess and
visible U.S. military deployments, the Dominican military chiefs ended their
defiance and left the country, replace d by men Garcfa -Godoy considered amenable
to democratic civilian control .

In a more ftmt d ental sense , however, the basic reform of the
Dominican military that had been an initial U.S . objective after the inter—
vention was never undertaken. Although there was no doubt that the United
States was genuinely interested in helping create an apolitical , profe ssional-
ized armed force, it gave higher priority to preserving the military as a
bastion of anti—~~~ unisa . To push hard on reform in the aftermath of the
revolution, U.S. officials feared, might so disrupt and demoralize the
military that they would lose their remaining ci f.ctivcnees and leave the
door open to radicalism. In principle, there was no essential inconsistency

0- between fundamental reform and basic preservation , but in practice there
was, as the presumed exigencies of one crisis after another led cautious
U.S. officials to postpone serious efforts to restructure the armed forces
until some future t ime when the situation would be more propitious. During
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4 the se er of 1965 , priority had been given to winn ing military assent

for a political settlement , so Bunker was unwillin g to take any actions
that might antagonize the armed forces . During the Garcfa —God oy govern-
ment , though the worst of the remaining Trujillist military were weeded
out , the continu ing civilian -milita ry crisis seemed to preclude more far—
reaching measure s , so the re forms would have to wait un til after the
elections. Once Balaguer was in office and U.S. troops were withdrawn,
however , the United States lost most of its leverage (and , probably, much
of its interest) in the matter. Many of the Trujillist military men were
actually brought back into active service by Balaguer. Although there
has been little published about the Balaguer government, it seems apparen t
that there have been few fundamental changes in any aspects of Dominican
society, liast of all in the armed forces.

The Elections and the U.S.  Wit hdrawal

In Jun. 1966, Joaquin Balaguer defeated Juan Bosch by a surprisingly
larg. margin In wha t most observers , even many who were initially skeptical ,
conside r to have been genuinely free elections. While there is no doub t
that the Johnson admin istration was very happy with the outcome , there has
been no evidence that it covertly interfered with the electoral process or
hslped Balaguer in any way. It remains an established fact tha t only per-
sistent and sustained U.S. pressures, including the threat of military force, )
ensured that the elections were held at all . Of course , it cannot be gainsaid
that the Dominican vote for Balaguer might have been substantially influenced
by the very fact of the U.S. intervention and the known U.S. distate for
Bosch . A vote for Balaguer under the3e circums tances migh t have been seen
as a vote for stability, the easing of domestic conflict, and the end of
foreign military intervention.

The electoral campaign began in effect when Juan Bosch returned to the
country at the end of September 1965. His return was bitterly opposed by the
military , but they were overruled by Garcia-Godoy and Bunker. On September
25 , Bosch made a triumphal entry into Santo Domingo, his route from the air-
port heavily guarded by the s~~~ U.S. military units (now down to two brigades
of the 82nd Airborne Division) that five months earlier had been landed to
block an uprising intended to return him to office .

During the ensuing months , Bunker and the new U.S. ambassador , Joh n C.
Cri umins , a liberal career foreign service officer , vent to considerable
lengths to convince Bosch, the Dcminican military , and even the U.S.
civilian and military officers in the country that the Johnson adminis tration
was really co itted to fre. elections. By April 1966, many of the key
conservativ e State Department and embassy officials who had favored the
initial intervention had been replaced by liberals : Crimmins had replaced
Bennett , Mans resigned soon after it became clear that he was regularly losing
out in policy conflict with Bunker , and Crockett was replaced by C. Allen
Stewart , a form er ~~~assador to Venezuela during the Betancourt regime, I -
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and a strong supporter of the democratic left in Lat in America. In early
March 1966, very explicit written direc tions were given to the lAP? and
all U.S. Fabassy, AID, and CIA personnel, reiterating that the United
States was neutral, and directing all concerned to avoid any actions or
statements contrary to that policy or that might be interp reted as
expressing even an un official U.S. preference for a Balaguer victory.At the same t ins, Crimmins and Bunker met repeatedly with Dominican
political figures , in particular with Bosch and , on the other side , the
military and other Dominican rightists , in an effort to make it “crystalclear ” (as a State Depa rt ment cable to the embassy put it ) that the United
States would use all its influenc e to ensure a genuinely free electoral
process.

Obviously, even- genuinely free elections would have been rendered
absurd if Bosch had been elected only to have been overthrown by a new
milita ry coup short ly thereafter. A good par t of the U.S. diplomatic effort ,
therefore, was also directed toward convincing both Bosch and h is enemies
that the United States was fuily prepared to work with Bosch if he should
win, provide his government with substantial economic assistance, and most
important of all, keep the IA?? in the country at Bosch’s request for a
considerable period to de ter any attempts to overthrow him. Naturally, such
supp ort would not be unconditional ; Bosch would have to keep the Communists
under control a*d refrain from trying to destroy the milita ry or even repla cing
its top commanders with constitut ionalist milita ry leaders. There were a -number of indications, hovever, that Bosch intended to follow cautious , non—
provocative policies.

On the eve of the elections, which most State Department and embassy
officials expected would be won by Bo ch , the State Department cabled the
embassy that Bunker and Cnimmins should reiterate to all major Dominican
act ors tha t the United States expected Garcfa -Godoy to use force if necessary
to uphold the results of the elections if they should be violently challenged
fro. either the left or the right . The LAP? would be employed if the
Dominican military J oined in any anti—Bosch action. The next morning,
Bunker responded to the State Department ’s cab le:

It is my impression that the Dominican armed forces are now
aware of our fir, intention to support Bosch if he wins .
Appropriate officers of the !.bassy have been under instructions
to make this clear to both military and civilians who might be
tempted to t*s action against Bosch. Should he be elected ,
we will intensify efforts to get this message across and persuade
the armed fove.e they have no other course but to accep t the will
of the people. (51)

With 1.laguer ’s victory quietly accepted by all important Dominican
sectors , the withdrawal of the U.S. and Latin American troops in the IA?? was
begun . An agreement between Bunker, $slaguer, and Garcia—Godoy established
that the wjthdra,al would be gradual , taking about three months, if all went
wsll. The least important troops would leave first, and the withdrawal
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could be slowed down if a new major crisis should warran t such action in
t he eyes of both the Dominican and U.S. governments. The country rcp iinsd
relatively peaceful, and the last U.S. forces departed on schedule La
September 1966, thus ending the most sustained political use of militar y
force by the United States in the twentieth century.

a

The Role of the OAS and the UN

As in the 1961 crisis , the United States was able to act in the
Dominican Republic through the OAS and thus obtain perhaps a marginal degree
of collective legitimization for actions that were , in all essentials , uni-
lateral in fact. The original military interven t ion , of course , was not
authorized by the inter—American organization, but OAS units were involved
in the subsequent negotiation process, and Latin American contingents were
added to U .S. forces later to form the Inter—American Peace Force.

It is difficult to be sure what real difference , if any, the involve—
ment of the OAS had on the course of even~ts in the Dominican Republic. As
discussed earlier, it is plausible that the initial OAS call, for a cease-~f irein the Dominican Republic and the subsequent arrival of an OAS negotiatin g
committee and OAS Secretary—General JosI Mora in the country played a role
in inhibiting U.S. military action against the constitutionalists, though
there were other factors also. Later, the negotiations for the Garcfa—Godoy
government and the use of the IAPF to support his reg ime were held formally
under the auspices of a three—man Ad Hoc Committee of the OAS, consisting
of Ellsvorth Bunker and representatives from Brazil and El Salvador. There
are some observers who believe that the Latin Americans on the committee
played a useful complementary role to Bunke r in the negotiations and may
have had some impact on U . S.  policy, but no one doubts that Bunker was by
far the domin ant figure and that his power stemmed from his unofficial role
as a presid ential emissary, rather than his official one as U.S. representa-
tive to the OAS. Finally, the IA??, though formally commanded by a
Brazilian general , was completely dominated by the United States. The
force consisted of about 11,000 U.S. troops, 1,100 Brazilians, and token
contributions of several hundred soldiers from Costa Rica, Honduras, Nicaragua,
and Paraguay. To the extent that there was a significan t international
component to the IA??, it actually hindered rather than helped to reach a
sett lement , for the Brazilian commander was a rather primitive rightwinger,
who openly favored the Dominican military and dragged his heels on several
occasions when the Ad Hoc Committee asked the IA?? to cooperate with the
Garcfa—Godoy government . ‘However, the real commander of the I).?? was General
Bruce Palmer , in co and of the U.S. forces, and he was left in no doubt
that his real orders c~~~ from Ellsworth Bunker , who was fully prepared on
several occasions to order U.S. troops to act independently in support — of
~J.S. policy if the Brazilian had not finally cooperated.

The overall role of the 0*3 in the Dominican crisis, then, was at
beat peripheral to that of the United States. The United States did make - 

- -several unsuccessful efforts to get some of the more important relatively )
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:
liberal Latin American states, in particular Venezuela and Mexico, to
play a greater role In part , then , the marginality of 0*3 participa
tion reflected the unwillingness of most states in the hemisphere to
become involved in the crisis, inhibited as they were by the tradition
of nonintervention, by domestic opposition, and by a reluctance to be
associated with actions that might turn out to be disastrous . But even
somewhat greater participation by other Latin American countries would
not have altered the fact of U.S. domination very much, f or the Johnson
administration was clearly not going to accept much dilution of its control
over the main lines of its policies.

Similarly, the marginal involvement of the United Nations in the
crisis probably had at most only a slight effect on the overall outcome.
The Dominican situation was brought before the Security Council on May 1,
by the USSR. The United States initially sought to exclude any UN role ,
resorting to its traditional arg~nsent that the involvement of the OAS made
UN action unnecessary. But when it became clear that there was little
sympathy with this ploy, even among a number of Latin American states who in
the past had supported it, the United States reluctantly acceded to the
appointment of a special representative of the Secretary General to report
on the situation. Secretary General U Thant app ointed as that representative
Joss Nsyobze, a former high official in Betancourt ’s government in Venezuela.
By all accounts, Mayobre was forceful, highly intelligent, and sympathetic to
the PRD group among the constitut ionalist s. It is clear that he did not limit

( his role to reporting, but established close contacts with the constitutional—
ists and worked vigorously behind the scenes to help bring about a political
settlement acceptable to the democratic left. After considerable initial
resentment at Mayobre, U.S. officials in the Dominican Republic came to
admire him . They even found him useful as a channel of communications with
the constitutionalists. Similarly, Garcfa—Godoy also worked closely with
Mayobre because of his access to Bosch and the constitutionalists. Never-
theless, other channels of communication were available , and it is over—
whelmingly likely that the structure of the situation would have caused the
same outcome without Mayobre. All in all, then, it is doubtful that the
Dominican crisis would have resolved itself very differently without 0*3
or UN involvement.
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Conclusions

In 1961 and 1965 the United States used military displays and
military deployments on behalf of the overriding political objective of
its Latin American policy——to avoid a new Castroite regime in the
Caribbean . In assessing such political uses of military force, (51, 52)
we may ask three critical questions:

1. Was the use of U.S. armed force necessary to achieve U. S.
objectives , in the sense that nonmilita ry instruments were unavailable
or had been exhausted?

2. Was the use of armed force~succeasfu1?

3. Was the use of armed force justified, both in terms of morality
and in terms of the relative costs and benefits to overall U.S. foreign
policy in the longer ter m?

I have already sought to answer these questions with regard to the
1961 case, and I need here reiterate only the main conclusions: The
military pressures on Dominican political leaders after the assassination
of Ra fael Trujillo were necessary to get rid of the Trujillo family and
to induce a new regime to undertake political reform; they were successful
in the short term, though over the longer run political reform depended )

far more on internal circums tances in the Dominican Republic than on U.S.
actions ; and they were both morally and politically justified.

The 1965 case is considerably more complicated . We can answer the
three questions only by firs t posing some others : How much can the United
States afford to risk on a Communist victory in another Latin American or
Caribbean country ; how much risk was there, in fact , in the Dominican
revolution of 1965; and did the United States exhaust all reasonable
alternatives before it turned to the use of force?

Let us begin with the last two questions . It is my view tha t the
intervention was a mistake, even within the framework of the es~ab1ished
No Second Cuba policy. Not that the fear of a successful Communist
revolution in the Dominican Republic was a figment of the Johnson admin-
istration ’s fevered imagination, for (as 1 have earlier sought to demonstrate)
by April 28 there was indeed some risk that Communist or Castroite forces
might emerge victorious from an uncontrollable revolutionary upheaval . My
case , rather , is tha t the U.S. government did not exhaust the opportunities
for influencing the Dominican upheaval before the military intervention,
and that even by April 28, when the opportunities had passed , the risk was
still not sufficiently great to justify the predictab ly enormous political
and moral costs that the intervention entailed .

What might the United States have done before April 28 to influence
the Dominican situation? Here it must be recalled that the United States ( ‘)
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probably had greater influence in th~ Dominican Republic than any otherstate in the world, perhaps matched only by its influence in Cuba before
the Castro revolution . As a result of a his tory of intervention in the
early twentieth century , the economic sanc tions and military displays of
the 1960—62 per iod, and the extraordina ry vñe the Un ited States had been
playing in the day—to—day politics of the Dominican Republic in the
preceding five years , Dominican political acto rs were accustomed to giving
heavy weight indeed to anticipated U.S. reactions in all their political
beha vior. Thus , there is every reason to believe that appropriate U.S.
actions and statemen ts between April 24—28 could have avoided the necessity
for milita ry action. The most crucial preintervention error the United

j  States made was that it failed , or more precisely it refused , to use its
considerable influence to aid the moderate, non—Coustuniat PRO leadership
within the constitutionalist movement, vis—~.-vis both a rightist military
and the Castroite forces. Thanks to the general hostility to Bosch
throughout the U.S. government and the generally conservative political
attitudes of key officials in the U.S. Embassy, the embassy deliberately
ref used a number of opportunities to mediate during the crisis . Had it
not chosen to remain aloof , wishfully anticipatin g a military defeat of
the revolution, there was a strong possibility that the United States
could have used its influence to ensure that control of the movement was
retained by the moderate leadership . En that way i t  would have averted
the Communist threa t——whateve r its magnitude——an d Jua n Bosch could have
peacefully returned to the presidency, wi th a t least the acquiescence of

• a divided and confused military . if U.S. diplomatic mediation had failed ,
Washington might simply have announced tha t it would by no means allow a
Communist victo ry in the Dominican Republic , and would use its full
economic and , if need be , military power to prevent It. Specifically,
the governmen t could have threatened to end all economic assistance to
the Dominican Republic , suspend its imports of Dominican sugar , and once
again deploy powerful naval groups to Dominican waters . In view of the
effectiveness of these actions in the 1960—62 period , such a show of U.S.
determinatiQn would have had great credibility and almost surely considerable
effect on t)~e actions of all the Dominican actors , including the radicals .

Thus (still accepting for the moment the underlying premises of U.S.
policies), even if the United States had tried and failed to ensure a
democratic outcome, it still could have done nothing more for the moment
than re iterate its No Second Cuba policy in strong terms and ostentatiously
deploy strong naval forces to Dominican waters , while waiting until the
Dominican situation sorted itself out. To be sure , this course of action
might itself have posed serious risks , as Sta te Depa rtment officials are
quick to point out . The longer the delay, the more resistance a later
intervention would be likely to meet. Even worse , the longer the delay ,
the greater the likelihood that the whole crisis would become entwined
in the larger Cold War conflict. As the State Department saw the matter ,
the United States had delayed in Cuba , taking firm action only after the
political orientation of the Castro government was unmistakably clear.
By that time, it vu too late to do anything effective about it. Relatively
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small—scale military actions, like the Bay of Pigs , had failed completely ,
and larger—scale direct U.S. milita ry int . ’v.ntion would have risked a
major conf rontation with the USSR.

These arguments are by no means implausible or indefensible.
Nonetheless, I remain persuaded that on April 28, the balance of costs
and risks was still clearly on the side of nonintervention . Consider
the costs of the U.S. milita ry actions:

1. The intervention was almost universally opposed around the
world. It was in direct defiance of international law, made a mockery
of the inter—A merican system , and, along with the escalating Vietnam war ,
it seemed to reflect “an impetuous and doctrinaire anticoussunisa; a
reckless reliance on milita ry force...a penchant for putting action ahead
of calculation.” (53)

2. The intervention contributed massively to the sharply increased
public alienation from the U.S. government and even the political system
as a whole within the United Sta tes itself. Along with the Vietnam crisis ,
it was seen as both the symbol and the inevitable outcome of a pathologically
anti—Co znist policy. Of course, no one can say what the permanent costs
of the Dominican inte rvention have been to this country ’s political and
social fabric , but surely it played a role in the general domestic crisis
of the past decade .

3. Within Latin Amer ica, the intervention dealt a death blow to
the Alli ance for Progress and the policy of nonrevolutionary democratic
change that underla~ it. One of the major premises of the alliance had
been that the privileged classes of Latin America and their allies in the
military , the church, and the established politSeal parties could be
persuaded to support democratic change, or at least to recognize that
the forces for democ—atic chang e were the only realistic alternative to
much more radi cal and violent change . But the Dominican intervention
opened the possibility of another alternative—— the United States might,
at the moment of truth, bail out the oligarchies rather than let them
face the consequences of their own inadequacies and their steadfast
addic t ion to an outmoded and unjust status quo. And surely enough
(though of course many other factors played substantial roles), in the
ensuing years , Latin American politics became increasingly polarized
between the radical left and the extreme right, and the hopes of the
early l960s that the democratic left would prevail have been bitterly
dashed.

On the other hand , what were the risks of deferring military
intervention until it should become absolutely necessary? The prospect
that the USSR would have committed itself to the protection of a radical
government in the Dominican-Republic, in the face of a firm U.S. threa t
to take milita ry action to prevent a new Cuba , must be considered as nil.
It is, of course, easier to be confident of such an assessment in retro-
spect , for the USSR did in fac t remain on the sidelines throughout the - •

crisis. Even at the time, however, it seems to me, the previous Soviet
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caution in the Cuban missile crisis strongly indicated that it would
follow a noninterventionist course in any future Caribbean crisis that
the United States again defined as critical to its nationa l interests,
much as the cautious behavior of the United States in the 1956 Hungarian
revolution allowed the USSR correctly to pr edict similar behavior in the
Czechoslovakian crisis of 1968.

Until now , I have been arguing from within the framework of established
policies——that is, that a U.S. Intervention would have been justifiable if
it had been really necessary to prevent Communism from coming to power in
another Latin American or Caribbean coun t ry . Put a little differently, I
have not challenged the No Second Cuba policy itself , but simply its
application in :the Dominican Republic . This assumption must now be squarely
faced. Let us now return to the first of the questions we posed earlier:
In what way would another Communist government in the Caribbean threaten
U.S. security , threaten it so massively as to require military intervention
against a genuinely indigenous revolution?

It is my view that the Caribbean i~ in fact of no grea t significance
to the United States . The only importance of the Caribbean today is
psychological— the Caribbean is important because we think It is. (54)
Unfortunately , because of the very nature of this self—fulfilling prophecy,
a serious argument could be made that in 1965 if the U.S. government had
passively accepted an actual——no t potential--Communist victory in the
Dominican Republic there would have been very severe domestic and inter—

!~. national consequences . As discussed earlier , domestic considerations did ,
in fact , play a crucial role in the U.S. decision to intervene——the fear
that the American people would not stand for passivity in the event of a
new Castro in this hemisphere . And in the prevailing climate of opinion ,
that fear might very well have been j ustified . The continued existence
of the Castro government is no longer a domestic Issue , but one need only
recall the hysteria of the early 1960s over the Cuban revolution—— ”Only
ninety miles away,” “Cuba is a dagger pointing at the heart of America”——to understand the Johnson administration ’s concern . With the Cuban missile
crisis still a very live memory, reasonable men could and in fact did
fear that a successful Communist r evolution in the Dominican Republic
might well jeopardize the future of the Democratic pa r ty , if not of
American liberalism in general. Even short of that , a new Communist
revolution in the hemisphere could certainly have made politically
impossible a more flexible and relaxed policy toward the entire Communist
world, and it might have set back for years U.S. willingness to seek a
d~tents in the Cold War .

Similar ly, a failure to act against an unm.Ln takably Communist
revolution in the Caribbean might have produced serious destabilizing
consequences in the rest of the world . A new Communist government in
the hemisphere would not in fact threaten U.S. security, but the United
States had been proclaiming since the Castro revolution that it would.

• Althoug h a genuinely indigenous revolution was in fact a far cry from

C international Communist aggression , the United States had been loudly
denying such a distinction. An indigenous Communist government in the
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Caribbean would in fact almost certainly be independent of Moscow , Peking ,
or Havana , but the United States had been minimizing the significance of
pluralism in the Communist world . Thus , caugh t in the crisis, the government
could not suddenly reverse itself and deny the implications of its policies,
without inviting dangerous consequences elsewhere in the world. Assuming
(as seema plausible) the existence of a militant Kremlin faction favoring
pressing on with the Cold War , the price of nonaction in the Cariobean
might have been more aggressive Soviet behavior elsewhere , say in Berlin
or the Middle East. If Washington refused to act in the Caribbean , which
the United States itself had insisted was essential to its national security,
why would it live up to its commitments in areas outside its immediate
sphere of influence?

Put differently, the United States in 1965 was a prisoner of its own
oversimplifications, myths , outmoded policies, and self—fulfilling prophecies.
To reitera te the major points of my argument: (1) the overall No Second
Cuba policy was an error, based on obsolescent premises, which should have
been abandoned before the crisis ever arose ; (2) because that had not been
done , however , it is arguable that , in the domestic and international
enviro nment prevailin g in 1965, the United States had trapped itself into
the necessity of intervening against a &enuine Communist revolution;
(3) in the Dominican crisis itself , the United States had failed to
exercise its influence in a constructive manner to avert a potential
Communist threat. In any case, its intervention on April 28 was premature,
for the evidence of Communist influence in the constitutionalist movement
was not nearly sufficient to justify the predictab le political and human
costs of the interve ntion. The appropriate course, even within the
fra mewo rk of existing policy, would have been to intervene only if an
unmistakably Communist government had actually come to power.

In addition to the intervention itself , the United States made a
number of serious errors in the post—intervention period . The landing
of U.S. troops should have been directed not only at forestalling whatever
danger there was of a Communist takeover , but also at curbing the Dominican
military, strengthening the non—Communist democratic elements in the
cort e titutionalist movement , and restoring Juan Bosch to the presidency .
As the troops landed , the United States might have made the following
announcements “In view of the possible threat of a communist takeover
of a revolutionary movement in the Dominican Republic , as veil as the
serious dangers to both foreign and Dominican lives, the United States
has been forced to intervene militarily . The purp ose of this interv ention ,
however, will be not only to prevent a new Castro in the Western Hemisphere
but also to end the fighting, restore order , prevent a military takeover,
and restore the constitutional president to his office .” Onc• the troops
were on thà ground , it would not have been difficult to isolate completely
the Communist elements within the constitu t ionalist movement and ensure
that they would not be in any position to dominate the government. Had

• the United Statøs thrown its weight behind Bosch, instituted farreaching
re~orm of the Dominican military, and in other ways used its power
,une~u1~voc*J.~.y on behalf of progressive democracy, the intervention probably
would have oeen welcomed by most Dominicans , and it would have been viewed )
far differently in the United States and Latin America .

_ _ _
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In fact , however , the United States used excessive force against
the conetitutionalists and failed to use enough force to curb the terrorism
of the Dominican police and military. Although the Johnson administration
had proclaimed as one of the principal reasons for the intervention the
need to save lives in a bloody civil war , mos t of the estimated 3,000
Dominican dea ths occurred after the intervention , some of them in clashes
between the constitutionalists and U.S. troops, and the rest at the hands
of a Dominican military that the United States had rescued from probable
annihilation in April , and thereafter helped protect and rebuild.

The moat inexcusable U.S. action during the entire period of the
intervention, in my view, was its support of Imbert ’s military attack
in May on the constitutionalist sector in northern Santo Domingo, which
ended in the brutal slaughter of hundreds of constitutionalists and• innocent civilians . In one sense, this might be looked upon as a
successful use of military force for political purposes , for it did
indeed generate additional pressures on the constitutionalists in the
negotiating process. But the fact was tha t the constitutiona lists were

- helpless anyway in the face of 23,000 American troops and a rebuilt
Dominican police and military, and they knew it. In such circumstances,
to have taken lives deliberately in exchange for slight political
advantage was morally questionable , to put it as mildly as possible.

On the other hand , oece the negotiating process had begun in
earnest in the simmer of 1965, the continued presence of U.S. troops
and their occasional deployment , especially to prevent the attempted
coups against the Garcfa—Godoy government, was absolutely essential to
the realization of U.S. polit~qal objectives , which in turn were both

& politically and morally praisewor thy—namely , putting an end to rightist
I terrorism agains t the consti tut lona lists and establishing a democratic

and progressive provisional regime to preside over the holding of free
elections. Though U.S . forces remained in the Dominican Republic for
eighteen months, after the first weeks their primary function was less
to occupy the country than to keep the peace, less to dictate U.S.
objectives than to ensure that the majority of Dominicans could give

-~ effective expression to their own political will.

Was the intervention ultimately a “success?” Even if we ignore
p the moral and political costs of the actions of the first few weeks,

and the failure to exhaust nonmilitary alternatives , it would be hard
to say. There is no Co unist government in the Dominican Republic
today, but that is not to~ say there would have been if the United Stateshad not intervened. The United States did weed out the worst of the
Trujillists from the Dominican military, but ultimately , despite its
initial intentions, it failed to use the opportunity to engage in truly
fundamental reform of the military. The United States did seek a
democratic solution and presided over free elections , but once it s
troops were withdrawn, it lost most of its leverage over internal
Dominican affairs, and few observers think that the Balaguer regime

c has dod. much to establish stable, democratic, and progressive

I _________ 
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government in the Dominican Republic over the longer run. • 

•

Moreover, even if the Dominican intervention were not such a flawed“success,” it would not be a very useful model or precedent for other
such political uses of military force because of the special circumstancesof the Dominican case and even because of the great amount of sheer luck.
“The Dominican Republic was a comparatively easy place for the United
States to intervene and from which to withdraw,” (55) not only because
its size and proximity to the United States enabled rapid and massive
milita ry intervention, but also because thirty years of Trujilloism hadso fragme nted and demoralized Dominican society tha t the conditions fora nationa list resistance movement agains t the U.S. intervention did notexist.

As in November 1961, the United States had complete strategic
military control of the situation in 1965. Moscow was of no mind to
become more than rhetorically involved, and Cuba had no capability to
support the constitutionalists once the United States intervened . U.S.
forces did not have to face any military opposition that had a strong
base of support in the countryside. The opposition , such as it was,
comprised the constitutionalists. It was located in a narrow geographic
area , and could be quickly isolated. Nevertheless, an action to root
out the constituttonalists violently would have been bloody; it alsowould have occasioned disastrou s 

- 
political repercussions . Had ideologuesof the left actu ally gaine d control of the cons tit utiona list forces ,

compromise would not have been so likely , and there might well have been
disastrous political consequences. As it was, neither side had the
milita ry capabili ty to stage a successful offensive . The troops on bothsides quickly perceiv ed that any such action was out of the question.
All they could do was resist—-and that only for the sake of a longerterm political effect. In shor t , strategic and local isolation, minimal* capabilities , and the absence of long term political plans and ideologicalcommitment all combined to allow the 23,000 U.S. troops an easy time ofit.

Finally , it is interesting to consider what might have been the
result of a lesser action, such as was carried out in November 1961.
Certa inly , the political repercussi ons would not have been so great ;
but could the situation have been stabil ized and similar outcomes been
obtained by explicit and direct threats to the principals, coupled with
only the offshore appearance of a large naval and amphibious force?

It is very probable tha t the situation had gone too far , and
individuals on the constitutionalis t side had become too cosm~itted tobelieve that the United States would intervene if it had not already
stationed troops there. The constitutionalists could have done little
to prevent the intervention even if they had been fully aware of U S .
intentions befor ehand . It also is possible that they may have felt an

• early compromise in the absence of U.S. troops would yield more than
could be expected if troops actually Sid land. In short, the best

_  
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answer is “who knows?”, but it would not have been especially risky to
find out. At the least , a six— or eight—hour ultimatum could have been

- issued .

Perhaps a more serious problem than the willingness of the
constitutionalist leaders to comp romise vouid have been the ability of
the U.S. forcefully to communicate an ultimatum to the right people on
short notice . During the period of near chaos when the U.S. troops
landed , the relations between the embassy and the constitutionalists
were very poor in terms of both physical contact and mutual trust.

Of further significance , though , was that , unlike the situation in
1961, power was largely in the streets . It is reasonable to hypothesize
that without U.S. troops on the ground, the constitutionalist leaders
could not have enforced a compromise without seriously endangering their
own positions. The situation was unstable, and an agreement with one
group of leaders might only have led to that group’s replacement by
another—and more radical—group . Certainly, the emplacement on
Dominican soil rather than offshore presence of U.S. troops made it
easier for the constitutionali st leaders to compromise , insofar as they
could point to the actual dominance of U.S. forces on the ground rather
than to the mere threat of it.

Still another factor to consider is what would have been the result
of a brief cease—fire in place. Both the loyalists and the constitution—

() alists had a tremendous fear as well as hatred of each other. This
situation would probably have resulted in a asries of broken cease—fires ,
ending only when one of the two sides destroy ed the other . Certainly ,
it is difficult to imagin e that a provisional goveriaent of the Garcfa—
Codoy type would have come to pass and that smoh free and fair elections
as were held in 1966 would have taken place.

In the long run, apart from the holding of elections and the
inauguration of a popularly elected government in 1966, can we consider
th~t the U.S. intervention was justified? It -is true that Washington
has - 

~tot had to worry about Co unis* in the Do~~.nican Republic , and
lslaguer is no Truj illo. On the other hand, a decade later , there is
also very little democracy in the Dominican Republic. The country is
not a “ibw~.se” of any Udng .

In s~um then, one might conclude that by ousting the Trujillos in
1965, the ~orst of two extremes were proscribed. The realities of both,
however, were always questionable: Trujillo’s heirs probably were not
made of the axe stuff as El Jefe , and the Communists probably would
not have been able to seize power in 1965 or thereafter. In a constructive
and longer term sense, these interventions -had littl e effect; as a society
and as a polity, the Dominican Republic has followed its own rather than
any U.S,—directed course .
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1. In 1945—41, however , Assistant Secretary for Latin American Affairs
Spruille Braden did attemp t to use U.S. dip~oaatic and economic leverage
on behalf of democracy. The failure of the Braden efforts, especially
in Argentina, led to the abandonment of such efforts .

2. For details on the CIA plots, see Howard Wiarda, Dictatorship,
Development and Disinte iration (Xerox University Microfil ms , 1975) ,
vol. 2, pp. 838—43, and the “Summary of the Report of the Special Senate
Co ittee on Intelligence,” New York Times, November 21, 1975.

3. Quoted by Arthur Schlesinger , Jr. , A Thousand Days (Fawcett, 1965),
p. 769 .

6. New York Times, June 2—4 , 1961; Wiarda , Dictatorshi p, Development
and Disintegration, p. 854.

5. According to Abraham F. Lowentbal, “Just days after the Bay of Pigs ,
President Kennedy personally approved a contingency plan £ or landing troops
in the Dominican Republic which stressed as the principal policy guide-
lines that the United States could not afford and would not permi t the
imposition in the Dominican Republic of a pro—Castro or pro—Communist • ;  

-

governme nt. This theme was repeated time and again in presidential f
inst ructions to U.S. officials concerned with the Dominican Republic. ”
Abraham Loventhal , The Dominican Intervention (Harvard Univers ity Press ,
1972) , p. 26. See also the memoirs of Chester Bowles , who cryptically
refers to the “successful resistance ” of the Kennedy administration to
“pressures ” for a military takeover of the Dominican Republic after
Truj illo’s assassination, in order to forestall a feared takeover by
Castro. Chester Bowies , Promise. to Keep, (Rarper 8 Row, 1971) , p. 342.

6. New York Tines, June 2, 1961; Wiarda, Dictators hipI. Development and
Disintegration, pp. 846—47; Thomas K. Millington, “U.S. Diplomacy and
the Dominicaà Crisis ,” SAIlS Review, S~~~sr, 1963.

7. The ensuing discussion is based on a aer ies of interviews with
goveriment officials in 1962. As these interviews were on a not—for—
attribution basis , I cannot identify particular individuals with
particular policy positions .

8. Schlesinger, ~~~~~~~~~ Ds~s, p. 770.

9. Viarda, i)ict~torship. Development *od DIefa tetr ation, p • 854 •

10. For details on the )Iay 31—November 14 period , see ibid., pp. 846—52;
the New York Times daily reports; and Jerone Slater , “The United States, the
Organisation of American States , and the Dominican Republic , - 1961—1963,”
Iuiternaticoal 0r~~~1zstjon, VIII (1964) .
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11. For details on th is point , and Trujillo’s use of the Dominican
Communist party leader Maximo Lopez )iolina to frighten the United States,see Wiarda, Dictatorship, Development and Disintegration , p. 833; andJohn Battloi, Martin, Overtaken by Events (Doubleday 8 Co., 1966), p. 40.Lopez had been impr isoned by Balague r on November 14, and U.S. officialsmight have been concern ed that a new Truj iUo governmen t would once againrelease him and allow him to attack the United States , as the Tru j illoshad done in the past.

12. The text of the news conference is in the Department of StateBulletin, vol . 45 , no. 1171, (Decembe r 4, 1961), p. 931.
13. See the stories by Tad Szulc in the New York Times on November 17,and November 20, 1961, and by Philip Geyelin, Wall Street Journal,November 20, 1961.

14. For details on the makeup of the naval force and the objectives ofthe military display , see U.S. Department of the Navy, Atlantic Fleet,U.S. Atlantic fleet, Second Fleet Historical Report, 1961; Martin,Overtaken by Events, pp. 82—83; Wiarda, Dictatorship, Developm nt andDisintegration, p. 853; New York Times, November 18—20, 1961.

15. New Yotk Times, November 18—21, 1961; Lt. Col. Edwin H. Simmons,“Mtlieary—Politjcai Situation in the Dominican Republic,” Office-of Naval
( 

) Information Review (N.y 1962); interview of Simmons by Stephen S. Kaplan,February 10, 1975. - 
-

16. New York TI1.., November 20, 1971; on the Spanish—language broadcasts,see Wia r da , Dictatorship, Develo~~~..t and Disintegration, p. 853.
17. New York Times, November 21, November 25, November 27 , 1961.
18. New York T41.s, January 20, 1972; Wiarda, Dictatorship, Developmentand Disint ration, p. 834—55; 2nd Fleet History, 1961; personal imterviwith John C. H 11.

19. The extent of U.S. inf luence in th. interna l politics of a supposedlyso~ereigu state is rather vividly i1lu~trated in Martin, Overtaken by Iventi,in which he report. a conversation he had with Bosch and Fiallo shortlybefore the elections: “We, the United States.. support fr ee election.....V. intend to exert our influence to see that such elections are held. Weintend to see that the winner is able to take office. We intend to useour influe nce to see that his gover~~~nt is not dominated by the milita ryor the police....” (p. 227) When Bosch and Piallo quibbled at some of thedetails of the electoral process arranged by the United States, theVenezuelan Ambassador who had worked closely with Ma rti n on the matterreprimanded them: “W. diplomats are up to here with the i~gesuity of youtwo.” (p. 229)
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I4; 20. Ibid., p. 196; see also pp. 121—22, 192—197, 255, 271, for details
on Council of State visits to U.S. warships and U.S. thinking about
potential military coups.

21. New York Times, November 25, 1961.

22. For exa~~le , see the 11ev York Times editorials of December 1, 1961,
and January 20, 1962.

23. New York Times, January 11, 1963; Mar tin, Overtaken by Events , p. 308.

24. Quoted by Rowland Evans and Robert Novak, Lyndon B. Johnson: The
• Exercise o~ Power (New American Library , 1966) p. 513.

25. On the background of the constitutionalists , see Josi~ A. Moreno,
Barrios in Arma (University of Pittsburgh Press, 1970); and Abraham F.
Loventhal, “The Dominican Republic: The Politics of Chaos,” in Arpad von
Laxar and Robert R. Kaufman (eds.), Re form and Revolution: Readin g. in
Latin American Politics (Allyn 5 Bacon , 1969) .

26. Quoted in Martin , Overtaken by Events, p. 661.

27. Quoted in Charles Roberts, LU’s Inner Circle (Delacort e Press,
1965) , p. 205 .

28. Much of the researc h for this study is drawn on my not—for—attribution )

interviews with U.S.  and Dominican actors and on my access to the cab le
traffic between the U.S. Embassy and the State Department . The sole
restriction I was asked to accept on use of material gathered from these
sources is that I not directly cite individuals or specific cables. I
have chosen to deal with this matter by using such phrases as “there are
a n*~~er of indications,” or to quote directly from individuals or
documents without fur ther attribution.

29. Loventhal, Dominican Intervention, p. 201.

30. For details on U.S. actions see ibid. , p. 83; and Jerome Sister,
Intervention and Negotiation: The United States and the Dominican
Rivolution (Harper 5 Row, 1970), pp. 24—26.

31. Loventhei, Dominican Intervention, p. 89.

32. “The Dominican Crisis: Correcting Some Misconceptions,” 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~of State Bul letin (Nov~~~er 8, 1963) .

33. One of the primary sources of information on the constitutiona lists
is Noreno, $.rr~o in Arms. Although an áctive supporter of the consti—
tutionalis t•, Noreno is very explicit on the central role of Communist
and Castroit.e activists in the commandos and their emergence in leadership
roles after th. first few days of the revolution. See also the analysis
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f by Bryant Wedge , “The Case of Student Politi cal Violence , ” World P~ L&tic.
‘—~ vol. UI, no. 2, (January 1969) .

34. Lloyd Free, “A ttitudes , Hopes and Fears of the Dominican People”
(Institute for Inte rnational Social . Res arch , L962) ,

35. See Theodore Draper , The Dominican Revolt (New York : Commentary
Report , 1968) ; and the Communist party’s own assessment , reprinted in -

Martin , Overtaken by Events , pp. 170—90.

36. Ibid., p. 638. -

37. Ibid., pp. 661—62, 672.

38. Loventhal, Dominican Intervention, pp. 115—20. -

39. Kenneth 0. Giiaore . “The Truth about Santo Domingo,” Readerp Digest
(My 1966) . - - - 
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40. The data on the U.S. military buildup are drawn from the following -

sources: U. S. Depa~rtment of the Navy, Atlantic Fleet, U.S. Atlantic
Fleet, Second Fleet Historical Report , 1966, U.S Department ot the Mavy ,

• U.S. Marine Corps Headquarters , Historical Division, A Chronology of the
United Statee Marine Co~p!, -vol . IV , pp. 2—3; Gilnor e, “The Truth about
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41. Loventi~a1, D~mintcan Intervention, p. 112; U.S. Department of theArmy , )le.orandun on Army Continje~cy OperaUo~is, M~y 21, 1974. (Includes
da ta on 82nd Airborn Division actions in the Dominican Republic in 1965) ;
Cilvors, “The Truth about Santo Domingo.” - •

42. In Loventhal’s words, “the continuing kaleidescope of Dominican
politics...(isj virtually unchecked by program commitments or mediating
institutions....” Dominican Intervention, p. 38. 14oreno (Barrios In Arms)
also tends to minimize the significance of true ideological conflict in
the Dominican Republic , and Martin (Overtaken by Events) refers to the
“swirling dance of Dominican politics.’~~ The major works embodying this
point of view are Abraham F. Lowenthal , “Th e Dominican Republic : The
I.litis s of ai.os,” in von Law and Eáuf men, Reform and Revolution; and
Howard Wiard a , The Dominican R~public : Nation in Transition (Prae ger ,
1969) . -

43. Alexander L. George, ‘David K. Hall, and William B. Simons, The Limits
of Coercive Diplomacy (Little , Brown, 1971) . -

44. Thomas Schelling, Strategy of Conflict (New York, 1960).

43. lowenthal , Dominican Intervention, p. 150.

46. For details , see Sister , Intervention and Negotiation, esp. pp. 113—14 ,
and Loq,enthal, The Dominican Intervention, up. pp. 4, 205—06.
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47. The Johnson quote is from Evans and Novak, I~yndon B. Johnson, p. 525.
For details on the establishment of the Imbert isgims, see Sla ter,
Intervention and Negotiation, pp. 51—65.

48. See especially the New York Times, flay 20, 21, 1965; Tad S~ulc,n4 e.an Diary (Delacorte Press , 1965); Selden Rodamn, “A Close View ofSanto Doeingo’~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ (July 15, 1963) .

V 49. Dan ~~~~~~~ Santo Domingo: Rivolt of the Damned (C. P. Putnam ’s
Sons, 1965), p. 272.

- 50. See footnote 28.

51. Ibid.

52. I follow Barry K. Blechman’s and Stephen S. Kaplan ’s concept here:
“A political use of the armed forces occurs when physical actions are
taken by one or more components of the uniformed military services as
part of a deliberate attempt by the national authorities. . . to influence
specific behavior of individuals in anothe r nation without engaging in
a continuing contest of violence... .“ “Use of Armed Forces as a Polit ical
Instrussot” (paper prepared for 1976 Metings of the Interna tional Studies
Association, Toronto , February , 1976) .

53. Richa rd Stebbins , The United States in World Affairs , 1965 (Harper
& los, for the Council on Foreign Relatio ns, 1966) , p. 68

54. Jero me Slater , “The United States and Latin America: Premises for
the New At~ inistration ,” Yale Review (Autumn 1974) .

- 55. Abraha m Loventhal, “The Dominican Intervention in Retros pec t , ”
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Chapter XII

CASE STUDIES:
THE BERLIN CRISES OF l9~8—l959 AND i~6i 

-

By Robert U. Slusser

In the period from November 1958 to October 1961, the divided city of
Reru n served as the focal point of a continuing international conflict that
pitted the USSR end its allies against the Western alliance of the United
Kingdom, France, and the United States . Chronologically, the action centering
on Berlin falls into two distinct segments: (1) the Berlin crisis of 1958-59,
which opened on November 2T, 1958, with a Soviet note calling for withdrawal
of the Western occupation forces fran West Berlin and Its conversion into a
“free city” under a new agreement to be negotiated by the Western powers with
a six-month dealine; This crisis reached its muted and inconclusive end ten
months later when Soviet Premier Nikita S • Khrushchev joined President Dwight
Eisenhower in an agreement to hold negotiations cm the Berlin question
without the pressure of a Soviet—imposed deadline; and (2) the Berlin crisis of
1961, which began in February of that year with a Soviet note to the Federal
Republic of Germany; escalated sharply in June, when the USSR announced
another six—month deadline, this time for the conclusion of peace treaties
with the East and West German states; reached a climax on August 12 when the
USSR and its East German allies established a physical barrier, the Berlin
Wall , between the Soviet-occupied sector of East Berlin and the three Western—
occupied sectors of the city; and finally receded after a tank confrontation
between the United States and the USSR along the sector boundary in the divided
city in October.

Between the two Berlin crises, that is, between September 1959 and February
1961, there intervened a period during which significant changes took place
in the relative strength and internal power relationships of the USSR and the
United States and their respective allies . The second Berlin crisis ‘ens
therefore by no means a mere replay of the first . The 1961 crisis took up
the conflict in a new international context, with differing strategies on either
side , and with a different conclusion. The two crises, nevertheless, can
usefully be regarded as “all a single tapeetry,”(l) or, in a longer perspective,
as phases in a single extended struggle for world supre~~cy betw ei~ the USSR
and the United States .

Hiatcaieal Backer~~~

Berlin became the fulcrum of the Soviet-Western struggle as the result
of a series of decisions, agreements, and actione taken during and shortly
after the Second World W.r.(2) The European Advisory Cr—i-sin decided at a
meeting in Septe~~er 194~i, to divide Geimeny, after its defeat, into the’ee
sones of oocuptticn, to be administered by the three principal .J.lims,

• United States, the United Kingdom, end the USSR. At the sam. time, the
c~~~ission agreed that the German capital, Berlin , should be administered
Jointly by the three pomere, each occupying a sector of the city. Despite
the fact that Berlin lies some 110 miles east of the border separating the
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Soviet zone of occupation from those of the Western allies , no provis3~n )was made at that time to guarantee Western rights of access to the city.

At the Yalta Conference, in February 194 5, the three powers agreed to
invite France to share in the occupation of postwar Germany and Berl in . When
the war in Europe ended, therefore, Germany was divided into four zones of
occupation , and Berlin into four occupation sectors . It was agreed that the
nation and its capi tal should be administered as undivided entities by the
four powers acting together. Arrangements for ground and air access to
Berlin from the Western zones were agreed on orally by Soviet and Western
military authorities at the end of June 1945, and were later spelled out in
more precise detail . (3)

The occupation zones and sectors were originally thought of as temporary
administrative arrangements having no long—term significance . Increasingly
sharp d isagreements between the USSR and the three Western powers , however ,
soon led to the breakdown of four—power administrative machinery in Germany
and Berlin. In place of a single, united but occupied Germany, there developed
in the postwar years two separate German states , the Communist—ruled German
Democ*atic Republic (GDR) in what had been the Soviet Zone of Occupation, end
the Federal Republic of Germany (ThG), created by the merger of the three
zones occupied by the Western powers.

In occupied Berlin , four—power administrative machinery also broke down
as the result of the unbridgeable gulf between Soviet policies and those of
the Western powers , so that Berlin ‘ens split into Soviet—controlled East )Berlin and the three allied—occupied sectors that constituted V’~st Berlin.
In the period between April 19118 and July 1949, the USSR Imposed a blockade
on Berlfn by blocking Western access via the road , water , and rail routes to
West Germeny,bit they refrained from taking the final step of challenging
Western ~ccees to the city by air , ‘sith the result that the Western powers
were able to mount an airlift, which finally forced the USSR to lift the
blockade. The agreements reached by the four occupying powers after the Berlin
Blockade implicitly confirmed Western rights of access to the eity.(li )

In the 19508 the GDR, with Soviet approval, began to stake a claim to
East Berlin as its capital and as a legal~ part of its territory. From time
to time, East German spokesmen asserted that West Berl in, too, was part of
the territory of the GDR end by rights should be -incorporated into it. A
particularly bold claim of this kind was made Just before the onset of the
l958..59 crisis by Walter Ulbricht , First Secretary and boas of the Cammmiat—
controlled Socialist United Party (SED), the dominant political force in the
Gr*t .(5) The Western powers steadfastly resisted claims of this kind, howev’r ,
insisting on their rights of occupation. When the USSR, in Septen*,er 1955 ,
tranererred to East German authorities responsibility for control of civilian
traffic from West Germany to Berlin, the Western powers declared that the USSR
was still bound by the wartime agreements cm Berlin and could not assign to
the G11~ the rights and responsibilities that devolved upon the USSR as a result
of those agreements . (6) In particular, they insisted that the USSR im~at
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continue to respect their rights of military access to West Berlin via
the arterial highways (autobahns), railroads , canals , and air corridors .
Reluctantly, the USSR accepted these demands .

Shaped by the occupying powers , the two German states took sharply
divergent paths in the fields of political , economic, military, and cultural
policies. East Germany, under the rule of the SED , enacted a series of measures
designed to create a socialist society on the Soviet model, while West Germany,
with help and encouragement from the United States, adopted the econcrnic
system of capitalist free enterprise and a democratic political structure .
Partly as a result of these policies , West Germany entered a per iod of rapid
economic expansion, with a sharp rise in the economic well—being of the popala—
tion, while East Genimny encountered grave difficulties in its economic policies
and was unable to match the prosperity increasingly characteristic of the PBG.

In the competition of the two politico—econc4nic systems , the divided
city of Berlin came to play a fateful role . Surrounded by the territory of
the East German state but closely linked with West Germany, West Berlin
symbolized the economic prosperity and political freedoms of the West in the
midst of the state—controlled econcm~y and regimented political system of the
East German state • The Western allies , conscious of the symbolic value of
West Berlin as an outpost of freedom in Ccimnunist—controiled Eastern Europe,
lavished funds on its economic growth and deliberately made it a showpiece
of capitalist democracy .

F
- 

- Frun the Soviet and East German standpoint, the material contrast between
prosperous West Berlin and the drab Eastern sector of the city was a constant
irritant . The situation was really intolerable to the East Germans because
West Berlin provided an easy escape route to the West f or East Germans dis-
satisfied by conditions in the (IDR and lured by the prospect of steady employment,
political rights , and cultural. diversity in West Germany .

In 1957 and early 1958, the GDR Implemented a series of measures designed
to accelerate the socialization of agriculture and industry, measures that
resulted in increased curbs on individual rights . The result was a greatly
increased flow of population from East to West Germany via West Berlin . B7
September 1958, the tide was runnIng at the rate of over 10,000 a month,

• 
- with a cumulative loss to the GDR of over three million inhabitants ov er a ten—

year period . Since young people and professionally trained specialists
constituted a high proportion of the migrants, the ODIt could not tolerate the
loss indefinitely.

The stability and viability of the GDR, in turn, were matters of paramount
-

, importance to the USSR, because the USSR maintained in East Geimany the twenty
divieions that constituted its principal military force in Europe, the
guarantee of continued dominance over the empire it had carved out for itself
in Europe during the Seccx~ World War .
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The conf lict between the two German states inevitably involved the
rival alliance systems headed by the USSR and the United States . After the
formal division of Germany , the GDR became a member of the Sovt.t ...eontrolled
Warsaw Pact organization , while the PRO was incorporated into the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NA TO) . To counter the military threat to the
Western position posed by Soviet armed power and the clandestine rearmament of
East Germany, the Western allies step by step lifted for the PRO the restrictions
on German rearmament agreed to by the wartime allies at Potsdam in 19115. In
December 1957, the NA~fO Council resolved to station medium—range ballistic
missiles in West Germany, as well as nuclear weapons under U .S. control, a
move the USSR promptly denounced as a threat to its peace and security.(7)

By 1958, West Berlin had come to represent to the USSR the most acute -

aspect of a dangerous and threatening situation. The problem of how to remedy
the situation was one not easily solved, however, because the United States
possessed superior strategic power in nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles
and had repeatedly proclaimed Its commitment to the defense of Western occupation
rights in West Berlin . U.S. strategic superiority, however , was based in
large part on manned heavy bombers , whereas the USSR had devoted special
attention to the development of heavy rockets capable of serving as intercontin-
ental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). In October 1957, the USSR startled the world
by putting into orbit the world’s first artificial satellite , Sputnik I, using
a heavy rocket—launcher for the purpose . Soviet spokesmen were quick to point
out the military Implications of the feat . In November 1958, as part of the
buildup surrounding the onset of the first Berlin crisis , Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev strongly hinted that Soviet armaments factories were producing ICBMs
on a regular basis.(8) The Implication he wished to convey was obviously that
the USSR had succeeded in overcoming U .8. strategic superiority, or was likely
to do so in the near future. Like much else In Khrushchev ’s policies , however ,
this implication was based on a bluff: having developed the prototype rocket
launcher used to put Sputnik I into orbit , Soviet planners had decided to
avoid the heavy expenditures that would have been needed to achieve large—
scale production of the ICEMs, and were in fact producing only a small number
of the new weapons.(9) -

Khrushchev’s bluff was not fully exposed until September 1961, when
reliable new inf ormation on the deployment of Soviet ICBMs became available to
the United States through reconnaissance satellites. Top leaders in the United
States had been aware of the hollowness of Khrushchev ’s claims well before
September 1961, however , thanks In large pert to photographic evidence obtained
by the high—level U—2 flights over Soviet territory inaugurated in 1956 . But the
United States maintained official secrecy with regard to these flights until
they were inadvertently exposed in Maj 1960, when the USSR finally succeeded
in bringing one down. U . S. leaders could not , therefore , counter Khrushchev ’s
claims convincingly, with the result that public opinion in the West tended to
take the Soviet leader’s boast seriously, a situation Khrushchev exploited to
Soviet advantage .

The international context within wh~ th the first Berlin crisis developed
—s therefore a highly complex . rne , In which real Western strength and illusory

)
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1, - Soviet claims competed on apparently equal terms. Khrushchev and his
colleagues were undoubtedly well aware of the real strategic balance, but
they had compelling reasons to try to effect a change in the status of West
Berlin by challenging Western rights in the city . It was this action that
precipitated the crisis of 1958—59.

Maior 1~ rticiDents in the l9’i8-~9 crisis and their, relationshina

Before taking up a detailed analysis of’ the 1958—59, crisis , it will be
useful to make a few observations about the principal participants in the crisia
and their relationships .

- The USSR and the C.erman Democratic Republic. On the Soviet side , the
major actors were the USSR and its client state , the GDR. Vastly unequal
In size , resources, and power though they were , the relationship between
the two was not simply one of Soviet dominance and ODE subservience. The
point is well made by a British historian of the Berlin crises: “ It is
important not to ignore the part played by the East German goverrmtent
throughout the crisis. It has , within its limited room of maneuver, shown
remarkable ingenuity and tenacity In persuading the Soviet Union to accept
Its own objectIves. ‘(10) Well aware of the high stakes the USSR had Invested
in East Germany, ODE leade r Walter U].brlcht was able on occasion to act with
great boldness and even seeming recklessness, secure In the knowledge that In
the final analysis the USSR could not afford to disavow him.

One r~ason Ulbricht was able to wield an influence on Soviet policy
disproportionate to the size and importance of the ODE was that the Soviet
leadership was by no means unified in its objectives . Bold and risky
statements or actions by Ulbricht might therefore on occasIon find tacit
support fran individu~*].a or factions in the Soviet leadership that favored
a high—ra nk Soviet foreign policy .

The split in the Soviet leadership was the direct result of recent
developnents in the evolution of the Casuunist party of the Soviet Union
(cffiu). In June 19~7, Khrushchev had won a narrow victory against the so—called
“anti—party group,” a coalition headed by former Chairman of the Council of
Ministers Oeoz~gi Malenkov and former First Deputy Chairmen Vyacheslav Molotov
and Laser Kagsnovich with support from a number of other high-ranking figures
in the Presidius . (1]. 5 Khrushchev ’s victory was achieved in pert thanks to

~ support fro. tactical allies who had no real liking for him or his policies ,
internal as well as foreign, and who presented an Increasingly serious challenge

- - ;  to his dominance after June 1957. This situation added an additional element
of’ bluff to Khrushchev’s position as Soviet leader in International affa irs:
not .er.ly was he cif taing for the USSR strategic power it did not have, but
he was claimin g for himeelf a stature that was not justified by the facts . In
this Instance, howsver, Khruehchev’e bluf f was not fully exposed until October
l96~, when he was ousted as the result of a clandestine conspiracy mounted by
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his domestic opponents . Before that date most Western analysts of Soviet
r politIcs were convinced that Khrushchev wielded unchallenged power in

the formulation of Soviet foreign policy, and Western political leaders in
general subscribed to that view . (12)

The discrepancy between Khrushchev’s apparent and real power as Soviet
leader can be graphically demonstrated by an episode that occurred at the
climax of the 1958—59 Berlin crisis , as described by President Dwight
Eisenhower • The fact that Eisenhower was one of those who accepted the general
view that Khrushchev enjoyed unfettered power makes his account all the more
significant . At the conclusion of his visit to the United States, on Septeirber
27, 1959, Khrushchev made a major concession by agreeing with Eisenhower that
the USSR would join the Western powers in negotiations on Berlin and Germany
witlv’ut imposing any time limit on the- negotiations, a concession Eisenhower
rega~ded as of vital importance . Having taket~ this step, however , Khrushchev
manifested unmistakable signs of nervousness in conunuriicating it to his -

principal aides at the talks, Soviet Foreign Minister .Andrei Grcinyko and the
Soviet ambassador to the United States, Mikhail Menshikov. If Eisenhower’s
view of Khruahchev’s power had been accurate , Gromyko arid Menshikov should have
been no more than employees required in line of duty to carry out without
question any decisions reached by Khrushchev . 

-

Even more striking is the fact that Khrushchev then asked Eisenhower to
permit him to disclose the Soviet-U.S. agreement not in the form of a joint
cc~ntnuniqu~ issued immediately after the talks, but separately , after he had
returned to Moscow and had had an opportunity “to explain to tim members of
his own government the reasons that led him to his decision .”(13) Khrushchev
thus demonstrated that he was not entirely a free agent in determining Soviet
foreign policy, a~d that a decision modifying a major Soviet foreign policy
objective required the consent of his colleagues in the collective leadership.

China . Though not directly involved in the Berlin crises, the People’s
Republic of China ( FEC) played a significant role in shaping Soviet foreign
policy in the period 1958-61. Formally, in both the 1958—59 and 1961 crises ,
the FEC supported Soviet policy , but during this period Its leaders grew
increasingly oritical of vhs they saw as Khrushchev ’s tendency to seek an
accanodation with the United States . (Needless to say, numerous other Issues
were Involved in Chinese Ccsmnunist criticism of Soviet policies in the Khrushchev
era.)

It was during the period of 1958-61 that the split between Moscow and
Peking, which had deep historical roots , first became manifeet . The Sino—
Soviet split had a notable effect on the divis ions in the Soviet leadership,
polarizing it into a pro-Peking and pro-Western factions. Thus, another
element of bluff was added to Soviet f oreign policy during this period , since
the publicly proclaimed unity between the two principal Ccxmmmiet states masked
their increa singly divergent views on a whole range of problena, including
foreign po].icy.(].1i)
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Poland • A minor but not unimportant part in the genesis and developnent
- 

- - - 

- 
of the Berlin crises was played by Poland . Postwar Poland which had received
sizable accessions of territory at Germany ’s expense in 1945 , felt seriously
threatened by West German rearmament , membership in NATO, and possible access
to U.S • missiles and nuclear weapons, since a rearmed and resurgent West
Germany might one day decide to use its new—found military power to try to
recapture its lost eastern territories. To guard against this danger, in October
1957, Polish Foreign Minister Adam Rapacki proposed the establishment of a
nuclear-free zone In central Europe, including the two German states (the so—
called “Rapacki Plan”), a suggestion for which Soviet spokesmen promptly
voiced support, but which the Western powers refused to accept , with the
result that the plan was moribund well before the onset of the 1958—59 criais . (15)

- More Irmediately germane to the subject of the present paper is tim fact
that it was at a meeting of the Polish—Soviet Friendship Society In Moscow
that Khrushchev delivered the speech of November 10, 1958, which marked the
opening of the 1958—59 crisis. It has been argued that in demanding a ma jor
change in the situation in Berlin on that occasion, Khrushchev was responding
in pert to Polish fears and pressures . (16)

The Western alliance . Dominating the Western alliance was the United
States, with the United Kingdom as its closest partner, France as a more
distant ally, and a number of smaller states as members of NATO. Rapidly
gaining in power, prestige, and international stature was the Federal Repiblic
of Germany, since 19511. a member of NATO and a principal contributor to its

• military strength, with eight divisions under anne.

Within the Western alliance , there were marked differences of opinion
- over the policy to be pursued in the Berlin crises . The British, led by Prime

Minister Harold Macmillan end Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd, consistently
favored negotiations, preferably at the level of heads of state, and deprecated
the actual or threatened use of - force • The French, under President Charles de
Gaulle, were far less optimietic about the prospects of negotiations with the
USSR, and tended to see merit in the use of limited force to defend Western
rights in Berlin.

The West German republic maintained close links with France and shared
its views on Berlin, but its policies in the Berlin crises were marked by a
perceptible though never fully acknowledged Inconsistency: On the other hand
the P~~, under the aging but indomitable Chancellor Konrad Adenauer, was
unalterably opposed to any change in the status of West Berlin- that mi~~tweaken its ties to West Germany; on the other hand , the PRG leadership teared
that the use of force by the Western powers in defense of their rights in
West Berlin might escalate into a war that would inevitably be fought on German
territory and In which countless German lives would be lost . (17) Adensuer

— therefore advocated an unyielding Western posture in Berlin , but shrank frc.
calling for any substantive actions to back up Western firnwiesa • Less
inhibited in his attitude toward the use of limited force by the Western
powers was the eooialiat mayor of West Berlin, Willy Brandt, a vigorous and
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outspoken personality, who made a number of significant contributions to I
the shaping of Western policy in the Berlin crises .

The United States . Within the United States , there were diverse and
conflicting views among policymakers in the government and armed forces . The
first Berlin crisis occurred at a time when a historical phase of U.S. foreign

• policy , then thm,inated by Secretary of State John Foster Dulles , was drawing
to a close. In part this was because of the rapid advance of the fatal illness
( cancer) that claimed his life in May 1959. In large part , however, it reflected
the increasing sterility and even bankruptcy of the policies with which Dulles
was most closely identified, especially the policy of opposing to the threat
of Soviet aggression the counterthreat of “massive retaliation,” that is, an
all—out attack on the USSR with U.S. strategic air power employing nuclear
weapons . Originally formulated in 19511., the doctrine of massive retaliation
had become Increasingly suspect. By 1957, even Du].les himself was beginning
to cast about for some alternative stra tegy that would possess greater
plausibility and that would lend a greater degree of flexibility to U .S.
policy.(l8)

Basically , however , Dulles remained cumnitted to the doctrine of “massive
retaliation” to the end of his life . Shortly before his death , he told a
friend, William J. McComber, Jr., “Never forget , Bill , that if the United
States La willing to go to war over Berlin—there won’t be any war over
Berlin .”(l9~

Dulles’ a policies enjoyed the unfailing support of President Eisenhower,
who not only admired Dulles as a statesman , but found him eminently compatible
as a friend and adviser . Eisenhower was not , however, simply a mouthpiece
for Dulles’s views, without substantive Ideas of his own . Increasingly, as
Dulles’s illness reduced his capacity to provide leadership in U .S. foreign
policy , Eisenhower began to strike out on his own, and after Dulles ’s death ,
Eisenhower took a number of steps of which Dulles would certainly have disapproved,
most notably the invitation to Khrushchev to visit the Unitec~ States, which
Eisenhower extended In July , two months after Dulles ’ a death.

Despite its increasing vulnerability to criticism, the doctrine of
massive retaliation continued to enjoy the support of the Eisenhower admin-
istration throughout the 1958—59 crisis . An important corollary of the doctrine,
to which the Eisenhower administration also subscribed , was avoidance of the
use of force on a limited scale for limited objectives . In part , as Morton
}Ialperin and others have pointed out , this attitude wat3 a result of a general
American disinclination to engage in limited wars .(20) To a large degree,
however, it was based on fiscal considerations: Eisenhower placed a high
value on maintaining the fiscal stability of the federal government , feared
the unsettling effect an accelerated arnie race would have on the budget, and
he therefore diligently curbed any tendency to use force in ways that might
escalate into a larger conflict.(2l)

Within the U .S. military establishment , the doctrine of magaive retaliation
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I ~ was sttbjected to the most searching criticism . Defense Secretary Neil. McElroy
81id General Nathan Twining, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff , went along
with the administration’s fiscal limitations on the armed forces budget, but
the Army chief of staff , General Maxwell D. Taylor, was openly critical ci’
the doctrine of massive retaliation and its corollary, the avoidance of the
use of limited force. Sunmuixig up his critique, Taylor developed a doctrine
known as “flexible response”—the development of a broad range of military
capabilities , including conventional weapons, which would enable U .S. policy—• makers to choose the kind and degree of force appropriate to a given situaticzt ,
rather than being limited , as they increasingly found themselves with the
doctrine of massive retaliation, to a choice between threats of all—out war
or acquiescence to Soviet demands.(22)

A vocal arid outspoken critic of U .S. military and foreign policy In the
Eisenhower administration , Taylor became a major Influence on the making of
policy 

- in the Kennedy administration, which accepted his principle of flexible
response as the basis for its program of arms buildup and diversification, and
which put into effect some d~ his recommendations, including the use of limited
force to achieve specific ends.

The effect of Dulles ’s illness and death

The Increasingly serious illness of Dullee in the period from December
( 

1958 to April 1959 made it more arid more difficult for him to exercise
— leadership in U.S. foreign policy , and his death in May 1959 left the United

States temporarily without a strong figure in foreign policy formulation.
Christian Herter, who succeeded Dulles as Secretary -of State, never achieved
the degree of intimacy with Eisenhower that had made Dulles ’ a position so
strong, nor did he have the same prestige and influence with U £ • allies .

Sensing an opportunity to display increased British Initiative in the
Western alliance, Macmillan made a trip to Moscow for bilateral talks with
Khrushchev in February and March 1959 . These meetings may have helped
lessen the danger of overt Soviet-Western conflict by persuading the Soviet
leader to agree to holding a conference of foreign ministers preparatory to
a s~~~it meeting of heads of state. (23)

In the 1961 crisis, by contrast, U~S. leadership of the Western alliance
was not seriously challenged by the British . Macmillan, who was still prime
minister, found Kennedy a compatible personality however much he might deplore
some American initiatives in foreign policy. In any case , by 1961 the British
were forced to recognize that they no longer coimianded sufficient power to
Justify a larger pert in the determination of policy for the Western alliance.
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The nroblmn of Soviet nolicv formulation j

Throughout this study, hypotheses will be advanced about the struggle
for power in the Ccm~inunist party of the Soviet Union and the effect of that
struggle on the formulation and conduct of Soviet foreign policy . In
analyzing Soviet policy in the Berlin crises of 1958—59 and 196] ., the need
to face this p~1oblem appears inescapable .

Three ez$*nations for Soviet policy formulation In this period have
been advanoW by Western analysts . The first , which may be called the trad-
itional view, holds that decisionmaking In the realm of’ foreign policy was
the sole prer~~ative of Khrushchev, as the result of his occupancy of the
top positions in both the party--first secretary—and government—chairman of
the Council of Ministers , or premier. In this view, Khrushchev had the power
to take, single—handed , foreign policy decisions that were binding on hia
colleagues in the party Presidium as well as on all subordinate officials
and institutions. If Khrushchev was absent from the Kremlin on extended
tours (as was frequently the case) , his colleagues back home in Moscow pursued
as best they could the policy lines laid down by Khrushchev . If sharp zig—
zags occurred in Soviet foreign policy (this too was frequently the case) ,
the explanation was to be sought either in the vagaries of Khrushchev ’s own

- termperment and shifting priorities , or perhaps (and not all followers of
the tradit ional interpretation were willing to make this concession) in sane
form of institutionalized pressure on him.(2~i)

Challenging the traditionalists is a “oollectlvist ” school , which sees )
the formulation of policy in the Khrushchev era as a group process , with the
so—called “collective leadership” in the Presidium playing a major role .
Even the collectivists , however, subscribe to the view that f oreign policy
remained the prerogative of Khrushchev, though they are more willing than
the traditionalists to make allowance for group pressures on him.(25)

A third approach to the problem which can be characterized as a “radical
collectiviat” view, is set forth in n~r book, The Berlin Cr4.s~~ of 1961, and
in a number of shorter writings based on the same concept . (26) Thia approach,
which serves as the basis for the present study , holds that Khrushchev’s
position was at all, times subject to internal pressures and that a continuing
struggle for power took place in the USSR In the Khrushchev period . This

• power struggle had a direct and at times decisive effect on the formulation
of foreign as wall as domestic policy.

Ideally, perhaps, a study of this kind should presef~t not just one point
of view, but .11 three . Limitations of time arid apace rule out this procedure .
The “radical collectivist” approach will be used throughout this study, but
cbie attention will be paid to other hypotheses where appropriate .
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The Berlin Crisea of lQ’i8—59

The inmiediate prelude to the crisis of 1958—59 was a speech by Khrushchev
at a meeting of the Soviet—Polish ñ~’iendahip Society in Moscow on November

• 10, 1958, in which he demanded that the Western powers give up their occupation
rights in West Berlin (which he erroneously attributed to the Potadam agreement
of 19~e5), “and thus make it possible to create a normal atmosphere in the
capital of the German Democratic Republic.” The USSR, he said, would “hand
over to the sovereign German Democratic Republic those functions in Berlin
which are still wielded by Soviet organs,” in other words , responsibility
for administration of the city, including control of Western access rights.
To back up -his demand Khrushchev voiced a threat of force:

It any aggressive forces attack the German Democratic Republic,
which is an equal member of the Warsaw Treaty, we will regard
this as an attack on the Soviet Union, on all. the Warsaw Treat y
countries. We shall then rise in defence of the German Democratic
Republic arid this will mean defence of the vital security Interests
of th~ Soviet Union, of the entire socialist camp, and of the cause
of world peace. (27 ) -

At the very onset of the crisis, therefore, Khrushchev raised the conflict
over Berlin to a test of strength between the USSR and the Western p mers, with
the threat of force if Soviet demands were not met.

The U £ - decision not to x~eemciid tO~Khruahchev’a - sneech

Three days before Khrushchev’s speech, U .S. Secretary of State Jaam
Foster Duflea bad reaffirmed the determination of the United Statea to

• - defend its rights in West Berlin-. “We ars moat so1~~~1y comnitted,” he told
a news conference, “to hold West B rlin, if need be by military force.”(28)
Basic U.S. strategy In Berlin thue continued to be reliance on the U .S.
strategic deterrent . Khrushchev ’s speech on November 10 provided an opportunity
for U.S. policymakera to redefine this strategy and to spell out its implicationi,
including avoidance of the use of limited force .

With regard to Khru shchev ’s speech, Eisenhower In his memoirs claims to
have “at once recognized the dang rous potential of the Ruasian declaraticm,”

- - I but be prcRptly decided tJ~ t no reply was called fca’. Militarily, in hie
judgment, “Our forces in the city were token garrisons only. Berlin’s actual
defense lay only in the West’ a pub1ic1j~ ex~reeeed intention that to defend it
we would, if necessary, resort to war. (29) Underlying Eisenhower’s decision
was the belief that increased expenditure. on armaments would endanger the
eccnc~ic stabilit y of the United States . Eisenhower was, in fact , convinced
that a .ejcr goal of the USSR In precipitating a crisis over Berlin was to
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provoke the United States into unnecessary arms outlays .(3o)

In addition, Eisenhower thought that “too much eagerness to counter
Khrushchev’s statement would give the Impression that our government was
edgy . . . . So, for the mcinent, we said nothing.”(31)

Thus, the U.S • decision not to respond promptly to Khrushchev’s November
10 challenge, either verbally or with limited force, was a reasoned one based
on a consistent long—term evaluation of U .S—Soviet relations . This is not ,of course, to say that the decision was necessarily a wise one; from the
standpoint of deterrence strategy, Alexander George and Paul. Smoke made the
cogent charge that

The administration apparently did not recognize that the
absence of afl American reaction to the November 10 speech was
more likely to have a negative effect on the Kremlin’s image of
the U .S • than the presence of an appropriate and expectable
reaction.(32)

The olane incidents of Nov~~~er ? •

Three days before Khrushchev’ a speech, Soviet fighter planes attacked U.S .
reconnaissance planes in two separate incidents, one over the Baltic Sea, the
other over the Sea of Japan . The U .S. planes , according to a note sent to
the USSR on November 13, “withheld fire and did not in any way menace the
Soviet aircraft .“(33) Although there is no evidence directly linking the
November 7 plane Incidents to the Berlin crisis, the correspondence generated
as a result of the Incidents added a note of tension to U .S .—Soviet relations
in the period . Furthermore, the plane incidents provided an opportunity for
the United States to draw a line beyond which it would not refrain fran the
use of force in response to future Soviet attacks, and thus to some extent
served as a counterweight to the administration ’s decision to ignore Khrushchev’s
challenge to the Western position in Berlin.(314.)

The tie—un ~~ the autobahn -

(hi November 1~i , the USSR took its first overt step toward tightening the
noose around West Berlin by detaining three U .S. ArnLy trucks on the autobahn
Just outside Berlin. General Laurie Noretad, Supreme Allied C zmiander in
Europe, informed Washington that unless instructed otherwise he intended to
send a convo~r along the Berlin—He].matedt autobahn as a teat . “If the Soviets
were to detain it and if protest did not effect ‘early release’ —within two
hours—be planned to ,extricate the convoy ‘by minimum f orce necessary • ‘“(35)
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In the War Department, meanwhile, Genera]. Maxwell Taylor was at work
on a contingency plan for the defense of Berlin by conventional means .(36)
11.5 • and NATO military planners, however, were overruled by Eisenhower, on
the grainde that the proposed action “. . . should first be made known to our
allies . To give time for consultations an order was sent temporarily suspending
all convoys to Berlin .”(37)

The November incident, seen as a probing operation by the USSR, fits
neatly into Herman Kahn ’s “escalation ladder ,” corresponding to his Rung 7,
“‘legal harassments ‘—retortions .“(38) If Soviet action was in fact designed
to test Western willingness to• use force to defend its rights, George and Smok~draw the appropriate deduction: “With hindsight it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that the Soviet leaders , possibly surprised at the lack of an initial
Western reaction, were dipping a second toe in the water .“(39)

If the USSR was taking an inclusive v iew of its relations with the United
States, however, the firm tone of the U .S. note of November 13 regarding the
November 7 plane Incidents should have served as an indication of the limits
beyond which it 

- 
would be dangerous to press the United States . From the very

outset , therefore, the Berlin crisis of 1958—59 was circumscribed in its
• possible ramifications, lending force to Herman Kahn’s view that the crisis

was “more ostensible then rea1,”(~O) Conscious of U.S. strategic superiority,
and never completely certain that the United States could be relied on not to
use its power , Khrushchev and his colleagues moved cautiously, testing each
stage before advancing to the next one and leaving themselves plenty of roan

-‘ 
- for maneuver or retreat if the United States and its allies showed any intention

U of forcibly resisting Soviet demands • It was at the exploratory stage, probably,
that the use of limited force by the Western powers had the best prospects of-
heading of f a full—scale international conflict over Berlin . Yet it would
be unrealistic to ensure too severely the Western policymekers who ruled out
the use of limited force at this point . Until the full extent of the Soviet
demands was known, Western leaders felt they must move cautiously, avoiding
the twin dangere of panicking or overreacting.

Soviet nresaure on Beat Germany

West German Chancellor Konred Adenauer, a focal point of Khrushchev’s
attack, wan far lies complacent about the Soviet threat than was the Eisenhower
adud~rt(etration. ~wo days after Khrushchev’s November 10 speech, without awaitin(
the U.S • response, the West German government warned the USSR against “any
unilateral renunciation” of the international agreements on the four—power
status of Berlfn.(lii) -

To exert pressure on West Germany, the USSR cm November 20 sent its
ambassador in Bonn, A A. Sairnov , to inform Adenauer of th.i~ plane . Deeply
shaken , Ad.nauer on the next day sent British Prime Minister Harold Maoi.illan
an urgent message steti1~g that Smirriov had “Informed him IAdensusrJ brutally -~ -
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that his govermeent intended ‘to liquidate the occupation statutes concerning - )
Berlin .t”( 1l2) Convinced that “the Soviet Union is resolved to make the
Berlin question a test for the policy of the free world ,” Adenauer asked
Meomillan to use British influence in Moscow “with a view to drawing the
attention of the Soviet government to the fateful consequences of such a
deciaion .”(143) In response, Macmillan sent Khrushchev a message on November
22, warning him that “the British government have every intention of upholding
their rights in Berlin which are a~ ndly based .“(

~~~) 
-

• With surprising inconsistency, however , the West German government chose
~uat this moment to sign a supplementary trade agreement with the GDR, thus

• . inadvertantly confirming tDulles’ a] view that one could do business
with the East Germans in strictly operational terms without granting them
diplomatic reoognition .”(li5) -

Thus , in the absence of strong leadership by the United States, other
members of the Western alliance were responding to the Soviet challenge in
various ways, on an uncoordinated basis . The results , coupled with the U .S.
action tn halting convoys to Berlin , could only encourage the USSR to take
the next step up the escalation ladder . What Eisenhower himself characterizes
as a “low—key” announcement on November 21, to the effect that “the United
States ’ finn intentions in West Berlin remain unchanged , “(li6) did nothing
to alter this perception.

• A final stimulus to Soviet boldness, if any were needed , was provided • 
- -

by~ I~illee at a news conference on November 26, in which he gave a comprehensive )
analysis of his perception of Soviet goals in Berlin . These Dulles saw as
limited:

I think that, at least as far as it is exposed , the motivation at the
present time would be not a purpose to drive us out of Berl in or
to obstruct access to Berlin, but to try to compel an increased
recognition and the according of increased stature to the GDR. (I~7)

Dulles thus tried to play down the gravity of the situa tion by imputing limited
goals to the Soviet leaders , and he made an effort to meet them halfway by
indicating that the United States would be willing to deal with East Gennan
authorities as agents of the USSR in supervising Western access to Berlin
As to the possible use of force to defend Western rights, Dullea dismissed
the question as “academic,” since he saw no indication that the USSR or East
Germany intended to impede Western access to Berlin . (~8)

Even before the real ‘onset of the crisis , therefore , authoritative U.S .
spokesmen had indicated by words and deeds that the United States did not
intend to respond by force to the Soviet threat to the Western position in
Berlin; that it was prepared to accept a transfer of access controls from
Soviet to GDR officials acting as their agents ; and that it continued to rely
sol•ly on the threat of massive retaliation to defend its position tn Berlin

L_  ~
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The Soviet notes of November 27

Seventeen days after Khrushchev’s November 10 speech, the USSR formally
opened its campaign on Berlin with notes to the three Western allies calling for
a change in the status of West Berlin. In the notes , the USSR announced that
it regarded as “null and void” the wartime agreements concerning the occupation
of Germany end the administration of Greater Berlin; that it intended to tranafe!’
its functions under these agreements , including control of Western access
rights, to the GDR; that while it preferred to see West Berlin reunited with
the eastern sector of the city and established as the capital of the GDR, it
was willing to accept a “free city” status for West Berlin , under four—power
gurantee - and with the possibility of UN support; and that while it would
continue to respect Western rights in the city for six months , if the Western
powers had failed to accept Sov iet demands at the end of that period , it would
turn its functions in the city over to the GDR .(1i9)

Implicit in the notes was the threat of force if the Western powers
failed to accept Soviet demands. The onus of initiating the use of force,
however, was placed on the Western powers ~ If they refused to negotiate
new access agreements with the GDR or refused to accept the “free city” 4

proposal, it would be they, the Soviet notes asserted , who would thereby
reveal their “intention to resort to force and draw the world into a war over
Berlin .” For its part , the USSR asserted that any aggressive action against
the (IDR, a signatory to the Warsaw Pact , “will be regarded by all its signatories
as an act of aggression against all of them and will ininediately result in
appropriate reteliaticn .”(50)

The USSR thus made shrewd use of the distinction between force and
violc~nce • As George and Smoke point out:

With the exception of any air action in the corridors, Moscow needed
onl y to close oft Berlin forcibly, then passively wait for the West
to resort to violence to reopen them . In the fifteen-year protracted
conflict over Berlin the West thus constantly had to wrestle with the
fact that, while strategically , legally, and morally it was the
defensive power there , tactically it had to be the offensive one. (51)

By it. notes of November 27, the USSR presented a series of nonnegotiable
d~~~nd. to the Western powers involving the surrender of their rights in
Best Berl in , under a aix—month deadline and with the implied military power
of the USSR and its allies to beck up the demands. The notes thus raised the
struggle over Berlin to the level of a test of strength between the USSR and
the Western alliance. Soviet strategy in the crisis, as George and Smoke
point out, was based on the implied allegation—erroneous, as both the Soviet
leaders and those of the United States b’ew—that the USSR enjoyed not merely
locel military superiority in Berlin but strategic superiority over the United
States and it alliee.(52) In this situation , a refusal by the Western p~~~rs
to use limited force to defend their rights in Berlin could be bailed by Soviet
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spokesmen as proof of their claim to strategic superiority, even though - )
the West’s restraint might be, and in fact was, motivated by other consider-
ations entirely. Thus , the West was put in a position fran which the only way
It could effectively challenge exaggerated and unsubstantiated Soviet claims
was to demonstrate a willingness to use limited force, even at the risk of
escalating the crisis . In their approach to this dilemma , the two U .S .
administrations involved, that of Eisenhower in 1958—59 and JOhn Kennedy in
1961, took diametrically opposed attitudes toward the use of limited force .

The imnact ~~~-~~~~al considerations on U.S - nolicy

It is fre~ aently assumed by writers on U.S. foreign policy that the
Eisenhower et~ t~i4ptration’s decision not to use limited force in the l958—5~crisis was dic leted by conceptions based ultimately on Dulles’s foreign
policy strategy.(53) An equally potent influence in shaping U .S. views ,
however, was Eisenhower’s determination to maintain fiscal stability and his
belief that a major Soviet goal in precipitating the crisis was to force the
United Statet ~zito additional military expenditures that would unbalance the
budget.(514) During the opening phase of the 1958—59 crisis, when the USSR
was cautiously feeling its way, testing U .8. response before each new step
up the escalatirim ladder , Eisenhower was making a determined effort to keep
the lid on a different king of escalation——that of government expenditures,
-including those for the armed services. Thus, on November 19, Eisenhower
instructed all heads of federal departments and agencies to live within the
reduced budgets assigned to them for fiscal 1960, beginning in July l959 .(55)

In rAirsuit of this pol icy, Eisenhower invitcd the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the armed forces service secretaries to a stag dinner at the White House
on December 3, at which Treasury Secretary Clinton Anderson delivered “a very
able statement concerning the importance of a balanced budget and a stable
dollar.”(56) Army- Chief of Staff General Maxwell D. Taylor, while accepting
the established monetary ceiling on the defense budget, argued tha t even within
that limitation the country was not getting “the most defense for our money .”
His effort wee unavailing, however: “In the end the 1960 budget followed the
same pattern as - the former ones • “(57) At year’s end, Hans on W. Baldwin , the
New York Tii’~~~ military specialist, reported that “cut— back, scale-down
and cancellation are the order of the day” in the armed forces .(58)

It was to critics like Taylor and Baldwin that Eisenhower was addressing
hi~~elf when he defended his decision against the use of limited force in
Berl in at the outset of the 1958—59 crisis on the grounds of fiscal stability.
Thus, the deliberate decision by the Eisenhower a iministration not to use
limited force in the opening phase of the crisis was shaped primarily by
fi~csl considerations based on a long—term view of the U.S .—Soviet relationship,
in the context of which the tension over Berlin was regarded as a factor of
temporary and secondary importance . Instead of U .S , policy in the crisis being
dIctated primarily by the foreign policy views of Dulles, it would be more

— 
accurate to say that Dui.les’ s policies were tailored to fit within the restraints
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imposed by the fiscal policies of Eisenhower and Anderson, just as the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and the defense service chiefs were expected to
carry out their functions within the restraints dictated by the bwlgetary
limitations imposed by Eiseriho.er and Anderson. (59)

The imnact at domestic nolitics on Soviet oolicv

At a time when the policies of the United States were being strongly
influenced by domestic considerations, the foreign policy of the USSR was
being shaped in part by alterations in the power relationships within the
ruling Ccuaeinist party end the Soviet government. Just as the USSR was
making the opening moves in its Berlin campaign of late 1958, a major shift
occurred in Khrushchev’ a position within the ruling presidium, which altered
his personal priorities and goals In a way that had a direct bearing on the
outcome of the crisis.

In November 1958, when tension over Berlin was just beginning to build,
Khrushchev had a till not fully won his struggle against the “anti—party
group,” which had tried to unseat him in June 1957. At that time, only the
three ringleaders in the anti—Krushchev coelition—Molotov , Malenkov, and
Kaganovich.—had been expelled from the Presid ium , leaving a number of others
in the Preaidium who had supported the “anti-party group, ” but whose opposition
to Khrushchev was not publicly disclosed at that time. One of these still
undisclosed opponents of Khrushchev was Nikolai A . Bulganin, who had held
the poet of Soviet premier fran February 1955 until March 1958, when he
yielded it to Khrushchev. He retained his seat on the Presidium until
September 1958. Even at that late date , however , he still balked at publicly
admitting his support for the anti—Khrushchev coalition in 1957 . It was not
until December 18, 1958, at a plenum of the party Central Ccminittee, that
Bulganin finally confessed to his part in the “anti-party conspiracy .”(60)
The ux~~sking of Bulganin , a major triumph for Ithruahcnev, caine shortly after
a momentous change in the Soviet government. On December 9, control of the
secret police (KGB, Congaittee for State Security) was taken from General Ivan
A. Serov, a long—time associate of Khrushchev and a veteran secret police
official; two weeks later it was announced that the vacant poet had been
assigned to Alexander N . Shelepin, a party functionary whose career had been
mainly in the Soviet youth organization (Kc*escsnol), in which capacity he had
provided valuable support for Khrushchev before and after the Jun. 1957 øhouth*n.(61)

The appointment of Shelepin and the unmasking of Bulganin were accompanied
by a third event that bears the unmistakable imprint of KhruBhchev ‘s style.
On December 17, the Soviet government abruptl~v and without the usual diplomatic
formalities requested a U .S • visa for Soviet Premier Anastas I. Mikoyan,
generally regarded as a close associate of Khruahchev.(62) Mikoyan’s vi.it
to the United States, which took place in January 1959, proved to be the
opening move in an ultimately successful campaign by Khrushchev to obtain an
invitation to visit the United Stat es himasif . His efforts to achieve this

10
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go.]. ran parallel with and at times intersected the Soviet campaign on )
Berlin , adding a note of complexity to Soviet policy and in the end decisively
affecting Soviet strategy in the crisis .

Develom~ nt of the Sino—Soviet conflict

Khrushchev’s sudden decision to angle for an invitation to visit the
United States .i~t be seen in the light of the growing tension beLween the
Soviet leadereb.ip and the Chinese Ccminuniste . The conflict between Moscow
and Peking played a major role in shaping Khrushchev’s policies toward the
United States , and thus constituted one of the determining factors in the
Berl in crises .

A turning point in the Sino—Soviet conflict was Khrushchev ’s decision
not to honor a secre t Soviet-Chinese agreemen t of October 1957, under which
the USSR was obligated to provide China with assistanc e in the development
of an atomic bomb . Although the breaching of the 1957 agreement was not
publicly disclosed until 1963, it was implied in Khrushche v ’s opening speech
to the Twenty~Ciret Congress of the CPSU on January 274 1959, when he called
for the eatablishment of a nuclear—free “zone of peace in the Far Eaat.(63)

Another factor in cooling Soviet-Chinese amity was the challenge to
Soviet doctrinal supremacy offered by Chinese development of the so-called
people ’s communes in the summer of 1958, and the claims made by the Chinese
that they had hit on a short—cut to the building of a socialist society ,
which had eluded the Soviet Ccmmunists . It was in part because of the need
to rebu t this challe nge that the USSR decided to stage a special party congress ,
the Twenty—f itet, in order to re-establish Soviet claims to doctrinal aupr moacy.(6~i)

The tendency toward an eatran g~nent between Moscow and Peking helped
exacerbate existing conflict s in the Soviet leadership and thereby introduced
an element of ambiguity and uncertainty into the f ormulation of Soviet policy.
Khrushchev , increasingly critical of the Chine se , hesitated between two
opposite lines for Sgviet policy toward the United States: on the one hand ,
he felt the need for a resoundi ng symbolic victo ry over the United Stetee
that would validate his handling of Soviet foreign policy, solidify his

• • internal position, and permit him to redirect Soviet investment prioritie s
away from armaments and heavy indu8try toward agriculture , consumer goods ,
and the chesical iuduatry~ on the other hand , he was attracted by the prospect
of a deal with the United Stat es that would reduce tensions and allow the
USSR to lower it expenditure. for defense .

The lesders cC the internal oppoeition, of whom Frol Kozlov and Mikbail
Suelov are the most readily identifiable, maintained unremitting pressure
on KhVUBbCheV to adopt. a hostile stance toward the United States and its
allies and to moderate or end entirely the escalating conflict with Peking.(65)
Sharing the views of the internal opposition were several officials who helped
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shape Soviet policy during the Berlin crises , notably Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Oros~ ko and Soviet Ant assador Mikhail Menshikov . (66) Much cc the
Soviet hard lie. on Berlin in the period 1958 -59 can be attributed directly
to Groimjko, who was a far fran negligible factor in the formulation of Soviet
foreign policy, contra ry to the views of Eieerthowe i’ and others who regarded
him as a mere mouthpiece of IQu’uehchev’s policies.(67)

Further Soviet varnin~a a~athat Western use of force

On December 11, 1958, the Soviet news agency TASS issued a statement
warning that

‘any attempt to force a way into Berl in’ by a Western military
coluen would be regarded as ‘an attack on the Geam*n Democratic
Gover~~ent ’ which would bring The Warsaw Pact into action and
lead to a ‘military conflict’ , the extension of which Into a
general war involving ‘the most modern means of azmihilaticm
including nuclear and rocket weapcais’ it would be ‘hardly
possible to avoid .’

Two weeks later Grankyo repeated the warning. (68)

The TASS statement was no doubt issued in response to a flurry of Western( press reports that the United States and NATO planned to send an armed truck
• convoy over the autobebn to West Berlin tn order to teat Soviet intentions

and auni*~asise Western determination to remain in the city.(69)

In the face of the top-level U .S • decision early in the crisis ~~~to use limited force, however, Western military camuandera had not merely to
sidetrack their contingency plane but to play down even those actions that
might have been Inta~~ -ated by Soviet leader, as meaningful displays of
limited force. Thus, when the U.S. garrison in West Berlin was rs1ntoro~d
by six M—59 armored personnel carriers toward the end of Dece~~er 1958,

The aiw attempted to play down the ehipnent by asserting that it
had no connection with the Soviet d~me~d that the Americans,
Britieh, and French get out of Berlin. The E arn~rI pokes.sn said
that the shipment had been planned for several months . (70)

The Eissnh~~er atrat~~ic mien

Toward the end of January 1959 Eisenhower convened a meeting of Defense
and State Department otftci*le to disousi the Berlin situa tion . ~~‘ this tIme
the general outlines of’ the Soviet position bad been clarified , though no
essential modifications had been introdused into the poeiticn annc**~osd. in
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the notes of November 27. Mikoyan, after his visit to the United States ,
had indicated some flexibility in his six—month deadline I or Western
acquiescence in the demand for “open city ” status for West Ber lin ,(7l ) and
the details of the Soviet position had been drawn more pre cisely in a draft
peace treaty with the GDR . They produced the draft treaty on January 10,
together with a note restating their position.(72) These documents indicat ed
no letup in Soviet pres sure to force the West ern powers out of Berl in, with
or without a six—month deadline .

By late January 1959, therefore , the Eisenhow er administration realized
more fully than it had at the outset of the crisis that the Soviet challenge
was not merely to the precarious Western position in Berlin , but extended to
the entire strategic re lationshi p between the USSR and the United States , and
that the admin istra t ion must therefor e draw up equally comprehensive plans
to meet the Soviet challenge with all avai lable means , inc luding the use of
force . In Eisenhower ’s words ,

To show the Soviets that we meant busin ess , the Chiefs of Staff
were instructed to send sufficient replacement s to Europe to fill
out the rosters of all our military unita . This routine movement
of replacements would be done quietl y but qui ckly; it was certain
that the Soviets would detect the movements and would probab i
interpret them correctly as evidenc e of our determinaticm.(T3

At this point, however, a serious difference of opinion emerged between
Dulles and the military chiefs . Dulles, convinced of the need to marshal
the forces of world public opinion in support of West ern rights in Berlin, )
felt it was still too early to sanction the limited use of force . Eisenhower
supported Dulles, but on milita ry grou nds , considering that “one division was
tar too weak to fight its way through to Berlin and far more than necessary
to be a mere show of force or evidence of determination . “(‘(Ii.)

By the time of the meeting in late January , however , Eisenhower was no
longer as reluctant to use limited force as he had been earlier , and the
meeting thus resulted in a distinct hardening of U.S . policy, reflected in
a six—point plan , which Eisenhower describ es as follows:

The plan as I approved it at this meeting, included these
steps: (a) A refusa l to acquiesce in any substitution of East
Germans for Soviet officials in checking the Western occupying
powers ’ movement to and from Berl in . . . (b) A decision to
begin quiet military preparations in West Germany and Berlin
prior to May 27, suf ficient to be detected by Soviet intelligence
but not suff icient to create public alarm; (c) Should
there be any substitution of East Germa n officials for Soviets ,
a small convoy with armed protection would attempt to get
through , end if this convoy were stopped; the affecte ’[aio : error
for effort?] would be discontinued and the probe would fire only
if fired upon; (d) Transit would then be suspended aid pressure
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would be brought to bear on the Soviets by publicizing the block—
• ade and taking the matter to the UN Security Council aid , if

x~ cessary , to the General Assembly. In these circumstances our
further military preparations would be intensified by observable
means such as the evacuation of dependents from West Berlin and
possibly from all Germany ; (a) In the event that this morel and
other pressure was not sufficient , use of additiona l force would
be subject to governmental decision ; (r) We would at once attempt
to bring about a foreign ministers ’ meeting with the Soviet Union
to be held about the middle of April . (75 )

In effect , then , the late January plan outlined a series of graduated
steps up the escalation ladder in which the use of limited forc e would be
sanctioned, but carefully circumscribed with safeguards to ensure against
too rapid or uncontrolled an escalation , and with due attention to Du3.les ’s
insistenc e on the need to educate world public opinion as to the basic issues
in the conflict underlying the apparently minor superficial technicalities .

The February 2 autobehn tie-un end the U ~S - reanaiae

The hardened U.S • position was almost imeediately reflected in a firmer
U.S . response to a new Soviet ohallenge . On February 2, the USSR caused a
tie—up on the Berlin-~Helmetedt aut obahu by demand ing , for the first time,

(‘ 
~

‘ the right to inspect the contents of a U.S. military convoy. When the non—
comaissioned officer in charge of the convoy refused , the Soviet troops
forcibly detained the convoy. In accordance with the plan drawn up at the
late January meeting , the United States thereupon sent the USSR a stiff note
characterizing the Soviet action as “a clear violation of the United States’
right of access to Berlin,” and calling on the Soviet government not only to
permit the convo~ to proceed unchecked, but “to ensure against a repetition
of the Incident . (76) To dramatize the incident aid emphasize U .S. ftz~~eas,
Eiaethower called a special press conference, at whi ch he repeated the U.S.
charge . Soviet response was quick: “Three and one half hours after the
American note wee delivered in Moscow the convoy was released .“(77)

In addition to its significance as a teat of the new US. policy of
firma... , the convoy incident brought into the open a serious divergence
between U.S. and British policy. Faced by a similar Soviet demand for inspeet*cn.
of a military convoy, British authorities promptly coniplied.(78) That this
difference at the local level reflected real differences at the top was made
plain when Duliss conferred with ~~cmillan In London on February ~~. Informed
by Duliss of the substance of the l.t. January meeting and its decisions,
~~~~~l1an Interpreted the report to mean that Dullea had “ n1Ø~t1~~v dnvimd1
earlier U.S • contingency plan. for the use of limited but substantial force
in pr~~ing ops~-ation on the autob sim to Bszlin.(79)
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Maomill~n’ a tr in to the Soviet Union 3

Critical of what he regarded as excessive U .S. willingness to contemplate
the use of force , and apprehensive lest the unresolved crisis over Berl in

• suddenly escalate into a mcre serious conflict , Macmillan made a bold bid
in mid—January for his own and Britis h leadership of the Western alli ance
by proposing that he and British Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd go to Moscow
in an effort to steer the crisis away from the danger of military confrontation
and toward negotiation.

Macmillan first informed Washington of his intention to visit the USSR
on January 20, and received a wa rm and prompt response , the Americana expressing
“complete confidence” in the British leader .(80) The visit was formally
announced on February 5, and opened with Macmillan ’s arrival In Moscow on
February 21.

Although approved in advanc e by the Americans, Macmillan ’s trip disclosed
new differences of opinion within the Western alliance . When Dulles paid a

— visit to French President Charle s de Gaulle after leaving London, he found
the French leader unenthu siastic about the proposed trip , which he feared
would encourage the Soviet leaders to believe the Western powers were eager
to open negot iations before expiration of the six—month deadline imposed by
the USSR,(8l) Remembering the fateful role played in the genesis of World
War II by Fr ench failure to oppose by force Hitler ’s recccupaticn of the
Rhineland in 1936, de Gaul le, in Fisenhower ’s words , “seemed to be prepared
to use force a little more suddenly than we felt adviaable .”(82)

In his talks with de Gaulle , Dulles admitted there was a possibil ity
that war might cane if Khru shchev acted rashly , but he said the United States
considered retention of its right. in West Berlin to be vital; efforts to
negotiate with the- Soviet leader were therefore essential in order to avert
diaaster.(83) Before he left France, Dullee explained to senior American
officials there his plan for a “political offensive” against the ComeLznieta
in East Germany designed to recapture the initiative for the Western alliance
and to make more effective use of the attractive power which West Germany had

• demonstrated in relation to the population of the GDR . As the ultimate payoff
for such en “offensive,” Dullee saw the weakening of Co~~inist controls in the
GDR and the undermining of Soviet power in Europe.(8~) Surprisingly, Dulles
seema not to have realized that East Germany and the USSR would not .it idly
by while their position in East Germany was being weakened by a massive
population flow from East to West Germany , In a sense, Dullee’s “political
offensive” succeeded all too well: By encouraging East Germans to flee to the
West , it forced the flOB leaders to demand action by Moscow to protect their 4own Interests and those of the USSR. There is thus a direct connection between
Dulles’a conception of West Germany as a “magnet” acting on East Germany and
the Soviat campaign to force the le.tern po,ers -out cC Weet 8erlin in order
to end it. availability as an escape route for dissatisifed oitisens of the ~ )R .
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( Qpenizw moves toward Khr ushchev’s vieit to the United State s

Unbeknownst to the British, the movement toward high—level, bilateral
Soviet-Weetern contacts was already under way by the time P.~ cmillan formed
his plan for visiting Moscow. The first indirect indicat ion that Khrushchev
had developed a yearning to see the United States was the abrupt Soviet request
for a visa for Mikoyan on December 17, 1958. In retrospect it can be seen
that one of the principal purposes of Mikoyan’s trip was to spy out the land
and , if the auguries were favorable , lay the groundwork for a trip to the
United States by Khrushchev .

Evidently, the report Mikoyan gave Khrushchev on his return was
encouraging, f o r  in his fina l speech to the Twent y—first P~rty Congress on
February 5, Khrushchev pointedly raised the subject of his possible visit to
the United $ates. At a press conf erence on January 28, Khrushchev complained ,

• Eisenhower had ruled out the possibility that the United States would grant him
a visa , as it had done for Mikoyan . Rather unconvincin gly, Khrushchev protested
that he wee not actually interested in visiting the United Stat es, but was
simply pain ed by the unequal standa rd being appl ied to him . He then went on
to extend a broadly formulated invitation to Eisenhower to visit the TJSSR.(85)

Eisenhower lost no time in rebuffing this feeler : On the day aft er
Khrushchev’s speech, White House pre ss secretary Jim Hagerty announced that

• 
Eisenhower had no plans to visit the USSR, especially in view of the rather

( ~~~
‘ roundabout way in which the invitat ion had been extended . (86) The statement

• • nevertheless “left the door open in (the ] event future developments would
suggest a visit to the USSR in the cause of peace.”(87) As to the possibili ty
of Khrushchev’s visitin g the United Statee , the statement on February 6 ignored
it complet ely, just as Eisenhower did when the subject came up at his February
10 pres. conference . (88) For the moment, therefore , Khrushchev’. wish had been
frustrated , but he had planted a need in the minds of Eisenhower and his
advisers that would eventually germinate.

The traslar InclAanta

Rapid and tuiiapeded cable ccuaunicatione between Washingt~*~ and the
Western capitals—London, P~ris, end Bonn—was en essential requirement for
mainten ance of a working unit y within the alliance . It was therefore a
matter of considerable concern when a Soviet trawl er , the M~vorosaii~k, was dis-
covered engaged in deep-w~te r grappling operations in an area whe re a serie s oj
break. in the tra nsatlanti c cables fled been occurr ing. On Februa ry 26, after
several incident, in the period February 21-25, the U.S . Navy put a boarding
party onto the Now~~~~eiiek to investigate whether its crew had violated the
188k Convention for the Protection of Submarine Cables , to which the USSR wan
s party , and two days later the United States sent the USSR a cool but firm
aide m~~oirs reporting the Navy’s acticn.(89)
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I : In its reply of March 1i , the Soviet government protested the U S . )r action and asserted that information in its possession showed that theNcwôrn~wLt~ k had “caused no damage of any kind ” to the trans atlantic cables .
The note then went c~i to charge that “the detention of the Soviet trawler
was undertaken wt bh provocative purposes,” including “an attempt to strain
Soviet-American relations .“(90)

The incident was formally etosed with a U .S. note of March 23 rejecting
the Soviet protest and setting forth the facts in the case as reported by
U .S. nava l personnel , which it cha rged added up to “a strong presumption”that the Novorcmaiisk had in fact viola ted the l881i~ Conventi on. The note
concluded with th~ taciturn warning that the U .S. government “will continue
to fulfill its international obligations with regard to the protecti on of
submarine cablee .”(9l)

• The a2reemexlt to hold a conference of torei~n ministers

It was a long—standing policy of Eisenhower to refuse to attend a sunmiit
meeting unti l a work ing—level conference of foreign ministe rs had made substantial
prog ress toward tiw settlement of outstanding internation al problems, including
Berlin . An invitation to attend a foreign ministers conference was presented
in a note fran the United States to the USSR on February 16, 1959, together
with the laconic warning that the Western powers “reserve the right to uphold
by all appropriate means their ccmnunications with their sectors of BerU.n.”(92)

The British tended to regard U .S. iflsistence on successful preparatory
work at the foreign ministers ’ level as an unnecessary complication. Strongly
convinced that only Khru shchev could negotia te meaningfully for the USSR,Macmillan considered the American position a regrettable and time—consuming
formality . Unwilling to challenge the Americ an position head—on , however ,
Ma cmillan in his talks with Khru shchev in Moscow spoke in favor of a conference
of f oreign ministers , but with the clear Im plication, tha t he really favored
the convocation of a aun*ni~ meeting . Since there was a meeting of minds with

j the Soviet leader on thi s point , it is not surprising that the USSR in a note
to the Weste rn powers on March 2 accepted the U.S . proposal for a foreign
ministers’ conference . Balancing this concession , however , wan an insistence
that the agenda of the proposed conference conform to the poeit~Lon taken by
the USSR in its Novether 27 deadline note and subsequent statements, including
acceptance of the “free city ” status for Berlin and the.~ponc1ueion of a German
peace treaty . In an apparent concession, however, the note relaxed the six —
month deadline by suggesting that the conference should meet in April and should
last “not more than two or three montha .”(93) Like earlier Soviet comunicatio ns,the March 2 ncte contained a strong warning aga inst the use of force by the

• Western powers. •
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Is
A diffe rent approacti was reflected In the Soviet—British joint cominuniqu~issued the following day at the conclusion of Ma cmillan’s visit to Moscow.

At British request , this document included a reference to the possibilit y
• of “acme method of limitation of forces and weapons , both conventional and

nuclear , in an agreed area of Euro pe, coupled with an appropriate system of
inspeetion .”(91e) Like the Rapacki Plan which it resembled , this aspiration

• was doomed to remain unfulfilled .

Renewed debate In the United States over the limited use of force

Despite Eisenhower’ a efforts early in the 1958—59 crisis to exclude the
use of limited force in Berl in , the proble m refused to go away . At a pr ess
conference ‘on February 25, Eisenhower spoke of undef ined “plans” for defending
Berlin, implying that the Western powers had some undisclosed alterna tive to
“massive re ta liat icn .”(95 ) Ck’i March 5, however , Secretary of Defense McElroy,
in rejecting the arn~y’ s request for an increase of conventional forc es, declared
that it would be impossible to limit a war over Berl in, and raised the spector
of a preventive war by the West if the USSR. was perceived to be preparing
an attack.(96)

In a March 7 ~~turdav ~~ Rnhx~~ P~~t article, former Secretary of State
Dean Aeheson urged the administration not only to prepare contingency plans
for the defense of Berlin, which he characterized as crucial to the Western

-
• position In Europe, but also to mobilize the aiw and initiate a crash program

€ ~~~ the production of IC~~~, In order to heed off an anticipated Soviet lead • (97)

In an effort to clarify the edm(nietration ’ a position on the use of limited
force, Eisenhower held several meetings with congressional leaders on March
6, at which he endeavored to convince the doubt ers that the administration’ a
policy of reducing the armed forces by 30,000 men “in the midst of a critical
period” was aoimd from the long-range point of view. Eisenhower admitted that
war might result if the administration was “miscalculating,” but he assured
the congressional representatives that even in that case the United States

• “had the courage and the means to follow through successfully.” He ruled out
• completely axw effort to match Soviet forces in central Europe, and said

- noti’l’* about the use of limited force to defend Weat Berlin.(98)

Still the critics of the administration refused to be silent , and at
a press conference on March 11, Eiienbo,er made another attempt to .xplain
hi. posit 1~ i, pr~~~ting Morton Nalperin to remark ,

. . • it was perhaps in Berlin. . . that the poli cy of trying to
• defend local eisa. by strt4egie retaliatory th reats sea most in

evidence. flis Eisenhower ad.4 n{vtraticn, in effect , e~~i~d to
rule out the possibility at defending Berlin by ground action.(99)

Considerations of budgetary restraint still , an earlier in the crisis,
underlay Eisenhower’ e opposition to the use of limited force; the New Y~~k T 1 s
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reported his position as being that “even if Congress appropriates increase.
for conventi onal forces he would not expend the app ropriations .“(].oo)

The subject came up again at a press conference on March 12 , where
Eisenhower said , “We are certainly not going to f ight a ground war in Europe.
What good would it do to send a few more thousand or indeed even a few

— divisions of troops to Europe? ” But when asked directly if the United States
was prepared to use nuclear weapons if necessary to defend West Berlin , Eisen-
hower hedged , finally admitting that , in his words , “Destruction is not a good
police force “(101)

Dissatisfaction with the administration ’ a policies was not slow to
appear , both in the Pentagon, where General Taylor voiced app i oval of
Acheson’s call for the strengthening of conventiona l forces , and at NA TO
headquarters , where General Norstad asked for supple mental forces to meet
the “dead line cr isis .”( lOe)

In a renewed attempt to calm the mounting storm , Eisenh ower delivered
a television address to the American people on March 16, providing a full—
scale review of U S . policy and its long—term goals . Once again he reaffir med
U.S . determ ination to maintain its links with West Berl in , but he ruled out
axw move to stre ngthen U .S • conventional forces , claiming that existing U S.
strategic power gave the nation the capacity “to rapidly apply necessa ry
foitet any area of trou ble.”(103)

Counterbalancing this strong emphasis on U.S. strategic power , Eisenhower
stressed the administration’ a willingness to negotiat e with the USSR, both at

• the foreign ministers’ level and at the eumeit . It was the latter component
of the speech, far more than the emphasis on U.S . military power, that caught

• the public mood of the moment • The Berl in crisis was about to enter a phase
of negotiations, in which the actual employment or threa t of force would seem
out of place . Before agreement wan reached on negotiations , however, there
Was a last flare—up of tension.

The hir~h-altithde niane Incidents

Ju st as the USSR and the Western powers were slowly moving toward an
agreement to hold a conference of foreign ministers on the Berlin question
a new a~~~ce of conflict was Injected into SovietJeatern relati ons • Sobick
provides a concise eumary of the problem:

On March 27 American transport aircraft flew above the customary
10,000 foot level for Berlin air corridor traffic • The State
Department stated that the particular type of aircraft involved
operated moat efficiently above 10,000 feet . The aircraft , the
Lockheed Hercules C-130 transport , had a capacity for carrying 20
tons of cargo. . . Aot~ally, the Pentagon wanted to tsst Soviet
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reactions to the possibility of an airlift using aircraft that
could double the supply tonnage to the garrisons and population
of West Berlin. The flight also demonstrated that an airlift
from French bases could be used in another blockade
Soviet fighter aircraf t buzzed the transport in the corridors.
This action, in turn , provided the administration with an oppor-
tunity prior to a blockade to state: ‘The United States never has
recognized end does not recognize any limitation to the right to
fly at any altitude in the corridors’. • • The administration made
its point in a unilateral tent without acquiring the consent of
the British or other allies , who considered the test provocat ive.(lO~)

Predictably , the USSR protested the flights on April 1, and two da~rs
later Soviet fighter planes buzzed U .S. planes in the air corri dor. (105 )
On April ~i, the USSR eent a further note, suggesting that the United States
was attempting to sabotage the forthcoming conference of foreign ministers .(i06 )

Rejecting the Soviet protest on April 13, the United States repeated its
high—altitude flights on April 15, thin time fr om a base in northeast France
Despite renewed Soviet buzzing , the operation was carri ed through successfully .
The flights, in Schick’s words, “served to indica te that the United States
probably would resort to an airlif t , if necesaary .”(lOT) The net effect of
the flights was to arm the Western powers with a new technical capability
and thereby to strengthen their negotiating position at the conference of
foreign ministers .(108) They also confirmed the U.S. posit ion that no tech-
nical limitations could be imposed by the USSR on Western flights to Berlin.

Prenarin~ for the Geneva conference

When the three Western ambassadors in Moscow presented the Western notes
of March 26 proposing a conference of foreign ministers to meet in Geneva
on April 11, they added a suggestion that unilateral actions by any of the
four powers in the period of preparation for the conference should be av~ided.(1~~)
The USSR seized on the suggestion as the basis for a challenge to current
Western military preparations. In a note of April 21, Moscow olmrged that the
United States was

• . undertaking measures in order to push the nuclear and rocket
armament of certain etate e participants in the North At lant ic bloc ,
to speed up the implementation of plans for stationing its rocket
bases on the territot4es of these countries . (110)

An evidence of its charg es, the Soviet note cited a recently concluded agreement
for the stationing of U .8. rockets in Ita ly and the preparation of similar
agreements with Greece, Turksy, and W..t Germany . (111) The Soviet note saw
tn thee. steps an ~~tIupt

to confront th. forthcoming conference with accomplished
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facts in order to bring to naught the possibilities of achieving )
agreements, if not in general to undermine the very unders tand ing
about negotiations between East and West .(ll2)

The Soviet charges were picked up and repeated at a meeting of the Warsaw
Pact foreign ministers , held in Warsaw on Apri l 27—28 . (113 )

In separate notes rebutti ng the Soviet charges , the NATO C ouncil on May
7’ and the U S .  governm ent a day later pointed out that the measure s in
question had been in prep aration since long before the agreement on holding
a foreign ministers ’ conference , and justified the measures on the grounds
of the danger of Soviet aggression .(llli )

Stiff Western words wer e accompanied by stiff actions . By this time,
the steps to reinforce U .S. units in Germany, which had been decided on at
the late January meeting , wc”e no doubt being carried out . In addition ,
the U .S. Sixth Fleet at this time held a series of exercises designed to put
it in a state of combat readiness . On May 9, the Sixth Fleet conducted
exercises in the Western Atlantic with two aircraft carriers ready for
redeployment and the Intrenid and the Franklin Delano Roosevelt in an advan ce
state of readiness; these were later joined by the Saratoga and the Essex.(1l5)
Finally , on May 5, the United States and West Germany signed an “agreement
on cooperation in the use of atomic energ y for mutua l defense purposes” at
Bonn.(1l6)

By its statements and actions imediately before the opening of the
Geneva conferenc e of foreign ministers , the Eisenhower administration thus
deliberately brought to Soviet attention evidence of its military and nava l
power and of its readiness for action . The U .S.-.West German agreement on
atomic weapons , concluded less than a week before the opening of the conference ,
was a particularly pointed sign of the adm inistration ’s lack of concern over
Soviet sensibilities, since opposition to West Germany ’s access to nuclear
weapons was widely believed to be a major motive behind the Soviet campaign
in Berlin. It seems scarcely open to doubt that the Eisenhower administration
took these steps on the eve of the foreign ministers ’ conference on Berlin
with the deliberate intention of stressi ng U.S. strategic power .

The Geneva Conference of Foreign lAinisterE

3
The conference of fore ign ministers opened in Geneva on May 11 and continued

until August 5, with a recess between June 21 and July 13, for a total of
twenty—five sessions . Dur ing the conference, both the USSR and the Western
powers presented comprehensive proposals on Berlin and Germa ny . As the
conference dragged on , both sides introduced modifications into their original
position s . At the end , however , no agreement had been reached , though there
had been sane narrowing of the gap between the two sides ’ positi ons, and there
were a few points on which their views coincided—for exampl e, that the level
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of Western occupation forces in West Berlin should not be increased .

In an analysis of the use of force in the Berlin crises , it is neither
necessary nor desirable to enter into an extended analysis of the proceedings
of the confere nce .(117) The questions to be asked are , first , whether the
use or thr ea t of force by either side played a significant part in pr r dticing
the agreement to hold the conference , and second , whether the u s e  •~r thre a t
of force during the conference significantly affected its proceed ings .

The answer to the first question would appear to be yes . British fear
that if negotiations were not initiated before the May 27 deadline , the USSR
might resort to the use of force , with unpredictable consequences , motivated
Macmillan’s decision to visit Moscow for bilatera l talks with K hrushchev , and
it was that visit , more than any other factor, tint produced the Soviet leader ’s
agreement for the USSR to participate in a foreign mtrdsters’ conference . Here ,
too , the factor of force may have played a role: realization that the United
States was neither intimidated by Soviet threats nor impressed by Soviet
claims for strategic superiority may have induced Khrushchev to agree to a
conference at the foreign minister level at a time when he had made it clear
that he greatly preferred a sumnit conference of heads of state .

There were two phases in the use or threat of force during the conference ,
and there appears to be a clear distinction between them . During the firs t
phase, fran May 11 to June 21, neither aide m~tde any overt m~ -es of a mi litary
nature, and on May 19 the United States even c~incelled the projected transfer
of a marine battalion to West Berl in .(ll8)

Threats and countert hreat s , however , there were in plenty during this
firs t phase. On May 23, a Soviet note protested U .S . plans to provide atomic
weapons to West Germany , a step that It warned would have “extremely dangerous
consequences for the caus e of peace .“(1l9) The United States simply brushed
aside this threat , asserting that it was not worth a formal reply.(].20) Between
May 25 and June ~~, Khrushchev headed a Soviet delegation to Albania , where he
made a number of bellicose speeches , attacking among other things the U.S. moves
to establish NATO rocket bases in Italy and Greece . Shortly after his return
to Moscow , in a speech on June 6, Khrushchev proposed the establishment of
a nuclear—free zone in the Balkans , with the warn ing that If the West rejected
the proposal , the USSR would be “forced to set up missile bases closer to the
bases of the aggressors ,” in Albania and Bulgaria . (121) Five days later,
In R iga , he made a similar proposal with regard to the Scand inavian countries
and the Baltic.(l22)

Khrushchev ’s verbal belligerence reached a climax on Jun e 23, just at
the begiiming of the thr ee—week recess in the foreign ministers’ conference .
In an interview with Avere ll Harriman , Khrushchev restated the Soviet poeition
on Berlin in the moet uncompromising term s and for added emphasis threw a
temper tantrum, shouting , “If you send in tanka they will burn , and make no
mistake about it . If you want war , you can have it but remember it will be
your war. Our rockets will f~.y autc *natically.”(123 j In his memoirs , Eisenhower
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gives further details of Harriman ’s “alarming” interview with Khrushchev : )
Khrush~bev announced his intention to term inate Western rights in
Berl in and boasted of rockets poised in China . He claimed that
Soviet fighters could shc~ot down our air—bre athing long—range
missiles and made lavish elaims regarding the quantity and cap e—
bilitlea of the Soviet ICft~a • He alleges that for an expenditure
of 30 billion rubles on ballistic missiles the Soviets could
destroy every Industr ial center in the United States and Europe ,
but that he, of course , nreferred not to do so.~ ( 1214 )

Apparently t imed to coincide with Khru shchev’ a outburst were new Soviet
attempts ~o transfer to East German authorities Jurisdiction over milita ry
traffic between West Germany and West Berlin .(l25 ) At about the same time,
the East German customs police

attempted to interfer e with an American military train , the
first t ime that an Incident of this type had happened. This
was one of a new rash of incidents involving Western access rights
to Ber lin.(126)

Not all the milita ry muscle—flexing was on the Soviet side, however ;
on July 12, columnist Joseph Alsop reported that “(Western ] military convoys
were now heavily armed on the autobahn and NATO aircraft were deployed out
of France into West Gennany .”(l27) )
Eisenhower extends an invitation to Khrushnhev

It was at this moment of appa rent deadlock at the Geneva conferenc e,
with Khrushchev uttering increasingly belligerent statements and the United
States stressing its readiness to defend ~i~e access routes to Berlin , that
Soviet-U .S • relations suddenly took an entirely unexpected turn , one that
rendered the conference of foreign ministers virtually irrelevant .

At a meeting with a group of U .S .  governors in the Kremlin on July 7,
Khru shchev indicated tha t he would regard favorably an invitation to visit
the United States . Eisenhower, at a press conference the following day ,
professed surprise at the suggeatI~n , but did not rule it out cc,npletely.(126)
A number of State Department officlale , meanwhile, including Under Secretary of
State Robert D. Mur phy, had been drawing up a reconunendation to Eisenhower
for an exchange of viaite by him and K]uuahohev.(l29) Suitably prepared by
this groundwork , Eisenhower - now took a quick decision: in an effort to
overcome the Impasse at Geneva , he would invite Khrushchev to visit the
United States , with the explicit conditi on that substantial progress toward
an agreement on Berlin must first be~ achieved by the foreign minister s ’
conference • In Eisenhower ’ a m ind , the conditi on and the invitation were
indissolubly linked . Inexplicably, however , in the plans be drew up for
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actually making the invitation, the link was weakened by the fact that
Murphy was to deliver the invitation itself in writing to Soviet Deputy
Premier frol Koalov when he left New York for Moscow on July 11 (at the
conclusion of a ten-day trip to the United States to open a Soviet exhibitin New York ), but Murphy was to deliver orally the message concerning theneed for progress at the foreign ministers’ meeting at the same time hegave Kozlov the written invitation . (130) For reason s tha t he fails to makeclear , however , Mur ~~my simply neglected to deliver the ora l message to Kozlov,
with the result that the invitation to Khrushchev was made with no stringsattach ed.(13].)

The si~nif’icance of Soviet-Chinese and Soviet—Albanian re1ation~

In order to understand Khrushchev’ a prompt and favorable re~punae toEisenhower’s invitation and the significant alteration it produced in his
foreign policy goals, attention must be directed briefly to developmen ts in
Soviet-Chinese relations and the closely related Soviet—Albanian relations
at thie point .

After the Twenty-first Congress of the CPSU, which closed on February
5, 1959, the Soviet and Chineee Conmmist parties established a tenuous
truce in the covert polemics conduc ted between them earlier.(l32) Tension
between the two parties continued to smolder , however , and by ~~y it was
threatening to spread to relations between the USSR and the Albanian Cczmmuniet( leadership. Khrushchev’s visit to Albania in late P~ y “must be viewed as
a final unsucce ssful effort to avert Hoxhi (the Albanian party leader ) ‘aalliance with ~~o against him .”(133 )

Soviet refusal to honor the secret 1957 agreement on atcanic aid to
China followed on June 20, 1959, according to a Chinese statement issued on
August 15, 1963 .(1314) On Ju ly 18, in a speech at Pozn~n , Khrushchev launched
an indirect but unmistakable atta ck on the Chinese Ccminiats for their
program of setting up “people’ s coummes ,” and thereby, in Donald Zagoria’ awords, “tore the 21st Congress truce to sbreds.”(135)

Eisenhower’s invitat ion to Kh~uahchev, inadvertently stripped of the
condition that would have rendered it unacceptable, thus arrived at a Critical
moment in Khrushchev’s complex end risky policy maneuvers toward the Chinese
C~~~m1ate.

Evidently the invitati on appeared to Thmshchev in the light of en
unexpected and providential way out of’ the impasse into which his policies
had 1ed him. The negot iation . on Berlin at Geneva were making no progress:
the Western powers had yielded no essential points, and the United States
was showing an Increued willingness to ~~sist by force Soviet and East German
encroachment on Western access to Berlin.
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Earl ier , in the period between mid—December 1958 and early February 3
~ 

1959, Khrushchev had ahown a lively intere st in soliciting an invitation
to visit the United States . At that time, however , Eisenhower, under the
watchful eye of Dulles , had completely failed to respond to Khrushchev ’ a
hints . Rebuffed by the United States , Khrushchev had perforce patched up
his quarrel with Peking , meanwhile accept ing Macmillan ’ a proposal for a

3 British visit to Moscow. The Soviet-Western agreement on the convocation of
a conference of foreign ministers grew out of that visit. Now , in July,
the moment of choice between Peking and Washington had arrived : Relations
with the Chinese were going from bad to worse, the Albanian s had begun to
aide openly with Peking, and the foreign ministers’ conference was hopelessly
bogged down.

The Eisenhower invitation, which Khrushchev had deliberately evoked by
his July 7 feeler to the American governors , offered Khrushchev a new option ,
that of a direct deal with the United States . No wonder that he snapped it up
eagerly . With the U S • invitation secur e , Khrushchev quickly launched his
deliberate doctrinal attack on the Chinese in his July 18 speech at Pozn~n.

Under these circumstances ,- the foreign ministers’ conferenc e loot its
basic reason far existence . The USSR was no longer interested in it , and even
a last—minute compromise offer by the Weste rn powers , with new concessions,
failed to evoke a favorable Soviet response, even though, in the view of some
Western analysts, the concessions offered by the West would have rendered the
Western position in Berlin untenable in the long run.(136)

-~ -
~ Why did the USSR fail to consolidat e the gains it had achieved at the )

foreign ministers ’ conference? Partially, it would seem, the reason was
str v~tegic in nature. As Horelick and - Ruah point out , “acceptance (of
Western concessions] would have coninitted the USSR , at least temporarily ,
to the status quo in all other respects and therefore might have lessened
Soviet freedcin to renew pressure at will .“(l37) Horel ick and Rush argue that
if the TJSSII had accepted a Western proposal offered on July 28 for a five-year
inter im aolution of the Berlin problem, this

might have led to dem ralization of the West Berlinere and to a
weakening of the West’ s will to resist once Soviet pressure was resumed .
The Soviet leaders were not enticed by this prospect, however,
presumably because their basic strategy enjoined the exertion of
direct pressure sufficient to compel the Western po~ere to make
more damaging concessions and if possible sufficient to end the
occupation of Berlin.(138)

The failu re of the Soviet 1958-59 caspsign in Berlin, as George end
Smoke point -out , amounted to a failur e to convince the West that a significant
shift had occurred in their fav or in the strategic balance or power . ‘“l’hs
Kremlin,” they vz!ite, “clearly perceiv.d and respected U .S. deterrence, and
despite rhetoric evidently found that deterrence credible—or at least c~~dtbl.
enough via-a—vie th. mci, overt opticma.”(139)
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Less convincing is the same authors ’ assertion that the Western powers ’
success in weathering the 1956—59 crisis with out substantial impairment
of their position in Berlin was due in part to the fact that “the NATO
Allies displayed unexpectedly great skill in achievin g the necessary degree
of unity within the alliance .”(1~i.O) Although an adequate work ing level of
unity ~~~ dieplayed by the Western powers at Geneva , the genera l tendenc y
of their diplomacy throughout the crisis was to drift slowly but inexorably
in the direction of more and more damaging concessions to the Soviet position .
The fact that the Soviet leaders saw matters in precisely that light is
indicated by the statement made by Gr<~~ko on August 5, cunmiing up the resul ts
of the conference from the Soviet viewpoint . “It can hardly be questioned ,”
he said , “that our confer ence has made progress towards a realistic ( read :
acceptable to the Soviets] approach to the settlement of questions relating
to West Berlin ’(lIil)

We come back , then, to the question raised earlier: why did the USSR
tail to consolidate its gains at Geneva as the basis for further encroachment
on the Western position in Berlin? I would argue that any atte mpt to answer
this question solely with reference to deterrence strategy, and with the
implied assumption of a unitary process of Soviet policy—formulation, is bound
to produce unsatisfactory ~~eulte • I believe it is essential to take into
account both the internal tensions in the Soviet leadership and the sudden
escalation of the Sino-Soviet conflict, which occurred jus t before the Geneva
conference concluded . In ~~~ view, it was Khx’uehchev ’ a perception of a new
option in his policy toward the Chinese Ccmmists, which produced the abrupt

- - -
~~ shift in Soviet policy that led the USSR to accept termination of the foreign

minieter s~ conference ju st an the West was on the point of making seriously
damaging concessions . Neither diplomatic skill nor the use of force were
involved , though both had been displayed earlier in the crisis in ways that
had paved the way for this unexpected deno~aaent .

Eiaanhnuer and lhruachev at Camn DavILI

The f inal act in the 1958—59 Berlin crisis was played out in the United
statè~, during the visit of Khrushchev from Septeni,er 15 to 27. To provide
a suitable buildup for the visit, the USSR staged another spectacular space
exploit ju st before Khrushchev’s ar? ivnl . C~ Septe~~er 12, the USSR launched
Lunik 2, a moon rocket with a weight of more than 3,300 pounds (1,500 kilograms),
thereby repeating the maneuver they had executed ju st before Mikoyan ’ a visit
to the United States in Janua ry . (1~2) This time, however, the effect on U.S
pollcymakers was minimal , ‘because the United States had itself just achieved
an important strategic goal: (ki Septsatier 1, the Atlas IC~ i wee declared
oçsrati~xm1 (11.3)

The Zissnhower-Khrushchev talks, held ~t Camp David in the f inal days
of the Soviet leader’s visit, were marked by a direct test of wills, in ~~~chthe President ..srgsd the victor • Ziunbaasr describes the i~~idsnt in his
memoirs:
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As we were obviously at an impasse, he and I , by coninon consent , )
moved away from the remaining members of the conference , taking
with us again only his interpreter , Oleg Troyanov eki . He talked
about Germany and Berlin without rancor , but obviously felt he
had ccminitted himself so firmly that he saw no way to retreat
from his position. However, the Chairman finally said he recognized
n~y determi nati on in this matter and said he would take steps publicly
to remove any suggestion of a time limit within which he would sign

t a Soviet—East flerman peace treaty , thus making the future of Berlin
a proper subject for negotiation, not one for unilateral action .
I replied that by this concession he was putting the matter beck
int o the status quo ante , with the result that all of us could
honestly seek for a decent solution to the problem of a city
divided .(lli11)

E~~~uation~ the use of force in the l9’i8-~i9 crisis

The West emerged from the Berlin crisis of 1958—59 with its basic
positions intact . Not only had the local Soviet challenge in Berlin been
successfully faced , but the larger Soviet challenge to the Western strategic
position had been defea ted - In achieving these suocesoes , the use of force
played a key role, but one that must be seen in the total context of Sov iet—
Western and Soviet-Chinese relations .

Throughout the crisis , the Eisenhower administration drew a consi~3tent
distinction between strategic power, which it maintained at a level su~erior
to that of the USSR, and limited conventional power . In the interests of
budgetary eoonc*i~ , the administration consistently played down the use of
limited conventional force to keep the lid on military expenditures . - The
strategic equivalent of this approach was Dullea’a doctrine of “massive
retaliation” and its corollary of avoiding the use of limited force .

There is abundant evidence to support the views of ana lysts such a~ Jack
U. Schick or Alexander George and P~ul Smoke that the Eisenhower edmini$tration ’s
policy with regard to the use of force in the 1958—59 Berlin crisis was not
entirely succeesful . In particular , its failure to use limited force earl y

- in the crisis to signify its determination to defend its position in Berl in
may well have encouraged the USSR to press ahead with its efforts to force
the Western Allies out of Berlin .

Once the crisis had been precipitated by the Soviet “deadline note” of
November 27, 1958, the use ci threa t of force by either side became one of
severa l optional moves in a strategic game, a test or wills and of willingness
to move up the escalation ladder . Here , in the long run, U.S. strategic possi,
the confidence of the U.S. leadership in that power, and its r.oogniticm by
the Soviet leadership proved decisive . Diplomatic skill was displayed on
both aides, perhaps more effectively in the Iestei~ Alliance, ~~sre rather
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serious differences of opinion over the beet tactics to pursue on the Berlin
question threatened at times to disrupt the working unity of the alliance ,
and where ~e persistent determination of the Briti sh to negotiate a way out
of the crisis led the West to make a nun~er of potentially damaging concessions
to the USSR.

In the end , however , it was not the West but the Soviet-Chinese alliance,
seemingly so strong at the outset of the crisis, that cracked und er the
enormous strain imposed by the Soviet challenge to Western strategic supremacy.
That historic break would have been suffic ient in itself to ensure that the
next Soviet challenge to the Western position in Berlin would oper’~te with
substantially different ground rules than those that obstained in 1958—59.
Even more directly pertinent is the fact that in the next Berlin crisis , in
1961, there was a new administration in Washington , with a radically altered
position on the use of force , strategic as well as conventional .

Between Two Crises: The Period From Sentei±er i~c~ To Febru ary 1961

The meeting between Eisenhower and Khrushchev was followed by a long
interval—nearly a year and a half—during which the Soviet-Weste rn conflict
over Berlin moved from the stage of acute crisis to that of chronic irritant .
The meeting , bowever, had solved none of the basic problems underlying the
conflict , but bed merely led to an agreement to negotiate on them without
the pressure of’ a fixed deadline. Deprived of leverage , the USSR for the time
being dropped its campaign cm Berlin , though without formally withdrawing
any of its claims or demands . Soviet leaders had failed to achieve any
significant alteration in the status of West Berlin , having neglected to pin
down the West on those points it was prepared to concede ( for example , a
ceiling on Western troop strengths in West Berlin) , and had thus thrown away
the advantages won by their pressure ta ctics at Geneva • The interval between
crises thus resulted in no significant ehifte in either the Soviet or Western
positions. Examining the international context in which the 1961 crisis
unfolded, however , askee it apparent that fundamenta l and far—reaching changes
had taken place in the interval since the last crisis .

Deenen4-n~ of the Slno-Soviat conf1J~ct

D’nlng the cr isis of 1958-59, the conflict between Moscow end Peking,
though deep end unresolved, had remained hidden . Neither side had given any
public indication of its existence, and until the f inal mouths of the crisis
it did not direct ly affect Soviet bi~isvior in it. Berl in campaign.

• By the tim. of the 1961 crisis , however , the Sino-Soviet conflict had
been openly sc~~o,l dged by both dde. and wa a factor the Soviet leadership
had to take into account in its stxstsgic calculations • As the 1961 crisis
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developed , moreover, the split between Moscow and Peking deepened the internal
• - conflicts in the Soviet leadership in ways tha t had a direct bearing cxi Soviet

goals and tactics .

The U—2 incident and the breakdown of the Paris S~minit Conference

A strong desire for a summit conference on Berlin and Germany had been
a per sistent theme in Khrushchev’s maneuverings throughout the 1958—59 crisis .
Forced to delay his wishes in this regard by Eisenhower’s insistence on pre—
liminary progress at the foreign minister level , Khrushchev came back to the
~ .uiinit proposal in the summer of 1960 at a t ime when the Geneva conference
of foreign ministers seemed doomed to failure . By agreeing at Camp David to
lift the threat of a deadline on negotiations over Berlin , Khrushchev was
finally able to obtain Eisenhower’s assent to the idea of a summit conference .

Although the four heads of government duly assembled in Pa ris in May
1960, the Paris summit conference broke up in disorder before any substantive
action had been taken . The immedia te cause of this fiasco was a sequence of
events that began -on May 1, when the USSR finally succeeded in forcing down
over its tern t~ory a high—altitude reconnaissance plane , the U—2 , piloted by
Lt • Francis Gary Powera . ( l~i5) Concealing for severa l days the fact that they
had downed the plane and captured Power s alive , Soviet leader s permitted
U.S. authorities to entangle themselves in a succession o~ cover stories
before disclosing the tru e facts . Still hoping to salvage the summit meeting,
Khrushchev now called on Eisenhower to disavow • responsibility for the U-2
flights and apol ogize to the Soviet government , but Eisenhower refus ed .

At this point , Khrushchev staged one of his famous temper tantrums ,
storming out of the meeting place J ust as the conference was scheduled to begin ,
despite efforts by Macmillan and de Gaulle to smooth things over . Western
fears that Khrushchev might seize this moment to carr y through his long-
stand ing threat to sign a peace treaty with East Germany were eased , however ,
when he made a speech in East Berlin a few days later pledging that the USSR
would not reopen the Berlin question until another summit conference could
be ar ranged , in six to eight months —in other word s, after the U.S . presidential
elections had been held and a new administration was in power in Washington .(l46)

The United States did not get off scot—tree from the U—2 incident , however.
On May 30, Soviet Defense Minister Roman Malinovaky warned that if U .S. planes
made overflights of Soviet territory in the future , the USSR would not only
shoot down the aircraf t but wou]d “deal a crushing blow to the bases from which
they take off .” Malinoviky said he had issued an order to the c~~ mnder—in-.
chief of’ the Soviet rocket troops “to strike at the take—off base of an aircraft
if it violates the space of the Soviet Union and the socialist countries .“(l~7)

The grave implications of th.nee Soviet stance are underlined by
Horelick and Rush: “Thus for the first ti.., Soviet leaders threatened to strike
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( allies of the United Sta tes, possibly with nuclear weapons, in response

. 
“ -, to other than a physical attack on the USSR, one of its allies, or a

friendly third power. (l~i.8)

The ~rcein~ internal challenge to Khrushchev’ a nower

The U—2 incident , with its revelation of prior Soviet inability to prevent
these fligh ts, and the collapse of the Paris summit conference, on which
Khrushchev had staked so much of his prestige, resulted in a sharp upsurge
of internal opposition to his dominance . At a plenum of the party Central
Committee on May Ii , his position was weakened by a series of sweeping changes
in the leading bodies of The Ccxmnmist party and the Soviet government , the
moat important of which was a drastic reduc t ion in the size of the Secretariat
from ten members to five , with the removal of a group of loyal followers of
Khrushchev. In the new Secretariat, Frol Kozlov , a staunch opponent of
Khrushchev’s initiatives in internal and foreign policy Joined forces with
Uikh~il Sualov, another long—time critic of Khrushchev.~lk9)

Kos].ov was the principal beneficiary of the May ~ changes and thereafter
presented the moat direct challenge to Khrushchev’ a dominance. Kozlov’ s
triumph was incomplete, however, since Khrus hchev had been able to retain
control of a key position in the Secretariat , that of Secretary for Cadres ,
the occupant of which enjoys the power to make changes in party bodies through—
out the USSR in the name of the Central Ccmittee . At the May ~i plenum ,
Lecziid Brezhnev , at that time a loyal supporter of Khrushchev , bad continued

• as secretary for cadres . Brezhnev, therefore, became the next target for
Koalov in his drive for power .

The RB-k? incident and its coneeauencea

From the standpoint of the internal opposition, the shooting down of
the 11—2 was a highly successf ul operation, resulting as it did in serious
ir~roads into Khrushchev’s power. It wee to be expected , therefore , that an
atteapt would eoci~ be made to repeat the incident .

On June 30, Khrushchev left Moscow for a state visit to Austria . On
the next day, July 1, Soviet fighter planes shot down an unarmed U .S • recon-
naissance plan., an RB-k?, over the Barents Sea. The repetition of the 11-2
incident was under way, with the advantage, from the standpoint of the internal
opposition, that this ti Khrushchev was not in Moscow . There is, in fact ,
s%~ stentia1. evidence to indicate that he first learned of the action only
on Jul.y 6, the dat. on Wd eh, visibly upset, he abruptly out short his visit
to A~~trfa.(]5O)

Juet as Ia the U—2 incident , ~be USSR for a time kept silent about the
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shooting down of’ the RB- ’li’ and even offe red to send a crui ser to join in the
search for the missing plane . The United States announced the failure of the - -

plane to return to its base , but issued no cover story . Washington , in fact ,
possessed accurate information indicating that the pince had been at
least thirty miles from Soviet territory and headed ~~~~ fran the USSR when
it was overtaken by Soviet fighter planes and shot down .(15l) The British ,
despite their na tural skepticism tfter the 11—2 fiasco , fully accepted the U .S.
evidence , Maomillan going so tar as to characterize the incident as “a fake .”(152)

A fake, but staged by whom and for what purpose? The answer to these
questions, I believe , can be found in the Soviet internal political struggl e.
Baffling if one considers it as an action ordered or approved by Khrushchev,
the shooting do~n of the RB—47 makes excellent sense if it is regarded as a
step by his internal opponents to force him to sacrifice Brezhnev and band
over to Xozlov the poet of secretary for cadres . These actions were , in fact ,
taken at the next plenum of the Central Cczmnittee , which met from July 13 to
16.( l53)

The sacrifice of Brezhnev , however , was not tne only price Khrushchev
had to pay to extricate himself fr om his predicament . Two other concessions
were forced from him, both having a direct bearing on Soviet foreign policy.

(1) 
• On July 9, in the first major speech delivered after his hurried

return to Moscow, Khrushchev pledged missile aid to Cuba in case the United
States threatened it with invasion .(l511. ) That he made thia pledge unwillingly ,
under pressure, is shown by the fact that be later did his best to water it
down , stressing that the missiles being offered were merely “eyubolic.”(l55) - 

- -

(2) An even more serious consequence for Khrushchev was a drastic impair—
ment of his atat us within the “collective leadership.” The new arrangements,
which were publicly demonstrated for the first time on July 17, “reflecte4 the
triumph of collective leadership,” in Tatu ’s view . “The effect had been to
upgrade the role of the Presidium to a marked extent and correspondingly to
downgrade Khrushchev. “(156)

The reduction in Khrushchev ’s stature was graphically demonstrated when
the Soviet press failed to publish the full text of a speech be delivered on
July 17, whereas it ~~~ publish the full text of Sualov ’ a speech at the same
meeting . Sualov was one of the princip al beneficiaries of the change .(i~~)
Khrushchev’ a speech was on1~’ published ten months later (158)

The uneur~e of Soviet militancy

Khru shchev ’s position weakened at a t ime when Soviet policy toward the
United States was marked by greatly increased militancy. There were sharp
conflicts between the two posers in the Congo , in the disarma ment negotiations
at Geneva , at the United Nations , end in Ja pan, where C mimmiat riots in June
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forced the Japanese goverx~nent to cancel an invitation to President Eisenh~.wer .

These developments, coupled with the uncertainties of U .S . foreign policy-
making in the period after Dulles’s death , helped creat e a widespread
impression that the f oreign policy of the Eisenhower administration was being
systematically undermined by the USSR and its allies on a global scale . An
authoritative British observer sums up the situation as follows:

During the weeks between the collaps e of the Geneva (disarniainent l talka
on 27 June arid the re-assea~bly of the United Nations on 17 September
the condition of world politics deteriora ted in an alarmi ng way .
Basically , it was probably fair to say that this deterioration was
the consequence of the failure of American policy to keep pace with
the changes in world conditions which had been so dist inctive a
feature of’ the past thr ee or four year s. • . • In many ways, indeed ,
this period must be accounted a low—water mark in the conduct of
American policy.(159)

The shift in U.S. military thi.nk1n~

During the eunmier of 1960, as the presidential campaign got under way,
a profound shif t took place in the U .S • att itud e toward the use of military
force as an element in foreign policy, a shift reflected in the views of

( )  both major parties . In a campaign platform adopted on July 12, the Democratic
party stated that America ’s first task under a new administration would be to
“restore our national strength—military, political , economic , and moral ,”
and “to recast our military capacity in order to provide forces and weapons
of a diversity , balance , and mobility sufficient in quantity and quality to
deter both limited and general aggresaion.”(l60)

In the Republican party, too, there were influential voices calling for
change. C~ July 23, shortly before he was nominated for President , Vice
President Richard M. Nixon reached en agreement with New York’s Governor Nelson
Rockefeller, which defined the “two Imperatives of national security in the
1960s” as

a • A powerful second-strike capability—a nuclear ret.aliatory power
capable of surviving surprise attack to inflict devastating punishaent
on any aggressor , and
b • A modern, flexible and balanced military estalishmant capable of
deterring or meeting’ any local aggression .

In a direct break with the econcm~r-m1nded policies of the Eisenhower era,
the NIxcn~Rockefeller etat~~~nt asserted:

The United States can afford and must provide the increased
expenditures to implement fully this necessary program for

( )
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strengthening our defense posture . There must be no price ceiling
on America ’s aecur ity.(16l) - )

Stung by the implied criticism , Eisenhowe r showed that he felt the need
at this time to stress American milita ry power . In a message to Congress on
August 8, he disclosed that while “he still had no plans to increase defense
spending in any substantia l way , despite the recent ‘ intensification of’

— Cczmmmist truculenc e, ” he had ord ered

certain pr actical measures within the framew ork of the existing
program : deployment of additiona l airem ft carriers to the Sixth Fleet
in the Mediterranean end the Seventh Fleet in the Pacific; steps to
increase the operational readiness of the Str ategic Air C ommand and
the ground forces ; and an expansion of certain long—rang e program s ,
particularly those relati ng to the Polaris missile system . (162)

Helping to brighten the record of the Eisenhower administration was “a
series of remarkable current accomplishments in the missile and space field , ”
includin g the first test firing on July 20 of two Polaris missailes fr om the
nuclear submar ine George Washington, and the 5, 000 mile test—firing of a Titan
mis8ile on August 30 . (163 ) It was the cumulative record of the Eisenhower
administration, however , that Kennedy attacked during the campaign, most
extensively and systematically in a speech befor e the American Legion Convention

— at Miami Beach on October 18, 196o.(1614 ) The basic theme of that speech was

American strength relative to the Soviet Union has been slipping
and comunism has been advanc ing steadily in every area of the world ,
until the Ir on Curtain now rests on the island of Cuba , only 90 miles
away .

Kennedy traced the relative decline in U.S . military power to 1953, when the
developaent of the hydrogen bomb had led to the emergence of long—range missiles
as the “key to future military power .” Whereas the USSR “decided to go all
cut in missile develoizient,” however ,

here, in the United States , we out back on funds for missile
develo~mient . We slashed our defense budget . We slowed up the
modernization of our conventional forces until , today, the Soviet
Union is rapidly building up a missile striking force than
endangers our power to retaliate —and thus our survival itself .

To remedy this situa tion, Kennedy offered a four—point program: first ,
t 

“iniDediate steps to protect our present nuclear striking force from surprise
attack ;” seccul , a cra sh program f or the production of Polaris submarines
and Minutemen missiles to “close the missile gap by providing us with an
invulnerable retaliatory force;” third , a program of modernizing and giving
increased mobility to conventi onal forces , “our only protection against limited
war ; ” and fourth , a fundamental reorganization of the Defense Department .
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During the campaign, Kennedy made it clear that he expected a “most
serious crisis” over Berlin to confront the President in the earl y days of
the new adminiatr ation,(165 ) and in the third of his television debates with

— Nixon he pledged to “meet our ccimnitniente to maintain the freedom and independen e
• of West Berlin .”(166)

Continuiua Soviet claima for str ate2ic suneriaritv and the threat to sian a
senarate nea ce treat y with East Geiwany

Throughout the inter-crisis period Khrushchev cont inued to make exaggerated
clainni for Soviet strategic power . Thus in a speech on October 6, 1959, he
declared that the Soviet Union was “ahead of all countri es in the production
of missilea .”(167) He amplified the claim a month later when he told a group
of Journalists, “. . now we have accumulated such a quan tity of missiles,
sur!h a quantity of atomic and hydrogen warheads that if they (the Western
p~~ere) attack us , we could wipe all our poten tial enemies off the face of
the earth.” He went on to describe a visit to a Soviet munitions plant
which , he said ‘t,roduoed on the aess~b1y line 250 missiles with hydrogen
_rt~r.sd..*(l68~ -

In Budapest cm December 1, Khrushchev boasted that the USSR had enough.
nuclear—tipped rockets to “raze to the ground all our potent ial enemies .“(l69 )
In the same speech, he revived the threat to sign a separate peace tre aty

( 
- with East Germany , and directed a particularly sharp attack against West

German Chancellor Adenauer .

One p~rpoee of Khrushchev’s boasts, it soon became clear , was to cushion
the shock of a major military cutback, which he announced on January 111, 1960—
reduction of the size of the Soviet armed forces by some l,200,000.(lTO)
The speech in which he made this announcement contained the assertion that the
USSR was “several years ahead of other countries in the creat ion and production
of IC~ Ia, “as well as an apocalyptic vision of the horrors of a future nuclear
war, in which “not a single capital (or) Industrial center would escape attack,
not merely during the f irst days but during the first minutes of the war .”
And once again, Khrushchev raised the threat of a separate peace trea ty with
East 0ermaz~y, “with all the attendant implications,” if the West failed to agrsi
to Soviet deman~~on Berlin .(l71)

Toward the end of February, Khrushchev repeated the peace treaty threat ,
addi ng that such an action “would mean the imnediate cancellation of all allied

- rights in East Germany, including Berlin .“(172) In a speech delivered on a
trip to France toward the end of March, Khrushchev ridiculed the military
value of the Western garrisons In Berlin and said that if the West pit as msn~
as half a million additi~~~l troops there , “It would be easier to smash thea. (t’t3 )

Khrushchev ’s steady haianerlxig on the issue of a German peace trea ty,
together with his fraudulent d aiwa and distortions of the hist rioel record,
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finally goaded U.S . officials into making a formal rebuttal . On Apr! ]
I4~ 1960, Secretary of State Herter categor ical]y reaffirm ed the U .S.
ocmanitment to West Berlin , and on April 20, Under Secretar y of State Douglas
Dillon warned KJ~iiuahehev that the Up 4 ted States was not prepared to negotiate
on the “distorted picture of the German problem” drawn by Soviet spokesmen . (i7~i.)

• Under particularly heavy pressure at jus t this t ime fr om the internal
opposition , Khrushchev responded with one of his most bellicose uLteranc -~~,
delivered at Baku on April 25 .(i75 ) The collaps e of the Paris suninit conference
was soon followed , however , by Khrushche v ’s pledge not to reopen the Berlin
question for another six to eigh t month 3. The respite was br ief . By the t ime
of his trip to ‘Austria at the end of June , Khrushchev was once again raising
the threat of a separate Eaet German peace treaty.

The flhreun of the Berlin issue. July-December 1960

At a diplomatic reception on June 29, 1960, Khrushchev told the West
German ambassador , Hans Kroll, that “the Berlin question could no longer remain
unresolved” and that if a solution was not found soon he would be forced to
conclude a peace treaty with East Germany “without furth er delay .“ Kroll
received the impression that Khrushchev “was under strong pressure from the
‘Ulbri cht group’ in the Presidium and could not extend the Berlin pause
Indefinitely .“(l76)

One reason for Khrushchev ’s sense of urgency was revealed in a Soviet note
of June 30 protesting West German plan s to recruit for the West German army in
West Berlin.(177) Another touchy issue was a plan for the West German lower j
house (Bundestag) to hold an autumn session In West Berl in as it had done for
several years . At a press conference on July 8, Khrushchev warned tha t if the
session was held , the USSR “would then consider signing sri East German peace
treaty it the same months .“(178)

Undeterred, the West Germ an government not only wen t ahead with its plans ,
but added several rallies of West German refugee orga~tizations clamoring for
the return to Germany of territory lost to Poland and the USSR after the Second
World War . Not surprisingly, the East German and Soviet governments strongly
objected to these plans , and the conflict socm rea ched a stage of acut e tension .

The Berlin mini—crisis of 1960, which lasted fran early July through the
beginning of~December , had certain charec ter ieitcs tha t set it apart from the
two major Berlin crises , those of 1958—59 and 1961 . Firs t , the pr incipa l actors
in 1960 were not the greet powers , but the two German states . Second , the
USSR in 1960 did not stres s The issues of strategic rivalry and East—West
conflict . Third , the threat to sign a peace treaty with East Germany and thereby
to end Western occupetion rights in Berlin was not voiced . In searching for
an explanation of these aberra tions , it is noteworthy that throu ghout most of
the period of conflict in 1960, Khrushchev was eithe r not in Moscow ár was
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occupied with other matters , for example , the eighty—one—party conference
in November .

Since the 1960 mini—crisis was pr imarily a tug—of—war between the two
German states , it is appropriate ‘~hat it finally eased wh en the West German
government at the end of November withdrew an earlier threat to cut off
inter zonal trade unless the East Germ an government lifted its restrictions
on travel fran West Germa ny to West Berlin. The mini—crisis served to keep
alive the great power tensions over Berlin , however , and reminded both sides
that neither the Berl in question itself nor the larger question of the
strategic balance between the United States and the USSR had been settled .

Crosscurrents in Soviet nolicy. early 1961

As the t ime neared for the inauguration of a new administration in
Washington , Khrushchev seemed Intent on improving relations with the United
States . At a New Year ’ a Eve reception in the Kremlin he expressed the hope
that “In the new year the United States of America and the Soviet Union will
turn a new page, as it were , in their relatio ne .”(179)

Prospects for better Soviet rela tions with West Germany also seemed
bright . At the same reception , Khrushchev had a long talk with FRG Ambassador
Kroll , in the course of which he expressed pleasure at the signing of a Soviet—
FRG trade agreement , and even had some rar e words of praise for Adensuer . He
warned Kroll , however , that “the German problem must be solved in 1961,” to
which Mikoyan added , “. . • that Khru shchev could not hold out much longer
against the pressure being bro ught to bear on him for some time by certain
circles—he was obviously referri ng to the Ulbricht lobby in the Presidium .”(lBO)

Unfortunately , Khrushchev ’s wishes for an improvement in relations between
the United States and the USSR seemed incompatible with Soviet actions in
Laos , where extensive Soviet military aid to the insurgent Pathet Lao was
producing a direct threat to the stability of the Laotian governm ent . Nevertheless ,
Khrushchev himself delivered the moa t crushing blow to SovieG-.Amer ican
détente just as the Kennedy administration was making its last—minute prep ara—
tione to take power . He did this in a maj~r speech on January 6 , 1961, given
before a select audience of Soviet ideologists arid party savants ( 181)

Khrushchev’s speech has as one of its principa l themes the typology of
wars from the standpoint of Marxism-Leninism. The USSR, he said , lould try
to prevent the outbreak of general nuclear wars; it was also opposed to
“local ware ” that might develop into general nuclear wars • Whet Kh rushchev
called “wars of nationa l liberation ,” however , were “eacred ,” and he pledged
that Coisminists would support such wars “fully and without reservation .”

There remained a danger , he continued , that the capitalist nations might
attack the USSR, but this threat could be averted by combining peaeefu l

(
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coexistence and disarmament . The ultimate goal of a Comnunist world ,
which had been called for in the final statement issued by the eight—one—
party conference , could bes t be achieved , he asserted , not by force but

PT by the victory or Camnunism in “inten sive economic , political , and ideological
struggle within the limits of peaceful coexistence .” Khrushchev gave particular
attention to West Berl in , where , he said ,

the positions of the United States of America , Britian, and
France have proved to be specially vulnerable . • . • These powers
are still trying to cling to the old positions but they cannot fail
to realize that sooner or later the occupation regime in this city
must be ended . It is necessa ry step by step to continue to bring
the aggressive imperialist circles to the ir senses , to compel them
to reckon with the real situation. If they balk , we shall ta ke
decisive measures, we shall sign a peace trea ty with the German
Democratic Republic.

It would be difficul t to overstate the impact this speech made on the
Kenned y administration and the extent to which it shaped the thinking of
Kennedy and his advisers on the whole subjec t of U.S . policy toward the
USSR . According to Schlesinger , the speech ” . . . made a conspicuous impression
on the new President, who took it as an authoritative exposit ion of Soviet
intentions, discussed it with his sta ff , and read excerpts fran it aloud to
the Nati onal Security Council .“(182)

It seems probable that one of Khrushchev ’s major purpo ses in delivering
the speech was to defend his concept of “peaceful coexistence ” against his
critics in Peking and elsewhere ,(183 ) Seen from this angle , the devastating
effec t the speech produced in Washington was simply an unfortunate byproduc t
of what was intended for Caum,uniat ears . Even if on~ accepts this analysis ,
however , the fact remains that the January 6 speech seriously reduced the
possibilities of a thaw in Soviet-U.S . relations and contributed mightily to
the skepticism with which the new admin istration viewed Soviet expression of

S a desire for an ii~ rovement in those relati ons .

The Crisis of i~6l

Ana1~wIng the complex issues involved in the Ber lin cr isis of 1961 is
a difficult task at best . It beocinea far more difficult if some of the
basic facts tn the situation are misstated through ignorance or carel essness .
Unfortunately, sirioue errors have crept into otherwise well-documented
accounts of the crisis and have been accepted as established fact s in later
etudiee • A nuwher of these errors have a direct bearing on U.S • and
Sovist strateg ies in the opening phase of the 196]. crisis .

(1) Severa l stud ies assert that Kennedy, shortl y after tak ing office ,
.snt a message to Khrushchev requesting a delay in negotiation s on Berlin

- I
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in order to give the new administration time to prepare its poeition.(l8~)No evidence has been found , however, to support this assertion . It may
result from confusion with a request the Kennedy administration ~~~ make ,
and which the Soviets accepted , for a delay in resumption of the three—power[ talk s at Geneva on a test—ban agreeinent.(185)

F (2) It has been maintained that Khrushchev told U .S . Ambassador Llewellyn
Thompson in January 1961 that “his prestige was engaged in Berlin and he had
waited long enough to move .“(l86) Available evidence indicates, however,
that Khrushchev made this statement to Thompson not at thei r meeting in Moecov
on January 21, 1961, but a month and a half later , when they met again at
Novosibjrsk on March 9.(187)

Straightening out these errors and misconceptions is not a mere niggling
over dates: the evaluat ion of Soviet and U.S . strategy in the 1961 crisis is
directly affected by the question of when and how Khruschev first broached
the matter with an authoritative U .S. representative.

The Kennedy administration lowers its estimate of Soviet strategic vower

Between Khrushchev ’s two meetings with Thompson, a significant change
occurred in the Kennedy adm inistration’s perception of the U .S .-Soviet strategic
balance. During the 1960 campatgn, Kennedy had referred frequently to the
so—called “missile gap ,” a period dur ing which the United States was believed
to be endangered by a Soviet lead in the production of ICBMs .(183 ) Shortly
after taking office , however , the Kennedy administration discovered that there
was in fact no “missile gap, ’T a conclusion that Defense Secretary Robert S.
McNamara disclosed to an off-the—record press briefing on February 6.(189)
MeNamara ’s statement , though accurate , was considered inexpedient by Kennedy ,
who told a press conference two days later that studies he had ordered of the
U.S . strategic position were not yet completed “and therefore it would be
premature to reach a judgment as to whether there is a gap or not a gap.”(19o)

For the Soviet leadership, however , which bad been basing its foreign
policy strategy on the inflated claims that had helped give rise - to the
“mi~~i1e gap” theory, the cat was out of the bag with MoNamara ’s disclosure
of February 6.(19l ) Something, it was clear , would have to be done.

The frea id~iuii meeting of add—February l~~].

I have presented elsewhere the evidence pointing to a meeting of the
Prealdium at the C~~~unist party of the Soviet Union In mid-February 1961, end
will therefore confine ~ r discuasion at thts point to a sumsary of ~ r cono1usions,(l92~It should be stressed that the following analysis is a hypothesis , but in ~ r
view it offers a more satisfactory explanation of the known facts than any

C)
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alternative interpretation . It is also crucia l for an understanding of
Soviet policies in the later stages of the 1961 crisis .

The meeting was called , I believe , on the insistence of Khrushche v ’s
-: critics and opponents in the presidium , as the result of their realization ,

after MeNamare ’s February 6 press briefing, that the U .S. leadershi p was now
aware of the true facts about Soviet missile production and consequent ly
about U .S. stra tegic preponderance . Khrushchev , who at the time was engaged
in en extended tour of agric ultural centers in the provinces , was forced to
hurry back to Moecow to face his critic s and , together with them, work out
a new fore ign policy strategy . It should be remembered that at this t ime—
February 1961—Khr ushchev ’ a decisionmaking powers were still subject to the
restraints imposed on him at the July 1960 plenum.

The collaps e of the myth of Soviet strategic preponderance had especially
seriou s implication s f or Soviet policy in Germany. In the 1958—59 crisis,
Khrushchev had used greatly exaggerated claims for Soviet strength as a means
to force the Western powers to withdrew from Berlin , a retreat that would
have solved the acute problem of population drain from East Germany . As the
result of Soviet failure to achieve its goals in the 1958—59 crisis , this
problem had not been solved , and by ear ly 1961 it was more acute than ever:
“By early 1961 over a thousand East Germans a day arrived in West Berl in
seeking refuge .”( l93) 

-

At the New Year’ a reception , Khrushchev had told the West German ambassador
that he was under heavy pressure from the “Ulbr icht group ” in the Presidium
to “solve” the Berlin and German questions . Now , with McNamara ’ a disclosure ,
the foundation cm which Khrushchev’ a Berlin strategy had been based seemed to
have crumbled . It was urgently necessary to adopt a new policy, one that
would end , once and for all , the debilit ating drain on East Germany ’s vitality
caused by the ava ilability of the West Berlin escape route .

The principal decisions which , in my view, the Presidium took at its
mid—Feb ru ary meeting were designed to achieve thi s goal . Khrushchev was given
six months to demonstrate that bj~ approach to the problem —dipl omatic and
military pressure on the Western Allies to force them out of West Berlin—could
produce the desired result. If he failed, the security and viability of the
East German state would be assured by physically sealing off West Berlin from
the Soviet—occupied eastern sector of the city and from the surrounding
territory of the East German state .

I bel ieve that a corolla ry to this program, with its maximum and
miniiipjm goals and its fixed time limit , concerned the testing of nuclear
weapons. Since early November 1958, the USSR , like the two princip al Western
atomic powers , the United Kingdom and the United States , had been observing
a de facto ban on testing, despite mounting pressure fran milita ry spokesmen
on both sides and their political allies to resume testing. There is good
reason to believe that Soviet leaders decided at that February 1961 meeting
to begin ~~fring preparations for a new teat series , scheduled to start shortly

- - _ ______  
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after the expiration of Khrushchev ’s six-month time limit for a solution
to the East German problem.(191L) It seems likely that this decision was
an optional one, related to the decision on Berlin: If Khrushchev failed
to force the Weste rn Allies out of the city , the test series would be
launched after expiration of the six-month period as soon as the tecimical
prep ara tions were complete .

A cardinal piece of evidence in support of the view that a meeting of
• the Pre sidium took place in mid-February 1961 is an aide-raémoire cm Germ any,• which the Soviet government scnt Adenauer on February 17, 1961 .( 195) In

this document , all the familiar Soviet proposals on Gexmany were restated ,
but in rather muted form , and with a new note of respect for and eveti pleading
with the West German chancellor , so often in the past a target for Khrua hchavi!s
abuse . Muted , tao, were the note ’s claims for Soviet military power: In
place of the old boasts of supremacy appeared the sober statement , “The Soviet
Union and its friends have everything they need to uphold their jus t cause
in a fitt ing manner .“(196) The note hinted strongly at a time limit iitI~~ t ,
however , actually specifying one:

The Soviet Uni on still does not rule out the possibility of an interi m
settlement on West Berl in pending conclusion of a peace treat y
with Germany , in the understanding that a strictly specified time
limit for the conclusion of such a treaty be fixed in advance .. . . . . . . S S I

Shoul4 no peace treaty with both states be concluded within the
agreed time limit , the Soviet Union , together with the other nations
wishing to do so, will sign a peace treaty with the GDR. That ‘will
also mean ending the occupation regime in West Berlin with all the
attendant consequences. In particular , quest ions of the use of
lines of c~~~ nication by land , water, and air through the territory
of the ODR will In that case be settled only on the basis of appropriate
agreements with the GLIL (197) 

-

Without waiting for a reply from the West German government ( the reply
‘wee not, in fact , forthcoming until July 12) , the USSR published the text
of the note on lMrch 3, thereby serving public notice of the formal reopening
of it. Berlin campaign. In his meeting with Thompson in Novoeibirsk on March
9, Khrushchev cited the note as the basis for Soviet policy in Oezmsny.(198)

At the end of Mirob, the Warsaw P~ct Political Consultative Comeittee
met in Moscow, ‘with Walter Ulbricht presid ing, to consider measures for “furths~strengthening their defensive capacity and consolidating peso. throughout
the world .” The o~~~uniqu~ issued on Miroh 31 called for signature of W~~

peace treaty with both German states and , in this coim.ctlon, rendering
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the hotbed of dange r in West Berl in by converting it into a demilitarized
free city .”(].99) George and Smoke cite a West German jounalist’s later
report that Ulbr tcht at the meeting )

demanded that he be allowed to close the border between East and
West Berlin . But the other East European countries opposed such a
move on ground s both of embarrassment end of the risk of a violent
Western resp onse; and the USSR stated tha t it was necessary first
to determine how Kennedy’ a Berlin policies might differ from
Eieenh~~~r’e .(200)
George and Smoke note that “the reliability of this account may be open

to question; ” in ~~ view it can be recognized as a fabrication , based on a
gross exaggeration of the policymaking capabilities of the Warsaw Pact
organization . Ulbricht was far too experienced as a C~ mm~nist functionary not
to realize that the place to apply pressure was not a meeting of the
Consultative Cwitt ee, but th. Presidiu m of the Ccmmwiist party of the 3ovtet
Union . It is far more likely , in n~ view , that the meeting of the Warsaw
Pa ct c~~~itt .e was convened by the USSR for the purpose or coordinating the
satellite nations’ foreign policies with that of the USSR in the unfolding
campaign on Berl in. If ii~r r.ccnstru cticn of the Febru ary 1961 Presidium -
meeting is close to the truth, Ulbricht alread y Imew by the time of the
Warsaw Pact meeting that , one way or another , his problems with West Berl in
were going to be solved in the fairly near future .

Khruahch v ’p Interview with Lin~~~n end Getarin’ a flight )
To ensure waxi*a publicity for his renewed drive to force the Western

Allies out of Berl in, Khruahch ev now resorted to one of his favorite proced ure s,
an interview with a prominent Western journali st. To mark the importance
he attached to the event , ‘ he invited one of the most respected of American
news analysts , Walter Lippsezi, for a lengthy discussion at SOChI , in the course
of which he presentea his case for the signing of a German peace treaty tha 1.
would ft~~j~~W the ‘)ei~~n frontiers and give a legal foundation to the existence
of the “three e’emsnts of Germany—the two German states and the free city
of West Berlin .”(201)

ftiling this, ~~~~. Khr~ahchev proposed . . . a tempora ry agreement
for three years while the ‘two Germanies ’ negotiated some form of

• unification, perhaps a loose confederation . If no agree ment were
reached during that period, the legal rights of the occupying powers
would lapse . Palling that, he returned to his original threat to
conclude a separate peace treaty with the East German state, which
would thereby obtain full sovereignty over the access routes to
West Berlin . If the west then refused to do business ‘with the East
German state and tried to use force to enter Berlin , the Red Are~yr
would interpos , itself across the access route. and blockade Berlin.(202)
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Khrushchev assured Lippuann tha t he would not precipitate a crisis
over Berlin until he had had a chance to talk face to face with Kennedy ,
and he disclosed confidentially that “there was the possibility of a meeting
with the President early in June either in Vienna or Stockholm.(203)

To give added impact to the publication of Lippaenn’e report of the
interview , Khrushchev resorted to another well—tried device , a new demonstration
of Soviet technical and scientif ic prowess . (~ April 12, two days after
the Lipi nn interview, the USSR achieved a miles tone in the exploration of
apace with the successful launching of the world ’s çirat manned space fl ight .
Using a 10,395—pound (4 ,725—kilogram) space ehip , ~~jor Turi Gegar in made
an orbital flight that circled the earth in cme hour and forty-eight minutes
and then landed sefely.(204)

Unfortunatel y for Khru shchev , the effect of his well—planned journalistt(’
coup was spoiled by a totally unrelated developuient that captured the head l ines
of the world pres s ju st as Lippnannn ’a report was beginning to spjme r: the
attempted invasion of Cuba by U.S .-trained anti-Castro refugees from Cube ,
an att empt which wee preceded by an air raid on Havana on April 15 and wh~~h

in ignominious defeat four days later . when Castro ’ a forces r r,wded ~ip
the last survivors of the inv’ision force at the Bay of Pigs. For ~hrushc hev ,
the most ominous aspect of the Bay of Pigs invasion was th. possibility that
the United States might intervene dir ectly on the side of the invader s,
thereby forcing the USSR to make good on Khrushchev’s pledge to use Sov.~et
missiles in the defense of Cuba against U .8. aggression. Kennedy’ a decision

- ‘-
~~ not to support the invaders with U .S. milita ry power , end the message he sent

Khrushehev on April 18 informing him of this decision , lifted the shad ow of
danger . (205) Khrushchev could breathe a littl . easier , reassured by this
indication that the new occupsnt of the White Rouse was a prudent man who
wished to avoid a direct confrontation with the USSR.

Before Khrushchev could feel fully confident about the risks involved
in precipitating a new Berlin cris is, nsverthele.s, he felt the need for
direct contact with the new U .S. president . It was not until Jley~~, however ,
that the USSR Indicated an interest in accept ing Kennedy’s invitation of
February 22—if it was still valid .(206) What happened between April 10, when
Khrushchev spoke to Lippimnn of the meeting with Kennedy as a possibi lity ,
and May 4, when he moved to make i t .  rea1it~ ? Among other things, a distinct
improvement in Khrushchev’s position in the Pr esidit. as the result of the
temporary elimination of his most implacable foe, Frol Komlov. Ck~ Apri l 17,
Koalov, an ardent propoiwait of Soviet military aid to the Laotian insurgents,
attended a state dinner for Prince Souveizis Ph~~~~ at Lao that marked Soviet
acceptance of the establishment of a neutral Lace • This was Kozlov’a Last j

public appearance until early June . “Diplomatic sources” in Moscow, the
Na, York Ti reported in l.t• May, explained his absence from public view as
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1’ the result of a mild heart attack (207)

k The eclipse of Kozlov was prompt ly followed by a number of signs that 3
Khrushchev ’s position had been strenghened, including the belated publication
of his speech of July 17, 1960. Soviet acceptance of Kennedy’s invitation
came early in this period of the strengthening of Khrushchev ’s position,
and it seems reasonable to suggest that th. earlier delay in responding was
due, at least in pert , to opposition from Kozlov, who had shown himself a
staunch critic of any move toward improving Soviet relations with the United
States.

t By early May, then, ~h. broad outlines of the new campaign on Berlin
were clearly visible, though the USSR had not yet made any specific demands .
Whet had the Kennedy administrati on been doing meanwhile to prepare for the
“most serious crisis over Berlin,” which Kennedy himself had predicted the
U S ,  would race by th. spring of 19617(208)

• The X&medv *i tniatrati~~~’i initial ~~~~~~~~~~~ in ~~~~~~ atrate.~

In analyzing ‘the Kennedy administration’s response to Soviet words and
actions in the Berlin crisis of 1961, a clear dist inction must be made
between the overall policies worked out by the President ~M his adviser s,
based on their view of the United State.’ strategic posture and its abili ty
to meet its comaitmenle on a global scale, and the specific policies and actions
they adopted to achieve U.S. goal. in Berlin and Germ any. Admittedly these
two areas were closely related and frequently overlapped, but in principle 

)

they remained separate end distinct • Pailure to recognize this difference
can lead to faulty evaluation of U .S • moves in the crisis and to the
contusion of long—term and short—term goals.(209)

Highl y critical as he had been of the Eisenhower defense policies , as
president—elect , Kennedy made it one of his first priorities to obtain a
comprehensive review of existing military power in relation to current or
anticipated needs • In assigning this task to his new defense secreta ry, Robert
S. McNamira, Ksimedy signaled his conscious break from the Eisenhower era
by laying down the basic principle that “under no circ~~~tances should we allow
a predete rmined arbitrary financial limit to establish either strategy or
force leie1~.” (21O )

MoNemara’s preliminary survey, as si~~ srised by Sorensen, found that U.S.
military policy was ohar.etsris. d by

I. • A strategy at massive nuclear retaliation as the answer to all milita ry
and political aggression, a strategy believed in by few of our friends
and none of our sMut.. and resulting in serious wesk.ne.is. in ~w
conventional tiQI’S~~~.

)
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2. A financial ceiling on nationa l security , making military strategy
the stepchild of a predetermined budget .

3. A strategic nuclear forc e vulnerable to surprise missile attack ,
a nonnuclear force weak in combat—ready divisiona , in airlift capacity
and in tactical air supp ort , a cc~interinsurgency force for all practical
purposes nonexisten t , and a weapons inventory completely lacking in
certain major elements but far oversupplied in others .

~i. Too many autcwatic decisions made in advance instead of in the
light of an actual emergency, and too few Pentagon—wide plane for
each kind of contingency. . . . (211)

McNamara ’a preliminary report was in Kennedy’s hands in time to provide the
basis for some recosmiendatione in the new president ’s first major pronouncement
on nation al policy , his State of the Union Message sent to Congress on January
30, l961.(2].2) In this statement, Kennedy set as the national goal the establiah—
nent of “a Free World force so powerful as to make any aggression clearly
fuUle ,” and he diaclosed that he had instructed MoNainera to reappr aise the
nation ’s entire defense strategy , with preliminary conclusions due by the end
of February. Meanwhile, as stop—gap measures to remedy what he regarded as
the most glaring inadequacies in the nation ’s existing defense posture,
Kennedy called for an increase in the airlift capacity for conventional
forces end an acceleration of the Polaris sttbmarine program and of missile
output. The ra tionale underlying these measures, as well as the entire
massive arms buildup the Kennedy administration carried through in its first

() year in office, was defined in the State of the Union message as follows:

If we are to keep the peace, we need an invulnerable missile force
powerful enough to deter any aggressor fr om even threatening an
attack that he would b’ow could not deitro y enough of our force
to prevent his own destr uction .,(2l3 )

By the middle of March, McNamara had completed his comprehensive review
of U.S. defense capabilities . On the basis of his findings, Kennedy sent to
Congress on March 26 a Special Presidential Message, which include d what

• Sorenson calls “the first full statement of a ctherent nationa l defense doctr ine
for the age of mutual nuclea r capa bilities .”(21)i ) The heart of this section
of the message, *toh was to serve as one of the bas ic principles of the
Kennedy administration’s defense policies, was the statement:

Our strategic arms and defenses must be adequate to deter any deliberate
nuclear attack on the , United States or our alliee.—by making it clear
to any potential aggressor that sufficient retaliatory forces will be
able to survive a fir st strike and penetrate hi. defenses in order to
inflict unacceptable losses upon him~(235)

The goal Kennedy i.t for the nation, thet.f ore, was neither strategic
parity with the ~~SR ncr a modest level of superiority, but a preponderance

/
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so decisive that the Soviet leader s would be under no temptation to launch
a nuc lear—missile attack on the United States . This goal , clearly stated

• in the March 28 meacage , in no way constitute. on admission of U .S. strategic
inferiority vis-s-vis the USSR, as George and Smoke seem to think .(216)

Included in the March 28 message were reccainendations for a rapid build -
up of conventional (nonnuclear) forces , requiring an additional $650 million.(217)
The purpose of these moves was essentiall y based on the arguments voiced
earlier by critics of the Eisenhower~Dulles doctrine of “massive retaliation ”
such as General T.ylor . As Soren sen point s out ,

Kennedy inherited in 1961 a 1956 Natio nal Security Council directive
relying chiefly on nuclear retaliation to any Caiinunist action
larger than a bru sh fire in general end to any seriou s Soviet
militar y action whatsoever in Western Europe . . . . Becaus e NATO
strategy had a similar basis, no serious effort had been made to
bring the force levels up to full strength , and our own Army had
been sharply reduced in .iu.(218)

Developnent - of tactical nuclear weapons, on which Dullee had once
pinned hi. hopes, did not appeal to Kennedy as an answer to the search for
greater flexibili ty, although his administration “increased the developoent
and deployment of those weapons world-wide, and by 60 percent in Western
Europa alone.”(219) Kennedy’s skepticism in thi s area was the result of his
inability to see any reel difference between the use of the “small ” nuclear
weapons end the larger strategic bcwhs . It was his belief that “once an
exchan ge of these weapons started . . . there was no well-defined dividing line
that could keep the big bowh out .“(220) )

To solve this dile s, the administration developed what Sorensen calls
“the new Kennedy-MeNamars doctr ine on conventional forces ,” which he summarizes
as follows:

The essence of this doctrine was choice: If the President was to
have belenc.d rang , of forces from which to select the most
approprist. response for each situa tion—if this count ry was to
be able to confine a limited challenge to the local and nonnu clear
level, without permitting a C~~~mist victory ——th en it was necessary
to build cur own nonnuc lear forces to the point where any aggressor
would be confronted with Uis same poor ehoice Kennedy wanted to
avoid: h~~~liaticn or e.calstion.(221)

The “K nsdy-Mc~! r a  doctrine,” first arti culated in the message of
March 28, 1961, wee further d~velopsd in a Special Message on Urgent National
Needs , whi~~ Xmnn~dy presented b f  ore Congress on May 25. In this message
he requested addit ional funds to upgrade and streng then the regular army ,
special forces and unconventional warfare unit., the reserves , and the Marine
Corpe. Implementation of thee. plans, he said , “. . . will allow us to
almost doubl. th. combat power of the Army in less than two months , co~~ared to
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( the nearly nine months heretofore required .“(222 )

The doctrine cii whic!’ this m ilitary buildup was based , accord ing to Sorensen ,
was “th. heart and hard core of his [Kennedy’s) milita ry response to the 1961
Berlin crisis .“(223) That being the case , one is confronted by a seeming
paradox: The enormous military buildup carried through by the Kennedy
administration in its first three monthe in office , a buildup tha t raised
tota l defense expenditures by nearly $i billion (excluding foreign military
aid )(22~i) was undertaken before the Kennedy administration showed any real
awareness- that a new crisis in Berl in wee about to break out . For despite
all Kennedy’a warnings in the 1961 campaign tha t a new Berlin crisis was to
be expected no later than the spring of 1961, he and his advisers seem large ly
to have ignored the numerous indicators that pointed to l~niwtnent trouble in
th~t area.

The Kennedy administration’s oerceoticii of the Berl in situation ,. January -
May 1061

The problem of Berlin had preoccupied Kennedy long before he entered the
White House • In a erech in December 1959, he had expressed the hope for a
“long—range solution of the problem, through some f orm of Soviet-Western
agreement “which would respect the relative poeition of both of UB in that
section of Europe and still permit Berlin to live £asier ,”(225) and he returned

( to the theme in a speech of June ])e , l960.(226) The next month, early in the
pre sidential campaign, he accepted an offer by Adlai Stevenson to prepare a
report on foreign policy which , when it was delivered in mid-November, included
Berlin a~~ng the questions requiring the new administra tion ’s “immediate
attenticzi.”(227) -

By the time Kennedy took office, however , the most urgent foreign policy
problem confronting Washington appeared to be the threatened collapse of the
American-sponsored royal goveriment in Laos in the Lace of a Soviet-supported
insurgent drive, and perhaps for that reason Kennedy and his adviser s devoted
little attention to Berlin .(228) It was not until early March that the admin-
istration began seriously to concern itself with the Berlin problem , and then
the sti~ alua was evidently the publication in the Soviet press on March 3 of
the Soviet aide—m~moire to West Germany of February 17. (229) There followed
a flurry of tatements by spokesmen of the administration: a press conference
statement by Rusk affixming U .S • intentions to maintain its rights in Berlin;
an official denial of reports that the United States was considering reducing
it. garrison in Berlin~ and a statement by newly appointed Ambassador-at-large -

Averell Harriman that “all discussion on Berl in must begin from the stert ,”(230)
a statement - Schlesinger characterizes as “a move to disengage Kennedy from the
concessions the Eisenhower administration had made in 1959 and even more from
the ones we had been informed Eisenhower was ready to make at the 1961 su~~~tmeeting in P~ris. “(231)
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The ominous report sent by Ambassador Thanpecm on his March 9 meeting
with Khrushchev, however, seems f inally to have prodded Kennedy into turning )
his attention toward Berlin. It was at abou t this time , at any rate , that
Kennedy asked Dean Acbsscii “to undertake special studies of the problems of
NATO and Gerimn~,” not because he shared Acheeont a bard-line views on Ber lin
but because he consider ed Acheson one of the ~most intelligent and experienced
men around and did not see why he should not avail himself of ‘bard ’ views
before making his own judgment s .“(232)

There was still no sense of urgency, however, nor any reali zation tha t
a new crisie might be brewing; Kennedy’s special defense message of March 28
contained no reference to Berlin as a potential trouble spot , and apparently
his staff completely missed the clear warning signal in the War saw Pact
cccmuniqu~ published on March 31.(233)

When Kennedy played host to British Prim e Minister Harold Macmillan in
early April , the most urgent item on the agenda was the crisis in Laos, but
time was found for Aohescm to present preview of his report on Berlin . The
report followed closely the lines Acheson had developed in his March 1959
crit ique of the Eteenhower-Dullee policy on Berlin • As aumanarized by
Schlesinger , Achesc*i said it looked

as it the Soviet Union planned to force the Berlin issue this
year. He did not believe that Berlin could be satisfactorily
settled apart from the larger questio n of Germany; and he saw no
prospect of any agreement on either Berlin or Germany compatible
with the interests of the west • Therefore, when Khrushchev nv,ved
to cut off West Berlin the allies must instantly demons trate their
determ ination to stand up to the Soviet challenge. Skipping over
possibilities of diplomatic or economic response, Acheson crisply
offered a form idable catalogue of milita ry countermeasures ,
concluding tentatively in favor of sending a division down the
Autobahn. . . It the Russians resisted the probe , then at least
the west would know where it stood , and it could ral ly and rearm
as it did duri ng the Korean war. (2314)

It seemed l ike a replay of the debate between the Eisenhower administration
and the British in the ear ly months of 1959, except that this time Macmi llan
kept silent, leaving the task of advocating the dipl~~~tic approach to this
fore ign secretary, Laid Hcme.(235)

Whether becsi~. he found Kennedy a sympa thetic personality, considered
it futile to c~~~st Acheson’ a vigorous presentation of his thesis , or recognized
that the United States was now boldly reasserting its leadership, of the
Western alliance, Macmillan seems to have gracefully accepted the rol e of
a supporting rather than a principal actor in the drmna that was about to
untold • The cc~~ n%{qu~ issued at the end of the Kennedy-Macmillan talks
mentioned the “critical problem of Laos and Vietnam,” end expressed hope
for an agreement with the ~$SR in the test-ben talka at Geneva , but gaid

ff
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nothing about Berlin (236)

Berl in was prc*ninently featured , however , in a joint statement issued
on April 13 by Kennedy and Adeztauer following the latter ’s two—d ay visit
to Washington . The statement blandly ignored the Soviet proposals on Berl in
end Germany, instead affirming the position of the two heads of goverrunent

. . . tha t only through the application of the principle of self—
determination can a just and enduring solution be found for the
problem of Germany including Berlin . They renewed their pledge to
preserve the freedom of the people of West Berl in pending the
reunificati on of Germany in peace and freedom and the restoration
of Berl in as the capital of a reunified country.(237)

The final baae to be touched in Kennedy ’s contacts with the leaders of
the Western alliance was Paris, where he planned to see de Gaulle at the end
of May . Khrushchev ’ s acceptance of the bid for a rendezvous at Vienna ,
however , had the effect of converting the Kennedy-de Gaulle meeting into a
curtain—raiser before the main show . The two statesmen found themselves in
agreement on the need for firmness in Berlin in case the USSR applied pressure.
De Gaulle was reported to believe that “Khrushchev must be made to re ognize
that fighting around Berl in would mean a general war . • • the last thing
Khrushchev wanted ,” to which Kennedy replied that “Khrushchev must understand
that if necessary, we would go to nuclear war .“(238) Things seemed not to
have moved very far from the Dulles days of “massive retaliation.”

Kennedy orensres for the Vienna meeting

To get set for his meeting with Khrushchev , Kennedy systematically
canvassed the viewa of Americans who knew the Soviet leader at first hand
or who had talked with him rec ently , and boned up on the records of previous
sumeit meetings as well as a collection of Khrus hchev ’s major speeches.(239)
(~ the eve of his departure f or Europe he told Hugh Sidey, the White House
correspondent for ~~~~ magazine, that he bad “two main considerations” in
his forthcoming talks with Khrushchev: (1) the impasse in the nuclear test—
ben talks, with mounting pressure in the United States for a resumption of
testing and the growing (end well—founded) suspicion that the USSR was
preparing to reatune testing, and (2) the need “to warn Khrushchev on Berlin .”
“The President and all his Soviet experts ,” Sidey wrote, “felt that Berlin
would be the real trouble spot of the year. ”

It was in that city that Kennedy felt Khrushchev could make a grave
miscul culation . For in Berl in there was less of the vagueness that
was inherent in Laos • In Berlin there were specific coninitinenta,
specific lines . This country would fight for the basic rights it
retained in Berlin. War in Berlin was far more likely to bring
on a world conflict then war in Laos . (240)
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Reoogniiing as he did the high degree of probability tha t a new inter—
national orisid over Berlin was about to break out , why did Kennedy not take
some specific actio n to signal U.S . determinatio n to ma inta in it. right , there?

• Why, in effect , did he wait for IQtrushchev to make the first move? The
answer to these question. cannot be found in the di lfioul tis s of coordinating
pol ioiee within the Western allian ce, a. had been true at an analogous stage
in the 1958—59 ori is • Than there bad been sharp disagreements between the
United State s and iti aft., over the risks inherent in the use of limited
force a. proposid by U.S . and NATO military oamaan dsrs . Now there seemed
(enamel agreement that s~~ form of limited force might have to be used

Kennedy ’s restra int , it seema likely, was the result of his realization
that U.S • and NATO military forces were conpietily unprepared for any serious
test of str ength with the USSR. Pentagon contingency plans for trouble in
Berl in, MoNamara reported in early May, “assumed almost i ediate resort to
nuclear war

It its at about this time that a large—scale troop exercise , Operation
Long Thrust, involving the deployment of the 101st Aizborne Division and
the 1611th Air Transport Wing (MATS), together with other units , was canoelled
on the day it it5 to have startsd.(alia)

It s~~~ probable that X~~zsdy’ s realiuticn of the inv”tnanoe of a new
crisis in Berlin, coupled with his discovery of the inadequacy of U .S • forces
to cope with a situati on calling for the applióaticm of limited military
forces, oontribut d to his decision to ask Congress on May 25 for additi onal
funds to strengthen the conventional armed forces and increase their mobility . ( 243)

The an~c”'’tar at Vi~~me

In -the two days Kennedy and Khrushchev spent together at Vienna (June
3 aM t i), the Amsrican leader found his Soviet counterpart a tough and
unyielding adyersary . (k~ the Berlin issue especially, the clash between the
two men was direct and unmitigated. Despite Kennedy’s categorical statement
that Berlin was “a matter of the highest concern to the United States” in which
“o~w national security was involved ,”(244) Khrushchev asserted that

• . . no force in the world could prevent the USSR from signing a
peace treat y by - end of the year . No further delay was possible
or necessary. The 3overeignty of the German Democratic Republic .
would have to be observed. Any violation of that sovereignty would
be regarded by the USSR as an act of open aggression against a
peace-loving country with all the consequences ensuing therefrom.
If l..t German borders—land, air or sea borde rs-..were violated ,
they would be detsnd.d .(2ti5)

The most Khrushchev was willing to concede was that
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• . . a face—savin g interim agreemant might be reached to cover the
next six months, but the USSR could no longer delay. Any
continued Western presence inside East Germany after a peace
treaty had ended the war would be illegal , humiliat ing, and a
violation of East Germany’s borders--end those borders would be
defended . Force would be met by force . . • The decision to sign
a peace trea ty in December (unless there was an interim six months’
agreement) was firm aul irrevocable . (246) -
To nail down the Soviet position still more f irmly, Khrushchev gave

Kennedy an aide -m~noire on Germany at the end of their meeting , in which the
same position was restated , though with a less categorical insistence on the
aix-month deadline.(247)

Kkirush~hev ’s nositicii and motives at Vienna

The encounter with Khrushchev at Vienna was so “sobering ” to Kennedy
(his own word)(248) that a widely-accepted evaluation of the meeting has grown
up picturing the Soviet leader as “bullying” or “browbeating” the American
president , often with the added inference that Khru shchev ’s overbearin g manner
was the result of his belief that Kennedy had shown himself weak-willed and
irresolute in the Bay of Pigs disaster , and could therefore be pushed around
on Derlin (249) Sorensen suggests that this evaluation, which he dismisses
as a “legend,” may have resulted fran “over-management” of the press by
Kennedy, who “. . . wanted no one to think that the surface cordiality in Vienna
Justified any notion of a new ‘Spirit of Geneva, 1955, ’ or ‘Sjd rit of Camp
David, 1959.’”(250)

Sorensen is on the right track , I believe, in the explanation he offers
for the widespread misconception of Kennedy’s role at Vienna, but he fails
to explain Khrushchev’s behavior . To solve that problem, I suggest it will
be useful to consider the position of Khrus hchev himself and the pressures
under which he was operating .

This st~iy has pre sented evidence indicating that a decision was reached
in the C1~U Presidium in mid—February 1961 to “solve” East Germany’ $ security
problem either along the lines of Khrushchev ’s program of a peace treaty with
lent Germany end the conversion of West Berlin into a “tree city” or by ~~ysically
severing West Berlin Thom the Soviet—occupied eastern sector . Khrushchev ,
in this view, was given six months to show he could solve the Berlin problem
hi. way; if he failed , the alternativ e plan would be implemented .

Knowing as he did that by mid—February 1961 the policy of strate gic
bluff on which he had based his Berlin campaign in 1958—59 was no longer
serviceable , Khrushchev faced a difficult task . C~ly by putting intense
pressure on the United States could he hope to achieve his goal, yet the
prospects far success in 1961 were far elimeer than they had been in 1958-59,
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L when at least sane prominent Americans accepted Soviet claims for strategic
superiority over the United States .

Another serious consideration in Khrushchev ’s task was his comparativ e
ignorance of Kennedy’s views arid char acter . If the USSR precipitated a new
crisis over Berlin, there was a definite risk tha t the United Stat es might
respond by using its superior nuclear arsenal . Khrushchev ’s confidential
disclosure to Lipimenn that he would not unleash a new P ~rlin crisis until he
had had a face—to—face meeting with Kennedy indicates his perception of this
danger , as does the concern he manifested over the possibility of U .S.
intervention in the Bay of Pigs invasion

A paradoxical conclusion that emerges from this line of analysis is that
Kennedy’s best hope of avoiding a new crigis over Berlin lay in playing the
pert of an irresponsible, trigger—happy hothead , who might easily react to
new Soviet pressure in Berlin by unleashing his heavy weapons——in effect ,
imita t ing Her man Kahn ’s description of a teenager play ing the game of
“chicken who give “the appearance of being drunk , blind , and without a
steering wheel .“(251) Liatead, Kennedy stressed the need for both eidee to
exercise caution and restraint, and went to great lengths to convey to
Khrushchev his concern that war between the United States and the USSR might
result from miscalculation or mi sunderstanding on either side .(252)

At Vienna, Kennedy completed the process df reassuring Khrushchev as to
his sobriet y and restraint , which he had begun with his letter to the Soviet
leader pledging that the United States would not intervene directl y in the
Bay of Pigs invasion. The Vienna meeting therefore served Khrushchev as a )
testing ground with regard to the degree of risk involved in launching a
new Berl in crisis , and so he was stating the simple truth when he said , in
a radio and television report to the Soviet people on June 15, that the Vienna
meeting was “more than worth while and, more than that , it had to be held .”
He went on to say that he had “formed the impression that President Kennedy
ap-reciates the great responsibility that rests with the governments of two
such might states,” and he expressed the hope that “the time will come when
Soviet-American relations will improve .“(253)

At Vienna, Kennedy suggested a joint Soviet-U .S • program to prepare for
a manned land ing on the moon, but Khrus hchev declined , saying “that the U .S.
could better afford to go to the moon firs t and then the Soviet Union would
follow .”(2511) This was the first indication that the JSSR might be finding
it difficult to keep up with the United States in space expenditures , and a
foreshadowing of the Soviet decision at the end of July to drop out of the
military bidding in the Bârlin crisis .

During the Vienna talks, Khrushchev raised the sub jec ~ of nuclear testing,
saying, in Sorezaen’ s para~2~ra.e, that “Kennedy’s defense requests put
pre ssure on him to increase his forces , ju st as both of them were under
pressure from their scientist , and milita ry to resume nuclear tests .” Sorensen
quotes Khrushchev as saying, “But vs will, wait far you to resume testing end,
if you do , we vill.”(255) ~
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The formal uneniu~ of the Soviet camERi~n

Reassured by his talks with Kennedy as to the American leader ’s sobriety
and healthy fear of nuclear war , Khrushchev now took a aeriet3 of steps that
conatituted his opening bid in the new Soviet campaign on Berlin . He had
to work fast : On the hypothesis that the “collective leadership ” in February
had set a six—month deadline for a solution of the Berl in question , Khrushchev
had a scent two months remaining in which to work • The br oad milita ry
bui ldup already launched by the Kennedy administration consituted a sobering
warning that any Soviet attempt to intimidate the United States would make
little headway, while the Soviet recogni t ion that the American now knew the
true facts about Soviet IC~~ strength atill further lengthened the odds
against Khrushchev . His off—the—cuff decision not to try to match the United
States program of landing a man on the moon by 1970 showed he was acutely
conscious of the pre ssures being exerted on the Soviet budg et by the Soviet
space program , always closely tied- in with Soviet missile developnent .

From Khrushchev ’ a standpoint , nevertheless , the effort to win a dipl omatic
victory- ov er the Unit ed States in Berlin was worth making, nat only because
there was an outside chance it might be successful—a pro spect that must
have appealed to the gambler in Khrushchev—but f or more cogent reasons:
First, it would give him a new opportunity to appear before the world as ~~~Soviet leader , brandishing his rockets and ordering the West to abandon
its outpost in Berlin; second , even if , or rather especially if it failed ,
it could serve as a valuable smoke—screen behind which preparations could
go forward for implementing the minimum goal adopted at the (hypothetical )
mid—Feb ruary meeting of the Presidium , the physical sealing of f of West Berlin .
That action , as Khrushchev could not fail to realize , also entailed a certain
element of risk , since it would be a dire ct violation of the four—power
agreements on the administratio n of Greater Berl in, which the Weste rn Allies
had pledged them selves to defend . Sealing off West Berl in , however , while
risky, would mean a far less provocativ e challenge to the Western powers than
the threat or actuality of interference with their rights of access to’the
city . They might 3ven feel a certain sense of relief if Khrushchev and
Ulbricht solved their problem in Berl in by means that left the Western position
in tl~ city intact . There was only one serious drawback to this line of
rea soning, from Khrushchev ’ a standpoint : In ord er to make a cred ible opening b Id
he would have to grant cert ain concessions to the Sovie t military establishm ent ,
since their support would be essentia l to his endeavors .

Against this background , we can suimnarize Khr ushchev ’ s opening moves
in the 1961 crisis .

(1) On June 15, as already noted , Khrushchev broadcast a report on
the Vienna meeting to the Soviet people in which , for the first time in
public, he announced the end—of—the-year deadline for the conclusion of
a peace treaty with Germany. The speech was far less bellicose than many
he had delivered during the 1958—59 crisis , however , and contained not
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only words of pra ise for Kennedy but a strong defense of the Khrushchev
version of peaceful coexistence .

(2) Six days later , rt a forma l meeting in Moscow to mark the
twentieth anniversary of the Nazi attack on the USSR, Khr ushchev , wearing
the uniform of a lieutenant general (his wartime rank as a political adviser) ,
delivered a ringing call for the elimination of the dange r of a new war through
aignature of a peace treat y with East Germany by the end of the year . Again
he stated , as he had to Kennedy at Vienna , that the USSR would resume nuclear
testing only if the United States did so: “Thus the entire resp onsibility for
resumption of the teatin~ of nucle ar weap ons will rest with the governments
of the Western powers .(256) Again, even more than at Vienna , he showed an
awareness of the heavy costs of military escalation . Cit ing the Kennedy
administration’s $2.5 billion military buildup he Bald :

The Soviet government is doing everything in its power to end the
arms race and to remove from the people ’s shoulders the heavy burden
of milita ry expenditures . Unfortuna tely, the imperialist powers are
answering our call to compete In the production of mate rial and spiritual
values with increased iiiilita ry expenditures and expan sion of their
armed forces . This may confront the Soviet Union with the necessit y
of increasing allocatio r s f or armaments too , in order to stre ngthen
and improve cur defen ses and , if necessary, also increasing the numerical
strength of our armed forc~s in order , on the basis of our might , to
ensure peace and peaceful coexiaten ce .( 257)

An extensive section at’ Khrushchev ’s June 21 speech was devoted to 
)

extolling the Soviet rocket troops and “their capacity to strike a retaliato ry
blow . . . which will inevitably punish an aggressor if he nevertheless decides
on an act of’ folly and unlea shes a new war .”(258) Strikingly absent , however ,
were the claims far Soviet superiority in ICBM production that had marked so
many of Khrushchev ’ a speeches in 1958—59 .

A prominent featur e of the .Tune 21 meeting was the presence of a solid
iMlanx of Soviet milita ry leaders , headed by Defense Minister Malinoveky .
By their speeches and ~thysica1 presence the top brass were rende .~ing public
teetiacmy to their solidarity with the First Secretary Premier .

(3) The price Khrushchev was required to pay for the milita ry leaders ’
support was disclosed in a speech he delivered on July 8 to a class of graduating
cadets . Citing the recent increases In the U .S . military bixiget , Khrushchev
stated that “the Soviet government had been forced to Issue instruc tions to
the Mini ster of Defense to suspend temporarily , pending a specIal order , the
reduction in the armed forces planned for 1961,” and to put throt gh a 3 billion
ruble increase in military expendit irea for the current year—approximately
a 25 percent hike

Khrushchev defended these moves as “temporary ,” and asserted , not very
convincingly, that they would not result in a lowering of Soviet funds far
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investment in consumers ’ goods, agriculture, and other nonmilita ry needs .(259)

While Khrushchev was carrying out these steps , the East German political
boss, Walt er Ulbricht , was manifesting unmistakable signs of incipient euphoria .
At a press conference on June 15, Ulbricht almost openly predicted the cons t ruc—
tion of a wall to seal off West Berlin and d roppe d broad hints that this action
would mean the end of unrestricted Weste rn access to the city by air , (260)

Kennedy rirds for the crisis

The VIenna meeting brought Kennedy face to face with the crisis he had
so long expected . Khruschev ’ a double-barreled approach—his unyielding oral
presentation of the Soviet position (given , it shoul d be noted , under the watchfuleyes of two hard—liners on Ber lin , Soviet Foreign Minister Grai~rko and Ambassador
to the United States Menshlkov), followed by the state ment of the sam e deman ds
in the aide-mémoire (obviously prepared in advance of the meeting , and thus
carrying the approva l of the full Pre sidium, includ ing the now recovered
Kozlov) left no roan for doubt tha t the long-anticip ated storm was it hand .
One illusion was still left to Kennedy , however , that he had six months in
which to prepare before the USSR lowered the boom. A grea t deal of the acute
tension of the next few months was because the Soviets made the ir key move ,S the construction of the Berl in Wall , on August 12, at a time when Kennedy
thought he etill had several months to maneuver and negotiate . It was widely
believed in Washington that the USSR might announce its decision to sign a

—‘ peace treaty with East Germany at the Twenty-second Congress of the Ccmnunietparty of the Soviet Union , due to take place in the second ha lf of October .
Another favored date was l~ite September , following scheduled elections in
West Germa ny .

Not that Kennedy procrastinated ; his actions during Juno and July conveyed
a sense of urgency that reflected his “s~~~er ” clash with Khrushc hev at Vienna.
The Briti sh too, this time, seemed reconciled to the need to reply to
Soviet pres sure with limited force . In London on June 5 and 6, Kennedy told
Macmillan: -

~ilitsry planning in Berlin had to be stepp~’d up. They would
have to decide what the West shoul d do in a series of contingencies —
if the Russians signed the treaty but made no changes in the exist ing
arrangement.; or if they interrupted th. civilian supply of West
Berlin; or it they interrupted military traffic.(261J

S This time Macmillan raised no strong objections.

Significantly, Kennedy’. catalogue of’ possible Soviet actions concentrated
on steps Khrushchev had frequently threatened to take but which the U~~R , in
fact , never took, and omitted two it g~~ take—the building of the Berlin Wall
and the resumption of nuclear testing. By placing hoevy ei~ hssis on the alleged
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intention to sign a peace treaty with East Germany by the end of the year ,
and by assuring Kennedy that the USSR would not resume testing unless the )
United States did so first , Khrushchev had thrown sand iii Kenn edy ’ a eyes and
has maximized the factor of surprise in preparation for the forthcoming
Soviet campaign .

One positive result of Khrushchev ’s trucul ence at Vienn a , from Kennedy’s
standpoint , was That it helped persuade Congress that the military buildup
he had been calling for was indeed necessa ry. On June 21, Congress passed
a $12.6 billion procurement bill covering not only the missiles , warships,
and aircraft Kennedy had requested , but half a billion dollars for the continued
procurement of heavy bombers, which be had not.(262) On the following day,
Ruak replied to the Khrushchev speech of the 21st with a categorical warning that

the three Western powers . • • are in Berl in not by sufferance but
by right and those rights can ’t be terminated by unilatera l action by
the Soviet Union . You start from there • And our ccmnitments to the
people of West Berl in are very strong and very far—reaching . (263)

During this period of mounting tension, Acheson finally produced the
report on Berl in which Kennedy had called for in March . Schlesinger describes
the report , which has not yet been published , as “a lcxig and powerful paper ,”
and eunmiarizea it as follows:

Acheson’s basic thesis . . . was that West Berlin was not a problem
but a pretext . Khrushchev’s demands had nothing to do with Berlin ,
Germany or Europe . His object , as Acheson saw it , was not to rectify
a local situation but to teat the genera l Amerioan will to re8iat ;
his hope was that , by making us ba ck down on a sacred caimiitment , he
could shatter our world power axd influence . This was a simple conflict
of willa , and , until it was resolved , any effort to negotia te
the Berl in issue per se would be fatal . Since there was nothi ng to
negotiate , willingness on our part to go to the conference table
would be taken in Moscow as evidence of weakness and make the crisis
so much worse.

Khrushchev bad only dared precipita te the crisis , Acheson continued ,
becau se his fear of nuclear war declined . Our problem was to convince
him that that complacency was misplaced and that we would , in fact ,
go to nuclear war rather than abandon the etatua quo. Th1~ called
for the buildup—prompt , serious and quiet-—of both our conventional
and nuclear forces , . . • The moment there was an interruption of
access itself , we must act: fir st an airlift —and then , if that could
not be sustained aga inst Soviet counter-measures , a ground probe in
force too large to be stopped by East German border troops alone .

There was a substantial chance , Acheson said , that the necessary
milita ry preparations would by them selves cause Khrushc hev to alter
his purpose;. but he added frankly that there was a substantial
possib~4ity that nuclear war might result . (261+) 
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( - Although the major thrust of his paper was its em~~asia on military
power, Acbescm also considered the possibili ty of negotiations , but Only
after Khrushchev had retreated in the face of the Western arms buildup.

Acheson’ a paper generated a fierce debate in the Kennedy administration
between the “hard-line” advocates of a milita ry response to the Soviet challenge
and those, includ ing some ranking Soviet affairs specialists , who believed
Khrushchev’ a objectives might be limited and open to bargai ning .(265 ) Gradually
it became clear that the President himself , who had sat “poker—faced ” (Schlesinger ’
description) through Acheson’s preliminary presentation in April, was among
the advocates of negotiation. Throughout the 1961 crisis , he was to etn~~asize
repeatedly the need to present something more than a milita ry response to the
Soviet challenge, the need to have a positive negotiating position as an
alternativ e to the threat of ctnned conflict . Here, however, Kennedy found
himself entangled in the thorny problem of coordinating a position with
America’s allies, a problem that was to prove one of his most frustrating
experiences throughout the crisis . Even to get prompt action from the State
Department turned out to be unexpectedly difficult , and Kennedy fumed at what
he regarded as the excessive time it took to prepare an official reply to
the Soviet aide-m~moire on Juaie ~& . When one was finally for thcoming, he liked
it so little that he asked Sorensen to prepare a shorter , more cogent variant ,
with the result that there were tb U .S. replies , the State .Departaent note
issued on July 17 aM Sorensen’s variant, which appeared two days later .

Meanwhile, on June 28, Kennedy issued a statement ~deaigned to leave no
- - doubt in Soviet minds about the unalterable determination of the United

States to maintain its position and rights in West Berlin. The statement
rai sed the conflict to the level of a test of fundamental U S ,  policy . “This
is not ju st a question of legal right s ,” Kennedy said .

• . . It Involves the peace and the security of the people of West
Berlin. It involves the direct responsib ilities and camnitments
of the United States, the United Kingdom, and France. It involves
the peace and the security of the Western world.(266)

The U.S.~ reanonee to iruehahav’a fulv & aneech

Khrushchev’s speech to the graduating cadets , in which he announced an
increase in Soviet milita ry spend ing, wae imasdiately accepted In Washington
*5 a formal sta tement of the Soviet intention to force the issue and to
lay down a direct challenge to the United State. • At a meeting of the
National Security Council cm the day after Khrushchev’ s speech, Kennedy
ordered a compr.henáive review of U .S. military capabilities . (267) The
m.sting saw a sharp debate between supporters of Aoheaon’e “bard-line’
approach and his critics , who believed a willingness to negotiate was
essentia l if cat.strophs was to be avc~d.d. Th. latter group, which Included
presidential adviser Arth ur M. Soblesinpr, Jr., bad been encouraged by
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Kennedy to prepare a s~uinnary of their views as an altern3tive to Acheson’.
call for all-out military preparations, including the proclamation of a

I - national ~~~rgenoy. (268)

While the debate was raging , the Soviet awhasaad or to Washington,Mikhail Menehikov , indiscreetly expressed in public a v iew that he had no
doubt been cabling back to Moscow, namely that “When the chips are d ‘~vn ,

t the United States won ’t fight ”(269) Asked to caiinent at a news conference
on July 19, Kennedy eaid drily , “We Intend to honor our coninitznenta .“(270)

Kennedy raises the ante

Kennedy’. formal response to Khrushchev’s opening bid in the conflict
over Berlin took the f o r m  of a radio and tal.vision report to the American
psople on juiy 25.(271) Init heau ed up everything he had learned in the
long struggle over Berlin stretching beck to the Second World War . The
speech crystallized his thirtkLr~g on the whole complex of problems center ing on
Berlin: the historical origin, of The pr~~1ea and the legal basis of
western rights in the city; the reason Berlin had become “the focal point
where ~j r soje.m c~~~it.snts. . • end Soviet awhiticm~ now meet in basic

* confrontation;’ the way in which C~~~uniat challenges in Berl in and elsewhere
had tested and strengthened the Western alliance ; the relation between
the current crisis and the administration ’s long—range buildup program ;
the willingness of the United States to conside r “any arrangement or treat y
In Germany c~~~istent with the maintenance of peace and freedom, and with the
legitimate security interests of all nations;” and—in a final. laptdery
st stion , the basic issue starkly set forth: “. • . we seek peace-—
but we s!~all not surrender .” Kennedy closed with a fervent warning of the
danger of nuclear war resulting from ‘any misjudgment on either side about
the intentions or the other,” end an appeal to the American people ror
understanding and support .

From the standpoint of the pr~~~nt study, the moat significant passage
in the July 25 speech was the list of additional military measures Kennedy
said he would ask Congress to euthoriee , as follows:

1 • An additional $3 .2117 billion for the armed forces ;

2 • An increase in the army’ a total authorized stre ngth fr om 875,000
to approxiastsly 1 million men;

3. Increases in the active duty etrength of the Navy by 29,000 and
of the Air Porce by 63,000;

Is . A doubling arid tripli ng of draft calls in coming months, the
call-up of reserve wiLts arid xteneion of terms of duty , and the
ordering to active duty of air transport squadron., both regular
sad National aard; 
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5. Retention or reactivation of shipa and planes previously headed
‘ 

/ for retirement , together with deactivation of B-Is7 bombers;

6 • The procurement of nonnuclear weapons , aumrunition, and equi~ment.

Kennedy also called for an additional $207 million in . Civil Defense
appropriations, bringing his tota l new defense budget requests to $3 .11511

billion . This brought to more than $6 billion the increases he had requested
since January , with a resulting projected deficit of over $5 billion.
Appropriately, part of the July 25 speech was concerned with an analysis
of the nation’s economic hee~th, which Kennedy confidently asserted was strong
enough to sustain the effort he called for.

Kennedy’s July 25 speech and the measures it set in motion mark the
real turning point in the Berlin crisis of 1961. The program it outlined
constituted both a reaeonaed response to the Soviet challenge and a massive
counteroballenge , which had behind it the entire weight of the U .S. economy,
now well on its way to recovery from the stagnation that had marked The final
years of the Eisenhower administration.

~hruR hchev ont~ out

Reports of Kennedy’s July 25 speech reached Xhr~~thev two day later
at Socbi, where he was vacationi ng. An American, John MoCloy , Kennedy’s

( special, representative for Soviet-u S • disarmament talks, was present and
able to observe and report Khrushchev’s reaot icm.(272) Stripped of its
emotional rhetoric, it boiled down to an admission that the USSR would not
att empt to meet the massive U.S • challenge. Khrushchev gave McCloy no
hint of any decision to seal off lest Berlin, but he did reveal that Soviet
technical preparations- for the resumption of nuclear testing were well advanced
and that they included the detonation of a manmoth 100-megaton bomb . Another
fact Khrush chev did not divulge to his American guest was that he was host
that dey to a delegation from Ccminist North Vietnam and that a decision
was taken at about this tine to grant that nation Soviet military aid , with
which it would be able to expend its program of infiltration and subversion
agaizst non-C~~~*niet South Vietnam.

The evidence indicates , then, that Khrushchev’s - 
response to Kennedy’s

Ju ly 25 speech Included the following deoiaicms: (1) to drop out of the
military ar race; (2) to Initiate steps leading to the ~‘hysioal isolation
of lest Berlin; (3) to go ahead with preparations for the resumption of
nuclear testing; end (Is) (probably) to grant Soviet military aid to North
Vi.tmma, which may have appeared to lQwushct*v a. an economical means of
OG.Its2 iJIg the .sivs buildup of U S ,  military power called for by Kennedy.
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The August cli~~~ the Berlin Wall

4 
- )

There is evidence suggesting tha t Khrushchev ’s decision to switch from
the maximum to the minimum goal on Berlin was approved by the collective
leadership at an unannounced meeting of the Presidium early in August , arid
c~minicated to the lead ers of the satellite nations at a conference of the
War saw Pact powers on August 3 — 5.(273) To help minimize the danger that

• the Western allies , especially West Germany, would react violently to the
construction of the Berlin Wall , Khrushchev delivered a series of inflwmna tory
speeches and public statements threatening the West with dire consequences if
it dared challenge Soviet policy in Germany . (27k) To maintain the Soviet
cover story, h~~ei &r, he still defined that policy in terms of the signing
at a pesos treaty with East Germany no later than the end of the year .

Among those who recognized the likelihood of on inininent Soviet-East
German move to choke off West Bçrlin were those who had the most to lose ,
the alert citizens of the GDR • Forewarned by Khrushchev ’s renewal of the
Soviet campaign on Berlin at Vienna , record numbers of East Germans streamed
into the West Berlin refugee centers dur ing July and early August .(275 )
In a series of legislative measures, the C~)R tried to stem the flow , but the
effect was simply to heighten the sense of panic that had begun to grip East
Germany .(276)

To provide an additional guarantee against any Western inclination to
use force in Berlin, the USSR moved two divisions into positions around the
city Just before construction of the wall began. (277) )

S~~~how, the Increasingly clear indications of a Soviet—East Gerur n
decision to close the border in Berlin failed to register in Wash ington,
though there were sane per spicacious U .S. officials who wondered aloud why
East Germany didn’t solve its refugee problem by stringent border control
measuree.(278)

Viewed as a problem in tactics, the border-sealing operation was a
model of effectiveness • When the East German border police put up the firs t
obstacles along the East—West sector line on the night of August 12 - 13, they
caught the Western nations totally unprepared, and a per iod of disarray and
contusion followed in Washington.(279) The moat urgent question now confronti ng
Kennedy was whether the East German action— a clear violati on of the wartime
agreements on the four—power administration of Berlin—should be contested
by force • He decided that it should not , for reasons Sorensen aumna rizes :

X inedy pr omptly turned to his aides and allies f or advice , but there
~*. lit~tl. useful they could say in such a situation.

All agreed . . . that the Wall . . . was illegal , Inmtoral and
inhumane, but not a cause for war. It ended Wes t Berlin’s role as a
showcase and escape route for the East , but it did not interfere with
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the three basic objectives the West had long stressed : our presence
in West Berlin, our access to West Berlin and the freedom of West
Berliners to choose their own system. Not one responsible official—
in this country, in West Berl in, West Germ any or Western Europe—
suggested that allied forces should march into East German territory
and tsar the Wall down .(280)

The accelerated U £ - ailitar~r buildun in Aummt

It force was inapplicable as a response to the wall , there were other
ways in which it could be and was employed to express American determination
Even beforö the wall went up, Congress authorized the call—up of as many as
250,000 reservists .(28l) This was followed by the authorization of additional
suma for weapons procurement on August 3. (2~~) On August 6 , the U .5 . Third - -

Army and 40,000 Air Force reserves conducted Operation Swift Strike I, just
before the call—up of reserves .(283 )

After the construction of the wall , U .S .  military actions came thick
and fast . (k~ August 14, the Navy announced it would hold 26,800 officers
and men on active duty for six to twelve months beyond normal ternis . (284)
On August 16, 113 Reserve and National Guard units were alerted and 84,000
enlistments ward extended beyond normal release dates .(285)

- 
l These moves were made in line with the program announced In the President’s

( 
-
) speech of July 25, though they may have been accelerated by the sense of

urgency that resulted from the wall • That action , with its revelation that
the Western powers had been, in effect , preparing for the wrong challenge ,
generated pressure for a military response, especially in Weat Berlin itself ,
where the construction of the wall arid the apparent inability of the West
to take any effective countermeasures were creating a serious morale problem.
It was primarily to meet this need that Kennedy on August 17 ordered the
dispatch to West Berlin of a battle group of 1,500 men along the autobahn
from West Germany (286) Bare at last , it seemed, was the contingency plan for
which Aoheecn, Taylor , and oth€’r s had been calling, but under very different
circumstances from those they had envisaged: instead of being a move to warn

- • the USSR against taking a decisive step in the Berlin situation, it was a move
designed to prop up West Berlin’ a sagging morale after a definitive Soviet moye.
In size end scope , too, the battle group operation differed fran earli er
contingency plans , which had usually called for the employment of at least
a division . By reason of its diminutive size, the battle group ’ a deployment
was clearly a symbolic gesture : It was too small to represent any real
challenge even to the East German “people’ a police” or any effective reinforce-
ment to the Western garrison in Berlin; it xu large enough to make plain
the continuing U.S • o~~~itaent to West B rlln .

The period duri ng which the battle group was en route to Berlin across
East German territory provided e~~~ of Kennedy’ a most anxious aaaWti , but
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the operation was carried out sucess fully arid achieved its aim: The U S .
cc.munitment to West Berlin had been visibly reaffirmed and the morale of its
citizens began to recover fran the low ebb of the ininediate poet—wall
depression. (287)

One inadvertent by—product of the moveiijent of the battle group to Berlin
was the establishment of a precedent that gave the Soviets added leverage ow r
US , troop movements along the autoba hn. According to Sohick , the connnander
of the battl e group, in order to expedite its passage , “. . . accepted a Soviet
request at the checkpoin t to dismount his troops for a head count . . . a
reques t U .S. ccnamandere had previously refused .” “His action ,” writes Schick,
“stuck as official practice between 1961 and 1963 .“(288 )

. . .
An important part of Kennedy’s strategy in the 1961 crisis was to persuade

America ’s major allies , Brita in and Fr ance , to shoulder a lar ger pert of the
military burden . In th is effort he had only mixed success . The British ,
though willing to support the United State s verbally, were hard put to it to
cane up with any actual reinforcement., since they were suffering the adverse
effects of a financial crisis coupled with sharp demands on their available
troop reserves in Kuwait . The Fren ch, too, though sympathetic to U S ,  policy
in words , made little tangible contributi on to the Western buildu p . In the
inunediate aftermath of the construction of the Berlin Wall, however , both
nationa did order reinforcements for NATO forces in Germany: On August 17, it

-. :  was reported that the French had announced plans to strengthen their ground
and air forces in West Germany and continental France , while the United Kingdom
was reported to have ordered limited reinforcement of its tactical units in
West Germany and the recall of an armored unit from Kuwait to serve as the
nucleus of a new strategic reserve division capable of reinforcing the British
Army cC the Rhine .(289)

U.S. response to the heightened tension generated by the Berl in Wall
included the passage by Congress on August 16 of two key measures: a $46.5
billion defense appropriation covering virtually all the points specified
in Kennedy’s speech of July 25, as well as fund s for extra bomber procurement
and a further $180 million for accelerated development of the supersonic B—70
bombers ; and a bill providing the extra fund s Kennedy had requested to launch
the U .S. prngram to land a men on the moon by i97o.(29o)

The onnasition in the Kr ~~lin tak es cher~e

Imeediate].y after the construction of the wall , and as soon as it was
clear that the Western powers were not going to challenge that act by force ,
Khrushchev left Moscow for an extended vacation in Soohi • There is evidence
to Indicate that he returned to the Kre mlin briefly on August 16 to take
several action.: to dispatch a personal messag. to Adenauer via Ambassador
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Smirnov reassuring the West Ge rman leader about Soviet intenti ons in Berlin ,
and to order the recall of the Soviet ambassador to Alban ia .(29i ) Shortly
thereafter , Khrushchev resumed his interrupted vacation , and he remained
at Sochi until the end of August .

During the period Khrushchev was absent from Moscow, the Soviet and East
German governments took a series of steps constituting a more extreme challenge
to the Western position in Berl in than any previous Cc~imiunist actions .

(1) On August 22, the East German government closed nil but one of the
border crossing points in Berl in open for “foreigners,” incinding members of
the Western occupation forces , and ordered the establishment of a 100-meter
no—man ’s—land on either side of the sector boundary.(292)

(2) On the following day , Soviet notes were sent to the three Western
Allies accusing them of using the air corr idors to West Berlin to transport
“revanchi ats , extremists , saboteurs , and spies , ” and for the first time
threatening direct Soviet interference with Weste rn access to the city by
air.(2 93 ) “In making these claims ,” a British observer writes , “. . . the
Soviet authorities were crossing the boundary between claims for which some
legal basis could be. found . . . arid trespassing into the area where force
would be necessary to establish the ir clalrne .”(2914)

The August 23 note thus for the first time presented a dire ct challenge
to rights Kennedy had explicitly vowed to defend . Washington ’s response was

/ —c prompt and cl€ar . A White House statement iseued on August 211 called the
Soviet charges and allegation s “false , as the Soviet government well kiowa ,”
and it warned that

any interfe rence by the Soviet Government or ita East German
regime with free access to West Berlin would be an aggr essive act for
the consequences of which the Soviet Government would bear full
responsibiiity.(295)

This time, U.S . allies responded with almos t equal alacrity , and on the
26th , the United Kingdom and France sent pro test s to t~ ~SR restating the
warning contained in the U.S. note of August 23.(296’ .~~nnw 1iii~ , to counter
the OCR border control measure ordered on August 22, ~ U .3 • coanandant in
Berlin on the 24th ordered the deploy~nerit of a thousand troops, with tanks ,
along the East —West sector border . (297)

. 4
(3) On August 29, the Soviet government announced the “temporary

deferment” of reservists from the Soviet Army and Navy , a move explicitly
linked with the “iianediate conclusion of a Oez~~n peace trea ty . . . by
the end of thia year .”(298)

(I i ) On the following day, the Soviet government announced it would
resume the testing of nuclear weapons . Professing reluctance to take this
step , ’ the note said the USSR had been forced to do so “under the pressure
of the internat ional situation being crested by the imperialis t forces .“(299)
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While these actions were being taken in Moscow , Khrushchev , In Sochi,
was stressing the Soviet desire for negotiation s on Germany as a means to
head off the threat of war between the USSR and the Western powers . On
August 24, he told columnist Drew Pears on of his desire for talks with the
Weste rn powers on Berl in and Gernuny,(300) and two days later he sent an
urgent message to C . L . Sulzberger , senior diplomatic correspondent of the
N ew York Times, proposing an interview . (The interview with Suizb erger
took place after Khrushchev’s return to Moscow , on September 6 .)(301’)

The complex and apparently contradicto ry pattern of Soviet policy in
the period from August 22 to 31 is interpreted in diametricall y opposite
ways by the “traditionalists ” and myself . Schick , for example , seec the
bellicose Soviet statements and actions of this period us means to appl y
fur ther pressure to the West and as respon ses to Kennedy ’ a program of milita ry
buildup . Soviet resumption of nuclear testing , according to Schick , was
intended ‘to underline the lunacy of war .”(3~~ ) M~j explanation for the
“dialectica l contradictions ” of. Soviet policy in this period is simple:
Dur ing Khrushchev ’s absence tr ain the Kremlin , his interna l opponents seized
contr ol of Soviet policymaking and put through a series of measures that
bro ught the USSR and the Western powers close to the brink of war . (303)

An added advantage of thi s approach is tha t it provides an explanation
of the no less confusing and apparent ly contradictory pattern of Soviet
foreign policy in the period from early September to the end of October 1961 .
It will be convenient to suDuarize the principal moves in chronological order :

(i) The new Soviet nuclear test series began on Septembe r 1 and continued
thereafter at short intervals until October 31, when the USSR detona ted a
super—bomb with a yield estimated at 50 megatons .( 301I )

(2) On September 13, Kozlov, addressing a congress of the North Korean
Communist party in Pycmgyang, disclosed that the December 31 deadline for the
signing of a peace treaty with East Germany had been lifted , a disclosure that
passed almost unnoticed in the West .(305)

(3) The next day , Soviet tighter planes buzzed two U.S • conmiercial
airliners en route to Berlin.(306) Thie was the last direct Soviet threat
to Western access to Berl in by air during 1961, however ; in the words of a
British observer “A turning point in the crisis seemed to have been reach ed
and peaaed .”(307j

(4) On Septesber 20, before Kozlov had return ed to Moscow, U .S . and
Soviet negotiators r ached agreement cm a statement of basic principles to
govern disarmament talks between the two powers . (308)

(~~~~) 
On September 24, a personal emissa ry of Khru shchev sought out

Pierre Saithger , Whit . Rouse press secreta ry, and delivered a confidential

)
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message to Kennedy train Khrushchev assur ing him that “the atom in Berl in

r 
is ovem .”(309)

( 6) Finally, on October i7, in his opening address to the Twenty—second
Congress of the Ccinmunist party of the Soviet Union , Khrushchev told the West
what it was anxiously waiting to hear :

The question of a time limit for -the signing of a German peace treaty
will not be so important it’ the West ern powers ahoy a read iness to
settle the German problem ; we shall not in that case absolutely insist
on signing the peace treaty before Deoember 31, 1961.(310)

With this lifting of the deadlin e, one might think , the 1961 crisis
should have been finally over. Not so: there was to be one f inal moment
of acut e ~.enaion and anxiety , a Soviet—U .S. tank confrontation in Berlin
on October 27. Before we consider tha t event , however , it will b~ useful
to suxrina r ize U .S. military actions in the period train early September through
mid-October .

- m ilitary moves ~ Sentember - October

Spurred on by the Soviet actions of the last ten days of August , the
U .S . armed forces in September and Octob er rapidly embarked on the program
of expansion and upgrading called for in Kennedy’s speech of Ju ly 25. Sorensen
suimnarizes the moves of the second half of 1961 as follows:

Some 158,000 men, Reservists and Guardsmen , mostly for the Army , were
actually called up; and altcgether the strength of our armed forces
was increased by 300,000 men before wint er . Scme 1~O,OOO were sent to
Europe and others were prepared for swift deployment . Six ‘ priorit y

~visIons’ in the Reserves were made ready for quick mobilization, and
three Regular Army divisions engaged in training were converted to
full combat readiness .

Along with the manpower , the Berlin build-u p provided enough equipaent
and anmmunition to éupply the new troops, enough sealift and airlift
to transport them and enough airpower to cover ground combat .
Sane three hundred tactical fighter a ircraft , more tha n 100,000 tons
of equipnent and sever al thousand tanks , Jeeps , armored personnel
carriers and other vehicles were placed in position on the ~ur opeen
continent and still more cm ‘floating depot ’ ships.(311)

The following list of specific ~ctions is not complete, but it conveys
a vivid impression of the sense of urgency tha t animated U.S . policymakere
at this time:

(1) On September 2, four fighter squadrons (seventy..two planes) were sent
to Europe to participate in war gamee.(3].2)
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L. ~ (2) On September 5, after Khrushchev ’s rejection of a personal
F ~ plea train Kennedy and Macmillan to ha lt the Soviet series of atomic tests ,

Kennedy ordered the resumption of underground testing by the United States .
The first U S ,  test in the new serie s , a small—y ield improvised shot because

f the lack of advance preparations, took place on September 15 .(313)

(3) Between September 7 and 26, the 101st Airborne Division, together
with the l6llth Air Transport Wing (C—l35s) , othe r units, and forces fr an
Greece, Italy, Turkey, and the United Kingd om took pert in NATO Exercise

ç Checlcnjate I.(3 l~ ) Ship. of the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterr anean also particip a ted
in the exerc ise (3l5 )

(4) On September 13, nearly 2,000 naval air reservists were recalled to
duty . (316)

(5) Between September 15 and 25 , the 101st Airborne Division took part
in Exercise Checlanate II , at Adana , Turkey.(317)

(6) On September 19, 2 Army National Guard divisions and 249 smaller
reserve and guard unita were ordered to active duty.( 318)

(~) On September 20, two ships of the Sixth Fleet , the Newman K. Perry
(DDR—883) BIKI the Hav~awarth (DD—700) visited Eregli , Turkey, dur ing a cruise
of the Black Sea.(319)

(8) Durin g the period from August to December 1961, the following Air
Nati onal Guard unite were called to active duty : the 102nd Tactical Fighter
Wing, the 152nd Tactical Control Gr oup , and the 71.08th, 71.17th, 71.21st , 71.22nd,
and 71.31st Tactical Wings ,

(9) During the sec~~d half of 1961, U .S. Air Force s, Europe , was
aug~nented by eight TAC fighter squadrons, subsequently supplemented by eleven
National Guard tactical fighter end reconnaissance squadrons .

(io) On October lli_ 15, operation S~~ Shield II was conducted , the largest
air defense maneuvers ever held up to that t ime .

(ii) During October , the 1.611th Air Transport Wing, employing thirteen
C-118., moved Air National Guard unite to Europe in Operation Stair Step.(320 )

The tank confrontation of October 27

The Twenty- second Congress of the CP5U opened in Moscow on October 17
with a lengthy report for the Central Ccunittee by Khrushchev , in the course
of which he announced the lifting of the December 1961 deadline for the
signing of a peace treaty with East Germany . Following this contribution
to the relaxation of international tensions, Khrushchev pushed on to what was

)
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evidently , in his eyes , the centr il tack of the Congress—discussion and
approva l of a new party program ( the firs t since 1919) , the ma jor fea ture
of which was the forecas t. that the USSR would enter the era of full Camnuniam
by 1980.

Contrary to Khrushchev ’s hopes and expectations, however , the Twenty—second
Congress turned out to be a tens e and drama tic bat ~legrouri d , at which sharp
clashes took place between the Ccnnunist party of the Soviet Union and
those of Albania and China . During the congress , Khrushchev reopened old
party wounds with a slashing attack on Stalin , culminating in the demand for
the removal of his corpse from the mausoleum on Red Square . Finally, the
congress witnessed a vigorous battle betwee n Khru shchev and his followers ,
on the one aide , and party functionaries opposed to him on the other , over
the queatiàn of his powers as first secretary , a battle that ended in
Khrushchev’s defeat and the elevation of Kozlov to the position of number two
man in the Secret eriat .(321)

It was while these turbulent developments were taking place that the
tank confrontation of October 27 occurred . The event presents a sharp
challenge to analysts of Soviet policy . Why did the USSR choose this particular
moment , ten days after Khrushchev had defused the cris is, to bri ng tension
in Berlin close to the flash point , with the issue of war or peace dependent
on the steadiness of nerves of tank crews and their cciwnandere?

‘~~radit ional1s t” analysts of the Berlin crisis meet this difficulty in
vari ous ways, none of them very satisfactory . Schick simply ignores the tank

‘Li confrontation.. (322) George and Smoke mention it , but dismias it as one of
a series of “minor pr øbes aro und Berlin” by the Soviet forces , though they
concede it was “the most spectacular .” At a later point in their analysis ,
they downgrade it still farth er , calling it “probably unnecessary,” and citing
it as one of a series of actions by General Lucius Clay that “caused a number
of very sharp reactions to local incidents ” in Berltn.(323) This evaluation,
in my opinion , indicates a fundamental misunderstanding not <lily of Soviet
policy but also of the basic issues in the Berlin conflict.

The issue at stake, as Clay recognized , was the Soviet and East Geiman
challenge to the continuing validity of the wartime four-power agreements
on the administration of Berlin, providing for the right of unimpeded acc5se
by Western military personnel to all sectors of the city , including that
occupied by the USSR. This right was challenged on October 22 by an adminietrativ~
measure enacted by East German authorities , the demand that Western military
personnel in civilian clothes present identity cards to the East Gei,nan border
police when entering East Gerlin. This action , which led directly to the tank
confrontation, constitutes , in the view of a British observer, a break in
the pattern - of Soviet policy after Xhruehchev’a speech of October 17 “which
in difficult to explain .”(324)

The explanation, as I have tried to show in The Berlin Crisis of 1q61,
in a complicated one, involving the drastic deterioration in Soviet4albanian
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- and Soviet—Chinese rela ons that occurred at the Twenty —second Congress;
Khrushchev’ a msuccessf attempt to reestabli sh his unchallenged authority Sover the party, using ti anti—Stalin issue as his principal weapon; Kozlov ’s
covert defiance of Khrw ichev , his siding with the Chinese , and his conniving

I 
with Ulbricht to stage c direct provocation to Western rights in Berlin; and
Kozlov ’s ultimate triu mph , achieved by means of the pressuxe exerted on
Khru shchev by the tank confrontation, which was called off by the USSR as

t 
soon as word was receivea in East Berl in of the outcome of the struggle for
power in Uoecow.(325)

Whatever explanati on of the tank confro ntation one accepts—-and it is
an event that urgently demands explanation-—the only aspec t of the incident
relevant to the present study is the use of force by the USSR and the United
States • The point at which Soviet forces reluctantly moved their tanks up
to the sector boundary, facing those previously deploye d by the United Sta tes ,
signifie s the Soviet leade rsh ip ’s acknowledgment that the four—power adnilni3—
trative structure of Berlin still retained its validity and a tacit admission
that the USSR could xxt turn over to East Ge rman autho rities its responsibil-
itie s in the city . The withdrawal of the Sovie t tanks on the morning of
October 28 amounted to an open confession that they had been defeate d in the
test of wills. Seen tn this light , the tank confrontation marked the real
climax of the entire U.S. -Soviet tug—of—war that had started with Khrushchev ’s
speech of November 10, 1958.

The sc~Un~-.do.n of the crisis
)

October 28 can be regarded as the real end of the Berlin crisis of
1961. There were to be flareupa and tension in earl y 1962, but when the next
m ajo r Soviet-U .S. test of will occurred , Cuba, not Ber lin , was to be the
focus . For some. t ime, the U.S . military and nava l buildup continued und er the
momentum generated by the events of August-October 1961 .

Over the next two years , however, most of the reserve end Nati onal
Guard unite called to active dut y in 1961 were demobilized . (~ August 1,
1962, for example, the Navy released all reservists . (326) The crisis in
Berlin was over; but not the struggle for supremacy between the USSR and
the United Staten .

A C~~~~rative Z 1~~ticzt, l~~8-59 ~and 1961

It re.alns to strike a balance and evaluate the effectiveness of
military force as a tool for the achievement of national goals in the two
Berlin crises . The tank can be accomplished moat expeditiously by making
a point~b~~point comparison.

)
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( (1) The use of limited force. During the 1958—59 crisis , in the era
of the Eisenhower—Dullea policies , the United States strove to avoid the
use of limited force , fearing tha t its use might lead to an escalation
toward the nuclear thren hold . Considerations of expense were also
involved : Acutely conscious of the enormous cost of the nuclear arsenal in
which be placed his major reliance for deterr ence , Eisenhower was determined
to ovoid anything that might crea te a demand for additi onal military expense.

U .S. reluctance to use limited force in the opening phase of the 1958—
59 cris is may well have encouraged the USSR to develop its campaign in Berlin
more fully tha n it would have done had it been faced at the outset by a show
of U.S . firnmees .

In the opening phase of the 1961 crisis , too, the United States failed
to use limited force , even though Kennedy had explicitly broken with the
Eisenhower administration ’s insistence on fiscal restraints on military
spending . Neverthe less , the Kennedy administration, even though it recognized
the high probability of a new Soviet—inspired cris is in Berlin , refrained from
taki ng any action—for example, a token reinforcement of the U .S. garrison
in Berl in , which might have conveyed to the USSR a realization of the U.S.
determination to mainta in its position there .

There ,-iere several reasons for this restra int ; The failure of U .S
intelligence to pick up the signs of impendi ng crisis probably played a
part , but the major reason was no doubt Kennedy ’s discovery of the unpreparedness

( of the U .S .  military establishment to take effective limited action in Berlin .
Whatever the reason , the effect of U .S. inaction in 1961, as in 1958, was to
encourage Sov iet leaders to push ahead with their plans .

(2) The use of conventional force • A clear—cut difference between the
two administration s was their att itude toward the use of conventional (nonnuclear )
for ce . Pinning its hopes for deterr ence on “massive retaliation” using nuc lear
weapons and striving to keep a lid on other milita ry expenditures , the
Eisenhower administration cut back on arwy strength axil adopted a no-growth
policy for the conventional forces • In contrast , Kennedy stro ngly endorsed
a program of building up the conventional forces , and relied on them for hi.
major militery moves in the 1961 crisis .

There were four main example s of the use of force by the Kennedy
administration during the 1961 crisis, each designed to serve a specific
purpose .

(a) Kennedy’s July 25 speech can be interpreted as a logical step in
his long-range plan s to strengthen U S ,  milita ry power and increase its
tlexibility. It thus represents the continuation of the policy set forth
in his messages to Congress of January 30, Ma rch 28, and May 25. Taken as
a whole, the 1961 military expansion was the Kennedy administration’s resp~~ e
to the Soviet strategic challenge dating back to the launching of Sputnik
in 1957 and to Khrushchev’s subsequent exploitati on of Soviet specs achievements
to convey the Impression that the strategic balanc e bad shifted dscisiv.ly
in the USSR’s favor .

-
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Viewed in the context of the Ber 1ir~ crisis , the July 25 speech served
as a massive response to Khru shchev ’s deadline challenge at Vienna and his 

)subsequent announcement of an increase in Soviet military spending~ The July
25 speech achieved its ininediate purpose in forcing Khrushchev to drop out
of the bidding at this point , but it entailed certa in concealed corollarie s
that went far to nullify the advantage thus gained for the United States :
first , the building of the Berl in Wall; second , the Soviet resumption of nuclear
testing; and third—conJect~ ’ally.....a Soviet decision to extend aid to North
Vietnam.

- (b) Kennedy’s order sending a battle group down the Autobahn to Berlin
o’~ August 17 represented a calculated risk designed to help restore the morale
of West Berlin after the Jolting impact of the constructi on of the wall . By
keeping the size at’ the force small enough to rule out any thought on the part
of the Soviet leaders that he was offer ing a direct challenge to them, Kenn edy
managed to achieve his goa l without enlarging the conflict .

(c) The program of call—ups, maneuvers, war games , and nuclear test shots
in Septewher 1961 constitute d the realization of the measures Kennedy had
called for in his July 25 speech, and which Congress had approved on August 1,
3, and 16. Seen in relation to the imaediate context of the Berlin crisis ,
thes e moves might be criticized as a case of locking the barn after the ho~’seis stolen——this cm the assumption tha t the construc tion of the wall marked
the turning point In Soviet strategy in the crisis . In the larger context
of the continuing U .S .-Soviet strategic rivalry , however , the September 1961
moves were an essential part of the U.S • effort to establish olear cut strategic
predominance over the USSR and thereby recapture the diplcmat~c initiative
on a world scale that the Eisenhower administration had come close to losing .
The September 1961 buildup also served as the indispensable background to the
fina l conflict in the cr isis.

(d) The tank confrontation in Berlin on October 27, far from being
irreleva nt or unnec essary , was a direct affirm ation by the United States of
its det~rmiria tion ~~ retain its rights in Berlin and to force the USSR t0
observe ite obligations under the wartime agreements for four—power adminis tration
of the city . To achieve these goals , it was necessary for U .8. decis lonira ker a
to have an insight into the issues at stake and a willingness to risk a
violent or wkprediotable Soviet response rather than yield rights the United• States considered vital . Soviet action in the confrontation showed tha t their
dec ieionmakers understood the issues at sta ke equally clearly, and that they 4

accepted , though grudg ingly, the U .S. demands .
3 • •

4

(3) Tlw use of nuclear weanons and IC.~~~~ With regard to the use of
nuclear weapons and IC~I1s, the two administrations differed in degree rather
than in kind . A ie~.re critic of the Eisenhower administration’s record in
this field up to the end of 1961, Kennedy found on taking office tha t the level
of U S , strategic power was higher, that of the USSR lower than he had believed

—
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and asserted during the 1960 presidential cam~eign . Kennedy’s recognition in
February 1961 that there was no “missile gap, however , did not inthice in him
a sense of complacency or a willingness to stabilize the strategic balance at
the existing level ; ra ther he accepted the doctrine that the United States ,
as a na tion that would never initiate a nuclear exchange with the USSR, must
have a strat egic arsenal so powerful and so invulnerable that the United States
could take the full brunt of a surprise nuclear attack by the USSR and still
have enough reserve power to destroy the Soviet capacity to wage war .

In the 1958—59 crisis , which broke out just after the beginning of the
Soviet-Western de facto teat ban agreement , nuclea r weapons played a largel y
symbolic role . It was Khrushchev’s exaggerated claims for Soviet superiority
in missile production and emplacement that provided the major leverage in -

Soviet strategy .

During the 1961 cris is, Soviet claims to ICBM superiority were drastically
1~oned. down, once the Soviet leadership realized that the United States Imew
the tru e facts about the strategic balance . This enforced moderation , however,
may have had bear ing on the Soviet decision to begin preparations for the
resumption of nuclear testing.

Renewed testing by both the USSR and the United State a was one of the
most regrettable aspects of the 1961 cris is, and here the U .S . leadership
seems fairly clear of responsibility , at least on the existing public record .
Especially harmful were the massive Soviet tests in the atmosphere , which

— produced extens ive radioactive fallout . Since the cris is in Berlin was over
(~j before the 50-megaton blast of October 31, 1961, and since the United States

by that time had given ample evidence of its readiness to meet the USSR at
the negotiating table , the Soviet resumption of testing cannot be explained
as a means of exerti ng pressures on the West to consent to negotiation ..

(li ) Ne~otiationn and the use of for ce, In his book The Berlin Cr isia,
Schick argues that the Kennedy administration , by combining the offer to
negotiate with the use of limited force, actually helped prolong the 1961
crisis .(327) The logical conclusion would seem to be that U,S • leaders would
have been better advised to eschew the search for a coimnon meeting ground

• with the USSR in the Berlin conflict and to limit their response to the Soviet
~~a11enge to milita ry actions . (kie detects here an echo of the Achseon thesis

Granted that the mixture of professed willingness to negotiate end limited
force tha t Kennedy employed may have encouraged some Soviet leaders to believe
that the USSR coul.d achieve its goal. by int imidation, it is difficult to
accept the view that Kennedy’s two-track apçroach was a mistake . Taking
the long-range view, one of the greatest achievements of the Kennedy administration
in foreign policy was without doubt the nuclear test -ben treaty of August 5, 1963,
which for the first time since l915 brought the USSR and the United State s
together on a matte r of fundamental internsticmal importance • It seems highly
doubtful that the USSR would have signed the test—ben tre aty had Kennedy not
held the door open tc~ negot iation s all along, even at the oments of greatest
V.8,-Soviet tension.

—
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The Eisenhow-~r administration, too , tried to mix force with the

willingness to negotiate, but since it never succeeded in convincing the USSR $of its deterndnation to hold fast in Berlin , since its threat to use nuclear
weapons was regarded with widecpread skepticism, and since it eschewed the
use of limited force, its negotiating position was weak . Only Soviet failure
to cash in on the coneessiona made by the West at the Geneva Conference of
foreign ministers in 1959 prevented a serious erosion of the Western position
in Berlin , Similarly, the collapse of the P~ris suisnit meeting in May 1961
fortuitously saved the Eisenhower administration from making new concessions
on Berlin . It was by luck , then , rather than by good management or skillful
planning that the Eisenhower administmtion managed to weather the 1958—59

• 
•~ crisis in Berlin and it. sequel at the I~ris st~unit meeting. The same thing

cannot be said , however , of the other foreign policy defeats the Eisenhower
• j 

administration suf fered in the sumser and fal l of 1960.

The Kennedy record is not without blemishes: His administration made
a nuirker of serious blunders in 1961, not only at the Boy of Pigs but

• I elsewhere , including (at least in the opening phase of the cris is), Berl in.
Given the nature of the Soviet campaign in Berlin , however; given The
impossibility of knowing what the real Soviet goals were , and how far they were
willing to go to achieve them; given the Soviet capacity to inflict heavy
damage on the West in a surprise attack, using either nuclear or conventiona l
weapons, or both; given the unpredictability of Soviet moves, and the
impossibility of biowing the real power relations within the Soviet leadership--
given all these things, I believe Sorensen is justified in his assertion that
Kennedy’s objectives at Berlin were achieved, and that “his conventional
force build-up had helped prevent a confrontati on over Berlin that might
otherwise have reached the nuclear level .“(328)

“One never biowa, of course,” Schlesinger writee,

• . . what would have happened if Kennedy had ordered full mobilization,
or it he had rushed stra ight to negotiation , but either extreme
might well have invited Soviet miscalculat ion and ended in war .
Instead he applied power and diplomacy in a combination and sequence

- - which enabled hia to guard the vital interest, of the West and hold
off the holocauat (329)

Both Sorensen aid Schlesinger, of course, were prominent members of the
Kennedy ~dminietration and avowed admirers of Kennedy himself , aid their
evaluation of his record hag not won universal acceptance . But no one who
baa made a thorough study of Soviet pc~.ioy in the Berlin crises (arid the
staunchest critics of Kennedy have not done eo)(330) can easily deny that he• underwent a testing period of extreme d.mger in 1961, or that he came through
it with , on the whole, remarkabl. aiooess. 

- -
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S Chapter XIII

CASE STUDIES: YUGOSLAVIA 1951 AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1968

By Philip Wind8or

In this chapter we will examine two critical situations in Eas tern
Europe that led the United States to take some demonstrative military

• action. The use of armed force in a crisis——even where that use is
purely demonstrative— reflects a series of difficul t decisions. In the
case .f Eastern Europe, the difficulty IS the greater since it is clearly
an overriding interest of the United States to avoid war with the USSR.
The role of military force is therefore bound to be circumscribed . But
it is also ambiguous . If the movement of forces is regarded as purely
demonstrative, and if it is understood that it could never lead to war,
then it is unlikely that it would demonstrate anything at all. The
purposes of military action must therefore vary . They can range from
an Indication of resolve, and interest in the outcome of a crisis, to
the attempt to reassure allies and convince opponents of an existing

- ecemitment; they can include a ~1ear warning to an adversary that a
crisis could indeed lead to war. But the very fact that the risk of war
might be entailed in a use of force intended primarily to demonstrate
support or coemitment suggests that the scale and movements of forces are

( likely to be restricted . From demonstrating coimnitment to declaring war
— -~ .. is a major seep . For the most part , the chief concern of the United States

• in these Eastern European crises was to demonstrate interest or conatitment.
The use of force could be——end was——significant; but it was principally ~in
a small scale.

Even the significance of such restricted movements, however, can
only be appreciated within the context of a political analysis of the
interests and interactions concerned. I shall suggest the nature of these
interactions, and shall hope in so doing - to indicate the limitations, as
well as the effectiveness , implicit in the use of -American force. The
political context——though vastly different in 1968 from what it had been
in 1931——was characterized in both cases by a very complex interplay of
considerations, involving Soviet policies in Eastern Europe , the reactions
of certain Eastern European countries to those policies, the secuirty of
the ~~ited States, and the reactions of the Western European countries
when confronted with this interaction. I will demonstrate how the use of
force——both in its demonstrative capacity and in its wider iapli~ations——
was Informed by the political context.

I would also suggest that the use - of force in such circumstances
was mscas.arily directed towarc~ sore than one objective . We observed tha t
f.rcs could serve one .~f several differen t , functions. But in certain

~. including th . two under consideration here, it bad to serve more than

f
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one at a time. The targe ts of U.S. military action were both the Western
European nations and the USSR. This, too , dictated the way in which the
decisions to take military action came about .

Although such considerations are common to the two cases , there is
also an immense difference between them. In the case of Yugoslavia in
1951, the United States was still concerned with the attemp t to establish

• a - direction for its foreign policy . If that foreign policy was posited
on the idea of containment , it was still far from clear where the lines of
containment were to be drawn——precisely because Yugoslavia provided an
ambiguous and difficult case—-or whether Tito would prove a viable
instrument in the execution of such a policy . For these reasons, and
because ~merica n policymakers were uncertain about both Soviet intention s
and Yugoslav objectives, initial U.S. reactions to the case of Yugoslavia
were characterized by a slow deliberation of decision . I shall argue that
the decision to supply military aid was the culmination of a decision
process that hardened and formalized the changes that had already come
about.

In Czechoslovakia in 1968, the c~Se was very different . The
primary consideration of U.S. policy was to prevent an existing situation
f rom degenerating into a new one involving other Eastern European nations• that might bring with it the threat of war. Containment was by then
recognized as a mutual process in which both superpowers sought to avoid
the threat of war or the uncertainties that could lead to conflict. Yet
the attemp t to confine the crisis involved the real possibility of war.

I shall begin with an analysis of the background to the Yugoslav
situation and •hov now the decision to extend military aid arose from the
originally more r evolutionary decision to give the country economic
assistance.

Yugoslavia 1951

On June 28, 1964, the Communis t Informa t ion Bureau (Cominform )
passed a resolution expelling the “Ti to clique ” f rom the Soviet camp and
from any participation in the world Communist movement. This was a
parti cularly important date in Serb history , Vidov Dan, a day of national
mourning co etuora tin g the Serbian defeat by Turkish armies at Kossovo In
1389.(2) For Stalin to proceed to this ultimate action on Vidov Dan was,
in terms of the Serb n~~ional consciousness , almost equivalent to theArab s’ attack on Israel on Tom Kippur . Probably , Stalin had no idea of
its significance. Beyond ignorance suggested , Stalin also confirmed the
rightness and tactical superiority of Tito’s moves during the quarrel that
led to the explusion.

-
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’ For two months, the USSR and Yugoslavia had done nothing but exchange

polemics . The USSR had withdrawn its military mission in Yugoslavia. A
long letter , signed on behalf of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) by Georgi Molotov and Josef Stalin ,
accused Tito and his principal courades——Milovan Djilas, Svetozar
Vukaanovic , Boris Kidric, Alexander Rankovic “and others”—of being
“questionable Marxists.” Ultimately, by hrs action of expellin g them from
the Cominform on Vidov Dan , Stalin demonstrated tha t an ideological
quarre l had turned into a nationalist principle . Indeed , the very fact
that Tito ’s expulsion from the Cominfonn occurred on the day observed by
the Serbs underlined the disparateness of the nations he was trying to
weld together . It was of no particular significance to Croats or
Slovenes or )iontenegrans——let alone , of course , to the Moslems in Bosnia .
Like Stalin , Tito had chosen an authoritarian ideology to force his
peoples to work togeth er in the construction of socialism.

This situation created a dilemma for the United States . Tito was
no Western democrat . Orig inally supp orted by the British in the Second
World War and lat er by other Western allies , Tito was encouraged by Stalin
at a comparatively late date. Immediat ely after vic tory , ha turned
agains t the Western powers with considerable ferocity. The first threat
of a military clash between the Western and Communist allies occurred when• Tito ’s forces threatened to advance into Carinthia and were faced down by
Allies forces under General Harold Alexander . There was one other moment
at which matters came to the verge of open conflict: at Trieste, which
Tito tried to occupy in 1945. Yugoslavia had pushed harder on Trieste

- 
- than the USSR was willing to. contemplate . Tito had even warned “outs ide

• powers” in a public speech against treating Yugoslavia’s vital interests
P lightly. (A letter from the SoviCt leadership subsequently reproached

Tito on this matter , and invited him to explain himself to the Cominform. ) (3)
Yugoslavia had also expressed its territorial ambitions by proposing to
the USSR that it br ing Bulgaria into the federation as the seventh
republic of Yugoslavia .

The U.S. policy of containment took shape in 1947 partly as a
resp onse to the Soviet threat to Greece and Turke y, but also as a device
to contain Coimainist influence in general . “Communist influen ce ,” though
principally equated with Soviet influence , also had other guises . In
American and Wes tern eyes, Yugoslavia was in some ways the most ferocious
member of the Socialist csmp.(4) Tito , while seemin~ to be a Stalinie t
in his domesti c policy, behaved remarkably like 

- 
a Trot *kyist in his

foreign policy . His dispute s with both the USSR and Bulgaria over the
nature and degree of support to be given to the ~tarkos “governst e1~t ” in
Greec e seemed to cas t him as the most expans ive and aggressive member of
the socialist bloc . Perhaps , Indeed , he was .

Given this background , it would not be easy for any U.S. administra —
tion suddenly to see Yugoslavia as the ar ck—cha llenger of the USSR. After
all, it was only with grea t reluctanc, that the Yugoslavs themselves
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agreed to play this role——in which they had been cast by Stalin rather
t ian themselves. One could go farther : it was the very energy and drive
of Yugoslav na t ional ambition under Tito that had made the country appear
to be the most aggressive Communist state. If these same qualities sub-
sequently precipitated the break with the USSR, if Stalin recognized them
as a menace, it migh t nonetheless appear f~om the U.S. perspective that

• they merely provided confirming evidence of the expansionism of the
socialist camp as a whole. The USSR believed in the socialist camp ;
Yugoslavia believed in the socialist camp ; why should the United States
not do so?

All the evidence seeming to confirm Yugoslavia’s role as the most
• active and aggressive protagonist of Communist expansionism could be

interpreted to indicate that its re1atio~ with the USSR were those of
- 
inherent conflict. In each case , Tito and his associates, while trying to
emphasize their total solidarity with the USSR stressing their expansionist
tendencies to the greater glory of the socialist camp , were perhaps also
trying to cover up the conflic t between the needs of the multinational
state that had emerged from the bloody and bitter divisions of the war, and

- the need for overall solidarity. The fac t tha t it was their very
expansionism and aggression that led them into conflict with the rest of
the socialist camp took a long time to show. But when it showed , they had
to choose between ideological purity , as defined by Stalin, and national
unity, as defined by Tito. Stalin helped them choose national unity .

Hence the American dilemma. Could the United States believe that
this aggressive , neo—Stalinist , anti—Western country had really broken with• Stalin? in the American public and in Congress , skepticism prevailed over
hope. Indeed, a widely respected Yugoslav immigrant historian, Alex
Dragnich, wrote a book-—Tito: Moscow’s Trolan Horse——which found a wide
resonance in the United States at the time . The notion of a division of
labor is not easy to dismiss if one accepts the original premise of a
Communist monolith . Af ter all , if other European Communis t parties were
controlled from Moscow (whose actions were only confirmed by the Cominfo rm) ,
should Yugoslavia be an exception? And if Stalin had been foolish enough
to turn down the funds made available to the USSR under the original

• Marshall Plan proposal , and if these funds were nonetheless needed , why
not use one of the Soviet satel lites to attrac t tnea , without , of course ,
therby impairi ng the ideological purity of the other satellites . The• American ambassador in Belgrade , Cavendish V. Cannon, recognized shortly
before June 28 that Yugoslav.-Soviet relation , wer e going seriously vron g.(5)
He also suggested that the dissension would provide the Unit ed Sta tes with
a major policy breakth rough .

It is .worth remembering that this was the period in which the Berlin
blockade was reachi ng full intens ity ; in which , only a few months before ,
the communist takeover in Czechoslovaki a had seemed to confir. that there
was no prospect whatever of any country’s being able to provide a bridge
between East and Wut—-and that if it tried , its leaders were likely to
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be defenest rated and its people brough t firml y under Eastern control. This
period also preceded the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) . There
was no Western security organization that committed the United States to
Western Eur ope . Such Western European defense agreements as existed were
embryonic (and destined to be stillborn ) . In such circumstances , the idea
that the most ferocio us member of the soci&list camp should strik e a
stance independent of the two blocs , ahould reverse the fate of
Czechoslovakia, was not easily acceptable. Neither the President, nor his
na t ional security advisers were disposed at first to take the ambassador’s
prognostications seriously.

The events of 1949 soon impelled the resp onsible authorities in
Washington to change their minds . To summarize these events briefl y :
They were of two kinds . First , the Cominfor m countries in Easter n Europe
attempted to isolate Yugoslavia diploma t ically and then economicall y .
This process was accompanied by a war of nerves , in which the USSR threatened
to establish a new , “legit imate” Yugoslav Communist party , and in which the
Coisinform members openl y discussed the prospects of guerrilla war aga ins t
the “Tito clique.” The threat of guerrilla war was amplified by a very
large number of border incidents , which began almost as soon as Yugoslavia
had been expelled from the Cominform . As is usually the case , the precise
origin of such inciden ts is not clear . It would appear tha t their origin
lay in the attemp t of Yugoslav frontier guards to prevent pro—Sovi e t refug ees
from escaping . They very rapidly became part of an establish ed pattern ,
in which the Soviet satellites -—especially Albania and Bulga ria , which
f lanked the eastern and western borders of Yugoslavia ’s state——attempted
to intimidate the country and wear down the resistan ce of its defense
forces . Indeed , the incidents were so numerous that Yugoslavia claimed 219

• frontier clashes and 60 violations of its air space within 14 months of
its expulsion from the Cominfor m.(6)

This pa t tern of developments in Esatern Europe was shortly
accompl ished by a Yugoslav counte rattack in the United Nations . This was
the second development that precipitate d a • change of mind by U.S. decision—

• kers .

Strategically, the Yugoslav defection from the Soviet bloc ~reac hed
the Adriatic fortres s of the Condu form defenses , isolated Albania , ~nd
saved bo th Austr ia and Greece from encirclement . Economicilly, ~$ -

deprived the blo c of raw materials valued at about $100 illion a year (7)
Politically , the import of Tito ’s challenge to Stalin could not ~e
measured : Communism wa~ no longer equated with Stal inism. Although
these fac tors would soon be appreciated , the United States had , uF~der —
standably, acted on the assump tion that Stalinism and Communism were
identical ~ There was not yet any way to translate the distinction s into policy .

Wha t I would lik, to sugges t is tha t there was no conceptual schem
of referen ce, no alter native system into which Yugoslavia could easily be
fitted. (8) breov.r, the polemics between ‘rite and Stalin had larg ely been
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kept secre t , and therefore , to all bu t a very few , the expulsion fr om the 2

• Cominfora came as a universal surpri se . “No hin t of th. grow ing tension
between Moscow and Belgrade had been given , and there had been no sign of
any relaxa tion in (Yugoslavia ’.) intransigent anti—Ws stern policies or the
pace of her revolution ary domestic changee .”(9) But the difficulties went
farther. Sta 1i~ accused Yugoslavia of dcf ~cting to the “imperialis t
caap”——a charge so patently absurb , as Yugoslavia ’s own continuing record
demonstrated , that it was very hard to make sense of the quarrel , from
either the Yugoslav or the Soviet point of view . Finally , and most
important, there was no knowing whether Tito could las 1——even if the
conflic t was genuine . Stalin himself did not believe i t .  “I will shake
my littl, finger, ” he told hi. colleague. , “and there viii be no more
Tito Re will fall . ” (lO) Stalin , after all , was well placed to know . So
was ‘ito . Tito himself was particularly concerned flg ~~~ 

to emphasize
the split between himself and Stalin . When the fifth full congress of
the Communist party of Yugoslav ia (the first full congre ss since the
fourth , illegal , congress of 1928) Qpened on Jul y 21 , ‘ito appealed to the
party ’s pride in its wartime achievements , it. success in “building
aociali.,” in Yugoslavia, and th• pa t r iotiim of the Yugoslav peopl . in
general . Although in so doing he reemphasized the appeal to national
indspsnd.ncs he had alread y detailed in hi. exchange s with Stalin , he was
very careful ~~~ to indicate any hostility between Stal in end himself.
On the cnntr ary, he emphasized “our faithfulness and solidarity with the
Soviet Union ,” and stressed the pain it brought him to be called nationalist
rather than int.r na t ionali.t.(1l) His quarrel was not with the USSR , but
with the Co*inform. )

Th. Chan ge in, the U .S. Appraisal

Stalin believ ed that Tito wou’d fall. Tito believed that he was in
danger , and rightly so. In fact the danger was to continue for some year. .
It was already apparent in the mann er in which the USSR sought to
infil trate and subvert the Yugoslav intelligenc e service, local party
organi zations in Croatia , Bosnia , Mon tenegro, and Macedonia , and in the

t Soviet attuip t to set up a Yugoslav government—in—exile In Rumania , This
las t effor t vu only prevented by the timely shooting d it. intended head
as he tried to cross the Yugoslav—Rum anian frontier , It was certain l y• helpful to Yugoslavia that Rankovic had learned Steliniat methods so well .
Accord ing to hi. own *cco’snt , he a rr este d ,8 ,400 Comi~form ~ympu thizer s . If
this figure is true , it means either that Stalin had a very strong bus
inside Yugoslavia or tha t the Yugoslav authorities were very worried . In
this combination of nation al and internationa l circumstances it took a
bold man to suggest that Tito ’s qua rrel with Stalin pToVLd .J the United
States with much of a chance . -

Only in earl y 1949 did the State DepAr tment conclud , that thi
ambassador in 1.igrsd. was righ t , and tha t the bre ak was rsal . (12)
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• Thereafter , a change in the procedures for export licensing was made , so
that U.S. expor ts to Yugoslavia would be freed of the tra~~~le that impeded
deliverie s to other Communist countries . But the U.S. government had
merely accepted ~that had already happened; it had not yet begun to frame a
del iberate policy to ensure the survival and strength of Yugoslavia. It• was , perhaps , the resistance of those hostjle to the concept of trading
with the country that helped to endçw it with a more purpo sive significance
(for .~r~apl$, Defense Secretary Louis Johnson , who held up the export of
a steel mill for some months until President Harry Truman finally intervened
against him in August.) (13) The President’s action to intervene was taken
on overtly political grounds, and by then it was becoming clear tha t the
survival of Yugoslavia’s national independence , regardless of its Communist

• allegiance, was in the political interes t of the United Sta teS.

Equally, the United State s was (ye t again ) helped to this concluSion
by Stalin’s own actions . After the summer of 1948, commercial relations
between Yugoslavia and the USSR, Czetthoalovakia, and Albania were first
seriously curt ai].ed and f inally stopped . A Soviet—Yugoslav trade agree-
ment of December 1948 reduced the volume of tr ade between the two
countries by 88 percent .(14) Czechoslovakia had been particularly
reluctant to break off trade relations with Yugoslavia, but in 1949 it was
finally forced to do so. Until then , Yugoslavia’s trade relations with
the Western world were confined to Italy, Sweden, and the U.S. and UK
zones of Germany. From 1949 on, it was f orced by th e facts of the
Coainform economic blockade to expand trade where it could.

• By summer , a loan had been asked of the Export—Import Bank of
Was hington . In September, the Bank announced that it had granted
Yugoslavi a a loan of $20 million. In October, the United States helped
Yugoslavia to secure a loan of $2.7 million from the International Bank,
and a further loan of $9 million from the International Monetdry Fund.
These organiz ations had until that point shown a marked reluctance to extend
assistance to Yugoslavia, whose infrastructure was regarded as tb tally
inadequate for the scope and level of its economic plann ing; they seem to
have re garded it (quite rightly ) as a country trying to create capital by
borrowing abroad rather than investing capital borrowed fr om abroad . The
differ ence was of course fundamen tal . If Yugoslavia had bean able to
persist in its attempts to create an autarch ic , balanc ed economy on the
Stalinist model, it would have used up all available resources and been
unab le to repay loans in any f inancially acceptable form . It would have
bean condammed to trad ing by barter , and any money poured in to it would
have been money down th. drain. The U.S. intervention was certainly
decisive in securing this aid , and in so doing, involving Yugoslavia in
the genera l pat tern of international trade . In December , the British

• gowsrem eat, too , gran ted Yugaslsvia a credit of £8 million ($22 4 million.)

• Yugoslavia now needed Wester n, and especially U.S. help to survive.
Was this going to he a difference to its foreign policy?

‘
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In fact , foreign policy changes were coming about rapidly . First, 3
and mos t important , Foreign Minister Edward Kardelj had announced in
July the closing of the frontier with Greece~ This could at that stage
have been interpreted as ambiguous . The Yugoslav—backed )larkos forces
were losing anyway . Equally, the American—backed Alexander Papagos had
been able to take the offensive since the beginning of 1949. Moreover ,
a renewal of agitation on the Macedonian issue prompted speculation among
the Greek guerrillas that Yugoslavia would cease to support them——and even
that it might turn against them. In May of 1949 , Stalin had already
suggested , through Ardre i Gromyko at the United Nations, that the United
States , the USSR , and The United Kingdom migh t arrange a cease—fire , and
the closing of the frontier , in Greece . This prop osal had been rejected
as an attemp t by Stalin to compensate for his military defeats in Greece .
When Tito closed the frontier , did this mean that he was acting as Stalin
might have wished anyway, or that he was striking out on a new line of
foreign policy? The situation appears to have been paradoxical . For now
it was a staunch Coainformjst who led the last (and disastrous) Communist
offensive in the Greek civil war. Yet , as he has been noted earlier ,
Djilas has repor ted that Stalin led the last offensive of the Greek

• Cosmunists , while the hith erto expans ionist Tito now withdrew support.
In a sense , therefore , Tito was now only doing what Stalin had already
advocated.

Equally , in announcing the closing of the frontier with Greece,
t Tito went out of his way to denounce the Greek “isonarcho—fascists ” as
• 

• much as the erstwhile allies of the socialist camp . Moreover , while he
was skillful enough to bring in a reference to his own hopes for
economic aid at the time he announced this major reversal of Yugoslav
foreign policy, he nonetheless stressed that “we have and shall establish
economic relations without making any political concessions, and everyone
is aware of this. . . .“(lS) It might therefore be suggested that
altho ugh , objective ly speaking, the closing of the Greek frontier was the
most significant policy change Yugoslavia had made since its expulsion
from the Comiuform, the import of this change for its future relations

• with the Western powers was by no means clear .

Less ambiguous was a move in the autumn—-tha t is, while the loans
already mentioned were being negotiated or announced . At the UN General
Assembly, Yugoslavia denounced the aggressive actions of the USSR. The
import of that action was twofold. First, Yugoslavia now publicly
uncoupled its foreign policy fro m its ideological alignme nt , and from the
assumption that its ideology or foreig n policy in any sense coincided with
those of the USSR. Second , it was now emphasizing that the principles of
the UN Charter—stres sing a. they did the sovere ign equality and independ ence
of all member—states——appli ed to relations among Communist countries as
much as to those among other nations . If this sound s like a truism , it is
a trui sm tha t the USSR has frequently been at pains to for get , and it was
c*rtai nly not in keeping with the norms of~behavior between Eas t European
Co anist par ties . (16)

()
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• The question therefore arose : If Yugoslav policy toward the West
• and in the United Nations now coincided with Yugoslavia’s new economic

oreintat ion, did the economic assistance granted by the United States
also imply the beginn ings of a closer relation ship vith Yugoslavia? Did
it , indeed , imply the beginnings of a commitment?

-S.

The Three Factors in U.S. Co~~itment

It was at first unclear whethe r there would be a coimnitinent. Tito
was certainly not asking for Western milita ry aid . In fact, even as
late as 1951, he still insisted that he would not dream of doing so. But

• 
- what of the United States? In the first instance, it, too , was careful

not to raise the question of possible defensive assistance to Yugos1avia~
It was concerned primarily with the need to make further economic aid
available if the count ry should need it. But it would appear that
contingency studies were undertaken in the Pen tagon to determine how
YUgosJ.av milita ry resistanc e could - be streng thened.(17) The most
significant indication of a new appraisal came in December , when the new
U.S. ambassado r to Yugoslav ia, George V. Allen , said to the press on
taking leave of , the Pres ident :

The President confirmed that the United States is
a unal terably opposed to aggress ion whenever it occurs

- or threatens to do so. Furthe rmore , the Uni ted Stat es
supports the principle of the sovere ignty of indep endent
nations. As regards Yugoslavia, we are just as opposed
to- aggression against that countr y as any othe r , and
jus t as favorable to the retention of Yugoslavia’s
sovereignty .(18)

By the end of 1949 , therefore , U.S.  economic aid , undertaken so hesitantly
at the beginning of tha t year, had alr eady expanded to includ e an interest
in Yugoslavia ’s securit y and an implicit warn ing that the United State S
would not lightly see it threatened .

• • Still, in 1950, it would have pro ven as difficult for the United
• 

• States to offer specific military assistance to Yugoslavia as it was for
• Tito to ask for it. But one development of the greates t importance had

already occurred , and it provided the background to the events in the 
-

offing. This was the ar~iva1 of U.S. troops in Europe . N&1’O began to
change, during the course of 1950, from a declaratory alliance to a full
scale military organization, and the essence of the organ ization lay in
th. willingness of the United States to provide a peralnent force in

• Burope. Tito was careful not to refer to thi s, presence , and indeed his
references to NAlO were , then as ever since, couched in the most hostile
term. • Bat th. knowledge that U S .  forces were now continuou4y pr ep&red
to do comba t with the USU cannot have failed to strengthen his resolve,

—
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r - ‘ even when he was most apprehensive of attack. And, as he was shortly to
demonstrate , he wa ’ certainly not averse to accepting moral and military
support f rom the naval forces that the United States had broug ht into the
NATO area.

-Meanwhile , also durin g 1950, two cat astrophes broug ht about a major
• change in the relations between Yugoslavia and the United States . The

• nature of Soviet policy, of Yugoslav attitudes , and of U.S. commitments
were all focused and transformed by these events . The first was the out—
break of the Korean War; the second was the disastrous drought in
Yugoslavia .

The Twin Disaster s and the U.S • Commitment -

The effec t of the Korean War was twofold . On the one hand , it
shoved that the United States could take swift and power f ul, action even
in circumstances and in a theater in which it was taken by surprise ; and
it helped to establish the credibility of the U.S. will to fight , even
in areas where it had no specific commitment . In this manner , the war

• was extre mely helpful to Yugoslavia , should the country need reassuran ce,
or Stalin need a warning.

- 
- 

a On the other hand , it seemed also to confirm a different possib ility. - 
-

Both the U.S. and Yugoelav governments agreed in the first instance that
the USSR was fighting a war by proxy in Korea . It is perhaps difficul t
at this distance to understand the impact of such views in 1950. But if
one looks back , it is clear that much U.S. diplomatic maneuverjng between
1947 and 1950 had been directed at the USSR . (If there was another power
whose activities had worried the U.S. governmen t , it was precisely
Yugoslavia.) The commitments made between 1947 and 1949 were directed at

- the overwhelming strength of the USSR in areas where the two powers were
likely to compete. Nov it appears that Stalin might be able to pursue
his expansionis t policies wi thout involving his own count ry directly at
all . Americans would be killed ; and North Koreans and Chinese would be
killed; but no Soviet citizens would be killed. Moreover , any attempt
to call him, to threaten the USSR directly, would only have put the
Europeans at risk; to the best of my knowledge, such a course was never
even considered . The USSR was sittin g pretty . But where did that leave
Tito ? It left him confronting the very considerable danger tha t the USSR
might attack Yugoslavia by proxy , just as it had acted in Korea .

Tito and Tri an “agreed ” that a satellite attack of the kind that
had occurred in Vorea could also occur in Europ e, and that Yugoslavia’ was
a likely target. The argument was based not only on the general view that
the Korean War repre sented a potential dsco~ for U.S. forces and might be
followed by military action in Europe whi1e~ the United States was engaged
elsowhsre , but also on the fac t that the Ihmgarisn and Bulgarian armed

)
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(_- ‘ forces were bein g greatly stre ngthened , and that the USSR was concentrating
its own troops on the border s of Yugoslavia . Any of the numerous border
incidents and clashes that occurred continu ously throughout this per iod
could have provided the occasion for a major war .

At the same time as the effects of th~~Korean War were being feltin this way , the drought of 1950 made it urgent to conside r an increased
program of economic aid. The drought , and the imminent threat that the Yg$oelav
economy might collapse , induce d the United States to extend its program of
aid . The combined problem s of the dro ught and the Kore an War helped to mark
the -transition from exclus ively economic aid to a progra m that Included
military assistance as well. This came about in part because Tito
himself was nov forced by the position of his country to request aid
directly from the Unite d States——a step he had hithe r to consistently
avoided . Now, however, he had to contemplate an extensive defense
expenditure in the most unfavorable of conditions . Not only was the drought
cutting heavily into overall productio n , it was also depriving Yugoslavia
of the export potential which alone dould provide it with the means ot
importing necessary industrial or milita ry equipment . there was no
alternative to officially requesting aid from the United States.

Hitherto , as has been made clear , U.S. aid had reached Yugoslavia
p by decision of the executive branch . It had been channeled through

trade controls , through the Export—Import Bank , and through as generous
an interpre tation as possible of existin g aid legislat ion .(l9) In par t ,
this pattern continued. In November 1950 , for example , the adffl inistra tion
made available $15 million, under the Mutual Defehse ASsistance Act , for
food that was nominally for the Yugoslav armed forces . It also made
arrangements in the same period to transfer to Yugoslavia $11.5 inilion , -

worth of flour stored in Germany and Italy under the European Recovery
Act. Also , part of a third Export—Import Bank loan of $15 million was

• diverted to food purchases for Yugoslavia . Although these interpretations
testified both to the ingenuity of the administration and to its sense of
urgency , there was no aid agreement , which would of course hsve been a
requirement for aid - to be authorized under the Marshall Plan. And there
was no overall strategy for either the provision or the ad*inistra tion of
aid to Yugoslavia.

At the same time , however , there were suggestions tha t Yugoslavia
was now receiving military aid. Tito certa inly dropped hints to this
effect between the summer and autumn of 1950, but he never specified- the
kind or amounts of aid that he was receiving . His later reques ts for
military equipment and his contin uous insistence on Yugoslavia ’s
intention •to purchas. arms through normal commercial channels suggest that

- he was not , in fac t , receiving any great supplies of equipmen t -or
armaments. ft is probable that he wee referring to the aiheini$tratio *’ S
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- interpre tation of existing legislation , and in particular to the Mutual

Defense Assistanc e Act. But the situation on both sides began to change
when the President recalled Congress, in November 1950 , for a special
session and , among other issues, put the case for emergency aid to
Yugoslavia .

In a sense , all tha t has been said so far pr ovides no more than the
• baclcground for the- U .S. decisions on aid to ‘~ugoslavia in 1951. At the

same time , it should perhaps be clear that this is not merely background .
The decisions did not mark a particular break in the conduct of U.S.
foreign policy: They grew out of a process tha t had begun with Cannon ’s
suggestions in the summer of 1948, and that had developed continuously
ever since. But the transformation of the international situation in
1949 and the twin emergenci es of 1950 helped to accelerate this process
and to bring about an important change in the manner and in the scope of
providing aid to Yugoslavia. The most significant aspect of this situation
is the transformation of a policy originally designed as a short term
pra~satic measure and dedicated only to the proposition that Tito should
be kept afloa t,by the domestic and foreign pattern of events , into a
regular and full—scale commitment. Equal ly, it became international in
scope . The United Kingdom and France joined with the United States in

• establishing a regular program of economic and military aid. It is
app aren t that by the end of 1950 the United States , Fr ance , and the
United Kingdom had all decided that Tito ’s Yugoslavia now represented a- 1 major Western interest , and tha t without any form of alliance commitment ,

- 
- they were prepared to subsidize and support the country. Even the

limited military aid supplied by executive action on an ad hoc basis
in the latter half of 1950 represented a degree of U.S. commitment.
The United States was not not only giving help but also signaling support
for the country . As more than one voice sugges ted at the time, if the
United States had shown the degree of commitment to Korea that it was now
prepared to show Yugoslavia, the Korean War would never have happened.

The basic transformation , therefore , had already occurred by
November 1950 . Before examinin g the nature and the impac t of the events
tha t followed, it is worth considering in more detail the motives behind
the U.S. decisions. These were of two kinds : Strategic and political.

The Motives for U.S. Decisions

In strategic terms, the decision to extend ongoing aid to Yugoslavia
was taken over a per iod in which Yugoslavia itself was beginning to change
its foreign policy. The general reasons outlined earlier indicate that
this was alre ady a significant gain for the Western powers. Yugoslavia
lost , its virtual protec torate over Albania , it withdrew from the civil
war in Greece , and it deprive d the USSR of an important strategic asset
in the Balkans and on the Adriatic. If Yugoslavia remained an ally of the

I 
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• - USSR, Soviet power reached to the borders of Italy and extended along the

whole Eastern shore of the Adriatic . Neutral Yugoslavia virtually
‘ensured tha t Italy and the Mediterranean would not be immediately
threatened by the USSR ; it moved Soviet power——even before the foundation
of NA TO——back to the middle of the Balkan Peninsula ; it isolated Albania
from Soviet support; and it meant that Soviet and satellite forces would
be tied down by the need to confront or contain Tito’s own thirty—three
divisions. The very fact of subtracting these thirty—three divisions hem
the combined strength of the Eastern bloc represented a considerable
Western gain ; but if they were threatened with hostile action from
Hungary, or Bulgaria , thus effectively removing even more of the Soviet

- potential , the gain was multipl ied . Thus , even a neutral Yugoslavia
constituted an effec t ive Western ally. There is little doubt that some
Western ana lysts at the time were inclined to exaggerate Tito ’s milita rY
power— —much as the United Kingdom had exaggerated Poland’s military power
in 1939. But it was hard to exaggerate the military importanc e of an
independent Yugoslavia . Moreove r , it was possible that if war were
coming in Eur ope anyway , and if it was as likel y as not to start in
Yugoslavia , then that country would be a. positive ally of the West. This
possibility had two implications . It simplified the defense of Italy;
the natural geographical frontier of Italy runs down the Ljubljana Gap,
and not, like its political frontier , through the middle of the Venetian
Plain. Equally, Greece, if Yugoslavia were disposed to cooperate, could
be defended much more effectively . These were the essential strategic
considerations . It is worth remarking at this point that they were
bound to suggest the question: Would aid to Yugoslavia involve the
United States in war? But this question need only be asked to be din—
missed . Outside the mind of Senator Robert A. Taft , very few American
considered that U.S. aid would drag the United States into another war .
On the contrary . By both its practical and its demonstrative effect , sMIi
aid migh t hel p to deter another war. And if , on the other hand , war
occurred , that would only be because it was inevitable . In that case ,
a friendly Yugoslavia would represent a tremendous asset.

The political considerations were rather different , and were longer
term in their implications . There is little evidence to sugges t that
they were importan t in the transformation and instit utio nal ization of
U.S. aid that took place in 1950—51. As rationalizations of the d cieiO~s
taken then , they make a certa in limited sense ; but it would appea r that
the rationalizations were after the fact. In any event , the argume nt ,
as subsequently expressed , was that Yugoslavia represented the firs t
major defea t for the Soviet policy of imposing total control in Eastern
Europe , that Tito had accomplished this on his own , and that this
precendent was of the greatest importanc e for the future . Not only tha t~
Stalin had real ized the importance of Ti-to ’s stand , as the tri $ls of the
“Titoists ” in Eastern Europe were beginn ing to show . If the Western
powers could not show that they were willing to help Yugos lavia mainta th
its independence , but without trying to influence or change it$ system -

of government , they would surely encourage other forces in Eastern EUrOpS
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~. tha; might be anxious to reassert the principle of national sovereignty )

but were inhibited from doing so by fear that this would drive them back
into the arms of capItalism . -

Whether these arguments were seriously considered at the time or
not, the really- interesting point about the political and strateg ic
considerations is that they suggested oppo~ite conclusions . Aid given

• for strategic reasons should be adminis tered in the in terests of the
-United States and the Western powers , should give the United Sta tes the
right to see that it was spent on objectives th at matched U.S .  priorities .
In other words, it implied supervision. The argumen.t tha t Tito’s
precedent might encourage the other Communist bloc nations was surely an
argument for the limitation of-aid , for the clear understanding that it
would not chal lenge the Yugoslav model of social ism that was then
beginning to emerge. So aid given for the political reasons suggested
here would have to be free of checks and restraints . Both these sets
of considerations were to find expression in practical politics in the

• coming months. The program of military aid arose initially from the
ad hoc prescrip t ions of economic aid , but the two were to be sharply
disUnguisbed before long .

So far , the argument has, been that the decision to implement a
pro gram of milita ry aid to Yugoslavia in 1951 can not be understood with—
out reference to the whole train of developments since 1948. But two events
in the las t weeks of 1950 stand out. The first , in November , was that
President Tru man asked the specially reconvened ‘Cong ress to consider an
extended program of aid. The House on November 12 , and the Senate on

• November 14 voted the Yugoslavia Emergency Relief Act , which authorized
the expenditur e of $50 million . It secured considerable majorities in
both houses: 60 to 21 in the Senate , and 225 to 142 in the House . The 

*
$50 million was itself significant , but much more important was the fact
that the aid program was not institutionalized; tha t it no longer depended
on ad hoc decisions by the executive branch or on clever interpretations
of legislation; and tha t the Congress , by a very substantial majority,
agreed with the executive analysis. Thereafter , the way was clear for
Yugoslavia to be included in the regular appropriations of the Economic
Co—operation Administration, and for the United States to work with .
the United Kingdom and France on a regular international program. (20)

The second event was related to Korea rather than to Yugoslavia .
Following dire warning s from General Dougla s MacArthur in Tokyo , the Joint
Chiefs of Staff signaled to U. S.  commanders the world over that “ the
situation in Korea has greatly increased- the possibility of genera l war”
and ordered them “to increase their read iness. ” (21)- Under this directive ,
t~e U.S. Mediterranean fleet was ordere d to sea at the end of the firs t

• week in December . As I have suggested , both Tito and Truman feare d the
poesibility of war in Yugoslavia . The movements of the U.S.  Sixth Fleet
were diàtated , certa inly, by global considerations; but there is littl e
doubt that -th e question of Yugoslavia was predominant at the t ime——at leas t
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~ (u as far as the Mediterranean was concerned. Dur ing the spring and aia sr
of 1931, the Sixth Fleet was reinforced on several occasions, and on at
least one of these occasions the reinforcements arrived shortly after
Tito had made a declaration of his willingness to fight. By the end of
1951, Tito cruised on a U.S. aircraft carrier during a po r t visit it

1: made to Yugoslavia . It is worth noting that economic aid been
transformed into a regular program of assie~ance, and, further,
significant military support was, at least indirectly, being offered
The question now arises, however, of how this military aid was itself
transformed into a direct and overt program of assistance. As I have
indicated, the commitment already existed——and in the case of Yugoslavia
it was the aid that followed the commitment. But how did the decisio~
to expand economic into military assistance come about?

The Decisions of 1951

Two aspects of the U.S. aid to Yugoslavia are worth noting. The
first was that the aid was officially military, but largely ecoflomic.
Yugoslavia did receive some minor items of specific military auppiie~,
but muCh of what reached the country was food, nominally designed for the
armed forces, but intended in practice to relieve the effect. of the
drought. The second point followed from the first: The aid was
formally military because that represented the simplest way of getting( r help to the country. The amendment of the Mutual Devense Assistance Mt
of 1949, in the form it took in July 1950, required a Presidential
finding that military aid could be extended to European countries, otbet
than the members of NATO or Greece and Turkey (indeed, it resulted
principally from the range of considerations involved in the Greek and
Turkish attempts to join NATO) “whose strategic location makes it of
direct importance to the defense of the North Atlantic area and whOa.
immediately increased ability to defend itself. . . contributed to the
preservation of the peace and security of the ~1orth Atlantic area and is
vital to the security of the United States.” (22) But Presidential finding
provided no scope for the kind of supervision the United States soon
thought desirable, nor for the provision of aid in the quantity
Yugoslavia eight want. Any extended program of aid had to meet these Iwo
requtremants. The transition toward such a program began early in , 1951,
and it began largely in Yugoslavia.

The change. in Yugoslav foreign policy that began in 1949 pthS~*4.osent~~ in 1950. Already in 1949, the United States had shown it.
r.cognisiton of the new trends at work in Belgrade by supporting Yugo.i* ia
against much Soviet (and, originally, Britieh) oppositioá for the ~!*$tZuropsam” seat on the Security Council. In 1950, it begafl to reap ite
reward . After the outbreak of the Korean War, Tugoslévis voted for the
~~i~~~~~ g for Peace Resolution to override the Soviet veto in t1~e $eeuttt~
~.saci1. lye the iaplicacions of the Korean War did not stop it the

‘I I~ it,4 ly,;iona. In February 1951, Tito declared to the Partisan 061t’4$
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_L. • DivisIon that they mus t now be prepared to resist aggression in any part

~~~~~~~~~ 
if Yugoslav independence was thereby threatened ; to drive the

message hams , he remarked that a local war in Europe was now hardly
possibls.(23) Later, Kardelj uttered an explicit warning against the
USSR. “W. shall not ,” he told the Foreign Political Coemittee of the
National Assembly, “allow anyone to stage & new Korea in Yugoslavia ;
that is to say , to throw this or that satellite or several of them
against Yugoslavia while he himself is supposedly protecting peace.”(24)

Tito made his declaration in February , Kardelj, in July. They are
j uxtaposed here to emphasize the change in Yugoslav . policy during the
first six months of 1951. The terms of Kardelj ’s speech made it
unmistakably clear that he was referring to the USSR • Who was Yugoslavia
to “allow” or “not allow” a par ticular cour se of Soviet act ion? In
effec t , surely, he was proclaiming general war in the event of even a
satellite attack upon the country . What had happened in the mean time
to inspire such confidence?

It might be convenient to suemarize the nature of the U.S. iflvolve—
ment up to this point , and to indicate the actions taken by the U.S.
government in the early part of 1951. First , the executive branch had
already shown that it was prepared to interpret the Mutua l Defense
Assistance Act in such a mamier that it could be used to extend economic
aid to Yugoslavia . Second, Tito was desperate for further economic aid ,
and shortly made it clear that he was prepared to couch his request for
assistance in terms that made it possible under the Act. Third , a
sy~~athetic intermediary was present in the person of the U.S. ambassador
in Bulgrade. Fourth, Yugoslavia had approached the Brit~ sh government
in the hope of obtaining a long—term loan ,(25) but at that stage the
British government, while able to help to same degree , could hardly be
regar4ed as more than another intermediary . This was the background to
the decisions that now followed , but those decisions indicated an
increasing degree of support—military as well as economic——for Yugoslavia .

U.S. and British experts (26) were apparently in agreement that
Yugoslavia needsd a long—term loan of $400 to $500 million for capital
~4westment , and that otherwise the economy was threatened with collapse .
But the current economic crisis was far more iasediate; and the govern-
ment pfficially informed the United States and the United Kingdom in
March that without raw materials to a total value of some $30 million,
the country’s factories would have to close within 90 days . At the end
of March, it requested a grant of $20 million from the United States and b~•~ mj llion ($11.2 million) from the United Kingdom for the purchas. of
raw materials . In its request to the United States the Tugoslav
government declared that these material , were needed to maintain the
conmtry’s military program , and in so doing put the request within the
terms of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act. Within a fey days (on
April 9) the Foreign Office and State DepaFtuent began discussions in

- 
London . Thsy were supposed to be continued until June, m d  were to be
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I ~ joined by the Quai d’Orsay, but Truman acted before they were anywhere
near conclusion. On April 16, he informed Congress that he had
authorized the expenditure of $29 million under the Act to enable
Yugoslavia to obta in raw materials ~critically” needed to support its
armed forces. In a letter to the chairmen of the House Armed Services
Co ittee and the Senate Foreign Relativ.s~Committee , he defended his
decision with the argunsut that the Yugoslav shortage of raw it.rials
would jeopard ize the country ’. ability to defend itself , and so weakened
the security of the United States . The following day , Ambassador Allen
was able to implement the decision through an exchange of notes with the
Yugoslav deputy foreign minister . The British government , for its pelt,
decided that it could af fort to find the 14 ($11.2 million) million
requested by Yugoslavia by the end of May . All three Western gov.znautl,
which concluded their discussions in mid—June , were agreed that sh ort
term emergency measures were one thing; long—term measures , such as a
guarantee of the Yugoslav deficit , which would enable Belgrade to obtain
a loan from the World Bank , were another , and would require some evidauci
that the Yugoslav economy was viable. They objected to the enormous
emphasi. still placed on investment in Yvgoslav economic plauning; they
desired the country to divert more if its resources to export——no t only
agriculture , but also conmodities like nonferrous metals——and they
wished to see some investment diverted from heavy industry , on which ,
according to the proper Stalinist model , it was still concentrated.
Yugoslavia rejected all these arguments, as an unwarranted interference

• 

~
,. in its internal affairs and a Western attempt to hasp the country in a

backward condition of neocolonial dependency .

In itself , the act of rejection suggests that Tito was desperate
for short—term economic aid, but that he could afford to be obstinate
over the longer term questions once that was assured . In that sense, it
provides support for the argument above But it also suggests that the
difference in criteria for th. provision of economic aid on the ens hand
and military aid on the other now had to be faced. Were the three
Western powers going to mak. economic aid conditional or unconditional?

The answer was soon clear • The three powers had rs*ched egreemsal,
and though it was not officially published , it was clear that they wet.
prepared to cover the deficit until the middle of 1952 (the United BeetS.
bearing 65 percent of the cost , Britain 23 percent , and ?renc.~thsremaining 12 percent) and that this help would be unconditfonal.(27)
t’k,reover, Herbsrt Morr ipon , now British Foreign S cr.tary, I**IQauCed
to the House of Coauons that among the criteria considered was, the
strengthening of Yugoslavia aga inst the Cominform , which was of “the m~~~st
importanc..”

Tito had won—in economic terms. But it was also annou nced that
the proposed aid would not include arms, which would be “b .#t in the
ordinary way.”

•,•~ ~~~~~~~
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But what of the military decision. the United States had been taking
at the same time? Here , it is important to distinguish between the generalr • and the particular . In generel terms, the United States was clearly anxious
to preserve Yugoslav independence , and this policy found expression in the
general reinforcement of the Sixth Fleet. In the isiddj e of March , the Second

• Battalion of the Sixth Marines Regiment arrived in the Mediterranean. This
was a reinforced battalion , with two attack, transport ships , one att ack cargo
ship, one high speed transport ship , one dock—landing ship, and three other
landing ships. In other words , it was a force prepared for shore inter—
ventj on(28) at short notice. Nowhere in the Mediterranean was such an
intervent ion more likely than in Yugoslavia . Not only did the presence
of such a force give point to Tito ’s remarks to the Guards Division in
February that var in Europe was unlikely to be confined to any one
cbuntry ; it must powerfully have assisted the transition f rom that
original statement to Kardelj ’s later , more explicit , warning to the
USSR. And later in March , a relief forc e for the Mediterranean Fleet

• arrived, six weeks early, specif ically to cover the “politically
critical spring period .” This relief force consisted of an aircraft
carrier (probably the Coral Sea), eleven destroyers , a submarine, and an
oiler. At . the same time , the force it was relieving remained until its
scheduled departure date . The Mediterranean Fleet represented an
exceptionally powerful force in the ensuing weeks . (29) Finally, in the
f ourth week of May , this fleet was augmented by another aircraft carrier ,
one light cruiser, and another destroyer .(30)

In general terms, therefore , the United States was showing
demonstrative support for any Mediterranean country that might come under )
the threat of attack from the USSR or its satellites. Such general
support certainly heartened and encouraged Tito , but the prospec t of
more particular military assistance was bound to raise problems of its
own.

• 
- ,  

If Tito had exploited the possibility of a military threat to
Yugoslavia as a means to securing economic aid , he had nonetheless always
been careful to preserve his economic independence and the political
system that vent with it. How isuch more careful would he be to secure

• his military independence? It should now be clear that the United Statee
and Yugoslavia were moving, by a parallel process, to opposite
coticlusions on the subject of military aid. For if the United Sta tes
were to extend Yugoslavia proper military assistance, and not merely
economic aid in a military disguise, would it not demand the controls
that went with it? For this reason, Tito had , at the beginning of the
y-.er, emphatically r.fu~.d military aid. But he was about to lose this
battle.

In his speech to the Guards Division in February, Tito defended hi.
decision to seek economic assistanc. from the Meet. This, he said, would
make the country stron$.r as a socialist country, and stronger “in
general. ” But he also said that there waa’~no int*ntion of seeking itlitary

)
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aid: It could not be accepted because the Cominform would bold it as
proof of the existence of U.S. bases. He even vent so far as to spell
out the price that was entailed:

We must leave aside training in up—to —date technique,
precisely because they wish to depic t us as those who
are preparing for war . . . . Ho~’ever the moment we see

• that attack on us is imsinent , matters will be different.
Today, we think that the final moment has not yet come.(3l)

Was there here , too , a point of agreemen t betwe*n Tito and Senator Tat t—
that aid would consistute mote in provocation than it would be worth in
defense? In any event , it is clear that Ti to was keeping his options
open, but at the same t ime trying hard to steer clear of military
assistance. At the end of the month, in an interview, he suggested that
Yugoslavia could resist an attack by the combined forces of its satellite
neighbors , but hedged on the question of whether it could also fend of f
Soviet “volunteers”(32)——t’he question itsel f showing how much the model
of Korea was present in everyone ’s minds . He was also asked whether
Yugoslavia would request Western assistance if the differ enc e between
its neighbors and itself became overwhelming . He replied that it would
do so if its independence were threatened by an aggressor. It would
appear that he was, in fact , consistently trying to avoid cosmitting him-
self to a program of Western military assistance, but also hoping that
aid would be rushed to him if he had to ask for it.( )

• This was, however , the period in which Tito was also trying to
maximize Yugoslavia’s potential military danger to obtain economic
assistance. The two policies in fac t appear quite consistent . In each
case , he was suggesting that there might not be any ismediate danger ,
but that ther e was a long—term need to build up the country’s military
potential . It is for this reason that the argoments that he had in fact
already decided to ask for Western military aid seem unconvincing. (33)

• • What he had d cidsd ott , however , was th. purchase of Western ailitary
equipment—in particular , captured German stocks from the Second Mar14
War.

In January , Djilas had already visited London , where he had presented
a modest list of the items Yugoslavia wished to buy co ercialty. But
a few weeks later (34) he presented a more comprehensive list , which was
transmitted by the British government to the United States and Frente.
This was in April——at the sans time as the Ang].o—~~~rican discuisi.ns on
the scope and scale of eèonomic aid . It would seem, therefore, that
from now on, the two (and then three) governments were agreed on consider-’
ing all for of aid to Yugoslavia toget her . The question naturally
srises at this point as to who made the decision . It is probable that is
was the United State s , in the persons of the ambassador in Belgrade , Of -Assistant Under—Secretary of State for Europe, George P.rkins, whO hid
visited Belgrade in February , and pre suna bly of the Secretary of Stat.
and the Fre.id.nt.(35)

L i _ 
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The decision to ask for extensive rather than minimal military
purchases also represented a change in Yugoslav policy. Whereas
minimal purchases could have been managed either from income or from
economic aid , extensive purchases represented a real request for
assistance. On June 8, Kardelj told the Foreign Aff airs Comeittee of
the Yugoslav Assembly that the Army Chief o~ Staff was already in• Washington discussing the purchase of military equipment . He pointed
to the rearmament of Rumania , Hungary, and Bulgar ia as the principal
reason for this purchase. In fac t , the Chief of Staff , Colonel—General
Kotche Popovic, had been in Washington since mid—May , as the Department
of Defense nov announced . A few days after Kardelj ’s announcement , it
was reported in the New York Times(36) that U .S. “officials” were
willing to supply Yugoslavia with substantial quantities of military
assistance.

It was apparent that Yugoslavia ’s determination to catch up with
its neighbors was now exercizing a contradic tory . pressure from its
determination to purchase arms on a purely coimnercial basis . On June 18,
General Kotche Popovic announced that he had discussed whether
Yugoslavia would qualify for aid under the Mutual Defense Assistance Act
with both General Omar Bradley and Secretary of State Dean Acheson.
Sinc, the country had already received aid under the Act anyway, the
discussions must have dealt more with the conditions than the principle.

• But his discussions nonetheless represented the second major change in
the position. Yugoslavia had now been brought to request formal• military assis tance; and the request was presented to Dean Acheson by • 

-•• the Yugoslav ambassador to the United States , Vladimir Popovic , at the
end of the month . The ambassador declared that there was no ismediate
crisis , but he also pointed to the continuous pressure from the East
and announced that what Yugoslavia wanted was heavy armaments , and
that as soon as possible. Finally , he remarked that the transactions
would be “within the framework” of the Mutual Defense Assistance Act.
This was the public transaction. But in private , the United States had
already anticipated Yugoslavia’s actions. The Department of Defense
had sent Yugoslavia a quantity of arms in the middle of May . In itself,
this was no more significant than the limited amounts that had been
dispatched after the outbreak of the Korean War . What was important was
that the shipment was financed from the department ’s own funds , and that
the announcemen t was held up until the formal negotiations were completed .,
It was later reported that the value of this shipment was $3 million.(37)• The final act in this whole process was the Yugoslav decision to ~ ar*~hsse
arms, diverting some of ‘the $29 million of economic aid it had ju st
r.ceivsd so it could do that.

Thereaf ter, the real qusstion~ would be the scale and level of
arm aments s tpplied by the United States and the agreements it was possible
to reach on a bilateral basis between the ~tited States and Yugoslavia on
the uso of this help. to this regard , two US . visits to Yugoslavia were

-
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, of particular interest. The first was by Averell Harriman , at the end of
August. At this moment in his varied and distinguished career , Harriman
was Mutual Secur ity administrator . His visit was therefore of some
moment . But he emphasized in a press conference at the time that he was
there on the initia t ive of the Yugoslav government , and that he had no
advice to offer . In the end , however , this looks like moumental tact ,
for he had discussed the questions of econ~iidc and military assis tance

• with Tito , agreed with his analysis of the dangers of war , and promised
an increase in both economic and military aid . He also suggested that
Yugoslavia’s defense industries could do with a bit of help. Thereafter,
he went to London and Paris , where he apparently discussed the question
of Yugoslavia with Clement Attlee and Rena Pleven.(38)

The second visit occurred in October. It had been preceded by a
reverse call, in which the chief of operations of the Yugoslav Army (Major—
General Sumonja) and its chief of supply (Major—General Kilibarda) went to
Washington to confer with Secretary of Defense General George Marshall.
On October 14, the Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army, General J. Layton

• Collins, arrived in Belgrade. In retrospect, it is clear that Collins’s
visit was designed to help Yugoslavia reach a military aid agreement. The
same Marshall Tito who had ceaselessly warned his country about the dangers
of overreliance on the West now allowed Collins to inspect Yugoslav

• military installations in Skopje (headquarters of the Military region
that guarded the approac h from Bulgaria ) Macedonia, Bosnia , and Slovenia .
He also observed military exercises involving tanks , artillery, and
aircraft. Collins made no secret of the fact that he was greatly impressed

• by the Yugoslav forces, and subsequently became a champion of Yugoslav
• interests in the Pentagon.(39) On this occasion, Tito is reported to

have told him that Yugoslavia now had forty—two divisions (it was
normally assumed that at the t ime of the break with Stalin he had had
thirty—three), that he particularly wanted tanks , and that he was by
now determined to defend Yugoslavia on the frontiers and not through a
retreat into the mountains . Collins agreed publicly with him that the
Yugoslav forces were far more than mere guerrillas, and thereafter the two
men continued to state from their respective positions that what Yugoslavia
needed and was building up was a regular army of high caliber .

Collins had arrived on October 14. On Oc tober 27 , it was announced
in the New York Herald Tribune (it had by then become an open secret in
Washington) that Yugoslavia was ready to sign a military assistance
agreement , including an American Military Assistance Advisory Group (HAAG) ,
as was the normal procedure under other agreements in the Mutual Detense
Assistance Program. The’ HAAG was to be led by Brigadier-General John W.
Harmany. The Tribune added that Collins had promised Ti to that the HAAG
would not apy on Yugoslav defenses or roam around the country .

The final act in this pro tracted decision process came on the last
day of October, when Tito himself announced at a press conference that
the agree ment would be signed shortly. When asked what the United States
would receive in return for its help, he declared that the United States

0
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• would now have a friendly country by its side if hostilities broke out
anywhere in Euro pe. In a letter to the House Armed Services Committee
and the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on November 7 , President Truman
announced that Yugoslavia would receive economic and military assistance
under the Mutual Security Act of 1951. (The Act was substantially the
same , in this regard , as the amended Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1950,
except that it gave the President a somewhi~ wider lati tude by substituting
the word “important” for the word “vital” in its refereni~e to the securityinterests of the United States.) The military aid agreement was signed
in Belgrade on November 14 by Marshal Tito and Ambassador Allen . The
United States had effectively created a commitment from which it would be
impossible to back down without b eing its credibility on a global scale .
Just as Ambassador Allen had supervised the transition from a general
commitment to Yugoslav independence to a more particular commitment to
help the country maintain its independence, so too the movement of U.S.
warships helped to translate the general into the particular .

On December 17 , just over a month after the military aid agreement
had been signed in Belgrade , the heavy cruiser Des Moines visited Rij eka . (40)
The attack aircraft carrier Coral Sea visited Yugoslavia in the same month .
Marshal Tito now lay aside all his eloquent warnings against Western
entanglement , and cruised on board .(41) These visits——th e cruise in
particular-—were obviously highly demonstra t ive . The United States was
showing both its commitment to Yugoslav independence and its ability to

• intervene on its behalf. Tito was showing how far his policies had
changed, and how far he had accepted a new alignment. And for some time ) -thereafter , an increased momentum was maintained in the developing
relations between the two. Also in December , Yugoslav officers and non-
commissioned officers were sent to the United States for training.
Relations between the MUG and tne Yugoslav military authorities did remain
prickly and suspicious, but the ambassador was usually able to restore a
degree of harmony and also to ensure that the military cooperation
program served U.S. as well as Yugoslav interests. Later, plans vert announced
f or direct Yugoslav—ItaJian military talks, and also for U.S.—Yugosiav
strategic discussion.. Before considering these deve lopments , it is worth
considering what the United States had achieved in the short term by the
decisions it took in 1951.

Effect  of the Decisions of 1951

It was suggested earlier that the greatest moment of danger for
Yugoslavia probably qccurr.d in the summer of 1949. But if it is true
that plans for an invasion were first laid and then abandoned by the USSR
in these months , this certainly did not mean that the danger had passed .
It persisted throughout 1950 and 1951, and probably reached a high point
again La the spring of 1951. DurIng that period , between the outbreak of the
Korean war and the signing of th. military assistanc e agre ement , U.S .
offic ials at almost every level of government had voiced the concern that
the Korean episode might merely be the prelud. to a Soviet attack in Europe,
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• or the precedent for satellite action in “grey ” areas . Averell Harriman
emphasized after his conversations with Tito that the moat likely cause
f or such an attack would be a miscalculation on Stalin ’s par t of the U.S.
will to resist. Aid to Yugo8lavia was therefore both a prophylactic
measure and a signal to the USSR that the U.S. will was unimpaired.
Equally, it al lowed the main burden of defeøse preparations to rest on
Yugoslavia, according both with Yugoslav interests and desires and the

• need of the United States not to become overextended at a time when it
was still building up its military strength.

The principal result of the decision was therefore that it uncoupled
the question of Yugoslavia from the global situation, making it a separate
and serious issue in superpower milita ry relations • It rescued Yugoslavia
from the status of “grey areas ,” dependent for its fate on calculations
in Moscow of the U.S. will or capability to resist an attack . Instead , it
harnessed the U.S. will to the Yugoalav will, U.S. intervention capacity
to the Yugosbav ability to f ight. In so doing, it decisively transformed
the situation : From now on , it was cleat that any attack on Yugoslavia
would carry with it the risks of a European——and therefore a general—-war.
This mutual reinforcement of will and capacity effectively deterred any
further prospect of a Soviet or iatellite attack on Yugoslavia .

U.S. aid in 1951 also had another effect. In 1951, Yugoslavia had ,
after all, changed its position decisively. Not only had it accept ed the

/ . 1 provisions for U.S. military assistance; it had also cosponsored, along
with the United States, a UN resobution denouncing the the USSR’s

• aggressive attitude toward Yugoslavia and calling for a normalization of
Soviet—Yugoslav relations. Yugoslavia had circulated among the Western
goverimants a White Book containing details of Soviet harassment, of the
military buildup on Yugoslavia’s borders , and of the frontier inc idents- —
2 ,000 in all——that had taken place over the past three years . Speaking
before the Ad &~c Committee of the United Nations in November , Djilas
also detailed the course of Soviet—’Yugoslav relations .

It was in 1951, in this sense, that Yugoèlavia marked its definitive
break with the USSR. At first sight this might appear to be absurd.
Yugoalav foreign policy had already begun to change in 1949; Yugoslavia
had been anxious about the possibility of a Soviet military attack for a
long time. But it is perhaps too easy from today’s perspective to tak. it
for granted that Yugoslavia could never have effected a reconciliation
with the USSR. The fact that it did not tempts one to overlook too easily
the degree to which many. Yugoslav leaders—Tito not least of thea—long
remained anxious to do so. The acts of denunciation in 195 1, Yugoslavia’s
association with the tripartit* economic aid agreements , and the
acceptance of U.S. military aid all marked the turning point at which
Yugoslavia bec , in foreign policy , effectively an ally of the West .
Even if it. function as a sub—rosa military ally was both limited and
t.~ orary , this turning marked an i ense tolitical and strategic gain for

• U.S. intarssts——s gain whose effects are still apparent.
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• These were the principal effects of the decisions of 1951——an
immediate military consequence and a longer term foreign policy consequence.
But they also raise a question about the longer—term consequences of U.S.
military aid .

The Longer—term Consequences

During the negot. ationg that followed the Popovic visit to Was hin gton
and culminated in the Collins visit to Belgrade , Tito was of course concerned
to show that he was in no sense turning into a Western stooge. Shortly
after March 1953, Yugoslavia abandoned any prospect to strategic dis— -

cuasions wi th the United States , even though in the summer of tha t yea r
the 317th Troop Carrier Win g carried mobile training equipmen t to Belgrade .(42 )
The Yugoslav—Italian military talks came to very little , and throughout
1953 the Yugoslav General Staff began to prepare for a better balanced
defense. This indicated one side of Tito’s determination to recovor his
freedom as the threat receded. But there was also (from the Western
standpoint) a more positive aspect.

Although Tito was anxious after 1953 to dissociate himself gradually
from the very close dependence on the United States he had built up, his
overall foreign policy was not deflected from its course by the news of
Stalin’s death. Tito was, no doubt, less apprehensive about the effects

• of association with small states than with big ones. Nonetheless, the
• small states were Western allies and , after  1952 , members of NATO. In )

February 1953, Yugoslavia aigned a treaty of friendship and cooperation
with Greece and Turkey. By August 1954, this entente had turned into a
military pact , in which the three countries gave each other mutual guarantees
against attack , and Yugoslavia undertook to take into account the NATO
obligations of the other two. The Balkan Pac t was interesting as an
indicator c~f Tito’s views, of the assurance he now fel t that he had received
from the West , and of the fact that——even after the death of Stalin and
the fall of Beria——he was still prepared to proceed along his tortuous but
carefully chosen path . In the end , then , even at its lowest estimate ,
Tito’s foreign policy had become mobile and flexible , but the mobility
and flexibility were now sustained by the United States and its military
commitment . The commitment was implicit , but it was there when needed——as ,
for example , it was when Tito called upon it even in 1968 , that is ten
years after  the supply of arms furnished under the Mutual Security Act had
come to an end .

In sum, therefoto , the United States succeeded to tally in its majo r
objectives, succeeded partially and temporarily in the incidental objective
of c’eating a link between Yugoslav and NATO defense needs, but also
succe3ded in the longer term transformation of the political and strategic
equations In the Balkans . Thereafter , two f inal questions are worth
mentioning . The first relates to the proc~Is of decision , the second to the
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relevance of the decisions of 1951 to any future actions concerning
Yugoslavia.

The Process of Decision

• The developments that led to the 1951 agreement were dependent
throughout on Yugoslav initiatives. It was Tito who had to bring himself
to ask for military aid , just as it was Tito who was capable of changing
his foreign policy to suit the economic requirements of his country . It
was Tito who sent Popovic to Washington, who hoped at f i r s t  to purchase
arms coumiercially , who finally changed his mind , and who subsequently
invited Averell Harriman to Yugoslavia. U .S.  policy was in this sense
teactive . Through the original economic program, it had become committed
to keeping Tito afloat; but the transition to military assistance depended
on him, and he was at first very reluctant to become too dependent. None-
theless, even in a reactive rather than an active role, and even faced wtth
an obdurate suppliant, the United States showed considerable skill and
understanding in its response to Tito’s move. The credit for the initial
perception of the implications of Tito’s break with Stalin must go to

• Ambassador Cannon. Economic aid was thereafter transformed into military
aid. The 1950 commitment seems to have grown out of the events preceding

~t , rather than by conscious decision, and to have been related more to
the President’s changing view than to any State Department analysis. The
State Department, particularly Secretary of State Dean Acheson, took it for

• granted that Tito was on the Western side , and that this was a view shared by
• the United Kingdom.(43) Finally, the Department of Defens e would appea r

to have played the decisive role in extending substantial military aid to
the country. Its action in granting $3 million worth of aid from its own
funds indicated the seriousness with which it viewed both the potential
threat to and the potential worth of Yugoslavia, even while Tito was
still heeitating to apply for more extensive (and perhaps more legal)
assistance. Thereafter, once the major decisions of principle had been
reached, it was perhaps the visits of Averell Harriman, but more
particularly General Collins, that inclined Tito to accept the conditions
of aid and to swing Yugoslav defense into a posture that would be of
direct use to NATO. - -

The final question for consideration is the relevance of 1951 to any
thinking about Yugoslavia today, but that is something that can by understood
more clearly after a discussion of the events arising out of the crisis
in Czechoslovakia in 1968.

P Czechoslovakia 1968

In this section, we will examine those aspects of the crisis arising
from the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 that affected U.S. policy’( making. It will , of course , be necessary to indicate the character of the



Lr ‘ crisis and some of the developments that led to the invasion, but in essence Lhe
crisis was internal to the Warsaw Pact . The United States had to deal only
with its repercussions. Yet these repercussions were in many way~; more
threatening to international peace than the invasion i t se l f .  U.S. d e rn ons t r a t f v

• military action and diplomatic action were engaged in dealing with them.
For, once the scope of the crisis widened to include a possible threat to
Rumania, Yugoslavia could hardly avoid being involved. And once th a t was
so , the crisis became a matter of grave concern.

U.S. military actions following the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia
were very limited; the diplomatic import of these actions and the kind of
signal they conveyed to the USSR mattered most. The task of the United
States was not to take extensive or dramatic military measures , but to choose
the right signals——and in so doing to secure the acquiescence of its NATO
allies . This was partly because the invasion of Czechoslovakia did not
itself make much difference to the power balance in Europe, but it did
bring about changes in the power structure——the disposition of forces,
the potential order of battle——an d these were naturally of concern to N ATO .
Most important, the major interest of the United States was predicated on
the assumption that a stable relationship with the USSR had to be
preserved , and that the risk of a nuclear confrontation in Europe had to
be avoided. It was fundamental to this view that each superpower
visibly respect the other ’s sphere of interest. U.S. action , therefore , -

had to protect broader U.S. interests without appearing thereby to
threaten the USSR. All these considerations together created a complex
set of requirements, which we will examine in some detail.

Background

In one sense, the USSR could be said to have resolved the crisis
by the act of invasion. This is the view tha t might be taken by those
who attach importance to the conventions of crisis management .(44) In
that sense , Czechoslovakia represented a threat to the political and
ideological cohesion of the Socialist bloc, and Soviet action prevented
this threat from developing . Even more emphatically , the Soviet invasion
prevented the intramural crisis of the Warsaw Pact from becoming a con-
frontation between the Warsaw Pact and NATO. But such a view, while
schematically plausible, is not only morally unattractive; it also overlooks
some of the distinctive characteristics of the crisis itself. These

• char acteristics , as they developed between Alexander Dubcek’s accession to
power in January 1968 and the invasion by Warsaw Pact troops on Augus t 21,
were roughly as follows:

First , it was very clear that the USSR was reluctant to invade .
Pressures within the Central Committee for an invasion had certainly been
evident as earl y as April. (45) Yet it was’:not until the very last minute——
perhaps shortly after August 10 (46)—that the actual decision to invade
was taken.
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• Second , Soviet reluctance to invade was accompanied by an equally
evident determination to treat the democratization program in Czechoslovakia
as a matter affec t ing the security of the socialist camp , and not merely
as a matter of ideological disagreement . Increasingly, between April and
August, the Soviet leaders used the Warsaw Pact as the aain instrument of
their discussions with the Csechoslovaks.

• Third , these twin considerations——Soviet reluc tance to invade and
Soviet determination to use security as an instrument of control——in fact
intensified the crisis. Soviet reluctance to invade encouraged some
Czechoslovak lead’~rs to believe that they could manage developmentsslowly and avoid the risk of outright confrontation. Every attempt made
by the Soviet and Warsaw Pact leaders to contain and control the develop-
ments in Czechoslovakia was interpreted by the Czechoslovak press and
people as a threat, and this view encouraged continually more radical
demands . In the very attempt to keep some kind of control--which meant
both placating the USSR and maintaining popular support—-the Czechoslovak
government found instead tha t it was losing control . Concessions to the
Soviet leadership were unacceptable at home; concessions to popular demand
were unacceptable to the USSR. In this tanner , and largely because of the
dilatoriness of the Soviet decision , the Czechoslovak government was
reduced to helples sness.

What do these considerations together amount to? At one level
it is comparat ively simple to treat the invasion of Czechoslovakia as a( ~ matter of purely intramural concern to the Warsaw Pact , with very little

• bearing on aithet detente or security relations in Europe , but on another
• level it is very difficult to do so. Did the crisis mean that it was now

going to be dangerous for East European countries to move toward greater
internal liberalization, or was there a f undamental difference between
the democratization proposed in Czechoslovakia and the patterns of liberali-
zation that were emerging elsewhere? Did the USSR recognize such a
difference? Or was the invasion a prelude to wider intervention in East
European affairs? The enunciation of the “Brezhnev Doctrir e ,” in the
form of an authoritative article in Pravda a~d in statements by Brezhnev
hi elf , could be read either way . Indeed , during the complex period of
negotiations between the Czechoslovak leaders and the Soviet occupying
troops, a period in which the Czechoslovaka appeared at first unexpectedly
successful in recapturing much of their autonomy, it is probable that the
Soviet leadership itself had not yet decided .

One thing was unmistakably clear : D~tente had led to the crisis. This
was only an apparent pa tadox , for in reality such a crisis had been
inherent in the pro gress of d6tente. Por some years , the USSR had
apparently been prepared to accept that detente entailed a relaxation of
control in Eastern Europe. This had been a major premise of Caullist
diplomacy. Indeed, this relaxation of Soviet control—the dismantling of
the apparatus of economic supervision, the4oosening of interparty ties,
the formal acceptance of ‘separate road s to Socialism” at the- 21st Congress
of the Co~~ inist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in 1959——appeared to have

()
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gone so far that it was possible for acute observers of East Europc in
politics to discuss the “collapse of the Soviet empire.”(47) But the ~;eeds
of crisis began to grow from such discussions . If ul t imate  Soviet au thor i ty
were challenged , or the ideological basis of a fraternal party were
threatened , the USSR might feel itself impelled to take corrective action .
If the price for detente had initially appeared to be a relaxation of
control, that relaxation might now seem to-tmply more dangerous developments .
The difficulty for Western observers lay in determining the likely impac t
of Soviet action in Eastern Europe .

In fact, further crisis could have had any of three potential  re q, i lt .
The first could have been a change in the overall balance of military power
in Europe through the heavy reinforcement of Soviet forces there. The
second could have been changes in the power structure through - the
realignment and redeployment of Soviet or other Warsaw Pact forces,
necessitating an overhaul of the NATO order of battle . The relocation of
Soviet forces in Czechoslovakia did subsequently oblige Western commanders
to take account of the greater flexibility that this conferred upon the
Warsaw Pact forces. Although not a major factor, it was nonetheless a
factor in the restructuring of German and U.S. forces in the central area.
Thus, while the invasion made no great difference to the overall power
balance, it did change the power structure . The third , and most serious ,
consequence could have been a major upheaval in Europe leading to an East—
West confrontation and the danger of war, either through emotional and
national Western interests, as in the case of a conflict involving East
Germany, or else through intervention by the USSR in areas of strategic
importance, as in the case of Yugoslavia.

This was the background against which the United States had to
consider the act ion it should take following the Soviet occupation of
Czechoslovakia. The crisis was not a neat and tidy affair, confined to
the Warsaw Pact alone; its implications rang ed over very important areas
of East—West relations. Who, then, did the United States have to consider
in I raning a possible pattern of response? ?s usual, U.S. reactions had
to take into account the principal opponent, the USSR; its friends, in this

H case principally the NATO countries of the central area; and finally, others
who, while not necessarily directly concerned with the conflict, might find
themselves caught up in the implications .

The USSR

The relationship of Soviet and U.S. objectives in the aftermath of
the invasion of Czechoslovakia is in one sense clear . The primary concern
of the United States was inevitably to demonstrate to the USSR that although
it disapproved of the Soviet action, it would in no sense interfere in the
Soviet sphere of influence . Equally, the USSR sought to reassure the
United States that its actions against Czechoslovakia in no way represented
a threa t to the U.S. position in Western Europe .

_ _  
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• Indeed , at the moment that the invasion was un de rway (snmv three hours
after the first Soviet troops landed at Ruzyne Airport in Prague), the
Soviet embassie s in Washington, London , Paris , and Bonn all sought
interviews with the foreign ministries of the governments to which they
were accredited . In the case of the United Kingdom , the Soviet emissary
apparently delivered a message in two parta.(48) The first part indicated
that the Soviet action was directed .exclusively against Czechoslovakia,

• that it would be of short duration, that Soviet troop movements, particularly
in East Germany, need be no cause for alarm , and that the USSR hoped that its
action against counterrevolutionary forces in Czechoslovakia would not
impair relations between the British and Soviet governments. The second
part was shorter and consisted simply of a warning tha t any attemp t to
intervene would mean a world war . Indeed , it ended with a verbal assurance:
“if you interfere, we will blow you off the map.” Subsequent conversations
with members of the Foreign and Comaonwealth Office in London have
indicated to me that, as far as liaison between Washington and London
permitted them to know, the conten ts of the message delivered in Washington

+ were very similar——although no doubt the second part was expressed somewhat
less tersely. In other worlds, the two superpowers already understood that
military action by one against the othe r ’s sphere of influence in Europe

( -
~ would leave no alternat ive but general war . By the same token that U.S.

V. - military power was helpless to come to the aid of Czechoslovakia , U.S .
military power also remained a viable and completely credible guarantor
for Western Europe. But the first level of understanding , al though of
primary importance in containing the crisis , did nothing to deal with its
implications. What was the relationship of the objectives of the two p owers
at other levels?

The invasion of Czechoslovakia occurred at a moment when the inter-
mittent progress toward East—West d~tente was about to be transformed intoa steadier working relationship. President Johnson was due to visit Moscow
very shortly afterward , and it was hoped that his visit would lead to an
effective beginning of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT). Had
this been the case , the United States would have begun the -process of SALT
in a very good barg ainin g position via—~—vis the USSR , and with some hope
tha t the process could have reached speedier conclusions than in fact it has.
But it was not p.astble simply to go ahead as planned , although Kosygin
publicly pleaded that the Presiden t do so. Although the Soviet invasion
apparently had much less emotional impact on the U.S. public than its action
in Hungary twelve years earlier , American opinion had nonetheless to be
c nsidered . The emotional shock in Europe was intense. And in the
European perspsctive it ~ias not merely a matter of emotional shock . Firs t ,
the invasion did prompt questions about the nature of the new power structure,

3 - a point that West German Chancellor Kurt Kissinger raised with President
Johnson . And second, the invasion meant that after a period of relative

f •

~~ 
assurance that Soviet behavior was becoming more or less rational and
predictab le , Soviet reactions were again as aggressive as ever. The
Pres ident of the United States could not .~pear to condone such behavior
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if he needed to assure Western Europe of the validity of a continuing
American conmtitment. There was therefore a temporary disjunction between
the Soviet objective of gaining a freer hand again in Eastern Europe whilc
leaving the East—West detente unimpaired and the U.S. objective of
demonstrating that while world security implied U.S. —Sovie t unders tanding,
this did not imply Soviet freedom to invade another state without paying

- - some kind of price . But because the disj unction was temporary , the price
was small. The United States initially confined its reaction to cancelling
President Johnson ’s visit to Moscow and postponing the SALT talks. At
this level, again, the nature of the superpower rela tionship helped conf ine
and control the crisis in Czechoslovakia to the status of an intramural
affair. The uncertain implications for further developments in Europe of the
crisis and the Bre zhnev doctrine later propelled the U.S . government to
further action .

The details of action will be examined later. For the present, it
is worth mentioning only that it scents to have implied change of mind in
in the United States . The initial U .S. response to the crisis in
Czechoslovakia itself was to carry on as usual, at least in military
terms. The troops were temporarily re turned to Europe and some exercises
were advanced in date . This action was intended , and conveyed, as a
demonstration of U.S. intent at a time when the Czechoslovakigi crisis was
threatening to spread. But even them , the primary intent was to reassure
the West Europeans . The kind of movement that was involved was hardly
calculated to deter the USSR from other potential action. In order to

• clarify the considerations involved , it is therefore worth examining the
second category of states that the U.S. government had to consider, namely, )
the NATO allies .

The NATO Allies *

Although the shock and uncertainty felt in Western Europe after the
invasion were profound, the principal Western European governments were
unanimous in minimizing the impor tance of the Soviet action . French Prime
Minj atet Michel Debrd declared that traffic accidents could not be helped .
Chancellor Kissinger was obviously concerned about the possible effects of
changes in the power structure . Indeed , he proposed strategic discussions
in NATO about the effects of Soviet redeployment,(49) but it mede no difference
to his view of detente; he merely declared that there was no alternative. The
British made deploring noises, but that was all. In part this reaction was
no doub t due to the nature of their several exchanges with the Soviet
government. It is intezesing to note that at no time was any form of sanction
discuised emong West European leaders .

There was no f ramework wi thin which Vest ern European governments
could discus s comeon action except NATO . NATO’s primar y concern , by
definition , was to assure the security of its member states . NATO’s attempts
at political coordination , for which the i~~chinery vas created after the

+ 

~ Suez cr isis of 1956 , had proven ineffective . And in any case there had been
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( , astonishingly l i t t le discussion in NATO beforehand of possible reactions
~~ to a S,viet coup de main in Czechoslovakia. NATO’s concerns, even when

considering the likel ihood and possibilities of such action , had been
- l imited to an assessment of its security implications for Western Europe.
In view ot these considerations, NATO’s interests were limited to matters
of physical security ; devoid of adequate machinery for  political
consultation; and ill—prepared to cope with anything beyond the military
implications of the crisis itself. Thus, NATO could not serve as any
vehicle at all for European consultation, with or without the United
States , about European interests and/or potential action vis—~—vis the
USSR in the aftermath of the invasion.

Consequently, the predisposition implied in superpower relations
to con tain and control the Czechoslovak crisis as an intramural problem
found little opposition among the United States’ NATO allies. As
Europeans, they were ill prepared to ponder the wider implications of the
crisic for pan—European relations. As members of NATO, they were con-
cerned primarily with military security. Thus, any superpower reac t ion
indicating tha t the USSR was not mounting a serious threa t , and that
the United States was prepared to deal with any contingencies tha t m ight
arise, was pretty satisfactory to the European govenrmentn . The first of
these assurances was conveyed directly by the USSR. The second was
served in purpose by a NATO “Yellow Alert.” In fact, so far as I have
been able to ascertain, this Yellow Alert provided not only a very low
level of readiness, but it was also extremely inefficient. It would

- 
( ) appear that it was conducted very much more through the press than through

any active military preparations. Indeed, there were some units, from
at least two different national contingents in Germany, which were not
involved at all, and even some senior officers who were practically
unaware that it was going on.(50) In other words, all the evidence suggests
that NATO’s contingency measures were adopted at a comparatively low
level of decisionmaking, that they were not, and were not intended to be,
comprehensive, and that the major decisionmaking centers in the United
States (the National Security Council, the President, the Joint Chiefs,
and the centers of comana nd ) were barely involved. The Yellow Alert was a
routine precautionary measure, and one that was fully within the
competence——and indeed the duties——o f the Sup reme Allied Command Europe
(SACEUR) and the group comeanders to carry out on their own. Even so,
it fulfilled the U.S. objective toward its NATO allies: to indicate a
basic degree of comaitment and readiness. This was the maximum that the 

+ 
—

European governmen ts seemed to have desired. Furthermore, a low—level,
routine precautionary measure of this nature would be consistent with the
state of U.S.—Soviet rel~tions, in the sense that it would reinforce theprevailing understanding that neither power was prepared to tangle with, nor
yet allow the other to tangle with , the opposing sphere of influence .

In this sense, therefore , the U.S. military and diplomatic response
to the Soviet ac t ion did not have to meet any requirements of conflicting
interests. It could serve the objectives ~f U.S. relations with the USSR
and with the NATO allies simultaneously. As I have tried to suggest, such
a posture might no longer suffice today to meet the requirements of both
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t the European and the Soviet relatio,is of the United States. But that is
‘ because the West European governments are now capable of articulating a +1 +

greater , a more distinctive , and a more comprehensive interest in the
process of detente than they were then. It is also because in 1968 ,
detente was still an experimental notion ; by now that notion has been
fleshed out with at least some sense of minimal conditions and requirements.

The Issue of Rumania

Rumania’s military significance in the Soviet bloc scarcely mattered:
Czechoslovakia was of the greatest importance, as Pravda pointed out on
September 4:

Let he who is interested in this——including men
of letters——outline the Czechoslovak borders sharply
on the map of Europe and see what the situation of
the Socialist countries would be. This is a wedge

- dividing the Warsaw Treaty countries. The DDR and
Poland remain to the North , Bulgaria and Rumania to
the South, without any direct coimeunication between
them , and soldiers of the Bundeswehr and American
soldiers would appear directly on Soviet frontiers.

Because its lines of cotmnunication ran both North—South and East—Wes t ,
- - , Czechoslovakia was a vital factor in Warsaw Pact calculations. As such,

it was, a member of the more important “Northern Tier ;” it received
relatively up—to—date equipment , and was required to take part in
significant strategic exercises. None of this applied to Rumania . In
breaking the military cohesion of the Pact , Rumania had no eff ect on
Soviet security : The Soviet government merely punished it, as it diLl for
it~ show of independence over the Six Day War , by withholding arms
supplies. Even such a punishment, however, emphasized Rumania’s
insignificance. One might , in fact, suggest that the potential for
Soviet threats to Rumania had been severely curtailed by the development
of the War saw Pact , for the greater emphasis that was placed on Eastern
European participat ion in Soviet defensive strategy necessarily entailed
a higher degree of multilateral ism within the Pact itself. Thus, in the
late 1960’s the organization seems to have undergone a paradoxical
development: On the one hand , it was used to contain any tendencies
toward East European autonomy (by bringing together under a security rubric
considerations ranging from the economic to the ideological); on the other
hand , the emergence of the Pact as an important instrument of Soviet
security planning meant that a degree of free—vo ice participa t ion was
conferred on the satellite members of the organization. In this sense ,
it. is probably true that Rumania, far from being threatened, was actually
protected by the Warsa w Trea ty . In the ca;e of Czechoslovakia, of course ,
th. Treaty had proven fatal . But this reflects the difference between
the Northern end Southern tiers, and the emphasis the Soviet leadershi p
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laid upon each . But more than tha t , it reflects the importance attached
to the Czechoslovak ideological challenge . It remains , therefore , to
see whether Moscow fel t Rumania ’s political positio n was sufficientl y
challenging, in the wake of the invasion of Czechoslovakia, for it to
change its repressive tolerance to threat, whether, in fact, the Warsaw
Treaty would no longer protec t Rumania , but rather expose it to danger.
This depended not on strategic consideratiãhs, but on the politics
involved, and on the impact of thosá politics in the counsels of the
Kreml in .

Rumania had never challenged the “lead ing role of the Party; ”(5l)
on the contrary , it ceaselessly reaffirm ed it. Rumania did not threaten,
as Czechoslovakia had threatened , to make a nonsense of the princip les
by which polit ical life in the USSR and the states of Eastern Europe
was conducted , by shaving that socialism could be achieved without the
to talitarian appara tus of state and party control • On the contrary , it
ceaselessly reaffirmed the necessity for such control . Even farther ,
th. original Rumanian quarrel with the USSR dated from the Soviet decision
to d.—Stal inise.(52) But this very apparatus of control, this maintenance
of the leading role of the party, had enabled Rumania to adopt a con-
sistently independe nt policy.

Early in 1968 , therefore , the Soviet leadership had fac ed a
challenge on two f ronts . On the one hand , the ideological challenge
offered by Czechoslovakia, on the other , the political challenge to
Soviet authority offered by Ruma nia . But the Rumanian challenge was based
on an ultraaontanis. more papist than the Pope . On the assumption that
dften t. had implied a relaxat ion of Soviet control in Eastern Europe ,
Moscow had appeared able to accept the ultramontane independence of
R* nia. but once it had taken the risk of occupying Czechoslovakia , and
discovered that Western reaction was very rest rained , the temptation was
very strong to deal with the alternative difficulty of political independence
too . The question was bound to arise , once the first step had been taken,
as to whether the Brezhnev doctrine did not imply the invasion of Rumania .

Rumania and the Soviet Leadership 
+

It i. necessary to distinguish among different tendencies in the
Soviet leadership. On th. whole, it is true to say that the ruling
triumvirate of Leonid Brezhnev, Aleksei Kosygin , and Nikolai Podgorny
had been reluctant to conteuplat. the invamion of Czechoslovakia . Or ,
if they conte.plat.d it ,~ to carry it out , But they were under considerable
pressure fro. other inftusntLal members of the Poliburo or regiona l par ty
bosses—for sc~~~l. Tolstikov of Leningrad or Shelest of th Ukraine (an
arni that was particularly sensitive to devslop.snts in Czechoslovakia,
partiy because of th. local Iuthenians, pertly becaus. areas of the
Ukraine could receive S1ov~k television) • .10th Alexander Shelepin and
Tur i Andr ops, were ~~~iva1emt , as was the whole leading apparatus of the
ROB, but a n~~~:r of senior military co nders had been in favor of
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, invasion from the spring onvard .(55) Now the invasion , when L came, did )not resolve the dilenna of the Soviet leaders , fo r they were still
confronted with those who were pushing for sterne r measures and those who ,
on the other hand , were concerned that the internal consequences in the
USSR itself might prow too repressive . After all , the princip al leaders
of the ~~SU ware concerned to clip the wing~ of a Tols t ikov as well as to
stem the potential th reat f roe a Dabceh. Cfolstikov was subseque ntly
sent to languish is a repr.s.atati.~.l post in Peking). Even if they
were prepared to go ahead with the invasion, they ensured very strict
disc ipline ~~~ng the Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia , and on the whole
the behavior of the forces there testified to the effectiveness of this
disciplin. .(54) But them, if the Soviet lenders ware reluctan t to
proceed to Draconia n measures and if , on the other hand , t he populatio n of
Czechoslovakia was wait d behind its gov’srsment in a prolonged campaign
of skillful and stubborn resistance , th ere was son. dange r that the whole
matter would be seen not as a reas.ertiea of Soviet authority, but as a blow
to the authority and pre stig. of the leadership, especially of Brezhnev .

Wi thin this context, the problem .1 Rumania was particularly press-
ing. The ~~~.‘iiaa party leader , Iicolaó Csav.escu , had received a delirious
welcome in Pragu e when he visited Czechoslovakia shortly before the
2flV IOIIL . So had Presi dent Tito of Yugoslavia . Immediately at terward ,
bo th thes, leaders denounced the invasion in the strongest terms--Rumania
indeed declared that it was a violation of the Warsaw Treaty, and called
for the imeediste withdrawal of Soviet forces . This was a skillful
Rumanian reaction, bpt by isolating itself f rom , as well as in , the Warsaw )Pact , the Rumanian government was taking something of a risk . Noreover ,
in the United Nations, and in every available forum, Yugoslavia and
Rumania did all they could to demonstrate their support for Czechoslovakia .
If they were able by such ans to emceurage the Czechoslovak government
in its attempts at resistance , that carefully coetrolled ac tion , which had
been directed ~~~lmaivdy at Czechesl.,skia, might , in fact , have proven
ineffective within the coustry cr4 incalculable in its consequences
throughout the War saw Pact countries and Eastern Europ e as a whole.

I hams beam argu ing , therefore, that the invasion of Czechoslovakia
did not merely fail to issolve thâ dii : of authority for the Soviet
l.adership, but that it positively accentuated them, at least temporarily .
This was of great importenc. to any consideration of U.S . response. For
if the operation had been as successful as it was smooth , if there were
no effectiv, resistance inside Czechoslovakia , if Czechoslovakia had not
had the moral .spport of two other Eastern European countries , if this had
not threatened to prolong and extend the crisis——then , American reaction
would have been comparatively simpl.. It would have had to meet only two
requirements: demonstrating the inviolability of the respective spheres
of the two superpowers, and reassuring the friendly and allied nations in
Western Europe . Indesd , thes. purposes were interdependent , and U.S.
reaction in thi• m ediat, aftet sth of the’crisis served them both. But ,
if the crisis threatened to go beyond Czechoslovakia, it would be very much
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more diff icult to serve both purposes at once . Action taken to demonstrate
U.S. connitnent and concern in Europe could risk a superpower confronta t ion.
Action taken to svoid such a confrontat ion could risk the impression that the
United Ststes was backing down f rom its co~~~tesnte in Europe . If tha t
impression had geined growed, it mould h~~s been a disservice to both U.S.
objectives at once: Not only would it hs~s discouraged the West European
allies of the ~nit.d States , it would almo hs,e encouraged the hawks in
Moscow. Such —l outcome would preciaely - have helped to spread the crisis
and to ensure that it became more difficult to manage .

I shall ar gea that the U.S. gavemumeat showed itself aware of the
balanc. of necessities in framing its reactions, and , moreover , that it
changed its mind oa hew to react. In the first days after the invasion ,
President Jol~~~~ was .d aat that he mould not, after all , go to Moscow,
and he was explicit *bcut the need to Jsaoustrate U.S. displeasure to the
Soviet l.ader s.(35) Sot at th. same time, he refused Riesinger’s request
for a Westsra si it to discuss the strategic consequences of the invasion,
reportedly b.cams. he did not wish to give Moscow the impression that
displeasure could tarn into active hsetility.(56) Later it would be
necessary to reconsider the whole appraach of the United States. Accord-
ing to some contemporary reports, U.S. policy began to change because of
the adver.. effect on European govemnn.utal opinion of its early , limit ed
reaction. (57) let there doss not appear to be moch substance to these
speculations. The European leader , kass, the score ; they had received
their s veral massages f roe Moscow; they were not so unsophisticated as to(~ believe that a challenge to the principle of the two blocs in Europe would
in any way increase their security. Indeed, they were much more likely to
be alarmed by any sign of overreaction on the part of the United Sta tes .
later , when the implication, of th, crisis begin to stretch beyon d the
Warsaw Pac t , and to involve areas in which the United States had
traditionally taken an interest, it would be necessary to reassert the
validity of U.S. comait.snts. The key to the change, and to the new
position adopted by the United Sta tes , lay in the relations between
Yugoslavia and Rumania .

Yugoslavia and the ~~~~nias ~ .eatios

Yugoslava foreign policy has , to a remarkable extent , reflected the,
internal balanci of forces within the country . Tito has Rlways had
three separate kinds of problems to contend with: the relations between
th. different natbnalit~ies and republics that comprise Yugoslavia ; the
relat ionship among the different tendencies wi thin the League of Coimaunis ts ;
and the relatio nship between centra lized planning and local autonomy .

Tito has had to juggle these factions not only on the basis of
internal compromise but also on the basis .f his foreign policy. There are
many forces in Yugoslavia favoring a rapprochement with the USSR: the
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• Macedonian people and leaders are traditionally Russophile; a number of
Yugoslav economis ts are inclined to argue that the economic future of the
country lie, in association with the Council for Motual Economic Aid (CMEA )
rathe r than with Weetatn ~~~ope ; an ideological grnunds , some of the lead-
ing party figures arm appvebsmivs that their rivals and colleagues have
inclined too far toward 0flalia~” torn. .1 sociaLism . In such ci reum-
stances , his foreign psl icy has b i n  bound to be erratic . - 

But , while
erratic , it has always been Isgiest.

Tito’s prime-ry concern in 1967 and 1968 was tha t events in
Czechoslovakia should not develop too faat--’-the m ore so as the students of
Belgrade University were hopeful that they should . Although he went in
person to quell the etedents’ -revolt , ‘fito was sha ken by the events ,
occurring as they did , not in some remote I4ubljana but under his own nose
in the capital . Eves es, his principal concern was to separate the
internal consequences from the external as-pacts of the developments in
Czechoslovakia . In spit. of the widespread reports that he warned Dubcek
against the course he was taking , there is no evidence- that he did anything
of the kind.(58) E~wally, for inte~~~t reasons , he certa inly could not
condeun Dubcek and when the invasion cane, be had to condemn it. These
considerations help to elncidate the qimndary in which he foun d himself.
He had agreed with the Soviet leaders that ~here was a danger of a general
Western offensive tn the world . En hsd wal~cbed and shared their alarm
at the potential repercussions of the Czecboslovak reform . He had also
watched them slowly resolv, to put an end to the pace of reform in Prague

- 
- .  in the only way they knew. Bet, ~y the same token, he knew that they would

now have to face further pressures. VüuId ~ e Soviet leaders stop at
Czechoslovakia, or would 

~~
y tidy azp- diaseut elsewhere in the bloc, too,

and were they threat~~img n~~~.ia? 

If d~ y did eWeesgo ~~~~nhe ‘~i$o.l~ pta ’a internal situation would
be transformed . These tVme ssgga~~ Là~ Lwh~~~never that Soviet leaders
ever contemplated attacking Yugoslavia. But Soviet divisions would be
stationed on two of YugosLavia ’s borders: the W.umanian and the Rungarian .
Such a situ~ 4on s’osld VaUt1VCCmIft iC~~e tha -prmblems of Yugoslav defense.
More than ~~~~~~, the ijm. *J~ sS,  ~~~~~~ -im~~~69, -faced with the problem
of what to de In the seent of Tit#e ~~~~~~ 

- *fle there migh t not have
— bean any i~~~dia te possibility of a S~iviet *tt ack , the contingencies tha t

might have followed when Tito departed were wide open . But it goes farther .
There has bun a persistent tendency in Yugoslavia to seek an accommodation
wi th the USSL This tendency has, as suggested earlier , been partly the
outcome of Tito ’s cvn desire to normalize relations .

p

But how was Tito to react to a Soviet threat to Rumania? He
obviously could not welcome it. Al though he might have bhared much of the
Soviet analysts , both his domestic and foreign policies made such a course
impossible . Fur ther , any Soviet action of tha t nature would have been
bound to pulsriz. Yugoslav society between thee. who were prepared to
appease the USSR and those ~~ were prepared to fight it. Tito had
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• consistently avoided such a situation since 1948. Even worse, the
polarization, while in some ways cutting across nationality-boundaries,
could also have reinforced ngzioaal divisions inside the country . Wit~or without a direc t Soviet threat , the Yngoslaw polity could have fallen
apart. -

—

The Nature of Yu~osla-v Reaction

Tito had no choice . Al though in many ways he agree d with the Soviet
analysis, he had to act against the eventuality of Soviet forces in
Rumania . In fact, largely because he understood Soviet anxieties, he had
to be esp.cially caittous to ensure that these anxieties not threaten his
own position and his own state .

If there were any danger of a Soviet move against Rumania , Yugoslavia
would do all it could to prevent it. on its own , Yugoslavia was powerless;
it could only prevent a move against Rumania by widening the implications.
These considera tions made Yugoslavia a potential target of U.s. interest and
action in the aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia .
The princ ipal U.S. interest was , inevitably, to contain the crisis——to
prevent it from developing into a threat of war . Much as it might have
deplored the Soviet action, in this sense it saw eye to eye with the USSR .
The original U.S. interest in and reaction toward Yugoslavia had to be
reconsidered . The Yugoslav interest lay in widening the crisis, the U.S.

( interest in containing it.

The question of Rumania provided Tito with the opportunity to
maximize hi. ova defense potential . The Yugoslav concept of General
People ’s Defense has always contained internal contradictions • The
economic development of the coentry and the growth of urbanization hinder
the application of th, doctr ine La its pw form as it t~eveloped after 1945 .
Beyond that , the requirements of a loosely organized , regionall y based
defense are so etimes compatible with Tito ’s policies of decentralizat ion;
sometimes they are incompatible with his alternative policies of
recentralization . Furth er , the relationship between an organized army and
the irregular units of a people ’s war has never been clearly defined . In
other words, Yugeslav defense plann ing, al though by no means a lost cause,
tends to be a mess; and it is bousd to remain such as long as it is a
variable function of the requirements of domestic policy . Yet , in a sense

• Yugoslavia can afford thi. mess, and it can afford it precisely because it
has no allies .

The Yusoslav Security Position 
-

Since Yugoslavia separates the maiib- body of the NATO allies in Europe
from their own southern flank, and to a degree also separates the central area

()
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of the Warsaw Pact from its southern part, and since it fur ther  separates -
~~~~

— NATO f rom the Warsaw Pact in the Adriatic, it would obviously make a
tremendous asset for eithst siliance. By ~~e same token, each alliancehas a strong interest in preventing the o~~sr from advancing in Yugoslavia .
The unwr itten security pi~~ jdsd by thi* puittiun helps to assure the
Yugoslav leaders of oetside hslp in the ~~~~ of attack by either outsideparty . Equally, it give, the Yugoslav ~~~~nne.nt thu stronges t possible
incentive- to avoid a per~~~ .nz commiLi.~~~ to any one alliance. This in
turn reinforces the capacity for adju: .~~~~ in domes tic pa1 i tics. The
ideal defense pol icy for Yugoslavia is ~~~ ‘ rt tern , therefore, is to
be able to c~~~vct its owe defense fred~ ~~~~~~~~~~, ~frection, but in the
long term to ace as a dets ta~r for a iM LX canftict.(59) Tito appears
to have bean seeking this paiition in ~~~~ ~~~ developments in Europehanded it to ki*.

First, the Yngoalav League of C.”~ ’eu4ste protested massivelyagainst the Soviet invasion. A resolution passed by the Central
Committee of the Leagu. refused

to recognize may agreements—open or tacit
regarding spheres of interest which trans form
the small eatioms into the peim. of power
politics . . . . Today, as before, we revolved
to use all our fercee and steens to defend our
independence, vevoultion arid _. own way of
socialist development . . • and also oppose any )• provocative action geared toward. weakening the
strength of oer resistance and interference from
any quarter whatever .

Thi, was on Augus t 23. On Augn.t 25 , ~~~~~ attacked both Yugosloviaand Rs ania for “g*iiag active assistance to the Czeetioslovak anti—
socialist forces . . . it is pre cisely in Belgrade and Buchares t that
the political adventurers from Prague Vho find themselves out,ide
Czechoslo’eehia durtag this period wss,rf~~ their intrigues .‘ The USSR
vaa at least Iuply~~~ a t~~~~t to ~~~snd the -cri sis .

The Fundma~ental I~~~rtance of Rt niae—Yugoulav Relations

Rumania n~d already evinced considerable alarm at  the prospect of
Soviet action. A week before the Soviet move into Czechoslovakia ,
Ceausescu had declared in the restricted—circulation Army j ournal
~p~~,are a Patri ei that R~~~mj.a had taken direct steps to strengthen its
armed forces . A week later , on the day of the invasion , the minis ter of
the Arme d Forces , Colonel-General Ion Ionita , issued an Order of the Day
in which he demanded that the R~~~nian Army be ready “at a momen t ’s -•

notice ” to defend the country ’s independence and sovereignty . This was

)
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also carried in ~pararea Patrie i ,  and the same issue contained a heartening
account of the “excellent fighting ability” of the Rumanian forces.(60)
Rumania was clearly preparing to fight if necessary, and , more important ,
signaling its readiness as clearly as possible to the USSR.

In the light of such Rumanian activity , and of the Soviet verbal
attacks on bo th Rumania and Yugoslavia , and~ in the ligh t of the fac t tha t
the Central Committee of the League of Communists had declared, two days
after the invasion , that the invasion of Czechoslovakia also represented
a danger to Yugoslavia itself, it would be surprising if there had been
no consul tations between Yugoslavia and Rumania . Their “def ense
agreement” is frequently referred to , but its import is still a matter for
conjecture. It is not an official treaty, it is not embodied in any
coimsuniqu~, and indeed 1 have even 1~eard NATO officials deny its veryexistence. But it is probable that a close and detailed understanding
was reached during the meetings between Tito and Ceausescu , and the
USSR certainly showed suspicions of its nature. Indeed , for the nex t
two years or so, the USSR from time to time denounced “Balkan Pactism”
from time to t ime.(6l) All Yugoslav sources confirm the existence
of an understanding; but they disagree about its na ture .

If there were any question of a Soviet invasion of Rumania , would
Yugoslav troops enter that country to help it resist? Or would
Yugoslavia merely support Rumaniau resis tance with material and moral

- , backing? Or would Yugoslavia open its territory to Rumanian forces , and
thus provide a sanctuary fot continued resistance , even at the risk of
a Soviet attack on Yugoslavia itself? In view of the doubts , contradictions,
and general secrecy surroundin g the agreement , it is impossible to do more
than conjecture. Short of fighting side by side with Rumanian forces in
Rumania , Yugoslavia would not be able to do very much in terms of 

*material help . Medical supplies and similar aid might have been offered ;
but Yugoslav weapons were very different  from those standard in Rumania .
Questions of training , ammunition , and enviro n m ental support for the weapons
themselves would have made it very difficul t to incorporate significant
supplies into the Rumanian forces at short notice . It therefore seems
unlikely that the “agreement” would have relied on large—scale m~iterial helpfrom Yugoslavia . Of the two rema ining alteznatives1 direct Yugoslav
partic ipation seems inherently unlikely . It would have weakened Yugoslavia’s
own defense while not doing very much to impede a determined and massive
Soviet advance. Moreover , the prime political purpose of associating
Yugoslavia with the defense of Rumania would have been served equally well
by using Yugoslav territory as a sanctuary. That would have left Yugoslavia
free , had the naed arisen , to defend itself with its own combination of
regular and irregular war. My own conjecture is therefore tha t Yugoslavia
was prepared to become a passive rather than an active ally of Rumania in
the event of Soviet invasion. Equally, this would have served the
c etonating purpose of Yugoslav defense policy.

Was there any likelihood , however , that the eventuality would arise
at all ? On August 21, Soviet and Warsaw Pact forces had invaded
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Czechoslovakia. Two days later , the Central Committee of the League of
Communists of Yugoslavia had protested in a resolution tha t it construed
this action as a potential danger to Yugoslavia itself. Two days after
that , Pravda had accused both Rumania and Yugoslavia of haboring and
supporting the political adventurers from Prague. Was this accusaLlon to
be followed by any Soviet military activity?

Two points need to be considered here . The f i r s t  i whether the
U.S. governsent would fall in with Tito’s conception of Yugoslav interest
and defense by construing a threat to Rumania as a threat to Yugol sav ia.
The second is wheth er it would allow the USSR time effectively to mount a
threat to Yugoslavia. The answer to the first is that it did , and to the
second , tha t it didn’t.

The U.S.  goverum ent was soon to show that it was concerned at  the
pattern of developments in Eastern Europe. NATO, too, was soon to abandon
ita original low profile. Both, in fact, were to take measures that
would indicate a determination not to allow the crisis to extend to
Yugoslavia. On August 30, President Johnson had made a speech to indicate
his concern at a new pattern. The next day, Presidential Press Secretary
Geroge Christian publicly annotnced that President Johnson had been
watching developments in Eastern~~urope and receiving messages on thesituation at his ranch “all day.’ It was clear that a new and potentially
disturbing set of developments was beginning to exercise both the United
States and NATO. These developnent~ were not——and could not have been—-related purely to Czechoslovakia.

• For a few days toward the end of August , the USSR did appear to be
st rengthening its forces in Bessarabia near the Rumanian border. But this
was not a large—scale reinforcement , and there is no suggestion that
serious preparations were made to invade Rumania . Moreover , any analyst
of Soviet defense planning would have conc.luded that a swif t  and e f fec t ive
invasion would not be immedia tely feasible . After a prolonged bu ildflp ,  r n : i
with massive logistical support, the USSR had launched a large, swift , and
precise operation in Czechoslovakia . But in these latter days of August ,
troupe were still pouring into Czechosloyakia——they were not yet leaving
it. Hal f a million men were tied down there. Moreover, these included
allied forces from the Warsaw Pact , and f,t would have been unlikely in the
extreme that the Soviet leaders , having taken such care to associate their
allies with them in the invasion of Czechoslovakia , would now spoil the
effec t by going it alone in Rumania. Finally, there is some evidence(62)
that Soviet leaders had been concerned about the possibility of military
resistance in Czeci~oelov~kia ; they could be virtually certain of it in
Rumania. After all , Ceauseacu had just made it clear that if the USSR
coutmaplated an attack on Rumania, Rumania would fight.(63) All fac tors
point to the same conclusion: that the USSR was not ~~~ ready to invade.

This did not mean, however that it might not be ready one day,
perhaps before very long. In the aftermath of the invasion of one country,
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in the contex t of the anxiety to reassert the control of the leadership
• inside the CPSU that the invasion itself had demonstrated, and confronted

with powerful voices demandi ng further action, the Soviet government might
have been tempted to act. One should not exaggerate the risk: for even
if such significant military figures as Marshall Ivan Crechko , the

-‘ Minister of Defense, and Marshall Ivan Yakubovaky, the Commander in Chief
of the Warsaw Pact, were to show in the fofloving months a strong
predisposition to use the Pact to tighten Soviet authority in Eastern

• Europe , they were also the best placed to know that a Soviet invasion
of Rumania could not be under taken in a hurry. In 1969 , Yakubovsky
proposed a Warsaw Pact “fire brigade” for mobile intervention; this was
certainly viewed with alarm by Rumania; but it also indicates a desire to
remedy defic iencies that were still obvious in the auturnn of 1968. So one
might suggest that the pressures for iimnediate action did not arise from
the military but from the hard—liners among the politicains, notably
Shelest . But Rumania was faced with a threat which , while neither
immediate nor tangible, had a potential for growth .

Equally, Western reaction to the “traffic accident” was, at the
governmental level at least , remarkably restrained ; would the West really
raise its voice if somebody else fell vic t im to the same heavy traffic
on Warsaw Pact territory? Finally, the argument that “you can do it once
but not twice” barely stands up in such a context. There were, it is
true, some repercussioms inside the Soviet z med forces after the
invasion. Many Soviet troops were astonished and demoralized by their( ) reception . (Indeed some units were thereafter transferred to the Far
Eastern Maritime Province——presumably in the hope tha t they would recover
their spirits when faced with the prospect of fighting Chinese.) On the
cther hand , the invasion had been a highly successful military operation .
The fact that it was run so smoothly must in many cases , and par ticularly
perhaps among junior officers , have greatly strengthened morale. Indeed ,
only a minority of the Soviet forces was ezposed to the arguments , the
demonstrations , and the general harassment of Czech and Slovak protesters.
Not everyone was stationed in Prague or Bratislava or even Banska Bistrica.
Most soldiers were quartered in the countryside, many in newly evacuated
Czechoslovak army barracks, where they had little contac t with the
population . On. could not really suggest that Soviet forces and Soviet
off Leers were too demoralized to undertake further ac tion .

While , therefore , there is nothing to sugges t that the USSR was yet
ready to invade Rumania , the option was available, and even small—scale
troop movements could give some indication tha t it was being considered
seriously. At this point , the Yugoslav interest in widening the crisis
and the U.S. interest in containing it coincided.

The Evolvin~g Pat tern

- - - For Ceausescu, the beat , and indoed only available deterrent to a

C Soviet occupation was the threat to fight. This might or might not have been
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• enough; but for Tito the deterrent would be immeasurably strengthened if
the attack on a Warsaw Pact member in the context of an intramural crisis
could be transformed into an international crisis by implicating Yugoslavia.
It would also give the United States the opportunity to help to deter even

• an attack within the confines of the Warsaw Pact by shoving that it could
no longer be so confined . Tito’s actions j~p helping to transform theintramural into th. international crisis also, however , gave President
Johnson the chanc e to put it back beh ind walls . The Yugoslav dimension
served both Tito and Johnson. For Yugoslavia it helped to involve the
United States as an actively interested participant in decision, and thereby
to provide the detonator Tito sought. For the United States it provided
the occasion to demonstrate an interest that could not have been
demonstrated if the crisis had been confined to members of the Warsow Pact
alone. President Johnson was now able to point out to Soviet leaders the
potential dangers of further action, and to do so well before their option
had hardened in to an intention . He did so in a speech at San Antoido ,
Texas on August 30. Zn this speech , only nine days af ter  the occupation
of Czechoslovakia and in the middle of the Soviet—Yugoslav polemi c , the
President referred first to the fact of the occupation . Then he vent on
to suggest that it “might be repeated elsewhere in the days ahead in
Eastern Europe .” He followed wi th the grave and warning words: “Let
no.ione unleash th. dogs of war.”(64)

At one level , this night appear to have been a vague warning of
the “we—will—not—stand—idly—by” variety. If the speech were considere d
purely in its domestic context , it might appear to have been constrained
purely by the exigencies of ~he President ’s position . Johnson , having
announced that he would not run for office again, was now a lame-duck
President. In spite of his remarkable domestic achievements, he had beea
undone by the war in Vietnam . The unpopularity of the war and his
weakened internal position hardly gav, him the au thority to engage the
Unit ed States in new and dangerous entanglements. This explanation ,
though not necessarily invalid , does not, however , iii3icate either the
subtlety or the effectiveness of Johnson ’s warning . It was vague, undoubtedly,
but there was merit to this vagueness. Johnson named neither the potential
target of Soviet ambitions nor the possible course of U.S. action. The
sta tement ’s strength lay in these omissions . If the President had referred
opeajy to Rumania, he would probably have been told, sharply and explicitly,
that th . members of the Warsaw Pact were capable of settling their
diffsrenc.s among themselves. In that sense it would have been much harder
to follow up his ominous, but nonetheless still implicit warning with any
explicit threat or action . By keeping his subject area as ill—defined as
he did , he was able to prevent the USSR from imposing boundaries. But
th ere was more to it than th at: His threat was also vague . He did not commit
th~ United States to any specific course of action , and that was no doubt
nec*ssary in terms of domestic politics . Yet it was also vita l to his
foreign policy considerations. If he had hoped to save Rumania from the
threat of Invasion by delib era tely invoking U S ,  military power , he could
have done so by only one means : the threa t of nuc lear war. Wha t consequences
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C 
• would such a threat have had? There are only three possibilities. One,

that the USSR would have invaded Rumania and the United States backed down .
Two , that the USSR would have backed down . Three , that neither would have
backe d down , and that everybody would have had a nuclear war. In such circuin—
stances, to avoid the traditional choice “between annihilation and surrender”
was no more than common prudence; but even~more , on this occasion the choice
would have been loaded against the United States. For if the USSR had been
openly contemplatin g the invasion of Rumania , and if the President had
explicitly mentioned this and threatened war (but especially nuclear war),
then the USSR would have been almost obliged to invade. To retreat from
its traditional sphere within the Warsaw Pact in the face of an overt
U.S. threat would obviously have had unforeseeable consequences. Every
country in Eastern Europe would have felt free to defy Soviet power; the
whole sphere would have crumbled ; no Soviet government could have
survived. An explicit threa t would have created such a challenge to the
authority of the Soviet leaders that they would have had to respond. In
making the vaguer threat, in fact, Johnson was also making the more
effective and meaningful threat.

j While avoiding the twin pitfalls of being too explicit about the
target or too explicit about the threat , he was conveying a genuine
threat. Quite apart from the fact that it shoved that even President
Johnson’s speech writers could read Julius Caesar (actually, a very
appropriate text in the case of that particular President) the phrase “to
unleash the dogs of war” was both more meaningful and more credible than

‘. •
1 any bigger threat. It impl ied that the United States , and perhaps the NATO

allies, would do some thing. Wha t they m ight do was not to be ascertained.
One could presume that it might only entail flying supplies to Yugoalavia .(63)
It was in any case unl ikely that U.S. or NATO troops would be sent to
Yugoslavia in the first instance. But even if airborne supplies were
followed by seaborne supplies, this might mean an attempt to neutralize

• Soviet naval forces in the Adriatic or even to prevent them from entering
the Adriatic through the Strait of Otranto. The difficulties and the
dangers of escalation would be obvious, and this would apply whatever the
terms of the Yugoslav understanding with Rumania . In other words , President
Johnson was th~~atening tha t if an unspecified action were taken against
an unspecified Eastern European country, the unspecified U.S. response
would make it very difficult to keep control . And indeed the “ th reat to
lose control” has been eloquently argued by Thomas Schelling to be a highly
effec tive forms of deterrence avai1.able.-~ If there were any temptations in,

- ‘ the Kremlin to translate their invasion option into a serious intent, his
stra tegy worked .

On the same day tha t Johnson del ivered his speech , the Soviet
• 

~mbassadot in ~.igoslavia, Ivan Benediktov , fo rmally acting on the instruc tions
012 the Central Co ittee of the CPSU, made a public statement tha t

the Central C~rme~jttis. of the ~arty and the Soviet
government are astonished in the highest degree that
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the leadership of the League of Comaunists of
Yugoslavia and the Yugoslav government should have
taken the same line as those countries which have
adopted measures des igned to give act ive support
to . . . (the counter—revoj .utionarj es) (67)

This was, S.n fact , the height of Soviet protest. Thereafter , Tito
continued to protest vehemently against the doctrine of limited sovereignty,and he called for the withdrawa l of the Warsaw Pact forces from
Czechoslovakia. But the Soviet reactions suggested a basic anxiety tocool matters . By December , Pravda was assuring the Yu$oslavs that they hadno cause for alarm . By then , too, Tito , seesawing in the opposite
direction as usual , was beginning to emphasize the need for good relationswith the USSR. In a sense the crisis had passed , and passed very quickly.The coinc idence of Tito ’s attempt to extend its implications and the U.S.desire to limit its implications had (though at the price of Czechoslovakia ,as always) ensured that a major upheaval did not follow from the originalSoviet action.

This can not all be ascribed to the effects of a single speech.
Rather , the speech may be seen as serving three functions. In the first
place , obviously, it was intended as a warn in g to the USSR . In the second ,
it also marked the change of- mind in U.S . policymaking that I referred to
above . The carefully studied and restrained approach that characterized
the first week after the invasion was now abandoned in f avor of an equally
studied but more minatory series of gestures. These military gestures )were low—key affairs , but they were explicitly intended to convey both
a degree of reassurance to Western Europe and an indication to the
USSR that the Unit ed States was observing the situation with concern.
In the third place, the speech provided the framework fo r more general
follow—up action in NATO. The gestures and the follow—up were at least as
important as the speech i tself.  For without them, Johnson’s warning could
have been forgotten , or dismissed as a temporary reaction in the emotional
atmosphere following the invasion. It had, after all, been an intelligent
bit of preemption ; but it is one thing to preemp t before the active need
has arisen , it is another to continue the threat when it is attended by
risk. It is, therefore , worth considering the gestures that followed the• speech , and the more extended follow—up action that was taken later.

The Military Gestures

As I have suggested , the gestures were rather insignificant in
themselves , but In the context of the moment they had a certain political
si~*iificance. It is worth recalling that in the iuned iate aftermath of
the invasion, the U.S . Army had declared that it would continue wit h the
“rotation” plane , which meant an effective* reduction of its forces in West
Germany by some 34,000 men . The rotation was about 75 percent complete in
August , and was meant to be completed toward the end of the year .(68 ) But 
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early in September , that is in the days immediately after President Johnson’s
speech , Pentagon officials were taking a modified line . They do not appear
to have amended their intentions to proceed with the overall force
reduction, and they still ruled out any dramatic moves . For instance, it
was decided not to send an extra battal ion of U .S. troops to Berlin

— (an obviously sensible decision unless the~!J.S. goveruent wished to extend
the crisis to that flashpoin t) ,  not to adopt forward emergency positions
in Europe (which was presumably why the NATO aler t was only yellow, and why
it was so unremarkable), and not to indulge in any substantial increase in
border reconnaissance . As has already been indicated, Kiesinger’s
proposal for a. NATO summit was also rejected . But the Supreme Allied Comaender~General Lyman Le.nitzer , was given permission to increase observation along
Czechoslovakia’s border with West Germany, though only in light forma t ion .(69)
And now, Pentagon officials began to hint that some of the t roops recently
withd rawn from Eur ope would be flown back for military maneuvers . (70)

Such maneuvers were not of course an innovation: Indeed, they were
implicit from the beginning in the whole concept of rotation , whereby
some U.S. forces were wi thdrawn from Europe in order to save foreign exchange
costs , but kept on a footing of moderate readiness to return , and flown back
per iodically tot exercises . (This refers to the forma t ions, not the
troops themselves: A formation consisting of Vietnam veterans in Bavaria
might consist of raw recruits in Kansas , but would be expected to train for
the same functions.) But while there was no suggestion that maneuvers
should be increased , they were to be advanc ed . This was the more striking
in view of the fac t that the Joint Chiefs had previously reco ended that
they should be postponed, In the view of the Joint thiefs , it was previousl y
expected tha t the cost (about $9 million) would have warranted a post-
ponement until the autume of 1969——because of the strains to which both the
U.S. defense bud get and the U.S. balance of pay.entg were subjec t at that
t ime. Postponement until the following autum would have allowed the cost
of the maneuvers to be coverdd by funds for the following Fiscal Year . To

• advance thea nov would mean finding an extra $9 million from available funds ,
and in th is sense provides an indication of the seriousness the Joint Chiefa
attached to demonstrating U.S. co itment .

The important word is co itment • The prime purp ose of this
particular exercise was to assure the Western !urop.an allies . For at the
beginni ng of September , the U.S.  ambassado r to NATO prop osed that if other
NATO members also took action to strengthen the allianc e, the United States
would send tour squadrons of F—4 figh ter—bombers to Germany , to take part in
maneuvers in November oz December • And this action was to be followed by
the arrival of two brigades of mechanized infantry early in the next year.(71.i
These two brigades were from the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized ) and
consisted of inexperienced conscripts. In one sense, therefore , one might
suggest that to delay their arrival until the early winter of 1969 was to
give them t ime to tra in ; more important , wha t was being proposed was the advance
of the ~~~~~~~~ exerc ise from the autu ma through th. winter; most i~~ortant
was the fact that these proposals were conditional on son. sort of matching
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exercise by the other NATO allies . The chief emphasis of U.S. policy at• this time was clearly to encourage the Western European countries by
demonstrating t h e  U.S. commitment , but even this depended on participation
by the other smmbers of NATO. Though there is no direct evidence to
support it , I would argue that such partic ipation was important because in
the new context created by Johnson’s warning, the United States was
determined to secure NATO support for any i& ves it might make in the
defense of Yugoslavia , and in withs tanding any potent ial threat to Rumania.

This view will appear more substantial if one now examines the
third aspect of the significance of the San Antonio speech. Obviously,
any gestures of reassurance to the members of NATO constituted a signal
to the USSR. Mere commitment where commitments were already explicit ,
inside the NATO framework, would not necessarily warn the USSR of U.S.
interest in areas where the commitment was only implicit , as in the case
of Yugoslavia. But if the third aspect, that of a more sxtended follow—up
to President Johnson ’s warn ing, could associate NATO with the U.S. interest
in Yugoslavia , it would be seen that the initial gestures also served a
fundamental purpose. What , then , of the alliance and Yugoslavia?

Yuioslavia and the NATO Follov-up

In the months after the initial crisis, the U.S. government sought
to achieve some kind of understanding with Yugoslavia , and also to seek
support from the NATO allies. It should be emphasized , perhaps , tha t it )d id not pursue either of these tasks with any particular urgency. This
was no doubt a t ribute to the confidence on all sides after the end of
August that the USSR had no intention of proceeding immediately against
Rumania . The most striking evidence for this lack of urgency is that
Yugoslavia did not at any poin t ask for new arms supplies , nor for any

• resumption of the U.S. military assistance that had ended ten years
prev iously.(72) Early in October , Yugoslav officials nonetheless began a
concerted ser ies of attempts to enlist Western support. They intensively
pursued diplomatic contacts wi th the Western governments——tha t is, those
of Prance, Germany, the United Kingdom, perhaps Italy, and certainly the
United States . Probably, the highlight of this period occurred when
Yu$oslav Foreign Minister Marko Nikazic met Secretary of State Dean Buck,
at the United Natione.(73)

At the same time, the United States made another demonstrat ion of
interest In Yugoalavia , though it was little publicized. On October 4,
a U.S.  destroyer ~~om the Sixth Fleet called at Dubrovnik. This visit had
more impac t when it was followed , on Presiden t Johnson ’s orders , by a
visit from Under Secreta ry of State Nicholas de B. Katzenbach .
Katzenbach had been going to visit Europe anyway , but Johnson instructed
him to stop in Belgrade, where he remained from October 17 to 19. Reports
of this visit indicate that Tit* neither s,eked for nor received any
“guarantees ,” but that he did receive “assUrances” with which he was more
than content .(74) Shortly thereafter , at a NATO Council meeting which had
been advanced to November from its normal December date , Dean Rusk was
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• reported by The Times (London) to have declared forthrightly that Yugoslavia
and Austria were part of NA TO’s area of security interest. It was further
reported that be said NATO would consider very serious any Soviet move
against Rumania or Albania.(75)

It would appear that there was now a very high degree of American—
Yugoelav understanding, which was al so being translated into NATO terms .
This did not mean NATO had made any commitmen t to send forces to Yugoslavia
in the event of either a Soviet attack on Rumania , or even of direct Soviet—
Yugoslav conflict. Almost certainly, however, it did include the understanding,
and a degree of planning, to rein f orce the country with military supp1ies.(7~)
Even such measures would carry the implication that the dogs of war migh t
be let slip. In other worlds, a built—in element of deterrence had now been
created , and President Johnson ’s warning at the end of Augus t had taken the
form of NATO action by the end of November .

The widening of the crisis hac” led to its containment . On November
5, NATO had returned two Infantry brigades to West Germany for the
exercises that had been moved up to the beginning of 1969 . The very prompt
reactions on the part  of the U.S. government had certainly contributed
substantially to the resolution of the crisis .

The Soviet threat to Rumania was not yet dead . By maneuver , by
verbal attack , by withholding supplies , and other measures , the USSR had

( frequen tl y appeared to th reaten Rumania between 1964 and 1968 • Such
activities had been fairly intense in the spring of 1967 after Rumania
recognized West Germany. Early in 1969 , the threat appeared briefly to
have gathered momentum again. Vesna 69, a large Warsaw Pac t exercise, began
in the last days of March. But the participat ion was exclusively Northern
Tier, and it took place only in Poland , East Germany. and Czechoslovakia. (77)
Similarly, there were naval exercises in the Black Sea , but one could
hardly suggest that nava l exercise s could form a threatening prelude to
a land invasion of Rumania . Finally , the- USSR held small spring maneuvers
in Bulgaria ; but it had already bean rep orted (78) that Rumania had refused
to involve its own territory, and it would appear that it was on this basis
that the government agreed to participate . A concession , but also a victory .
Ceausescu once again del ivered a warning: In a speech to the Great
Electoral Meeting in Bucharest he declared that although there was no
danger at the moment from outside reactionary forces , the Rumanians were
nevertheless ready to fight.

I want to declare that should anybody try to touch
our Socialist achievements , he will come up against the
resistance of a 20—million strong , closely united
people , determined to fight with all its energies and

- with all sacrif ice, with every means available , in
defens. of its new life, of th. sacred righ t to liberty
and LnOpend.sics.(79)
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• In fact , the Soviet maneuvers of th is period had already been )
preceded by adva nced U . S .  maneuvers . On January 6, nearly 12,000 U.s.
t roops and 96 fighter bombers prepared to leave the United States for
exerc ises in the Crafenwóhr area of Ceraany.(80) Two days later , a total
of some 17,000 redeployed U.S. troops began their exercise abou t 25
miles from the Czechoslovak border . It is-aiorth recalling tha t in Jun e
the German forces had cancelled their st.~~ er maneuvers in a similar area
in order not to give the USSR any pretext for acting against Czechoslovakia
on security grounds . Now that the invasion had occurred , the United States
was replying demonstratively. On January 9, began the largest helicopter
assault exercise ever held in West Gerasny . It involved the forces of the
Uni ted Kingdom, the Federal Republic, and the United States . The
- ..inmovers ended on February 5—so.. three weeks before Ceauaescu’ s speech. (81)

These maneuvers demonstrated U.S. support and NATO readiness , and
helped to remind the USSR that its principal concern mus t be with the
Weste rn powers and not with Rumania .

In other ‘words , although Rumania appears to have been alasmed by the
Soviet moves , there is little to snggest that it was actually threatened
It was simply that the threat was not yet overtly dead . By August ,
however , Rumania was emboldened to invite President Nixon to make a state
visit to Bucharest. This was clearly a sign of confidence. By then
Rumania was no longer threatened , and it has never bean threatened since.

One migh t indeed suggest that Soviet behavior , already cautious ,
though ultimately ruthless, in the months between the Action Program of
the Dubcek government and the moment of invasion, had since that time
became even more notably restrained . It did not intervene in Poland in
December 1970, when the government of Wiadyslaw Comulka was overthrown
by riots . Indeed , it sedulously maintained the position of a friendly
but fo reign country with no r ight to interfere in Poland ’s inte rnal affa irs——
this in spite of the fac t that , according to almost universal reports ,
Gomulka begged for Soviet military support. There can be no single
explanation for such behavior : internal conditions in the Soviet body
politic , the interests of a developing superpower detente , the fac t that in
any case the “leading role of the Party” did not appear threatened in
Poland as it had been in Czechoslovakia—all these factors were probably
as important as the experience of what had happened between August and
Nov~~~er 1968 . Moreover , Goaulka was hardly a saveable figure : his
power base had been steadily eroding since 1968, and under his leadership
the Polish United Workers Party (PIMP) had been bitterly divided .
Nonetheless , the fact. is that the Soviet government acceded to the over-
throw of s government by popular demand. It must have obviously considered
itt own pragmatic interests in so doing ,- but it cannot have ignored the
ezpvrisnc. of th Ciechoslovak crisis . It had witnessed a quick military
tak. c ver , designed to put an end to an iut r iral crisis , develop into the
threat of a much more widespread crisis ; i~ had seen that it was harder
to draw the boundaries between what was inside the Vari aw Pac t and what was
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outs-ide it than it had previously appe ared to assume ; and it had heard the
P’ • President of the United States warn against un leashing war , precisely in

order to help contain the original crisis . The U.S. reaction and its
translation into NATO policy can not have been far f rom their minds . But
the events of 1968 still laave some paradoxical consequences, and leave
qusstious to be asked.

The Longer Consequences

In an Impor tant sense , the chief consequence of the events of 1968
was the development of the Ostpolitik of the West German government. Having
shown they were prepared to use force when necessary , having demonstrated
that they no longer accept that the rules of detente require them to
relinquish control in Eastern Euro pe , the Soviet leaders were able to
pursue a more radical detente policy than here tofore. If detente had still
been dependent on the relaxation of internal cont rol , there would have been
no further detente after 1968. The fact that the Wes t European governments
reacted so mildly to the invasion of Czechoslovakia; the fact the UlitSd
States only postponed but did not break off its attemp t to create a
strategic detente with the USSR——these demonstrated that the Soviet leaders
now have both ddtente and tight control in the East. In one sense a
maJor tragedy, but in another sense , these same consideration. allowed the
pursuit of a more energetic and radical detente policy, especially by the

( West German government. -

The Federal Republic of Germany had always been the exception, in
Soviet eyes, to the slow process of detente that was developing in the
aid—l9SOs . The reasons are lees that they needed the threa t of a
resurgent Germany to keep the Warsaw Pact in order (as has sometimes been
suggested) than that , if control were gradually being relinquished in the
East , then West Germany was simply going to be too powerful. Its economic
strength as well as its geographica l position, the fac t that a gain for
West German diplomacy was automatically a defea t for East (~ rma n
diplomacy in that period , all made this inevitable. But in the new.
situation created by the Soviet use of force, and in the new context
created by hi Bre zhnev doctrine , there were obvious limits to poten t ial
German power • At the same time, West Germany had a new government that was
anxious to restore a working relationship with its Eastern neighbors,
and above ill to establish a dialogue with East Germany. The 9~~~~ flik
that followed the invasio n was therefore able to lead much farther than
any detente policy pursued by th. previous German governments, to lead
indeed to r esolution of major European conflicts, and to recognition of
East G~~a~ny itself.

It is timpting to consider this ano ther Soviet vic tory , and in a
sense it was • But it marked certa in gains for the West—-particularly the
elimination of Berlin as a potential sourc e of the third world war—and
it also led to a situa tion in which the na ture of d~tents and the behavior

( ~~
‘ of the USSR are now more clearly on probation than before.
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The Questions

Th. nature of events after the invasion of Czechoslovakia ind icates
that the United State. was successful in containing a cr isis, in preventing
the spread of its implications to other countries , even inside the W~irs aw
Pact, and that it was able to do so largel}1by indirection: by being able
to suggest that a threat to Rumania would be a threat to Yugoslavia.
Obviously, however, this could not have happened if Yugoslavia had not:
been willing to suggest the same thing . The first question tha t arises
therefore is: How far did the Yugo.lav tail wag the U.S. dog ? The answer
is probably not at all. Cer tainly , Tito took bold initiatives. But , as
I have suggested , there seems to have been remarkably little coord ination
between ~ugos1avia and the United States until after President Johnson ’s
speech . The speech , in turn , does not appear to have been based on any
direc t or indirect warning from Yugoslavia about possible Soviet action .
Reports at the t ime (82) suggested tha t the President was motivated by
intelligenc e reports of the minor Soviet troop movements already discussed .
The NATO countr ies had been taken by surprise when the invasion actually
began , having discounted the implicatio ns of the large—scale buildup tha t
had preceded the invasion of Czechoslovakia, preferring instead to believe
in the apparent assurances provided by the meetings between the Warsaw
Pact leaders at Bratislava and Cierna and Tj sou . By the end of Augu~.t ,
however , the United States was anxious to contain the cr isis , and the
President acted izeediately upon any suggestion of further Soviet moves.
As I have tried to show, these moves were most unlikely to imply an - - 

-

- .  invasion of Rumania , but the speech was intended to preempt such a
possibility. It therefore seems clear that he was acting from U.S.  per-
ceptions of U.S. interests, and not in any way at the behest of Yugoslavia.

Nonetheless, the degree of contact and consultation that was
achieved between the United State. and Yugoslavia in the weeks following
the speech shows a very strong coincidence of interests——a coincidence in
which Yugoslavia’s determination to extend the implications of the crisis
and the U.S. determination to contain them met at the right point and
allowed the United States to make an effective and independent decision.

The second question is whether the extension of U.S. and NATO interest
to Yugoslavia be tween September and November 1968 made any difference to
Yugoslav foreig n policy—in the way that , for example , U.S .  a id had
prompted a reevaluat ion in 1951. The answer is: none at all. Indeed, -

Tito was already willing, by the end of November , to deny tha t he had
asked for any kind Gf help or that he had wanted any kind of help. Of
course, one does not , if one is Tito , allow a U.S. warship to call at a
domestic port unless one is hoping for some demonstration of assistance.
But in fact he went Out of his way to warn NATO to mind its own buainess.(83)
Theraafter, and into the present , h. used many opportunities to insult
NATO, to accuse it of wishing to meddle ia Yugoslavia’s internal affairs,
even to drop heavy hints that Western intelligence might lie behind , for
.x pl., the infiltration of a few returning Ustashi.(84) But ultimately,
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( - this is only a part of the rules of the game. Tito’s foreign policy need
- not change in the context established by the nature of superpower

relations in Europe. If it is understood that he and the Western govern-
ment have a comeon interest in keeping Yugoslavia out of ~~~ alliance,then his balancing acts will not affect NATO’s interests in the country,
nor will these interests affect his public behavior.

-s

The third question is how far the events of 1968—69 affected
Soviet behavior. This question, as I have suggested, • can not be answereddirectly . Such evidence as there is would indicate tha t the Soviet
government was not ready to invade Rumania in the autulmi of 1968 , and the
movements tha t night have been construed as threatening in the early
months of 1969 were in fact very minor. It is possible that the USSR
never contemplated attacking Rumania , but the option was there; it was
not t ranslated into an intention . What is clear is that the Rumanian
government, alarmed at first, was nonetheless able to preserve its
independence. In spite of intermittent, and sometimes acute, stress in
their relations, the USSR has never gone near the edge of threa t again.

These three specific conclusions -also point to some more general
conclusions. -

Conclusions

-‘

(~~~~ . The two sections of this study deal with events that occurred at an
interval of twenty years In the period between 1948 and 1951, the United
States was still engaged in the attempt to establish a basic structure of
international relations. This attempt implied more than a conunitment to
Western Europe, or the maintenance of troops there. It involved a mutual
learning process by the two superpowers that was complex and , as in Korea ,
bloody. A crucial element in this process was the definition of boundaries——
of both superpower influence and superpower behavior . In Korea , war was
avoided successfully, though one might argue that the issues at stake,
affecting as they did the security of the Mediterranean and Southern
Europe, were even more important. It is hard to judge how valid were the
fears of a satellite attack on Yugoslavia, but the evidence is overwhelming—
in the form of 2,000 border incidents in this period, and in a Soviet
confession in a Pravda article——that the USSR was seriously contemplating
an attack. It was obviously Yugoslav willingness to fight that constituted
the prime deterrent. But, resolute though it was, this attitude could
hardly have bees a sufficient deterrent. It is worth recalling that the
USSR had maintained a military mission in Yugoslavia, and knew the state
of the country’s defense; it would only have contemplated an attack if it
hid been confident of victory. The definition of the boundaries of super-
power relations within the newly emerging international order demanded
U.b. help for Yugoslavia.

• I have argued that the success of the United States lay in securing

— 

Yugoslavia a par ticular, perhaps even unique, place in the international order.
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It was uncoupled from the global competition between the superpowers , )
rescued from the status of grey area, and became instead a country whose
security was demonstrably of such interest to the United States that it
could not be attacked without the risk of general war. As such it is the
only state that, with Western help at a crucial moment, has been able to
make good its escape from the Soviet system. of control in Eastern Europe.
This fact demonstrates the unique position of Yugoslavia. Although the
truce lines of 1945 have now hardened into a definitive East—West
boundary, Yugoslavia has not crossed either line or joined any alliance.
Instead, its independent status has made it a perpetual test case of
Soviet intentions, providing a focus for the relations between the two
powers in an area that is of vital concern to both. Such a position has
of course given Tito the maneuverability his domestic position requires of
him. In this sense, the domestic politics of Yugoslavia have perpetually
conf irmed the international atatus of the country by imposing upon Tito
the need to balance between the two power blocs. This in turn means that
a succession crisis after his departure could be of the greatest inter-
national importance. Yugoslavia would still be a test case , but would it
still be able to balance?

I have argued that the process of decision was paradoxical. U.S.
aid to Yugoslavia was initially economic, but disguised, for legal reasons,
as military aid. Later, after the passage of the necessary legislation,
it was possible to given the country a full measure of undisguised
economic help . Yet this economic help was primarily designed to ensure

• Yugoslavia’s military security. It was therefore possible, as soon as
• Tito acquiesced , to transform the economic program into a military program,

culminating a process that finally demonstrated the U.S. commitment to
Yugoslav security. The striking feature of th is commitment is the care tha t
was taken by the United States to associate its NATO allies, the United
Kingdom, and France, with both the economic and the military assistance.
The United States has, by many of its own actions, consistently sought to
ensure Yugoslav security, but it has never been alone in evincing concern.-
This is of great importance in assessing potential reactions to a succession
crisis.

The Czechoslovak crisis occurred at a moment when the boundary lines
of superp ower relations in Europe had long been firmly drawn . I have
argued that in the early stage of the Czechoslovak crisis , the United States
was not able to ta ke any action , nor willing to do anything tha t might  seem
to intensify th. dangers of a new upheaval. But later, when the U.S.
government had grounds , however uncertain , to be lieve that the cris is could
be extended , it acted promptly to contain it. The key element in this case
was the st;ate of relations be tween the United States and Yugoslavia . Tito ’s
unique position again made it possible to develop swift contacts and
consulta tions between the two countries and also made it possible for him
to move away from overt depend ence on the United Sta tes as soon as the crisis
had passed. Once again, Yugoslavia constibuted a test case for superpower

T)
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relations, and this time the situation enabled the United States to extend
S a degree of indirec t protection even to Rumania , a member of the Warsaw

Pact. But in this situation, too, even where the United States was anxious
in the first instance to demonstrate commitment and support for Western
Europe, it made it plain that it would expect Western European participation.
The return of the air squadrons to Europe . and the rescheduling of the troop
maneuvers was made conditional on matching -activity f rom the European
me~~ers of NATO.

These features of U.S. activity indicate what would seem to be one
of the important prerequisites for any consideration of a Yugoslav
succession crisis: that the United States would be most unlikely to take
action alone. Obviously, a potential, hypothetical crisis can not be
considered in detail . There are too many variables, and too many
scenarios . The crisis could take the form of an upheaval in the relations
between the different Yugosla’v republics——no tably between Serbia and
Croatia , whose mutual hatred has sometimes been so intense as virtually
to threaten civil war . It could take the form of a dispute between
“liberals” and “conservatives” in the leadership of the Communist League .
It could take the fo rm of showdown between those who argue that the real
future of the country lies in a cloaer alignment with the socialist bloc
and those who desire a freer pattern of association with the West. Or it
could co~~ine all these forms. The most adequate summary I have heard of
the future pattern of events in Yugoslavia came from a Marxist historian:
“If nothing happens, anything could happen. If something happens, nothing( ) will happen.” This small dialectical masterpiece, however, points to the

- .  
crucial consideration . If “something happens”—that is , if there is a
serious Soviet threat——it would probably be enough to unite the country
in withstanding it , and then “nothing would happen. ” But if “nothing
happens”—— thae is , if the re is no overt Soviet threat to Yugoslav security——
any or all of the potential conflicts inside the country might erupt ,
and then “anything could happen. ”

Unfortunately, perhaps , by far the greater likelihood is that there
will be no overt threat when Tito departs. Precisely because Yugoslavia
constitutes such an important tes t case of international relations , the
USSR would in all probab ility show a keen awareness of the importance of
not toterfering. But if the country were to fall into opposing or even
fighting factions, would not the USSR be tempted to offer moral and
ma ter ial supp ort to one or another of them? And would not the Western
powers be likely to do the same? The prime interest of everybody might
lie in preventing such a conflict; but its preven t ion would also depend on
the Yugoslavs th selves , and their future behavior can be neither
guaranteed nor foreseen.

In such a case, surely the most impor tant interest of the Western
powers, and especially the United States, would lie in not allowing
ano ther Angola to develop . It might be tempting to support a Nikosic ; and
indeed moral and political support would lie highly desirable . But it
would be essential to draw a firm distin ction between political (or even

1 0
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economic) assistance and military assistance. The “threat to lose control” j

could become all too real in such circumstances, and on either side.

It might seem therefore that I am arguing tha t military measures are
of no impor tance , and that the past instances considered here are of no
relevance. But I would argue exactly the opposite. The only way to ensure
tha t outs ide support for any of the competihg forces in Yugoslavia r emains
confined below the military level is to have sufficient  force available ,
and to be able to deploy it sufficiently rapidly to deliver an effective
warning to the USSR. As I have suggested , the United States is unlikely
to wish to procure all this force on its own. Obviously, the most
important elements of any display of force——the Sixth Fleet, the aircraft
squadrona—-vouj.d belong to the United States. But for domestic
reasons , the United States would alnos t certainly require the material
association of the Western European powers, and the same is true on
general grounds. After  all , the Unitrd States would have no reason to
protect European security if the Europeans themselves were not also
interested in doing so.

Contingency planning for a succession crisis would therefore need
to seek early involvement by the European members of NATO in any attempts
to contain it. Fortunately, many Western European governments are now
showing serious (if not al toge ther accurate) apprehension at the strength
of the Soviet forces in Europe and at the Soviet intentions tha t might
feed on such a military superiority . Equally , the West German government
has shown a degree of active concern over the future of Yugoslavia

- • Paradoxically, the importance of the Italian Communist party, (PCI)
• in the process of Italian decisionmaking migh t give more grounds for hope

than for concern. Not only is Yugoslavia Italy ’s neighbor, but the
relations between the the leadership of the PCI and at least some sections
of the Yugoslav League of Communists are very close. In the context,
particularly , of Yugoslavia , the presence of Admiral Stansfield Turner,
(NATO Commander in Southern Europe), in Naples could be very welcome to
Italian Communist Party leader Enrico Berlinguer.

With the necessary degree of European support, therefore, the United
States should be able to take the necessary military measures to contain
any succession crisis in Yugoslavia. These would demand, in the f~.rst
instance, a high level of readiness in NATO: the preceding discussion
should have made it clear that a commitment to Yugoslavia is ultimately
credible when it is seen as part of a commitment to Western Europe. Second,
it would en tail the ability to fly eupplies or even intervention forces if
need be to Yugoslavia, though again it should be emphasized that such
an ability would serve prim arily as a deterrent to Soviet action. Third,
it should imply the ability of the Sixth Fleet, and if necessary other
European naval forces , to deny access to the Soviet squadrons, particularly

— in the Strait of Otranto. In spite of the current confusion in NATO, there
is no reason why such measures can not be discussed intelligently.

)
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S The United States has on two occasions and by different means

r succeeded in averting threats and containing crises . The possibility of
war has proven sufficient to deter the USSR from any actions it might
O therwise have contemplated . There is no reason why it should not do so
again.

-s
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Footnotes

[1 1. The word “camp” had, of course, acqu4.rsd a technical meaning,
;ndicative of enduring hostility, since ~talia’s deciaration of February
1946 that the world was irrevocably divided into two antagonistic camps.

-s

2. The point i. made by John C. Campbell, Tito’. Separate Road (Harper
& Row for the Council on Foreign Relations, 1%1). p. 12.

3. As he emphasized in his speech in Lj*ljaea, May 1945.

4. Stalin, indeed , appears to have shown some apprehension about Yugoslav
policy. See the chapter , “Disappointment , • in Plilovan Dj 1 las, Conversations
with Stalin (Pmog~in , 1963) .

5. Campbell , Tito ’s Se~parate Road, p. 13, emphasizes Cannon ’s importance .

• 6. Stephen Clissold , Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union , A Docu.entary~Survey (Ozford University Press for the ~~yel Institute of International
Affairs, 1973), p. 55.

7. Economic Commission for Europe : Annu l Report May 1948 to May 1949:
UN Doc. E/1328—E/ZCE/l04, Lake Success, 1W9~
8. Uafortu.ately, the relevant volume on the Foreign Relations of the
United States has not yet appeared. A useful discussion of this subject )
is to be found in The United States in World Affairs (Harper & Bros., for
the Council on Foreign Relations), pp. 2%—~8.

9. Cliaao&zI, Yugoslavia od the ovi.t~~~jm , p. 55.

10. According to ~hrusbrItev, “Secret Spas*,” February 25—26 , 1956 .

11. Clissold , Yugoslavia and the Soviet ~~~~~ p. 213.

12. This aØsara to have bess a turc~
_
~~~~btv. ~epeemeent evaluation, not

something iP4~th which the Secretary of 9ts~d~*ss f~~edi.te1y concerned. Dean
Acheson asksa no mention of it in his memoirs ~ Bucumentary sources give no
indication of how the evaluation wss arrived at.

13. An episod e discussed by Campbell, Tito’s Separate Road, p. 16.

14. For this and foUowiag figures , see Peter Calvorcoressi , Survey of
Interna~iq~o.1 Affairs, 1951 (Oxfotd University Press for the Royal
Inst itute o~t International Affairs , 1954), p.222 (hereinafter referred to

t 13. Speech at Pola, July 10, 1949.

16. These points are well brought out by Campbell, Tito ’s Separate Ro84, p. 17.
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17. Ibid., p. 17.

18. Ibid.

19. Ibid., p. 23.

20. Ibid. -
~~

21. Ses United States in World Affairs 1951, pp. 25—2 6.

22. Amendment to the Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949.

23. It was, to make it as explicit as possible , also reported in The
Tstj~~ We*kly Bulletin. See Survey, p. 211.
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Chapter XIV

4 CASE SThDIF.1S:
TEE PUEBLO. ZC-12J. - AND W.YAOU~~ 1NCIL~NTS

- 
~~~, Robert R. Simeons

The military response of the United States to the Pueblo, EC-121,
and ~~vaquse crises reflected less the severity of each crisis than the
military capability available at the time of each incident.

In 1968 and 1969, North Korea staged spectacular acts of violence
against U. S. military craft. Oc January 23, 1968 it seized the U S.S..
Pueblo, an electronic surveillance ship then in international waters.
The crew of eighty-three, which Buffered one fatality during the capture,
was released after eleven months. The ship itself was never returned.
Oc April 15, 1969, North iCarea shot dosn an unarmed U . S. Navy EC-121
electronic surveillance aircraft over Internati ona l waters • The entire
crew of thirty-one was killed. - .

The U. S. military reactions to each of these provocations Included
demonstrations of military capabilities, but retaliatory military violence
was not used in either of them . In both cases firm words and naval task
forces were dispatched rapidly to th. scene, but armed retaliation was not
undertaken .

(I. In contrast, Cambodia ’s seizure of the U. S. merchant ship ~~~gg~~g
on ~~y 12, 1975, prompted a quick and violent military rsacticn.

This paper examines some of th~ continui ties and differences among
these incidents in ter ms of cause s, U. S. responses, and the impact of
the military responses on the outcomes . Available Sources indicate that
one factor dominated these differences : the war in Indochina . Heavily
engaged in Southeast Asia in 1968 and 1969, U. S. armed forces simply were
not prepared to risk a simultaneous war over either the Pisblo or the 50-121.
Politica.1 and public enthusiasm for a possible additional struggle in Korea,

• moreover, was ion. These constraints were not operable at the time of the
~~~~~~~ crisis, when both military forces and political support were avail-
able for a limited military action . Indeed, political sentiment seemed to ffavor a violent response that might redress, in some asure, the recent
U. S. defeats in Indochina.

J The curious thing is that , regardless of these differences, the U. S.
mili tary response in each of these three crises apparently had little impact
on the im~mediate outcome, but wee perhaps of greater significance f~~ later
incidents • The crew of the Pueblo was not returned sx~ earli.r In 1968
because of the U. 8. shc* of force . The lack of a violent response to the
.izur. of the Pusb~o m y  in turn~~ ve contributed to North Kcwaa’s willing-

ness to take risks (such as shooting dcan the IC..].21), but it did not seem
to affect the negotiations over the Pueblo it .lf. The 10.121 crisis was

- 
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essentially over inmiediately: The crew d ied during the plane’s destruction.
The only option then open to the United States, an option it did not

F’’ exerc ise, was a military retaliation . The lack of a violent response this 
)

time did not seem to affect the North one way or another • The U .S.
response to the seizure of the I~ va~uez was violent, out of all proportion

— to the incident itself. The ship and its crew would have been returned
without this demonstration of m ilitary might. As suggested below , however,
one benefit emerged , perhaps unintended , trom th is use of viol ence . The
US, action was viewed by decisionmakera around the world as irrational—.
an advantage for a state dealing with erratic foes, such as North Korea,
tha t might otherwise wish to foment crises. An illustration of a later
outcome of the 1975 IMva~uez crisis is the murder by North ICorean soldiers
of two U.S. soldiers at Panmunjon in August 1976 (the first Asian crisis after
the I~im~uez episode). It seems possible that the demonstrative U.S • action
folloning that incident achieved added credibility because of the violent
U £ • response to the seizure of the IMva~uez.

Tl~~ Peublo

The United States and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DffiJC )
waged a bitter war between 1950 and 1953. Since then , each side has feared
and suspected the other. Premier Kim Xl Sung, an intense nationalist, has
stridently proclaimed his anti-United States f oreign policy goals and
proudly built his authority on the slogan of “ohuch ‘e”: autonc~~ and self-
reliance. After 1953, North Korea continued to proclaim its intention to
liberate South Korea from the grasp of U. S. imperialism. For its part,
the United States meintalned a defense treaty with the Republic of Korea
(RCIC), and this relationship appeared threatening to North Korea .

This mutual apprehension increased during the Vietnam war because each
saw that conflict as a reflection of the shared hostilities. In October
1966, Kim Ii Sung delivered an uncompromising speech reaffirming his Inten-
tion to re~mify the peninsula. This speech (“1st U. Defend Independence”)
condemned both “modern revisicm.tem” (the USSR)- and “left opportunism”
(China). ‘~ 3~ort].y thereafter, President Lirndc~ B. Johnson visited Seoul to
declare his solidarity with South Korea. These. reciprocal warnings were
underscored by an increase in armed incidents - in the Demilitarized Zone,
and ~~‘ subvsrsive activities directed against South Kor ea • In 1966, there
had been 50 incidents; in 1967, 729; in 1968, 761. (1) In 1967, more than
1,500 U. B. r.oci~~iaeence flights flew near the borders of North Korea.
A “senior advisor for national security” said that the number of these
flights during the preceding two years had “ju st increased and increased .” (2)

The. Dffii experienced a rapid increase in it. defense budget, as it
lrsaiticall.y increased the number of incursions into the South. Moreover , it
had staged a purge, which had the effect of promoting professional military
mn interested in ere.d conflict with the South . The typically fervent
anti-United States, anti-South Korea rhetoric became even harsher. p~ anwhi1e,
relations with the Feople’s Hepublic of China (0W ) turned friEid , with
~~d Giard postsrs in the spring of 1967 calling Kim I]. Sung a fat

_____ _ •
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revisionist.” There were even reports of “shooting incidents” on the
— China-North Korea border . (3) Ties with the USSR were correct, but

apparently not warm. The North was embarking on a hard, independent
course. f tv the end of 1967, with this background of military tension, it
was evident that Korea had the potential to test the U. S. ability to
react deci.i~~1y in m ore than military crisis at the same time .

(k~ November 17, 1967, Pyongyang radi~ announced that it had “taken
measures” against a group of more than one hundred fishing vessels that
entered North Korean territorial waters. It made a similar broadcast,
charging another incursion, on December 8, and reported on December 22
that Nor th Korea seized “armed espionage boats disguised as fishing boats”
during another mesa “infiltra tion” into its waters by a South Korean
fishing fleet. Oc January 6, 1968, Pyongyang radio announced:-

The U. S. imperialist aggressor ari~j, which has been
inceesently comeitting provocative acts lately on
the sea of f of the eastern coast, from 0600 hours
this morning again dispa tched many armed boats ,
mingled with fishing boats, under the escort of armed
warships into the coastal waters of our side.

The broadcast concluded that the continuation of such “reckless aggression”
would result in “100-fold ” retaliation by North Korea. Qi) Seoul radio
reported on the same day that the North had seized five of seventy ships
in a fishing fleet during this incident.

( - The Pueblo was preparing to sail from Japan for its mission on January
8. It was unlikely that this particular news would have halted the Pueblo’s
sailing, hoaever, because only South Korean shipe had previously been
oothered.

The attack on the Pueblo begen at approximately 11:30 r~A (EDT) on
January 22. The Pueblo initially encountered one Soviet-style 80-1 sub-
chaser , which carried a nineteen-men crew and mounted a fifty-seven-millimeter
cannon. The subchaser was soon joined by another subchaser of The same type,
four motor torpedo boats, and two North Korean MIGs, which patrolled the
operating area. After it was seized, the ~ueb1o was escorted to Wonsan
Harbor (Nor th Korea), where it arrived at 6:30 PM (EDT ) on January 23. (5)

An attack on the Pueblo had been unexpected for three reasons.

(1) The Pueblo’s sister ship, the ~~S Banner, had sailed along the
coast of China, the USSR, and North Korea since 1965 without being fired
upon. The 

~~~~~ 
had operated off the coast of Wcmean in January 1967 for

about th ir ty—a ix hours, and on one other occasion in the same year far
eleven hours in the same general area where the Pueblo was later captured.
In fact, when the Pueblo was seized, the Banner was on its way to patrol
off Siberia . Infrequantly harassed, it had not had to fire a single shot
during it. missions • Based on this precedent, there was no adequate mili-
tery backup. The U. S. Fifth.Air Torce was to be kept informed about the
~~~b1o, and a number of its ?-105s were on two-hour alert on Okinawa, approx-

( ~ 
Imetely 850 miles from Wonsan, but no naval units were allocated to these 

• 
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missions. A further intangible, but salient ractor that contributed to
the lack of close and constant awareness of the Pueblo’ a potential danger
was sunmiarized at 1969 congressional Hearings by Rear Admiral Frank L.Jchnson, comm ander of the U. S. Naval Farces in Japan at the time of the
crisis: “. . . had there been any reason to suspect an unlawful seizure
after 150 years or more of no such seizures, I would not have ordered anunescorted AGER (auxiliary general environmental research] on the miseion.”
(6) The Banner had received naval suppot4 on only two of its sixteen
missions. The pueblo traveled ~lcne as well .

(2) It was also presumed that North Korea’s foreign policies wereunder the strong influence of the USSR. The USSR operated its oan intelli-
gence ships, and had not seized any U. S. intelligence vessels. U. S.Admiral Thomas H. Moorer reported that the USSR at this time employed forty
unarmed intelligence collection ships. Some, he said, “. . . occasionally
have violated our territorial waters, but none has been attacked or fired
upon by our forces nor has any of their crew been seized or killed . In
fact , when these ships had been notified that they were in U. S. territorial
waters and, in accordance with international law, were requested to leave,
they did sd.”(i)

It was, therefore, considered unlikely that a Soviet ally would violate
a tacit naval agreement with the United States. Consequently, the captain
and crew of the Pueblo, as well as superior U. S. command authorities,were surprised when the ship was seized.

(3) Since Premier Kim ’s October 1966 speech, the North ’s accusations
had increased in ferocity and in frequency. Hence , they had lost much of )

their impact. Radio Pyongyang elaborated on the charges on January 8:
“This once again proves that the U £. imperialist aggressors
are further aggravating tension in Korea and running wild to provoke anew war ... thus causing a grave situation in which a war nay break out at
any moment.” (8) The North Korean signals of willingneGe far action had
been misread by Washington. Rear Admiral Jctrn Victor Smith, the senior
negotiator for the UN commend in Pannnm~~n, for example , had labeled these
warlike messages “the usual coimsuniat garbage .”

Rear Admiral Thocas H. Moorer, then Chief of Naval Operations, later
explained Admiral Smith’s remark on the grounds that “similar warnings had
been issued on prior occasions and there was nothing to indicate that the
North Koreen. were referring to anything other than fishing vessels .” (9)
This evaluation , hcwever, ignored the seizure of South Korean fishing boats
in increasing numbers, the rapid increase of incursions into the South , and
the raid by a team of North Korean commandos on the South Korean presidential
wision just before th. seizure of the Pueblo.

The U. S. Militsr~ ~~ancnee

The United States, almost totally preoccupied with the )Iurdens of
Viethem, vu not prepared to cope quickly with a second ccnflict~ At the
ti cC the seizure of the Pueblo, the nuclear-pc~ered aircraft carrier
~

-
~Lzia rnd the frigate fruxton were 510 milec southwest of the port of

_
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Wonsan, where the Pueblo was taken . Alth ough there were fity-nine fighter
aircraft aboard the EnterpHae, only thirty-five were operational . Four
F—4B ~~antoms with a speed of !~~ch 2 and a range of more than 1,500 mIles
were on five—minute “alert.” The alert F-1iBs, however, were Intended to
defend the carriers from air attack, and so were equipped with air-to-air
“Sparrow” and “Sidewinder” missiles. It was estimated that it would have
taken approximately three hours to refit  these aircraft with air-to-surface
missiles and send them of f to the Pueblo ; by that time dusk would have
fallen. (10)

Two A-~ and F-ti ?~~rine squadrons based In Japan were then receiving
air-to-surface attack training with nonnuclear weaponry. It is conceivable
that they could have reached the Pueblo during the two hours before it
arrived at Wonsan, but these squadrons were not Informe d about the Pueblo
until the next morning. (11) At the tine of the I~~b1o’s capture there
had not been a “strip alert” by U. S. Air Force figh ters , which would have
provided the capability of a quick nonnuclear armed response . Similarly,
they were unprepared to fight off the 1i50 Mig defenders . By contrast, in
mid—January 1966 , readily available (but nuc lear—armed) U . S. land— based
military aircraft in the immediate region were : seven fighter-bombers in
Korea, eighteen on Okinawa, and sixteen in Japan.

Brigadier General JcIm W. Harrell , commander of the U. S. Air Force in
the Republic of Korea, stated a few days after the seizure that he had
received “no instructions to prevent its capture or come to its rescue,”
(12) apparently because the forces under his command were not conventionally
armed .

( • Because the U. S. planes on alert in South Korea itself were equipped
with nuclear weapons, aircraft were requested from Okthawa . By the tine
these aircraft reached South Korea, darkness was about to fall, so the
aircraft were not dispatched to the scene . South Korean aircraf t , under
tIN and not U. S. command, were not asked to assist. Moreover, South Korean

• planes were not equipped with delivery capabilities adequa te to the rapid
response the situation called for . Moreover , Washington was probably re-
luotant to risk Seoul becoming as adventuresome as Pyongyang if encouraged
to liberate the Pueblo.

Even if aircraft armed with conventional air-to-surface weapons had
been available for use over the Pueblo before dusk, a question would be:
What would be gained by the use of military power? A New York Times edi-
torial of January 2ti , 1968, appreciated the risks of a military reaction:

Whatever the facts nay prove to be, the incident does
present, as the White House has observed, “a very serious
situation.” Such a situation must not be dealt with in
passion, for it could Lead to a sharp and dangerous new
escalation of the Asian war.

— president Jthn~on hineelf recalled:

vs know that if we wanted our nan to return home
alive we had to use diplomacy . If we resorted to rnili-

() tary means, we could expect dead bodies. And we almost
- - might start a ver.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Similarly, the Pacific Coom*nd

• . . believed that use of our aircraft , in stead of
saving our men , would endange their lives, and they
conclude that the pilots of the aircraft would be
taking an unacceptable risk, in view of the large
number of North Korean jet tighters maased in the
area around Wonsan , North Korea. (13)

The President’s stress on diplomacy reflected an acknowledgment of
the pressures already bearing on U .S. military response capebil ities . The
difficulty of mounting a swift response, the shor tage of appropriate mili-
tary force , and uncertainty about a North Korean reaction to a U. S. mili-
tary strike were j oined to another factor; Was the seizure of the Pueblo
signaling an imminent invasion of the South?

Almost immediately, Washington ordered the dispatch of a large task
force (77) to approach Wonsan. These ships were to include three cruisers
(Providence, Canberra, and Chica~~ ), five carriers (Enterprise, Ranger,
Yorktown, Kearsage, Coral Sea), and eighteen destroyers. As this task
force moved into The Sea of Japan, the USSR positioned a squadron of about
a dcaen vessels close to the Il. S. ships-—specifically Kotlin and Kashin
class deetrc~jers, tankers, and the trawler Qi4rolog, equipped with Pueblo-
type electronic devices to intercept communications and radar . (iti )

Because of this Soviet naval presence, the involvement of the USSR in
the Pueblo crisis remained for the moment unclear. Although the purpose of
the Soviet ships was uncertain to Washington , the United States noted with
dismay that its requests to the USSR ( transmi tted by I). S. Ambassador
Lewellyn Thompson) to intercede with North Korea were quickly turned aside.

In the first half day after the seizure, Washington was aware of two
developments: conventionally armed planes could not reach the Pueblo before
dark; and U. 3. naval vessels were proceeding toward Korea. But the ques-
tion, “Had North Korea acted without Soviet encouragement?” remained for
the moment unanswered • Another factor under consideration was potential
intensification of the fighting in Vietnam, which would place additional
heavy demands upon the U. S. military.

In this context, President Johnson and the National Security Council
had evaluated the options for military retaliation . After much discussion,
the possibilities reduced to: (1) an attempt to storm Wonsan Harbor and
retrieve the ship t~r force; (2) seizure or destruction of one or more North
Korean ships in retaliation, or for potential bargaining power; (3) aerial
bombing and sinking of the Pueblo at the Wonsan docks to deny to the
Communists access to the intelligence gathering equipment on board; and (ii )
a naval blockade of Wcnsan and perhaps other North Korean ports. (15)

Faced with the continual drain caused by Vietnam and a growing loss of
support in the public and in Congress , the President was not willing to
run the risk of increasing incidents and violence with North Korea (and
perhaps, by extension , of gambling with the developing detente with the
USSR). Nonetheless, Johnson decided to transmi t a signal of warning to
North Korea .
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“He wanted to do comethli~ prettçv quick , ” another
former White House aide says , “ hut he was in the
position of not knowing, not finding anything that
looked like a very good thing to do .” He talked -

to McNanBra, Rusk, Rostow, Clifford. He telephoned
Sam Berger, (Assistant Secretary of State for Eaat
Asian and Pacifi c Affairs) , in the middle of the
night . His message : Give u~ more ideas, more alter-
natives ; think them out . (16) •

~~

The essence of these consultations, along with individua l comments
by important U. S. leaders , was widely publicized by means of official
or “leaked” observations, a mechanism that allowed both the domestic
audience and the targets (Pyongyang and its anticipated instructor,
Moscow) to appreciate the range of choices available . The main th~~~t
of those signals was that Washington would prefer a negotiated settlement
to the incident, but did not totally rule out the use of force

Viewing this crisis as a square in a larger chess board , President
Jthnaon dramatically signaled U. S. determination to re ly on a mixture of
force and diplomacy for the Pueblo situation . He ruled out military power
to retrieve the Pueblo because it ran a high risk of unacceptable conse-
quences . His reluctance to use the military was reinf orced by the expecta-
tion that heavy demands would shortly be placed on the U. S. military in
Vie tnam. A specific indication that Task Force 77 was not to be used with
an operation connected with freeing the Pt.~eblo was sent by General Earle
Wheeler on January 211 :

10:25 A.M. : It is desired that no show of force be
deployed in area of Pueblo incident . Hold all forces

— south of 36-OON until further advised
12:25 P.M. : JCS had directed . . . proceed no

• fur ther north than present positions. HiEbee remain
in company of En terprise and Tru.xton . Do not, repeat,
do not , send 1{i~bee to take position off Wonsan . (17)

Genera l Wheeler’s direction that “no show of force be deployed in
area of Pueblo incident” was perhaps the most concise descriptton of the
objective assigned to Task Force 77: to demonstrate military capabi 1ities ,
but not to use violence. The last part of this message referred to the
first of the f our military options , which had envisioned stormi ng Wonsan
harbor to bring out the Pi~ b1o. Within half a day of the ship’s capture ,
this option and the other military options that risked a possible second
front had been ruled out because of stretched military capabilities and
the anticipa tion of an~enen~j offensive in Vietnam. Once the crew of the

• Pueblo had arrived in North Koree.~tmoreover, it was not known either where
they were or precisely how North K~orea would respond. As Under Secretaryof State Nicholas Katzenbaoh noted: “The crew is expendable , but you don’t

- - want to expend the lives of 82 men and still not accomplish anything. That
would be a disaster.” (18) In short, the administration publicly underlined
a prudent approach to the Pueblo crisis , combined with a demonstration of
military strength.

This approach was highlighted when the President mobiliud l~ ,787 Air
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Force and Navy reservists on January 25. ThiB was done with out prior
consultation with the Congress whoue leaders , agreeing that a rapid , firm
stance must be taken , expressed surprise, but no open irritation.

The military mobilization, however, did not affect the resolution of
the Pueblo crisis . The troops mobilized were neither ordered overseas
itmi~ diately nor even moved to bases for eventual deployment. Rear Admiral
Frederick H. Mtchaelia would assert, “Our units were recalled without
deployable equipment . They were not in e.~. poaition to be immediately
responsive .” (19) rn other words, these recently recalled reservists
could not have gone to war. The mobilization was intended chiefly as a
demonstrative military action. In part, the mobilization signaled the
U. S. determination to both allies and adversaries (there were shudders
of apprehension that the P.~ blo incident might trigger a new war-- in Paris
the volume of gold trading quickly nearly doubled). The mobilization also
signaled to the American audience the administration’s concern about devel-
opeents in Asia and its willingness to take serious measures to rec tify
the situation. There was also acne suspicion that the Pueblo crisis
simply provided an excuse fU ~.the first military mobilisation during the
Vietnam wai~j ju~t before an~aAticipated ene n~y offensive in Vietnam. In
short, the ‘prrme mili tary concern remained Southeast Asia.

D~~~stic Restraints -

The declarations from Washingt~m em~*iasized restraint, but did not
preclude the possibility of violence . Clark M. Clifford, the President’s
nominee for Secretary of L~ fense , summarized the administration’s position
in a widely reported testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee .

The President would like very much to get these
83 Americans out of the hands of the North Koreans
and get them back . And I believe that he will make *

every effort along the diplomatic front to achieve
that purpose. (20)

On January 26, after the option of a retaliatory strike had been rejected ,
President JcI~neon spoke on national television:

We shall continue to use every means available to
find a proper and peaceful solution. . . . We have
taken and are continuing taking certain precaution-
ary measures to make sure that our military forces
are prepared for any contingency . . . . I hope that
North Korea !ill recognize the gravity of the situa-
tion they have created. . . . I am confident that
the American people will exi;ibit in this crisis , as

• they have in other orises, determination and sanity . (2].)

On the same day, Ambassador Arthur Goldberg spoke bef ore the United
Nations Security Council. “It is imperative that the~ Security Council act
with the greatest urgency • This course is far more preferable t~o the
remedies which the Charter reserves to member states. . . .“ (22)
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This was a reference to ArtIcle 51 of the UN C~~rter, whiclL permi ts
self—defense for unilateral military actions , it was a calm warning that
the Unite d States had not entirely ruled out the option of violence .

( This verbal caution , however, was given af ter the administration had
rejected the use of force to f ree the Pueblo. The dem onstration of the
availability of a military option at this time apparently was intended to
encourage Moscow to serve as a mediator in the crisis. The State 1~ part—
ment had ann ounced on January 23 that an “urgent request” for the re lease
of the Pueblo had been sent to North Korea through the USSR.

Opinion in the United States was dIvided , but the balance seemed to
favor the doves over the hawks . Senator Richard B. Russell , chairman of
the Senate Armed Services Commi ttee , assessed the Pu~bk~ capture as
“amounting to an act of war .” Secretary of State L~ an Rusk agreed, saying
that the seizure was “in the category of actions to be considered as an
act of war.” The House Republican minority leader , Gerald R. Ford , decl ared
that if diplomacy fails : “the United ~3tates mus t take whatever military
action is necessary” to recover the vessel and crew. (23)

More modera te voices were heard as well. Senator Mike ~~nsf1eld
cautioned:

We should keep our shirts on • . . . We should not
• let our emotions take over, . . . We should not

take military action now. . . . The government should
make the necessary protests and objections through
China and the Soviet Union. (2t~)

( Senator J. William Fuibright , chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Comnittee, urged: “We should be very careful in this instance not to Jump
to conclusions until we know all the facts.” (25) “All the facts” apparent-
ly referred to the U. S. military experience in the 19th Gulf of Tonkin
incident. Fuibright also continued to hope that the USSR would persuade
North Korea to re turn the Pueblo. The Pueblo had been seized while the
Foreign Relations Committee was trying to decide whe ther to conduct a formal
hearing into the Gulf of Tonkin incident . Senator Pulbright declared that
the government had “deceived” the public about ships in the l961~ incident :
They were engaged in electronic intelligence work , as, admittedly , was the
Pueblo. Another member of this committee , Senator Wayne Morse, pursued
the comparison between 19th and 1968 : “The ).~ ddox was a sj~r ship under
instruction to stimulate the electronic instruments of North Vietnam, they
were carrying out a suing activity.” (26)

This cloud of gathering suspicion about the 19th incident inhibited an
unambiguously forcàful ~responae in 1968 . MoreOver , in 1968, North Korea
had seized a functioning electronic intelligence ship while a draining war
continued in nearby Indochina . The willingness of the American pe~p1e,
therefore (as expressed b~r their elected representatives), to Support a
military reaction was diluted because of gathering doubts about the causes
of the Gulf of Tonkin inøident. Would the capture of the Pablo duplicate
the Gulf of Tonkin incident, which had led to the intense involvement in
Vietnam?
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The American public was willing to use force to regain the Pueblo’s

crew, but opposed to a prolonged conflict on a second front in Asia .
The first Gallup Poll after the seizure of the Pueblo (February 1, 1968) \
showed that forty percent of those responding to the poll favored using ~ 

)
force to regain the Pueblo; only three percent felt that the United
States should declare war against Nor th Korer~ The Harris Poll in the
first week of February 1968 summarized its findings on the public atti-
tude toward the crisis: “It is clear that the American people are pre-
pared to back military action in Korea, b~t they do not feel the Pueblo — -

incident justifies another war.” (27)

• 1~~otiationa

At first , Moscow refused to help gain the release of the pueblo or
its creW. President Jthnacm had been surprised by Moscow’ a brusque
rejection of the request, particularly since the USSR had itself frequently
deplc~ed such ships on similar missions.

For years both the United States and the Soviet Union
had been employing intelligence-gathering ships, as
well as planes, and the ships occesionally wandered
off course. In 1965 there were two separate incidents
of Soviet vessels entering U. S. waters . We did not
make a big issue of the infringements . We merely
ordered them to leave . (28)

• ‘ • Despite the initial rebuff , Washington continued to request Moscow’s assis-.
tance. t~ anwhtle, several factors worked together to create a climate for )
more favorable response: the decision not to retaliate; the demonstrations
of U. S. mili tary preparedness; and appeals to the USSR as a partner in the
use of unarmed naval intelligence collectors. At the same time, Washington
realized that Moscow did not completely control Pyongyang’s decisions, and
was displeased with the North Korean action.

At the time , Soviet Premier Alexel Koeygin had been visiting
India for talks wi.th Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. On January 26,
an Indian spokesmen reporting on the talks stated:

*. Kosygin described the Pueblo incident as a routine
matter of one country’s ship straying in the territorial
waters of another co~mtry and said that it should be
treated as such. . . . The Soviet position is to def use
the matter and not to attach great importance to it . (29)

Reporters attached to Premier Kosygin’s delegation wrote :

Rua8ian officia ls in Premier Kosygin’s entourage in-
dicated today that the Soviet Union is interested in
freeing the U .S.S. Pueblo despite the negative signals
Moscow has been transmitting . . . there is a gap be-
twain Soviet actions and Moscow’s first response to
American requests for help. (30)

‘ I
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On January 28, 1968 , The Wasb nl!ton Post, again in a dispatch from
New Delhi, reported that “well—placed Russian sources” suggested that
the ship could be traded for confessions from the crew and an exchange
of prisoners between Nor th and South Korea . If these were accura te senti-
ments voiced by Soviet officials in an effort to media te , they W”uld have
beei-i ui~ .eficial . It should be noted , however , that the USSR quickly
denied the validity of these stories.

The Soviet position was repeated pub4.icly in Pravda’s authoritative
“Observer ” column on February ~4 :

• It is clear that attempts to achieve something from
a sovereign So’ialist state, the Korean People’s
Democratic Republic , can have no chance of success
if accompanied by threat and pressure. Now it is
especially important tha t the United States take no
rash ster~ tha t would further complicate the situa-
tion.

Interes tingly, three days after the ship’s capture , the Nor th Korean
negotiator at the Mixe d Armistice Commissior at Panmunjom stated :

All you have to do is to admi t milita ry provocations
and aggressive acts committed by your side , apologize
ib? them and assure ( this Conference] table that you
will not re—commit such criminal acts. (31)

While this speech was vague and did not promise release of the crew,
( )  it did suggest some flexibility . This less—than-rigid posture was again

implied when Jun u n  Chol , Vice President of the Korean Red Cross, predicted
that the Pueblo would not be returned “under any circume tances .” (32 )
Again , no mention of the crew was made ; reference had been made to the ship,
but not the crew.

Among other things this delicate Soviet stance Indicate d to Washington
that part of the reason for the seizure of the Pueblo had been Korea ’s wish
to demonstrate an activist stance distinct fr om those of the USSR and China.
Commander Bucher’s “confession s ” for example , issued shortly after the .
ship’s capture, acknowledged that U. S. intelligence vessels had also sailed
off of the coasts of China and the USSR. This statement allowed North Korea
to portray itself as being in the vanguard of the anti-imperialist struggle.
Recognising intrabloc disagreement on tactics, Washington avoided harsh
verbal attacks on the USSR, and continued to seek its assistance as a
mediator for the crew’s re lease . President Jthnsori commented that , after
a few days , “in spite of their ini tial reburf of Ambassador Thompson ’s
request, the Russians were nc* urging us to act with restraint and we be-
lieved that they could be helpful.” (33)

Interestingly, there had been an analogous situation less than half a
decade before the seizure of the Pueblo. A U. S. military helicopter with
two pilots had been downed Just north of the 38th Parallel on the Korean
peninsula on May 17, 1963. In March 1994 , the United States apologised,
claiming that the violation had been caused by navigational error, but
Washington refused to admit swing. On May 16, 1994 , th. pilots were

-— - 
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released when the Unite d States si:~ned a statement prepared by NorthKorea ackn owledging esptonage . It declare d that the helicopter had been
“captured by the se 1f—d efe~’oe measures of the People ’s Arnty while commit—
ting military espiont~ge acts after deliberately intruding . . •

“ (3 14)
Immediately after the pilots were freed , the United States denounced the
signed document as “meaningless .”

The helicopter case provided a model of an incident in which retalia-
tory force was withheld over a time span~about the same as the de tention
of the Pueblo. As in the pueblo episode five years later, Nor th Korea had
demanded an admission of spying by the United States . In each case , after
almost a year ’s refusal , Washington signed a paper of acknowledgment, which
it immediate ly declared to be false . Therefore, during’ the 1968 negotia-
tions over the release of the Pueblo, both Pyon~~ang and Washington had
a precedent to pursue , one that was haltingly , but closely , followed. It
is interesting that the experience of the helicopter’s capture and release
was recalled almost immediately after the Pueblo’s seizure . (35)

In a public speech a week after the seizure , the Secre tary of the
Central Commi t tee of the Korean Worker ’s Party rejected a military solution
for the release of the Pueblo crew , but referred to “the method of previous
practice.” Washington responded quickly. Thereupon , Pyongyang agreed to
hold private ta lks . A statement was drafted by Ambassador Berger, Under—
Secre tary Katzenbach , and Secretary of State Rusk. (36) These sequestered
discussions were more res trained than the vitriolic open diatribes that
usually characterized U. S.-Korean negotiations . The private meetings began
on February 2 at Panmunj om. North Korea insisted that the United Sta tes had
comm itted the “criminal act of espionage” and demanded that the United States
admit the correctness of this charge , apologize for the ir.trueicn, and prom-.
lee not to repeat this criminal action . This acknowledgment, roughly paral-
lel to both the 1994 concessions and the demands of North Korea throughout
1968, was largely the agreement that did accompany the freeing of the crew,
eleven months later. -

North Korea’s implied call for talks based on the 1963-614 pattern came
one day after the beginning of the ~~t Offensive . A “second front” seemed
even less desirable to both sides, the United States because of the intensi—
fled involvement In Southeast Asia , North Korea because of its fear of a U. S.
military strike. More than a year after the re lease of the Pueblo crew, the
senior North Korean delegate at Panmunjom commented on North Korea’s fear of
an attack shortly after the Pueblo’s seizure: “We came near to it
for . period of two or three months, the entire people of the southern part
(of Nor th Korea] lived in a state of constant alert. . . •“ (37)

In February, it appeared that fruitful negotiations were developing.
Republican Iiader Gerald R. Ford regretted that:

- 

The Jthnson Administration apparently is getting ready
to “confess ” to Nor th Korea • This comes as a shock to
members of’ Congress who have relied upon earlier state-
menta by the Administration and by our Ambassador to
the UN, Arthur T. Goldberg, flatly asserting that the
Pueblo had not intruded upon the territorial water of
North Korea. (38) •

- ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
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To some degree , this limi ted progress was aIde d by military acti ons .
On February 2, 1968 , Hungary mad advised the United Sta tes that if it
wanted the Pueblo negotiations to succeed , it must move thc nuclear

( 
- powered aircraft carr ier En terprise farther out to sea . The value of

stationing the Enterprise of f  the Korean coast lay ultimately tees in
its ability to carry out shelling and bombing of North Korea, and more
In the opportunity to withdraw It In a negotiating exchange . After the
private talks began between North Korea and the United States, the
United States agreed to withdraw the hugu~ aircraft carrier as a symbol
of its earnest desire for tne success of the talks. In this situation,
the “shc~ of force” operated two ways . It is probable that North Korea
unders tood the symbolism of both emplacing , and then withdrawing, units
of the armed forces as evidence of U . S. willingness to make concessions.
The ship moved on February 7, but the Pentagon specifically said the
carrier was not moved back to a station of f Vietnam. For North Korea,
fearful of a possible U. S.-RCE military strike, the request for the
removal of the Eflterprise was logical. Even after the Enterprise pulled
back 7 the remaining U . S. naval p re~ence was stfl l Impressive . It Include d
the Yorktown (CVA), Ranier (CVA), and the cruisers Canberra and Chicago.
Moreover , the EnterDrise had not actually been nea r North Korea, b u t  had
cruised between Japan and South Korea. By February 20, the Enteri~~pe was in
Subic Bay , the Philippines.

In the first week of February 1968 , as Nor th Korean and U . S. repre-
eentatives met at Panmunjo in, Seoul worried about an agreement being

‘ reached without Its knowledge or consultation, because it had been excluded
from the talks • On February 11, 1968, the major Seoul newspaper , DonM-A Ilbo,
stated:

The United States must realize that connivance with the
Communists over the recent intrusion of a North Korean
commando unit into Seoul in exchange for the release of
the U .S.S. Pueblo and its crew will result In the fall
of U. S. prestige as well as the loss of confidence by
Koreans in the U. S.

The South Korean National Assembly then adopted a strong resolution con-
demning pr ivate negotiations be tween the United States and North Korea.
South Korean Premier Chung Ii Kwon met with U. S. Ambassador William J.
Porter and General Charles Bones teel , commander of U. S. farces. Premier
Chung ’s demands were that the problem of infiltration from North Korea
take precedence over the Pueblo, that South Korea be included in all
negotiations, and that there be an increase in U. S. aid to Seoul . At
this time, South Korea announced a military mobilization of its own. In
addition to its potential defensive function, the mobilization served as
a signal to Washing ton . Beginning in 1965, South Korea had sent more than
1ê7, 000 troops to Vietnam to support the U . S. position . South Korean on-line
capabilities were therefore limited. Would the United States fulfill. its
treaty obligations to its loyal ally? Or should South Korea withdraw its
troops from Vietnam to prepare its own defense?

On February 11, Deputy Secretary of Defense , Cyrus R. Vance , President
JcImaon’s special envoy, arrived in Seoul to explain the U. S. position on

C)
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the Pueblo negotIations. The coinuuniqu~ issued at the end of the talkssaid that North Korean actions “seri ously jeop ardize the securi ty of this
area and If persisted in , can lead to renewed hostilities in Korea .” If )such aggressions were to continue, “the two countries would promptly de-
termine what acti on should be taken under the ~~tua1 Security Treaty between
the Republic of Korea and the United States .” This diluted the earlier
South Korean request for an automatic military response to any North Korean
infiltration. On the other hand, Vance agreed tha t U . S. military assis-
tance to South Korea should increase mar eedl.y, while private negotiations
and priority to the Pueblo continued. (39)

The North Koreans had put up an intriguing photo display in Panmunj om
in the first half of Februax-y. Alongside pictures of the Pueblo crew
were photographs of the two U. S. helicopter pilots who had been shot dcwn
in 1963, with their letter of apolo~ r and the acknowledgment from the U. S.
government that they had been “spying.’t (130) ThIs could be seen as a hint
of the solution to the negotiations, the one that was eventually adopted.

On Febx-~ary 19, Washington publicly acknowledged that two U. S. planes
had violated China’s airspace. This unusual statement could be interpreted
as a further Indication of willingness to bargain. At the end of February,
the United States suggested submitting the dispute to the International
Court of Justice at the Hague . Nor th Korea rejected this proposal in early
Perch because the United States would not first admi t “espionage .”

On Pey 8, Pyongyang presented a long written list of accusations con-
cerning both the Pueblo and U. S. foreign policies, at Washington’s request.
U. S. leaders were divided about its acceptance . Assis tant Secretary of 

)Defense for International Security Affairs Paul Warnke felt that it “was
so outrageous that you could sign it. I felt that we were taking a worse
beating by keeping those men over there than we would by signing something
right away, undergoing some momentary pain and getting them back .” Others ,
such a~ Under Secre tary of State Katzenbach, agreed that the North Korean
statement could and should be signed . (141)

North Korea had said, however , that agreement to its document would not
be sufficient to secure release of the crew. Secre tary of State Dean Rusk
and Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs Walt Roatow
therefore advised against signing the document. Moreover , South Korea 1mph -
cit]..y exercised an inhibiting influence through its obvious bitterness at
the prospect of a “deal” between Washington and Pycxigyang.

()~ Pey 28, the U . S. negotiator at Panmunj oin offered a partial repeat
of the device that had resolved the 19614 crisis: signing a “receipt” (a
technique called an “overwrite ”) once the men were produced. North Korea
rejected thu bscauae the United States would not admit that the Pubieo
had been on an espionag. mission. About six months later, as noted above,
North Korsa accepted a compromise : The United States would sign the Nor th
Korean document acknowledging swing and simultaneously issue a statement
deny ing the same charge..

~sth participant wished to end the negotiations successfully. Pyongyang
wanted this result because it realized that it m ight not be able to depend -~~~
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on Soviet military suppor t . Furthnrmore , as the Unite d Sta tes explicitly
reminded it, if the talks were not cuccessfuhly concluded by the end of
December , North Korea would then have to negotiate with a new ~‘d perhaps

p .. ( tougher opponent: President Richard N. Nixon.

At the Paninunj om meeting on December 17, the United States presented
two alternate positions: an “overwrite” and a - “prior repuc ation” scheme .
In both, the United States would have signed the document-; one ‘would in-
clude the denial in the document, the other would involve refuting the
paper after release of the crew . The U. S. negotiator threatened that the
United States would L3 forced to withdraw from the negotiations if Nor th
Korea did not agree to one of these proposals . “There would be no further
meetings. The North Koreans would have to deal with the Nixon Administra-
tion.-” (142)

PvP. Nixon himeelf had signaled a rigid Imege, and this point of view
had been beamed to Korea in the Korean language . Part of his acceptance
speech at the Republican Convention in Pey 1968 , for example , read:

When respect for the United States of America falls
so low that a f ourth rate military power like North
Korea will seize an American naval vessel In the
high seas, it is time for new leadership to reatore
respect for the United States of America. (133)

Later in the presidential campaign , Nixon said of the Pueblo: “What
we should have done was to bring in the power to defend that ship or get

-

‘ it out of those waters.”

The crew of the Pueblo was released on December 23.

Evaluation

The deployment of a task force in the Sea of Japan did not persuade
North Korea to release the Pueblo’s crew at an early date . Indeed , the
reverse may have been the case : The deployment of the force without an
actual strike at North Korean targets proved that the strongest power in
The world could be successfully challenged. North Korea viewed the fact
that it had seized the Pueblo and suffered no retaliation as a victory.
Secretary of State Dean Rusk had declared that the abduøtion was “an act
of war.” (141ê) President Jthnson had quickly sent a sizable naval force
toward the crisis area . But U. S. bombs were not dropped , neither landing
nor invading forces were dispatched , and the naval forces did not closely
approach the coastal water s of North Korea. The United States’ “bluff” had
been called . The threat of using military force was conveyed by harsh
verbal demand and the movement of military forces. But as it became evident
that violence was not to be used, North Korea--which at firs t had expected
an attack--became more confident during the negotiations . These negotiations
began and ended with the same North Korean demands: demands that were
eventually met. This lesson, moreover, that the U. S. show of force was
only demonstrative--Was moOt probably an important factor in North Korean
planning for its next confrontation with the United States. This sane
example was undoubtedly appreciated ~~ the Coseiuniat military in southeast
Asia.
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This is not to say that a mor~- satisfac tory outcome , from the U . S.perspective, would have resulted from the use of vL olence against North
Korea . The probable results of a re taliatory str ike were gri~n: death
of the crew, continued conflict of an indetermina te nature be tween the
United States and North Korea , and increased hostilities by the North
against South Korea.

(ki the positive side , the incident did strengthen communications
and tacit unde rstanding between Moe cow and Washington. Moscow was reas-
sured when the United States did not lash out militarily at North Korea,
even as Washington demonstrated that it had the capability to do so. At
the sane tine, as a consequence of the Pueblo episode, both superpowers
came to understand that the USSR was not responsible for the mili taryadventures of Nor th Korea . Pyongyang learne d that it could not depend
on either China or the USSR for automatic military assistance.

The EC-l2l

president Johnson’s initial reaction to the Pueblo’s capture had
been to search for a response in proportion to the provocation. Similarly,when North Korea shot down an unarmed U. S. Navy reconnaissance plane, withthir ty-one men and six tons of electronic equipment on board about ninety
miles off the Nor th Korean coastline on April 15, 1969, President Nixon ’sfirst inclina tion was a “quick , clean” military re taliation. There had
been 190 similar missions in the seine area in the three months before thiscrisis . All of these fligh ts took place without threats from North Korea .(13 5) Consequently, the destruction of the EC-121 was unexpected and )
sudden. According to those who were with him at the time , the President
“fumed when his military advia~irs failed to come up with what he considered
practical ways to retaliate.” (146) An unnamed administration official coin-
nented at the time : “Had sufficient force been available to stage the
raids after the President tentatively made up his mind to respond , I
believe the attacks would have been ordered. ’ (147)

In sum, the “lessons” of the ~~ebio had not been implemented: There
had not been an escort for the EC-121 intelligence plane (again, because
similar U . S. missions in the sane area had not been fired upon), and there
had not been enough conventionally armed aircraft on “strip-alert” to come
to the IC-121’a assistance even if there had been adequate warning.

The p~~s1ing problem for Washington was : If other planes had not been
fired upon, why was ~~~ plane shot down without warning? The event occurred
on Premier Kim 11 Sung~s fifty-seventh birthday , perhaps not a coincidence,
but certainly- not the sole cause. Another reason for this incident may have
been the atx’lirting of 1,200 United States combat troops from Nor th Carolina
to South Korea In mid—J~.roh . The operation, called “Focus Retina,” trans-
ported thi, force to participate with South Korean soldiers against a
“surprise attack from a third country.” Everyone undoubtedly understood
that the “thir d country” was North Korea .

I t
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Nor th Korea was like Ly to hav understood the swift transfer of
U. S. troops to South Koreaas a threat . In the week preced Ln~ the arrival
of the 1,200 U. S. soldieru, there were three armed clashes, initiated
by the Nor th , In the demilitarized z one . Inte restingly, the Nt - rth Korean
media did not mention “Focus Retina” until after the shooting down of

- the EC-l2l. But then, a month after the operation , it referred to the
U. S. airlift as “very provocative.” (118) It is conceivable tha t the
attack on the EC-l2i in Apr iL was the Nor th Korean response to the U . S.
operation in mid-March. Pyongyang may we’ll have though t that the risk
of a violent U. S. mi litary response, given U. S. behavior following the
~ueb1o, was not very great.

President Johnson did not have a familiar precedent upon which to
base his response. President Nixon , on the other hand , did have an analogy
from which to work; one in which both the parallels and the dtfferences
were clear . Nixon drew on the Pueblo mainly as a lesson of what not to
do . His moves and speeches indicate that the response to the Pueblo
incident convinced Nixon not to blus ter with out action. Nixon thus avoided
saber rattling, concentrating instead on diploma cy . As Henry Ginwe l of
the Wall Street Journal noted:

The big diffe rence is that the previous Administration
Initially huffed and puf fed up its crisis as if it in-
tended to do something; it then appeared genuinely
astonished at discovering it dared not. This Administra-
tl on’B initial reactions have exhibited no such th u-
sions. . . . The reality, as the Nixon team judges it ,
is that popular toleration of even one war is in remark-( ably delicate condition. . . . (139)

There was another vita l diffe rence between the two Korean crises . In
the case of the Pueblo, the lives of the crew were still at stake . In the
EC— l2l incident, it soon became apparent that the lives of the crew were
no longer a consideration ; ra ther , minimizing the consequences of the
crisis through diplomati c channels was the central feature.

It seeii~s evident that the failure of the Uni+.ed States to retaliate
militarily following the seizure of the Pueblo strengthened the militant
policy line of the more “hawkish” group within the North Korean leader-
ship. Between 1967 and 1969, many leaders of the (relatively) “moderate”
leadership were purged . The militants had argued for a closer alliance
with the USSR, combined with an independent , highly nationalistic foreign
policy . These two goals came into some friction when the USSR endeavored
to remain apart from the Pueblo crisis. These more radical leaders, how-
ever , whatever the degree of help that the USSR had provided , ctsild per-
suasively argue that the United ~ta tes probably would not retaliate if
there were another incident . After all, the ease factors that restrained
the United States In 1968 still obtained in 1969 . The outcome of the
second incident was less to The liking of North Korea, however. A drama-
tic demonstration of U. S. military capability (in the form of a massive
naval exercise) combined with a blatant lack of support from the USSR
weakened the position of the militants favoring additional challenges to
the United States.

I
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In fact , Moscow publicly critL-’Ized the shooting down of the EC—121.
Soviet President Nikolai V. Podgorny, visiting Pyongyang shortly after
the plane was shot down said that “collective ac-~tion ” was necessary to
repel U . S. warships and planes . Diplomatic observers in Moscow read
this as a reproach to North Korea .

Senior diplomats believe that the single—handed
challenges by North Korea to the United States have
caused profound doubts among So~.ite t leaders . While
loyally supporting Its ally in public , Moscow has
also given signals that it does not want the inci-
dents to lead to a confrontation with the United
States in the Far East. (50)

Pentagon analysts said they believe that the USSR had “probably”
warned the North Koreans against a repetition of the Pueblo and EC— 12l
incidents. These analysts also thought that the USSR would not support
North Korea in future incidents . Whi le no one wished to force a teat of
this hypothesis, it did encourage detente between the United States and
the USSR because Washington now had somewhat more cause to trust the peace-
Lu! intentions of Soviet leaders . (51)

The U. S. 1~ ancmee

president Nixon’s initial reaction to the shooting down of’ the EC— 121
was to seek military options . Severa l sour ces suggest that he quickly
started the machinery of government moving toward development and execution
of such a response. Two Nor th Korean targets were selected and a speech
had been prepared to explain the retaliation to the public . The Preèident
believed that a “quick, clean” retaliatory blow might signal both Hanoi
and Pyongyang that they were dealing now with a “tougher” administra ti on
in Washington, a signal that was particularly desirable because of the
administration’s plans to withdraw troops slowly fr om Vietnam. (52 )

Bef ore re taliation, however, military force had to be available . In
response to this need , Task Force 71 was assembled. With 256 war planes,
it was able to muster more firepower than the U. S. t~ dtterranean Sixth
fl..t. Task Force 71 included four carriers (Enterprise, 11conder~~a, Ranaer,
and Hornet), three cruisers (Q2icato, Ok1ahc~m City, and St. P8ul), andfif teen dsstr~ ’ers. (53)

(ki April 16, U. S. forces In and near Korea were placed on alert and
readied for the contingency of any further incidents . At the same time,
h~~~ver , U. S. reconnaissance air activi ty was suspended unti l North Korea ’s
military intentions could be clarified. The official U. S. negotiator
at Pinaunjom demanded neither an apology nor reparations. The United States
did, however, ask North Korea to “take appropriate measures to prevent
similar incidents in the future,” and urged it to “acknowledge the true
fact, of the case.” (5~e)

A fate simi lar to that of Task Force 77, formed during the P~~b1o
crisis , now befell Task Foroe 71. ~ r the time it had been fornad and
ente red the Sea of Jap an on April 21, the original plan for retaliation
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against North Korea had been rever~ed . As it  had in 1968, Washington
decided to risk nei ther a mi l i tary  struggle with North Korea nor the
developing detente with the USSR. The rapid appearance of the fleet off
the Korean coast did , however , vividly demonstra te U. S. military capabil-
ities. Thus, it would appear that both task forces minimized the ri sk of
immediate further consequences . At the same time , however , they signaled
weakness to North Korea, which saw that it could initiate crises, and
even kill Americans, without retaliation.

Following this decision , the deployment was soon drawn down. The
Pentagon had attempted to minimize the additi onal cost that such a large
task force would incur by explaining that many of the same vessels had
operated of f Vie tnam and , therefore , that the coat to move and operate them
off of Korea was about the same . Within a week of its dispatch , Task
Force 71 was reportedly reduced to the Enterprise and seven destroyers.
Senator Henry Jackson later stated that the withdrawal of the task force
was caused by “cost effectiveness . It duesn ’t make much sense over a long
term to require a whole fleet . . . to support air reconnaissance.” (55)

Wlw l~straLnt?

Arguing against a military reprisal was the time needed to mobilize
the necessary force . President Nixon also was concerned that the U . S.
public might view a military retaliation for the EC-121 as hautingly paral-
lel to the air strikes that followed the 196~4 Gulf of Tonicin incident and
led to the large-scale involvement in the Vietnam war. This same factor

( had argued against a military retaliation during the Pueblo crisis .

The major military options presented to the President were: (1) a
limited air strike on the Nor th Korean bases that had sent up the planes
responsIble for shooting down the EC—121; (2) a blockade of the North Korean
coast; (3) an air strike on all North Korean air bases; (~) an attempt to
lure a North Korean ship or plane outside of its territorial waters and
then destroy it. (5 6) Each of these possibilities ra n the hazard of pro-
voking a secondary reaction from North Korea , China , the USSR, or a com-
bination of these adversaries. This was considered less of a risk , however,
after Moscow and Peking failed to demonstrate active military support for
North Korea during The Pueblo crisis. The USSR, for example, could have
sent additional military assistance in a noticeable manner to signal its
active support for North Korea. It did not send such signals .

The President’s military advisors, while in favor of some form of
a tough response, were well aware of the attendant risks, which could re-
suit in another war . The President’s civilian advisors also cautioned a
restrained reaction. Defense Secretary P~ lvth R. Laird, for example, was
described as “not enthusiastic ” about air strikes. Secre tary of State
William P. Rogers , who had argued for a course short of retaliation, met
half a day after the attack for a fifteen-minute talk with Soviet Ambassador
Anatol,y F. Dobrynin. The State Department said that the meeting was
“not in any way a protest,” but rather an appeal for assistanc e . Secretary
Rogers, in a careful speech ~ imi1ar to the Jcthn.on Administration statementS
of a year earlier, which were meant to signal cautioul infant to various
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audiences) before the An~ r ican & Hety of News paper Editors on April16, declared :

The weak can be rash ; the powerful must be more restrained.
Complexity In affairs should teach us the need to act
responsibly, to constitute cooperation for coercion and
to move from confrontation to negotiation on the issues
that divide nations. (57)

This statement was an indication of Wash thgton ’s recognition that—-apart from a military strike , which ran the risk of a larger war--therewas little it could do to inf luence or punish North Korea directly .

The administrati on was impressed by the strongly favorable response
that followed the delay in retaliation; and each statement urging restraint
reinforced the view the President had reached after careful deliberation
(the reverse of his initial visceral reaction ) that the moderate stance
was the correct one . Senator Everett M. Dirksen , a Republican who had
been even more critical of President Johnson ’s handling of the pueblo
than had been ?U .  Nixon , commented on possible reaction to the EC— 121:
“I don’ t like to see the blood lust come so quickly .” Senator Gale McGee
of Wyoming, a Democratic conservative .on foreign policy said : “In our
world today , with electronic sWIng , there are bound to be such cases .
it is essential in this case, as In the Pueblo case , that we don ’t lose
our cool and set in motion irretrievable action which could heighten the
crisis .” (It is noteworthy . that both Dirksen and McGee were “hawks ” in
the context of the Vietnam war .) F~rhaps the major exception to the
general call for caution was Representative L. Mcnde l Rivers, Democratic 

)chairmen of the House Armed Services Committee: “There can be only one
answer for America: retaliation——retallation--retallatlon.” (58 )

The balance of public opinion favored restraint , however . (kt April
18, a New York Times editorial summarized this popular suppor t for a
policy of military caution:

When President Nixon speaks out for the first tine at
a news conference today on North Korea ’s shooting down
of an American intelligence plane, he will be under no
serious public pressures to alter his policy of prudent
restraint. Most Americans appear convinced that ill.-
considered military reprisal will merely make a tragic
situation much worse .

What the nation does expect of 
~~~~~ . Nixon--and will inces-

santly dema ntl—— is immediate presidential action to fulfill
his campaign promise that: “What happened to the Pueblo
should and will be avoided In the future .” (59)

At his nationally televised press conference of the 18th , President
Nixon sta ted:

I have today ordered that these flights be continued .
They will be protected. This is not a threat. It is
simply a matter of fact . . . Locking to the future ,
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as far as what we do wi1~ depend ~ipoii the ctrcu’ii-stances . It will , depend upon what is done as far
as North Korea is concerned , its reaction to the
protest and also any other developments that occur
as we continue these flights. (60)

Although it did not directly say so, this statement reflected Washing-
ton’s changed perception of the USSR’S role in Korea’s crises. After
Secretary of State Rogers met with Soviet-Ambassador Dobrynln at noon on
the 15th , the USSR had offered naval assistance in searching for possible
E(’.—l2l survivors. At his press conference, the President described the
U. S. military action as “restrained” because of the possibility that
“other parties might be involved. ” This apparently was a re ference to
the defense treaties North Korea shared with China and the USSR; a factor
that had also constrained President Jc*~nson ’s employment of force in the
Pueblo ‘crisis .

There appeared to be little parallel be tween Washington ’s implictt
suspicion that the USSR had been somehow Involved in the Pueblo incident
and any Soviet role in the EC—121 situation . In a dramatic departure
from the reticent stance of the USSR during the Pueblo incident, on
April 17, two Soviet destroyers quickly began to help in the search for
the wreckage of the EC-l2l, at the same time as U. S. planes and ships .
Cke Soviet destroyer re trieved a wheel and ladder fr om the EC-121 and
laid them out on the deck . The debris was described by radio to a low—
flying U . S. Hercules C—l30, and the plane was invited to ~*iotogra~~ the
remnants of the EC-121. At the conclusion of this vivid demonstration of
cooperation, the Soviet vessel radioed to the departing U. S. plane :
“Soviet Destroyer, Red Banner Pacific Fleet , sends condolences in con—
nection with the loss of your aircraft.” (61)

At his press conference of April 18, President Nixon emphasized the
nature of this cooperation, and removed any thought that he blamed the
USSR for the EC-12l. Again , this was in marked contrast to the early
suspicion that the USSR was involved in the Pueblo crisis.

The President described the Soviet role in the plane incident as
first

one of being of assistance to the United States in
recovering the debris and looking for survivors . And
we are most grateful to the Soviet Union for helping
us in this report . Our intelligence--and of course no
one can be sure here—-indicates that the Soviet Union
was not aware that this attack was to be made • North
Korea Ia not a nation that is predictable in terme of
its actions. It Is perhaps mote than any other nation
in the Cc*~~unist bloc completely out of control of
either the Soviet Union , or far that matter, Communist
China . • . . It was completely a surprise attack in
every sense of the word and, therefore, did not give us
the opportunity for protective actions that I would have
taken had it been threatened . (62 )
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This spoke simul taneous Ly to various audiences . With the recogni-tion that the USSR had not been the antagonist , and the suggestion that

perhaps it had been saddled with an Irrational Korean ally , a signalhad been dispatched suggesting that cooperation in analogous eitua-
tiozis in the future would be welcome • North Korea was warned not to
attempt to repeat its action because U . S. military power, represented byTask Force 71, would be prepared for a quick response . Considering that
Nor th Korea had now successfully challenged the United States twice
within fifteen months , however, this was-a rather weak threat . A sub-
dued , brief phrase told China that it was unders tood that Feking had not
engineered the crisis. And finally, a message of reassurance was sent
to domestic audiences that U. S. military forces would be protected in
the future .

(k~ April 22 , the New China News Agency (NCNA ) quoted a senior U. S.
Defense Department official: “Russian willingness to render assistance
has been astonishing. From the way they are doing things at present , they
look like allies instead of opponents in the cold war.” (63) NCNA thencondemned the “servile compliance” of the USSR . It shou].d be noted, how—- ever , that in 1969 China was emerging from the cultural revolution, whichhad intensified Chinese doubts about both Soviet and U. S. aggressive in-.
tentions . The Ussuri River crisis of ).*~rch 1969 over the Soviet-Chinese
border had also amplified China’s fear of the USSR. An opportunity to
encourage some change in Feklng’e foreign policy percepti ons seemed more
possible now than it had. Consequently, the President’s recognition that
neither China nor the USSR had investigated the incident provided a basis
for further contacts with both countries.

The Nixon administration continued to balance adroitly the demonstra— )
tion of its military capabilities with an improvement in several bilateral
relationships. Ou April 17, Japanese Foreign Minister Kiichl Aichi had
urged the U . S. Embassy in Tokyo not to embark on a retaliatory action . ~~i
April 17, Japanese Premier Eisaku Sato, commended the United States for
responding to the EC-l2l incident in a “cool, quiet and seri ous way.” (6~#)(ki April 21, Washington officially notified the Japamese government that
it would not use Japanese bases to protect U. S. reconnaiBsance planes .
Tokyo then asked to have Task Force 71 moved from the Sea of Japan . Japan
worried that It might be drawn into the hostilities if a crisis such as
the EC—l21 should occur in that area at acme time in the future.

Wi th a similar concern of becoming involved in a Korean—U. S. conflict,
the USSR publicly requested (on Apr il 20) the removal of the naval fleet
from an area south of Its major part city of Vladivostok . The U . S.
response was to explain that the reinstituted reconnaissance flights needed

• protection, and emphasize that it was Korea (not the USSR) that had been
responsible far the downing of the EC-12l. (65)

The now smaller fleet was then moved to the Yellow Sea on April 26,
and pert of the protection for the reconnaissance planes was taken over
by forces based in South Korea . The promise to South Korea of military
aid of $100 million, however, made at the time of the ~Pueb]1o crisis in
January 1968 had been only halt fulfilled by late April 1969 . The F-4
fighters the United States agreed to make available in February 1968, were
now scheduled for delivery in August 1969 . Therefore , in order both to
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reassure its South Korean a l ly ,  nervous about conultct with Nor th Korea,
and to provide security for its own reconnaissance fl i ght~i , Washington
was prompted to move rapidly on the year-old arms agreements . Twenty

( U. S. Air Force F—14 jets were added at this time to the 128 U. S. planes
already in South Korea . Two more F-11 squadrons were also scheduled to
replace the Air National Guard . F-100 squadrons that had been mobilized
after the Pue blo. These had been promised in 1968; the second Korean
crisis assured their delivery .

A New York Time s editorial provided a strong endorsement of the
adminis tra tion ’s overall policies toward the EC—l2 1 crisis , while also
questioning the degree of force used .

The withdrawal of task force 71 from~ the Sea of Japan
and the- deployment of a much smaller force southwest of

- Korea reflects prudent second thoughts in Washington .
the original f leet of 29 vessels was far out of

proportion to the requirements of its mission of pro-
- - teoting United States reconnaissance planes. Although

this “surge” operation perhaps served a useful purpose
in demonstrating how much American power used to be
put into the area , on short notice , the long-term pre-
sence of such a formidable fleet would have been far too
expensive and would have risked provoking the kind of
c~onfrontation it was designed to discourage.

It should be possible to provide adequa te cover
far essential. reconnaissance missions less provoca-
tively and more cheaply , using land—based planes fr om
augmented squadrons in South Vietnam. The North Koreans,
after all , were brazen, but not necessarily brash in
attacking an unarmed, unprotected American plane off
their coast two weeks ago. They had good reason , espe-
cially after the Pueblo affair , to believe that the
United States would be cautious .

If American forces should violate North Korean terri-
tory, the Koreans m ight very well react in a way that
would preoi~itate a wider war . President Nixon ’s wi th-
drawal of Taakforoe 71 indicated that he is keenly aware
of this danger . (66)

I~ aul t. of the Two Korean Crises

The 1968 Pueblo and 1969 £C-12l crises may be viewed as separate
acts in the same drama . In each , North Korea sought to demonstrate its
abilit~y to challenge U. S. milItary credibility apart from Soviet diree-
tion. It assumed that the achievement of this goal could be more easily
attained because the Uni ted States had committed much of its military ,
economic, and public support to the Vietnam war . Particularly in 1968,
Pyongyang expected that it could rely on the USSR for firm support . As
a corollary of establishing its own autonomous, intensely nationalistic
identity, Nor th Korea sought to indicate to South Korea that it could 
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not depend on the United States fc’r continued military assistance. North
Korea had mixed success with these ambiti ons in 1968 . The United Sta tes
did not go to war over the seizure of the ~ ieb1o. It did , however , give
to South Korea large—scale military aid and assurances of its support
against threats from the North. Rather than undermining the alliance
between the United States and South Korea , the two crises provoked by
North Korea seemed to inject further life into the coalition.

At the same time , the USSR failed tu use even symbolic military
levers on North Korea ’s behalf . None theless, North Korea had encountered
only a demonstration of force by the United States. North Korea had af-
firmed an independent policy , and the Unite d States had not responded
violently . This gain had been offset , however , by North Korea ’s appre-
ciation of an increasing lack of military support from China and the USSR.

These impressions were reinforced during the 1969 crisis. U. S.-
Soviet cooperation developed into a dramatic, concrete reality. The
United States, for example , did not propose a formal debate in the United
Nations , which might have embarrassed the USSR by forcing it to defend
the shooting down of the EC-12l . J~ anwhile , the USSR criticized North
Korea for its lack of “collective action.” Moreover , negotiations and
political agree ments be tween the United States and the USSR continued to
prcgress. These developments gave North Korea cause to worry about the
reliability of its Soviet ally .

P~th Washington and Moscow appeared satisfied that the ambigui ty
suggested by the mobilization and movement of armed force inhibited a
confrontation into which each could conceivably have been drawn . An example
of the unfulfilled possibilities of Washington ’s responses was given by
President Nixon at his press conference on April L8, 1969:

I do not want to leave the impression tha t the
announcement of the renewal of, and the continua-
tion of , reconnaissance flights is the final
action that can or will be taken here . Our action
in this matter will be determined by what happens
in the future . (67) -

The demonstrat ion of the nc~tential use of military force in the 1968
and 1969 crises allowed t~o advantages . If it had any such thoughts
previous to the incidents (which seems unlikely), North Korea was deterred
from expanding them. Second, the Incidents provided a “ learning experience ”
for the USSR and the United States of how they could control the ccmse-
quences of incidents neither of them wanted . This message was particu-
larly noteworthy in view of concurrent events in Europe .

It was a curious coincidence that the EC-l21 crisis took place at
the same moment that Alexander Dubcek was ous ted from the leadership of
Czechoslovakia under Soviet pressure. The Uni ted States had announced
that it would not stand aside for another armed intervention in Czecho-
slovakia . (68 ) It would appear that, to some extent, the EC-l2l provided
an opportunity for both atate~ to reassure the other that they could
cooperate. )
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A major negative concequence -f not using military foree In the Pueblo
crisis was that it did provide an example that would not inhibi~, the
Communist sta tes in Southeas t Asia from future uses of force . It may
even have encouraged North Korea to take another strong step. The lack
of retaliation in 1968 apparently encouraged North Korea to try again In
1969. The absence of violence in 1969, however , had quite the opposite
effect; the incidence of subversion and violence across the demilitarized
zone initiated by North Korea fell from 761 in 1968 to 134 in 1969 . (69 )
Violence in Korea further diminished in the 19708. It is not clear why
these incidents diminished , but one suspects that Soviet behavior was
crucial .

The Maya~uez

On April 17, 1975, all remaining U. S. personnel had left Thnom ~~nh
just in advance of the victorious Cambodian revolutionaries; the same pat-
tern was repeated in Saigon on April 30. BecauGe of these two spectacular
U. S. foreign policy defeats, U. S. decisionmakers came to fear that trust
in its commitments to it8 allies had weakened . The USSR, China , and
revolutionary movements of smaller countries envisaged a total U . S. wi th-
drawal from Asia , while the confidence of the American public in its nation’s
foreign policy goals faltered.

The U. S. merchant ship Muya~uez was seized on May 12 by Cambodian
gunboats while in a well-traveled shipping lane in the Guld of Siam on a

( 
-
~ voyage from Hong Kong to Sattah ip, Thailand . It had a crew of thirty-nine,

and it carried a cargo of both military and oonvi~ rcia1 goods . Of the
18Z~ containers the ~~yague~ carried , 107 con tained nonmi litary material
and 77 held such “mili tary ” items as clothing , furniture , and small arms
destined for U . S. ins tallations in Thailand . Almost immediate ly after
the incident , President Gerald Ford announced that he “considered the
seizure an act of piracy,” and added that a failure to release the ship
“would have the most serious consequences .” (70) These phrases contained
two familiar echoes: The emotional word “piracy” had been the term used
by Washington to describe the seizure of the Pueblo and, it recalled the
value of ambiguous threats employe d by Presidents Johnson and Nix n during
the two Korean crises. But this time the threat was not to be idle . Alter
the loss of Saigon, President Ford was quoted as saying : “I have to show
some strength in order to help us . . . with our credibility in the world .”
(71) The day after the incident, “high ranking sources” told the New York
Times tha t “the seizure of the vessel might provide the test of determina-
tion in Southeast Asia • . • the United States had been seeking since the
collapse of allied governments in South Vietnam and Cambodia .” (72) These
brief quotations do not “prove” a cause and effect relationship between
a worry about the loss of U. 8. reliability and the nature of the response
in the 1~sa~uez incident , but they certainly provide strong reason to
suspect øuch a relationship. Moreover regardless of its-genesis it was
anticipated that the firm response to this crisis would warn adversaries
and reassure allie s and U. S. citizens as to the stabili ty of U. S. comit.-
ments.
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Placing the capture in a histt:rical perspective, since 1950

123 U. S. commercial vessels had been fired upon and seized by Ecuador.Fines were paid to gain the ships ’ re lease . The pattern foll wed in these
cases was described proudly by the U . S. Counsel General in Ecuador in
the Department of State’s Newsletter of April 4 , 1974 as having “. .
centered on negotiati ons ra ther than retaliation.” (73)

The U. S. 1~ svcmse -

The U. S. government contacted China’s liaison office in Washington
and the R~ ra1 Cambodian Embassy in Paking asking for help. Prince Sthanouk
and the Chinese Foreign Ministry returned the notes, as did the Cambodian
Embas8y . When asked about what China would do during this crisis, First
Deputqy Premier Tang Hsiao-p’in~ in Paris at the time on a state visit ,
responded: “There is nothing we can do.” (74 )

This was a parallel to the pueblo incident. In each situation, the
United States had sought assistance from what was considered to be the
major backer of the target state--a supporter which, presumably, should
be able to control its “weaker” ally . In the Pueblo crisis, the USSR
had not actively supported North Korea’s position because of a distrust
and displeasure with Korea’s “adventure” undertaken without coordination
with Moscow. These same elements were present in the relationships among
China, Cambodia, and the United States, and may have hindered the develop-
ing “understandings” between Washington and Paking.

In 1968 the judgment had been to rely on Soviet and not Chinese inter- ) -
cession; in 1975 the decision of whom to ask for assistance was reversed.
This seemed a logical choice • Thnom ~~nh Radio, in celebrating the Com-
munist victory on t.~y 12, 1975, for example, declared, “The victory of the
Cambodian people is the victory of the Chinese people. The strategic unity
between Cambodia and China which Is the base of our friendship will last
forever .”

- As in most such broadcasts , there was no mention of the USSR, arid
- 

- accounts by Western observers reported that the Soviet Embassy had been
sacked by the revolutionaries. Consequently, it was reasonable for
Washington to seek coemtunication with Thnom Panh through Paking.

No casualties had been reported by the 1~vwaz. While he was investi—
gating dipl omatic channels, President Ford also ordered surveillance of the
ship. During this aerial observation, a P~3 Orion was hit by fire as it
flew over the ~~ywaz (considering that the Khmer Rouge had previously
been the targets of U. S. aircraft, They now probably did not take the
time to determine that the P-3 was only an observer plane, nor would they
necessarily have been able to ascertain that fact) . Surveillance eatab-
lished that the ship was anchored about a~ini1e off Koh Tang Island, about
thirty miles from the coast of Cambodia . The aircraft also reported seeing
some of the crew being off-loaded onto small Cambodian boats . Ef f orts were
made to stop these bodts, because Washington feared that the crew might be
taken to the mainland, where Cambodia would recreate the Pueblo situation:

- -- a lengthy detention with the seamen pictured in Cambodia’s propaganda as 
)“aggressors and spice .” To prevent the transfer of the crew to the

- 
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mainland, U. S. ~~~ aircraft fired alongside and in front of , but not
directly at the small boats. Still , three Cambodian boats were sunk and

( 
- 

several others were damaged. A problem, however, was to decide which
Cambodian vessels had Americans aboard . “Every effort was made and in
one case the ship that got in was allowed to go in because it appeared
there were sane Caucasians on board.” (75) It should be noted that this
demonstrated the constraints placed on violence, similar to the cautious
U. S. military response to the Pueblo situation.

The Coral Sea, an aircraft carrier then on its way to Australia, and
several destroyers were ordered to the area . In addition , 1,100 I~rineswere airlifted into Bangkok, Thailand. Based on Okinawa, they were moved
to Nakhon Thanam Air Base in Thailand in preparation for possible action.
This move caused a very heated reaction by the Thais, who not only de-
manded that the United States not use Thai territory as a base of opera-
ticms, but that The recently arrived ?~ rines be withdrawn.

Two days after the ship’s seizure, the destroyer J~Q~~ entered the
area, followed by the Coral Sea, the destroyers Baussell and ~~~~~~~~~~~ the
guided missile frigate Gridley, and the supply ship ][~g~ . The aircraft
carrier Midway was also ordered to the general area • The President, still
not having received word of the crew’s. release, took two steps to set in
motion fur ther military action. He discussed the situation with the
National Security Council for the f ourth time in just over two days , and
he net with bipartisan leaders of both parties in Congress to tell them
of his plane .

At 7:15 Ri, fl~nom Penh sent its first message agreeing to release
the ship, stating that the Cambodian government “will order the ship to
withdraw from Cambodian water •“ The message was sent over Ibnom Perth
Radio, but in the Khmer language , which in Washington apparently raised
some question as to whether it represented a definitive governmental posi-
tion. This message was monitored by a Foreign Broadcast Information Ser-
vice , translated, and then relayed to Washington. The translation was
delivered by Defense Secretary James Schlesinger to the President at 8:15 Ri.
(76) It was later learned that the crew had been freed by the Cambodians
before the attacks on Kch Tang Island, placed on a previously captured Thai
boat , and told to return to the Ikva~uez. Cambodian Deputy Premier leng
Sary declared in September that Cambodia had decided to release the ~~~a2uez
and crew after calling local coamenders to Rmom Path, but did not broad-
cast the decision until the following morning . Later that morning, the
United States bombed Ream and Sthanoukville . (77) If this is an accurate
recounting, the bloodshed that followed was not necessary to secure the
!.~yazues ’s release • The release of the crew occurre d about 8:00 Ri on
I~y l4.

A helicopter assault by approximately 200 P.~rines was begun on Kth
Tang Island . Three of the helicopers involved were shot down, one on the
beach, one ju st off shore , and the last , involving the loss of thirteen
lives, several mi les out to sea . The I~~rines encountered much stiffer
recistance than they had expected and were unable to make th. sweep of the
island they had originally planned. Although there were only an estimated
150 Cambodian. on the island , they were armed with 75 mm. recoilless

C’ rifles, Cisymor. mines, and rocket., in addition to small ar e . The
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Marines received heavy air support, with anywhere between twelve and
twenty U . S. planes over Koh Tang at any given time during the incident .
In fact , 1e79 sorties by both helicopte r and fixed wing aircraft were
flown during the crisis, of which 300 were of a tactical nature, as
opposed to surveillance or rescue. At 9 Ri, Marines from abOard the
destroyer ~~~~ boarded the MaySLuez with no resistance and Searched the
ship. They found no one. The official U. S. answer to the Cambodian
offer to free the ship was that the United States would stop military
action when the crew was free , since the ship had already been recaptured.

While the Marines were occugring both the Mayagt*z and Kc*~ Tang
Island, the crew members were on their way toward the destroyer ~~~~~~~~~~

Which reported spotting them about 10:i45 }V; thirty crew members were
on board by 10:53 Ri. As was later discovered, the crew had been held
cm Rcmg Sam Lea Island , about twenty nautical miles from lCth Tang . In
short, U. S. intelligence had not been strong; it had not “sen aware of’
the precise movements of the crew between the ship, Koh Tang , the mainland,
and Rong Sam Lam Island , nor of the size of’ the force on Koh Tang Island .

It was not until 1l:~ 5 PM that Schlesinger reported the retrieval of
- - the crew to the President. The aircraft from the Coral Sea had already

begun taking off to carry out strikes on the mainl and, although they did
not begin to attack until about 11:00 PM . In short , the attacks began
after the crew was safely returned. The aircraft attacked in three waves,
the f irst not dropping any ordnance, but “buzzing ” Sthahoukville, the
second attacking Resin airbase , destr oying seventeen planes on the ground ,
damaging a hanger, and making craters in the runway. The third wave
attacked a petroleum, oil, and lubricant ina tallatlon near Sihanoukv il.le
at 11:50 PM, thirty-four minutes after the President had called for a
cessation of operations. These raids were later justified as necessary
to prevent reinforcement of Kth Tang and to deter the Cambodians from
launching air strikes against the Marines on the islan d, in addition to
proving that the United States was serious in its demands . Another impor-
tant justification for the raids was the support and pride now being
revived among the American people after the dual losses in the sane area
earlier in the year .

With the crew rescued, all that remained was to extricate the Marines
fr om the island and go hoae • It was not until just after 7:00 the next
morning that the Marines began to leave Kcfi Tang, and by 9:20 AM they were
clear of th. island and on board the Coral Sea. The entir. incident, from
the tine the ship was seized until the Marines left, took only seventy-eight
hours • The total number of Aserican deaths was forty-one. (78) The
Cambodian. lost a total of eight boats, seventeen aircraft, the air field,
and the installation (the casualties fr om bombings and straf ing are
unknown) .

Domestic Pressures

Th. 1973 Appropriations Act for the Department of Defense contained
a provision pr tibiting the use of U. S. military forces in Indochina: 
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None of the funds herein appropriated may be obligated
or expended to finance directly or indirectly combat

( activities by U. S. military forces in or ovir or from
the shores of North Viet Nam, South Viet Nan, Laos, or
Cambodia .

This would appear to be an explicit denial of the use of military
force. But before the U. S. evacuation of Saigon in April 1975, State
Department legal advisors reportedly tolct the White House that such provi-
sions did not specifically prevent the inherent right to protect American
lives . They - cited such precedents as the Boxer Rebellion in China in 1900
and the Dominicin Republió in 1965 . (79)

Because American lives were thought to be threatened, the President
was able to respond under the War Powers Resolution of 1973. This act
directs the President to “consult” with Congress “in every possible in-
stance——before coneitting armed forces to hostilities or to situations
where hostilities may be imeinent. ” He must then report to the Congress
in writing for ty hours before ini tiating the action . ConSultation is not
“synonymous with merely being informed.” Rather,

consultation in this provision means that a decision
is pending on a problem and that ).Pmbere of Congress
are being asked by the President for their advice . .
and . . . their approval of action contemplated. For
consultation to be meaningful, the Pre ident hineelf
vaust participate , and all information relevant to the

( 
situation must be made available.” (80)

It later became a question whether or not the president had “consulted”
with Congress about his Ma~raEuez decisions. Regardless, during the week
of the crisis, the sense of Congress supported the ship’s retrieval and
the crew’s release, even if the use of force was unnecessary.

Mambers of Congress generally expressed approval of
the President’s action and the Senate Foreign Rela-
tioris Comaittee adopted a strong resolution of sup-
port this evening acknowledging the President’s con-
atitutional right to order military operations. (81)

Conservative members wer. the most outspoken in favor of violent retalia-
ticwi. Senator 3dm Sparkman, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Cons-
mittee counted : “We should retri eve the vessel any way we can .” Senator
J a 5  B. Alleni “I don ’t favor precipitate action, but it’s a question of
national honor. . . end if force is necessary, then force should be used.”
Senator JcIm St nnis, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee:
“The attack and seizure cannot be tolerated . • . • We must be as firm
end as severe as necessary to protect Americana on board end to assure
their saf. retum as well aa ths recovery of the ship . - . .aa well as the
honor of’ our country .” Senator James Buckley suggested that: “A failure
~ the United States to react swiftly end clinically will cn],y invite
further outrages against personnel and property of U . S. citizens . I

O therefore urge the President to order tudiate punitive air end naval
attacks on appropriate targets in Cambodia.” (82)
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Ck~)~~ 12 , Senator Jacob Javi ls counseled patience with Cambodia ,
suggesting that it “may not realize wha t is involved in their reaction .”
There were several congressional protests, moreover, advanced by
“modera tes,” that the President had not fulfilled the directive s of the 

)War Posers Resolution . Senator Hubert Hum~I~rey , a sponsor of the 1973
Act , on the l~th (while milit ry action was in progress), endorsed the
use of force “if necessary ,” but added that “we went consultation,” not
merel.y to be informed after an act is taken. Senator ~6.ke Minsfield
stated on the ease day : -

I was not briefed . . . nor was I consulted before
the tact about what the Atteinistration had already
decided to do. I did not give a~, approval or dis-
app roval because the decision had already been made
in both oases . (83)

House Republican Leader Hugh Scott also said on Miy 11. that he had
only been “advised,” not “consulted ” But support was widesp read in
the Congress for the strong measures taken by the President .

It was apparent, therefore, that domestic pressure for some form
of military action was greater in response to the seizure of the },(ayaguez
than to the shooting dorm of’ the ~~-12l. In the final hours of the
Indochina war, even congressional doves seei~ d to feel the necessity to
reassert U. S. prerogatives in an area of the world where only recently
U. S. prestige had suffered such a severe setback . The call for an ar med
response to the kvatias was overwhelming, reflecting, perhaps, ten years

- 
- , of frus tration and ultimately defea t in Southeast Aaia, defeats that a

na tion unused to losing found hard to understand. Thus, the incentive 
)to strike out with even so fli y an excuse as the ikva~usz.

As it had in the P.blo crisis, Weshingtcn charged that the MiYaj~uez
had been seized without az~ warni ng. Caly in the narroreet of defini-
tions, horever, was this accurate . The Cambodian coast had recently seen
similar incidents. Ca Miy 2, seven Thai fishing boats had been fired upon.
The Korean Transport ttcm ~~.nistry thin oautic*~ed ships to avoid the area
around Poulo Vii and Kth Tang illands • This warning had been passed on
to the U. 8. Stat. Department. Ca Miy 7, a Panamanian freighter had been
deteimed Ce.’ ome d~~. Ca ~~~ 13, ~~eC~i Pansuie n weasel had been fired
on and detained f o r  tao h~ ws. At about this same time, the Seedish
vessel Hirsdo vu also fired upon, seized, and he if briefly. None of
thee cases, h~~~ver, amused the U. S. go,.ru nt to issue warnings to
U. S. merchant vessels in the area . (Ble)

The U. S. Defense Hydrogra~thio Center had not issued a warning about
the waters off Cambodia before the seizure of’ the g~~~ because, as
Secret ary of St.ti Renry.Kiasinger xplained at a press conference on
12, insurance oc~~snies had the responsibility to provide information about
potential conflict situations on the seas or in shipping lanes • Carl. MoDoreIl,
Resident Cf the American Insti tute of M in e .  Underwriters, replied that
insurance fivu had not received u~ information about the troubled Cu]! of
Siam. (85)
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Hoverer, within five hours or the seizure of the Maya~uez , the
Center issued a

(

~~~~ 

‘ “Special Warning: Shipping is advised until
fur ther notice to remain more than 35 nautical
miles of f the coast of Cambodia and more than
20 nautical mi les off the coast of Vietnam in-
cluding off—lying Islands . Recent Incidents
have been reported of firing on, stopping and
detention of ships within waters claimed by Cain-
bodia , particularly in the vicinity of Pou].o Wai
Island .” (86)

Three additional factors may have helped to explain the seizure.
First , Cambodia seemed to believe that the Mi~v-a~uez had a hoatile intent.
Cambodia’s use of force against a ship sailing in waters that it claimed
were its on territorial waters is easier to understand in this light.

Second , there is the likelihood that the seizure was t~onceived and
executed by local authorities. Cambodian i~puty Premier leng Sary, in
a September 1975 interview , claimed that 1~ nom Penh learned of the attack
“through American broadcasts , because. the American teohnolo~ r is able
to convey information much faster than our armed forces can. ” The seizure ,
Sary said, occurred without prior order. After the event became kn~~n,
the coseander in Sihanoukville was ordered to ~ inom Panh, where he was
told to release the Maya~uez. Moreover, Secretary of State Kissinger
stated at his press conference on May 13 that he was aware that the
seizure might have been “the isolated act of a local commander.” Thus ,
both sides were aware of the possibility of local causation . (87)

Inf ormation Minister Has Nim stated on Thnom Path Radio on May 17
that the ship had been captured only to examine the cargo and crew.
Because there were precedents of foreign ships being seized, searched,
and released , the Cambodians looked upon the U .S. military action not
even as a heavy—handed attempt to free the crew, but as an excuse to do
further damage to Cambodian territory and possibly to destroy the new
state .

Third, and most intriguing , one month after the capture of the
Mi~veiuez, Vietnam seized Poulo Wai Island from Cambodia. This area had
been contested by the two countries since before the Second World War .
The continental shell’ from which the island rises is thought to be rich
in oil. With this knoledge, it is also possible to view Cambodia’s
activities in the Gulf of Siam in the spring of 1975 as an attempt——at
least in part--to den~ons trite its on independence from Vietnamese tern-
tonal demands . (88)

Outcomes

On May 17, at the conclusion of the crisis, Kissinger declared that
the event reminds the world that

H’
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There are limi ts beyond which the United States
cannot be pushed. . . . We believed that we had
to draw a line against Illegal ac tions and second—
ly, against situations where the Un~ ted States might

F ~ be forced into a humiliating discussion about the
ransom of innocent merchant seamen b r  a very extended
period of time . . . make clear that the United States
is prepared to defend these interests, and that it can
get public support and congreseicmal support f or these
actions . (89)

This provided an implicit reminder that an incident such as the
Pueblo would not be sh oed to recur .  It communicated this message to
the American people and to an international audience of friends and
adversaries. It emphasized that the dramatic losses in Southeast Asia
would hot be permitted to weaken U. S. determination to protect is
nationals and their property.

The next day, Kissinger left for a round of conferences in Europe .
President Ford was scheduled to visit these same allies shortly there-
after. These were to be the first high-level meetings with the European
allies after the Coemiuniat victories in South Vietnam and Cambodia. The
rapid , Intense military response to the seizure of the ~~~aguez preceded
the Kissinger and Ford trips as a demonstration of the will and strength

— of the Uni ted States .

The President, appearing on both American and British television on
k~y 2~, 1975, emphasized this message. The U. S. response to the I&vewuez
crisis )

. • . should be a firm assurance that the United States
is capable and has the willingness t~ act in energen-de s , in challenges, I think this is a clear indication
that we are not only strong, but we have the will and
the capability of moving. (90)

Secretary of Defense Schlesinger echoed the theme that the U. S.
response in the I&va2uez event would signal continuing American self-
ccnfid noe.

A rican action must be firm when necessary and when
impor tant issues of irinoiple are involved • . . in
.11 likelihood the U. S. comei tmenta to Northeast
Asia, to Korea as well as to Japan, will be perceived
ac something no one should challenge . . . As long as
we are hound by the treaty, of course, it would include
Taiwan . (91)

1~~.. clear statements ~r the president and the secretaries of State
and Defense , provided evidence to allies--particularly those In Asia —

(Taiwan and South Kor ea), which feared a repeat of the U. S. military
withdrawa l from Indochina —that U.S. will and capabilities could be
relied upon.
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This signal had also been set to opponents. The administration’s
domestic popularity rose moceratc iy as the general public felt relief
that after the long “tunnel” of Vietnam, an American victory of sorts,
had been won . The Gallup polls of June 1975, for example , indicated
support for the ?&vaI!ue~ action; 51 percent approved, 33 percent dis-
approved, and 16 percent had no opinion . (92 )

(ki Apr il 16, at the end of the crisis, Senator Barry Goldwater
seemed to have summarized this sense of tatharais:

This one act of Ford could be the act that elects
him. You kncw I haven ’t always been solidly with
him , and I’ve opposed him as much as I’ve backed
him, and I’ve had serious doubts about his leader-
ship, and they were dispelled. It was the kind of
decis ion it takes a strong man to make . (93)

An ironic example of the “ripple—effect” of this crisis was that it
assisted the establishment of relations between Thailand and the People’s
Republic of China. The Thai ambassador to the United States, Anand
Panyarachun, had been recalled tO Bangkok as a protest against the U. S.
use of the air base at Utapao to support the ~~~aEuez. He subsequently
headed a delegation to Peking to “lay don all necessary ground work”
for the establishment of diplomatic relations.

At least in the short run , hoever, the P~ya~uez itself could onlyserve as a symbol to Thailand , not as the single cause for a basic change
in policy. Anand, for instance , was careful to explain:

I don’t think that the baoic agreements that we
have entered into with the United States need to
be changed . . • • I think that in this country
Thex~ is a very large reservoir of goodwill and
friendship toard the people of the United States
and tosrd the A ricsn nation. . . . and these
basic points viii not be affected by a review . (9k )

Ne et~ *isviaed that the Thai dipl omatic move was intended to f it Thailand
in with ~~ rapidly ~hangtnr circuistanois In the region. “We are not
deserting cs~ trt.nd In order to have new friends. We are not deserting
SIwbo~~ and ma are nc4 golni~ to undermine any old friendship,” he declared.
‘D* eurrent review is to ‘r’~move some of the fat without affecting the

he meld, “snd T think that if the United States looks at our review
que.ti cm. t, iia l tght It  .111 see that this is not an anti-An~rioan -

- -

aire nor • me attempt either t~ the govSrru nt or by the people
to ra ise i~p ‘ amt1-~~~rioan stcrm .” (95) It would appear that the

L~ -
~~~~ tth It. apparent gam y in credibility for the United

tea end ~~~. 
gtan t fl.zibility of Thailand, encouX aged a more

fu sible ~~~ ,. La ~~~t Asia.

We~ ilngtma .ppaileetli tho~4it that Thailand could no open relations
with CtdMs, ~~Lt. still maintaining confidence in Its U. S. military
.1 lIme.. • 8 also ~~~ it s s e, haS~~P , that the intense and abundant use

() of’ ~~iLtme7 fce’ee was in the l~~g rue ecuet.rproductive. The massive
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XlV-3~
use of poer agair~ t a weak coun t ry may have reinforced the image of
an arrogant u nited States. This, in turn , might conceivably raise
doubts about the value of U. S. commitments. Thailand’s reaction may
serve as an example . An unnamed Thai “Foreign Ministry official” - /

called the U. S. sinking of the Cambodian gun boats “an act of madness
taken with no thought for the consequences to Thailand.” (96)

P~ ssagea of congratulations from other allies were couched in
cautious terms. The West German Foreign-Ministry noted that It had “a
certain Interest in seeing the American trend to dejection and dis-
couragement in foreign affairs come to an end.” The Japane se deputy
foreign affairs minister said that the U. S. operation was a “join t
action for the rescue of Americans from piracy.” The public reaction
in the United Kingdom was generally favorable, but sos~ officials had
privately expressed disquiet over what they considered a precipitate
use of force . (97)

In susimary, the expense, both in terms of lives lost and the
finances necessary to mount the military forces; the weak intelligence
(not learning where the crew was held); and the inordinate use of poer--
added up to a bottom line of mixed gains and iosses. Domestically , this
use of force was popular ; it was viewed as a partial vindication for the
earlier losses in Indochina. In terms 01’ the credibiLity of U .S.
f oreign policy among American allies , however, this intense application
of military force probably has been appreciated externally as a spasmodic
reaction born of failure . Consequently, trust in U. S. commitments may

- - have been strained, rather than advanced . The question among allies may
have been: “Is it necessary for one of n~ neighbors——or n~rse1i”-—to - - -

suffer severe losses before the United States sill honor its commitments.” )

Evaluation

In these three cases , U. S. options, particularly those involving
the use of military force, were limited. In 1968, conventionally armed
forces needed for an itTs~ diate response were not available. This physical
limitation was reinforced by the fact that energies and attention were
directed toward Vietnam. These j2*ysical restraints were also present

— during the EC-12l crisis, and indeed were strengthened by the desire to
avoid a wider incident that might have affected the improving U. S. rela-
tions with China or the U~~R . Improving relations with both states , of
co~g:e, was a key feature of the new Nixon foreign policy . Residual
dc~~stic opposition to the U. S. involvement in Vietnam also restrainted
the president’s choi~~s.

In 1969, as the I~ SR readily responded to Washington’s request for
assistance in searching for the EC—12] debris , the presence of U. S.
force in the area encouraged the two major countries to speak to each
other as “military equals.” Each shared the problem of a highly na-
ticmalietie and headstrong ally ; each sought to assure the other of its
on desire to avoid war. The presence of a U. S. fleet in the area , which
was sowed away from the coat of the USSR apparently at Soviet request,
pe’owided a new step in the great posers’ learning process.” In this ‘ )
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sense, the U. S. Fleet——and the accompanying Soviet ships and planes--was
highly functional.

The later ?~ya~uez crisis was at the other end of the continuum.
It appears likely that the crew would have been released without the degree
of military force that was used. This dramatic use of’ U. S. military power
seems to have been motivated mainly to signal audiences beyond Rmom }~nh
of U . S. will and military strength .

The results of each of the first two crises served as lessons learned
for the later two. A lesson from the pueblo was not to allow the crew
onto the mainland • Once the crew of the Pueblo was removed, military
action was useless • president Ford was well aware of this. The pueb io
was also a lesson in the frus tration that results from not being able to
mobilize force quickly during a crisis .

In contrast to the pueblo and the EC—l2 1 crises , the )~~ aEue~ inci-
dent occurred at a time when Washington could call on much of the military
establishment, if need be , without worrying about diverting resources from
a second crisis . Presidents Jctinaon and Nixon , on the other hand , had only
limited men and material available , and had serious concerns abou t begin-
ning a new war, when large numbers cf U. S. military personnel were still
involved in Southeast Asia. U. S.  options and tactical machines were
taxed to the fullest as a result of the Vietnam war .

The Pueblo and EC-12]. incidents both occurred close to shore and close
to Korean air bases . Furthermore, they occurred in an area very close to

0 the USSR, China, and Japan, an area fraught wi th political tension . The

~~.va~uez occurred in the Indochinc area, a region whore there was consider-
able residual U. S. military et$ngth ~especially in Thailand). The
Viitnameae, although noting the b. 8. imperialism” of the act, did not
bee~~ involved. Thus, President Ford was acting in a region in which the
United States could use quick and effective force without the threat of
massive ret liation. Johnson arid Nixon were caught in an area that was
politically volatile (Korea) and had the potential to create a major out—
break of violence. The ~~~~~~~ concerned Cambodia , where a new regime
was not prepared to respond rapidly to the U. S. retaliation. The pueblo
and ~C-l2l involved North Korea, a stable Ccimnunist regime that was
technologically and politically capable of’ quick reaction to U. S. pressure.
Ford’s Cambodian adversaries were weak . Johnson’s and Nixon’s Korean
adysrsaries were strong. In none of these three crises did the USSR or

‘~~~ *~ ~~i. ~~titii~ asiiat.no *.,~ ~~t t~La’ “Lus*m” was evident only after
the Pueblo crisis .

The ~~~Dth was much closer to the coast than the }.~yaguez, which
meant that there was more time to do s~~~thing about the 1~ yaguez before
it reache d the coast after being seized. The Pueblo proceeded to Wonsan
at appromimately 15 knots • As such , with the few stops that Commander Bucher
made , it could ha ve taken some two hours to reach Wonsan , or longer . Had
conventionally a,r d aircraft been on “alert , ” it is conceivable that the
Pueblo could have been helped.

H The ~~~~~~~~ originally seemed to be heading f-or Sihanoukville,
( )  but stopped short of’ the coast at Kdi Tang Island . This allowed the
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~inited States enough time to get ~- rcraft into the cir and strare the
shLp to keep it stationary. Both incidents occurred at abou t the same
time of day, yet the reconnaissance flights over the Ma~’ague z continue d
despite the darkness. It might be suggested tha t the United States
responded to the },~ya~uez incident with greater efficiency ; it might
be the case, however, tha t the military, or Washington, was simply moredetermined to act.

It is noteworthy that there had beeR a conspicuous lack of protec-
tion in each of these cases. The Pueblo sailed -alone , with neither a’n 

-escort, nor readily available, conventional armed\planee on “alert” th
a nearby location. The EC-12l had bccn in the similar situation of
lacking a guard . Also paralleling the reason for the Pueblo’s lack of an
escort , in the three months before the shooting down of the EC—121, 190similar flights had flown in the same general area without a shooting
incideht. Therefore, it was felt that this EC—l21 did not need protec-
tion. The Mavaguez, a commercial ship 1’ 01 lowing a normal sea lane of
transport , did not consider itself in need of’ protection, It , too,
however, was in an area that had witnessed contest and seizures .

After the Pueblo crisis, less fear was felt in Washington of a
Soviet or (~iinese intervention in support of North Kr~ ea , because such
help had not been offered during the Pueblo or EC-121 crises . During
the ~~yaguez crisis, neither China nor the USSR offered military assis-
tance to Cambodia.

The U. S. military reaction to all three crises demonstrated the
inapplicability of the concept of proportional response to aggressive
acts . (98) During the 1968 Korean crisis , Washington did not hdve the
available conventional force needed to alter the target’s immediate
behavior. In 1969 , it similarly lacked a conventional nearby Corce for
instant response. The pause caused by this unavailabi1it~y allowed time
for both the Johnson and Nixon administrations to be praised for their
“restraint.” Conseqnently, the longer the hesitation before military
retaliation, and the more the U. S. government was assured by its allies
and public that it had taken the proper course of patience , the less
likely a military response became in both incidents . 

-

In the )&a~azuez situation, the proportionality principle was dis-
carded altogether. It would appear that force well beyond that which
was needed was employed. Domestically, this led to an inf’ision of con-
fidenee (Though perhaps only temporary). Of’ more importance in foreign
policy, the failure to utilize fle~J ble response had other , apparently
benef icial, results, The People’s Republic of China saw evidence that
even as the U . S. armies were leaving Southeast Asia , U. S. military power
would be available to help balance Soviet power in the area . ~t the same
time , the USSR may have been assured that the United Stat~e could be
relied upon to counter China’s plans to dominate its southern flank.

The smaller countries in Asia , however , may have felt unsettled by
what could be conVidered the Uni ted States’ hasty reaolution of a minor
situa tion. W~uLd the United States turn 180 degrees in another crisis
affecting Taiwan or South Korea and refuse to becorw~ involved mi litarily?
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A partial answer may have been prov ided in August 1976, when North
Korea challenged the United States with a violent attack on its soldiers
at Panmunjom. North Korea did not suffer military retaliation, although

( 

- force was available for this purpose. The United States did show force,
hut did not use military violence . President Kim I]. Sung, however , in
his first direct message to the United States since 1953, avoided the
intense rancor usually present in North Korean propaganda. The retalia-
tion by the United States for the seizure of the )~ ya~uez did not prevent
the 1976 incident , but it apparently hel’ped to prompt a conciliatory
North Korean response soon after: proposals of private talks with the
United States and division of the Panmunjo m negotiating site, which had
previously been proposed by the Uni ted States.

Violence had -not been used by the United States during the Pueblo
and EC-121 incidents. It had been used abundantly in the I~ya~nez crisis .
Perhaps the 1976 Korean event suggests the ineffectiveness of the 1968
and 1969 responses--lack of military retaliation accompanied by military
movements . While it is to be hoped that the ~~~~~~~ reaction can be
avoided in the future, it should be recognized that a benefit of that
reaction was to bolster the credibility of U. S. alliance commi tments--
to Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, each of which maintains defense agree-
ments with the United States--and to caution potential U. S. adversaries. 
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Chapter XV

USES OF SOVIET ARNED FORCES FOR POLITICAL OBJECTIVES.

- 

By Faith Thompson Campbell

The purpose of this chapter is to provide added perspective
on the United States ’ political uses of the armed forces by
examining Soviet practice-. Por this purpose the thirty years
covered by the study have been divided into six periods, charac-
terized by a different Soviet foreign policy approach and/or by
a significantly different Soviet strategic position relative to
the United States. These periods are 1946—1948, 1949-1953,
1953-1956, 1957—1962, 1963—1968, and 1969—1975. Soviet goals
and methods in utilizing their armed forces for political purposes
have changed as their broader policies and strategic capabilities .
evolved; trends in goals and methods may signal future behavior.

As in the rest of the study , only those uses of force are
considered which included physical changes in the disposition of
one or more components of the uniformed military services, taken
as part of a deliberate attempt by the national authority to
influsnce specific behavior of individuals in other nations without V

engaging in a continuing contest of violence. In the Soviet context,
• “national authority” is defined as the Politburo of the Communist

( 
Party . Lack of data precludes examination of the impact of Soviet
uses of force on domestic audiences, however.

Strict application of-this definition has eliminated many
individual actions by’ Soviet military units which might otherwise
be of interest. Among these are the more than forty cases in
which aircraft ware shot down within Soviet territory or along its
borders; they are considered to have been acts of self—defense similar
to American military actions in the Korean demilitarized zone or
along the perimeter of Cuantanamo . Seizures of Japanese fishermen
in the disputed waters north of Hokkaido are likewise omitted . These
actions certainly had political impact in that the West saw them as
evidence of Soviet aggressiveness; particularly, as in several cases
the Soviets would seem to have acted with unnecessary violence. But
Soviet purposes in these cases are preatmied to have been oniy to
defend their territorial sovereignty. Another group of Soviet military

V 
actions : reconnaissance~f lights, ship and submarine pat rols, andsurveillance of Western military maneuvers , are considered to have
been normal military operations and hence are also excluded. The

(-
~
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establishment of a Soviet military presence is considered politically
L ~ significant, but subsequent changes in that pre sence are not . Nor
r ~ does a withdrawal of Soviet forces at the demand of a host country or

another power meet the definition of- a political use of force. Finally ,
the transport of milita ry supplie s and advisors to foreign nations or

t - , - - revolutionary movements by merchant ships and planes bearing Aero f lot
.: markings piloted by crews in civilian clothing is considered to have-: - been a form of covert support and , like its American counterpart , is
: 

~~ included in th is analyais.

- The closed nature of Soviet society makes it very difficult to
obtain rel iable data , particularly with respect to Soviet foreign and

• military policies. There was no access to such official records as
th. fleet and divisional histories utilized in the study of American

- :  mess of force. Further, Soviet officials rarely discuss uses of forc e
in public statemen ts or memoirs , and when they do they give few details .
For example, Soviet Party leader Leonid Brezhnev once said that Soviet

- - air force units had been Sent to the People ’s Republic of China to
.
~ protect it from Taiwan, but he mentioned neither the size of the force

nor when it was deployed. (l) A search of available sources failed to
cast any light on this matter. Similarly, Soviet and foreign media

- 
provide only limited coverage and that must be evaluated in light of
the sources’ potential motivation for revealing the information . Some
may wish to exaggerate Soviet military involvement in order to arouse

:: oppostion by their own citizens or an ally, such as the United States .
- . 

Others, to the contrary , may try to minimize such involvement in order
— to leave the door open for a compromise with the Soviets. An example

of the former may be the reports which appear ed in 1949 and 1951 that
Soviet submar ines were transporti ng supplies to the Huka lahap reb els

• in the Phi lipp ines.(2) Since such a supp ly effort would have deviate d
sharply from Soviet pra ctices under Stalin—pa rticularl y because the
Huks were not under Soviet control it seems unlikely that it actually
occurred . Thui , one must proceed on the assumption that some instances
of Soviet political use of their armed forces have not been reported
publicly and thus are not included here, while other alleged incidents
may not actually have taken place. For this reason, I do not in
this chapter attempt a systematic analysis similar to that undertaken
for the United Stat es. Instead , the purpose of this chapter is to
provide an overview of Soviet behavior , a discussion of some more
important examp les, and an ana lysis of app aren t t rends . While all
attempts have been made to be inclusive , the result most be viewed
as less then definitive .
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Consolidation in Europe: 1946—48.

During this three—year period , the Soviet Union was presented with
an unparalleled opportunity to realize long—standing objectives of
Russian foreign policy. The disintegration • f the pre—var political
systems of mary of the states bordering the Soviet Union made possible
a complete reorganization of political alignments. The first Soviet
priority seems to have been to establish a~.buffer zone between its
territory and the West and its empires. The benefits of such a zone
were seen as being not just military, but also political in the sense
of extending Soviet influence and reducing its isolation, and economic
in the sense of provid ing raw mater ials and investment capital (in the
form of war reparations and captured stocks and facilities). The type
of control which the Soviets might have hoped to gain varied with
conditions in the countries concerned . The nations of Eastern Europe
were the most vulnerable because their political leaders had either
been ousted by German occupiers or discredited by their collaboration.
Most important, the nations of Eastern Europe were not occupied by the
Soviet Army and their Communist parties, and with the exceptions of 

-

Yugoslavia and Albania , were under firm Soviet control and would be
dependent on the Soviet Union for their rise to power. The Soviets
also had a strong ideological motive for promoting a socialist
revolution in their zone of Europe: since the collapse of the short—
lived German and Hungarian Socialist Republics after World War I, the
Soviets had been sensitive to the charge that the economically and
socially backward Soviet Union could not build socialism alone.

V Stalin had proclaimed that socialism was possible in one country, but
( : there were still doubters. And it was certain that allies would be

helpful even if they were not essential. -In addition, the expansion
of socialism to these European states would give the impression of
progress, an impression that the Soviet people might regard as suitable
reward for their years of sacrifice .

Conditions in the other border countries were not so conducive
to Soviet aims. Korea and China had also suffered occupation and dis-
integration and were partially under Soviet occupat ion. But while some
leaders of the Korean Coamunist Party could apparently be controlled
by ’ Soviet overseers, the Chinese leaders were not nearly so malleable.
Iran, too, was partly occupied by Soviet troops and weakened by’ ethnic
divisions; by 1946, the Soviets were already promo t ing leftist parties

• there. Turkey, on the other hand, had retained both its sovereignty 
V

and unity. Pressure on that country would have to come from the Soviet
Union directly. V

In all of these nations, with the exception of Turkey , the Soviet
Union used its armed forces in attempts to assist pro—Soviet forces to
take control. In so doing, it generally avoided direct confrontations

‘.5- -
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with the Western powers . This caution was probably a result of their
strategic milita ry inferiority. The one exception , the Berlin blockade,
probably developed furthe r than Stalin had anticipated . Moreover, the
West ’s f irm response to that particular Soviet initiative was
probably a major cause of the more subtle approach followed by Stalin
during the next three years.

All told, a search of open sources re’~iealed fifteen incidents
in which Soviet armed forces were used for political objectives during

• 
- 
the 1946—48 period. These are listed in Table XV—1; six occurred in
occupied Eastern Europe, four in Germany; two in the Far East; and
three were directed at either Turkey or Iran.

In Eastern Europe the manner in which Soviet armed forces were
used varied from country to country. In Poland , the establishment of

• - - a Communist—led coalition had already progressed quite far as early
as 1944. Consequently, all Soviet troopé were withdrawn prior to
1946. In Yugoslavia, the native Communists won power during the war

“ without substantial Soviet assistance. Soviet troops withdrew from
Czechoslovakia following the end of the war, allowing the formation of
a genuinely democratic regime. -

In Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria, however, the Red Army played
an active role in attempting to intimidate non—Communist political leaders,
thereby assisting the Communists to gain power. Withdrawal of Soviet
occupation forces from these countries was delayed after signature of
the peace treaties in February 1947, presumably so that the Red Army’s
influence might still be felt.(3) The most blatant interference by
Soviet troops in domestic political affairs was their use to arrest Bela
Kovacs, leader of the Smaliholders ’ Party, aftet the Hungarian Parliament
refused to revoke his immunity. ICovace’ trial for subversive activities 

* V

helped to discredit the coalition government and thus to promote full
Communist control. (4)

The role of the Soviet army in the later Communist triumph in
Czechoslovakia was less direct. Deputy Foreign Minister Valerian Zorin
reportedly threatened President Benes during the crisis and Soviet troops
in East Germany may have staged movements near the border in support of

• those tbrsats.(5) But, by far, the more important factors in the take-
over were the Czechoslovak Communist Party’s control of the army, police,
and unions. V

In the Soviet zones of Germany and Austria , tactics similar to
those used in the rest of Eastern Europe were applied . Because the Western
Allies had representatives and military forces in Germany and Austria,
however, their opposition to these measures was more effective than else-
where. Indeed, resulting clashes between the occupying powers came, in
Germany at least, to overshadow the original local issues. Berlin, while
an island of Western influence in the Soviçt sector , was extremely
vulnerable to Soviet pressure , and became the focal point of these disputes .

( )
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Tab le XV—1

r 

~~ - ‘ Political Uses of Soviet Armed Forces, 1946—48

fleginniag Taxg t
Date *

- £cUou V

January 1946 Ch4as - -
- 

- - Occupation of Manchuria

- - January 1946 Koeme ~~~~~~~~~ Occupation of the north

March 1946 Irma - Delay withdrawal of troops

March 1946 Turkey -r - Mass troops on border

1947 Aj tria Intimidat ion of non—Communist
political organization.

January 1947 • Germany Intimidation of non-Communist ,
- 

- - - - political organizatioma

February 1947 Rt~~nia - - - j)elay withdrawal of t roops

February 1947 lulgeria - Delay withdrawal of troop s

( ‘ February - -1947 I~~gary Delay withdrawal of t roop s

August 1947 Irma. - - 
• 

-
. 14... troops on border

Jamuary 1948 Garasny - - - laterd ict tra nsit to Berlin
C

February 1948 
- 

• Germany Omar flights

February 1948 • 

- 
Cz.choslowakia Maneuvers on border

April 1%8 
- 

- - - - -~~. •I*erdict transit to Berlin
- - - - - _~~_~~4 - _

J~~~ 194* Blockade of Berlin

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V 
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Escalation of Soviet pressures ~~ Berlin coincided with the
coup in Czechoslovakia and then—secret clashes between Moscow and

L President Tito of Yugoslavia. Thus , the prcssure on Berlin was
probably part of a general move to -consolidate the Soviet position -

in Eastern Europe. Although the Soviets halted rail transportation
from Berlin in January, the first concerted pressure cane in March
1948. The Soviet representative left the Allied Council in a dispute

V over joint administration of the city. Prolonged and deliberate
harassment of truck and barge traffic and ~nter—zone commuters soon
followed. There were concurrent increases in Soviet air activity over
the city, Army maneuvers nearby, and even the deployment of Soviet
tanks inside Berlin. The blockade was ended without resolution of
the precipitating issues, however, at the end of April.(6)

F In June, perhaps encouraged by the Allies’ lack of forceful
response to the April blockade, the Soviets repeated the tactic.
They began cautiously, closing a few cross—points on 9 June; by 18
June, citing- the currency reform then being institut ed in the Western
zones, they had blocked all surfac e traffic . At the same time, both
Soviet air units stationed in Germany and border guards were reinforced.
The following day, the West initiated the now famous air lift and
alerted troops -in -the area. The Soviets tried to counter the airlift
by increas ing their own air activity over Berlin and threatening
several, usually British, transport s, particularly in the fall, at
the time of the United Nations Security Council debate of the Berlin
issue. They also staged paratroop maneuvers involving live bombs in
one corridor , and held artillery practice near the airports. Tensions

F eased in November when Soviet troops dispersed to winter quarters , but
the blockade remained in force until late April when Tass broadcasted
an offer to end the blockade if the West ended its counter—blockade of
materials intended for the Soviet sector. Bus connections to aome
cities in the Western zone were re—established a few days later , and - V

by May 12th, sector barriers had been removed and electric power restored.(7)

In short, this Soviet attempt to gain political advantages through
— the application of military force failed; indeed , it backfired rather

importantly. Not only did the blockade fail to bring about the ouster
of the Allies from Berlin but it seems to have contributed substantially
to Western suspicions and fear of Soviet objectives, and, as a result,
to the formation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, American -

rearmament, and deployment of American strategic bombers and troops to
Europe.(8) Recognition of this failure was probably a major factor
leading to a Soviet reappraisal of the role of military power, leading
to distinct changes in the ways they utilized military force, beginning

• in 1949.

The political situation in North Korea following the war closely
resembled that in Eastern Europe. After forty years of Japanese domina—
t ion , Korean political groups were poorly organized, if existent at all.

1)
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There was a power struggle between the nationalists, the “old”
Communists, and the Soviet candidate——a guerilla leader , Kim Il—song .

( - The reasons for Kim’s eventual success in this struggle are a matter
of some dispute, but they probably included his political skill, the
mistakes of the “old” Communists, and behind—the—scenes help by the
Soviets. Whether the Soviet army took an active role in Korea as it
did in liungary, for example, cannot be determined. But regardless,
by mid—1946 Kim’s domination was so complete that the Soviets withdrew
all but 10,000 of their occupation troops, - The remaining forces were
pulled out in 1948.(9) V

In China, at the end of World War II, the Soviets encountered
a more complex øituation. Neither the Nationalists nor the Communis ts
were strong enough to gain control of the entire country . The United
States’ policy was to prevent any one country from dominating China ;
and American troops were on the ground to enforce that policy. Stalin
decided to seize strategic and economic prizes while remaining neutral
in the political struggle. Taking advantage of their physical control
of Manchuria , the Soviets pressed the Nationalists for concessions
on the use ~~ the railroads and naval facilities at Port Arthur and
Dairen. At the same time, they stripped factories of usable equipment.
These actions provided the Soviets with -useful economic resources, and
also slowed the future growth of the Chinese economy, thus delaying
its ability to challenge the U.S.S.R. With few exceptions, the
Soviets cooperated with the Nationalists during this period . At the
Nationalists’ requests, they delayed their withdrawal from Manchuria
until February 1946. They then delayed another month because of

( “technical difficulties” when the Nationalists refused to allow the
extension of American—sponsored truce t eams into Manchuria. But
when they did withdraw in March, the Soviets turned the cities over to
the Nationalists as promised. Nor, according to Lin Piao, did they
supply military equipment to the Communists. The Soviets were active
in promoting their own immediate interests and indifferent to the fate
of the revolution. Reasons for this stance include Stalin’s distrust
of Mao, his skepticism about that leader’s ability to win, fear of a
strong American reaction, and possibly an inability to think beyond
Manchuria. (10)

Soviet goals in Iran were similar to those in China, in that they
were primarily strategic (i.e., access to the Persian Gulf) and economic
(i.e. , control of oil deposits). The opportunity to extend Soviet
influence in Iran first arose in 1941 when a joint Soviet—British
occupation of the ceuntry was established to protect the oil fields and
the Southern supply route for land—lease aid to Russia from German attack.
At first, the Soviets attempted to gain political influence through
the Marxist Tudeh party. When this route was closed by the I1ajlis
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(parliament) in 1944 the Soviets turned to the nationalist aspiratiotm - V

I ~ of the Azerbaijani and Kurdish inhabitants of the areas under Soviet )
administration, as a potential means of influence. An Azerbaijani
government was formed in Tabriz under Soviet protection in Nov~~ er
1945. The Kurds, acting without prior Soviet approval, set up their
own government in Mahabad two months later. They soon received small
arms , at least , f rom the Soviets. (1])

According to the Soviet—British—American agreement governing
the wartime occupation, all foreign troops were to be withdrawn from
Iran by March 2, 1946. While the British and American troops left
before that date, the Soviets announced that some of their forces
would remain in the country until internal unrest had been calmed.
Only on March 25, the day the Iranians formally raised the issue
before the United Nations Security Council, did the Soviets agree
to withdraw the troops within six weeks. Later Soviet negotiators
promised to withdraw their troops by 6 May and to regard Azerbaijan
as an Iranian internal affair .( 12)

This attempt to placate the Iranians and the West did not pay
off. In October, Iranian Prime Minister Qavam curbed the Tudeh
party and moved to crush both the Azeibaijani and ICurdish republics.
Many of their leaders were executed. The final act of the drama
occurred in the Sumner of 1947, when Soviet troops were concentrated
on the Iranian border in a vain attempt to dissuade the Mailis from
rejecting a joint Iran—U.S.S.R. oil company to seek petrolenm in the
disputed provinces. (13) - )

The Soviet Union also failed in its attemp t in March 1946 to
force Turkey to revise the Montreux Convention governing passage through
the Dardanelles and to cede the eastern provinces of Kara and Ardahan.
Soviet military pressure in support of these demands took the form of
the movement of some 60,000 troops from northern Iran toward the
Turkish border. (14) American demonstrations of support for Turkey,
such as port visits by U.S . Navy warships and the promulgation of the
Tru man doctrine apparently discouraged further Soviet attempts to pressure
Turkey.

Caut iop and Moderation:
1949—53

The early period of political assertiveness, in which caution was
exercised only when the West manifested armed opposition, was followed
by one in which political objectives also were more temperate; this
period, which began in 1949, ended with Stalin ’s death in March of 1953.
Among the factors leading to this moderation were the several failur es
of the earlier period . The Berlin blockade did not extend Soviet in—
fluence in Central Europe, nor did labor unrest bring Communist victories
in France or Italy. Pressures against Greece, Turkey, and Iran met with
firm resistanc e and new American involvement in the Eastern Medit erranean .
The Communist victory in China owed little to Soviet assistance.
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The result was a less militant policy aimed chiefly at reducing

tather than countering the West’s military superiority. The Soviets
F allied themselves temporarily with anti—war intellectuals of the West

in seeking dissolution of the American atomic arsenal and prevention
of West German rearmament . But this willingness to exploit comeon
interests with Western non—Coununiats did not carry over to greater
tolerance for diversity of views within the Soviet bloc . On the contrary,
the period 1949—53 saw great stress on idealogical and political sub-
servience to Soviet comeands, bloody purges of leaders considered un—
trustworthy, and strong economic and military pressure on Yugoslavia
to return to the fold. The reasons for this harsh treatment of the
Eastern European regimes were primarily Stalin’s determination to
prevent another Tito—like defection and his fear that the new in-
experienced Co unist leaders could not implement a policy of collabor—
ation with non—Comeunists without undermining their own power.
Soviet authoritarian behavior in Eastern Europe , however , doomed
efforts to portray the Soviet Union to the West as a reasonable and
t inatworthy power. The Chinese Comeunist victory and the North Korean
atta~k on South Korea further greatly alarmed the West. As a result ,
the ao:e moderate policy did not bring about reduced tensions.

Soviet strategic inferiority continued throughout this period .
While the U. S.S.R. exploded its first atomic device in 1949, it lacked
any serious meai~s of delivering a bomb to the United States until the

4 mid—1950s. To avoid the consequences of this inferiority, the U.S.S.R.
threatened massive atomic and conventional retaliation against Western
Europe, should the U.S. attack Soviet territory. Soviet defense efforts
concentrated on alt defe~.e, and the ground and naval syet~~ suitable
for a European War. (i S)

In consonance with this broad policy, Soviet political uses of
the armed forces during this period were generally on a small scale ,
cautious and aimed more at consolidating previous gains than at reaching
for more. There seem to have been 14 snch incidents; they are listed
in Table XV—2.

Most of the incidents took place in Europe. Of these, only the
two in which the Soviets implicitly threatened to overthrov Tito in olved
forces of any size; symbolic threats to Berlin and minor assistance to
the Eastern European regimes constitued most of the incidents. Several
of the five incidents outside of Europe which were uncovered djiring our
search , may not actually have occurred. And in those two which clearly
did occur, the email—scal. efforts to pressure Iran into gr.~ting ecceomic
and political concessions, the Soviets relented rather quickly.

The most obvious exception to this g.neral rule of caut iol was
Rote.. Believing that the Nort h could take control of the entire
peninsula easily, Stalin approved Kim Il—song ’s plan to attack in 1950 ,
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Table XV— 2
)

Political Uses of Soviet Armed Pores., 1949-.~~

Beginning
• Dat. Tar~[et NgtiOns .

~~. Action

Nov~~~.r 194$ Iran Ma~~ t roops on border

April 1949 Philippine. Ship ares to insurgents

Augost 194, tugoslavia Mass troops on border

October 1949 Hungary Provide escort for sport teao

1950.’33 Ceroany Sporadically harrass traffic• to Berlin

• Juns 1930 Korea Naval presence

January 1951 Korea, China Deploy divisions to Northeast
China

January 1931 Gernany Occupy two enclaves in Berlin

March 1951 Albania Provide air defense assistance )
Jun. 1951 Iran Mass troops on border

August 1951 Czechoslovakia Provide air defense Øssistance

August 1951 Germany Maneuvers in area
Sept.~~ar 1951 Yugoslavia Mua troops on border

Jess 1952 Austria Rarrass U.S. occupation
forces aitcraf t
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but was careful to keep the Soviet Union’s direct participation in
the war to a minimum. Two Soviet ships were reported off the South
Korean coast the day the North Koreans attacked, but it is unclear
whether the ships were merely monitoring the attack—in which case
their presence was military rather than political—or whether they were
intended to intimidate the South Koreans or provide coimsunications or
other assistance to the North. A related and perhaps riskier Soviet
presence, was the reported deployment of four Soviet divisions to
Northeast China in January 1951, two months after Chinese intervention
in the vat. The presence clearly was intended to discourage any
attack on China by United Nations forces. Overall, though, the
invasion of North Korea was more the result of a miscalculation than
a departure from Stalin’s generally prudent policies.(16)

The Soviets were more circumspect in pressing again for con-
cessions in Iran. The opportunity arose in March 1951 when the ~j~j lie
voted to nationalize the oil industry; labor unrest (blamed on Comsunist
agitators) complicated the situation. In mid—April, following the
death or injury of several British oil company employees, the British
reinforced their Persian Gulf fleet and, after the Iranian Senate voted
for imsediate nationalization and )iossadegh, a well—known leftist,
became Prime Minister, the British alerted a brigade of paratroops
and reinforced their Mediterranean fleet as well. British troops were
actually deployed to the area near the end of May. (17)

It was at this point that the Soviet Union entered the controversy.
• ‘ . On the same day that British paratroops were deployed, the Soviet
( Ambassador to East Germany was reported to say that the U.S.S.R. would

• resist injection of foreign troops into Iran. In early June an “unusual”
massing of Soviet troops was reported on the border. The dispute
continued throughout the Sumser with the British taking additional
milit-try preparations, the U.S. attempting to mediate the conflict,
and the Soviets simultaneously pressing the Iranians for concessions on
their mutual border and deploring British imperialism. The Soviets
might have made one anre attempt to take advantage of Iran’s awkward
situation. At the beginning of August a ship approached the Caspian Sea
port of Astara and was fired on by Iranian border guards. An Iranian—Soviet
border agreesent was signed in November. (18)

Soviet intentions with regard to Iran are far from clear. They
were certainly opposed to increased British influence or military
presence in the area and made some attempt to portray themselves as
merely interested in countering British aggression. Indeed , the Soviet
stance may have given the British pause. But by simultaneously pressing
Iran for border concessions the Soviets undermined any gratitude they
might thus have won. In any case, it is doubtful that the Iranians would

have forgotten past Soviet actions, particularly the delay in withdrawal
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of the occupation troops in 1946. ThUS , this early Soviet attempt

L 
to take advantage of the collapse of colonialism failed.

~~ In Europe , by 1949 , the Soviets had not only exhausted
opportunities for extending their influence but faced several problems
of their earlier successes . One was the new Western alliance-—NATO— —

• which threatened to rearm West Germany. The other was Yugoslavia’.
successful defiance.

Soviet armed forces were also used in Europe occasionally
• during this period to supplement normal political methods of shoring

up satellite regimes. Some of these incidents were so petty as to
be ludicrous: for example, escorting a Hungarian athlet ic team in
Austria to prevent defections, and shooting down propaganda balloons
over Czechoslovakia. Soac assistance was more substantial; Sov~fct
jets intercepted emigre planes trying to drop guerrillas and leaflets
during a period of unrest in Albania in March l951.(l9)

Ulam suggests that Soviet feat of German rearmament was
sufficiently strong between 1950 and 1954 and they were seriously
interested in negotiating a settlement of the German question;
perhaps being even willing to sacrifice their East German clients in

• the process. Mitigating against adoption of such a policy, however,
was their concern that acceptance of a unified neutral Germany outside

• • •
• the satellite system would stimulate the people of the other Eastern

European countries to demand similar autonomy. (20) Soviet policy—
maker. probably never resolved this conflict for themselves. In any
case, Western suspicion stemming from the post—var negotiating
experience, plus the Soviets’ use of military pressure in conjunction
with diplomatic initiatives in Eastern Europe during this period,
combined to block any settlement along these lines. Despite the
policy’s failure, it. implementation bears examining.

To express their opposition to the Western decision to grant
West Germany internal autonomy, the Soviets began searching trucksj travelling to and from Berlin in January 1952. In March, this

J harassment was supplemented by cutting the transmission of electric
power to the city.(21) Co—incidentally, the Soviets p\ropoaed a Big
Pour conference to discusa a peace treaty, reunification, the rapid
withdrawal of occupation forces, and the establishment of such German
armed forces as were “necessary for the defense of the country.”
In return, Germany was to pledge not to enter any coalition or military
allianc e directed against “any power which took part with its armed
forces against Germany .” The West feared that the Soviets’ aim was
to undermine the on—going negotiations over the European Defense
Co~~ ’n{ty ; so an exchange of notes that Spring brought no serious progress .(22)

Cons.quently, the Soviets stepped up the military pressure .
In aid—April they reinforced the occupation forces in East Germany .

)
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As May 25——the date of self—gove rnnm ’~t——approac h ed , there were
intensified air maneuv’~rs and intermittent re wials to allow ther • Allied military commands to patrol the highways linking Berlin and
West Germany. The East Germans did their share by cutting West
Berlin’s telephone connections with both Eaet and West Germany
for several days and tightening restrictions on West Berliners’
activities in the Eastern zone. (23)

Understandably, the West found these actions threatening,
and reacted accordingly. The second time the Soviets blocked a
highway patrol, Secretary of State Dean Acheson pledged that the

• United States would defend its position. The Western military
commandants conferred on the issue and sent notes to their Soviet
counterpart on these occasions. Acheson reiterated this stance
during a radio speech on 2 June. The British interfered with the
operation of the Soviet radio station located in their sector.
Allied conf erences continued through June, at which time Acheson
implied that the United States would use military measures if the
Soviets tried to occupy or blockade Berlin. (24)

The Soviets cont inued to make demonstrative shows of force
after the Federal Republic was granted self—government so as to
indicate its opposition to Cers~an rea rmament . In August , the Soviets
renewed blocking Western patrolYs of the Autobahn . The Soviets
staged maneuvers along the Elbe at the end of September, but
these were probably routine. Zn October, coinciding with the Soviet
Party’s Nineteenth Congress, the military pressure took a more

( •~ serious form . Two Soviet planed fired on an unarmed American
hospital plane in the corridor on 8 October. At the end of the
month, Soviet troops turned bac?~ two trainloads of American militaryequipment intended for Berlin ; 1~his was the first such actionsince 1949. Two weeks later, however, a second American train,
carrying tanks, was allowed through to Berlin. (25) Despite
continued actions like these, steps toward German rearmament went
forward. Whether Stalin was actually prepared to blockade the city
over the issue of rearmament will never be known; his death in March
1953 lead to a new conciliatory approac~h.

The second challenge to Soviet domination in Eastern Europe
was Tito ’s defiance—particularly gal ling to Stalin personally, and
an example which he feared would encourage other Eastern European
leaders to seek greater freedom for themselves. Consequently, when
economic and political measures failed to bring the Yugoslavs to

• heel , Stalin turned to military threats. In August 1949, already
tense relations between the two countries were exacerbated by allegation.

t that Sovfet citizens in Yugoslavia were inciting rebellion. Tito
offer ed to negot iate, but pledged to fight if necessary. Shortly
af terward, three Soviet mechanized divisions were reported on the
Yugoslav borders . At least one Soviet warship intruded into Yugoslav
waters on the Danube. Soviet military pressure escalated when Soviet
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• troops staged maneuvers in Hungary near the vulnerable nortbern
• • Yugoslav plain. A month later Soviet forces in Hungary and Rumania

reportedly were reinforced. The threat of war gradually dissipated, )even though the issue was not resolved. Doubtless the evident
Yugoslav determination to fight , coupled with the threat of possible
American intervention , made ousting Tito appear too risky to Stalin. ( 26)

• Two years later, the Soviets tried again to oust Tito. No
specific event seemed to trigger this incident;it was probably part
of the general attack on independent—minded leadera which was proceeding
in some of the satellite states. Border incidents occurred and
there were reports of 600,000 troops concentrated on Yugoslcvia’s
borders in January 1951; at this time, however, only East European
forces were involved.

Tensions continued high through the Summer. In September
came the first mention of direct Soviet involvement, It took the
form of the movem~~t of Soviet bombers painted with Yugoslav markings
to hear the borders and jo int Soviet—Hungarian maneuvers. But
again , the Soviet s did not carry out their threat , and the crisis
passed. In October , Soviet forces in Austria were withdrawn from

• the Yugoslav border area.(27) It is unlikely tha t the Soviets had
seriously considered an invasion of Yugoslavia at this late date
since those factors which had dissuaded them in 1949, Yugoslav
determination and the possibility of American intervention , had
increased in the interval. They may have hoped that Yugoslavia ’s
virtual economic collapse between 1949 and 1951 had undermined the
people’s will, to resist, but if so, they once again bad misjudged )
their opponents.

Reassessment: 1953—56

Stalin’. death in March 1953 led to a period of fictionalized
leadership and intense rethinking of nearly all aspects of Soviet
policy which lasted through 1956. In foreign policy a new approach
was seen almost i sdiately. Efforts to change the previously belligerent
Soviet image took the form of a friendlier attitude toward individual
Westerners, reduced anti—Western rhetoric, increased diplomatic contacts,
and proposals for summit conferences. The new leaders also showed
interest in the progressive intellectuals of the third world as potsatial
allies against ii~,eria1isa, as seen in Party First Secretary Nikit.
Khrushchev’s vi it to India and the d.ciaion to provide arms .td financial
aid to Nasser’s Egypt.

Strat.gically the Soviet Union continued in a highly vulnerable
position . It exploded a nuclear bomb in 1953, but managed to build only
a few long—range deliver y syst~~~ by 1956. Sovi t leaders ’ ammransss of
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• this vulnerability was shown by their debate Qver the inevitability
of war between socialist and capitalist states . Prime Minister Malenkov,
in narticular, stressed the dangers of mutual destruction, while
Khrushchev spoke of the reduced. likelihooc~ of war now that the Socialist
camp’s strength was sufficient to deter capitalist counter—revolutionarya wars.

The focus of Soviet political uses of.iorce during this period
was again in Europe. Those covered a ~ull-’range from symbolic acts,

• primarily ship visits to Western Europ ~an ports, intended to help
normalize relations with those countri a, to brutal uses of overwhelming

• force to contain change in Eastern Eur~9e. These latter challenges
to Soviet control grew out of the reass 3sament of socialist practices
which followed Stalin’s death and doubtless played a role in curbing
Khrushchev’s own “reformist” tendencies at home. In keeping with the
importance the Soviets have always at .ached to the ideological and

• political loyalty of these regimes, these large scale uses of force
were carried out despite resulting setbacks to the other Soviet foreign
policy objective of improving relations with third world and Western

:‘ nations.

• All told, there were 17 incidents during this period, as listed
in Table XV—3. Fourteen were in Europe; of which eight were designed

• to improve relations, four concerned the control of Eastern Europe,
and two again pertained to Berlin. Two other incidents involved
Soviet relations with China. The remaining incident——a massing of
Soviet troops in the southwest portion of the U.S.S.R. in connection

- with the Suez crisis——presaged the growth of Soviet involvement in
• the Middle East.

Soviet attempts to improve relations with Western Europe began
quickly after Stalin’s death. Pressures on Berlin ceased almost

• immediately; and soon, Soviet armed forces were involved in small
• demonstrative acts to dramatize the new policy . These included the

surprise visit of a cruiser to Great Britain during Queen Elizabeth’s
coronation (June 1953) , a visit to Sweden in 1954, and visits to the
Netherlands , Great Britain , and Denmark in 1956. These were the first
vicits by Russian warships to the West sinc, the October Revolution . (28)
There were also visits to communist states: Rumania, Bulgaria, and
Albania in 1953, China in 1956, and most significantly——because of its
demonstration of a sharp change in policy——to Yugoslavia in May 1956.
The latter reaffirmed the new Soviet leadership ’s acceptance of Yugoslavia’s
political and ideological autonomy. (29)

Soviet efforts to improve relations with the West occasionally
took more subst antive form: the withdrawal of troops from positions
occupied since the war. The largest such withdrawal, th~.t from
Austria, scm to have been meant to demoust ra t. to the West at large
that the new leaders were willing to compromise and to the Germans
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Ii Table XV—3

Political Usss of Soviet Armed Forces, 1953 .56

• ~~~ii~4up D~~~ Target Nations Action

1953 Bulgaria, Rumania,
and Albania Port visits

April 1953 Great Britain Port visit

June 1953 Germany Crush uprising

July 1954 Sweden Port visit

• 
• . Sspt~~~er 1954 Germany Harrass air traffic

October 1954 China Withdraw from naval base

May 1955 Austria Withdraw all troops

• October 1955 Finland Withdraw from naval base

• October 1936 China Port visit

May 1956 Yugoslavia Port visit

May 1956 Germany Withdraw some troops

.luly 1956 Netherlands,
Denmark Port visit

• • October 1956 Poland Maneuvers

October 1936 Hungary Coni rol rioters

~~v~~~sr 1956 • Hungary • Crush uprising

• Iov~~~er 1956 Gumm y Ha rrass t r tffic

Isv~~~er 1956 Egypt Maneuvers and troop movements
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specifically, the benefits they might enjoy if they accepted Soviet
offers of reunification in exchange for neutrality. The Soviets

• had proposed four-power peace talks on Austria even before Stalin’s
death, but the new Soviet leadership took a number of unilateral
actions to promote a settlement. These included re—establishing
diplomatic relations with the Austrian Government, reducing :estrictions

• on travel and communications across zonal boundaries, and—in the
Pall of 1953—a pa~tial withdrawal of occupation forces. Talks on
Austrian re—unification wer e revived in tho- Spring of 1955, and
agreement reached quickly. Soviet troops began to leave immediately
after signature of the Austrian State Treaty in May; all occupation
forces had left by mid—October .(30)

The Soviet withdrawal from Austria was a partial success
insofa r as it contributed to a relaxation of Cold War tensions.
And while the withdrawal did not entice West Germany from its alliance
with the West, the concoimnitant neutralization of Austria, along
with Liebteustein and Switzerland, created a neutral band which
split the northern and southern ~4ATO count ries (3l) On the other
hand , the Soviet withdrawal from Austria greatly increased pressures
in Eastern Europe, particularly in Hungary , fo r reduced Soviet
control. The formal ending of the occupation of Eas t Germany in
the Summer of 1956, and withdrawal of an estimated 30,000 troops,
including two air divisions with 70 to 89 fighter planes, may partly
have bean an attempt to ease this pressure. The latter withdrawal
was strictly a symbolic one , in that about 400,000 Soviet troops
remained “temporarily” in the country . (32)

Despite the new Soviet leaders ’ apparent intention to reverse
their bellicose image, the largest and most important applications
of Soviet armed force during this period were brutal impositions of
Soviet will on the people of East ern Europe. With Stalin’s death
and change in the Soviet political system , came demands in these
countries for changes in current political practices. When these
internal conflicts seemed to threaten the stability of certain regimes
and Soviet hegemony, the Soviets reacted strongly. These actions
were graphic proof of the overriding importance w~sich even the newSoviet leaders placed on retaining their post—war gains- in Europe.

The first challenge came in Berlin only months After Stalin’s
death. Worker protests over economic issues on 16 June spread over-
night to the rest of East Germany and assumed anti—Soviet overtones.
Two Soviet armored divisions quickly restored order . The quick reaction
could be attributed to the nature of the distrubances , and their
location close to large contingents of Western troops and the then
open border with West Berlin. Soviet troops gradually turned the city
over to East German police and martial law was lifted on 11 July.(33)
Worker riots in Pilsen , Ciechos].ovakia that same June, and in Posnan,
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Poland three years later did not elIrit similar Soviet military
actions, proba’~1y because they did not seem to challenge Soviet
domination, nor threaten to get out of control.

t

The Polish developments were of great concern to Soviet
leaders, but a number of factors put the Poles in a more favorable
position than tIe Hungarian and Czech reformers who subsequently
were brought to heel- Bàleslaw Bierut, the Polish leader most
directly implicated in the discredited Stalinist policies, died in
March 1956. His successor was Edward Ochab, a skillful politician
who realized the need for change. The popular choice seemed to
be Wiadyslaw Gomulka—a reformer, but still a loyal and pragmatic
Communtst. During the Spring, Ochab led the Party toward positions
first advoca~~d by Gomulka in 1948. By June, both he and more
liberal ref,rviars were negotiating with Comulka over the terms under
which he might return to power . This process was speeded by the
Poznan riots and Ochab’s consequent concessions. By these policies,
Ochab retained control over the Party and the democratization process,
but only temporarily . In October it was announced that Comulka
would attend the Eight Central Committee Plenum on the 19th; it
was widely assumed that he would then be elected Piret Secretary.(34)

While the Soviets initially had been sympathetic to at least
some aspects of the Polish reforms (after all, they were themselves
undergoing de—Stalinization), they were alarmed by the Poanan riots.
The prospect of Gomulka—ouated at Stalin’s insistence in 1948 for
advocating a separate Polish road to socialism——resuming leadership
of the Party was even more alarming. Bulganin and Zhukov pressed
for stern measures and reminded the Polea of their dependence on the
Soviet Union for defense against Germany. Bulganin added that the
Soviets would not allow a weakening of ties among the socialist
countries “tuder the slogan of so—called national characteristics.”(35)
On the night of October 18, Khrushchev, Zhukov, Molotov, Mikoyan
and Kaganovich——all members of the Politburo——p lus Marshall
Konev and General Antonov flew uninvited to Warsaw and demanded to
meet the Polish leaders. At the same t ime, an unknown number of
Soviet troops began moving toward Warsaw from their base8 in
southwest Poland . Two Soviet ships appeared off Gdanek, but were
refused .ntry.(36)

With skill, Ochab announced the Soviet leaders’ arrival to the
Central Committee amO proposed that it immediately co—opt Gomulka
and t) ree other individuals. This action taken , he then suggested
that the Politburo and Gomulka meet the Soviets. He also had Gomulka’s
appointment announced over the radio. Mea.~whi1e, the Polish peoplewere prapared for actidñ. The previous night, workers in Warsaw had
foiled an at t empt by the bard—line Natolin group and Defense Minister
lokossovsky to block the Central Committee meeting. These same
workers were now ready to fight the Soviet army. Indeed, the Polish
Internal Security Corps had blocked the ropd from Posnan to Warsaw to
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prevent Soviet t roops in Eas t Gennan v from intervening . And the
Polish Air Force kept a watchful eye on Soviet movements.(37)

In this historical meeting with Polish leaders , the Soviets
were at f i rs t  quite truculent , calling Comulka a traitor and demanding
retention of Rokossoveky as Defense Minister and an end to both anti—
Soviet press reports and the democratization movement. Gomulka turned
them around , however , by offe ring a carrot and a stick . On the one
hand , he professed his and Poland ’s 1oyalty ~to Socialism. But on the

• other , he threatened to broadcast the Soviet demands . A compromise
was struck~ and the Soviet leaders left immediately, early in the
morning of 20 October. (~ 8)

The Soviets remained suspicious, however. Although Soviet
troops were withdrawn from the vicinity of Warsaw immediately , they
staged maneuvers in Poland for the next several days. Still, Gomulka
kept his bargain and thus calmed Soviet fears. Troop movements in
Poland in early November were probably strictly precautions in case
the Hungaria n revolt spread.(39)

Poland’ s success in avoiding Hungary ’s and Czechoslovakia ’s
f ate stemmed from several factors. For one, Ochab and Gomulka were
more ak.~I1ed at containing the democratization movement than the
Hungaria n leader——Nagy and their goals fell short of the fundamental

• reforms sou ght by the Czech leader——Dubcek. This made it easier for
the Poles to reach and implement a compromise with the Soviets . The
result ‘.las tha t Soviet confidence in Gomulka grew , while the opposite
happened with respect to Nagy and Dubcek. Second,it seemed likely( that the Polish Army would put un st iff  resistance to a Soviet invasion.

-• Hungarians fough t, but the Hungarian Army did not play a major role.
The Czechoslovaks never showed any sign of resisting an invasion
militarily. Third, in 1956 the Soviets had cause to fear both revolts
in other Eastern European states and military responses by the West.
In 1968 the other socialist regimes were in firm control; indeed , most
supported the invasion. Further, in 1968 the Soviets were confident
that the United States would not act.(40)

The situation in Hungary was quite different. The more brutal
nature of Stalinist repression in that country earlier led to greater
and more deeply felt demands by the people. Unlike the Poles, the
Hungarians were not fortunate enough for their Stalinist Party leader——
Matyas Rakoai---to die naturally. Having been responsible for the
purges, he stubbornly resisted any reforms. He clung to power by
persuading the Soviets that his rival, former prime minister m ire Nagy,
would betray Coiwnuniaa*. When Khrushchev launched his own de—Stalinization
campaign at the Twentieth Congress in February 1956, Rakosi’s position
finally became untenable. But it was only in July, and after the
persistent urging of Yugosla~ria’s Tito, that Rakosi was dumped; only
to be replaced by Erno Gero, a close collaborator of Rakosi and thus
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anathema to the public. (‘,ero opposed democratization as strongly
r as Rakosi; during the Pall he waited for an opportunity to crush
fr the opposition. Thus , when Hungarian students planned a demonstration

in support of the Polish workers , Gero acted to exacerbate tensIons .
When rioting broke out, however, he found that the security forces
were unwilling to fire on the crowds. At that point, perhaps at
Gero ’s request , Soviet tan ks entered the city.  All told , four Soviet
divisions were engaged throughout the country . Meanwhile , Nagy
was appointed Prime Minister and began to seek a political solution
to the crisis.(4l)

The first Soviet intervention thoroughly aroused the Hungarian
public~ Beleatedly perceiving this , the Soviets withdrew their forces
from Hungarian cities on October 28. While the Soviet troops marked
time in the countryside and in neighboring states , Nagy and Gero ’s
successor as Party secretary, Janos Kadar , conferred with Soviet
representatives. Meanwhile, however , the divided Soviet Presidium
was becoming more alarmed by the rise of non—Communist political
forces , and the escalating demands , particularly that for abrogation
of the Warsaw Pact. These fears were exacerbated by reports of student
unrest in Czechoslovakia and Rumania, both of which have large
Hungarian minorities. Under these pressures, and seeing the West
preoccupied with the Suez crisis , the Presidium apparently decided to
intervene on November 1, 1956.(42)

Soviet units in Hungary were rapidly reinforced to between
eight and eleven divisions , seven of them armored . Following a
request for Soviet assistance by Party Secretary Kadar , a full—scale )
ground and air attack was launched. Resistance las t ed for 10 days,
but was finally crushed. On November 21, as Nagy left the Yugoslav
Embassy under a pledge of safeconduct, he was seized by Soviet troops;
he was later tried and executed. (43)

Thus, in Poland , the Soviets demonstrated a f la i r  for the
demonstrative use of force in conjunction with diplomacy (of a sorts),
which resulted in a satisfactory outcome . In Hungary, on the other
hand, these preliminary maneuverings proved unable to bring about a
satisfactory result from the Soviet perspective ; they resorted to a
brutal and direct use of the armed forces to ensure the loyalty of
Eastern Europe. One suspects , however, that in both cases it was the
specifics of the situation——no t the alacrity with which the Soviets
used the armed forces politically——which brought about the result .

The final Soviet political use of the armed forces during this
period may have been connected with the turmoil in East Europe.
On the other hand, if it occurred as reported, it more likely waq
connected with the co—incident Suez crisis, and ~~~~~~~~~~ threat toattack Britain and Trance. As the British and French expeditionary
force was built—up prior to the Suez invasion, one source reports
that the Soviets concentrated an estimated 35 divisions, including

)
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mechanized and armored units, paratroops, and units trained in
desert warfa re in the Kiev and Odessa military districts.(44) It

~ •~ is not clear, however , how these forces were expected to be moved
to the Middle East—given Soviet lift capabilities at the t ime ; nor,
how they were connected with Khrushchev’s specific threat , which
was to rain rockets on London and Paris .

Posturing: 1957—62

Among the coats of the brutal repression of Hungary , was
destruction of the post—Stalinist leadership’s attempt to ease
tensions with the West; after 1956, the Soviets had to rebuild their
foreign policy on totally new ground. They adopted two approaches:
one was a pose of military superiority (which was given some credibility
by the launching of the first Sputnik in l5~57) , combined with greater
assertiveness in Europe—again focussing on Berlin . The second wag a
new interest in the Third World , part icularly the Middle East , where
the Soviets began to take advantage of conflicts between nationalist
Arab states and their former colonial mentors . The major goal of both
approaches was to portray the SovieP Union as the leader of the ascendant
Socialist Bloc. Soviet armed forces played important roles in both
types of events.

Despite their bluster, during this period the Soviets repeatedly
had to back—down when their demands were challenged by the West.
The reason was their continued strategic military inferiority. To
the degree there was choice in the matter , Khrushchev apparently
accept ed that inferiority because of the expense of trying to overcome
it , and his conviction that the United States would not attack the
Soviet Union unless mightily provoked. He chose to bluff in his twin
goals of humiliating the West by forcing it out of Berlin and gaining
influence in the Third World by protecting sympathetic leaders from
American threats. For military protection he relied, as had his
predecessors , on the concept of hostage Europe; a policy which necessitated
only nreserving Soviet local superiority. After repeat ed rebuffs on
Berlin, Khrushchev did try to improve the Soviet military position by
the desperate measure of installing medium and intermediate .r tge missiles in Cuba.
Had this latter move succeeded , the Soviets would h *ve drastically curbed
the U.S. strategic advantage at low cost. However , the same strategic
inferiority which made the Cuban opportunity so attractive made defense
of the initiative too risky once the missiles were discovered .

All told, eleven political uses of Soviet armed forces during the
1957—62 period were id~~tified. Six took plác!~e in or near Berl in; two
of these reached major crisis proportions. One more took place in
Europe-—a partial withd rewal of Soviet troops from Hungary, East Germany,

(:~
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and ibimania. One possible incident was in China, one in Cuba;
and the others took place in the Middle East. All are listed in
Table XV—4.

-
t The test of Soviet policy during this period clearly was

Berlin . The purpose of their actions here—military and political—
was to force the West to leave the city , thereby damaging American
and NATO ’s prest ige, and bolstering the Ulbricht regime in East
Germany.

Minor incidents occurred in August 1957 and January 1958, but
it was not until later that year that the situation became serious.
In November 1958 Khrushchev issued an ultimatum that the Allies sign
a peace trea ty , withdraw their troops , and establish Berlin as a “free
city” by June 1, 1959. Initially, Soviet armed forces were used to
harrass traffic to Berlin in support of this policy. In 1961 this
campaign vu escalated across a broad range of pressures. The timing
of the escalation was dictated , in part , by the domestic crisis within
East Germany, symbolized by the massive flight of ref ugees to West
Berlin. In July, Khrushchev announced a military build—up ; followed
imeediately by an air show at which Soviet military hardware was
displayed.(45)

At the beginning of August, Warsaw Pact members announced that
they would sign a treaty with the German Democratic Republic in 1961
that would give it control over traffic to Berlin. The increase in
international tensions boosted the number of refugees fleeing East
Germany to 1,900 per day. Finally, on 12 August , East German officials
sealed the border to stop the exodus, but did not interfere with
Allied access . Two Soviet divisions were reported to have encircled
th. city , presumably to deter any Western attempt to reopen the border.
Other military steps also were taken to indicate Soviet resolve. For
the first time since 1936, Western military attaches were invited to
observe Soviet infantry maneuvers; these exercises , including the
simulated use of nuclear weapons, were staged near Moscow. Also,
Soviet tanks were reported to be in Berlin near crossing points, and
a previously planned Soviet t roop cut was cancelled at the end of
the month. Next in the gradually escalating campaign , Khrushchev
announced the resumption of nuclear testing; the series , begun
i ediatel~ , included a “supermegaton” bomb. In September some
Western aircraft in the corridors were harrassed, and fleet exercises
were held in the Barents and Kara seas. (46)

The crisis reached its peak at the end of October when for
one day Soviet and American tanks faced one another across the
Friedrichstrasse crossing. Warsaw Pact maneuvers in Poland in November
and intsr*ittsnt harraesmsnt of Allied traffic to Berlin kept t ensions
high, but the crisis finally eased in January 1962 as both sides withdrew
their tanks from the i sdiate border ar eas. A series of incidents in
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Table XV—4

~~~

Political Uses of Soviet Armed Forces, 1957—62

Beginning
Date Tar get Nations -- Action

1958 • Chine Deployment of air defense
units

August 1957 Germany Narrasaed traffic to Berlin

Sept~~~er 1957 Syria Putt visit -

1958 Hungary , East
Germany, Rumania Withdrew some troops

January 1958 Germany Harrassed traffic to Berlin

• July 1958 Egypt , Iraq Army maneuvers on Soviet
territory

February 1959 Germany Harrassed traffic to Berlin

Sept~~~er 1960 Germany Harrassed traffic to Berlin(.)
August 1961 Germany Military maneuvers and re-

infotcement

July 1962 Cuba ~~~1aced missiles

September 1962 Germany Harrassed traffic to Berlin
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the air corridors briefly revived tensions, but talks continued and
the atmosphere relaxed once again in April.(47) As in previous
Berlin crises , the issues were not resolved.

Thus, once again, the Soviet Union’s orchestration of military
and diplomatic initiatives had failed. This time, however, Soviet
leaders apparently accepted the fact that new attempts to oust the
West from Berlin would be futile, so long os Soviet military power
remained inferior to that of the West. At least temporary renunciation
of pressure on Berlin was made easier by the stabilizing effect the
closing of the Berlin escape route had on the Democratic Republic.
The Soviets continued to harrass traffic to and from the city
occasionally to express irritation at Western policies, particularly
when meetings of West German political organizations were held in
the city. But never again did these pressures reach near the peaks
of 1958—62.

The 1957—62 period also witnessed the beginning of serious
Soviet military involvement in the Middle East. The initial steps
were smaU and symbolic. Of course, Soviet military aid to Egypt
was begun in 1955, and to Syria in 1956.. A different sort of action
was taken in September—Octobe r 1957, when a Soviet warship visited
Latakia at a time when Syrian leaders feared an invasion by Turkey.
This is the first publicly recorded visit of a Soviet warship to a
Middle Eastern nation. The Syrians apparently regarded it to be
helpful in deterring the feared attack.(48)

A second Soviet action of a similar nature—strictly symbolic—— )
• occurred following the landing of American troops in Lebanon in

1958. Nasser, visiting Tit o in Yugoslavia at the t ime, feared that
the American action (and a simultaneous British landing in Jordan) ,
were part of a still broader Western count er—revolut ionary campaign
aimed init ially at the newly installed revolutionary government in
Iraq and , perhaps, eventually at himself. Consequently, he flew
to Moscow and asked Khrushchev to rest rain the West. Khrushchev
obliged with public condemnation of the landings and a warning that
the Soviet Government could “not remain indifferent to acts of un-
provoked aggression in a region adj acent to Russia’s borders. ”
Simultaneously, he announced imainent maneuvers on the Turkish
border. According to Egyptian sources , Khrushchev stressed to
Nasser that the maneuvers were only meant to symbolize Soviet support
and that he was not willing to confront the United States over the
crisis. (49) Indeed, Khrushchev sought to minimize East—West
tansion by calling for a s~~~it meeting with Eisenhower, MacMillan,
DeGaulle , and Nehru.

Overall , this attempt to use a military demonstration to bolster
Soviet relations with Egypt must be assessed as a failure; it failed be-
cause Khrushchev was willing to assume only limited risks. It is
doubtful that the United States paid any at tention to the maneuvers.
In fact , it is quit. likely that Khrushchev did not believe a rsal
thr.at to Egypt existed, which made him all the more unwilling to act
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I
rashly and thus possibly precipitate American reprisals. The

• Soviet leader’s caution, however, disappointed Nasser and undermined
his faith in Soviet military might. (50) This incident was the first

~~~ 
of many Egyptian dissatisfactions with Soviet assistance which
eventually led to the disruption of relations in 1972.

The last Soviet political use of the armed forces during the 1957—62
• 

- period was the installation of medium and -intermediate—ran ge ballistic
missiles (MRBMs and IRBMs) in Cuba. This event was a culmination not just
chronologically, but symbolically as well, for it represented an
extreme bluff, and its outcome proved the failure of Khrushchev’s
policies.

It was widely agreed that Khrushchev’s primary motive in de-
ploying missiles to Cuba was to improve the Soviet strategic position
relative to that of the United States as quickly and as inexpensively
as possible. Presumably, such a change in the strategic balance
would support the application of new and greater pressure on the
West in Berlin. The missile deployment began in July. In August ,
over thirty ships arrived at Cuban ports bearing technicians, au rface—
to— air missiles, patrol boats , and IL—28s. The missiles themselves
began to arrive around Seoterfiber 10, 1962. Contrary to Soviet
expectations, however, the United States responded firmly once it
discovered the construction of the missile sites. The combination
of a “quarantine” of Cuban ports, a threat to invade the island , and
an alert of U.S. strategic forces placed the onus of starting U.S.—

‘ Soviet hostilities on Soviet leaders. Khrushchev had not intended( to initiate a war and he 1mev that Soviet strategic forces could not
protect the country from catastrophic damage; nor could Soviet
conventional forces interfere with American operations in the Caribbean.
He was therefore forc ed to accept the American demands and remove
the missiles from Cuba. The result was a major loss of Soviet prestige
and influence around the world. (51)

Overall, then, in Europe, in Cuba, and in the Middle East,
the 1957—62 period was one in which the Soviet Union tried to assert
itself for various purposes, but met frustration because of its underlying
military inferiority. The lesson was clear : if the U.S.S.R. was to

• 
• be able to take advantage of the political opportunities presented by

the break—up of the colonial governments, this inferiority had to be
overcome. 

*
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Reconsolidation: 1963—68
hi~ 

)
While in many ways Brezhnev ’s and Kosygin’s foreign policy

was an elaboration of initiatives taken by Khrushchev, in the
military—strategic realm they made their own mark. Rejecting
continued strategic inferiority, they were willing to pay a heavy
price to attain parity. Soviet military expenditures have increased
annually f rom 1965 through the time this chapter was vrj.tten. The
build—up stressed strategic delivery vehicles and air defense forces,
accompanied by a naval modernization program which increased both
the Soviet Navy ’s reach and its firepower. This improving strategic
position presumably increased Soviet leaders’ confidence in their
ability to challenge the United States militarily and also provided
them with the wherewithal to support a military presence far from
the Soviet Union. (52)

Probably because of this relative increase in Soviet military
power during the 1963—68 period, Soviet political uses of the
armed forces were extended to some of those areas in which they
previously had been involved only diplomatically. The major incidents
still took place in Europe, largely because of the perceived need to
respond to the challenge of liberalization in Czechoslovakia. The
military threats and, finally, actual invasion of this country, plus

• co—incident threats against Yugoslavia and Rumania, showed once again
the overriding importance which the Soviets attached to the ideological
conformity of the Eastern European regimes and their willingness to
risk other goals to assure it. A second focal point, however, was the
Middl e East . A permanent naval presence was established in the

• Mediterranean during the Suimser of 1964 and there followed port visits
to a growing number of littoral states. Despite increased Soviet naval
activity around the world, their naval activity has consistently been
focussed in that sea. Naval deployments were initiated in other areas
during the same period. (53) Still , although Soviet armed forces were
utilized for political objectives outside of Europe during this period,
the Soviets continued to avoid confrontations with the United States.
Their improving military nosition was not yet sufficient to overcome
habitual Soviet caution.

All told, 26 incidents were identified in which Soviet armed
forces were used for political objectives during this period ; they
are listed in Table XV—5 . More than one—half took place in Europe,
centering either on Berlin or Czechoslovakia. Another seven took place
in the Middle East. The remainder occurred in various locations,
including Africa, off the coasts of the United States, and in the Far East.

Perhaps the most dramatic change in Soviet military activity
during the 1963—68 period concerned the Soviet Navy . Although
quantitatively large, the Soviet Navy had ,laost always operated close
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Table XV—5

Political Uses of Soviet Armed Forces,
1963—61

A o n

1~63 Umited Stat Pat rols by naval vessels
March 1963 Umited $tatme Overflight
April 1963 G~r any Rarrass air - traffic to Berlin
Play 1963 Ger ny )- Earrass traffic to Berlin
Oct~~sr 1963 C.mms.,7 Harrasu traffic to Berlin• Juiy 1964 N~~ tervan.sn Establish naval presence
August 1964 Casgo Airlift arms
April 1965 Cawussy Harrass traffic to Berlin
August 1966 Eb,t Port visit
Io*v~~ sr 1966 Algeria Port visit

1967 Spafa Port visit
Play 1967 I~ ’pt 

• Naval reinforcement
.July 1967 Eg~~t Port visits
~~~~~~~ 1967 Y*uem Combat support

1968 Ind ian Ocean Establish naval presence
January 1968 North Korea Naval reinforcement
March 1968 Czechoslovakia Mass troops( ~ April 1968 Germany Barrass traffic to Berlin

- • May 1968 Czechoslovakia Mass troops
June 1968 Czechoslovakia Exercise
July 1968 Czechoslovakia Delay troop withdrawal
July 1968 Czechoslovakia Exercise
August 1968 Czechoslovakia Exercise
August 1968 Czechoslovakia Occupation
August 1968 Rumania, Yngoslaw. Mass troops
Nov~~ er 1968 Morocco Port visit
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to home. Then, during the Cyprus crisis of 1964, Soviet warships were
deployed to the Mediterranean; a Soviet combatant presence has been
maintained there ever since. Also in 1964, the Soviets began to visit )
ports along the Mediterranean littoral on a regular basis: The first
visit to Egypt occurred in 1q64 , to Algeria in 1966, to Spain in 1967,
and to Morocco in 1968. The Soviet Navy was extended to other regions
as well. Regular patrols off the U.S. coasts by naval intelligence ships
were established in 1963. That same year,Soviet aircraf t overf law a
portion of Alaska after a Soviet merchant ship was fired on when it
strayed onto an American gunnery range. In 1968, a small Soviet naval
presence was established in the Indian Ocean; a steady series of
visits to Indian , Somali, and Iraqi ports followed. (54)

The mid—1960’s also marked the beginning of increasingly frequent
Soviet milita ry involvement in Africa and the Middle East. The first
such intervention came in the Congo. The Uni t ed States had provided
milita ry transports , crows and guards to then Congolese President
Noise Tshombe in August 1964; shortly afterward , Soviet transports were
r ported to be delivering arms to rebels led by Antoine Cizenga.
This supply effort appar ently continued through December. After
American and 3e1’~ian forces attempted in November to rescue white
hostages held by the rebels in Stanleyville, the Soviets are reported - •

to have escalated their involvement. Nine Soviet fighter aircraft are
said to have been flown to Algeria for eventual delivery to the Congo.
Although the civil war in the Congo dragged on , there were no further
reports of Soviet military involvement. (55)

During the June 1967 var, the direct support offered to Egypt by )

Soviet armed forces , despite the two countries’ by now long and close
relationship, vu on the order of that offered in 1958: minimal and
symbolic. Still, it was the Soviets’ first——even symbolic—attempt to
use their navy to defend a client’s interest ashore. The reinforcement
of the Soviet Mediterranean fleet in l967,limited to about ten ships,
began shortly after Egypt closed the Gulf of Aqaba to Israeli shipping
in May. The Turkish Government was informed of upcoming transits
through the Dardanelles on 22 May. The first ships, both supply vessels,
began their passage on 31 May; others entered the Straits on 3 June.
This brought thi Soviet Mediterranean squadron to a strength of between
30 and 40 ships. Of these, a small number shadowed kterican and
British ships in the ar ea while the others held appar ently routine
ez.~~tses in the lonian Sea. The day before the war broke out , the one
cruiser and ten other ships were located 100 miles north of Crete.
Thus, Soviet naval actions do not seom to support Tass ’ pledge that
any Israeli agruaion would be mat “not only by the united strength
of the Arab coentris., but also resolute resistance to aggression on
the part of the Soviet Union. ..“ The Soviet Navy app arently took no
further action as Arab armed forces collapsed before the Israeli on—
slought . It has been reported , waver, that the Soviets did alert
their paratroops late in the var, presu mably to back up their threat to
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take any necessary actions , including military measures , if Israel
r did not halt its advance on the Golan Heights. The role of Lhis

Soviet thre3t in bringing about the cease—fire later the us day is
a matter of some dispute. (56)

Equally unclear is whether the Arabs had expected more substant ial
Soviet mipport during the var . Most analysts feel that while the
Soviets encouraged an increase in tension oarlier in May, they became
concerned and tried to moderate Arab actions once the crisis reached
sar ious proportions with the closing of Aqaba. According to some
s nsrees, the Soviets pledged to neutralize U.S armed forces , but not
to take part in military operations themselves . This sa,’~ have been
the maximum Soviet comaitment. - Other sources indicate that the Arab s
expected the Soviets to act so as to avoid a confrontation with the
United States and therefore never expected substantive assistance. (37)

Because the Soviets were eager to maintain their close relatiofls
with progressive Arab regimes, they continued to manifest 1dm—leve l
demonstrations of support after the war ended . Most important were a
series of lengthy port visits, beginning with that of twelve dhipa to
Alexandria and Port Said on 9 July , and continuing into December. Of
particular note was the visit of eight ships, including ewe submarines
and a coimaand frigate, to Port Said and Alezandtia following the
sinking of the Israeli destroyer Eilat in October. The visit seems
to have been intended to discourage Israeli reprisals , but it was only
partially successful. The IsraelIs shelled the oil refinery at the
southern end of the canal had the Soviet ships not been in the
Mediterranean ports, they might have conducted a more coOtly raid.
Simultaneously with these port visits, the Soviets made up Egyptian
losses during the war through a “massive” airlift of .tap pliei. (S8)

Soviet assistance to the progressive Arab cause took a more
direct form in a location further reaoved from the Soviet—American
confrontation. In 1967, Nasser removed Egyptian forced from Ye en,
where tbe~v bad been aiding the Republicans agiinst the Saudi—assistedRoyalists since 1962. The Republicans ’ position was not promising
at that time , despite the help of as many as ~5,0O0 Egyptian troops,
and Nasser could no longer affotd to maintlin so—u rge an Egyptian
force there at a time when the confrontation with Israe l iè~~ vOrsdnin$.
It was at this point that the Soviets reportedly of fet’ed direc t aid
to the Yemeni Republicans, allegedly in exchange for a military base.
In November , the first Soviet plan.a were reported in the country.
In addition to flying combat missions, the Soviet armed forcei were
reported to hflve flown to Yemen one squadron of MI0—19 tighten plus
an estimated 10,000 ton, of equipment and an unknown rn~~er of IIyUSbifl
bombers. (S9)
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Actij a l. Soviet participation in the Yemeni civil war wag on a
small scale and quite brief , but it was apparently crucial in turning
the tide against the Royalists. In addition, it marked one of the first
occasions when the Soviets actually performed combat roles outside
of Eastern Europe. The Soviets apparently saw their role as one of
substituting temporarily for Arab forces, which were distracted by
their lpsa to Israel, in order to assure continuation of the
progressive’i struggle. - --- -

Soviet armed forces in East Asia, on the 4ither hand, were
conspicuous in their absence from the “progressive’s” struggle,
notably in Indo—China. Reinforced Soviet naval forces were deployed
to the Sea of Japan following the U. S. naval build—up there that
followed the seizure of the Pueblo in 1968, but this seems to have
been a symbolic step rather than a serious effort to deter the threat-
ened American retaliation. (60)

Soviet forces actually engaged the military forces of another
CQmaunist state——China. Soviet forces on the Chinese and Mongolian
borders were reinforced beginning in 1966, and border clashes
reportedly took place in both 1967 and 1968. Too littl e is known
concerning these alleged incidents to say much more, however. (61)

In Europe, Soviet political uses of the armed forces were of a
more traditional nature. There were intermittent Berlin incidents
intended to stress the Soviet contention that the city was not an integral
part of the Federal Republic. These included harrassment of civilian and
military traffic and aircraft before President Kennedy’s visit in 1963,
and before planned meetings of the Bundes tag in Berlin in April 1965 and
March 1968. (62)

Other Soviet political uses of force in Europe were directed
at the perpetual problem of controlling the Eastern European regimes.
The massive size and overwhelming nature of the operation ultimately
carried out against Czechoslovakia demonstrated once again the over-
whelming importance which the Soviets ascribe to maintaining political
and thus ideological control over this region.

• It was the ultiaately successful campaign to force the resignation
of the conservative Czech President and Party First Secretary, Antonin
Novotpy, iwbich led to conflict with the Soviets. The latter were quite
displeased by revelations of Soviet manipulation of the Czech security
organs and police which came out in the reformers ’ discussion of Novotny ’s
role in the purges. Moreover , they were suspicious of proposed changes

- - in the role of the Party and the evident new assertiveness of the Czech
public. Finally, the Czechoelovak Government had the temerity to suggest
t’iat it would seek a more independent voice in foreign affairs . The
Soviets, East Germans, and Poles expressed grave concern over these

S
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developments to Alexander Dubcek, Party First Secretary and leader
of the reform movement , during a meeting at Dresden on March 23, 1968——
the day after Novotny resigned. The import of their statements was
emphasized by joint Soviet—Eas t German maneuvers organized at abort
notice, on the Czech border. (63)

Dubcek attempted to reassure his allies, but pressed on with
the refo rms. Particularly disturbing to the Soviets during this
period was the increasing role which the Czech public was playing in
the process through a now relatively free press and by organizing
political clubs. Consequently, the Soviets tried again——in May——
to curb the reforms through military pressure. Soviet troop movements
on the Czech border accompanied an attack in Izvestiya on democratization
as a subversive doctrine promoted by the United States to weaken
communism. A few days later Sovietskaya Rossiya attacked Thomas
Masaryk, Czechoslovakia’s first president——revered by the reformers,
for allegedly plotting to murder Lenin in 1918. (64)

As the Czech public grew angrier at Soviet interference, - -

liberals in the Party pressed for further changes. The May 29 Central
Committee Plenum ousted Novotny from the Central Committee and began an
investigation of his conduct. It also scheduled an extraordinary
congress for 9 September at which it was expected that the reformers
would elect a solid majority of the Central Committee. The Soviet
response again involved military action, this time representing a
majâr escalation of pressure. Cz~ch leaders had previously reluctantly
agreed that the Warsaw Pact could hold a small—scale staff exercise on
Czech soil, but when the units began to arrive on May 29th, the day
the Plenum met, it became clear that both tanks and thousands of troops
would be involved. By the middle of June, when the exercises were to
begin, an estimated 6,000 to 24,000 Soviet and Polish troops were in
the country; this was, then, an occupation in all but name. Attacks
in the Soviet press once again underscored the signal which Soviet
leaders were attempting to send. (63)

This major Soviet intervention proved to be a serious mistake
since it did not force abandonment of the reforms but thoroughly arouaed
the people and made Dubcek and the other leaders aware they were totally
dependent on popular support to enact even minor re forms . The libera l
manifesto “Two Thousand Words” appeared on June 27th. It recognized
the role of the Party in initiating reform and called for public trust in
the new national leaders, but it also urged popular actions to encourage
regional and local political orga ns to conform to the new norms of
political behavior. The manifesto was no more radical than other articles
which had alre ady app.a~ed, but its timing and the large n~~ber of people
who signed it sad. it a focus of controversy. Cssch. Party leaders publicly
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condemned it , but took no action agains t its writer or publishers.
Indeed, there were reports that Dubcek privately expressed support
for its contents. (66) )

The Soviets interpreted the publication of “Two Thousand Words”
as a serious attack on Party rule; more importantly they perceived
the Czech leaders’ toleration of its publitation as a sign of either
weakness or treason. Not surprisingly, ths~y stepped-’-up the military
pressure. The msneuvers then being staged in Czechoslovakia were
over by the end of June, but “technical difficulties” prevented the
withdrawal of the participating troops . Simultaneously, the Soviets
demanded that the Czechs meet once again with their Warsaw Pact allies
to discuss the issues; Czech leaders insisted on bilateral discussions.
As a result , representatives of the Soviet Union, Poland, the German
Democratic ReDublic, Hungary, and Bulgaria met in Warsaw on 15 July,
while an estimated 8,000 Soviet troops remained in Czechoslovakia.
The meeting resulted in a letter to the Czechoslovak leadership pointing
to the rise of reaction as a danger to that country and the entire
socialist system. (67) -

At this point, the Czech leadership made a major concession
to the Soviets by ousting General Prhlik from his post as head of
the Party’s military section. But they were not willing to compromise
on any of the fundamental aspects of democratization, and once again -
Soviet military pressure was increased. Large—scale exercises of
support troops in the western regionS of the USSR were given unu~u8l
publicity. Tactical aik and anti—aircraft units joined the maneuvers,
which soon stretched from the Baltic to the Caspian seas. When the )
Czechoslovak and Soviet leaders fina1l~ met at Cierna—nad—Tisou near
the end of Jul7, Soviet troops in Germany, Poland, and Hungary were
reported to be on the move. (68)

In the tense negotiations that followed, both delegations had to
deal with disagteementC among themselves as well aS tl1e issues on the
table. Apparuatly, Dubcek did promise to curb some developments which
threatened Party control, but there was no precise agreement on which
aspects these were.

Following a later conference at BratislCva, at which the other
signatories of the Warsaw letter were associated with this solution, the
last Soviet troop. left Czechoslovakia, and the Soviàts sittled down to
watch how Dubcek carried out hi. Commitments. (69)

But the Czech leaders aoved oflly slOwly . Meanwhile, the pressures
for action vithin the Soviet Politburo increased. Ukranian and Baltic
Co unist,Party leaders, the KG) the Warsaw Pact command , and such
ideologist, as Mikhail S~slov prCssed for a stronger stand against therefor mers . Polish and German off ici&1S added their voices-. Those arguing
with in the USSR for an invasion fear id the upcoming Party Congress in
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September; their argument was surely strengthened when the draft Party
statute was publiahed on 8 August, just as the joint exercises in Poland
and Germany ended. (70) The statute proposed to grant unprecedented
rights to minorities within the Party. It would have required secret
ballots for electior.e SL all levels and placed limits on the number of
terms an individual could serve in one position. The final straw may
have been the enthusiastic welcomes given to Rumanian leader Ceausescu
and Yugoslavia’s Tito when they visited Prague that August; these
leaders’ evident popularity may have led the Soviets to fear formation
of a pro—reform anti—Soviet blr’~c in Eastern Europe.

Once again, exercises were held near Czechoslovakia’s borders,
this time a joint maneuver of Soviet, German, and Polish troopu beginning
on 10 August. On the 16th, immediately following Ceauseacu’s visit——and
talk of improved ties with the West—Hungary joined the exercise. (71)
On the night of 20 August, the Soviet leaders finally acted decisively——an
estimated 200,000 Warsaw Pact troops invaded and occupied Czechoslovakia.
They vera reinforce4 to an estimated 400,000 within days. (72)

Soviet handling of the Czechoslovak oituation was clumsy in the
extreme and indicated their inability to, adequately analyze the situation
early—on, or to use their many resources skillfully to promote their
goals. By resorting to even demonstrative force early in the dispute,
they increased the Czech leaders’ dependence on popular support while
creating anti—Soviet feelings. Soviet leaders failed to perceive that
even in August, Dubcek could not accept their demands, as had Gomulka
in 1956, because his own base was not sufficiently secure. And in making
the decision to invade, the Soviets did not understand that popular
opinion in Czechoslovakia precluded collabotator~ coming forward tolegitimize tie occupation and help to realize its political goals as
they had in Hungary. Still, given the extremely high priority given by
Soviet leaders to the stability of subservient regimes in Eastern Europe ,
the price of this use of the armed forces for political objectives—
disunity in the world Communist movemeat, at least temporary strengthening
of NATO—was probably well worth paying. There was a coda to the
occupation of Czechoslovakia; one which also involved the use of the
armed forces for political objectives, The decision to use force in
dealing with Czechoslovakia seems to have reduced the inhibitions which
earlier had moderated Soviet responseS to other undesirable behavior
by East European countries. Before 1968, the Soviets had sought to
cvepromise on issues relating to Yugoslav neutrality, and even on
Rum ania’s rejection of closer ties with both COMECON and the Warsaw Pact.
immediately after the invasion , however , Soviet forces were used to
threaten both nations rather directly. The immediate reason for the
incident was R omania’ s and Yugoslavia’s support of the Czech reforms and
cond~~~ation of the invasion; but the Soviet threat was probably alsoin ended as a warning to those nations to curb their own deviations from
SOviet—prescribed socialist norms • The pressure took the form of the
deployment of an unknown nu~~er of Soviet ttoops on the R~~ nian border.,
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later joined by troops on the Bu1garian—Yugosl:~v bord ’~r , aud ~ b ui ld —
up of the Soviet Mediterranean fleet. The latter was probabl y c~~nected
to Western naval deployments and counter—threats. (73)

)
1~Jniania and Yugoslavia responded to these threats by inton~ ifying

ef forts begun immediately after the invasion of Czechoslovakia to rally
popular support at home and international support abroad. They were
backed by Am en can warnings to the Soviets concerning the risks of rw ~h
actions. And , while both Ceausescu and T-ito re~ec ed Soviet justifi-
cations of the Czech invasion, they each made concessions in order to
mitigate tensions . (74)

Military Expansion: 1969—75

Since 1968, the Soviets have operated from a position of near
strategic pa r i ty .  As a result, they have been more willing to pursue
more cooperative relations with the West. On the other hand , they
have pursued the opportunities for expanding their influenc e abroad
which have arisen as a result of conflicts in the Third World .

Political uses of Soviet armed forces since 1969 have followed
thi’ pattern. Soviet forces in Europe have been used occa~;iona l ly to
insure the perpetuation of a divided Germany and to limit Yugoslav and
Rumanian foreign policy initiatives thought harmful to the Soviet
IJniou. One innovative use of force in Europe was to support Turkey
during the 1974 Cyprus crisis in the hopes of improving relations with
that country. In the Middle East , the Soviet’~ escalated their military
role signific~intly; among the frequent actions, they aoswned more combat
roles in the alert of airborne troops during the 1973 war. In the
last case, especially, the importance of the Soviet action was under-
scored by the fact that it was undertaken with the knowledge that a
confrontation with the United States would result. In short, the
Soviets have been more assertive than they were in the past. An even
starker increase in Soviet political uses of force has taken place in
Africa; whereas before 1969 there had been only one minor use of force,
since 19~9 there have been eight African incidents, including combat
operations in the Sudan and a massi ve supply effort to Angola. In
South Asia the Soviets bolstered already friendly relations with India
by maintaining a symbolic naval presence during the 1971 indo-Pakistani
War and by later carrying out a mine—clearing operation in Bangladesh.
In East Asia the Soviets have continued to be sparing in the application
of force probably as the result of the conflict w i t h  China. The Soviet
naval forces de~1oyed off Vietnam during the American mining operations
of 1972 was strictly a gesture, although this did contrast with the
earlier absence of overt Soviet support to that country. The Soviet
reaponse to North Korea’s dc~ning of an American reconrui ssance plane
in 1959 was very mild; they seemed to go out of their way to indicate no
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involvement with North Korea. In 1969, the Soviets initiated
F - 

periodic naval deployments to the Caribbean, includinct on at least
•

-- 
~ 

two occasions, the deployment of strategic submar ines, incidents
of Soviet political uses of its arm ed forces between 1969 and 1975
are listed below in Table XV—6.

All told, there were 32 incidents during this period . Aside
from the continuing shift f rom Europe to Africa and the PUddle East,
their most interesting characteristic is that instead of using their
forces just to preserve or restore the stat us quo , the Soviets now
consider the political use of  the armed forces to promote actively
tb~ expansion of their interests . One sign of the increased Soviet
assertivene ss is their greater willingne ss to take on combat role.
as in Iraq, Egypt , and the Sudan. While the most recent uses of
Soviet forces have tended to be ~~re assertive than those in the
past , it would be incorrect to suggest that all , or nearly all Soviet
actions during this final period have been aggressive. Although the
Soviets are now more willing to apply their military power far from
home, and to risk conf rontation with the United State., they still
tend to be cautious and to try to avoid damaging the fabric of U.S. —
Soviet relation.,

In Europe, uses of Eorce followed familiar patterns , but there
were few incidents and they were relatively minor in nature. By this
t ime Berlin had declined in importance as a symbol of the relative
strength of the two superpowers ; still , the Soviets continued to
emphasize their determination to preserve the division of Germany and
Berlin by exerting military pressure when the Pederal Republic attempted
to hold of ficici functions in the cit~. - Examples include disruptions• of ground and ait tra ffic before the 1969 Wes t ~erman presidentialelection in Berlin and a visit by Chancellor Brandt and President
Heinemann in 1971. (75) The most important Soviet political use of
its armed forces in Europe during this period was a Warsaw Pac t
exercise in East Germany in October 1970, shortly after signing the -

Soviet—West German Noá—aggresa ion Treaty. Involving 100,000 troops - 
-— from all m~~ er countries, 30,000 of them Soviet , it was the large st

such exerc ise evár held. It was also the first maj or exerc ise co~~~n~iedby a non—Soviet, ~enerá1 Hof fman of the German Democratic 1i~pub lic.
East European sources stressed that the eiercise was intended to demonstrate
that East Germany was an integral part of the Eastern bloc and that
Warsaw Pact lembers were united i~ their deter mination to defend that
status. (76) Since this principle was accep t ed by tb. West In the -four—
power Berlin agreement of 1971 the Soviats have not since felt compelled
to us. force demonstratively to assert the idea .

Since the invasion of Czechoslovakia, Soviet leadets appear to
have beco~e more willing to use milita ry forces to coerce the Eastern
European countries. One prob able reason is that having survived the
consequenceC of the invasion, the use of force is regarded with less
trepidation. Another I. that the targets qf military threats pre wesbly
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Table ~~~

Political Uaes of Soviet Armed Forces, 1969—75

1egjnn~na Date Terget Ratipp_ Action

1969 Italy Port visit
February 1969 Germany Harrass traffic to Berlin
Februa ry 1969 Ghana ‘ Naval deployment
April 1969 Korea Naval deployment
July 1969 Caribbean Establish naval deployment
October 1969 Germany Harrass air tr affic
Dec~~~er 1969 Hungary Disaster relief
February 1970 Egypt Deploy air defense emits
April 1910 Somalia Port visit
8ept~~~er 1970 Middle East Naval deployment
October 1970 Germany Maneuvers
December 1970 Guinea Naval deployment
Janua ry 1971 Germa ny Harra ss traffic to Berlin
January 1971 Sudan Combat air missions
May 1971 Sierra Leone Port visit
August 1971 Rumania, tugoólavia Maneuvers
December 1971 India Naval deployment
January 1972 Somalia Port visi t
April 1972 Banglad esh Clear mines
May 1972 Vietnam Naval deployment

1973 Yemen-Oman Transport foreign troops
April 1973 Iraq, Kiavsit Port visit
April 1973 Morocco, Syria Transport foreign troop.
October 1973 Egypt, $yria Airlift supplies, alert,

Nava l deployment
1974 Guin ea Naval patrols
1974 Iraq Combat air missions

June 1974 Egypt Clear mines
July 1974 typrus, Orsecs,

Turkey Nava l deployment
AUgust 1974 Romani a Maneuvers

1915 Angola Airlift supplies, naval deployment
1973 Maro~co Nava l deployment

S.pt~~~.r 1913 Norm~p Missile tests
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view such threats as being more credibl. and thus the need to carry
the threat out is less likely to occur. Finally, Soviet concern
about the potential disruptive influence of China probably increased
following the border clashes in 1°F.Q,and added to their determination
to prevent China from gaining allies among the East European states.
This threat appears to have peaked during the suimner of 1971.
Rumanian leader Ceausascu and Yugoslav Porei~n Minister Tepavac bothvisited Pfking in June . At the beginning of July PresIdent Nixon ’s
visit to PCking was announced ; it soon bersme known that Rumania
had helped to arran ge the rapprochement. In addition , an official
Chinese delegation was scheduled to visit the Balkans in August.
In response, the Soviets applied a variety of pressures against
Yugoslvaia and Rumania. [n June, Yugoslav exiles in Moscow became
active after years of quiet. Croatian nationalists inside and outside
Yugoslvaia also became active ; ties between them and the Soviets
are widely suspec ted , but unproved . More direct pressures were
Initiated in August. Following a meeting of Warsaw Pact ae~ibers (minusRumania), Soviet , Hungarian . and Czechoslovak troops took part in-~maneuvers near the Rumanian border . Exercises were rumored to be ,
tak ing place in Sulgaria as well. A media campaign against Rumanian—
artd Tu*oalav—Chtnese ties accompanied these troop movements. (77)

The Soviet* did not wish to frighten Yugoslvaia into closer
ties with the West , however——Tfto had been improving relations with
the United States and was scheduled to visit America that Fall.
Brezhnev initiated a visit to Belgrade in late September . The
visit was announced at the heigh t of tensions on 7 August; by the
time it took place , the hints of military intervention against
both Yugoslvaia and Rumania had abated .

Th. limits within which Rumania migh t deviate from Soviet
policy remained unclear, this resulted in speculation over whether
spetif Ic Soviet ac tions were aimed at curbing perceived excesses.
For example, in the su e r  of 1974, reports -of “pressure?’~on
R* snia coincided with Warsaw Pact- maneuver , in Bulgaria . - Some

• Wester n ob.erv rs, however, believe that the Soviets pressed R usania
to participate in that and other Pact exercises—-an interpretation
different then using the maneuvers to intimidate Rumania in disputes
over other aspects of policy. (78) -

Recently, the Soviets have demonstrated increased interest in
parts of Europe beyond their traditional sphere of action. One such
case , in which Soviet armed forces were used , was the 1974 Cyprus
crisis. Soviet cruisers and destroyers moved toward the island on
16 July , shortly after the Greek sponsored coup that ousted President
Nskarios. The United Stat..’ Sixth Fleet was also concentrating in
the area . The Soviets publicly supported the deposed Cypriot leader,
while expressing their willingness to cooperate with Turkey in defending

- 
- th. island’s integrity and independence, When the Thrks concentrated
forces Icross the strait from Cyprus and threatened to invade, the
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Sovt*~~H reportedly altrtcd 40,000 ;~~rborne troops and reinforced
their naval forces In the area . There were also reports of major

y$ troop movements in Bulgaria. Nevertheless, the Soviets seemed
surpr is~’d when the Turks did Invade the island ; they then expressed
cautiuna approva l of the action while calling for the iiamediat.
return of Makarios. (79)

The Soviets were no doubt sincere in wishing Makarios to be
restored to office. The initial Soviet n.’ival deployments and
diplomatic moves were probably intenoed to discourage further actions
by Greece , then ruled by a vehemently anti-Communist junta, to
take over the Island . But the Turkish invasion complicated the
situation. On the one hand , the Soviets were surely pleased to
see two members of NATO on the brink of war; and they also
recognized an opportunity to improve relations with Turkey. On
the other hand, a Turkish occupation of Cyprus might doom Makarfos’
hopes to return and bring about an American intervention . Soviet
military actions reflected this ambiguity. The naval presence
troop alert expressed interest In the outcome of the crisis without
siding with any participant. Maneuvers in Bulgaria could be seen
as threatening either Greece or Turkey but in light of the Soviet
diplomatic position they were probably intended to please the
Turks by seeming to dissuade a Greek attack on Turkey; something
Greece could not seriously contemplate anyway. Because of American
hostility, the Turks were probably grateful for Soviet expressions
of sympathy. And the Turks ’ incomplete occupa tion of Cyprus has led
to intermittent Greco—Turkish tensions which have weakened NATO
and distracted the United States. Makarios I. also aware that the
Soviets were more staunch in his cause than were the Americans.
So the Soviets have probably gained influence in Turkey a~id Cyprus -

as a result of the crisis, but their own military actions at the
time may have been almost incidental to this result.

Another possible uce .~I armed I~’rrt’s In  Wi -:ti ~rn Europe wac
a series of mtss (lo t~~’~t s  r~,nducted In the Rarintc Sea In September
1975. The tests immediately precede4 Norwegian-Soviet talks on the
disputed continental shelf near Spitzbergen, and the Norwegian
Government perceived the tests as a means of putting presaure on
them. One cannot be certain that there was a political objective
behind the tests, however, because the Soviet response to the
Norwegian protests was almost defensive and becaus the Soviet
position -In the ensuing talks did not harden . (80)

In the Pacific, the Soviets coptinued to use their armed
forces for political objectives only infrequently. In fact , In
one of the few incidents in the region, they seemet! to repudiate
an earlier commi tment to North Korea. In contrast to the symbolic
iaterpos i tion of Soviet naval forces between an American force
and North Korea during the Pueblo crisis the preceding year, in
1969 the Soviet response to the Koreans’ downing of an Aasrican
espionage plane was to help search for thE wreckage. The Soviets’
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motive was probably to demonstrate that they had neither encouraged
nor applauded this action by the ICoreans. As a bonus, perhaps,
they may have hoped to gain knowledge about 4asrican espionage
technique s by retrieving the equipment. (81)

t
Soviet intentions with regard to the U.S. mining of North

Vietnamese harbors in May 1972 are more difficult to ascertain.
Soviet nava l forces stationed In the Soutb China Sea prior to the
mining did not interfere with the operation, but the reinforcement
of this previously small deployment in itself stood in sharp
contrast to the lack of Soviet military-response to American
escalations earlier in the war. During April, as Nor th Vietnam ’s
Easter Offensive made rap id progress, the United States stepped up
it. attacks. There were reports in the middle of the month that
American leaders were planning to mine the harbors but feared the
Soviet teaction. After a meeting with high Democratic Republic
of Vietnam officials on May 1 Soviet President Podgorny criticized
American actions and promised aid to North Vie~naw. Perhaps in
support of this statement, the number of Soviet supply ships sailing
for Vietnam was doubled and two minesweeper. deployed from
Vladivostok. Mindful of these developments, the United States
took actions to reduce Soviet alarm when it did mine the harbors on
8 May . President Nixon ’s announcement made it clear that the mines
would not be act iuated for three days to allow ships to leave the
ports; he then specifically assured the Soviets that the mining
was not aimed at them. National Security Advisor Kissinger met
privately with Soviet Ambassador Dobrynia to explain the American
position. (82)

- Immediately after the mining, the two minesveepir. moved
closer to Vietnam. Shortly afterward , a Soviet naval task group
returning from the Indian (*ean was diverted to a point 250 nautica l
miles southeast of where the U.S. carrier. operated in the South
China Sea. This force was then reinforced to a to~~l of one cruiser ,
several destroyer. , a guided—missile frigate , and four nuclear—
powered submarines armed with surface—to—siu f ice missiles. The
first public Soviet comment on the misiag was delsy.d matH Nay
11, ‘when a statement demanding that the Onitv4 States i ediately
end the blockade and the bombing, but not mentioning the i inent
summit conference, was released • American ob.. rver s thov ht that
it was the mildest possible statement under the circ tancea.
Meanwhile, sons Soviet merchant ships were wIthdr~~ from North
Vietnamese harbors before the ines were act ivated , and others
headed for Naiphong vet, diverted . In abort , th. nava l deployments
were strictly an •epty gesture . (83) ThI Soviets apparently did not
wish to disr upt detente with the Unit.d Stat es so soon aft*r the.
Sino—Amsrican st~~it.

So far the Soviets have taken advantage of the recent estab—
lishasnt of their presence in the Indian Ocean only twice; both
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were part of their effort to bolster tiea with India and Bangladesh

• 
in Order to help conta)n China.

A. tensions rose over East Pakistan in August 1971, the Soviets
signed a twenty—yea r friendship treaty with India. When tatifying
the treaty, the Soviets warned that they would take “urgently
effec t ive measu res ” to protect India from attack. During the Fall
the Soviets urged India not to intervene -in the Pakistani civil
war , but at the same time supplied military equipment to India
and put diplomatic pressure on Pakistan to accept a political
solution. Soviet behavior once India entered the war on December
10 was even more direct. The usual Indian Ocean naval force of
one guided—missile destroyer and a minesweeper was doubled in size
on Lecember 5, when the Indians already were clearly winning the
war. A .f cv days later the force was further reinforced by a

- 
- missile—equipped cruiser , another destroyer , and a conventionally—• powered missile—equipped submarine . These early naval deploy—

• meats were probably precautions to discourage British intsrventton,
insofar as there was a British task force in the vicinity. (84)

Further Soviet naval reinforcement.. occurred in the middle
• - of December following the gathering of a large American task

force , led by the aircraft carrier Enterprise , near Singap ore ,
and Chinese troop movements on the Indian border. This tine an
anti—carrier ta sk group consisting of one K resta—c lass cruieer ,
one Keshin—class destroyer , and two submarines left Vladivostok
on December 12 and arrived in the Indian Ocean on the l8~h, a )few days after the Indian victory. This time, the Soviets’
motive was probably to offset any American threat to intervens
against India. The Soviets also nay have provided direct
assistance to the Indian war effort. A Soviet TU—ll4 is
reported to have served as an airborne control center for Indian
air operations again st Pakistan . (85 )

Subsequent to the war, the Soviets offered to help Bangladesh
- 

- clear its harbors of mines and other debris . They app aren tly were
— eager to conduc t this operation in order to display technical prowess ,

• . to demonstrate the peaceful contribution of the Indian Ocein Soviet
naval deployment , and to increase thei r political influence in the
new nation. Although the Bengalis were reluctant to accep t the
Soviet offer, they did so after the United Nations pro’~ied unable to

- - ass~~~ th. task. All told , the Soviets sent 22 ships to Bangladesh
between mid—March and the beginning of Nay 1972 . Although progress
in both salvage and nth~sveeping operations was rapid at first, when
the Soviets could take advantag , of earlier work by the Ind ians,

:.- - it soon slowed. The delays , combined with the crews ’ isolation
from the local populatlcn, led to press suggestions that the Soviets
were stalling in order to obtain a naval base; the real rea son for
the delay was probab ly the relative unsophistication of Soviet
technology . Th. task wasn ’t completed aitkl the Spring of 1914 ,
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by which time the Soviets had long since lost their enthusiasm
• C 

for the project. (86)

Also during the post—1969 period , the Soviet. re-established
the military presence in the Caribbean which they had been
forced to abandon during the Cuban missile crisis. The initial
naval deployment took the form of a visit by seven ships to Cuba
and Martinique in July—August 1969. Soviei ship. have returned
often since that first visit. Additionally, a submarine base was
constructed at the Cuban port of Cienfuegos. Although use of
the base was halted in the Fall of 1970 when the United States
objected that it violated the Kennedy—Khrushchev agreement which
ended the 1962 crisis, Soviet submarines have often visited Cuba
since, and there has been a gradual escalation in both the type of
submarines and the services extended in Cuba. Whether this
gradual pressure against the previous agreements was intended
merely to improve the Soviet strategic position or to pose a
challenge to American hegemony in the area is difficult to determine.
Still, the pattern of previous visits wouLd indicate that another
submarine visit should have taken place in April 1976 ; the fact
that none did could support an interpretation that earlier visits
were intended to pressure the United States over particular issues,
such as the SALT aegotiations, which no longer were relevant. (87)

It was Africa , however, in which the Soviets made the most
dramatic increases in political uses of the armed forces. Some

• of these incidents were simply efforts to protect Soviet maritime
resources; for example , following Ghana ’s seizure of two
Soviet trawlers on charges of arms smuggling in October 1968.
After protests and economic sanctions failed to win he crews’
release, the Sov:~ets dispatched two m~ssi1e cruisers and a
submarine to the area in February 1969. The presence of these
ships off—shore may have been a factor in the Gbanaian decision
to release the crews. In a similar incident, a Soviet destroyer
appeared off the coast of Mauritania after Morocco seized a Soviet
trawler carrying supplies to either Angola or the Spanish Sahara,
which had ju st bun annexed by Morocco . (88~

In other incidents in Africa , Soviet armed forces were used
to assist friendly governments. Such support varied from port
visits to signal the legitimacy of client regimes, to actua l combat .
Among the former was a visit by two Soviet warships to Somalia
in April 1970; departure of the ships was delayed for three weeks
until instabilities within the Somali political system were worked
out. Similarly, In May’ 1971 a visit by a destroyer to Sierra Leone
helped to legitimize the Stevens regime after a period of instability.
More substantive assistanc e was offered to Guinea. Soviet naval
units patrolled of f the Guinea coast from December 1970 through the
S~~~sr of 1974, following a Portugese—sponsored co aando *ttack on
that country , In 1974 the Soviets actually seized a sbap carr ying
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individuals accused by Guinea of assassinating their ally——PAIG
leader Cabral. The one reported example of Soviet combat operations
in Africa occurred in the Sudan. Soviet advisors reportedly took
part in ground operations by government troops against rebels In the
South in September 1970. In early 1971 Soviet pilots repc rtadly
flew helicopters in the combat zone and possibly helped other
Sudanese allies on bombing missions. The Soviet role ended that
Ss er when Sudanese leader Nimeiry expelled Soviet diplomats
for alledgedly planning a coup which had .2usted him briefly . (89)

The most significant use of Soviet armed forces in Africa,
however , was the assistance provided to the Popular Movement for
the Liberation of Angola (MPLA ) in 1975 and 1976. Soviet actions
in Angola consisted largely of a large—scale supply effort,
transport of Cuban troops to the region, and the maintenance of
a naval presence off—shore during a crucial stage of the conflict.

Both superpo wers had provided covert assistance to the various
Angolan independe nce movements for several years. In early j97~,when it became obvious that Portugal would soon leave its colonies ,
this aid was increased. The American decision to step up support
to the National Front for the Liberation of Angola (vm~ ) was
taken in Jan uary 1975, at a time when the three major fac tions
appeared to be nearing agree ment on the makeup of a transition
govsnasut.

The first step—up in Soviet aid reached the MPLA in March.
Shortly af terward , fight ing broke out between the two factions. —

Over th. next months Soviet equipment continued to arrive in
Soviet, Best German, and Algerian merchant ships. Probably
reacting to pw’~ reverses, on July 17 the U.S. Government’sForty Co itt ee— -charged with approving American covert programs—
again stepp ed—up U.S. assistance by approving direct shipmen t.
of up to $14 million worth of arms to both the FNLA and the
Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA) , and en-
couraging Zaire and Zambia to increase their own aid to these
Angolan factions . It is not known whether the United States
also encouraged South Mri~a to participate , but South Africant roops appeared in border areas for the first time in Auguat.
The first Cuban troops arrived in Angola that Fall. At first,
the Cubans were flown to Angola in their own planes , later in
Soviet t ransports . The Soviets also stepped up their own
s~ç~ply effor ts in the Fall , and began to airlift armaments .
After independence (November 11) they flew directly to Luanda,
the MPLA—cont rolled capital. (90)

With the withd rawal of the last Por tugsse troops at
• ind.pendenc., the struggle for control of the new country
intensified and each of the outside partie. increased its own
level of involvement. Cuban roin forc~~~nts arrived steadily
reaching an e..ti~~ ted 7,000 by th. end of the year. South Africa
moved its troops fro. the border areas deep into the country to
h.1p UNITA.
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American arms shipments through Zaire reached an estimated
4 $32 million by December. The U.S. also opened a diplomatic campaign

against the Soviet intervention; both Secretary of State Kissinger
and President Ford warned that American—Soviet relations would be
threatened and the budding reconciliation with Cuba aborted unless
both countries withdrew. Kissinger also met privately with Soviet
Ambassador Dobrynin several t imes on the subject. Continued American
verbal protests were undermined , however,-.by the Congressional cut-
off of fund. for covert assistance in January . (91)

The Soviet naval involvement began in December, when they
deployed an Alligator—class LST, reportedly with the usual complement
of 100-150 troops, to the Point Noire, Congo area. This ship may
have provided comeand assistance to the MPLA . In early January,
with )~ LA forces advancing against both the FNLA in the North and
UNITA in the South, the Soviets deployed more ships to the area .
The LST was still operating off the Congo; a Kotlin—class destroyer
and an oiler moved separat ely toward Angola off the coast of Cabon .
A Kresta—class cruiser also moved to the area independently visiting
Conakry on January 11. The reason f or this naval activity is a
matter of speculation. Some believe that it was intended to discourage
further South African involvement in the civil war .(92) More
likely, it may have been an attempt to influence the proceedings of
the Organization of African Unity, which met on the Angolan crisis
from 10 to 13 January.

• By January 15, when the MPLA attacked the National Front’s
) last ma~or town in the north, the Soviet ships were reported to be

moving away from Angola. The cruiser and two oilers were still near
Conakry , where they were joined by the destroyer; the LST and another
oiler were moved out of the Gulf of Guinea; and a fourth oiler was
moving north of the Spanish Sahara. The reasons for the withdrawal
of the ships cannot be determined definitively. American political
pressur e, particularly charg es of colonialism and leaks to the press
ibout the ship movements , may have been sufficiently embarrassin g.
There were probably American submarines in the area, and the delayed
Atlantic transit of the carrier Saratoga may have worried the
Soviets that the Americans were preparing to use military force, despite
earlier disclaim ers. In any case , the Soviet -retreat did not affect
the situation in Angola since the MPLA was already on the verge of
victory. (93)

At the s time they withdraw their naval forces, however,
the Soviets’ involvement increased in another and more crucial ar es.
When U.S. political pressure forced governments in Barbados, Guyana,
end the Azores to refuse permission for the Cubans to continue refueli ng
their troop transport., the Soviets provided long—range IL—62 tres.pozte . _— .-~~
to ferry the troops to Angola. The airlift ended only in the third
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or fourth week of January when ther1’ were already at least 11,000
Cuban troops in the country . (94)

Speculation on Soviet motives for becoming so deeply involved
in the Angolan civil war tend to emphasize such political goals as
flanking Chinese—supported regimes in Zambia and Mozambique, countering
American gains in the Middle East t~nd Portugal, scoring a foreign
policy success before the Twenty—fifth Party Congress, or gaining
a foothold in Sout hern Africa in anticipata.on of further unrest there.
While none of these factors can be discounted, another must be given
considerable weight: the Soviets had supported the Popular Movement
for years and presumably were not willing to stand by while it was
iefeated by forces overtly supported by the United States. It should
be kept in mind that Soviet assistance, substantial though it was,
did not go as far as the combat roles assumed by Soviet military
personnel in Yemen and the Sudan. The possible use of the LST as a
ca and ship had precedent in use of a Soviet conusand aircraft
during the Bangladesh war. The transport of Cuban troops had

• precedent in the ferrying of Moroccans to Syria in 1973. Thus,
Soviet behavior in Angola was an indication of a more aggressive
policy mainly because of their persistence in the face of strong
American protests, not because of what specific actions were taken.
And even in Angola, the Soviets did show sensitivity to American
pressure, perhaps, by withdrawing their warships from the vicinity.

The relatively long history of Soviet involvement in Middle
Eastern affairs reached a new intensity during this final period as
well. Following the Arab defeat in the 1967 war, the Soviets )
escalated their support to several Arab nations in order to maintain
their credibility as supporters of progressive and revolutionary
movements in the Third World. The new nature of Soviet involvement
vas clearly seen in the decision to deploy Soviet air defense troops
and sophisticated defensive systems to Egypt in February 1970. Although
there is some dispute, most observers believe that these forces
were sent to Egypt after Egyptian—manned air defenses proved unable
to halt Israeli deep penetration sir strikes. The Soviets tried to
mitigate the American reaction to the unprecedented step of providing
“superpower” cnmbat units on the ground in the Middle East by sending
at least one note assuring the U.S. that the new systems would be
installed only in populated areas for defensive purposes. Indeed,
the firs t missiles, installed by late February, were located near
Alexandria, Cairo, and other areas beyond the iimnediate Canal battle
area . The Soviet build—up continued, however, reaching 5,000 to 10,000
troop. by April. (95)

In early April the first reports surfaced tha t Soviet pilots
were flying combat missions in fighter aircraft in the Egyptian
interior. Also, new Soviet—manned surface—to—air missiles were
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rep orted to be operational by the end ~f April. Faced with greater
threats to its aircraft , plus the risk of fighting Ru sians, Israel
stopped the deep penetration raids. While this step seemed to
satisfy the originally stated purpose of the Soviet intervention,
and the intensity of Soviet activity did fall off for a t ime, by
the end of June it was clear that the Soviet military involvement
was again increasing. In July, Soviet—manned surface—to—air
missiles were installed within 20 miles of the Canal, and at the
end of the month there were clashes between S3viet and Israeli planes .
by the end of September an estimated 500-600 missile launchers had been
installed within 50 miles of the Canal. This escalatory process
was stopped only after the American—sponsored cease—fire agreement
was reache d near the beginning of August. (96)

After Nasser ’s deat h in October 1970, Soviet—Egyptian relations
became more complex. As a result of these strains , around March 1971
some Soviet air defense troops were reported leaving the sites near
the Canal. Following several new disagreements , in July 1972 Sadat
ordered Soviet troops and advisors to leave the country; by
October there were only about 300 advisors in the country . (97)

While the use of Soviet troops in combat in Egypt was nut
totally unprecedented , it did strain Soviet—American relations to a
greater extent than the Soviets had willingly chosen to do in the
past. Moreover , the use of organic combat units (i.e., fighter
squadrons ) was a new step. By tak~ng these risk s , the Soviets showed
the depth of their co itaent to Egypt and other progressive Arab
states. But the Soviet action also indicated the limits of such

‘— co itment , for the troops were used to reduce Egyptian vulnerability -

to Israeli air strikes and to restore the military balance on the
Canal, but not to further the Egyptian goal of retaking Sinai.
And the Soviets continued to refuse the kind of assistance on which
such Egyptian actions depended; resulting, in the end, in their
explusion.

Soviet diplomatic and military actions in the Jcrdanian crisis
of 1970 were ~sore limited, and constituted primarily a damage—limiting
operation intended to make a U.S. or Israeli intervention less likely .
The Soviets established a naval presence to signal their interest in
the outcome of the crisis , but worked diplomatical ly to minimi;e the
danger of this regional conflict turning into a more serious East—
West conflict. At its peak , the Soviet Mediterranean squadron grew
to s~~~ 70 ships. Twenty of these were locat ed in the vicinity of
the America n fleet , but they did not interfere with U.S. operations. (98)

The October 1973 war brought a new, if tempora ry resurgence
• of Soviet milita ry involvement in the Middle East. During the

Su sr of 1973, the Soviets appare ntly stepped up their supply of
arms to Egypt , which had continue d after the expulsion of Soviet
advisors, and in particular provided new weapon., such as the Scud
surfice—to—surface missile and TU—16 bombers, which increased the
strategic threat posed by Egypt to Isr ael. Still , the Soviets refused
to sell several type. of weapons which the Egyptian military thought
vs .~ecsssary, and kept the supply of a unition and spare parts
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80 low that a major war could not be ‘ustained. Only in the
Fall were these restraints lifted and thua the war made possible. (99) )

Once the wer began on 6 October, the Soviets rapidly
intensified the resupply effort. New arms began to arrive by air
on October 10. By October 12 this airlift has reached 60 to 90
flights per day to Syria and Egypt. The United States, meanwhile,
had alerted the Sixth Fleet and soon began to resupply Israel . (100)

The Soviets supported the continuat ion of the war not only
by supplying military hardware, but also diplomatically. Only
when Israel had repulsed both the Syrian and Egyptian offensives
and were attacking toward Damascus and across the Suez Canal
did this policy change. Fearing catastrophic Arab losses, for
which they would share the blame, and disruption of detente with
the United States, Kosygin travelled to Cairo on October 16 to
persuade Sadat to accept a cease—fire. At the same time the
Soviets strove to prevent an Arab collapse. Soviet personnel
drove tan ks from the Syrian ports to Damascus to make up for
Syrian losses and established air defense and destroyer patrols
off—shore to protect the supply effort. Soviet personnel may
also have helped Egyptians to fire several surface—to—surface
missiles against Israeli troop positions just before the cease—
fire on October 22; this action was probably intended as a
warning to Israel that should the proposed cease—fire be rej ected,
home territories would be threatened. (101)

From early in the war, the Soviet s were prepared to intervene )
on a larger scale if necessary: three airborne divisions were
alerted by 10 October. As the Israelis advanced, pressure on
the Soviets to intervene mounted; it became particularly acute
when the October 22 cease—fire broke down and the Third Egyptian -

Army of the Cana l seemed doomed . By this time the number of Soviet
division, on alert had reached seven (50,000 men) . The Soviet supply
airlift was phased—down on 22 October perhaps to prepare for a
troop lift. On October 24 Egyptian President Sadat requested that
American and Soviet forces be sent to police the cease—fire. When
the United States ref used , the Soviets th reat ened to intervene
unilaterally to stop the Israeli advance. The United States
responded with a world-wide alert of its armed forces for several
hours . But the combination of Soviet and U.S. pressures brought
a new cease—fir, without direct U.S.—USSR intervention. (102)

Soviet use of force during the October 1973 war was effective
in promoting the interests ’of the more militant Arab regimes. The
initial supply effort before and during the war probably mitigated
some of the Arab resentment at earlier Soviet restrictions on arms
deliveries. The initial Arab successes, made possible by Soviet
help , did put the Arabs and Israelji on a more equal psychological
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and political footing for the next round of negotiations. The
later Soviet actions designed to prevent a total Arab collapse
also were successful . But despite these successes , Soviet
influence in the country of primary concern , Egypt , did not grow.
The Soviets must have found this outcome the more frustrating
since they had taken unprecedented risks on Egypt’s behalf. It
is not clear whether this experience will discourage them from
making new major comsitments to others, however.

The rapid loss of Soviet influence in Egypt was highlighted
by the minor role played by Soviet forces in the cleat ing of mines
and sunken ships from the Suez Canal in 1974 . An Egyntian-
American agreement to proceed with the mine—clearing was announced
on March 18. Only at the end of May were the Soviets invited to
participate by clearing the Gulf of Suez. A Soviet task force
left Vladivostok for Suez i ediately. It included five mine—
sweepers, a repair ship, one Kashin—class destroyer, and the
helicopter carrier Leningrad. This last ship came along primarly
to emphasize the quality of the Soviet and American minesweeping
forces . The latter dep ended upon helicopters for minesweeping,
while the Soviet Navy still used special minesweeping ships. (103)

The political rewards from this largely symbolic operation
were apparently minimal. In contrast to its treatment of American
and British efforts, Egypt did not publicize the Soviet contribution.
Perhaps because of this snub, the Soviets apparently tried to win
Israeli gratitude by clearing all the mines from the Israeli side
of the Gulf and hinting Soviet support in the Geneva negotiations
for Israeli access to the Canal. These small gestures did not
resul t in any noticeable improvement in Soviet—Israeli relations,
however. (104)

Both before and after the 1973. Middle East War, the• Soviets
also intensified their relationship with other “progressive” Arab
states. In 1973 they transported Moroccan troops to the Syrian
f ront and South Yeneni troop. to Oman to assist the Dhofar rebels. (lOS)
The Soviets also abandoned their traditional neutrality in the
Persian Gulf in siding with Iraq in its territorial dispute with
Kuwait. (106) In late 1974 the Soviets reportedly went so far as
to fly co~~at v -ions for Iraq against Mustafa Barzani’s Kurds.
They had previously avoided becoming involved in this conflict
in order to maintain good relations with Iran. But that Fall
open I ranian and covert American aid to the Kurds reached sub—
.tantjal levels. (101)
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Conclusions

As this examination has shown, Soviet political uses of the
armed forces have varied with both circumstances and relative Soviet
strategic power. The disintegration of individual political
systems and the international order which resulted from World War
II presented the Soviets with a unique opportunity to impose Soviet—
cont rolled regimes along their borders. In -their attempt to do so,
they did not hesitate to introduce armed forces to political
situations, although they retreated from these steps whenever they
met determined , armed opposition. Most of these opportunities had
been exhausted by 1950, as the American response to the Communist
attack on South Korea indicated. For the next several years,
the Soviets sought to.protect their gains in Europe against both
American military superiority and discontent within Eastern Europe.
Failures in this policy, which reached disastrous proport ions in
Hungary in 1956 , spurred Khrushchev to initiate another period of
So’iet expansionism in 1957. Unlike earlier and later expansionist
periods, however, in this period Khrushchev tried to create
opportwiities rather than merely respond to propitious circumstances;
moreover , be moved beyond the goals that Soviet military power could
support. While Khrushchev failed whenever he directly confronted
the West, his policy of friendship with the former colonies has
provided a foundation upon which his successors have continued to
build.

Brezhnev and Kosygin have approached defense problems in a
more mature and patient manner. This policy has drawn Soviet
attention away from Europe. It has also involved the Soviets in
more frequent military operations, particularly in the Third World.
Until the Soviets achieved strategic parity around 1969, however,
they continued to exercise great caution in these actions paiticularly
so as to avoid confrontation with the United States.

Since 1969 the Soviet political uses of their armed forces
have been more assertive in several ways. First, Soviet military
forces have been used farthe r from home, notably in sub—Saharan Africa.
Second , in contrast to past interventions which were almost
exclusively intended to help friends and allies survive a challenge
by an internal or external foe , more recent Soviet operations have
sometimes been aimed at helping friends gain new advantages. Examples
include the Indo—Pakistani-Wa.r (1971), support for Iraqi claims
against Kuwait, and the trans~~~t of Moroccan and South Yemeni troops
to theaters of conflict in 1973. Third, the Soviets have sometimes
been willing in more recent years to accept a confrontation with the
United States as a by—product of their support for a client. In
the crises over Angola and the Egyptian War of Attrition aga inst Israel
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the clash was primarily political. But in the October 1973 var, amilita ry confrontation resulted.

Fourth , the depth of Soviet comeitment to its Third World
friends has increased. Before 1968 Soviet armed forces assumed
combat roles only once, in Yemen. Since 1968, Soviet military
personnel have participated in three conflicts: the War of Attrition,
the Sudanese civil war, and the Iraqi war against the Kurds.
And in October 1973, Soviet military units came very close to combat
roles. Soviqt participation in combat operations has two interesting
feature s. It has been restricted to fields raquiring technological
proficiency such as air defense; the Soviets have so far avoided
introducing ground forces into others ’ conflicts. And it has -

been on behalf of leftis t Arab regimes .
I

In other respects, Soviet operations since 1968 have been
more cautious than those of the past. In contrast to the 1957-196 2
period , when Khrushchev deliberately, provoked confrontation with the
United States , in recent times the Soviets have used force with
caution and sought to avoid such clashes whenever possible. Further,
the Soviets have rarely been the only superpower involved in the
crisis; more typically they have responded to others ’ ongoing or
likely intervention. Finally , the Soviets have almost never
instigated the crisis in which they have intervened since 1968; even
in the Middle East, where the Soviets have encouraged Arab hostility
toward Israel, tensions have grown more fundamentally out of local
issues. This again contrasts with the Soviet role in earlier political
crises in Eastern Europe and- Germany. -
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t Chapter XVI

COPCWSIONS

On approximately three dozen occasionà’ since World War TI , the ever
c hanging but relatively placid stream of world events has been punctuated
by dramatic confrontations—points at which world tensions, which usually
rise or fall only in small increments, increased sharply. The trappings
of These crises have become familiar to all: late—burning lights at the
White House, the Pentagon, end the Department of State; hastily—called
press conferences at which ominous sounding prepared statements are read
by bleary—eyed officials; and , inevitably, briefing char.ts showing the
movements of elements of the armed forces. These movements and other
changes in the readiness of the armed forces have become the idiom of
crisis diplomacy. They serve to better prepare the armed forces should
they be called upon to protect U. S. interests in whatever situation is at
risk; but also, they are used to reinforce, and sometimes to substitute
for, diplomacy: to warn, to re-assure, nnd generally to signal U.S.
policy intent .

In roughly 180 less serious incidents as well , as was 4pscribed in
chapters three and four, the United States has made use of its armed
forces to protect American interests abroad and to secure various foreign
policy objectives . What has been ~ne result of this military activity?
By and large, are the prospects for success i±i such ventures good enough
so that policymakers should consider use Of the armed forces an important
option in these situations? Or should they view such uses of the aimed
forces with great caution——because the military activity often fails to
meet its objectives and because sometimes it backfires? L~re to the point,under what cirewnstances are discrete uses of the armed forces for political
objectives moat likely to succeed, and when are they more likely to fail?

In this study, two approaches were used to answer these questions:
an aggregate analysis of a representative sample of all 215 incidents
(chapters five through eight) and detailed case studies of thirteen
separate Incidents (chapters nine through -fourteen). Here we suninarize
end discuss the moat important conclusions. Before doing that, however,
it is prudent to remind readers of several cautions.

First, it should be remembered that we have examined but one way
in which the armed forceb can, and have been used in the pursuit of roreign
policy objectives. Indeed, in one sense at least, the fac t that a dis-
crete political use of the armed forces—such as thoae described in the
study—took place, is indicative of failure in more fundamental political
purposes of the acquisition and operation of military forces. It is -

mainly when something unexpected end adverse happens, when the positive
long—term political effects of the maintenance and deployment of the armed
forces break down, that d.oieiomiekere turn to discrete military operations
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in attempts ~.o mend the disrupted fabric of foreign re] ~tions .

r : Secondly, there is no intention in this study to attribute a cause
and effect relationship between a single military operation and any
specific decision by a policyinaker in a foreign nation. As has been
noted in earliez chapters , find as is made obvious by the case studies ,
it 18 simply Impossible to de termine why—— l~pecifically——a certain de—
cision was taken. Thus , although we can point out the co— incidence
between , on the one hand , certain types of military operations in certain
kinds of situations and , on the other hand, outcomes that are predominantly
favorable from the U.S. perspective, we cannot say with certitude that
similarly favorable outcomes may not have occurred In the absence of any
military operations , or in the face of a markedly different sort of
military operation.

Thirdly, we should remind ourselves again of the uncertainties in
the data upon which the study is founded. There are deficiencies in
the amount and type of information which is routinely collected about
these sorts of military operations. The problem is not one of access; we-
doubt that most sections of the study would have been significantly more
accurate if they had been founded on clasrified data. It is simply a
question of the precision and completeness of the data that were originally
recorded . Thus, in some cases , arbitrary ju dgment s were necessary that
preferably woulj have been avoided. Still , despite this caveat , we be-
lieve that the information upon which the study is based is precise enough,
and sufficiently complete, so that the conclusions deserve serious
contemplation. )

The Essence of the kktter 
*

The first thing th aI~ should be said is that disc rete uses of the
armed forces are often an effective way of achieving near term foreign
policy objectives . When the United States engaged in these political—
military activities , the outcomes of the situations at which the activity
was directed were most often favorable from the perspective of U.S.
dsciafomnakers——at least in the short term. In an overwhelming proportion
of the incidents, however, this “success rate”——the relative maiber of
outcomes which were positive f rom the perspective of U.S. decisionmakera—-
eroded sharply over time .

Thus, it would seem that dLeorete uses of military forces for
political objectives cerve mainly to delay unwanted developments abroad .
This is not to gainsay the value of “buying time, ” of keeping a situation
open and flexible enough to prevent the occurrence of a detrimental fait
accoml1~ Still, it should be recognized that these military operations
cannot substitute for more fundamental poljoies and actions—diplomacy,
close economic and cultural relations, an affinity of mutual interests
and perceptions—which can form th. basis either for sound and successful

)
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alliances or for stable adversative relations. What political—military
operations can do, is provide a respite; i.e., a means of postponing
adverse developments so that there is enough time to formulate and
implement new policies which may be sustainable over the longer term.
Or, in those cases when new policies which are likely to be successful
over the long term cannot be formulated , the political use of armed
forces may serve to lessen the consequemes~of detrimental events.

The amount of time which disc rate uses of the armed forces h8ve
bought for U.S. decisiormiakers, or the degree to which these operations
ha ve minimized adverse consequences, has varied widely.

In some cases , demonstrative uses of force have been more or less
ineffectual. For example , David Hall points out in chapter nine that the
U.S. gesture of support for Pakistan during the 1971 War with India was a
relatively empty one, because the target actors recognized that the United
States would not become militarily involved in the war under virtually
any circumstance. Consequently, the deployment of the i~iterorise task-
force to the Indian wean had virtually no effects on the decisions of
either the imnediate actors——India and Pakistan——or the indirect aotors
—China and the Soviet Union.

In other cases, a discrete political application of the armed forces
has been associated with the creation of a situation which remaine~1• tolerable for a period of months or, in some cases, years. The In ter-

1
’ vention in Laos in 1962 , the other case . etudSr by David Hall , was such

~ I an incident; the landing of U.S. Marines in Thailand was co—incident
with the negotiation of a settlement which kept the peace in Laoc for a
time. U.S. actions to oust the Truj illos from the Dominican Republic
following Rafael Truji llo ’s assassination described by Jerome Sister in
chapter eleven, and subsequent actions to support the new government, were
of a similar character. They resulted in a more acceptable situation in the
Dominican Republic for several years, but ultimately foundered in 1965.

Finally, in some cases, under very special circumstances, discrete
political uses of the armed f orces can result In the establishment of
new international relationships, such that US. interests are protec ted
for a decade or even longer. Several political uses of the armed forces
in the l9~O ‘e had such a character. Displays of American military sup-
port for Italy prior to the 191e8 elections seem to have contributed , along
with such other instruments of policy as economic aid and covert support -

for democratic political parties, to the defeat of the Italian Ccminunist
Party. The dominance of’ the Christian Democratic Party which resulted
from that election persisted until recently. Sbailsr].3r, political uses
of the armed forces during the Berlin Crises of 1958— 59 and 1961, a~
Robert Sluseer describes in chapter twelve, helped to create stable
conditions in Central Europe which—fifteen years later—look as if they
will endure. -

- Essentially, what seems to happen is that a given framework of
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relations among neve ral countries , or a domestic political configuration
abroad , is disrupted by something unexpec ted or at least unwelcdme : A
break—down in the normal course of world affairs occurs , such as a domestic
upheaval, a new departure in a major power’s foreign policy, or perhaps
an unexpected armed clash between the military units of hostile states.
Regardless of the cause , this developnent will often lead to an unravelling
of the fabric of relations that had been es tablished and maintained by
existing policies . Under such circumstance, and mind ful of the fac t that
even when favorable outcomes do occur they are likely to persist only
over the short—term, a demonstration of U. S. military capability through
a discrete operation of one sort or another can be effective. In essence,
the U.S. military demonstration persuades the target that the course of
better wisdom is to undertake policies other than those to which it pre-
vious].y áeemed inclined . -

These demonstrations can be particularly effective when an adversary
--or any nation which the U.S. is attempting to influence in a coercive
fashion——becomes fearful; that is, if the target finds the threat implied
by the military action to be credible. Also, such a military demonstration
can be particularly effective when the actor at which it is directed is
not yet fully c~minItted to the course Iran which the U.S. hopes to dissuade
it. We will return to these distinctions later in the chapter. First,
however, it is helpful to examine the mechanisms at ~~ rk more closely.

In sane situations, the insertion (even symbolically) of U.S . military
forces may proviae leverage to U.S. decisionmakers where previously there
had not been any. After a U.S. military presence or operation has been
established , foreign leaders may see a reason for considering the wishes
of U.S. pollcymakere where previously they bed no such incentive . Once
U.S. Marines landed in Thailand and the threat of a U . S. intervention in
Lace became a credible one, for example , the United States gained a de-
cided edge at the negotiating table. In any case like this, the result
is to lessen the potential U.S. loss. The foreign dec isiorinakers act to
avoid those extreme choices which they fear would precipitate a violent
U. S. response. Unless the Uni ted States is willing to turn its new military
presence into a permanent operation, however, any such demonstrative action
is likely to be successful only for a limited amount of time. The point
is that during this interim period, policymakers have an opportunity to
obtain a longer lasting diplomatic solution, one which closely reflects the
realities of the situation. The intervention in Lebanon in 1958, described
by William Quandt in chapter ten, provides a pointed example of this
_non. 

*

Although Presiaent Eisenhower authorized the landing of U.S. Marines
and other .f*roes in lebanon in August of that year, he recognized , or at
least Secretary of State Dulles recognized, that an American—imposed
solution in Lebanon would be unacceptable and therefore short—lived.
Thus, the United Stale s adopted a two-fold,approach. On the one hand ,
a massive demonstration of American military power was staged, involving
the landing of thousands of American troop.. On the other band , Deputy
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Under Secretary of State Robert Murphy waS dispatched to r~ banon where,
recognizing the political realities of the situation, he negotiated a
settlement which was probably more favorable to the actors that ~~nosed
U.S. policy than to the nrea~~ d ~~sriosa olient, Preeident CamilleChamoun. In other words, the U.S. military demonstration bought time
such that new political arrangements could be reached which more
realistically reflected the distribution ~~~~~~~ among the ccsnpeting
ethnic and political groups in lebanon. lithout a realistic political
solution, such as that negotiated by Mr. Mir~ ay, the 195.8 U.S. irt er—
vention in Lebanon would probably have tailed. At the same time , without
the leverage provided by the U.S. military presence in lebanon, ‘with its
implicit threat 01’ greater violence, Mr. *ir~q may well have failed in
his attempt to negotiate a realistic political solution.

A military demonstration also can ease domestic pressures on the
President that demand more forceful action. In less serious incidents,
these pressures, which can originate F i~~ many sources--ethnic groups ,
the Congress, friends and political associates of the decisiotinakers , and
flepertaent of Defense unif ormed and civilian officials , among others—-are
directed to lower-ranking foreign policy ~~negers. ~ r postponing forecast
adverse consequences of’ unexpected develo~~ents in internat ional politics,
the demonstrative use of force may partially ameliorate calls for more
decisive action. The postponement permit. more fundamental changes in
policy which allow a rational aooc~~odstion to the new developsent; most
fundamen tal changes in policy inevitably require time to gather support
within the bureaucracy and sometimes to be explained to the Congress and
the public . In the absence of the added time bought by the military de-
monstration, these fundamental changes in policy may be more difficult to
bring about.. Under such circumstance, the President ’s conetituencies, or
at least the President might fear that hi. constituencies both at bane and
abroad, may see him as bowing to foreign psessures.

This phencimenon too was demonstrated pointedly in the case of the
intervention in Lebanon in 1958. Readers will recall that for many
months during the Spring of 1958, President Eisenhower resisted a request
f rom President Chamowi for American aili%ary assistance. An unexpected
event—the coup in Iraq in July—med. it impossible to avoid the request
any longer. The President feared that f~u”ther inaction, after the -

s e mj~gl.y wholesale d.f at of American -a~emt. .in the Middle ~~st, would
hews asgative effects both for the pero.pbioma of decisiomeakere in foreign
nations and on domestic opinion in this nation.

American c’ipport for the realistic solution to the Lebanese problem
negotiated by Mr. Mur~thy would have been difficult to muster without the
symbolism of American strength suggested by the military interventicn.
It is quite doubtful that such a change in American policy with regard
to Lebanon would have been possible without the time and image provided
by the military intervention. In this case, in the absence of the inter-
vention, President Eisenhower may have feared the effec ts of such en
apparent concession on opinion both at home and abroad. 
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Similarly, it ‘will be recalled that following American intervention 
)in the Dominican Republic in 1965, Ambassador Ellsworth I3unker negotiated

an agreement which contained the possibility that Juan Bosch would be
elected President the following year. Such a development was abhorrent
to many American officials. The use of force, however, made it acceptable.

None of this is meant to imply that tht~ gains provided by discrete
uses of the armed forces for political objectives are fraudulent. The
amelioration of pressures for extreme actions is an important, and a
very real phenomenon . Similarly, the provision of leverage to negotiators
Is quite obviously of great significance in international politics . We
turn next to a discussion of the circumstances under which these desired
outcomes are beat attained.

Correlates of Bucs~ess

Four groups cf factors seem to influence the re1.ative success or
failure of political uses of the armed forces: U.S . objectives, the
context of the incident , involvement by the Soviet Union , and the nature
and activity of the U.S. military forces which become involved. Readers
will remember, of course, that unless noted otherwise, these conclusions
refer mainly to short term (i.e., six month) outcomes.

U.S . Obiectivea )

The nature of U.S. objectives seems to be an important dete rminant
of whether or not a political use of force is successful. The armed
forces were most often used successfully as political instruments when
the U.S. policymakers’ objective ‘was to maintain the authority of a
certain regime abroad . Such ‘was the case, for example, when naval move-
ments and other activities were undertaken in support ~(ing Husseinduring the 1970 Civil War in Jordan. Indeed, aaint~’ ~ r~f’ i~~ iiae
authority was the one type of objective which was L y to be sustained
over the longer term. The armed forces were least often successful when
the objective wee concerned with the use - of force by a 

- 
foreign actor;

- illustrative are the many futile áttémpts during the early— and mid—1960e
to convince the North Vietnamese to cease military activity in South Viet—
nam and Laos. Somewhere between these two was the success rate pertaining
to objectives wh1c~h might be categorized as “the provision of support to
third parties.” U. S. armed forces scinetimea were , but often were not
successful in these cases, such as the many incidents in which U. S.
military activity was undertaken in order to persuade the Soviet Union to
cease supporting hostile political initiatives by East Germany.

Perhep~ more significant, however, is the mode in which the armed
forces are used as a political instrument . It is evident that discrete

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -..~~~
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(,j uses of the arme d forces for political purposes are most often successful
when the U .S . objective is to reinforce, rather than to modify, the be-
havior of a target state. This stands to reason. It fits not only with
the find ings of behavioral psychology, but more importantly with conmon
sense . Chairman Kh rushchev , no doubt , found it much easier noI~ to tol’low
thi~ugh on the various threats he made concerning Europe and~~lie Middle
East, than he did to withdraw Soviet missiTas from Cuba; just as deterring
the outbreak of violence is usually an easier task than bringing violence
to a satisfactory end .

Human behavior is difficult to change . Individuals tend to be more
aware of the risks of d~ ange than they are of the dangers of continuing
to maintain their prevailing course. After all , policies being pursued
at any one time are known entities; even when their risks are evident, the
dangers of change will often appear more threatening . More to the point,
no one——least of all the head of a nation—likes to be told publicly what
it is he should be doing. rn fact, political leaders will not remain
leaders for long if they are dictated to too often. Thus, national leaders
‘will resist demands for policy modifications most strenuously when such
demands are made publicly, ss Is more often than not the case when military
power is used demonstratively.

In short, whether a military demonstration was made in order to
coerce a hostile target state to change its behavior , or ~f it was made
In order to encourage a friendly target state to change its behavior,
the result was similar; these actions were not successful very often. On
the other hand , when U.S . policymakers made demonstrative use of the armed
forces to coerce a hostile target state so that it continued to do some-
thing (e.g., stay at peace), or when it made a demonstrative use of military
force so as to encourage a friendly state to remain on the same course of
behavior , these military demonstrations were successful relatively more
often.

Consider for example , the starkly diffe rent outcomes of the Berlin
Crises of l95~—59 end 1961, and the several incidents in Southeast Asia
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. In the former, the United States
sought essentially to assure allies and to deter certain action by the
U.S.S.R. and East Germany. Both types of objectives required that the
targets not change their extant behavior. These incidents, of course,
worhed out favorably from the American perspective. Not so favorable,
especially over the longer term, were the outcomes of the Southeast Asian
incid~ ite , in which the United States sought to compel various Coninunist
ac tors -to stop using force , and to induce the Government of South Vietnam
to behave differently. Here , both types of objectives required change on
the pert of the target states, and few were achieved.

Another caution is due at this junc ture. To some extent , the conc lusion
as to the grea er relative success when the U.S. objective was to re—
inforce , ra ther then to modify behavior, is the result of a simple fact.
In many of the incidents, although U.S. decisiorinake re may have thought ~
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——or feared——that a targe t ntnte was prepared or intending to change Its
b~I~avior, and thus made demonstrative use of the armed forces to reinforceexisting behavior, in actuality, the target state may have had no such
Intention. Thus, in these cases, although it appears that the demonstrritive
use of miHtary force was successful , this is mote appearance than reality.
A good example , pertkaps , is the U.S. military activity which fo]~lo’wed the
Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia , whic)fThilip Windsor documented in

- - chapter thirteen. One objective of that military activity was to deter a
Sov~~t invasion of Ruinaniii . No such invasion occurred; hence, the
military demonstration appears to have been successful. The question is,
however, whether Soviet leaders ever seriously contemplated such en in—
vaston. This is not to discount the importance of the U.S. military
activity. As Windsor points out , U.S. policymakers had other important
objectives in mind as well. Still, the proportion of successful “ re—
inf’orcement” outcomes which are accounted for by the “unreality” of the
feared target state behavior may be high. Unfortunately, that proportion
is impossible to determine empirically.

It should also be observed as concerns the consequences of the nature
of U.S. objectives, that political uses of the armed forces are most suc-
cessful when U. S. objectives are complementary, at least loosely, with
prior U.S. policies. Based on both the case studies and the aggregate
analysis, it seems evident that the purpose of demonstrative uses of force
must f i t  within a fundamental f ramework of expectations held by decision—
makers both in this country aM abroad, if the mili tary activity is to
attain its desired end. This is made clear, for example, by the fac t
that although prior diplomacy was closely associated with positive out-
comes of the inc idents in the sample , diplomacy during the course of the
incidents themselves does not seem to have been particularly Important
for positive results. Obviously there are exceptions to this rule ; Murphy’s *

efforts in Lebanon and Bunker ’ a in the Dominican Republic are just two
examples.

Similarly, it was dete rmined that prior U.S. military engagement
In conflicts in a region was of some importance in determining the relative
success of subseqtent military demonstrations . The fac t that the United
States had been willing to engage in violence in the region previously
seeme to have made the threats or assurances implied by the subsequent
demomstrativ. military activi ty more credible . Much less significant
were previous demonstrative uses of force in the region. Still, prev~ous
demonstrative uses of force ‘were associated with greater success when the
U.S. objective wee to assure a target state so that It would continue
to do something .

Good examples are provide~i by U.S. naval demonstrations in the
~~diterranean. U.S. military forces have not fought in that region since
1945, yet as concerns the assurance of Israel (and less frequently, Jordan),
thee. displays of naval power seem to be effective. They have been far
less successful, however, as means of modifying the behavior of Israel ’s
( and Jordan ’s) enemies . -

)
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In short, prior actual or demonstrative uses of force were not
sufficient to compensate for the previously noted difficulty of mo if ~izw
a target state’s behavior. Indeed , very little seems to com~~nsate forthis basic determinant of when a demonstrative use of force would, or
would not be a successful m~ ans of gaining foreign policy objectives.That is, the question of whether the U.S. objective was to reinforce or
to modify behavior seems to dominate most other factors in assessments of
the relative effectiveness of these political uses of armed forces. Among
the factors which are so dominated are: the sort of diplomacy which ac-
companied the military activity, the nature of the situation, and the
timing, sire , composition, and activity of the mili tary units themselves.
In brief , when the U.S. objective was to reinforce behavior, political
uses of the armed forces usually were effective, although successful out-
comes also would depend upon whether or not the specifi-~ objective was
compatible with prior U.S . policies. When the U.S. objective was to
modify behavior , however , demonstrative uses of force were much less
frequently effective, regardless of other circ~.in8tanoes.

Soviet Activity

A second group of factors which seem to influence the relative
effectiveness of the use of the armed forces as a political instrtunent
pertain to the Soviet Union--the charac ter of U.S.—Soviet relations at

( the time and the specific role played by the Soviet Union in the incident.

One conclusion runs counter to presently prevailing views concerning
the effect of the U.S —Soviet strategic nuclear balance on the relative
fortunes of the superpowers. We did not find , as is often maintained,
that the United States became less successful in the use of the armed
forces for political objectives as the Soviet Union closed the U. S. lead
in strategic nuclear weapons which had been maintained for the first
twenty or so years following the Second World War. Whether or not discrete
uses of U.S. armed forces were associated with positive outcomes seems to
have been independent of this aggregate measure of relative U.S.—Soviet
military capabilities.

This finding can do little but add fuel to the debate , as this study
was not designed to test the hypothesis about the effects of the strategic
balance . Its finding In this regard clearly is not definitive. Still,
both the aggregate analysis and :~he case studies provide little support
for the notion that decisions during crises are strongly inf luenced by
aggregate military capabilities. William Quandt’s studies of Lebanon
and Jordan, for example, and Robert Simmons ’ studies of several East Asian
incidents would seem to ind icate that to the extent that evaluations of
the military balance played any role , they were more clearly concerned with
local balances of power. ~kr e  to the poin~, most actors in these incidents
seem to have bad only a rudimentary and impressionistic sense of relative
military capabilities. - -

_ _ _ _ _  
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~~~ Soviet political and/or military involvement in the incident itcelf ,
on the other hand , was of great signi ficance. Outcomes tended to be l ess
favorable fran the U.S. perspective when the Soviet Union was involved in
an Incident. Outcomes were particularly less favorable when the Soviet
Union threatened to, or actually employed its own armed forces in the
incident . Interestingly, this finding pertains more to the short term
success rate than to the longer term outcomes . We believe that this
disparity may be explained by the fact that the Soviet Union’s own objec-
tives tended to be more moderate than those of the actors which it was
supporting in the incidents. For example, in those incidents in which
North Vietnam, the Pathet tao, or Cuba were involved, and the Soviets
provided political support , the objectives of the Soviet clients were
likely to have included the overthrow of certain govermnents backed by
the United States . Following a U .S. political use of its armed forces,
these objectives may have been postponed, thus resulting in a relatively
high percentage of favorable outcomes in the short term; but the objectives
were not likely to have been abandoned, thus leading to longer term U.S.
failure. In incidents In which the Soviet Union was involved directly,
and employed its own armed forces , objective8 were more likely to involve
the establ ishment of some sort of coinpranlse political relationships——say
in Central Europe ; outcomes which could be ac~cmp1Ished and maintained not
only for the short term, but for the longer term as well.

The pernic~ ous effect of Soviet Involvement was eroded somewhat at
times when broad U.S —Soviet relations had been improving. The outcomes
of Incidents tended to be more favorable f rom the U.S. point of view when
overall U. S. —Soviet relations were charac terized by greater z~o.-operatIon.
And , as in the previous case, this finding was stronger when just those .
incidents in which the Soviet Union participated are considered , and - 

-

stronger still when just those incidents in which Soviet military forces
were Involved are considered .

In brief , although the overall state of the U.S. —Soviet military
balance does not seem to have been an important factor in determining
the relative success of demonstrative uses of military forces for specific
political objectives, the overall quality of U.S.—Soviet relations does
seem to have been important. More particularly, at those times when
broader U.S —Soviet relations were relatively co—operative , then the
Soviet Union tended to act in a more “co—cperative” fashion in specific
incidents as well , no as to help avoid conflict , thus insuring the
satisfaction of U. S. demands . At those points in history when U.S. .-Soviet
relations were tense, however , the Soviet Union obviously would not act
in such a “co-opsrative’~ fashion, and thus the rel ative success associated
with the demonstrative use of force tended to be less. At least , this was
the case in those situations either in which the Soviet Union participated
directly, or in those regions like Europe in which Soviet interests were
likely to be greater.

)
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N&ture of the Situation

The third group of factors which are likely to affec t the question of
whether or not a discrete political use of the armed forces would be success-
ful , concerns the na ture of the situation at which the use of the armed
forces is direc ted . -

~~ 
-

Outcomes tended to be favorable more frequently when demonstrative
uses of force were direc ted at intra—national. situations, as contrasted
to international situations . We do not have overwhelming confidence in
this finding, however, because two other factors which also are c losely
associated with favorable outcomes are highly correlated with intra—
national situations : Intra—nationa]. situations tended to require lesser
amounts of force , and the U .S. objective in these situations more often
was reinforcement as compared to modification. ~~th these fac tors are also
associa ted with positive outcomes; it is difficult to tell whether they,
or the fact that it was an intra—national situation, was the dominant
fac tor.

In the international situations, success was most frequent in those
incidents in which the United States was involved from the very onset of
a conflict. This conclusion fits nicely with the previous conclusion
concerning the need for the U.S. objective and the specific use of force
to complement the prior framework of relationships characterizing the
relevant internationa l environment . In those situations in which the
United States was involved initially, like the Berlin Crises of 1958—59
and 1961, U .S. sta tements of aims and objectives were more likely to be
considered seriously. And , the U. S. threat or promise implied by the
demonstrative use of the armed forces was more likely to be perceived as
a c redible one . In the other international situations, when the U.S. was
intervening, so—to-speak, in a situation which did not concern it
directly (or at least not initially) , there was likely to be some question
in the minds of the other actors as to whether U.S. threats or promises
were credible ones . Consider the Yngoslav situation in 1951, described
by Windsor In chapter thIrteen, for example. The U .S. military de-
monstrations ther were not likely to have been taken too seriously, at
first. Why, Soviet and Yugoelav leaders might have asked , would the
Uni ted States become involved militarily? Such questions are less likely
to be raised in those situations in which the United States , or U.S. in—
terests or positions overseas are quite directly and obviously threatened .

Finally as concerns the nature of the situation, we might note one
other interesting conclusion: Closed societies were not necessarily more
susceptible to manipulation by U.S. decisior*nakers than were more open
democratic political systems. Thus, for example , in the Middle East,
Israel and Iabanon have not beeii any less tractable then Jordan and
Saudi Arabia , not to mention Egypt and t~yr~e. This contradicts a f re-
quently heard hypothesis. Our data would seem to indicate quite clearly
that open political systems could be influenced ju st as much, or just as

- C)  
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~, little, by demonstrative uses of U .S. military forces as could closed
political s:3tems which , the general presumption runs, can more easily
change course in response to demands.

Size, Activit&, and The of Militarv Forces Involved in the Incident

Here , we have at least one clear and one ambiguous finding.

It is evident that the firmer the cosunitment implied by the military
operation itself , the more likely that the outcome of the situation will
be poeitive. Thus, for example , forces actually emplaced on foreign soil
tended to be more frequently associated with positive outcomes than were
naval forces. Naval forces, after all, can be withdrawn just as easily
as they can be moved toward the disturbed area. The movement of land—
based forces, on the other hand, involves both real economic coats and a
certain psychological coavaitment which is difficult to reverse, at least
in the short term .

This is a very interesting finding, not so much because of its
novelty-—After all, it only confirms the coamon perception--but because
its implication runs counter to coavnon U.S. practice. The Navy has been
the pre—eminent aria of the armed forces as concerns political operations.
Naval forces participaLed in more than 80 percent of the incidents; and
reliance on the Navy wee. the case almost regardless of region, time
period , type of situation, or whether or not the Soviet Union participat€d
the incident.

In political operations, naval forces have ~evera1 advantages as 
*compared to other types of military forces. For one thing, ships are

simply easier to move around than are army units or land—based aircraft:
A large r portion of their logistics tail Is organic to the combat unit,
crewmen expect to be separated f rom their families, and so forth . When
they get to the scene of a disturbance, warships are less disruptive
paychologF ally than are land-based forces and thus less offensive
diplo~~~~.ail ,; if desirable , naval forces can remain near—by, but out
of sight. Thus, naval forces can be used more subtly to support foreign
policy initiatives—to underscore threats, or warnings, or promise., or
cuitments——than can land—based units , and they can do so without
inalterably tying the President ’s hand .

It is this last fact, however, which diminishes the effectiveness
of naval forces in political roles. Foreign dec isiormakere also recognise
that warships can be withdrawn as easily as they can enter a region of
tension and , hence, that the con~ itment they Imply is not so firm as that
implied by land-based unite.

t~sitive outcomes were particularly f requent when land—based combat
aircraft were involved in en incident . This would suggest, end partic-
ularly in view of the much greater mobility of contemporary land—based

______________  
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tactical air uni ts , that the Air Force might e used more f req iently when
political—military operations of this sort ai’~ contemplated than has been
the case for the United States historically.

The Soviet Union , on the other hand , has utilized land—based Air
Force units in limited ways for political objectives on relatively fre-
quent occasions . Soviet pilots and aircraft are reported to h ave taken
part in ware in the Sudan , Yemen , and Iraq ; a full Soviet air defense
system, including interceptor aircrrt ft , was established in ~gypt ; and
-Soviet tactical airc raft detachment~ have made good—will visits to
Sweden and France. In view of our f5ndinga , the United States might do
well to emulate this greater re liance on land —based unite under certh in
circumstances . Indeed , perhaps the United States already is mov ing in
this direction. In the Summer of 1976 , along with a naval demonstration
in the Sea of Japan, two U .S. Air Force squadrons were flown to Korea as
part of a show of streng th following the killing of two Ame rican officers.
It was reported at the time that these units——one of which originated in
Idaho—would have been available for combat missions within fifteen hours
of their dispatch.

Clearly, the Mr Force is an instrument which could be used
expeditiously and flexibly for political objectives . What is required is
an examination of whether additional equipnent or procedural changes might
be desirable so as to enhance the potential Air Force role in political
operations , and an examination of situations world—wide so as to deter—
mine in which potential crises there would be facilities suitable to base
Air Force combat squadrons. Following such a study, U .S. contingency
planning might be reviewed so as to determine whether the effectiveness
of the armed forces as political instruments might be enhanced by substi—
tuting land—based air force units for naval forces in certain situations.

It is to be borne in mind , however , that such a shift in U.S.
practice wc ‘id not be without its costs. The use of land—based forces is
perceived by foreign decisionwaicere as greater evidence of commitment;
that is precisely why they tend to be more often associated with positive
outcomes than are sea—based forces . If the U.S. objective is not so
certain, if all that is desired is to take an action which signifies in-
terest and concern, but leaves room for maneuver, such as the navel
deployments which were undertaken during each of the Cyprus crises of
19614, 1967, and 197~4 , then the use of land-based forces would not be
advisable . Moreover, in situations in which what is desired Ia a bluff , or
a milita ry move to screen a political defeat——as was the case concerning
Berlin in 1914b—here too the use of land—based forces , which make a quick
withdrawal difficult, wxi ld not be advisable . In all these types of situations ,
naval forces would provide greater flexibility to decisionmakers, and thus
would be more appropriately used even if their probability of succeeding
may be lees .

• There are ways of enhancing the effectiveness of the armed forces
other than the use of land—based forces. (Xttcomes were more often favor—

i... able when the armed forces unite involved ac tually did something , rather
than merely emphasized their potential capability to intervene, and
reduced the time delay be tween a decision to intervene and the actual
operation, by moving toward the scene of the incident or by increasing
their state of alert . The involvement of the military unit in a

— -
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specific operation , such as mine—laying, or mine—clearing or patrolling
——and certainly when the actual exercise of firepowe r was involved—seems )
to have indicated a more serious intent on the United States ’ part . Each
of these activities was used on different occasions . The movement of the
force toward the region of concern alone could be an ambiguous signal; it
may not be c lear to foreign ‘!ecisionnake rs what the United States has In
mind , or the movement may pass unobserved . A spec if ic ac tivity by the
armed force units is a much clearer signal , and thus was associated more
often with favorable outcomes.

The more ambiguous finding pertains to the c~onsequenCe of variations
in the size of the armed forces units involved in the incidents . We did
not find greater success to be assoc iated with the use of larger elements
of the armed forces . Indeed, we found the opposite ; the outcomes of in-
c idents in which larger elements of force were involved were less often
positive. We inte rpret this finding to mean that U.S. decisiomnakers
were able to estimate the degree of difficulty posed by a situation, and
thus to judge the relative size of the force that would be coninensurate
with tha t degree of difficulty . In short , we would guess that larger forces
generally took pert in those situations in which the attainment of U .S.
objectives seemed most difficult , or to imply the greatest risks. When
smaller components of force were used , then, In most cases , the attainment
of the U.S. objectives was not considered too difficult .  Hence , it in not
surprising that the use of smaller forces was associated with a greater
likelihood of success: The larger forces had to deal with the tougher
problems. What this indicates, however, is one of two things.

One possibility, is that U. S. decisionmakers frequently under-
estimated the amount of force required and, therefore, did not increase
the amount of force involved sufficiently to bring about favorable out-
comes. Thic seems to us to be unlikely. On the other hand, perhaps what
this finding indicates is that increased force size alone simply cannot
compensate for the increar ed difficulty of attaining an objective . Thus,
what i~ more important than the involvement of larger forces, If it I~
expected that the U.S. objective will be difficult to ad~ieve, is one of
the several signs just mentioned which would indicate the seriou.~1Qss of
the U.S. intent; a sign such as the engagement of the armed forces units
in some specific capacity, or the emplacement of forces on the ground in
the region of concern.

There is one other possible way of indicating the seriousness of
the U.S. intent. We did find that success was more often associated
with larger force components ‘when the forces involved in the situation
also included units assigned to the US, strategic nuclear forces.
Clearly, foreign decisiozimakers perceived the use of strategic nuclear
forces—whether they were or were not accompanied with specific threats
to use nuclear weapons——as an important signal that the United States
perceived the situation in a moat serious pay. Thus, in a sense, the

H _  
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employment of nuclear-associated forces—like Strategic Air Conmiand air—
craft or Sixth Fleet carriers when they were central to u .S. plans for
nuc lear war—served the same purpose as did the involvement of military
unite in a specific activity, or the use of ground forces as compared to
naval forces: They bolster U.S. credibility.

The risks of such a policy should be evident . There is no guarantee
that any military demonstration will be successful . When nuclear weapons
are involved , and the demonstration is not successful, the result could
be disastrous—U.S. policymakere being faced with the choice of admitting
the emptiness of the nuclear threat or actually employing nuclear weapons.
Selection of the firs t could undermine the credibility of fundamental U.S.
commitment to Europe and Japan . The coats of choosing the second are too
obvious to warrant discussion.

P~~reover, it may be that positive outcomes have more often result 4
when nuclear forces were involved in incidents, simply because these
weapons have been used relatively infrequently; they wer e Involved in
less than 10 percent of the incidents. If this is the case, then the
more frequently that U.S. decisioemakere turn to nuc lear forces—even
demonstratively——to ensure the credibility of signals in incidents such
as those we have described, the more quickly the special message now
associated with nuclear weapons will be eroded . Eventually, the move-
ment of nuclear forces would not receive much more attention and would not
convey any more credibility to U.S. message. than do the movements now
or conventional forces. Thus, despite our finding that relatively greater
success has been associated with the involvement of nuclear forces In
past incidents, ‘we would not conclnde that greater reliance on these
weapons would be appropriate.

A Last Word

By and large, the demonstrative and discrete use of the armed forces
for political objectives should not be an option which deoisionmakers
turn to frequently, nor quickly, to secure political objectives abroad,
except under very special oircumsta~cea. We have found that over the
loi~ er term these uses of the aimed fore.. .ze~ not an effective foreign
policy inatrueent; deciaiomnakera should not e pect such uses of the
arm ed forces to be able to serve as viable substitutes for broader end
more fundamental policies; polic lea tailored to the realities of politics
abroad, and incorporating diplomacy and the many other potential inatru- .
ments available to U.S. foreign policy.

We have found , however, that in particular circumstances, demon-
strative uses of the armed forces can e~~~times be an effective way——at
least in th. abort term—of securing U.S. objectives and preventing foreign
situ*tiona inimical to U.S. interests from worsening more rapidly than
more fundamental policies can be formulated. Thus, at times, and although
decieionmsksrs should view these options with some caution , the

I
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I ~ demonstrative use of the armed forces - for -polit tcal objectives is a use— 
*ful step to shore up a situation sufficiently so that more extreme adverser ~ consequences can be avoided, so that domestic and international pressuresfor more forceful and perhaps counter-productive actions can be avoided,and so that time can be gained for sounde r polic ies that can dealadequately with the realities of the situation to be formulated andimplemented. .~~ -

As we pointed out in the very first chapter of the report, to reachthis conclusion about the effectiveness of the armed forces as a politicalinstrument is not to reach any Judgeent about the wisdom of using thearmed forces for these purposes. That question is a more difficult one,one which can only be answered En the context of the specific choices—and the various costs and benefits associated with each choice.--faoingdecj sionvakers at the time.

Over the past 30 years, six Presidents (or their designated foreignpolicy managers) have decided that a political use of the armed forceswas the wise choice on more than 200 occasions. Although, on theaverage, there have been fewer such occasions in recent years than therewere before the United States became involved in the War in SoutheastAsia , the number of times each year which the armed forces are requiredto serve a political purpose abroad is not trivial.

There is little reason to expect further declines in thiø f requency;rathe r , one should more likely expect an Increase. There is certainly nolack of situations abroad , in which American interests are heavily in-volved, that might well erupt in tension or violence at any time.
Attempting to predict in which specific future incidents the UnitedStates might attempt to gain political objectives by altering the dis-position of its armed forces, would be Imprudent . A few broad Inferences ,however, are worth considering:

• It seems likely that the frequency of these kinds of inciden tswill remain relatively low as compared to the peaks in the earl y 1960s ,although it might rise somewhat from present levels. As the Vietnam Warfades from the nation ’s consciousness , and as other recent blows to thenation’s confidence.-Watergate, the l9714_75 recession——likewise recede,voices urging a more active U.S. role in ‘world affairs are likely to beheard more clearly. Political uses of the armed forces may be one wayin which these calls are met .

• The Eastern Mediterranean would seem to be the most likely,and most frequent focus of those political activities which are under-taken by U.S. armed forces. Of those few types of situations ‘which haveprovided the source for the majority of peat incidents, those near theEaste rn Mediterranean remain most active . These would include mostimportantly the Arab..Iaraelj conflict, but also might include inter—Arabconflicts, the Cyprus situation, and other disputes between Greece and
Thrk.y. 

)
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• ~f incidents in the Eastern Mediterranean do recur, t }~ y are
likely t t-’ require major committale of force insofar as the locp’ -
participant. ar e well—armed and the Soviet Union is more than Ltaai~r tobecome Involved .

• Elsewhere, as well as in this key region, greater emphasis is
likely to be continued to be placed, as it~has recently, on the use of
the armed forces to improve or cement relations, as opposed to coercive
uses of force.

• Finally, each of these inferences must be tempered by a simple
observation. A number of the situations which previously provided the
cause for a large proportion of the United States ’ uses of the armed
forces for political objectives, although now quiescent, remain unsettled
politically and are potentially renewable. The situ~~ion in SoutheastAsia seem~ likely to be an exception to this observation, but included
among The potential sources of renewed U.S. involvement would be:
(a) the situation on the Korean Peninsula; (b) the possibility of renewed
Cuban support for insurgenc ice in the Caribbean; and (c) new Soviet
pressure on states in Southeastern ~ xrope (e.g., in the event of a
succession crisis in Yugoslavia). In any of these cases, based on past
experience, it may be expected that the United States will turn to its
armed forces as means of influencing the outcome of events so that U.S.
interests are protected.

In view of this ae8essment, it makes sense to consider possible
political uses of the armed forces more centrally in decisions on the
structure of U.S. forces and, more to the point, in decisions on
operational and deployment patterns of U. S. forces. Of course , these
decisions must be based on many other fac tors as well; many of which
—particularly those requirements which flow fran plans for war-fighting——
should be accorded higher priority. Still, if U.S. military forces are
acquired and operated solely to meet the needs of the “worst case”——the
big war—they are likely to be inappropriately configured for the needs
of many more likely cases. The armed forces are an important political
instrument, This role should receive close attention in force planning
and operational decisions.

- 
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Appendi~c A

THE INC IDENTS

This study covers the time period of 1 January l91~6 through 31O3tober 1975 . The sources listed in appendix B indicate that the
United Statew used its armed forces as a political Instrument , as
defined, on 2l~, occasions during this period.

These 215 incidents are listed below in terms of: a phrase
describing the basic situation that attracted U.S. attention and led to
the use øf armed forces as a political instrument; and the month and year
in which the use of armed forces was initiated. In many instances the
situation of concern occasioned an almost iimaediate use of armed forces.
In other instances, however, a lag of some months occurred.

It is important to note that certain situations——e.g., the political
crises in Lebanon in 1958, in the Congo in 196O~61e, and in the Dominican
Republic in 1965-66-—ire considered to comprise two or more incidents
rather than just one, This approach allows a more useful analysis of
instances in which there occurred two or more clear modal uses of U.S.
armed fora.a, or a significant change in the nature of the situation.

The 215 incidents are as follows:

0
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LIST OF INCID~1TS 
)

1. Coup and civil strife in Haiti January 1946
— 2. Security of Turkey March 1946

- 3. Political conflict in Greece April 1946

-
- 
4. Clvii war in China April 1946

5. Security of Tr ieste June 1946

6. Security of Turke y August 1946

- 7. Insurge nts In Greece September 1946
8. Inauguration of President in Chile November 1946

9. U.S. aircraft shot down by Yugoslavia November 1946

10. PolitIcal change in Lebanon December 1946

11. Inauguration of Presiden t in Uruguay February 1947

12. Civil var in Greece April 1947 )

13. Cuba support for anti—Trujilloists May 1947

14. Security of Turkey May 1947

15. Security of Trieste August 1947

16. Elsctions in Ital y November 194 7

17. Improved relations with Argentina January 1948

IL Security of Berlin Januar y 1948

19. Security •f Triests January 1948

20. Ar ab—Israel ~ar January 1948

21. Interests in Persian Gulf January 1948

22. Security of Norway April 1948

23. Security of Berlin April 1948

-24. Security of Berlin Jun. 1948

* •t ‘ ‘ . * r ’ ‘ — - 
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25. change of government in China December 1949

( 26. Political developments in Indochina March 1950

27. Francs — Vtet Minh var June 1950

28. Kore an War : Formosa Straits June 1950

29. Korean War: Security of Europe July 1950

30. Political developments in Lebanon August 1950

31. Security of Yugoslavia - March 1931

32. Inauguration of Pr esiden t in Liberia January 1952

33. Improv ed relation , with Spain Januar y 1952

34. Security of Turk ey ‘ 
. August 1952

33. Politi cal developments in Lebanon November 1952

36. China — Taiwan conflict February 1953

37. Soviet , aircraft fire on NATO . aircraft March 1953

38. End of war in Korea July 1953
- - 39. Security of J apan /South Kore a Augus t 1953

40. Fr ance - Viet Minh war: Dienbienphu March 1954

41. Guat emala accept s Soviet bloc support May 1954

42. Fr ance - Viet Minh war: Dienbisuphu J uly 1954

43. Brit ish airliner shot down by China July 1954

44. Chin a — Taiw an conflict: Tachsn Islands Augus t 1954

43. Election in Honduras September 1954

46. Accord on Tri .ste October 1954

47. Nicaragua supports insurgents In Costa *ica January 1953

48. Austri a State Treaty August 1935

49. China - Taiwan conflict January 1936

30. Egypt — Isr ael conflict ~ Pad Sea P.bruary 1936

C )
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31. British General Glubb ousted in Jordan April 1956

32. Egypt nat ionalizes Suez Canal July 1956 
)

33. Suez crisis October 1956

54. Security of U.S. military personnel and bases in Octobe r 1956
Morocco

35. Egypt — Israel conflict : Red Sea February 1957

$6. Political — military crisis in Indonesia February 1957

37. Political — military ctt.ie in Jordan April 1957

58. CIvil strife in Taiwan May 1957

39. Coup and dvii strife in Haiti June 1957

60. Civil strife and elections in Lebanon June 1957

61. China — Taiwan conflict 
‘ 

July 1957

~2. Political developments in Syria August 1957

63. Indonesia — Netherlands crisis December 1957

64. Coup and civil strife in Venezuela January 1958 )
65. Political — military crisis in Indonesia Februa ry 1958

66. Political crisis in Lebanon May 1958

67. Security of Vice President Nixon in Venezuela May 1958

68. A msricana seized by insurgents in Cuba July 1958

69. Political crisis in Lebanon July 1958

70. Political crisis in Jordan J uly 1958

71. China — Taiwan crisis : Quemoy & Ma tsu July 1958

72. Insurgen ts in Cuba 
- 

October 1958

73. Castro seizes power in Cuba January 1959

74. C~~~odia — Thailand crisis January 1959

73. Security of Berlin February 1959

76. At1~~tic cable. cut hbruary 1939

— - - -  -———-—--- - - - - -. ‘ -  
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77. Cuba supports insurgents : Fanama April 1959

78. Security of Berlin May 1959

79. China — Taiwan conflict July 1959

80. Civil war in Laos August 1959

81. Cuba supports insurgents: Haiti August 1959

82. Political developments ~n Cuba November 1959

83. Improved relations with Indonesia November 1959

84. Anti—Castro insurgents overfly Cuba February 1960

85. Unidentified submarine off Argentina February 1960

86. Insurgents in Cuba April 1960

87. Political — military crisis in Congo July 1960

88. Political developments in Cuba August 1960

89. Coup and civil war in Laos August 1960

90. Civil war in the Congo September 1960

C) 91. Cuba supports insurgents: Guatemala/Nicaragua November 1960

92. Security of Guantanamo base in Cuba December 1960

93. Improved, relations with Iraq December 1960

94. Insurgents seize Portuguese ship Santa Maria January 1961

95. Civil war in Congo January 1961

96. Civil war in Laos February 1961

97. U.S. ship Western Union seized by Cuba March 1961

98. Bay of Pigs April 1961

99. Trujillo assassinated in Dominican Rep. June 1961

100. Unidentifie d submarine off Ecuador June 1961

101. Election. and civil strif , in Zanzibar June 1961

102. Security of Berlin June 1961

103. Security of Kuwait July 1961

,. 
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104. Trujillos refus. to leave Dominican Rep November 1961

los. Civil war in South Vietnam December 1961 
)

106. Security of Guantan amo base in Cuba January 1962

107 . Civil war in Sout h Vietnam february 1962

108. Civil strife in Guatemala March 1962

109. Hostile Soviet Naval activity in the Baltic Sea May 1962

110. Civil war in Laos May 1962

Ui. Improved relations with Iceland June 1962

112. China — Taiwan conflict June 1962

113. Polttic*1 developments in Haiti August 1962

114. Soviet emplacement of missiles in Cuba October 1962

113. China — India war October 1962

116. Political instability in Guatemala . December 1962

117. Inauguration of President in Dominican Rep February 1963

118. Insur gents seize Venezuelan aachantaan Mzoategui February 1963

119. Civil war in Yemen February 1963

120. Dominican Rep — Haiti conflict April 1963

121. Withd ra ,al of missiles from Turk ey April 1963

122 . Political crisis in Jorda n April 1963

123. Civil war in Laos - April 1963

124 . Civil war in Laos May 1963

125. Buddhist crisis in South Vietn June 1963

126. Dominican Rep — Haiti conflict August 1963

127. Coup ~n Dominican Rep Sept.mb.r 1963

128. China — Taiv t cr isis September 1963

129. Security of Berl in October 1963

- 

____  
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130. Indonesia — Malaysia conflict November 1963

131. Cub a supports insurgents: Venezuela November 1963

132. Improved relations with Israel Novembe r 1963

133. Assassination of Diem in South Vietnam November 1963

134. Imp roved relations with Soviet Union December 1963

135. Cuba supports insurgents: Mexico January 1964

136. Security of Panama Canal Zone January 1964

137. Coup .and civil strife in Zanzibar January 1964

138. Cyprus — Greece — Turkey crisis January 1964

139 . Coup in South Vietn am Janua ry 1964

140. Coup in Brazil 
- 

March 1964

141. Political developments in Cambodia March 1964

142. Security of Guantanamo base in Cuba April 1964

143. Civil war in Laos April 1964

144. Electiont In Pana ma May 1964

143. Civil strife in British Guiana May 1964

146. Cyprus — Greece — Turkey crisis June 1964

l4~. Cuba supportb insurg ents : Dominican Rap July 1964

148. Civil war in Congo August 1964

149. Cyprus — Greece - Turkey crisis August 1964

— 
150. Insurgents in Haiti August 1964

131. North Vietnam fires on U.S. ship.: Tonkin Gul f Augus t 1964

152. Indonesia — Malaysia crisis September 1964

153. Cuba -á.spports insurgents in Ven.suela October 1964

154. Ci~i1 war in th. Congo: Hostage. in Stanleyville November 1964

155 • Viet Cong attack Bi.n Hoa barracks in So Vietnam November 1964

0 

—
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136. Worsened relations with Tanzania January 1965 )
137. Viet Cong attack Pleiku air base in South Vietnam February 1965

138. Viet Cong attack Qui Nhon barracks in South Vietnam February 1965

139. Civil war in Dominican Rep April 1965

160. Cuba support insurgents: British Guiana April 1965

161. West German parliament meets in Berlin April 1965

162 . Cube supports insurgents: Venesuela May 1963
163. War in Vietnam: withdrawal of troops from Europe July 1965

164. Political developments in Cyprus July 1965

165. Civil war in Yemen August 1965

166. Civil war in Dominican Rep September 1965

167~ India—P akistan var September 1965

168. Attempted coup in Indonesia October 1965

169. Improved relations with Egypt September 1966

170. Israel attacks Jordan : Saau December 1966

171. Insurgents in Thailand December 1966

172 . Coup in Greece - AprIl 1967

173. Improved relations with France - May 1967

174. Arab—Israel war May 1967

175. Insurgents in the Congo July 1967

176. Political d.vslop.ents in Cyprus August 1967

177. Egypt sinks lsraeii destroy er BUat October 1967

178. Pueblo seized by North Korea January 1968

179. Invasion of Czechoslovakia Sept.ab.r 1968

150. Isr ael att.~k. Lebanon : Beirut AirpOrt December 1968

l$1. Nort h Korea at tack. South Xor ai. fisMag boats December 1968 

~~ - -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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182. BC—Ui shot down by North Korea - April 1969

L ~ L 183. Civi l strife in Curacao May 1969r 184. Political developments in Libya November 1969

185. Insurgents in Haiti April 1970

186 . Civil strife in Trinidad April 1970

187. Civil strife in Jordan - June 1970

188. Arab— Israel ceasefire agreement August 1970

189. Civil war in Jordan September 1970

190. Soviet submarine base in Cuba - - 
. 

-
, October 1970

191. Civil war in Cambodia January 1971

192. Withdrawal of troops from South Korea February 1971

193. Duvalier dies in Haiti April 1971
194. Improved relations with Soviet Union April 1971

195. Standown in Sea of Japan May 1971

196. india—P akistan (Bangladesh) War December 1971

197. Seizure of merchantuen by Cuba February 1972

198. North Vietnam offensive in South Vietnam May 1972

199. Breakdown in peace talks with North Vietnam December 1972

200. Civil war in Laos February 1973

201. Civil war in Cambodia February 1973

202 • Peace agreement with North Vietnam February 1973

203 . Civil strife in Lebanon May 1973

204 . Civil war in Cambodi’a August 1973

203 . Arab —lir eel war October 1973

206. Arab oil embargo October 1973

207. Civil war in Cambodia January 1974

(
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208. Egypt—Israel Sinai agr e~~~ut Februa ry 1974

209. Impr oved relations with Egypt AprIl 1974 )

210. Cyprus-Greece—Turkey criaii July 1974

211. Arab oil policy November 1974

212. Collapse of regime in South Vietnam March 1975

213. Collapse of regime in Cambodia April 1973

214. Improved relations with Soviet Union May 1915

215. C~~ odia seizes U.S msrchantman $ayIa~1ez.. -May 1975 -

I
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Appendix B

SOURCES OF INC IDENTS

A wide variety of sources were examined systematically in order to
identify political uses of the armed forces, as defined , by the United
States during the period covered by this study. Additionally, other
sources were examined in order to identify potential cituationa in which• armed forces might have been used as a political inBtrument , with the aim
of guiding research to uncover additional incidents . It is doubtful that-
all of the political uses of U.S. armed forces during the period examined
have beers discovered . We are reasonably confident, however, that the• list of incidents presented in the next section is virtually complete
as regards the information available on an unclassified basis.

This last point deserves amplification. No classified materials
have been examined in the course of this study. Sane documents were
declassified, however, upon request. Additionally, a number of organi-
zations within the govermnent were, at least, cooperative. These
included:

The Department of the Air Force The Department of the Mr
Air University, Albert F. Simpson Force
Historical Research Center Office of the Chief of Staff( .) (Maxwell AFB, Ala.); Office of Air Force History;

The Department of the Army The t~partment of the Army
Army War College John F. Kennedy School of
Strategic Studies Institute Counterinsurgency
(Carlisle Barracks, Pa.); (Ft. Bragg, N.C.);

The Department of the Army ~ The Department of Defense
Office of the Chief of Joint Chiefs of Staff
Military History Joint Secretariat

Historical Services Division; Documents Division;

The Department of Defense The Department of the Navy
Office of the Comptroller Naval Historical Center
Historical Staff; Naval History Division;

The Department of the Navy The Department of State
U.S. Marine Corps Headquarters Bureau of Public Affairs
Director of Marine Corps Historical Office;
History and Museums;

The National Archives
General Archives Division.

Must of the sources that have been examined in compiling the list
()

~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~ 
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of incidents fall into the following three categories: official records - )
of military organizat ions , such as air force, f leet, niRi (1iv1n~on 1~Tnt .ories;
chronologies or li(ternationnl events, such ac ttie quar lcr l.y chronology in
the Middle lest 1lourr sl: secondary sources, including various events data
files , end compilations of U.S. military activity prepared for other
purposes.

This. sources have various strengths and weaknesses. No doubt,
some biuea have entered the analysis because the sources themselves
are syitlmettaelly biased to sane degree. For example, navRl activity

be reported more frequently than other forms of military activity.
Warships simply may be n~ore visible than other military units. Mureover,
many doa~asnt. of potential interest are unavailable as a result of their
bing classified, filed at local headquarters, or misfiled. Also,
historical records are often written unaystematically and only occasionally.

The sources which were examined are as follo*s :

I

1)

- .- . ------ . -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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U.S. GOVE~0~~(T

U . S .  Congress. Congressional Record , Daily Addition , May 14 , 1963, pp.
A3007—A3009 (“There I~ No Peace: 18 Years , 57 Wars” ; by Lou Riser, Jr.,
originally published in the Ind ianapo lis Hem s).

_____ Congressional Record, Vol. 118, pt. 4 , 92 Cong. 2 sees. (1972) ,
pp. 3878—3890.

_____• House. Committee on Foreign Affairs . Background Inforaatio on
the Use of United States Armed Forces in Foreign Countries. 91 Cong.
2 sees. 1970.

_____ 
Joint Committees on Armed Services . CVAN—70 Aircraft Carrier.

• Hearing. 91 Cong. 2 sees. Washington : Government Printi ng Office , 1970
(letter from A~~ T. H. Moorer , chief of Naval Operat ions , to Senator
Walter F. Hondale, September 6, 1969; pp. 163—165.) Contains “5~~~ary
of Wars /Near Wars Since 1946”.

_____ Senate. Committee on Foreign Relation s . War Powers Legislation.
Hearing. 93 Cong. 1 seas. Washington: Government Printing Office , 1973.

U.S. Department of Defense. “Berlin Since World War II: A chronology”
(DoD Tact Sheet 2-G) , January 2 , 1959.

_____
. The Penta gon Paper,: The Defense Department History of United

( ~ States Decisionasking on Vietnam (Gravel Edition). Boston: Beacon Press,
- - 

- 1971, I—Ill.

____ Joint Chiefs of (taff. Joint Secretariat. fltctoriea]. Division,
Military Potions or Cauvai~tns Undertaken by the IJIIftOd ‘~tatee Which WerePkt S~~~rt~d by a Formel Deelaratimi of We,’ by the (~on~veme, July 30,1959,

____ • Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs. uprees
~‘iafings

5 (irregular).

U.S • Department of State. Bineau of Public Affairs • Historical Office.
~~t1cs* Tak,~ ~v the United States W ithout a Dec laraticri of :~~~~17~g-1q67 , Research Project Pb. 606k, ~igust, 1967.

US.  Depar tment of the Air Force • ~~i~~nt. Renorted Be~~ sn United Statei
~~~~~ ) 

ç~~m~i~pt pl~~ )latflca~ , circa 1~~3. •

____. Al]’ Forces in E~n’ope . Rem%g~i~ ’t~ ’p U.S. A~~ Zcrcea in ~n’one,H1a~~v (month~y; li~ 1uaivs: Feb$*r~ 191i~e.Jime 191.8).

____ • ____. Historical Data. US. Air Throei in linc 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ _

- -- ____• ____. Office of Th~~~~~tic~ Seryicee . Hi~~oricaj D1~~a~~~, 4
~~~~1 

~~it ~ of ~~ United Stat.. Air Throes In l~ro~ ._l9~9-1Q5~f, Hey • ed,,

_ _ _- — - 
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)

____• Air ~~terie1 Con~nnd • United State c Au’ Force Fostwsr Chrcx~ 1oi~y,
1 Sentember l9l~5~15 November 19.~~~

____• Caribbean Air Coum*nd . Historv , Ceribbean Mr C~onmmrxI (irregular;
l9lI6~55, not IIE1UBIVe).

_____• Fifth Air Force. Hig~~ry of the FIfttLMr Force (semi-ermual;
1~~lueiw : 1 January 19149-2k Jtme 1950; 1 JUly 1953-30 Jw’e 1955).

____• 
- 

• Office of Xnfor rmtion Services. Historical Divialcn,Fifth
Air Force in Foranea. 25 January 1955-1 Jin~ 1.955

____• Pacific Air Forces • Historical Division. Direc torate of Informetion.
The United State s AIr Force in the PacifIc., Febr uary 1969.

____• Seventeenth Air Force, History, 17th Air Force (irregular; inolusive:
25 April—30 J~n~ 1953, Vol. I: January-December, 195~4; Jazniary.1)eoeaber 1955 ,
Vol. I).

____• Seventh Air Force • Pacific Air Coniim~~ (7th AIr Force) Amiual Hiatory,~
‘91’? .

_ _ _• Strategic Air Coummud . H Letoi~,i , S~jrai~e~~e A~~ Cçpi~~~~, Vol • I (in- )regular ; imlusive: 1 January 19I48~30 J iz~ 1950).

_____• ______. TI* Development of the Strategic Air Command 1940—1973,
September 19, 1974.

_____• Third Air Force. Historical Data , Headquart er., Third Air Force
(irregular; inclusive: May 1951 — December 1954) .

_____• Thirteenth Air Force . Semi—Annual Hist ory (semi—annual; inclusive:
1953J -

_____• . ~~th Air Force Operation al Histo ry 1 Jul y J 953—31 December

• Twelfth Air Porc ’~ Twelfth Air Force Hiseory(seai-annual; inclusive:T~~~49t l9~1—3o). 
—

_____• U.S. Air Force Europe. Office of Histo ry. UistoricaJ~ Highlights:
Unit.4 Statos Air Forces in Europ., l9$4 497,~~ prepared by 1. Bruce Harley.
~SAII Historical Monograph Series, No. 4, 1974.

_____• 317th Troop Carrier Wing. Historical Dat a, 317th Troop Cprrier Wing,
Nsdti* (ir regular; inclusive : 14 J uly 1952—31 October 1952 , Vols. 1—2 ;
1 July 1933-31 August 1933, Vols. 1—2; July—Dscssber 1958) . 

i)
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_____• 464th Troop Carrier Wing. History of the 464th Troop Carrier Wing (14)
(semi—annual ; inclusive: January—June, 1957; January—June , 1958) .

_____ 
513th Troop Carrier Group (Special) . Operation Vittles: Historical

Analysis of Problems Involved at Group Level.

____• 16(2d Air Transport Wing and ~~2d Air Di~ision. 11i~~~.v qf the 16(~d
4ir Trap8cgpt Wine (U) ~31 )krcb i~69. and ~~ &Air DlvieionJMATS).. 1 Anril-
3QJ~n~~19bie.

____• l6o8th Air Transport wing . Hiatorv of the 1608th Air Trananort Wine
- .( ~1~J 

(asai-ennu~1; ii~ 1~uaive: 196k).

____• 1611th Air Transport Wing. HiatorV of: the l6Uth Air Transport Wine
(semi-annual; inolusi4’e : 19511_1957, 1959.6k).

U.S . Depart ment of the Ai~~~. Air Corp s . Fifth Air Force. 4nnual Hietor,~~
5th AIr lorce (191.6, Vol • 1 and Amex 2Z~;. 19147, and Am ex 20).

____• ____• T.elfth Air Force • ~me1fth Air Force History~ (irregular;
Ii~ lusive: 1? )

~~ 191.6-December, 19147. -

____• Am’s~r War Collage. Strategic Stndiee Institute • An Ana1vsi~~of
ThtSmAtinnAl CriseB and Arm~r Involvenent (uiatori.ca]. Anm’aiaal, 191 —lci1.),

C. ~~~~~~~~~~~ 1975.

. Eighth Army . Eighth U .S. Army Chronology (semi—annual; inclusive:
1 July 1970-30 June 1971; 1 January—30 June 1972).

_____
• Eight y—second Airborne Division . Eighty—second Airborne Division,

S~~~ary of Activities (annual ; inclusive: 1963—72)

_____• Fifth Infantry Division (Mechanized). Annual Historical Supplements
(inclusive: 1963—1970)

_____ 
First Armored Division. Annual History (1963—73, not inclusive).

_____• First Cavalry Division. Annual History (1963—73, not inclusive)

_____• _____
. First Uavalry Unit History, 1952—1954.

_____• First Inf an try Division . Firs t Infantry Division (1sch 1~aad) andFort Riley History, Annual Supplement (inclusive: 1963-64, 1970—1~).

• Fourth Infattry Division . Annual Histor y (inclusive: 1963—64 ,
T3~~ si, 1930-71).

_____• Ninth Corps. Ninth Corps Unit History, 1940—1963.

_____• Ninth Infantry Division. 1~~ua1 History . (1963—73, not inclusive).

•. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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_____ Office of the Chief of Mili tary History . U.S. Army Expansion andReadiness, 1961—1962, prepared by Robert W. Coakley et al.

_____• 
—
. U.S. Defense Policies from World War II (Army HistoricalSeries).

f _____• Second Armored Division. Annual Historical Summaries (inclusive:
1965—1969; 1971—1973).

_____• Second Infantry Division. Annual History (1963—73, not inclusive).

_____• Southern Command. Headquarters , U • S. Army Forces Southern Command ,
Annual Report of Major Activities (annual; inclusive: 1967—70, 1972—73).

_____• Third Army. History of the Uni-~ed ~~ates Third Army 1918— 1962
(and annual supplements; inclusive: 1963-66).

_____ 
18th Airborne Corps. Annual Historical Supplement (inclusive:

1963— 64, 1966, 1968—72) .

_____ 
24th Infantry Division . History (and annual supplements; 1963—73,

not inclusive) .

_____ 
25th Infantry Division. Tropic Lightning, 1 October 1941—10 October

1966.

_____• 101st Airborne Division. Annual Histor y (1963—73 , not inclusive).

_____• _____
. Histo ry of the 101st Airborne Division, 1942—1964.

_____• 193d Infantry Brigade . Annual Histo ry (1963—73 , not inclusive).

_____• 350th Infant ry Regiment. 350th Infantry in Occupation with the
88th “Blue D.vU” Division in Italy. -

U. S. Dspartment of the Navy. Atlantic Co and and Fleet. Fleet History
(irregular ; Imelusive : 1 April 19149-31 ).~roh 1950).

_____• Atlantic Fleet. Annual Report, Cc ander in Chief , U.S. Atlantic
Fleet. Fiscal Yeer~ 1955.’

_____• —
. CINCLAJITYLT, Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1965.

_____ _____
. C~ IS0LAJIT Coemand History (annual; inclusive: 1958—64, 1966—73).

_____• _____
, f t Cat ler—ip—Ch ief , U.S . Atlantic Fleet (ir—

tsgslar ; inclus ive: 1 July - 
~~. is 1951; 15 August 1931—30 Juss 1934) •

- c -~
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_____• _____
. U.S. Atlantic Fleet Command History (annual; inclusive:

1958—59, 1961).

_____• _____
. U.S. Atlantic Fleet, Second Fleet Historical Report (annual;

inclusive : 1959—61; 1964 ; 1966—71) .

_____• _____
. U.S. Atlantic Fleet, Second Task Fleet Command Narrative ,

1 October 1946—30 September 1947.

____• ____. South Atlantis Force • ~L$. Atlantic F1~~t, SouUi Atlantic —

Force ,~~oe’w~i N~~rative, 191.6.

_ _ _ • Caribbean Sea Frontier. Cpj~nii1~I Historical Reuort,~~aribbean Sea
FrQntier (annual; Inclusive 1959-72).

_ _ _ _• C uimixier, Guantananc~ T~~~ ’der at Port au Prince a~~ ~~tion Ta3~n
by ThIa CoI1IncU~i, January 15, 19~46.

Conrmnder, U~S • Naval Forces !~ d iterranean . Hei,ort~~ Cop ,d,~~
tLS. Nave]. Forces in E~wope Visit to Beirut • Lebanon. December U. L91..~~

_____• _____
. Task Force 125, Exercises , August 23—27 and Sep tember 5,

1946; Report to Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Europe.

( - . Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean. Command Histoxy (irregular;
inclusive: 1 July 1947—1 July 1953).

_____• First Fleet. Commander First Fleet Command Historical Report
(irregular; inclusive: 1946—59, 1964—63).

_____• First Task Fleet. Commander, First Task Fleet, United States
Pacific Fleet, Command Narrat ive, 1 October 1946—30 September 1947.

_____• Middle East Force. Commander, Middle East For ce, Command History
(~~~u.l; inclusive: 1949—62; 1966; 1969—70) .

_____• _____
. Commander, Middle East Force; Report of Operations and

Conditions of Co and, 1 July 1959—18 Februar y 1960.

_____• Naval Forces, Eastern Atlantic and Medi terranean. U.S. Naval
Forces, Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean (irregular; inclusive: 1. April
1947—1 July 1953).

_____• Naval Historical Cent er. Operational Archives. Chronology of
Naval Event s, 1960-1974. Prepared by Barbara A. Giluore (continuin g) .

____ _____ ____ “Short of War” Dociasatation , Special List (Ho. . 1
d 2).

—
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_____ 
Seventh Fleet , command Histor y (ann ual ; inclusive: 1946—64) .

_____• Sixth Fleet . History of the Sixth Fleet (5 May 1959 and annual
supple ments; inclusive : 1959—64 , 1967) .

_____• Southern Command. Command Historical Report (annual?; inclusive:
1965, 1968) .

_____• U.S. Nsrine Corps Headquarter.. Historical Division. A Brief
History of the First Marines, 1968.

—
• _____

. 
_____

• A Brief History of the 2d Marines , 1962.

____• ____• ____. kDrief History of the ~d J~ rirms, 1968.

_____• ____.. _____. A Brief Histor~v of the I4th ).~rinea, 1970.

—. _____. _____• A Brief History of the 5th Jv~r±~~a, 1968.

—. _____. _____. A Brief Hietor~v of the 9th %~riz~s, 1967.

_____. _____• _____. A Brj eI History of the 11th J rixie,~~ 1968.

____• ____. ____• kBrlaf History of the 12th Marines, 1972 . )
- . ____-• - . AJ~~m lee History of the Unite4 - -tatea Marine

Cpr~e l775-l~~9, prepared by Capt. William D . Parker, tI5MJ (Ret .), 1970.

____• ____• ____. A Chronology of the JJnited States Marine CorDS
(Volumes II—IV 1935—1969), 1971.

____• - . - • ~~rinee In Lebanon, 1958, iq66 .

____• ____  ____• Tt~ United States Mar~nee in ~~~th Ch~~~,~19~5~,lc$i9,
rev . ed., 1968.

____• ____ • Historical Branob. 0r~erationa. Doploynmnta ,_ard Shows of
T . ~b~ LP~ ~~~ii~~ 0ut~~da Continental Limits 11£. is Pesoetfme 1800-
3.~~~, n.d.

L~~rw AN

Chaffas, Jobs N. (Secreta ry of the Navy) . Letter to Senat or Clifford P.
Case, September 5, 1969 (contains : “Unclassified Summary of Attack Carrier
Support of U.S. Foreign Policy Since the Korean War”; and “Classified St sry
of Att*ck Carrier Support of U.S. Foreign Policy Since the Korean War”).
Available at U.S. Dspsrtasne of th. Navy , Naval Historical Center , Operati nal
Archives.
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I ~ C Donaldson , J . C., Jr. “Memorandum to Director of Naval History and Curator
fo r the Navy Department. ” August 20, 1969. Available at U.S. Department of
the Navy, Naval Historical Center , Operational Archives.

Moorer , T. H . Adm (Chief of Naval Ope rations). Letter to Sen. Walter F.
Mondale, September 6, 1969 - (contains: “Summary of Wars/Near Wars Since 1946”).
Available at U.S. Department of the N avy, Naval Historical Center, Operational
Archives.

U .S. Department of the Navy. Commander , Carrier Air Group Twelve. Memorandum
to Commander, Air Force , U.S. Pacific Fleet (contains : “Operational Report
of CVG— 12 Deployed for the period of 3 March 1954—15 September 1954). Avail-
able at U.S. Department of the Navy , Naval Historical Center , Operational
Archives.

U.S. Department of the Navy. Cotrm~nder , Carrier Division F tve • !.~morandum
to Coirmmnder , Air Force , U.S. rac if Ic I leet (contains - “Carrier Division
Training Dw’ing Western Pacific Deployment, Comments on”) .  Available at
U.S . Department of the Navy, Naval Historical Center, Operational Aiohivea.

____ U.S. Naval Attache, Ankara, Turkey. I~xternationa1 Ile]atlcns, Visit
• oj U.S Naval yea a , lll1!eir ~ e ReDort , December 1, 1946 .

U.S. Embassy, Havana, Cuba. The Frustrated Plot to Invade the Dominican
Republic1 Summer 1947 (Report No. 4434). Prepared by V. Lansing Collins , Jr.,
October 17, 1947.

NEWSPAPER AND JOURNAL CHRONOLOGIES

Africa Report (monthly). “News in Brief” (title varies) .

Africa Research Bulletin (“Political , Social and Economic” edition; monthly),
“Political Developments with Nations Overseas .”

Asian Recorder (weekly).

Cahiers de 1’Orient Contemporain (quarterly) . RI.. Moysn Orien t St en
Politique Internationale”

Current Histort (monthly) . “Chronology”.

Current Newu (U .S. Department of Defense , daily).

Middle East J~~rnal (quarterly) . 
- - 

“Chromology”.

H
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New York Times Index (annual) . Subheadings (e.g., 1974) : Airplanes ,
American Nations, Armament, Europe, Far East , Indian Ocean Area , Inter-
national Relations , Mediterranean Area , Middle East, NATO, Ships and Shipping,
U.S. Armament and Defense.

U .S. Naval Institute Proceedings (annual Naval Review issue). “Chronology”.

OTHER SOURCES

Byely, Col B. et. al. Marx:f.sm—Leninism on War and Army (A Soviet View).
Moscow: Progress Publisher, 1972 (Chronology of Wars , Armed Uprisings and
Military Conflicts, pp. 327—~35) .

Cable, James . Gunboat Diplomacy. London: International Institute of
Strategic StudIes, 1971.

Cady, Richard if . U.S. Naval Operations in Low Lewl Wartare. Detro±t :
Bendix Corp., Report BSR 2~53, December 1968.

Cady , Richard and William Prftx~e. Political Conflicts, 19k11._1966. Ann
Arbor : Inter—University Consortium for Political Research, 197~l .

Chrozxlogy of the Sea Service (1775-1959). Washington: ALL HANDS, n .d.

Cooney, David M. ~jThrono1ogy of the U .S ._Navy: 1775-1965. New York:
Franklin Watts, 1965.

George , Alexander and Richard Surke . Deterrence in American Fore4g~iPo1ic:~~ ThçprLv and Practice. New York : Columbia , l97’~.

Greaves, Lt . Col. Fielding Lewis. “‘Peace ’ In Our Time” . New York Tine~
~~~azine. 6 (April lii , 1963), 16 If.

Ifaaa , frmeat B. et. al. Conflict Management by International Organizations
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Appendix C

SAMPlE SELECT ION AND CHARACTERISTICS

Having decided on a 15 percent (33 incidents ) sample size , the
question arose as to whether the sample should be chosen randomly, or
whether It should be structured with reference to particular variables .
A random sample is likely to reflect more perfectly the “population” from
which it is taken; however, if the sample size is not very large, the
examination of a variable of par ticular interest may not be possible . In
or~~r to insure against this risk, the sample was stratified with referenceto four variables: the level of armed forces used in the incident by the
United Sta~es, the degree and nature of involvement by the Soviet Union and
China , the overall quality of East—West relations at the time, and the
situational context preceding U.S. action. Table C—l presents the typologies
for these four variables that were used in selecting the sample. Table C—2
presents a sum mary analysis of some of these characteristics and provides
a comparison of the sample with the total. 215 incident data file.

The categorizations of the level of U.S. armed forces used and the
degree of USSR/PRC involvement are rank ordered or scaled. Similarly, the
periodization of the overall East-West relationship may be converted into
a rank ordering by rearranging the various sets of years . It was conceivable
that two or more of these three vari ables might be correlated with one

(‘. a’x ther and thus perhaps reflect only one or two fac tors . Not to entertain
this possibility was to risk wasted effort as well as a misleading analysis.
In fee t , thoi.mgh, these variables are not correlated with each other; nor
are they with any ordering of the situational context typology.

Obviously, It was impossible to obtain a perfectly stratified sample
given the numbers of categories and the actua l cell distribution. Never—
thele’3s, this approach was useful Insofar as It did provide a sample which -

allowed a more valid examination of variables of particular concern.

One hundred and sixty— two cells were obtained by multiplying together
the numbers of ...ategorie& of each variable——i.e., 3 x 3 x 6 x 3 = 162.
Of these, ~6 were “dead ” cells (i .e., they contained no incidents) and 83
contained three incidents or fewer . In selecting cases for the sample,
the latter were grouped in sets containing one, two and three incidents,
and cases were selected randomly front each set. The remainIng 33 cells,
contaftiing four or more incidents each, were considered large enough for
a random choice to be made from within each cell. The number of cases
selected front each cell , or set , was proportional to its relative size
——e.g., one case was selected fran a eel]. containing seven Im idents and
six uases were selected f ran a combined set of 1~4 cells in which each
contained taree incidents . In each individual selection the objective was
to approximate, as closely as possible, 15 percent of the incidents in the
cell or set.
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• Table C-j

-~~~~ Selection Variables I

A. Level of U .S. armed forces used:

1. Two or more major components a

2. One major component

3. Standard or minor components only

B. Degree and nature of USSR/PRO involvement:

1. Participated, and threatened or actually used force

2. Participated, but did not threaten or use force

3. Did not participate

C. Periodization of quality of East—West relations:

1. i9l~6—i9Ii7 i . 1957-1962

2. l9~e8~l952 5. 1963—1968

3. 1953—1956 6. 1969—1975

D. Context of U.S. involvement:

1. Inter..state (incident steamed Iran re1a$~ionship between tWo

or more states other than the u .s.)
2. Intra-atate (incident steamed from internal situation )

3. U.S. involved directly (incident steamed fran relationship

between U.S. aria another actor, or hostile act directed at U.S.)

a. Major components of the armed forces when used for political objective s
are ’ acre than a battalion of ground force .; or , two or acre air craft carriers
(or battle ships) ; or at least one combat air wing. Standard components are: more
then a co~~.ny but no more than a battalion of ground forces; one aircraft carrier
(or battleship); or ons or more squsdr~tns but less than a wing of combat aircraft .
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-
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Tab:L e C—2

ComparisOn of All Incidents and Sample:

Parcezitagee of Totals

All All
Incidents Saacij Incidents Samole

Regional Time Period
Centre]. America/

Caribbean 23.3 
- 

211.2 19146.1950 i~i .o 6.1
East Asia - 9.3 9 1  1951—1955 ~~ 3 O

Eurçe 20.0 9.1 1956-1960 20,9 27.3

Middle East 17.7 27.3 - 
1961—1965 311.9 30.3

Southeast Asia 19.]. 214.2 1966—1970 10.7 18,2

Other 10 ,7 6.i 1971—1975 11.2 15.2

Situational Context (A) Situational Context (B)
() a - -

Inter..atate 29,8 30.3 Violent/hostile
act directed

Intra..etate 143,3 ~~~ at U.S. 68.8 72 ,7

U.S. directly Non-Violent/
involved 26,0 214.2 relations with

U.S.(friendly
Other 0,9 0.0 or unfriendly) 30,3 27.3

Other 0.9 0 ,0

Actor Tvoe

National Government 76.8 ‘ 76,1

Insurgents/civilian
party or group 114.7 - 16.2

Militar7 faction 3.0 2 .6

International or
regional organ..
isation 5,le 5.1

a Between etatee other then the U.S.

- -

- -‘~~ *~~ - - — - __________________________________________ 
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Appendix E

otrruNE FOR CASE STUDIES

A. Relate a br~ef history of the incident, including:
- 1. its historical bee giound;

2. events most importantly le8ding up ~to the inei~ent;
• 

- 3. the principal actors in the incident ;
1t. the genWml objectives of thoSe actors;

~~. the most important àtlons by those actors; - -

- 6. the outà~~eø of- the ineideZ~t with reterence to each actor ’s objectives;
-

- 7. other i*ortant outcomes and the historical significance of the incident
B. 

•
~ U.S. Behavior

1. What general concerns and interests (e .g., economic , strategib , bureau-cratic , da~estio political ) were of significance to the President end• other members of the National Security Council ( Nsc) as they consideredpossib1e~U.,S. actiOns in the incident?

2. What specific behavior(s) —— i.e .,, - operational objedtives —— did the
- President ( and other U.S. actors ) desire of the target(s) in the ineidtnt?

Was there unanimity or conflict Smong important U.S. decisionmakers as to - )operational objectives? How apparent was this unanimity or conflict to
the target and to other foreign observers?

3. Insofar as the achievement of U.S. operations]. objectives required that
some general or specific action be taken (or not taken) by the target(s),how, if at all, were those objectives connunicated? Include in discussion:

a . conte~nt of ccmmumieation and style Or tone of presentation;

b. names/roles of communicators (e.g., President, ambassador, Secretary
of St i., an “orriolal”); -

o. f orum of occinunication (e.g., audience With target or repreSentative,speech, media interview, press conference).

~l . How explicit, implicit, specific or vague were these cOffgnunicstiona? Did
they serve to clarify ~or confuse target perceptions of U.S. operational
objectives?

3. Describe the activities of U.S. military forces that were r’elated to the
incident — e g. ,  size and composition of forces , their movements, tasks
performed.

6. How did the use of military fore~e relite to the President’s operational• objectives ? 

•
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7. What explicit, implicit, specific or vague statements were made by
American officials concerning the actual and/or potential use of U.S.
armed forces during the incident? Include in discussion:

— a. name/role of official(s);

b. content of statement(s) and style or tone of presentation;

C. timing;

• d. forum of ccasnunication;

e. relationship between different st8tementa .

8. What specific use was made of other policy instruments by U.S. officials
during the incident (e.g., economic or military aid , cultural, inter-
national organizations and alliances , personal relationships)?

9. How necessary did the President and other members of the NSC consider the
use of U.S. armed forces to the attainment of their operational objectives?

C. Target - Behavior

1. Describe the target(s) of the U.S. behavior, Includ ing :

a. name; -

b. relevant personal background;

c. role or position;

d. political and societal reldtionships;

e. attitudes toward the U.S.

2. Describe each target’ a;

a. general political interests and concerns;-

b. operational objectives in this incident.

3. Was the target(s) aware of: ( a )  the President’s operat ional objectives
and ; (b) the U.S. use of military force? Include in discussion:

a. manner in which target became aware;

b. ir~ icetors of this awareness;

c. public reactions;

d. evidence of privet. reactions

— -4’ a- - - — • -  - -
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1

le. Insofar as the target(s) waa(were) aware of the President’s operational )
objectives, did he view the U.S. use of military force as consistent or
inconsistent with these objectives?

5. Did the target draw the same or different conclusione from the use of
military force as were desired by the President? If different, 110w do 70Q

explain the difference (e.g., nature of signals and coavminications;
target system of gathering information; target belief system or
experiences)?

6. Wha t were the implications of ( a )  performing , and (b )  not performing the
specific behavior desired by the United States for each target’s:

a. personal safety and material interests;

b, self— image;

c. domestic political authority (or influence) and goals;

d. external influence and goals?

7, What were the implications of (a) performing, and (b) not performing the
specific behavior desired by the United States for each target’s primar~r
political and social domestic alliances (e.g.,  faction, party, elite)?
Consider in your discussion ~npacts upon the relevant group’s (a’)

a. domestic political authority (or influence) and goals;

b . external influence and goals;

c. personal safety and social and economic well—being .

8. What were the implications of (a) performing and (b) not performing the
specific behavior desired by the President for each target’ a society in
terms of its:

a. territorial sovereignty;

b . physical and economic well—being ;

c. self— image;

d . relations with ( i)  neighbors, (ii) allies , ( iii) Soviet Union?

• 9. Insofar as the performance or non-performance of the specific behavior
desired by the U.S. had significant implications for any of the targets’
potential interests as listed in questions d.6-8, ~~*t were the “weights”
of these individual interests in the targets’ value structures?

_ _  - -—~~--.— - — 
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C D. Third Perta Behav~o~ -- i.e., behavior by actors involved in the incident
other than target(s) and ones in the U.S.

1, Describe third nation actors in terms of:

a . name/role or position;

b. relevant personal background;

c. political relationships;

d. attitudes towards the U .S.

2. What were : (a)  their concerns and interests and ; (b) their operational
objectives in the incident?

3. Wha t inferences did they make about : (a)  the President’s operational
objectives; and (b) the U.S. use of military force? Consider in your
c~~~ents, publicly stated as well as privately made inferences.

13• What actions -— verbal, military~ other —— did third parties take in the
incident? What expected actions did they not take?

5. How were these actions perceived by the U.S. targets? Did these actions
serve to support or offset U.S. actions? Of what other significance were

C these third party actions?

E. Outconea.

1. To what extent, if at all, did the targets’ behavior conform to that
desired by the President? Please be specific about the behaviors in
question and about your evidence.

2. Considering the five—year period after the incident , of what (if any)
significance was the behavior of the actors involved in the incident
( inoludiz~ U.S. actors), and the nature of the conclusion of the incident
to:

a . the physical safety of Americans at h~ae and abroad;

b, defense alliances to which the U.S. is a party;

c. U.S. relations with the US~~;

d. U.S. relations with (2dns;

a. U.S. relations with each of the other actors party to the incident;

f. Soviet military d.p1~~ments in th. ares where the incident took place
and capabilities to intervene militarily in such an incident if it
~as to occur again;

r - -  
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g. images held atroad of the United States Government and of Americana ; $
h. the general and specific economic interests of Americans;

1. social inter—action (comaunications/travel) between Americans and
other nations;

j . the self— images of Americans ;

k. international law and norms;

1. AmerIcan public opinion concerning the President in office during the
incident;

m. the President’s position in his party;

n. the President’ s chances of being re—elected ;

o. the President’s position vis-a—vls the Congress with reference to his
general Influence and his influence on specific issues of note;

p. the success of Dex~iocratio and Republican candidates ii~ Congressional
elections;

3. Of what significance for each of the interests ~eationed in question E.2.
would have been a decision by the President ~~~ to ube military force in )
any way?

I~. Of what significance for each of the interests mentioned in question E.2.
would have been a decision by the President to use military force to a
significantly greater extent?

Evaluation

1. To the extent that the targets’ behavior did conform to that desired by the
President , to what extent , if at all, can this be attributed to the use of
military force by the United States?

2. To the extent that the targets’ behavior did not conform to the behavior
desired by the President, to what extent if at al] , can this be attributed
to the use of milita ry force by the United States?

3. To what extent , if a~ aU, can third party behavior be specifically related
to the use of milita ry force by the United State s?

~4 . In your opinion, considering the concerns and Interests of the President ,
was the use of military force wise?

5. Considering your conception of the national interest , we. the use of
military force wise?

)

_ _ _  
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